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Editors' Note

This volume reprints published and unpublished works from the breadth of Robert J. Gregg's scholarly career of forty years. While their subject matter often overlaps, there is less duplication than at first appears. Because it is only by reproducing the full canon of Gregg's work that one can chart this seminal scholar's evolution in thinking, we have chosen to be inclusive.

Inasmuch as his original publications were prepared according to a variety of formats and were published in outlets that differed widely in their conventions of citation, punctuation, reference, and the like, the editors have standardized these matters across the reprinted versions. In a few cases we have spelled out abbreviations, but we have kept his phonetic symbols and all other content in its original form except for one case. For nearly his entire career and in all his published writing Gregg employed the term 'Scotch-Irish'. However, in correspondence late in life and in amended versions of earlier essays supplied to the editors, he stated his preference for 'Ulster-Scots'. In deference to his wishes, we have used the latter throughout the text.
Contributors

G. Brendan Adams took up the post of Curator of Language at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum in 1964, the first language specialist on its staff, following four years as its honorary dialect archivist. As founder of the Dialect Archive at the museum, he laid the basis for a collection that would some thirty years later provide the source material for the museum’s *Concise Ulster Dictionary* (1996). For half a lifetime he had worked in the linen industry, but his prodigious linguistic talent and enthusiasm had led him into life-long membership of the Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club, whose Folklore and Dialect Section he founded along with his uncle, the folklorist Richard Hayward. In that capacity he was active from the early 1950s in the collection of items of lexical interest, with the object of their eventual publication in dictionary form. During this time, the Royal Irish Academy published some of his work, and in later years he was elected to membership of that institution, one of a select few northeners so honoured. As a contemporary of Robert Gregg, as well as other ‘gents’ such as John Braidwood and Estyn Evans, he was in the vanguard of the systematic study of Ulster vernacular language, and edited the museum’s first research volume, *Ulster Dialects: An Introductory Symposium* (1964). He taught Irish to adult learners, and his eclectic knowledge of other languages embraced such diverse areas of study as Hebrew, Chinese, Irish history and minority religious groupings. He died in 1981 while still in post at the museum, a year before he would have reached retirement age. Among the large quantity of his material stored at the museum were a number of unpublished papers, two of the most valuable of which are included in the present volume and are printed for the first time. Many of the prodigious number of his publications were published in *The English Dialects of Ulster: An Anthology of Articles on Ulster Speech* by G. B. Adams (ed. Michael Barry and Philip Tilling, 1986).

Dr. Bruce D. Boling is Associate Professor Emeritus at the University of New Mexico. He was a cataloguer at the Library of Congress and the libraries at the University of Wyoming, Brown University, and the University of New Mexico. He was trained in general and historical linguistics at Harvard, where he received his doctorate in 1966 with a concentration in Celtic languages, especially Old Irish. For the past thirty years he has collected, studied, and written about English dialect patterns in the letters of Irish emigrants to North America. In recent years he has spent sabbatical and annual research leave using the collections at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. Along with Kerby A. Miller, Arnold Schrier, and David N. Doyle, he is the co-author of the award-winning volume *Irish Immigrants in the Land of Canaan: Letters and Memoirs from Colonial and Revolutionary America, 1675-1815* (Oxford University Press, 2003).

Mr. John G. W. Erskine works as a librarian in higher education in Belfast. A linguist by education, he served on the Board of the Ulster-Scots Agency during its first term. In addition to Ulster-Scots, his main area of study is in the field of the social and systematic bibliography of Irish Presbyterianism.

Mr. James Fenton is a retired school principal who grew up in the adjoining townlands of Ballinaloob and Drumdarragh in North Antrim. He attended Dalriada Grammar School, Stranmillis College, and Queen’s University Belfast, and is the author of *The Harmely Tongue and Thnomir and Thon* (both Ullans Press, 2000). His interests are poetry (especially 20th-century Irish poets), the novel, and conservation (he is a member of the Ulster Wildlife Trust and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds).

Dr. Rona R. K. Kingsmore was a practising speech pathologist for more than twenty years before receiving her Ph.D. in Linguistics from the University of Ulster in 1983 for a sociophonetic study of the speech of Coleraine. Thereafter she directed the M.A. programme in Teaching English as a Foreign Language at Columbia International University in South Carolina for ten years before returning to Northern Ireland and teaching phonetics part-time at the University of Ulster. She is now retired and lives with her husband in Portstewart.

Dr. Linde Lunney comes from North Antrim, an area where Ulster-Scots was very strong until recently, and her interest in language history was fostered by a year in east Tennessee, and by studying language, literature and folk tradition in the University of Edinburgh. Her Queen’s Ph.D. on language patterns of Ulster was completed in 1981, titled ‘An Analysis of Some Linguistic Information Obtained from Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Poetry’. She now lives in Dublin, where she has worked on the Royal Irish Academy’s *Dictionary of Irish Biography* since it started in 1983, and she is a member of the Board of Ulster Scots, appointed by the Irish government.
Dr. Caroline I. Macafee is a former (now honorary) reader at the University of Aberdeen. She has written extensively on the Scots language, including a book-length 'History of Scots to 1700' (incorporating material by late A. J. Aitken), as part of the Introduction to A Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue, vol.XII. She is the editor of A Concise Ulster Dictionary (1996).

Dr. Michael Montgomery is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of English and Linguistics at the University of South Carolina, where he taught for nearly two decades. He has published extensively on varieties of English in the American South (especially in Appalachia) and on the English and Scots of Ulster and Scotland and their trans-Atlantic connections. His most recent book is Dictionary of Smoky Mountain English (University of Tennessee Press, 2004).

Dr. Philip Robinson comes from East Antrim, and is retired Head of Collections at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. There he had overall responsibility for the Concise Ulster Dictionary project. Working as a settlement and cultural historian, his Ph.D. was on the 17th century Ulster Plantation, and his book The Plantation of Ulster is the standard work on that subject. He has published several novels and children’s books in Ulster-Scots and is the author of Ulster-Scots: a Grammar of the Traditional Written and Spoken Language. As a founding member of the Ulster-Scots Language Society and the Ulster-Scots Academy, he continues an active engagement with the language community in the Ards Peninsula of East Down, where he now lives.

Anne Smyth, a Glaswegian by birth, was brought up in the household of her maternal grandmother, a native speaker of Lowland Scots. Moving to Northern Ireland in 1968 to study law at Queen’s University, she was fascinated by the speech of fellow students from Ulster-Scots speaking areas, which displayed interesting similarities to, and also differences from, the Lowland Scots to which she was accustomed. Always a great lover of books, she turned her attention to the poetry of W. F. Marshall, and ultimately found her way to a lecture given by Professor John Braidwood. This fired her enthusiasm for Ulster-Scots and Ulster vernacular speech generally, leading to her eventual application in 1990 for the post of Assistant to Dr. Caroline Macafee, editor of the Concise Ulster Dictionary. Since 1994, when Dr. Macafee left for a post at Aberdeen University, she has been the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum’s language specialist. She wrote part of the front matter for the dictionary, and has contributed to the Museum’s in-house journal, Ulster Folklife. The current Chairman of the Ulster-Scots Language Society, she has written material for its journal, Ullans, and has assisted its principal editor in the preparation of most of the issues of that publication.

Dr. Jack W. Weaver is Professor Emeritus of English at Winthrop University, Rock Hill, S.C. His research and publications include Irish literature and folklore (George Moore, James Joyce and Music, AE, John Hewitt, Robert Greacen, and others) and Irish-American culture (the Scotch-Irish and their language and folklore). Work in progress includes ‘A Blue Ridge Mountain Glossary’ and a ‘Selected Edition of Poems of Robert Greacen’, as well as articles on Heaney and Montague.
## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>adjective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv.</td>
<td>adverb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Anglo-Irish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Anglo-Norman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>consonant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cit.</td>
<td>cited</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cons</td>
<td>consonantal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cont</td>
<td>continuant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cor</td>
<td>coronal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD</td>
<td>Mairi Robinson et al. (eds.), <em>Concise Scots Dictionary</em> (Aberdeen, 1985)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDG</td>
<td>Joseph S. Wright (ed.), <em>English Dialect Grammar</em> (London, 1905)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>env.</td>
<td>envelope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESe</td>
<td>Early Scots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>French</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Glens of Antrim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>Hiberno-English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intrans.</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>International Phonetic Alphabet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJV</td>
<td>King James Version</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAS</td>
<td>Linguistic Atlas of Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit.</td>
<td>literally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSS</td>
<td>Linguistic Survey of Scotland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME, M.E.</td>
<td>Middle English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>Middle Scots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSR</td>
<td>Northern Subject Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obs.</td>
<td>obsolete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>Old English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF</td>
<td>Old French</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Old Norse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>op.</td>
<td>opus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pers.</td>
<td>person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.p.</td>
<td>past participle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pres.</td>
<td>present</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pret.</td>
<td>preterit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pron.</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRONI</td>
<td>Public Record Office of Northern Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.t.</td>
<td>past tense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Rathlin Island</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP, R.P.</td>
<td>Received Pronunciation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.S.</td>
<td>Received Speech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sb.</td>
<td>substantive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Standard English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sg.</td>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SND</td>
<td>William Grant and David Murison (eds.), <em>Scottish National Dictionary</em> (Edinburgh, 1931-1976)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>Standard Southern British</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.v.</td>
<td><em>sub voce</em> ‘under the word’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVLR, S.V.L.R.</td>
<td>Scottish Vowel Length Rule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans.</td>
<td>transitive; translator(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAI</td>
<td>Ulster Anglo-Irish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHE</td>
<td>Ulster Hiberno-English</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-SR</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots Rural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USS</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots Standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots Urban</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-S UN</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots Urban Non-standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-S US</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots Urban Standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>vowel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.</td>
<td>verb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voc</td>
<td>vocalic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>†</td>
<td>published posthumously</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations may be undefined if their usage is rare or if the meaning is clear from context.
### Phonetics Key

#### Vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>low front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>low front unrounded vowel, higher than [a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>low central unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>low back unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>mid-close front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>closer mid-front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>more open mid-close front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>more open mid-close front rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>mid open front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɪ</td>
<td>mid open front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>more open mid-close front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>open high front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>more open high front unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɪ</td>
<td>lower high central unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɒ</td>
<td>higher mid back rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>more open upper mid back unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>lower mid back rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>higher mid back unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʌ</td>
<td>high back rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>semi high back rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>high central rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʌ</td>
<td>high front rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>semi high front rounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>mid central unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɒ</td>
<td>lower mid back unrounded vowel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>voiceless bilabial stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>voiced bilabial stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>voiced bilabial nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʍ</td>
<td>voiceless bilabial fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>voiced labiovelar continuant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>voiceless labio-dental fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>voiced labio-dental fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>voiceless interdental stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>voiced interdental stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>interdental nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʘ</td>
<td>voiceless interdental fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>voiced interdental fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>interdental lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>voiced alveolar stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>voiced alveolar nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɳ</td>
<td>voiced syllabic alveolar nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>voiced palatalised nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɴ</td>
<td>voiced palatalised nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʂ</td>
<td>palatalised voiceless alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>voiced alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>voiced alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʢ</td>
<td>palatalised voiceless alveolar fricative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʦ</td>
<td>palatalised voiceless alveolar affricate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʣ</td>
<td>palatalised voiced alveolar affricate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>voiced alveolar trill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Academic Study of Ulster-Scots: Essays for and by Robert J. Gregg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Diacritics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>voiced alveolar flap</td>
<td>primary stress on following syllable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>voiced alveolar frictionless continuant</td>
<td>secondary stress on following syllable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>voiced alveolar lateral</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced with longer duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>retroflex voiced alveolar lateral</td>
<td>(;) pronounced with variable longer duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>palatalised voiced alveolar lateral</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced raised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>voiced syllabic alveolar lateral</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced lowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>voiceless alveolar lateral fricative</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced retracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>voiced alveolar affricate</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced fronted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ž</td>
<td>voiced alveo-palatal fricative</td>
<td>pronounced with low tone or pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t̨</td>
<td>voiceless alveo-palatal affricate</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced without voicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dž</td>
<td>voiced alveo-palatal affricate</td>
<td>for consonants: pronounced without voicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>č</td>
<td>voiceless palatal affricate</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced as more centralised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>š</td>
<td>voiced palatal fricative</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced as lower or more open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>voiced palatal lateral</td>
<td>for consonants: pronounced with palatalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>voiced velar stop</td>
<td>for consonants: pronounced with retroflex colouring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>voiceless velar fricative</td>
<td>for consonants: pronounced with aspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>velar nasal</td>
<td>pronounced with rounded offglide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>voiced uvular trill</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced with centering offglide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>voiceless laryngeal fricative</td>
<td>pronounced with dentalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>voiced laryngeal fricative</td>
<td>pronounced with glottal release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔ</td>
<td>glottal stop</td>
<td>for vowels: pronounced with low tone or pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>for consonants: pronounced with palatalisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Life and Work of Professor Robert J. Gregg

Anne Smyth and Michael Montgomery

Robert John Gregg was the founder of Ulster-Scots studies. His scholarship, grounded as it was in the historical landscape of the province of Ulster and a lifetime of research, laid the foundation for all who have come afterward — linguists, geographers, historians, anthropologists, and many others. The very conception of Ulster-Scots as a linguistic and cultural phenomenon on the modern scene is inconceivable without his scholarship and rests firmly upon it. His research was as fundamental to Ulster-Scots as any linguist’s to a language in western Europe, and it remains the touchstone in the field today. It is due mainly to Gregg that scholars elsewhere learned of the existence of Ulster-Scots and that research on it was put on a sound academic footing. However, time and the specialised venues in which his original writing was published have now rendered it largely inaccessible, so the present volume was conceived to make it available to a new generation of scholars.

Robert Gregg, the second child of Tom and Margaret Gregg, was born in Larne, County Antrim, on 2 July 1912. Brought up in the town and going on to attend Larne Grammar School, his ear was first attuned to the patterns of the urban modified English heard around him. However, from early childhood he and his brother habitually returned at holiday times to the rural setting in which his mother’s family lived, the district around Glenoe, four miles up the Glenoe Valley from Larne. There and in nearby villages the young Gregg encountered and imbibed the dense Ulster-Scots language of his grandparents and other country kinfolk and residents. As he later stated in his M.A. dissertation, his ‘linguistic curiosity was early aroused by the sharp contrasts’ between the two language varieties, and ‘these bilingual comparisons have always been discussed with interest in my own family, and with the help in particular of my mother and my brother’.

Building on those early observations, Gregg first began collecting linguistic material as a teenager during his years at Larne Grammar School, where his keen intelligence constantly remarked the speech of students (one of whom was a cousin) from the school’s rural hinterland. By 1930 he was compiling a notebook and had embarked on research and scholarship that would span seven decades.

Gregg’s endowments of natural curiosity and a gift for languages, aroused by the contrasting speech of the spheres in which he moved for the first two decades of his life, led to a highly successful career as a teacher of languages and later of linguistics. It has been said that language was a passion for him, and he was fluent in several. He graduated from Queen’s University, Belfast, with a B.A. (Honours) degree in French and German with Spanish subsidiary in 1933, but his interests and expertise were to range much more widely. For example, he passed Intermediate Latin examinations in the University of London in 1948, which foreshadowed his appointment in 1966 as Professor of Linguistics in the Department of Classics at the University of British Columbia, and he also passed Advanced Level Royal Society examinations in Russian (including the oral section). This latter subject formed part of the course he taught as Head of the Modern Languages Department and Senior Master at Belfast Mercantile College from 1939 to 1954. During these years he also studied Latin and took a B.A. in Spanish from the University of London. It was, however, as Senior Modern Languages Master at Regent House School, Newtownards, that he began his teaching career in 1934.

Gregg’s M.A. dissertation at Queen’s, on the historical phonology of the East Antrim Ulster-Scots he knew so well, was presented in May 1953. In it, we see the kernel of the themes and methodologies that were to inform his later work, particularly his immensely important doctoral thesis, ‘The Boundaries of the Scotch-Irish Dialects in Ulster’. It is to this doctoral research that we must look for the only proper mapping of the Ulster-Scots speech areas that has ever been done.

In 1951, meanwhile, the Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club’s Dialect Section had commenced a collection of Ulster vernacular speech using the questionnaires devised for the Linguistic Survey of Scotland. In assisting with this endeavour, Bob Gregg worked with a number of other distinguished linguists, but it was his collaboration with two of their number that was to have lasting effect. The first of these was Professor Angus McIntosh, of the University of Edinburgh, who was in charge of the Scots section of the survey, which had included the six counties of Northern Ireland in its coverage. McIntosh was to become the main supervisor for Gregg’s Ph.D. thesis. The second was Brendan Adams, who went on to become the first Curator of Language at the Ulster Folk Museum (as it was then). For many years, especially in the 1960s, Gregg and Adams wrestled together with the knotty problem of the orthographic representation of Ulster-Scots.

In 1954, having determined to pursue an academic career abroad, Bob Gregg emigrated to Canada with his wife Millicent and young family, and after a short period teaching...
in a secondary school in Vancouver was appointed Assistant Professor of French at the University of British Columbia in January 1955. He taught there for the next twenty-five years, becoming Professor in the Department of Linguistics in 1969, and Head of that Department from 1972 to 1980, when he retired after a distinguished career. The courses he taught not only reflected his continuing interest in phonetics, dialectology and French, but also included many other areas of study such as the teaching of English as a second language. He continued to ‘trail-blaze’ by setting up a language laboratory at UBC, the first in any Canadian university. While on staff there, he directed two major surveys, of Vancouver and British Columbia speech respectively, and edited the prestigious Gage Dictionary of Canadian English. He sat on the committees and boards of many professional organisations.

Throughout his years in Canada Gregg kept in close touch and collaborated with colleagues back in Ulster. He participated in the conference inaugurating the Ulster Dialect Archive at the Ulster Folk Museum in 1960. For a time he was co-editor with John Braidwood of the Ulster Dialect Dictionary project inherited from the BNFC. When the Department of Education in Northern Ireland commissioned the Concise Ulster Dictionary in 1989, he was pleased to be enlisted as a consultant and in succeeding years donated much of his own material to the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, where the volume was being edited. To several issues of Ullans, the new annual magazine of the Ulster-Scots Language Society, he also contributed transcriptions using his orthography for Ulster-Scots.

Among Gregg’s achievements two were particularly noteworthy: 1) a comprehensive structural description of Ulster-Scots pronunciation, including many of its distinctive patterns, and how these differed from ‘Ulster Anglo-Irish’, a variety deriving primarily from the speech of 17th-century settlers from the English Northwest Midlands; and 2) a detailed documentation and mapping of where Ulster-Scots was spoken in parts of four counties (Down, Antrim, Londonderry and Donegal).

Making these achievements possible was his doctoral fieldwork, which was undertaken primarily during a year’s leave of absence from UBC in 1960-61 and which culminated three decades of informal observation and collection. He travelled the Ulster countryside, tirelessly interviewing older, traditional speakers in order to ascertain the geographical boundaries of Ulster-Scots as precisely as possible. The result was a study unprecedented and unsurpassed in detail and intensity of coverage by any other linguistic project in the British Isles and rivalled by few in continental Europe.

Having long pondered the matter of speech areas and studied the Plantation settlement landscape of Ulster, and finding some in Edinburgh to be sceptical of the vitality of the Scots language in Ulster, he was determined to outline the Ulster-Scots territory meticulously and to provide extensive data on its speech. His summary map that resulted became a classic and continues to be cited and reproduced by scholars as the standard point of reference on the geography of Ulster-Scots.

Ethnologists and historians (beginning with Abraham Hume in the 1850s) had by the mid-twentieth century surmised a rough outline of the Scottish zone of Ulster in Counties Antrim, Down, and Londonderry. Long before he sought the professional training that would give him the analytical tools necessary to pinpoint this zone, Gregg had begun to plot out in his own mind where its boundaries might lie. But what he had to do was find the hard data to support his intuitions and the preliminary work done by others – to establish the empirical reality for the matter, in other words. For this he interviewed 125 mainly older speakers using a 683-item questionnaire that covered a constellation of fourteen broad features: one group of 30 morphological items and thirteen groups of phonological features (the consonant /ʃ/, two diphthongs, and ten vowels). His aim was not to survey an even dispersal of speakers throughout the area, but to ‘collect the data that will polarise the systematic differences between the dialects’ and enable him to identify the boundaries of Ulster-Scots with all possible precision. In the process of mapping the core areas, he was the first to demonstrate that Ulster-Scots was spoken in east Donegal in the Republic of Ireland and was thus international.

In addition to providing such knowledge he made many other contributions. The editor of the Concise Ulster Dictionary, based at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, was most fortunate to have Bob Gregg’s assistance on the dictionary’s editorial board from 1989 to 1994. It has been remarked how generous he was in making available the fruits of his research to others in the field, and this was amply confirmed by his dealings with dictionary staff. Despite daunting health problems that would immediately have discouraged anyone less determined, Gregg continued to photocopy his material and forward it by ‘snail-mail’ to the Museum, to augment the resources from which the dictionary drew.
In his later years, he delighted in the revival of interest in the Ulster-Scots language and particularly to be named Honorary President of the Ulster-Scots Language Society. He took a keen interest in the academic debate surrounding modern Ulster-Scots, but did not suffer fools gladly. In a letter to the then Chairman of the Language Society, Dr. Ian Adamson, in 1994, he expressed himself in no uncertain terms regarding a view commonly held in some circles that Ulster-Scots is simply a dialect of English: ‘To put it bluntly, I find it incredible that any specialist in language and dialect (I am one myself and have hundreds of others among my colleagues and acquaintances) – that any such specialists could regard Ulster-Scots as a regional variant of English! Impossible! ... I feel these people are writing nonsense about Ulster-Scots not being a language but a dialect of English! Ridiculous!’

Professor Gregg remained an Ulsterman to the core. To this highly-developed sense of place, persistent despite his Canadian ‘exile’, was added a keen sense of family. He kept in contact with his brother, T. F. Gregg, who was still living in East Antrim. Also, the Greggs were blessed with three sons and a daughter, and Bob lived to see the third generation of his descendants. Underpinning all his prodigious activity professionally and academically was the loving support of his wife, Milliecent, whose devotion and tender care never faltered through the distressing days of illness in his latter years.

Above all else Gregg was a life-long student of Ulster-Scots. The ideas planted in his mind’s eye and ear as a young man in east Antrim would mature into his life’s work. None of the well-deserved preferments that were heaped upon him throughout his long and active life could distract him from pursuing the study of his first love. Northern Ireland’s academic establishment approached his early efforts with less enthusiasm, but it is a measure of the man that this only spurred him to greater scholarly achievements. Today, the debt owed by the Ulster-Scots speaking community to Professor Gregg for his pioneering work in establishing the study of Ulster-Scots as an academic discipline is incalculable.

Bob Gregg passed away peacefully in Vancouver on 15 November 1998, aged 86, and is much missed. He was a man of great generosity and great passion for his native soil, a proud man who made others proud to know him. It is the hope of those involved in the production of the present memorial volume that in reading the writings that form his legacy to the academic study of the language he loved, others will be encouraged to take up the challenge of devoting themselves to that same discipline and aspiring to the same high standards.
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SECTION I: CURRENT PERSPECTIVES ON ULSTER-SCOTS
The Mapping of Ulster-Scots

Philip Robinson

When Robert J. Gregg first published the results of his ground-breaking research project into linguistic boundaries in Ulster, its significance was recognised immediately by historical and cultural geographers. The ‘Gregg Map’ of the ‘Ulster-Scots Speaking Areas’ (as he later insisted on calling them) identified the precise spatial distribution of Ulster-Scots using linguistic criteria for the first time. His task was to distinguish this from Ulster-English (i.e. Northern Hiberno-English). The mapping of this cultural trait was regarded as only one marker or indicator of the areas primarily settled by Scottish plantation settlers in the 17th century. These Ulster-Scots areas stand in contrast to areas settled more by the English, or indeed those uncolonised ‘native Irish’ areas.

The extent of Irish-speaking areas in Ulster (particularly west Donegal, the Glens of northeast Antrim and the Sperrin Mountains in Tyrone) was already known from 19th-century and 20th-century census information, and Gregg also plotted these Gaeltachts to illustrate their respective territories. Of course, he realised the linguistic significance of the interfaces in counties Antrim and Donegal of these two traditional but declining languages. However, his primary mission was to distinguish Ulster-Scots from its closely related and dominant sister tongue, Ulster-English. In this, his linguistic expertise enabled him to develop criteria for distinguishing the survival of Ulster-Scots using local informants. He was aware that this task was complicated by the fact that Ulster-English contains a host of lexical and phonological items of Lowland Scottish origin.

In the context of the contemporary Ulster-Scots renaissance (of which Gregg was himself a champion), his mapping of Ulster-Scots speaking areas, and his definition of the ‘marker’ criteria for identifying Ulster-Scots speakers, together represent a substantial legacy. His survey of 1960–63 provides a base-line against which future numerical decline or geographic contraction can be measured.

Gregg’s published map (Figure 1) included the location of individual informants, all identified in his published thesis: 64 in county Down, 23 in county Antrim, 4 in county Londonderry, and 34 in county Donegal. Such an irregular distribution raises a number of questions about Gregg’s cartographic methodology. Although unconventional, as we shall see, the concentration of Gregg’s informants in particular areas was justified in terms of what was already known to him and what remained to be established by focused ‘boundary tracking’.

**Linguistic Criteria as an Index of Settlement and Cultural History**

In Ulster there are three basic linguistic groups that contribute to traditional speech patterns today: Irish Gaelic, Ulster-Scots, and Northern Hiberno-English (Ulster-English). Ulster-Scots and Ulster-English are not only closely related to each other linguistically, but also are both considered to have originated from the 17th-century dialects of south-west Scotland and the north-west midlands of England respectively. The historical and settlement event which occasioned this phenomenon was the Ulster Plantation of the 17th century.

The assumption that a single index such as language or religious denomination can be taken to have ethnic, cultural and political implications may be grossly misleading. While religious denomination has always been a crucial factor in determining an individual’s political and cultural allegiances, its role as the major factor in the process of determining identity has lost ground recently to language and other aspects of cultural tradition.

The identification of the Irish language with Catholic and Irish Nationalist identity can be traced back over a hundred years to the beginnings of the Gaelic Revival. The surviving Gaeltacht regions (as evidenced from the Irish language census data from 1911 and before) and the areas where the local
population are Roman Catholic (also evidenced from the
detailed census data of 1911 and before) are the usual indices
to discover the extent (by obverse relationship) of plantation
and other British settlement survival.

The Comisión na Gaeilge produced a mapped survey
of Irish language survival in 1927 based on their 1925 survey.
Areas where more than 10% of the population were found to
be native-Irish speaking in this survey provide an
identification of the 'traditional' Gaeltachts. Unfortunately,
within Northern Ireland, these native-speaking communities
in Antrim and Tyrone did not survive into and beyond the
1960s. A striking feature of the mapped extent of these
Gaeltachts is its coincidence with areas where more than 50% of
local surnames are of Irish origin and more than 50% of the
local population are (or were in 1911) Roman Catholic
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Irish/British Ethnic and Cultural Survival Areas in
20th-Century Ulster

Figure 2 illustrates the striking coincidence of these three
indices of Irish ethnic and cultural survival in Ulster into the
beginning of the 20th century - Irish language, Irish surnames
and Catholicism. The areas at the core in this map (where all
three indices are present) are in fact the areas of Irish language
survival. Indeed, in these core areas the proportion of
the local population that is Roman Catholic is invariably in
excess of 75%.

Conversely, the areas shown in Figure 2 which contain
none of the indices of 20th-century Irish cultural and ethnic
survival represent the end-product of centuries of English and
Scottish plantation, immigration, internal migration and
acculturation. These areas are 'Protestant/Unionist' (in today's
terms) and contain a population that is essentially of English
or Scottish ethnic origin.

If the criteria that Gregg used to distinguish the Ulster-
Scots speaking areas from Ulster-English dialect areas are
accepted, his map can be used to differentiate between the
'English' and 'Scottish' ethnic and cultural areas which have
persisted since the 17th century. In terms of religious
denomination, the Ulster-Scots communities have long been
associated with Presbyterianism, in contrast to the Anglican
Protestantism that dominates the areas of south and mid Ulster
that were settled by the English. The two main Protestant
denominations in Ulster (Presbyterianism and Church of
Ireland) have been broadly associated with Scottish and
English settlement respectively. However, while Presbyterianism
may have been a dominant philosophy
among Scots settlers, it only became established as a separate
and distinct denomination in the second half of the 17th
century. It then spread rapidly throughout established areas of
Scottish settlement. This spread was mapped by Alan Gailey
in 1975.

While language and religious adherence have both been
subject to processes of assimilation, surnames provide a more
stable and representative index of national origin. The
problems associated with the use of surnames in this context
are not those of transmission between English and Scottish
settlers, but rather of identifying which surnames are of
English, and which of Scottish origin. A consensus of the
surnames which are markers of Scottish settlement, especially when mapped (Figure 3),
provides just as clear an indication of the centrality of
language survival to the core areas of Scottish settlement as
Irish does to the core areas of Irish settlement.

Figure 3: Scottish/English Settlement and Cultural Areas in
20th-Century Ulster

The core areas of Ulster-Scots settlement as shown in
Figure 3 reveal a remarkable consistency, with more than 75%
of the Ulster-Scots speaking population identified as
Presbyterian within the Ulster-Scots speaking areas. Of
course, the Ulster-Scots areas contrast with the areas of
Ulster-English settlement in terms of their proximity to the
coasts and the primary communication routes with Scotland
and England respectively. This was a function of the
historical processes of colonisation beginning in the early
1600s, when English and Lowland Scots migrated to Ulster in
a territorially competitive fashion.

One legacy of this Ulster-Scots/Ulster-English interface
that is well illustrated by Figure 3 is the 1798 Rebellion. In
the same decade of the 1790s, the Ulster-Scots areas 'turned
out' in the United Irishmen Rebellion of 1798, while the
Orange Order was founded in 1795 at Loughgall in north
Armagh, in the heartland of Ulster-English (and Episcopal) settlement. Some of the government militias involved in
suppressing the revolt were ‘Orange’ militias, and the principal engagements at Ballynahinch and Saintfield in county Down and at Antrim Town and Donegore Hill in county Antrim were all along the eastern frontier between these two cultural zones.

In this historical, geographical and cultural context, the significance of Gregg’s map of Ulster Scots speaking areas can be equated to that of the 1925 Comisiún na Gaeltachta in respect of the Irish language. The reality of Gregg’s mapped area as the core area of Ulster Scots settlement with its own distinctive cultural traits has, since Gregg’s survey, been confirmed by ethnologists and cultural geographers.

In using cultural phenomena to ascertain the national origin of the population in a particular area, a principal obstacle is the fact that many cultural traits (which may be of English or Scottish origin) were disseminated rapidly throughout populations of mixed origin. Despite this, the pattern of a range of distinctively Scots folk-cultural traits (in addition to language, religion and surnames) has been shown to be consistent with the Ulster Scots cultural zone shown in Figure 3. For example, the distribution of a (presumed) Scots New Year custom of distributing straw wisps was mapped by Alan Gailey in 1972 and shown to be confined to the Ulster Scots zone in county Down. A host of other Scots calendar customs has been similarly identified in Antrim and Down, and the distribution of 18th- and 19th-century Ulster-Scots poets is also co-extensive with the Ulster-Scots speaking area mapped by Gregg in the mid-20th century (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Ulster-Scots Areas in Ulster, showing the distribution of Ulster-Scots poets

Among these ‘folk-life’ criteria, those relating to vernacular building traditions are least prone to territorial spread by acculturation, presumably because the vernacular buildings themselves are immobile structures, fixed in the local landscape. In Alan Gailey’s seminal work, Rural Houses of the North of Ireland, the results of his 20-year survey into the relative distributions of the two principal vernacular house types were mapped in detail for the first time. This map, particularly with respect to the boundaries in counties Antrim and Down, almost exactly traces the Ulster-Scots/Ulster-English linguistic boundary as mapped by Gregg. Historically, the house-type features mapped by Gailey can be shown to have originated in the different 17th-century vernacular house types that characterised Scots (and Irish) settlements on the one hand and English settlements on the other. Other specific folk-cultural criteria have been mapped in some detail in south Antrim, mid Ulster, and the Ards Peninsula in east Down. Here again the Gregg map is validated as confirming the historicity, the holistic nature and the persistence of the core areas of Ulster Scots.

Historical Development of Scots-Settled Areas in Ulster

Although the focus of attention for any study of the origins of Scottish settlement in Ireland is inevitably the plantation of English and lowland Scots in the 1600s, it must be remembered that the movement of peoples between north-east Ireland and south-west Scotland has been a constant factor throughout the history and pre-history of these islands.

The Ulster Plantation was a governmental scheme for the colonisation of the six Ulster counties of Armagh, Donegal, Cavan, Fermanagh, Tyrone and Londonderry during the reign of James I (1603-1625). However, in practice, the colonisation extended throughout the 17th century, and over a much greater area, significantly in the ‘unofficial’ plantation of Antrim and Down.

By 1610, a plantation scheme had been approved by James I which involved granting one new county (Londonderry – formerly county Coleraine with some additions) to the twelve principal London Guild Companies. In county Londonderry each company got its own estate (such as the Drapers, Grocers, Goldsmiths, etc.), and, acting together, they were to be responsible for developing the two new city ports of Londonderry and Coleraine. Because of the proximity of these ports to Scotland, they actually became dominated by Scots merchants and artisans by 1630, despite their London-English ownership and control. Similarly, those London Companies with estates in the north of the county between Londonderry and Coleraine employed Scottish land agents to manage and ‘plant’ the lands, so here too the actual population was soon more Scots than English in origin.

The other five counties of the official scheme were divided into ‘baronies’, each barony being reserved for the use of one particular type of major land grantee. The different classes of grantees were to be groups of English Undertakers, Scottish Undertakers, English Servitors and Irish Natives. However, it was to be the Undertakers, in separate groups of English and Scots, who were to be responsible for the main implementation of the scheme for colonisation. In return for their estates, the grantees undertook to plant 24 adult men, representing at least ten families of English or ‘inland’ (lowland) Scots on every 1000 acres.

The Undertakers were grouped in exclusively English or Scottish consorts for each barony under a principal Undertaker. Some of these consorts were of family groups, or of groups from adjacent areas in England or Scotland. The Scottish Undertakers were drawn from quite a restricted area within Scotland. The vast majority came from the central lowland belt. However, under the plantation allocations of land circa 1610, the lands allocated to Scottish Undertakers were (with the exception of north-east Donegal) well away from the ultimately Ulster-Scots zones in east and north Ulster.

A succession of governmental surveys in 1611, 1613, 1617, 1619 and 1622 were carried out to establish if these Undertakers had fulfilled their obligations to ‘plant’ settlers.
Figure 5: British plantation settlement in Ulster based on the plantation surveys of 1622.

Figure 5 shows the situation in 1622, with obvious concentrations in fertile regions of north Armagh, east and south Tyrone, mid Cavan and Fermanagh, the Foyle basin south-west of Londonderry, and across the north coast to Coleraine.

Figure 6: British settlement in Ulster, c.1659

These early surveys did not distinguish between English and Scots tenants, nor did they provide lists of surnames that might be used as an indication. Figure 6 provides a much broader picture of the settlement situation in 1659. This 'census' was based on poll tax returns and specifically distinguished 'Irish' inhabitants from 'English and Scotch'. Here we can see how the settlement on the official plantation estates sat in the context of the larger unofficial settlements in Antrim and Down. The distributional pattern of plantation settlement in the first half of the 17th century coincides substantially with the 20th-century situation (compare, for example, the detail of the British settlement distribution that is implied in Figure 2).

Figure 7: The Distribution of Protestants (Established Church and Dissenter) in Ulster, 1766

Most historians familiar with the settlement history of this period agree that the late 17th century witnessed a massive increase in British settlement in Ulster, and the levels reached in the 18th century (Figure 7) represent the culmination of what had been more than a century of successive waves of incoming settlers. Although we can be confident of the detail and historicity of the predominantly 'British' settled regions of the rural Ulster landscape, none of the historic surveys of the 17th and 18th centuries enumerates English and Scottish settlers separately.

At the top social level of Undertaker and landlord, the precise original locations of the English and Scottish 'planter' families are known, but it is a fundamental error to assume that their tenants came from the same locations. Occasionally, contemporary records are specific. For example, in 1638 the Scottish Covenanters believed that there were 40,000 Scottish men in Ulster, while Sir Thomas Wentworth estimated in 1639 that there were 100,000 of the Scottish nation in Ireland. Scots in particular entered Ulster during the 1630s in increasing numbers. One report from Scotland in 1635 stated that in the preceding two years, 10,000 had passed through the port of Irvine on their way to Ireland.

Figure 8: The Spread of Presbyterianism in 17th-Century Ulster
The colonisation of Ulster was undertaken by the English and by lowland Scots settlers in a competitive manner which often enabled the two groups to retain their national identities in different districts. The spread of Presbyterianism in Ulster had by the late 17th century resulted in the formation of many Presbyterian congregations throughout the major areas of Scottish settlement (Figure 8). The distribution of these earliest congregations conforms closely to the notion that there were four core areas where Scottish settlers were dominant (and even equate to the four distinct dialect areas of spoken Ulster-Scots today): north Down, east and mid Antrim, the ‘Route’ area of north Antrim and north-east Londonderry, and the ‘Laggan’ area of the Foyle basin in north-east Donegal and north-west Tyrone. These areas are precisely those of the first four presbyteries of Presbyterianism in Ireland: Antrim, Down, the Route, and the Laggan. From these four areas Presbyterianism continued to spread territorially during the late-17th century. By the time of the 1911 census, a clear territorial distinction was still evident between the two principal Protestant denominations, with a north-eastern crescent of Presbyterian ascendancy, contrasting with the Episcopalian areas of mid and south Ulster (Figure 9).

Surnames not only enable the confirmation of the areas of early Scottish settlement, but they also provide positive identification of English-settled areas. The 20th-century ‘surname landscape’ of rural Ulster, as revealed in electoral lists of the 1960s, also provides (Figure 10) further confirmation of the continuity of English and Scottish settlement differentiation. There are two periods in the 17th century (the 1630s and the 1660s) for which it is possible to examine the surnames of the British inhabitants throughout most of Ulster. The 1630 Muster Rolls list the names of all the adult ‘British’ males capable of bearing arms on each large land-owner’s estate, while the Hearth-Money Rolls of the 1660s provide the names of all hearth-owners in most of Ulster, townland by townland. Figure 11 shows which estates contained predominantly English or Scottish settlers in 1630.

The areas of Scottish settlement indicated on this map coincide with the areas of Presbyterian dominance in the 17th century, although some areas in mid Ulster appear to have had a majority of Scottish tenants. Areas of English settlement in county Londonderry, north Armagh, south-west Antrim and Fermanagh support the assumption that most non-Presbyterian (i.e. Episcopalian) British were of English stock. However, some of the plantation estates in mid Ulster were apparently ‘mixed’, with neither English nor Scots dominant.

Before 1630, we know from the contemporary records of the Hamilton and Montgomery ‘plantations’ in north Down that these lands (and similar areas in Antrim) were overwhelmingly ‘Scotch’ as early as 1605. This included the towns of Bangor, Holywood, Newtownards and Donaghadee, but only in 1630 (Figure 11) can we see this in context for the first time. According to the 1637 Customs Report, the English in Londonderry were ‘weak and few in number ... the Scots being many in numbers, and twenty to one for the English’.

Older, pre-plantation towns with an established English ascendancy such as Carrickfergus, Downpatrick and Armagh had developed ‘English’, ‘Irish’ and ‘Scotch’ quarters or streets. In mid Ulster, the town of Dungannon had its inhabitants listed as ‘English, Scotch and Wealth’ in the certificate provided for the 1622 plantation commissioners. Indeed, for most estates in counties Armagh and Tyrone, the
By the 1611 Plantation English were allowed to settle in north and east Ulster. However, the Scots had consolidated in mid and south Ulster. The 1622 Survey of Cavan relates that many of the Scottish tenants of Sir Henry Pieris 'had left that land (as we are informed) and were gone to dwell in the Clandeboyes from whence they came'. The 'Clandeboyes' was the area of north Down first settled with Scots by Sir James Hamilton (later Viscount Clandeboy) in 1605.

The 1611 Plantation Survey provides evidence that some Undertakers brought 'followers' with them to four Scottish-owned estates in county Tyrone. Dugdale's Survey of 1613 records 'English' tenants on some English-owned estates near Dungannon, but states that another English-owned estate in Clogher Barony contained 'inland Scots'.

By the 1790s the consolidation of north and east Ulster into an almost continuous Ulster-Scots settlement zone, and mid and south Ulster into an Ulster-English zone, was both well-defined and well-known. The frontiers between these two territories provided the theatre for conflict between the two sides in the '98 rising, and so the boundary between mid and south Ulster into an Ulster-English zone, was both and English cultural areas sharpened with increased political and religious significance in the local psyche. In the Ordnance Survey Memoirs of the 1830s, the Surveyors noted acute local awareness of this frontier down to the detail of particular townlands in south Antrim.

In the core areas of Ulster-Scots settlement in Antrim and Down, those parishes which were peopled with Scots were identified very clearly in the Memoirs. These Memoirs often included written descriptions of every parish to accompany the first edition of the 6-inch mapped Survey of Ireland, and these descriptions included the 'habits, customs, and amusements' of local inhabitants. The Surveyors preparing the Memoirs were English or Anglo-Irish officials with much greater hostility towards Ulster-Scots than to Irish. For example, in the Parish of Camraney to the north of Belfast we find the following:

There is scarcely a tradition in this parish. This is not much to be wondered, when it is remembered that but two centuries have elapsed since their ancestors first settled in the country. Their airs and ballads are strictly Scottish. Their accent is peculiarly broad and strong. Their idioms and sobs are strictly Scottish. Four-fifths of the population are Presbyterians. The covenanters worship at the meeting house in the hamlet of Camraney. They are by some styled the “Cameronians” or “mountain people” and are believed to retain usages of the ancient original Scottish church.

In east Antrim, the home territory of Professor Gregg, the Memoirs record for the following parishes:

Parish of Islandmagee:
All their sports are of a Scottish character. The inhabitants, being all of Scotch descent, retain the manners and habits of their ancestors. The people are very hospitable, but very blunt in their manners and obstinate in their opinions.

Parish of Grange of Ballywalter:
All the names are purely Scottish. The family of Shaw is said to be the most ancient in the grange. Almost the entire population are Presbyterians, there being scarcely a member of the Churches of England or Rome.

Parish of Mallusk:
Their dialect, accent, idioms and customs are strictly Scottish. They are rather rough and blunt.

Parish of Carncastle and Killyglen:
The people are too thoroughly Scotch to allow any patron's days. The inhabitants still retain the Scottish habits and accent.

In north Antrim, perhaps the stereotypical Ulster-Scots area, the Memoirs tell much the same story as for east Antrim in the following parishes:

Parish of Drumtullagh:
...peopled by the descendants of the Scottish and English emigrants. The Scottish language is spoken in great purity.

Parish of Ballintoy:
They are all descendants of the Scottish settlers of the 16th century, as may be inferred from their very broad Scotch dialect and accent.

Parish of Armoyle:
They seem to be almost exclusively of Scottish extraction. The inhabitants towards the more mountainous parts are very uncouth and ignorant.

Elsewhere in mid Antrim and Londonderry, the Surveyors of the 1830s again confirm the settlement continuity underlying the linguistic survival of Ulster-Scots.

Parish of Ahoghill (Antrim):
The inhabitants much resemble the Scots in their habits, customs and dialect. They are rather dogged, obstinate and blunt.

Parish of Grange of Shilvodan (Antrim):
The inhabitants display disagreeable Scottish manners.

Parish of Rauvan (Antrim):
The great mass of the population are Presbyterian.

Parish of Dundermot (Antrim):
...inhabitants all descendants of the Scotch Presbyterians.

Parish of Aghanloo (north Londonderry):
The local customs are those most prevalent among all Scottish inhabitants of the country...dancing is a favourite amusement...they seem to be very fond of...
fiddle playing. Singing schools are held in rotation among the Presbyterian farmers' houses and after music, both sacred and profane, a dance generally concludes.45

These Ordnance Survey Memoirs provide a link with the plantation settlement patterns and establish beyond doubt that during the 1830s the same areas that are 'Ulster-Scots' today were even more strikingly 'Scotch' to the surveyors and cartographers of those days.

Gregg's Mapping of the Distribution and Boundaries of Ulster-Scots

Gregg began his fieldwork for a survey of Ulster-Scots in 1960 and completed it in 1963. His objective was 'the mapping of the distribution and boundaries of the Scotch-Irish [Ulster-Scots] dialects throughout the province', thereby 'recording the external expansion of lowland Scots speech', which he observed in Ulster 'marches with Ulster Hiberno-English'.46 Gregg was aware that the term 'Scotch-Irish' which he used at the time of his first survey was understood in North America to cover 'things or persons of Ulster origin in general and, with reference to speech in particular, covering all types of Ulster dialect'.

The urban and rural dialects of Scotch-Irish examined by Gregg he defined specifically as the Lowland Scots dialects, which are 'still spoken in the areas that were most intensively peopled by lowland Scottish settlers during the 17th century'.47 To Gregg, the coincidence of Ulster-Scots settlement and language was a premise rather than a conclusion. He began with a good understanding of the settlement history of the province as a whole, but particularly in county Antrim where his local knowledge determined that fewer informants would be required (Figure 1).

With the benefit of the survey behind him, he could confirm that:

the Lowland Scots dialects ... have likewise been preserved in the areas of extensive Scottish settlement. That typically Scots lexical items (as distinct from the full-blown historical-phonological system) are found everywhere in Ulster reflects the fact that many small groups of lowlanders pushed far beyond the limits of the homogeneously Scots-settled areas and in time assimilated into the surrounding Ulster-Hiberno-English speech, but not before bequeathing many expressive items to the vocabulary of their neighbours.48

Gregg began his survey in the Laggan area of north Donegal, for which he had compiled a lexical questionnaire involving over 500 words. It soon became apparent, however, that many of the Scots words on his list had 'spread far beyond the original settlement area as described by the historians of the Laggan plantation, and that their rather haphazard distribution would not give a satisfactory linguistic demarcation line.49

An alternative questionnaire was then put into operation, 'based on some of the historical phonological differences that separate Scots from English dialects in general'.50 It was quickly established that these typically Scots phonological patterns had remained entrenched in the areas of intensive Scottish settlement. 'The opposition between the Lowland Scots forms and those of English provenance provided almost everywhere a sharply-defined border'.51

Gregg's Definitive 'Markers' of Ulster-Scots Speech

For the purposes of his survey, Gregg developed a phonological questionnaire based on over thirty years of previous research on the Lowland Scots speech of his home district of Glenoe in east Antrim. As his dedication at the beginning of his published survey acknowledges, this was literally his 'mother tongue'. Dialectal differences within Ulster-Scots were to be found in some cases between, say, county Down, Donegal, north Antrim, and south-east Antrim (the four principal areas of Ulster-Scots settlement). However, these differences proved only to occur within the accepted Scots typologies and indicated (perhaps for the first time in any academic study) that there may be different dialects of Ulster-Scots. Gregg was aware that these differences could provide problems, for example, with attempts at spelling standardisation, but he was convinced of the ascendancy of Antrim Ulster-Scots, which he used as the yardstick in recording regional variation. Despite the range of Scots dialects found across the Ulster-Scots speaking areas, he stated, 'Antrim, however, is the heartland'.52 Outside the Ulster-Scots areas were the '... regions occupied predominantly by English planters', which he understood to '... still exhibit many characteristics of the dialects of the N and W Midlands, the original home of most of these settlers'.53 Ulster Hiberno-English was assumed to be the dialect spoken in the areas outside of his boundary, and one possible criticism is that he did not allow for the possibility of any 'outliers'; i.e. small isolated areas of Scots survival outside of the main area.

Having established that the lexical questionnaire he began with in Donegal was unsuitable for distinguishing Ulster-Scots from Ulster Hiberno-English (because of the widespread adoption of many of the words with Scots etymologies into vernacular speech across Ulster), he devised a phonological questionnaire. This alternative was based on '... some of the historical differences that separate Scots from English dialects in general', and was distilled by survey testing until a Final Phonological Questionnaire was determined. This final questionnaire involved 665 items arranged in 14 typological lists and was used throughout the survey area.

'These lists proved to be very successful, for it was quickly established that the typical Scottish phonological patterns had remained entrenched in the areas of intensive 17th century Scots settlement ... providing almost everywhere a sharply defined border.54 With 125 informants, and 665 items in the questionnaire used with each informant, a theoretical 80,000 responses were anticipated by Gregg for his data-base. Although the full questionnaire was not completed for each informant, 300 pages of tabulated phonetic responses are provided in the published survey. In general, he only recorded the key sound in each word form, usually the stressed vowel. Gregg used mostly IPA symbols for his tabulation, although he describes some additional symbols he felt were necessary to use.55 It is important to stress the importance of this body of tabulated information over and above the maps the data were used to produce. At each location of an identified informant, we have a unique historical record of a wide range of Scots phonological and lexical items elicited. Not only does Gregg use this information to map the geographical extent of Ulster-Scots, but in these tables he also records regional differences, defines the distinguishing characteristics of the language - the 'markers' - and provides us with an historical base-line
against which present and future erosion can be measured.

The items in the phonological questionnaire were grouped into 14 lists, each list marking a group of words with similar features (usually the identity of the stressed vowel reflex as characterised in the present-day dialect).

It is useful to look at Gregg's first list as an illustration, for he considered the survival of the Germanic 'ch' sound in words like *fecht* (fight) as the 'most important consonant by far' for the purpose of discriminating between Ulster-Scots and Ulster Hiberno-English. This feature is /x/, 'the reflex of the velar fricative in O[ld] E[nglish] and M[iddle] E[nglish]. It was (and is) well preserved in all the Ulster-Scots areas, not only in dialect words of a Scottish type such as *sheugh*, *pegh*, *spraghle*, etc., but in a large number of Standard English and Ulster Hiberno-English words where the feature is absent.

List 1 contains 47 items where this feature was anticipated: bought, bright, brought, cough, daughter, dough, draught, eight, enough, fight, fought, height, high, laugh, light, might, neigh, night, ought (pronoun), right, rough, sigh, sight, sough, straight, thought, tough, trough, weight, wright, wrought, ... and a further 16 items of dialect words such as *sheugh*, etc. Of these 47 items, Gregg selected six for mapping: dauchter, echt, eneuch, fecht, nicht and teuch (NB Gregg used only phonetics to represent these forms of 'daughter', 'eight', 'enough', 'fight', 'night' and 'tough'. In doing so he was able to record significant regional variation in Scots pronunciation).

The following list identifies which forms from each of the 14 lists Gregg selected for individual maps in his published survey. The Ulster-Scots forms are approximated here, rather than illustrate the phonetic variations recorded by Gregg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 1 (Out of 47 items in data-base)</th>
<th>List 2 (Out of 51)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FALL* (fian)</td>
<td>ABOVE* (abin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWAY* (awa)</td>
<td>FOOT* (fit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWO* (twa)</td>
<td>GOOD* (guid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHERE* (whaur)</td>
<td>DONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO* (wha)</td>
<td>FLOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROW</td>
<td>DOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNOW</td>
<td>SHOES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOOK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 3 (Out of 27)</th>
<th>List 4 (Out of 58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIND* (fin)</td>
<td>APPLE* (epple)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGE* (brig)</td>
<td>FAMILY* (fAMILY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON</td>
<td>FATHER* (fether)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUP</td>
<td>CART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FARM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 5 (Out of 81)</th>
<th>List 6 (Out of 46)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COW* (coo)</td>
<td>TWENTY* (twunty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL* (fu)</td>
<td>TWISTER* (twuster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABOUT* (aboot)</td>
<td>FOUND* (fun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR* (stressed) (oor)</td>
<td>WHIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSE* (boose)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 7 (Out of 56)</th>
<th>List 8 (Out of 45)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUST* (maun)</td>
<td>FAL* (faa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONG* (lang)</td>
<td>EIGHT* (echt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WET* (wat)</td>
<td>ENOUGH* (eneuch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROP (of a bird)</td>
<td>FIGHT* (fecht)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAP</td>
<td>NIGHT* (nicht)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOUGH* (teuch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TROUGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRISEACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LAGHTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHEUGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 9 (Out of 46)</th>
<th>List 10 (Out of 59)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYES* (een)</td>
<td>HOME* (hame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARE* (meer)</td>
<td>ONE* (yin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREAD* (breid)</td>
<td>STONE* (stane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STRAW* (strae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WEANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 11 (Out of 18)</th>
<th>List 12 (Out of 41)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CORN* (coorn)</td>
<td>HAY* (haai)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOG* (dogg)</td>
<td>AY (always)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT* (no)</td>
<td>QUEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOPEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 13 (Out of 37)</th>
<th>List 14 (Out of 52)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVER* (owre)</td>
<td>DO* (dae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAW* (thowe)</td>
<td>DON'T* (dinnae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLD</td>
<td>HAVE* (hae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLD</td>
<td>HAVE TO* (haetae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWE</td>
<td>CAN'T* (cannae)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWE</td>
<td>GIVE* (gie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOUR</td>
<td>GAVE/GIVEN* (gien)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TAKE* (tak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOOK/TAKEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gregg’s Statistical and Cartographic Analysis

It had become apparent to Gregg at an early stage of his survey that some of the 665 features he had tabulated were ‘not suitable for boundary drawing’. This was often because a particular feature was only preserved in part of the survey area (e.g. move for ‘move’ was largely restricted to Down, and absent in Antrim), or the feature had become virtually obsolescent throughout the survey area, or had an equivalent form in Ulster Hibero-English (usually a lexical item).

In his published survey, Gregg took 88 of these features and mapped them individually, selecting them on the basis of their apparent role as universal markers of the boundary. These maps, or rather the data-base used to compile them, was then subjected to a rigorous statistical analysis to further eliminate items which deviated from a ‘perfect’ correlation with the final mapped boundary. These deviations are explained in terms of the factors mentioned above, but with considerable detail given which is, of itself, of academic interest with potential for much further research.

The final boundary map as published in 1972 and 1985 (Figure 1), was compiled using a statistically-refined residual total of 52 of the 88 mapped features. The ‘best fit’ features (with virtually no deviation for all informants from a perfect correlation with the final boundary), were the three maps and data for the features COW (Figure 12), ABOUT (Figure 13) and FIND (Figure 14). The full set of these 52 maps is presented here (Figures 12 – 63) in order of increasing deviation, so that Figure 63 (where een is found for ‘EYES’) has the most deviation among informants in the final selection of features. The 52 features selected statistically by Gregg in his final sift are identified in the above Table (Table 1) by asterisks.
Figure 24: Gregg's Word Map for MARE (meer)

Figure 25: Gregg's Word Map for NIGHT (nicht)

Figure 26: Gregg's Word Map for HOME (hame)

Figure 27: Gregg's Word Map for WET (wat)

Figure 28: Gregg's Word Map for FOUND (fun)

Figure 29: Gregg's Word Map for GIVE (gie)

Figure 30: Gregg's Word Map for HAY (haai)

Figure 31: Gregg's Word Map for DAUGHTER (dauchter)
Figure 32: Gregg’s Word Map for DO (dae)

Figure 33: Gregg’s Word Map for CORN (coarn)

Figure 34: Gregg’s Word Map for CAN’T (cannae)

Figure 35: Gregg’s Word Map for FAMILY (femily)

Figure 36: Gregg’s Word Map for FATHER (fether)

Figure 37: Gregg’s Word Map for GAVE/GIVEN (gien)

Figure 38: Gregg’s Word Map for DON’T (dinae)

Figure 39: Gregg’s Word Map for ABOVE (abin, etc.)
Figure 40: Gregg's Word Map for AWAY (awa)

Figure 41: Gregg's Word Map for HAVE (hae)

Figure 42: Gregg's Word Map for LONG (lang)

Figure 43: Gregg's Word Map for HAVE TO (hittae, etc.)

Figure 44: Gregg's Word Map for BRIDGE (brig)

Figure 45: Gregg's Word Map for DOG (dug,.dcag, etc.)

Figure 46: Gregg's Word Map for TOUGH (teuch)

Figure 47: Gregg's Word Map for FULL (fu)
Figure 48: Gregg’s Word Map for GOOD (guid, gid, etc.)

Figure 49: Gregg’s Word Map for OVER (ower)

Figure 50: Gregg’s Word Map for ONE (yin)

Figure 51: Gregg’s Word Map for STONE (stane)

Figure 52: Gregg’s Word Map for NOT (no)

Figure 53: Gregg’s Word Map for STRAW (strae)

Figure 54: Gregg’s Word Map for TWO (twa)

Figure 55: Gregg’s Word Map for TWENTY (twenty)
Figure 56: Gregg’s Word Map for APPLE (epple)

Figure 57: Gregg’s Word Map for DONE (daen, etc.)

Figure 58: Gregg’s Word Map for MUST (maun)

Figure 59: Gregg’s Word Map for TWISTER (twuster)

Figure 60: Gregg’s Word Map for THAW (thowe)

Figure 61: Gregg’s Word Map for FALL (faw)

Figure 62: Gregg’s Word Map for EIGHT (echt)

Figure 63: Gregg’s Word Map for EYES (een)
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A Hiberno-English Dialect of West Tyrone

Bruce D. Boling

Among the holdings of the Southern Historical Collection of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a series of personal letters written by members of the Sproule family of the west Tyrone townland of Carncorran Glebe (referred to simply as 'Carncorran' by the correspondents), in the parish of Ardstraw, barony of Omagh West, just to the southeast of the town of Castlederg. The 29 letters in the collection date from 1845 to 1890 and originate from both Ireland and the United States ( principally Ohio; see Appendix 2 below for a complete list of dates and places of writing and names of correspondents). The principal purpose of this essay is to provide the reader with an inventory of the linguistic content of the letters and to throw light on the English spoken in the extreme western reaches of county Tyrone in the second half of the 19th century.

The letters are composed in an unself-conscious ('naive') style, close if not identical to the spoken word, and this feature makes them an important source for the reconstruction of the Hiberno-English speech current in west Tyrone at the time of writing. What follows is an attempt at an account of the grammatical and lexical features of the dialect of the Sproule letters. The data are arranged in broad classes of phonology, morphology, syntax, lexicon, and phraseology. Considerations of space forbid exhibiting more than a selection of what is a very rich linguistic lode. Where appropriate, all forms and constructions cited are illustrated in context and, when deemed necessary to comprehension, provided with glosses. It is hoped that a complete edition of the letters can be made available on some future occasion.

Surname distribution places the origin of the Sproule family in Dumbarton, Scotland, and family tradition has it that the older generation spoke 'with a Scotch accent'. Griffith's Valuation and the Tithe Applotment Composition Books surround the Sproules with friends and relations bearing Scots surnames, although the area was settled by English undertakers. The letters also teem with Scots surnames, and we may legitimately ask whether we have to do here with an outlyer Scots dialect. We will attempt to answer the question at the end of the presentation of dialect features.

This essay is intended as the first in a series exploiting the linguistic aspects of the many thousands of immigrants' letters collected by Professor Kerby A. Miller and the author to form the basis of a 'personal' history of Irish immigration to North America from the earliest times to the present (the first volume of this material was published under the title Irish Immigrants in the Land of Canaan 1685-1815 by Oxford University Press in March 2003).

A few remarks on editorial conventions are warranted. Square brackets enclose matter originally present in the text which is now either gone altogether ( because, for example, there is a hole in the paper) or obscured ( because, for example, it lies on a fold). Square brackets are also used to indicate that in the case of errors the editor has rearranged letters for easy comprehension; e.g. inf[a]l[l]y 'entirely' for intra[l]y in the text. Angled brackets indicate that a letter, word, or phrase is missing in the original; e.g. un<con>cideret 'inconsiderate' for textual uncideret. Angled brackets are also used to indicate spelling and square brackets pronunciation. The location of the cited matter is given in the right-hand margin and has the form 'letter number.page number.line number'.

PHONOLOGY

1. Middle English [e]:
The reflex of Middle English [e] is [e], which has various representations in spelling.

a. <aCV>*, <ai>, <ay>
   <aCV>: chape ‘cheap’, schaper ‘cheaper’ (see Appendix 1 for sch = ch), crame ‘cream’, dale ‘deal’, lave ‘leave’, pace ‘peace’, spaking ‘speaking’
   <ai>: darling ‘dealing’, naire ‘near’, oat mail ‘oatmeal’
   <ay>: say ‘sea’, Say<s>on ‘season’

b. <aC(C)>:
   1. [e] not < ME [e]: all was ‘always’, backen ‘bacon’, strang ‘strange’
   2. [e] < ME [e]: cland ‘cleaned’, reman(s) ‘remain(s)’

c. <e>:

d. <eay>:
   2. [e] < ME [e]: seay ‘sea’

e. <ea>
   In the Sproule letters – and throughout the Hibemo-English area – <ea> is found as a means of representing the reflex of Middle English [e]. In the standard language the earlier reflex [e] has been replaced by [i], but the spelling <ea> has remained unchanged and now represents [i], functioning as a doublet of <ee>, the spelling proper to the reflex of Middle English [e]. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Middle English</th>
<th>Modern Standard English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[e] &lt; ee &gt;</td>
<td>Earlier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i] &lt; ee &gt;</td>
<td>Later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e] &lt; ea &gt;</td>
<td>(i) &lt; ee &gt;, &lt; ea &gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering these facts, one may ask whether in the Sproule letters, and by extension in the dialect they reflect, the spelling <ea> represents two sounds, [e] and [i].
The phonetic value of the grapheme <ea> in the Sproule letters can be determined by a consideration of variant spellings, making use of two principles.
1. If, in the same word, <ea> varies with graphemes normally employed to spell [e], the phonetic value of <ea> must be [e]. Thus, for example, if loat is used as a variant of late (both meaning ‘late’), the phonetic value of loat is [let]. Similarly, if dail is used as a variant of deal (both meaning ‘deal’), the phonetic value of deal is [del].
2. If, in the same word, <ea> varies with graphemes normally employed to spell [i], the phonetic value of <ea> must be [i]. As it happens, there are no instances in the Sproule letters of the operation of the second principle and many examples of the operation of the first, therefore we may accept <ea> as a representation of [e]. This means that the reflexes of Middle English [e:] and [e] have not merged as in the standard language but have remained apart. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Middle English</th>
<th>Sproule Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[e] &lt; ee &gt;</td>
<td>[i] &lt; ee &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e] &lt; ea &gt;</td>
<td>[e] &lt; ea &gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of <ea>:
2. [e] < ME [e]: breaking, diseast ‘deceased’, great/greate/greatte, greatley, increase, leave(s), near ‘near’, oneusey/oneusey ‘uneasy’, peace, pleas(e), speake, speaking, steamer, tea.

* Here ’C’ refers to any consonant, ’V’ to any vowel
f. Some crossovers from ME [e:] -class to ME [e:] -class have taken place: agree 'agree', cape/kepe 'keep', keaping 'keeping', maitong 'meeting', puel 'people', puce 'piece', state 'street', wacke/weakes 'week(s)'

g. Equivalent spellings of [e] < all sources:

- all was 'always': awea 'away'
- cape/kepe: kepe: keaping
- dale: daling
- grett-grette/grete: great/greatte
- near: naire
- pace: peace
- say: sea 'sea'
- strang: strange

backen : beken 'bacon'
cland : clind (reverse spelling) 'cleaned' (see section 5 below)
Geeley : Geale
lave : leave
onesay/onesay : oneasay/oneasay
receive : receive (reverse spelling)
spaking : speakes
wacke : weakes

2. Coalescence of historically long and short [o]. Identical spelling of the vowel of the short [o] cot-series and that of the long [o] coat-series and use of the graphemes traditionally employed for the coat-series to spell the vowels of the cot-series suggest that, as in Scots, the two have fallen together in favor of the former.

a. Spelling of the coat-series:

- < o >:
  - hop, post, hom, sold, stone
- < oCe >:
  - hope, note, poste, home, none ('known'), solde, stone
  - so/de, stone
- < oa >:
  - hoap, noat, poast, hoam, noan
  - soald, stoan

b. Spelling of the cot-series:

- < o >:
  - crop, frost, pot
- < ou >:
  - douing ('doing')
  - up: Sun ('soon'), sure

3. Middle English [u:] ——> (Standard [au]):

a. Spelling of [u:] in general:

- < oo >:
  - do(ing), son ('soon'), sonner ('sooner')
- < ow >:
  - dow ('do')
- < u >:
  - Sun ('soon'), sure

b. Forms having [au] in Standard English < ME [u:]:

- < oo >:
  - about, count ('account'), Ploing ('plowing'), pond ('pound')
  - about, count ('account'), County, ploud(ed) ('plowed'), pound(s)
- < ow >:
  - plowing
- < u >:
  - abut, Clunty
- < uCe >:
  - dune ('down')

4. [a] ——> [e]:

- Denn Gealley Woman 'wee Dan Gailey's wife'
- mishing and velting ('valuing') the land

5. [ai] ——> [e]:

- a young woman bay ('by') the name of Alexander
- ther ar only some kinds of dayt ('diet, food') agreay with me

(The form dayt is the product of a further process of reduction of hiatus:

[daigt] ——> [deat] ——> [det]; see section 16 below.)

- dry ('dry') cettel is dune in price
- John lays ('lies') in <the> other Bead beside her
- ('the' and 'lay' do not coalesce in Hiberno-English)
- she is as Laike ('like') her Father as ever you seen one
- let them get what the <y> lake ('like')
- now I am laing ('lying') still
- I will tray ('try') him again

6. 2. 17-18
7. 2. 7-9
8. 2. 21
9. 2. 11
10. 2. 14
11. 2. 2-4
12. 2. 2-4
13. 2. 8-10
14. 2. 26-27
15. 2. 8-10
16. 2. 2-4
17. 2. 17-18
18. 2. 21
19. 2. 26-27
20. 2. 8-10
21. 2. 2-4
In the following passages [e] is found represented in spelling by <i>, a standard graphic symbol for [ai]; since [ai] develops to [e] in the dialect, <i> can be used to represent [e] from any source (cf. all wise 'always' 20.1.7, labled 'labeled' 19.1.13, sive 'save' 5.1.33):

I have not got main (men 'mine') clind (klend 'cleaned') yet
22. 3. 2-6
eats is a good crop 1<n> stoan<y> land and In damp also <in> som dray land hit is ite ([let] 'late')
20. 2. 10-11

When [ai] is followed by [r], this development does not take place; instead, the second member of the diphthong is lost:

hit is admare (admired') by all that see hit for been a very nise child
29. 2. 11-13
I think it woud be hir disar ('desire') to com back
2. 1. 22-23

6. [e] [a] / [e] [t]:
one barll ('barrel')
at the Say below Derry ('Derry')
Mr Androw Sproule ... is ailing since may Last with a stroake ofpalatick ('paralysis') and with
Old Robert Corry mat ('met') with a mis Tacke ('had an accident')
(Note the reverse spelling in erthern 'Ardbarren' [place name])
7. [e] [e]:
Watting on Amleay ('Emily') being maried
the 11 of Fabuary ('February') last
M and Jany and waliam cap ('kept') hir upt ('took care of her') a[ly]ys
yowe manchet ('mentioned') of Deaths
Old Robert Corry mat ('met') with a mis Tacke ('had an accident')
he nauer ('never') rite ('wrote about') nothing but hor<s>es (or is hores the archaic collective?)
8. [e] [e]:
a. Before a nasal:
the Goverminth ('government')
Himpill ('Hemphill' [surname])
I was in hit last Wacke Trinchin ('trenching')
b. Other environments:
all I want now is A Woman and a blissing ('blessing' = 'good luck')
Hit Contains 24 Akears Statute misure ('measure')
the<yr> or men throw this contry mishring ('measuring') and veling with them
('there are men engaged in measuring and valuing throughout this area')
I thought often and often that shorely hit woud be here in <the> nixt ('next') maile
a Genearl vit ('vet') Shurgen
plese let me now if hit is all seined ('skinned') yit ('yet') or if hit was every brocken yout ('out')
9. [e] [e]:
unkel John ('John s') Chaldren ('children')
M and Jany and waliam ('William') cap hir upt a[ly]ys
10. [e] [e]:
you ded ('did') not ask
Eastern Dest[ri]k ('district')
the Steate of Elino y s ('Illinois')
11. Rounding of [i] following [m] or [w]:
this wone (wunter) ('winter')
wath (wth) ('with')
Squeney (skwunse) ('quinsy')
some mulkers (mulkars) ('some milkers/milch cows')

12. Unstressed morpheme-final [i] \(\rightarrow\) [e]:
   a. Spelled \(<-ay>/<-eay>\: armay 12.1.26, Coffay (‘coffee’) 11.3.28a, Crevey (‘Creavy [placename]’) 8.2.24, Donceay (‘sickly’) 11.4.5, Emley 13.1.8, John Gealey 8.2.30, loaney (‘lonely’) 19.4.7, on esay (‘uneasy, anxious’) 4.1.7, Stomary 13.2.9
   b. Spelled \(<-e>/<-ey>\: arnes (‘armies’) 23.4.7, bired (‘buried’) 22.7.10, Donsey 11.2.7, donc ey 10.3.7, Emeley 7.2.11, Emley 8.3.19, Andrew Gale 8.2.11, Denn Gealey 11.2.14, loaney (‘lonely’) 20.8.4, oneasey 11.3.18

13. [o] \(\rightarrow\) [s] / _#:
   County Sciata Sciato Ohio (running correction: [s#] corrected to standard [o#])
   State of Ohio

14. [oi] \(\rightarrow\) [o] / _C:
   the bose (‘boys’) ar all Marid but him
   (cf. ther was alitle boy Ciled the other day by a cart from Ringsenn)
   the mold (‘moiled’ = ‘hornless’) cow is caved
   I need not rise (‘raise’) any nose (‘noise’)
   (rise is a reverse spelling of raise; see section 5 above)
   that is the for mest (‘foremost’) pont (‘point’) of babes ‘that is the main thing about babies’

15. Aphareesis:
   James is not well nor no mendmet (‘amendment, recovery’) for him (probably influenced by mend ‘recover’)
   be as tentive as you were at hom to put in the crop on time (‘be as attentive …’)
   I had a tack (‘an attack’) of the Canser
   one thing I low (‘allow’ = ‘request’) you to do
   the Merica ware (‘war’)

16. Resolution of hiatus (V<sub>i</sub> + V<sub>2</sub> \(\rightarrow\) V<sub>i</sub> or V<sub>2</sub>):
   hit is admared for been (‘being’) a very nise child
   ther ar only some kinds of dayt (‘diet’) agreay with me
   the\(<>\) ar grond (‘growing’) fast
   hit is thought the\(<>\) will [be] torring (‘lowering’) the rents

17. Syllabic absorption:
   the bery (‘bearer’) of this letter
   (The spelling bery contains ‘silent -y’ (see Appendix 1), a variant of ‘silent -e’; cf. remany ‘remain’ (4.3.19), aveny ‘even’ (6.2.4), grany ‘grand’ (6.3.4))
   I was dilatty (‘dilatory’) in saying anything
   little emly (‘Emily’)
   he is manger (‘manager’) To Mr James Sir Strong
   marges ‘marriages’
   the\(<>\) ar men throw this contry mishirng (‘measuring’) and veling the land with them
   (The spelling may represent [miz;r].)
   accorden to the qualty (‘quality’)
   this is a ragler (‘regular’) thing
   hir mind is toatley (‘totally’) astrey
   erthern ‘Ardbarren [place name]’ (see section 6 above)

18. Loss of [d] after [n], [r], [l]:
   a. Final [nd]:
      a Goald wach an (‘and’) chain
      as graan (‘grand’) a house as every I had my foot in
      he sold his lan (‘land’)
      Ringsenn (‘Ringsend’ [placename])
      when you rite sen a peeper (‘newspaper’)
      A stan (‘stand’, i.e. ‘suite’) of the best me[hag]onay
Because of the simplification of the final cluster [nd] to [n], the graphic sequence <nd> can be used to spell final [n] from any source:

the <y> ar ground ('growing') fast
I was on willend ('unwilling') To tell you

b. Final [rd]:
Unkle Abraham Buster ('Bustard')

19. Medial [b] ——> [∅]:
I registered a nor ('another') and got no Answer
let me now whe'r ('whether') fitting ('fighting') is near you

20. Development of [ju]. Unstressed [ju] develops to [j]; the initial [j] of the cluster is then lost after all consonants except the resonants [l], [n], and [t], or when followed by a vowel (cf. the difference between eddiocation and veling 'valuing': edjkuesm ——> edijkeksam ——> edijkeśm, but veljum ——> veljun ——> veljmn and between eddiocation and gradiation (gradjuesm ——> gradjiešm ——> gradjiešm). In absolute final position [ju] develops ultimately to [e] (like any other final [i]; see section 12 above): [ndjœ] ——> [ndjɪ] ——> [nd̪i] ——> [nde] Indai 'Indian corn'

21. [d] ——> [∅] __#: 
He has takin his pacich ('passage')

22. [l] ——> [∅] __ [d]:
Beacky Cadwell ('Caldwell')
Weat and Coad ('cold') weather

23. [n] ——> [∅] __ [s] (in surnames):
John Joston 'John Johnston'
Docter Stivison 'Doctor Stevenson'
Alexander Robison 'Alexander Robinson'

24. Loss of [n] in unstressed syllables:
James is not well nor no mendinei ('amendment') for him
it would [be] a mor cont[en]met ('contentment') for any and you
you did not men<e>ed ('mention') to me of your tow little ones
(If correctly analyzed, this form appears to show an inorganic final [t]: [mĕচn] ——> [mεচnt] ——> [mεচnt])
you manchet ('mentioned') of pigs tackin the distemper

25. Unstressed morpheme [n] ——> [n]:
a. Spellings in <in>:
all that is ailin ('ailing') with hit
I was in hit Trinchin ('trenching')
b. Spellings in <en>:
the stock selin 10£ down to 2£ - 10S accorden ('according') to the quality
caty has tow children liven ('living') and 4 dead
c. Spellings in <eng> (these probably represent a combination of the standard spelling <ing> and the phonetic spelling [en]):
we are commencing (‘commencing’) our harvest at present 29. 2. 18-19
he is living (‘living’) where Mathue Dumbare you<s> ty live
4. 2. 24-25
d. being:
I am sorry to hear of the [wi]nter and Spring been so wet
on account of a diese<se> ben in England
6. 1. 13-15
21. 5. 7-12
Since [g] develops to [n] in the morpheme -ing, which is always unstressed, the graphic sequence <ng> can be used as a spelling for any final [n] following an unstressed vowel:
this (? is engraving (‘engraven’) in side of the Wach
opping (‘open’) err preaching
the<yy> wer very good but the one half of the[m] roting (‘rotten’)
life is onceting (‘uncertain’)
12. 3. 15-16
8. 3. 25-27
20. 2. 11-12
23. 1. 2
26. [s] ——> [ə] / ___#, particularly following [nd]:
she send hir best re[spec]<t>s
your friend at Omaght ar all well
please rite when he land with you (‘arrives at your place’)
Death (‘deaths’ [heading of a section of a letter])
6. 2. 25
13. 2. 11-14
19. 2. 14-15
7. 2. 15
27. Lenition of [t]:
Beddijane Sproule (‘Betty Jane Sproule’) 7. 2. 19
28. [t] ——> [kl]:
George Richlach [rɪkləh] (‘George Rutledge’) 8. 2. 22-23
29. [t] ——> [ə] / ___#, particularly following [k], [p], and [s]:
Mr Robert McCay Casteldrg has purchas upper kirail town land
the<yy> fix theirselves and came hear the night be fore
Eastern Dest[r]ikk (section of Brooklyn)
to be cepe safe
5. 3. 24-25
4. 2. 12-13
3. 4. 29
22. 2. 6-9
30. [s] ——> [ʃ]/ ___ (j)u:
A Gen[era]l vit Shurgen (‘a general veterinary surgeon’)
(Cf. the reverse spelling: we have the poates all suveled (‘shoveled’))
10. 3. 31-35
6. 2. 13-14
31. Inorganic final [t]:
please let me now how your cropts (‘crops’) looks
onst a fort night
life is oncertain
the<yy> sent a telly <g>rahm to me and I went oupt (‘up’)
4. 2. 5
10. 1. 10-14
22. 1. 14
29. 3. 12-14
32. [d] ——> [ʃ][l, n, r] ___ #
differt (‘differed’)
hapent (‘happened’)
secent (‘second’)
husband (‘husband’)
pult (‘pulled’)
2. 1. 10
6. 3. 12
7. 2. 16
21. 4. 9
22. 3. 11
33. Assimilation:
Dumbar ‘Dunbar’
Alexander Dummar ‘Alexander Dunbar’
I would leake that ant would be liven to I would go the length (‘length’) thear (‘I would like for Aunt
to be still alive if I were to go as far as that’)
if providence Spere mee and Gieves mee health and Strennth (‘strength’)
5. 3. 9
7. 2. 15-16
2. 2. 22-23
3. 2. 34-35
34. Modal auxiliary + have + past passive participle. In this construction have is usually reduced to [ə] (through an intermediate stage of [a], as attested in other sources):

- for his presse he wod got 12S ('would have gotten')
- I think you mit manchet ('might have mentioned')
- George and Marget how the <y> are if he could stead ('could have stayed') at home
- I would roat ('would have written') soonear
- I would paid ('would have paid') for this letter

35. Various brents (‘breadths’ [analogy of strenth])
- cave (‘call’)
- feeer (‘fair’)
- feet (‘fit, suit’)
- ospitel (‘hospital’)
- palatick (‘paralytic’)
- Straw (‘straw’)

MORPHOLOGY

1. Indefinite article. The n-less form is frequently used before words beginning with a vowel sound:
   - a apit<ite> ('an appetite')
   - a old 'woman
   - a influ<ene>Dicese ('an influenza disease')

2. Plural of you. Several forms are used for the second-person-plural pronoun: you, yous, you(s) all:
   - a. you
     - my dear Cousens you wil Bee plesed to Right Often
   - b. yous
     - I rite these fue lines to Let yous now that we ar all well at present
     - I have got now word from yous this long time
     - plesse some of your rite
     - what is the matr with yous that yous did rite before this
     - I am sory that william left yous
   - c. you(s) all
     - I hope by the mercy of god that thes lines will find you all in gooth helth
     - plesse take my a dreece of love to my Ant and to yous all
     - we wer glad to hear from yous all
     - hopping that these well find yous all in the same as the<ye> leave yous ('us') in

   In the preceding examples of you(s) all the element all has a purely ‘grammatical’ meaning as an ‘emphasizer of plurality’ and is not separable. In the following examples, however, all is separable and retains its full lexical meaning:
   - I receivd your letter ... and glad that yous ar all well
   - hopping that yous ar all well
   - let me now how yous at all coming on

   These constructions are exactly parallel with the following, in which all has its full lexical meaning:
   - we ar all well at present

   When how is used with sentences containing you(s) + separable all, the following pattern is the result:
   - we noa (‘know’) not but I hoape I will shortly now how heis ('he is') and how yous At all
   - let me now how yous at all

3. Neuter pronoun (it). In the Sproule letters the spelling difference between it and hit does not correspond to a phonological distinction between stressed and unstressed variants of the pronoun ([hit] and [it]/[at], respectively): hit is found in unstressed positions, where the variant it would be expected, and vice versa. In the Sproule letters the two forms have become mere orthographic alternates.

   In several instances the genitive of the neuter pronoun lacks the desinence -s and is consequently not distinct from the nominative. The s-less variant is archaic and harks back to the replacement of the historically justified but ambiguous masculine and neuter genitive his 'his/its' by unambiguous forms: his (masculine); his (neuter) ----> his: it/its. For the
variant genitive it cf. Shakespeare, King Lear, 1.4.199: that it’s had it head bit off by it young. The following passage from
the Sproule letters illustrates the nominative and genitive forms:
hit drive (i.e. driv = drove) hit out of hit place infarly ('it completely dislocated it') 8. 1. 27-28

4. Conjunct and disjunct pronouns. There is a tendency for pronouns which do not stand directly before the verb to assume the
disjunct form (I ——— me, he ——— him, etc.) Compound pronouns (pronoun + pronoun, pronoun + noun, noun +
pronoun) show the same tendency. The situation is highly unstable, however, indicating a change in progress; such use of
disjunct forms is uncommon before the 19th century. Carleton’s works, even in the most dialectal passages, make very
sparing use of such constructions.

a. Disjunct Pronoun:
he me stray as well as them 2. 2. 14
she is as tall as me now 17. 3. 11
I sees That you will not now him nor him you 19. 2. 15-19
hir ant nellenes and me went to se hir 6. 3. 2-3
him and hir went a way 4. 2. 14
her and another slip that I had in the Space of One our took the disease and Died 8. 1. 27-28
young John Mooreland Has com hom ... him and a soon of Joseph Himpill 7. 1. 18-20

b. Conjunct Pronoun:
that is I 22. 4. 5-6
he a<nd> I stit ('entered') <a> horse 5. 3. 30
Jane and I Desared you and Fanney to send you <r> lekness 27. 4. 1-4
she and George wife cam down 17. 2. 3-4
I and Mary is well 20. 2. 2-3

there is/are. Beside the standard forms there is and there are occurs the form they are, which is used indifferently with both
singular and plural subjects and appears to be a reanalysis of a form ther, construed also with singular and plural subjects and
well attested in Scots. The reanalysis gives rise in turn to the preterite form they were, with the same syntax as they are. The
form they are ‘there is’ can be reshaped as there are (+ singular/plural subject), which leads to such creations as there have
been (+ singular/plural subject), as illustrated below.

a. they are:
the<y> ar nothing that I am so Delighted in as to keep up a corispondans with my frends 3. 1. 16-17
the<y> say the<y> ar more of them thu[s] 4. 2. 27-28
the<y> ar more dinging this year 8. 1. 20-22
the<y> ar now Deaths nor mariges in your frends since the last one you rose 8. 3. 14-16
In Cold Weat land the ar scarce any croap at all 13. 2. 4-5

b. there is/are:
there is a great revival going on through the north 9. 1. 14-15
ther ar only som kinds of dayt agreay with me 5. 1. 26-27
ther is plenty mared that you woud Not no an<y>-thing a bout them 10. 3. 17-18
There have been almost no display of Orangeism this 12th 9. 3. 8-9

6. Nominal genitive. The genitive case of the noun has disappeared except when the noun stands in absolute position or in a
stereotyped phrase.

Unkel John Children wife and famely differt 2. 1. 20
Frederick burg 4. env. 2
George White daughter has a young son 7. 2. 13-14
I woud roat sooner but watting on Mary Wedding taikin place 11. 1. 11-12
mother cow is milking well 20. 3. 4-5

In absolute position:
I am posting your letter and My Ants together 3. 2. 6-7

Part of a stereotyped phrase: he have not tucken a spead ('spade") in his hand to work adays work
since August last 5. 1. 21-23

7. have for has
he have not tucken a spead in his hand to work adays work since August
last 5. 1. 21-23
8. Consuetudinal forms of the copula. Habitual action or state can be expressed by use of the marked forms be/bes, but the unmarked alternative is more common.

a. Marked:
when *I* be long getting a letter
he *bes* up 3 or 4 times a night With Hir

b. Unmarked:
[often] we are [three] times a weake at the offes
*I* am all was ('always') think<ing> of you

9. Principal parts:

a. Strong verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Preterite</th>
<th>Past Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>become</em></td>
<td><em>becom</em></td>
<td>bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bid</em> 'invite'</td>
<td><em>break</em> [brek]</td>
<td><em>Bracke</em> [brek], <em>break</em> [brok], broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>come</em></td>
<td><em>come</em> [kum]</td>
<td><em>com(e)</em> [kum]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>do</em></td>
<td><em>ded</em> [ded, dæd]</td>
<td><em>dun(e)</em> [dun?], <em>down/down</em> [don?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>drive</em></td>
<td><em>drive</em> [drv]</td>
<td><em>fite</em> [fɪt]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(For the phonetic value of <drive> and <fite> cf. Site 'sit' 10.2.9, *shipe* 'ship' 20.3.10.)

get          | got          | got
give         | gave, give   | gon(e), went
go           | went         |
grow         | Groo         |
hold         | heald        |
know         | nue          |

Special negative form for 1st/2nd pers. sg. pres.: *dunna*

rise         | run          | rizen
run          | run          |
see          | see, seen    | seen
write       | wrote, root, rite [rɪt] |

(For the phonetic value of <rite> cf. Site 'sit' 10.2.9, *shipe* 'ship' 20.3.10, as well as Standard <give>.)

b. Weak verbs:

| build       | builded      | builted               |
| burn        | burnt        |
| buy         | cost         | *bo* [bot]            |
| cost        | *cost* [kəʊt?] | *cepe* [kɛp] |
| cut         | *cut* [kʌt?]  |
| hear        | heard, hear  |
| keep        | cap [kæp], cap [kæp] |
| kill        | ciled        |
| leave       | left         |
| pay         | paid         |
| plow        | ploud, pluded |
| pull        | pult         |
| say         | Sed [sed? sed?] |
| sell        | sold         |
| send        | sent         |
| sow         | soad         |
| think       | thought       | thought
10. Formation of the perfect:
   a. With be:
   sch<e> is not come back as yet
   James porter is gon to america (‘James Porter has gone to America’)
   your Grand mother is com hear to live a gain
   John Fife of this town is com also
   the blite is comence<e> this year on the potetees (‘the potato blight has begun this year’)
   b. With have:
   you woud wonder to se what has com on Irland by the rot of the poats (‘you would be surprised to see what has happened to Ireland with the rotting of the potatoes’)
   actions a great dale of them has hapent this year (‘a great many events have taken place this year’)
   both has went awea again last Weacke (‘both of them have gone away again last week’)
   The wether has changed all Togethe<e>
   there has come som rean (‘there has been some rain’)

11. Present, Past, and Perfect
   a. Simple present for Standard present perfect:
   his wife has bad health this [l]ong time
   Mary Charlton is eating since Christ<mas last
   b. Simple past for Standard present perfect:
   the<y> did not get aletter from him this five years
   he never wrote Since
   c. Present perfect = Standard usage:
   this has been <e> wet Sore winter
   I am glad that your crop has doun well this yeare
   d. Past event/state → present state = Standard usage:
   he have not tacken a spead in his hand to work ... since August last
   this is <the> sores froast that has ben this long time
   e. Stative/Resultative (have+ object+ past passive participle):
   we have 2 yeakers of potteates set
   George has som seed
   f. Present perfect for simple past:
   young John Moreland Has com hom about may
   both has went awea again last Weacke
   g. is dead ‘died, has died’:
   Mr Samul Cadwell of Belloan is dead the 22 past
   William loag is d[ai]d this day
   h. is married ‘has gotten married’:
   your nabour John Galeay ... is marid to his cuz en
   William Hender son ... is marid to a Doughter to James Care of Clougher

12. Existential without there:
   we had the driest sommor that has ben this 30 years or more (‘we had the driest summer there has been for the last 30 years or more’)
   let me now wher (‘whether’) fitting is near you (‘let me know whether there is fighting near you’)
   this is <the> sores froast that has ben this long time (‘this is the most severe frost there has been for a long time’)
   the lack of this snow has not ben <this> long time (‘there has not been a snow like this for a long time’)

13. a + -ing: The prefixing of a (< on) to the verbal noun is rarely found in Ulster sources from any period; it is more common in mainland Scots verse and enjoyed a considerable efflorescence in both literary and non-literary sources in the southern United States. Apparently the syntagm was spared only a short life in Ulster, except where it has a mediopassive signification, and then chiefly in stereotyped phrases (e.g. you’re a-wantin).
   hit is not noan what he is a douing (active)
   the Revenue Police is a breaking (passive)
14. Formation of phrases expressing instrument / cause

a. With of:
when pepl have noth<ing> to rite of the<y> are no youse of poverty 'when people have nothing to write about, the deficiency makes them useless (as correspondents)'

Mr Andrew Sproule of McCregan Is [ai]lling bad this three w<eeks> of a stroake and nerves

b. With by:
the oates is pirty good but short by a dray spring ('because of a dry spring')
take greate keare for fere You hurt yourself by the work
Mrs John Matheson of Claire is Dead by a Cancer Dises
the<y> ar a greate dale of ones dad by the Snow

c. With with:
Mr Winter of this town is dead and dead in a few ours with licker
Androw Galey son John James is ailing since Harvest last with a decline
I am doney in he[i]th with pains and cold
hit was with a cancer in his head

SYNTAX

1. Fronting:
a. Plain
in Ca[stl]derg feir Robert and mary and John was in hit ('Robert, Mary, and John were at the
Castlederg fair')
and actions a great dale of them has hapent this year (a great many events have taken place this year)
Forster Chisam of Ballyl<e<nn> his doughter toock something in hir eye of apaine ('Foster Chisolm
of Ballylenn's daughter got some kind of pain in her eye')
you nit ma<che> George and Margaret [sic] how the<y> ar ('you might have mentioned how
George and Margaret are')
James Raulston of Golan's His Wife is D (i.e. 'dead') ('James Ralston of Golan's wife has died')

b. Introduced by (as)
but for potatees th<y> ar going away again ('as for potatoes they are fading again')
as for Robert, he is liveng where mathue Dumbar you<sto>ty live ('as for Robert he is living where
Matthew Dunbar used to live')
as for W<o>william foot [sic] hit is no better yet ('as for William's foot, it hasn't healed yet')
and for the pota<te>s Crop hit never was never so good this last seven years ('and as for the potato
crop, it has never been so good this last seven years')

2. Pronoun Drop:
please forgive me of that mis tack ... but expect if you and I live I schal see yo all I hop erly in spring
('please forgive me for that mistake ... but I expect that if you and I live, I will see you all in early spring')
I have wondered very match that you never Send me aney word how you were Dooing But Got
several Letters from my Cousen George Gardiner and my Ant ('I am very much surprised that you never
let me know how you were doing, but I got several letters from my cousin George Gardiner and my aunt')
he seais that he has got his pay adveance at fourteen years served ... and when Sarven 20 years Will be
there will be an increase of sixpence a day'
the last of may was very [thundery] and wet but kepes cold ('the last of May was very thundery and
wet, but it continues to be cold')
it cost £10 and bought A hourse at £25 S10 ('it cost £10, and I bought a horse for £25 10s')

3. Zero Copula:
the Onley thing that has to be Regreted that wee ar all Sow fare A part ('the only regrettable thing is
that we are so far apart')
all I can sea I wish that the Lord Meay send him hom seafe to his place
('all I can say is that I wish the Lord may send him safely to his home')
all I can Seay for him to take god as his guide

4. Adverb Placement:
if the<y> are Right Directed ('if they are addressed correctly')
I was three times at the offese ('I was at the post office three times')
as graan a house as every 'ever') I had my foot in 'as grand a house as I ever had my foot in')
6. 3. 4-5
she is as laike hr Fathir as every you seen one 'she is as like her father as anyone you ever saw'
8. 2. 2
it is a long time wrote before I get it 'it has been written a long time before I get it'
14. 2. 14-16

5. Concord with any/each/every/one:
tack good caire of your money when you ern hit for mony is us fulto one when the less ar sicke
let that person never lay too high [a] Value on themselves
21. 3. 14-17

6. but + ing. This syntagm is probably based on the Irish ach + ag + verbal noun pattern.
In the Sproule materials it occurs exclusively as a letter-writing formula.
I woud roat before this but waiting on letter from Alex
(Cf. Irish chaithim litir chughat roimhe sea ach ag fanacht ar litir dh Alex)
I woud roat sonner but waiting on your sister Emley having Squiney in hir throat
13. 1. 19-20

7. Emphatic clefting:
it is the Lord does all and provides all
Lord only know it may not be for long I will be spared
what I wanted of you is to Send your p-h-o-graff from life
28. 2. 16-31

8. God. Words for 'God' are often followed by a pleonastic subject pronoun, and the third-person-singular desinence is frequently lacking.
God he only Now whether he now is a live or not ('God only knows whether he is alive or not')
Lord only know it may not be for long I will be spared
28. 2. 16-18

9. Nominalization:
you manchet of pigs tacking the distemper
not getting your letter and George Beatty not sending me one I am In very great truble of mind
D<ear> Andrew you menc<led> to me about you selling your land and going Waist
my thigh bone Bracke in tow by A cart nokking me Down on the Strate
your kind offer of giving my children a support and work for a certain number of years and they then becoming their own masters
13. 1. 10-11

10. Verbal Concord. Unless immediately preceded (or followed) by a simple personal pronoun as subject, the verb stands in the third-person singular; e.g. we are (simple personal pronoun), but me and him is (compound personal pronoun), them is 'those are' (demonstrative pronoun).
the less ar nothn but leake seed (they are like nothing else but seed potatoes'; verb immediately preceded by a simple personal pronoun)
I John is here today ('I, John, am here today'; verb preceded by a noun)
the less of the contry is selling their butter in it (the country people are selling their butter there'; verb not immediately preceded by a simple personal pronoun)
I and Mary was in hit at a party since ('since then Mary and I have been to a party there'; compound subject)
I am thank fule to God that you ar doing so well and has so good halth ('I am thankful to God that you are doing well and have such good health'; first verb immediately preceded by a simple personal pronoun; second verb immediately preceded by zero)
our oats looks very well ('our oats look very good'; verb immediately preceded by a noun)
Robert and Mary and John was in hit and the less wer hear ('Robert and Mary and John were there and they were there [afterwards]'; first verb immediately preceded by nouns; second verb immediately preceded by a simple personal pronoun)
13. 1. 19-20

11. Double negative. The double negative construction is rarely attested in the Sproule letters, except after the conjunction nor, where it constitutes the regular pattern:
he never rite ('wrote about') nothing but nor<es>

With nor:
James is not well nor no mendmet for him ('James is not well nor is there any improvement in store for him')
13. 1. 16-17
12. Use of that + finite clause instead of infinitive complement. This construction occurs mostly after like and its equivalents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would lease that you would rise to James Caberson ('I would like (for) you to write to James Caberson')</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would lease that you would be love ('I would like (for) Aunt to be alive')</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[I would be glad that you would tell me how much you hold at the present ('I would like (or) you to tell me how much land you hold at present')]</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With other verbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>she request you to let her now how your mother is:</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would allow you to speak with Ant Betty ('I would ask you to speak with Aunt Betty')</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEXICON**

**action 'event': death<s> are very plenty if I cude mine (i.e. mind 'remember') them and actions a great dale of them has hapent this year**

**addition 'increase (in the size of a family)'; She has got a Young Son in addition to the family**

**address 'message, declaration': please take my a decree off love to my Ant and to yous all until Death**

**advance 'pay raise': he has got his pay advance at fourteen pence a day**

**again(st) 'by, towards': mother cow is milking very well and is to come ('come into heat') again march**

**all 'be ill': I am sorry That your Sheep is eating**

**alike 'equal':**

**allow 'request': I would allow you to speak with Ant Betty**

**always 'continually': M And Jany and waiiam cap hir upt ('took care of her') [always]**

**amendment 'improvement, recovery': James is not well nor no mendmet for him**

**[aposel] 'impose': She came and aposed hir self on me**

**appearance 'likelihood': Whe have the a pearance of bad times in this part of Ireland**

**article 'thing': She would not lake to give one art<ic>le toome wh<e>n dath ('dead')**

**at 'engaged in': Elizabeth Cenerley is in Edemay at dress making**

**[a self] (emphatic particle 'altogether'): the<y> fix theselfes and came hear the night be fore and left this**

**be: behind, delayed': the Work is fare**

**blessing 'good luck': all I want now is a Woman and A blessing and all is of now use un less that**

**brash 'out of illness': mother is very oncertain in hir health is very subject to braches and is very lowney at night**

**break 'to break up; go away (of an illness); fail financially': the Revenue police is a breaking**

**case 'instance': she was very ill for some time but hit break and she is mending**

**close 'to end': we never can close the ware by fighting**

**cold 'clayey': In Cold West land the ar <s>ceare any crop at all**

**come 'to come into heat': mother cow is milking very well and is to com again ('by') march**

**cut down 'to reap': I am fretting to know [how you will] get your crops cut down**

**dear 'expensive': hourse is very der**

**decline 'consumption': your Cuzen James Alexander is Dead with the decline**

**deatend 'to put a price on'; she was verey ill for som time but hit**

**deatend 'to put a price on'; she was verey ill for som time but hit**

**detain (trans.): I detain in rigting untill William would be ready to seat Seale**

**detain (trans.) 'delay' (trans.); I will tell you what Deatend me in rigting**
dilatory 'hesitant': I was dilatory. In saying anything concerning you on cont of fanny laying his native p[ur]ace 22. 2. 12-14
dinging 'heavy rain': the ar more dingy this year Since may last than have been this many a year 8. 1. 20-22
direct 'to address': when you Right Direct to Joseph Culbertson 3. 3. 11-12
direction 'address': I had to datan the letter a week to get his direction 6. 1. 27-28
doot 'be sensible': <she is> very Serene in doating and very often cute his cloths he sees in peace 10. 1. 15-17
donnis 'sickly, delicate in health': I am Sometimes very donkey With a pine in my Side 10. 2. 7-8
done 'done for': I was afraid you were done 17. 1. 11-12
dry 'not giving milk': dray stock seling 10£ down to 2C-10S 22. 3. 13
earning 'income': I bag of you to be careful of your earning 1. 3. 20
employ 'employment': S[teay]dly employ 1. 3. 11
even 'uniform': we have a party of flack <s>
family 'children': he and there (i.e. 'they're') all well and expecting more family 5. 1. 6-7
fat 'to rise/increase in price': Cettel is fatting very fast in price on acount of a dise<s> ben in Ingland
of a cattel plage 21. 5. 7-9
feed 'breast feed': send me Word I[t] you will feed them 10. 2. 23-24
find [someone] out 'discover where someone is': perhaps you know some person in Philifidelphia [sic] who could find her out 24. 1. 13-22
fit [someone] 'suit': if you could meet him at the treane office hit would feet him 19. 1. 16-18
fix [oneself] 'get [oneself] ready': the<y> fix<b>t> themselves and came hear the night be fore and left this (i.e. here) next morning 4. 2. 12-14
free 'run away, take off': the man fled and left the Land to Mr Caddwell of Cloverhill 18. 2. 4-6
free 'to have recourse to': when I be long getting A letter I have nothing to fly to but the lekness 10. 2. 19-21
for fear 'lest': when your commenceny (i.e. 'commencin') To beld take greate keare for fere You hort your self by the work 10. 2. 1-3
for to (+ infinitive, usually to express purpose): we got orders for to redy to march 16. 1. 10
fret (n.) 'worry': It gave me a great fret in respect of the making of money 1. 2. 9-10
fret (participial adj., probably an alternate past passive participle of freight) 'loaded, well-fed': ceape fret your babes for that is the the for most point ('point') of babes 2. 1. 29-30
friend 'relation': your frends ar all well At Omaght and Mr McCaley and his ones ar all well 21. 4. 1-4
go away 'disappear, get lost', fail': at the time of Mothers death it (sci. the photograph) went away 27. 4. 3-4
go on 'expend on': you would not now our matings house what repere has went on it 8. 4. 1-3
go to 'get to': hee never Stoped till hee went to the Steate of elinooys 3. 2. 20-21
greens/green crop 'vegetables': Georges green crop looks pirty well 23. 3. 8
guess 'estimate, reckon': I gess the<y> ar [big] ons now 22. 2x. 1
handy 'convenient, easy': Cettle is so hie that it is not handy for to get such 20. 2. 6-7
hear 'hear of': by hearing someany ons coming hom on a visit and seeing so maney I thought that you were coming also 7. 1. 24-27
hear from 'hear about': if you Could I be would con<ten>ted to keare from him been Near hand you 21. 2. 4-7
high 'expensive': milk sells high 6. 2. 18
hundred 'hundredweight': I gave the cattle to hundreds of them every day 5. 2. 18
in 'among': the ar no Deaths nor mariges in your frends since the last one you wrote 8. 3. 14-16
in 'put in, sowed': I have the Crops all in 27. 3. 9-10
keep 'stay, continue': the last of may was very [thunery] and wet but kepes cold 6. 2. 12-13
keep up 'take care of': M and Jany and waliam <s> 5. 3. 13-14
labor 'farm work': as for our farm work it is very short 5. 2. 13-14
land 'to arrive': ples ease rite when he land<s> with you I will be thinking the Weeks verry longe to I get A Letter from you 19. 2. 14-14
late 'late ripening': oats is <s> good crop I<n> toom<y> land ... but <in> smry land hit is lite 22. 3. 3-5
leave out on 'spend on': some thing a bout 4 [hundre] pounds has been left out on hit 8. 4. 4-5
leave past 'leave behind': she came and had toget them and left them past 5. 2. 7-8
the length 'as far as, all the way': I would leake that ant would be liven to I would go the length theear 2. 2. 22-23
lift 'collect money due on a bill': I want you to let me know if you lifted the bill of sale that I gave George 15. 2. 10-11
long [said of oats]: our oats is very good in general but not long 8. 1. 7
(Cf. the oats is pirty good but short by a dray spring 6.2.9)
look for 'get information about': I am a mind to rite one to look for marget 4. 1. 18
low 'cheap': pork is verry lo hear 17. 3. 21
mail (replaced by post in current usage): I thought often and often that shorely hit woud be here in <the> nixt maile 7. 1. 10-11
mail 'to send through the post office': so I mail the letter that I wrote to send with him (American usage) 15. 1. 26-27
man 'husband': the Mis Sproules ar all dead and ther men mared again 7. 2. 6-7
meat 'meal, food': the<y> for got a pot that the<y> mad ther mafe in 4. 2. 15
mend 'improve, recover': this fresing is very sore against me in mending 23. 2. 15-17
menskin (i.e. meuskin) ‘molded mass of butter’: there is a butter market in Castlederg and the <y> of the country is selling the butter in it all in menskins

mind ‘to remember; recall’: and ma[n]ly others if I would mind them

mistake ‘accident’: Old Robert Corry met with a mis Tacke

moiled ‘hornless’: the mold cow is caved and is doing well

more ‘greater’: I think shourly it woud <be> a mor cont-ent мет for fancy and you

more ‘others’: some of the Young Ones lived five weeks and some more Eight Weeks

name ‘mention, identity’: You did not name to me what Scart O‘P‘-halh Fanny had

nears ‘nervousness’: Mr Androw Sproule of McCregan is <i>ait>ling of a

nears & nerves ‘nervousness’: Mr Androw Sproule of McCregan is <i>ait>ling of a strocke and narsves

news ‘report’: Alete (i.e. ‘a late’) mus that your Ant Jane linceay is dead

nigh ‘near, close to, like’: this is <the> sores froat that has ben this long time hit is <as> nih to a

metricas as eve<ri> wos in Ireland

off ‘(a)way back’: off in sommor last

on account of ‘because of’: she woud lake to hear from you Oneaccount of the war commencing

one ‘same’: we had tow toocket hit in the one Weack in August last

one ‘single’: hoping in the goodness of God that they will find you in every degree as well in

happiness and contentment of mind in every One way as we all could wish you to be in

ones ‘people’: the ar a great dale of oness dad by the Snow

only ‘except’: I am laging still on the Broade of my Baek since that onely As the<y> lift and leay me

ought to ‘ought’: you ought to let her run los

out of ‘from’: ther ar a greatte dale of people coming hom out of hit

palatrick ‘paralysis’: Mr Androw Sproule of Maricrigan is ailings since may last with a strock of

paltick and with narvich ness

part ‘area, place’: the Snow is from 3 foot deep in many a part

part ‘depart’: she parted this life the June 27 1890

peace ‘police’: the Revenue Police is a breaking and more of the pace incede of the Revenue

please ‘come to an agreement with’: Mr McC said that he woud ples old Mr Richlach in a porti<o>n

(marriage portion)

plenty ‘well off’: I think I will be pretty plenty

plenty ‘numerous’: Deaths ar ver<ri> plenty this year And a greateat <many> dos die with a influe[nce] Dicese

portion ‘marriage portion’: Mr McC said that he would ples old Mr Richlach in a porti<o>n

put in ‘spend (time)’: I am remarkable uneasy about how you have put in the winter

put ‘in (plant)’: be as tentive (‘attentive’) as you wer at hom to

rate ‘price’: I rite this one to you let you now reates of this contry

rise up ‘quit’: the<ri> ar plenty of farmers rising up and leaving their place

run down on ‘dispare’: I see 2 or 3 letters in the Wayne

County 20.

so ‘such’: I am thank ful to God that you ar doing so well and has so good halth

something of ‘some kind of’: his daughter toock something in hir eye of a paine that hit drive hit out of

hit place infralry

sore ‘severe’: this has ben a Sore winter

stand ‘set, suite; a Stan of the best me[hal]jony

still ‘always’: I want you to ... aly that as I still don

stop ‘stay’: plese let me now if you have Any one to stop in the house with you

strange ‘foreign’: be all wise thankfule to god for all that he is bestoing you in a strange Country

stray ‘leave, go away’: the young men is all <away?> and he me stray as well as them

(Cf. ... arise and come awa / this [is] the day ye are to stray from Caledonia, Greig Duncan Folk Song Collection, song no.
A Hiberno-English Dialect of West Tyrone

1535, version D, 2.3-4; not listed in SND

supply 'nimble': he is supple-n'd well but she has the decline 6. 3. 6-7
talk 'rumor, talking': I hear a great talk about the trublosem Times in America 11. 3. 1-2
that 'there, then': From that to Canada 3. 2. 32
he<o> was marid on the 15 of may last and I and Mary was in hit at a party since that 8. 2. 19-20
that 'so that': his daughter toock somthing in hir eye of a paine that hit drive hit out of hit place 8. 1. 26-28
that 'so': the ar that many around yous ('us') a way to America 4. 3. 12-13
these 'this letter': hopping that these will find youse all in the same as the<y> lave yous ('us') in at present 6. 1. 6-8
think long 'be anxious/impatient': I am think<ing> long for a letter from you on account of your country 12. 1. 5-7
this 'here, now': let me now if you every ('ever') had the chramp in your goots since you left this for it is often a thought to me 2. 3. 13-15
thole 'bear, suffer': I have paine A nofe to thole 23. 1. 16
throng 'busy': we were throng Shearing last weack 4. 1. 14-15
the work is ['very'] thorong at present 4. 1. 23-24
through 'throughout': There is a great revival going on through the north 9. 1. 14-15
tidy 'in calf': We have a year old heffer tidy 8. 1. 13
time 'apprenticeship': John has most part of his time up in a Shop 24. 3. 9-10	
times 'state of things': Times are getting very Bad At present with ons breaking And going a way 18. 3. 8-10
to 'untill': I was not long so I sent for your mother to hear your letter 17. 2. 1-3
town 'townland': you Say that you for get the towns but I think you ar lake the man that came home and did not now hit cat 3. 3. 8-11
travel 'walk': Your Grand mother is well as she has been this long time and can travel to unk<le>
Androw w-th-out stopping 6. 2. 23-24
unbeknownst 'unknown': you might be ded and hired ('buried') a nonste to Androw 22. 2. 10
under end 'end of the house closest to the road': she has the under end of the house 17. 2. 11-12
uneasy 'anxious, worried': I have never got any money yet for hir 11. 3. 18
unless 'except, without': She was confind to hir Bead for 11 months and Never was up unleve un a cuisen 12. 1. 10-11
upping 'care, support': I have never got any money yet for hit upping 6. 2. 25-27
victuals 'food': She was confind to hir Bead for 11 months ... and she was 5 months of that not able to tacke hir on ('own') vitles 12. 1. 10-13
view 'vet, inspect': Mr McCallow and James Wilson Went And vued him and the<y> ar well Content With his place 11. 1. 31-32
want 'need, lack': all I want now is A Woman and A blissing and all is of now use un less that 18. 2. 18-20
well-like 'handsome, well-favored': ye wood not got the seen ('couldn't have seen') the equal <of> 17. 1. 4
hir in all the feer ('fair') for tall 16. 2. 1
wheintin 'whitlow': since he had the whetin in his finger 17. 3. 4
woman 'wife': William and woman is well 2. 1. 16
wonder 'be surprised': Dear Androw I winger but you would now my temper beter to say that you would rite and would not 4. 1. 13-14
write 'write about, describe in writing': pleas forgive me of that mis tack ... you <of> on acount of your country 2. 2. 29-31
yet 'still': you did not say ... if Ant Saragh was with you yet 14. 2. 19

PHRASEOLOGY

Beatty Graham is also by the bad times 'Betty Graham is also suffering financially' 2. 2. 6
the<y> of the contry 'the country people' 2. 2. 24
(Cf. Shakespeare, Henry V, 1.2,139-141: They of those marches ... shall be a wall sufficient to defend our England ('those marchers'))
as soon as this goe to hand 'as soon as this comes to you' (sender's perspective) 2. 3. 13
the Onley one that has Come to hand 'the only one that has come to me' (receiver's perspective) 3. 1. 6
hit the bone is off<fr> the pleace 'it (the bone) has been dislocated' 5. 1. 20-21
the<y> ar now youse of poverty 'poverty makes them useless' 5. 1. 30
I need not rise any nose ('noise') 'I needn't make a stir' 6. 1. 24
he is making every good chance of it of his horse this sayson 'he is making a very good opportunity of it of his horse this season' 6. 3. 21-22
yor<ar> manchet of Deaths 8. 2. 9
you manchet of pigs tackling the distemper 8. 1. 13-14
bying is sore to Sund 'high prices make it very hard to buy anything' 8. 3. 5-6
hit drive hit out of hit place intraly ('intraly' entirely)$ 'it completely dislocated it' 8. 1. 27-28
Hit will Scost you hit to repre all 'it will cost you a lot to repair the whole thing' 10. 2. 6
I thought a great pity of her 'I pitied her greatly' 17. 1. 19
she thinks long for you 'she misses you greatly' 17. 4. 13-14
cropes had most to go way 'there was almost no way the crops could escape failure' 21. 2. 17-18
GAEOLICISMS

I and Mary was in hit at a party since (Irish ann ‘in it, there’) his Boxes is to be libled (se libled) in your care for feare Any thing might come on him

(Irish teacht air ‘come upon, happen to’) it is often a thought to me (Irish is doigh liom ‘it is my opinion’) selling ther butter ... all in menskens (Irish meuscin ‘moulded mass of butter’)

ULSTER-SCOTS OR MID-ULSTER?: A TENTATIVE ANSWER

Most of the hallmarks of Ulster-Scots are absent from the language of the Sproule letters. The letters know nothing of such Ulster-Scots staples as the negative particle -no(n)ate( ), the modal auxiliary maun, the prepositions toe (‘to’) and war (‘with’), [e] for [o] (as in claes (‘clothes’) or hame (‘home’), the loss of final [i] as in a (‘all’) or ca (‘call’), etc. On the other hand the letters regularly exhibit features which are characteristic of Mid-Ulster speech, such as [ar] as a development of [er] (cf. Ulster-Scots nervish ‘nervous’ vs. Mid-Ulster narvish ness, 8.2.13-15), the negative particle not, etc. The only unequivocal features of Ulster-Scots found in the letters are the retention of Middle English [u:] (vs. Standard [au]) (Phonology, section 3), the coalescence of the cot- and koot- classes (Phonology, section 2), and the monophthongization of [i] to [o] (Phonology, section 14).

The area of west Tyrone in which the Sproule family held land from the 17th century on was heavily settled by people of Scots ancestry, as is indicated by the high incidence of Scots surnames among the landholders. One would therefore expect that the language spoken by these landholders would be a variety of Scots, as it surely was at the beginning of the settlement. That the speech recorded in the Sproule letters is therefore vulnerable to Mid-Ulster linguistic pressure. To judge from the peculiarity of unequivocal Ulster-Scots features it seems likely that the language of the Sproule letters is in an advanced stage of assimilation to the proximate Mid-Ulster dialect and will sooner or later sever its ties with the distant Ulster-Scots speech. Such assimilation is not unknown in Ulster: a similar development took place in south Scots from the Ulster-Scots linguistic heartland. In the mid 18th Co. Donegal on the Murray estate, isolated like west Tyrone

APPENDIX 1: PECULIARITIES OF SPELLING

a. Conventions

1. Abbreviations: a ‘and’; D ‘dear’ wout ‘without’
2. Silent <y>: yeakers ‘acres’ (6.2.10); yous ‘us’ (7.1.3); yout ‘out’ (5.1.15); Akerany ‘Aghyarun’ (2.2.3); aveny ‘even’ (6.2.10); remany ‘remain’ (4.3.19)
3. Silent <g>: Colunacroney ‘Coolnamnaght’ (with silent <y> as well; 4.3.7); limis ‘lines’ (2.1.2)
4. <sch> for <sh>: schal ‘shall’ (2.2.31); sche ‘she’ (4.3.2-3); scheep ‘sheep’ (2.1.32)
5. Alternation of initial <c(h)> and <sc(h)>: cerce ‘scarce’ (4.1.24); coul ‘school’ (5.2.3); Scost ‘cost’ (10.2.4); Schaper ‘cheaper’ (10.2.5).
6. The cause of this spelling doubtless probably lies with the existence of ‘true’ (i.e. phonological) doublets such as Sounceney (12.1.21) and standard quaisy.

b. Departures from the Standard:

1. Analytic Spellings: for got ‘forgot’ (2.3.10); be fore ‘before’ (4.2.13); all most ‘almost’ (8.1.6); narvish ness ‘nervousness’ (8.2.15); a goa ‘ago’ (2.1.12)
2. Synthetic Spellings: alieletter ‘a letter’ (5.1.6); somane ‘so many’ (7.1.25); Onecount ‘on account’ (11.3.20); iam ‘I am’ (19.4.5); Heis ‘he is’ (22.1.12)
3. Anticipation: and hope that he woud bring youth with him (2.3.2); that contray (5.1.10); hit well not gether better (5.1.20)
4. Ditography: thuh ‘thus’ (4.2.28); youyad ‘you would’ (6.1.16); but my heet ‘bunt my feet’ (7.1.23)
5. Crasis: asone ‘as soon’ (6.3.22); Intend ‘I intend’ (29.2.6)
6. Hapology: apite ‘appetite’ (5.1.17)
7. Displaced doubling: seels ‘sells’ (5.2.24); sonner ‘sooner’ (12.1.39); Tood ‘Todd’ (10.3.34)
8. Omission of letters: sun rsing ‘sunrising’ (2.2.26); a liter ‘a letter’ (11.1.10)
9. Metathesis: Calstderg ‘Castleberg’; (2.1.12); trunep ‘turnip’ (5.2.17); Clorach ‘Clogher’ (10.3.5)
10. Words Left Unfinished: limne ‘linen’ (6.3.6); Flak ‘flax’ (10.3.29); fiftee ‘fifteen’ (17.3.12)
11. Various Unsystematic Errors: gog ‘go’ (4.2.1-2); fooot ‘foot’ (5.1.19); James Sport ‘James Short’ (12.2.25)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Recipients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>December 21, 1845</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>August 13, 1850</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda and John Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>December 11, 1850</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Joseph Culbertson to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>September 21, 1851</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>March 6, 1854</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>August 13, 1857</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>October 6, 1857</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>July 19, 1859</td>
<td>Co. Londonderry</td>
<td>Alexander Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>February 20, 1860</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>March 4, 1861</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>July 22, 1861</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>July 28, 1862</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>January 26, 1863</td>
<td>Vicksburg, Mississippi</td>
<td>Andrew Sproule to Frances Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>February 27, 1863</td>
<td>Vicksburg, Mississippi</td>
<td>Andrew Sproule to Frances Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>July 4, 1863</td>
<td>Vicksburg, Mississippi</td>
<td>Andrew Sproule to Frances Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>January 11, 1864</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Margaret Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>March 26, 1864</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda and John Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>March 6, 1865</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda and John Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>November 15, 1865</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>John and Matilda Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>June 5, 1866</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>August 3, 1866</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Matilda Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>October 25, 1873</td>
<td>Camcorran Glebe</td>
<td>Robert Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>September 8, 1890</td>
<td>Drumrawn, Co. Tyrone</td>
<td>John Sproule to Andrew Sproule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Ulster-Scots tongue described here (and also recorded in The Hamely Tongue) is the everyday spoken language of the great majority of the people living in much of the central, eastern and northern areas of rural county Antrim. (It is also, with very little variation, spoken in parts of east Down, north Derry, north Tyrone and north-east Donegal.) Its use throughout the area, formal contexts apart, rarely depends on their religious or political convictions. Details of the social or material circumstances of speakers, and never at all on their religious or political convictions. Details of the area will be considered more fully shortly. First, however, it is necessary to look briefly, and of necessity somewhat sketchily, at its nature and immediate origins. This is important since, while the Scots influence on much of Ulster vernacular speech is pervasive, features of its vocabulary and especially phonology give this tongue a quite distinct identity. (Many grammatical, particularly syntactic, features are also peculiar to Ulster-Scots; Robinson's 1997 study has a detailed formal analysis of these.)

The Tongue
The essence of a language cannot be encapsulated in a simple definition, but in describing Ulster-Scots as 'an offshoot of the Central Scots dialect as spoken in Galloway, Ayrshire and Renfrewshire' the late Brendan Adams at least identified that Scots character which remains its dominant and distinguishing feature. Its source is well known. The extent and make-up of the influx of Scottish and English immigrants into Ulster, mainly during the 17th century, have been thoroughly described and analysed, and they cannot be covered here. But it is clear that in the designated areas there was such a preponderance of Scots speakers that their language became dominant and, whatever the subsequent modifications or developments resulting from contact with varieties of English and local Irish speech, the Scottish element is still today the core of Ulster-Scots. It is unmistakable. When we hear speakers use house and room for 'house' and 'round', hame and stane for 'home' and 'stone', heid and deed for 'head' and 'dead', her for 'hot', fit for 'foot', oot and strecht for 'aught' and 'straight' and daenae and cannae for 'don't' and 'can't', we recognise a profound Scots influence that is quite peculiar to the speech of those areas. It is true, of course, that Ulster-Scots and Lallans (Lowland Scots) have diverged considerably over the years, yet the relationship remains sufficiently close for the former to be described as a variant of Scots in the Scottish National Dictionary and to be included (though hardly adequately) in its coverage.

There are, as we shall see, other important elements, and we may describe contemporary Ulster-Scots as a blend of that strong and dominant Scots core, dialectal influences from other parts of Ulster and elsewhere, a considerable input from local Irish speech, and locally-coloured but ever-encroaching Standard English. This is not the place, nor is the writer the person, to trace the history of these constituents and their relationships back along the Germanic and other twigs and branches of the Indo-European language tree. However, some insight into that will be gained when we look below at representative groups of words from the Ulster-Scots vocabulary and their etymologies.

The Area
The key linguistic 'markers' noted above are taken from a long checklist used to determine as accurately as possible the speech boundaries of Ulster-Scots in county Antrim. Such boundaries are usually fuzzy linguistic zones, and this is especially true of the fringe regions in the south and west of the county. R. J. Gregg had that part of county Antrim 'where broad rural Scotch-Irish dialect' is spoken bounded in the south by a line running from Antrim to Whitehead. Today such a line would mark the path of such a zone at best roughly, shading into Ulster-Scots to the north and local Standard English to the south. This line has since, in many places, clearly shifted northwards with, for example, increased linguistic mixing occurring especially in such expanding villages as Parkgate, Doagh, Broughshane, Ballynure and Ballycarry. In any case, the broad Ulster-Scots described here is indeed found only to the north of that line. The larger urban areas — again, expanding steadily — have long had a mixed speech, ranging from a mostly diminishing broad tongue to locally-accented or consciously-cultivated Standard English. This is patently no longer the situation in Antrim town and is increasingly less so in Whitehead, where large-scale development and population shift have radically altered the speech balance to the detriment and indeed virtual extinction of Ulster-Scots. On the other hand, extensive housing development in Ballymoney has drawn many people from surrounding rural areas into the town, adding to the already marked incidence of the tongue in that part of Antrim.

As Adams and Gregg have noted, both the Glens of Antrim area lying between (but not including) Carnlough and Ballycastle and the mid-western to south-western part of the designated area cannot be included. The first of these clearly does not belong. However, part of the second — and personal
The introduction to the area are excluded — presents particular difficulties too. We may note that while much speech, especially in the northern part, is coloured by a strong Ulster-Scots accent and clear elements of Scots in the vocabulary — and markedly so in Dunloy/Tullaghans — it is not Ulster-Scots as defined.

The districts included were selected to provide a comprehensive coverage of the relevant area, which is genuinely representative of Ulster-Scots speech, its geographical distribution and the absence, on the whole, of fundamental social change during the period. They range from Drumado (a few miles from the north coast) through The Ganab and Leaney in the Ballymoney area, my home district Drumadarragh/Ballinaarloob, and mid-Antrim (Broughshane and Ballymoney area, my home district Drumadarragh/Ballinaarloob, and mid-Antrim (Broughshane and Buckna/Teenies) to Carnearney and Kilbride in the south and a large part of east Antrim (including Loughmour, Magheramorne, Ralloo, and Kilwaughter). Informants from these districts, born in the 1930s or (the majority) earlier, contributed crucially to this study by a) checking for their area the core material collected by this writer over many years in Ballinaarloob and surrounding townlands and supplemented by other collections published and unpublished; and b) making their own contributions, either in the form of new material or of variations in that listed, indicating usage level for items identified. Each informant's contribution was cross-checked with all other informants to give a complete picture of incidence and distribution, a similar procedure being followed for additional material received from other sources. This was continued over several years, and repeated for material added to the second edition of the dictionary (2000). Rigorous adherence to this methodology has ensured a record of 20th-century Ulster-Scots which is certainly authentic and, the author believes, now comprehensive.

**Vocabulary**

The vocabulary has five broad elements: 1) ‘pure’ (i.e. non-standard) Ulster-Scots (US) words; 2) dual-status US words; 3) dual-status Standard English (SE) words; 4) single-status SE words; and 5) locally-accented SE words.

1) Pure Ulster-Scots Words

These are words not found in any form in Standard English. Most are shared with Scots, albeit sometimes in slightly altered form, while some — especially those of Irish Gaelic derivation are shared with other varieties of Ulster speech or in a few cases are found only locally. A few of unknown or uncertain origin are peculiar to the area. The principal origins are illustrated here by small, representative groupings, and two points must be stressed. The examples are presented merely to indicate the diversity and richness of the tongue’s origins, and established etymologies are simply listed without historical or other comment. The label ‘Gaelic’ refers to words described in the sources as derived from Scottish and/or Irish Gaelic. ‘Local Irish’ refers to words assimilated or derived from local Irish speech.

From Old Norse (ON)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frae</td>
<td>‘from’</td>
<td>[Scots frae, ON frá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gair</td>
<td>‘force’</td>
<td>[Scots gair, ON garna]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lair</td>
<td>‘to sink in mud’</td>
<td>[Scots lair, ON leir ‘mud’]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Middle English (ME) or Old English (OE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aizle</td>
<td>‘cinder’</td>
<td>[Scots aizle, ME iyzel/OE yzel ‘ashes’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kye</td>
<td>‘cows’</td>
<td>[Scots kye, OE cy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hop</td>
<td>‘swaddle’</td>
<td>[Scots hop, ME happe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oxter</td>
<td>‘armpit’</td>
<td>[Scots oxter, OE òxtre]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sope</td>
<td>‘sip, etc.’</td>
<td>[Northern English sope, OE sop]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Scottish Gaelic/Irish Gaelic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>carry</td>
<td>‘weir’</td>
<td>[Scots carry, Gaelic caraidh]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>donsie</td>
<td>‘sick’</td>
<td>[Scots donsie, Gaelic donas ‘bad luck’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dyoochry</td>
<td>‘gruel’</td>
<td>[Scots deochray, Gaelic deoch­reith]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>errak</td>
<td>‘pullet’</td>
<td>[Scots earock, Gaelic eirg]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonsie</td>
<td>‘buxom, pretty’</td>
<td>[Scots sonsie, Gaelic sonas ‘good luck’]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From French (F) or Old French (OF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fast</td>
<td>‘to upset, disgust’</td>
<td>[Scots fast, OF fascher]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>footer</td>
<td>‘to fiddle about, etc.’</td>
<td>[Scots footer, OF foure ‘to copulate’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jalooze</td>
<td>‘to suspect’</td>
<td>[Scots jalouse, F jalunser]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sang</td>
<td>‘in a vow or oath’</td>
<td>[Scots sang, F sang ‘blood’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stoour</td>
<td>‘dust’</td>
<td>[Scots stoour, OF estoour ‘tunult’]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Local Irish Gaelic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chabber</td>
<td>‘soft mud’</td>
<td>[Irish clárar ‘mud’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doran</td>
<td>‘doleful person’</td>
<td>[perhaps Irish dobhran, dórán]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dourog</td>
<td>‘cleg’s proboscis’</td>
<td>[perhaps Irish duirc ‘dirk’]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dul</td>
<td>‘noose, snare’</td>
<td>[Irish dul]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prakis</td>
<td>‘botch, wreck’</td>
<td>[Irish práíais ‘hotch-potch’]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other sources include especially German, Dutch and the Scandinavian languages of different periods and levels. Words of unknown origin peculiar to various parts of the area include dyach ‘brat’, eýtailer ‘hairworm’, grobôcch ‘dwarf’, grant ‘the stone loach’, and scucky ‘a scrubby area’.

2) Dual-Status Ulster-Scots Words

These are words which differ in form from their SE counterparts and which have, in addition to the conventional meanings and/or usages, others peculiar to the tongue. Two are fully illustrated here.

aloo ‘to allow’

‘to remark’: He allooed it wuz a quare day
‘to suggest, imply’: A’m naw alooin ye’ll naw pie
‘to grant, concede’: A hae tae aloo ye that
‘to reckon’: They aloo there’s what happen
Ulster-Scots in the Twenty-First Century

'to intend': A wu alloor tae cal the morra
mine 'mind'
'recollection': A hae nae mine o that
'to remember': She can mine naeithin; Mine an sen it back
'to note, observe': Mine the cut o thon!
(with on) 'to remind (one) of': He mines me on somebody A met somewhur
(with on) 'to strike (one) as': He mines me on a boy's worth a-wauchin
'to remind': Mine me tae sen it the morra
(with tae) 'to remember (one) to': Mine me tae a' at hame
'to be obedient to': Mine what the mester tell ye

Others are chairge (English charge) 'an uncouth man, a large meal'; cliver (English clever) 'generous, handsome, rather large for the wearer'; en (English end) 'a room, an added room'; and jowith (English jolly) 'a large piece'.

3) Dual-Status Standard English Words
These are words which retain their standard forms and meanings, but which have additional meanings and/or usages long obsolete and lost from modern English. Many are found in Shakespeare.

Some examples are:
answer 'to fit, suit': That kep daesnae answer ye
colour 'a small amount': a weel colour o money
even 'to suspect, guess': A wad niver 'a evenit he wau the yin
lucky 'rather more than': lucky a hauther
sermon 'a sorry sight': the sermon o hir shootherin him hame

Others in this group are canker 'to fester', learn 'to teach', poem 'to spread gossip', thing 'some, sort', tight 'strong, capable at fighting'.

4) Single-Status Ulster-Scots Words
These are words which differ in form but not in meaning from their standard counterparts. Since they exemplify most clearly those identifying phonological features peculiar to US speech, as defined, they are examined in some detail in the next section.

5) Standard English words
These words, which usually show typical shortening and/or 'broadening' of the vowel-sounds and often the retention of the consonantal features discussed below, make up an increasing proportion of Ulster-Scots speech, but it remains true that many words common in standard speech are still excluded from Ulster-Scots Words. Words in this category include (local equivalents in italics): feared, scared 'afraid', as weel, forby 'also', sleepin 'asleep', come 'came', big 'large', lachin 'laughin', maybe, aiblins 'perhaps', the mair 'though, although'.

Phonology
The consonantal and vocalic features of Ulster-Scots speech are presented here with minimal recourse to the phonetic alphabet and largely avoiding the technical language of formal phonological analysis. (This form of presentation, especially in the examples given, may perhaps make some contribution to the development of a standardised Ulster-Scots spelling system.) The story of the evolution and survival of these features and the extent of any subsequent local modification cannot be covered here.

Consonants
Several of the consonantal features described here are shared with colloquial speech elsewhere in Ulster and in some cases farther afield. These features apart, the pronunciation of consonants is conventional. Distinctive features include:

1) final d usually dropped following l or n: fiel 'field', sen 'send', soon 'sound'
2) the glottal stop often substituted for medial or final t and other stops: weh 'wet', wa'er 'water'
3) t usually omitted from mpt and final pt: empy 'empty', slep 'sleep'
4) final l or l omitted in SE words having -all: fadful 'fall', wa'wal 'wall'
5) l usually omitted from the suffix -ful: airmful 'armful', aif 'awful': the vowel becoming the neutral vowel schwa
6) medial ng always a single sound: finge 'finger' (rhymes with 'singer'), tang 'tangle'
7) medial nd usually nh before erv: tenther 'tender', wanther 'wander'; otherwise usually nn: bunnle 'bundle', hannel 'handle'
8) d and t always interdental when followed by r: dhrive 'drive', attrict 'attract'; this occurs often when followed by a vowel and r (as in ordher 'order'), rhurn 'turn'), but with many exceptions, especially in words denoting agency, and never in comparatives
9) l and n sometimes palatalised blywe: 'blue', nyuck 'nook'
10) ch or gh (the voiceless velar fricative), common in 'pure' Ulster-Scots words (as in bache 'an old shoe', cloich 'wet cough'), is retained where standard pronunciation has f (as in cooch 'cough', rugh 'rough', with draught(s) being normally the sole exception) and often where standard gh is silent (as in bocht 'bought', strecht 'straight') but with the standard forms now also common
11) s sometimes pronounced sh: breecht 'breast', shoo 'sew'
12) hw, for wh, never standard w

Vowels
Vowels are examined here mainly as they feature in those Ulster-Scots words which differ from their Standard-English counterparts in form only, having a different vowel sound sometimes combined with one or more of the consonantal features identified above. (These vowel sounds feature also, of course, in 'pure' US words and in the local pronunciation of many of those SE words which make up an integral element of Ulster-Scots speech.) This approach allows a demonstration of the entire range of the varied but often systematic ways in which such substitutions occur, our main concern here. Some occur in numerous cases, some in only a few. But together with the 'pure' words, they form the strong distinctive core of the tongue. Most are constant features of everyday speech, while some have varying degrees of interchangeability with standard forms (e.g. weel 'well',
wecht 'weight'). As stated, vowel sounds are represented using both conventional lettering (the single modification in this section being the added umlaut to distinguish the main Ulster-Scots version of short, stressed i) and phonetic symbols, with vowel-length usually the only feature referred to. Finally, the written forms used in the examples given here attempt to indicate pronunciation directly, and thus they occasionally differ from those used in *The Hamely Tongue*, which has a simple system of supplementary guidance, and in some cases are not offered as possible standardised forms.

1) i/ɪ is close to standard 'short ɪ'; it occurs in bis 'bes' (i.e. the third-person-singular form of *be*) and in gin 'by' (as in gin 'Settlerday) and local forms abin 'above', aɡin 'against', giss 'goose', nihin 'nothing', schill 'school' and shin 'shoon' (modern English shoes).

2) ɪ/ɪ is equal or close to standard short a (as in bat) and normally substitutes for short stressed i (bit, arthimette), but not always (see also aa, ee, eh, a, u). Examples of other substitutions, grouped here (as in the following sections) in order of frequency, are (a) *misure* 'measure', pillet 'pellet', trimmle 'tremble', bɪɪch 'bench', hîrd 'herd', kîst 'chest', yɪ 'yet', clîver 'clever'; (b) *other* ide, *bild* 'blood', stible 'stubble', *ɪf* 'tuff', *stîmmer* 'summer', *sɪn* 'son', *tip* 'tup', ram, plîver 'plover', *bîz* 'buzz'; (c) *guid* 'good', *fɪt* 'foot', *pit* 'put'; (d) *rîd* 'rode', wrît 'wrote', *rɪz* 'rose'; (e) *nɪcht* 'night', blîn 'blind', sîmt 'to smite (i.e. infect)'; and (f) *bînk* (peat-)<i>bank</i> 'ir'-<i>are</i>.

3) aa /__a__/ is always long and is usually substituted for the vowel in both standard bat and calf (see also ay, aw, eh, i, u). The other substitutions are (a) *aai* 'always', *stək* 'stalk', *wɔl* 'wall', *hant* 'haunt', jî 'jaw', hîb 'hob', lîft 'liff', *fɔnd* 'fond', cræp 'crop', warm 'worm', haavel 'hovel'; (b) *dar* 'dare', *wɒ* 'web', hard 'heard', swat 'swell', wat 'wet'; (c) *awa* 'away', *vaay* 'vary', wad 'wade', *wɔv* 'wave'; (d) *had* 'held', *appek* 'open', *crɔ* 'crow'; and (e) *iwe* 'two', *wha* 'who'.

4) aw /__a__/ is always long. It is sometimes retained as the local form of the vowel in sounds with some words (bocht 'bought') but, as noted in the preceding section, aa /__a__/ is often substituted here (see also ay, ah, a, ow). Other substitutions are few: (a) *sporra* 'sparrow', *borra* 'barrow'; (b) *naw* 'now', *yɔw* 'yoke', yolk; and (c) *plorisy* 'pleurisy'.

5) ay /__e__/ is usually long and is the local form in fall, day, etc. (see also aa, ee, eh). Substitutions are (a) *fay* 'flea', *shaft* 'sheaf', *dail* 'deal', saison 'season', chaɪt 'cheat', saicret 'secret', faɪver 'fever'; (b) *nae* 'no', *laɪd* 'load', hale 'whole', hame 'home', alane 'alone', gaɪp 'gripe', mait 'most'; (c) *phɔɪn* 'phesant', dait 'death', aɪdge 'edge', wɔld 'weld', laissut 'leisure'; (d) *bleɪ* 'blue', *taɪ* 'to', too; (e) *sædl* 'saddle', rɔɪl 'ravel'; (f) *clɑɪth* 'cloth', streɪ 'straw'; (g) *dæn* 'done', *jɔɪt* 'just'; and (h) lake 'like', chayɪn 'china', dake 'dyke'. A short form, usually written as *w* or *y*, substitutes for some weakly-stressed vowels: *mɪnɔst* 'minister', *ʃɔlɪ* 'folly', *vlɔɪ* 'value'. It also occurs in local before, beside, babby 'baby', etc. and in weakly-stressed he (as in gin he comes), we (as in whan we dace) and ye 'you' (as in but ye might).

6) ee /__e__/ is usually long in final syllables and in the past-tense form of verbs (as in deə 'die', deəd 'died') and before r (weər 'wear'), voiced th (wreathe 'wreathe'), v (deəv 'deafen') and z (blɛeze 'blaze'). Otherwise the vowel sound is usually shorter (as in deed 'dead', heid 'head'). The substitutions are (a) breek 'brick', ɡɪɡɡle 'giggle', conteyn 'continue', posseyn 'position', leeve 'live'; (b) breed 'bread', deep 'dead', meent 'meant', frecv 'friend', meer 'more', weel 'well'; (c) deə 'die', hɛɛθ 'hight', stɛɪpɛn 'stipens', ee 'eye'; and (d) maitya'n 'maintain', bleeze 'blaze'. (See also ay, eh.)

7) eh /ɛ/ is usually long, but length can depend on stress (e.g. the vowel is usually long in Is the grn set but certainly shorter in He set it yesterday). The substitutions are (a) geble 'gabble', jɛɛk 'jack', peɪdʊd 'paddle', after 'after', fleg 'flag', shɛlə 'shallow', gɛmələ 'gamble', fɛmən 'flannel', ɛpplə 'apple', yɛrn 'yarn', mɛstə 'master', flɛt 'flat', gɛθər 'gather', rɛvel 'travel', tex 'tax'; (b) bled 'blade', fɛθ 'faith', bɾɛk 'break', eɪtʃ 'eight'; (c) kɛməl 'kindet', ɡət 'quit', rɛvɛt 'rivet'; (d) eɪtɛr 'either', fɛcth 'fight', stɛŋk 'strike'; (e) hɛltər 'halter', jɛndes 'jaundice', hɛı 'hot'; (f) mair 'more', aɪr 'over'; and (g) bɑɪrd 'beard', *ɪf* 'interfair' 'interfere'. (See also aa, ay, ee, o, u.)

8) oə /ʊə/ is usually long, but shorter where there is reduced stress (e.g. long in Gin It a poke but shorter in Poke It oot). Apart from exceptional oɑy 'any', loɔss 'lose'; oggy 'ugly', the only and frequent substitution is for the standard aw sound (as in 'cost', 'short'): roəbɪn 'robin', poʊɛt 'pocket', bɔʊdɪ 'body', doʊɡ 'dog', coʊli 'collie', bɔʊnɪ 'bonny', shoʊt 'short', loʊs 'loss', coast '<i>cost</i>'. (See also aa, aw, ay, eh, i, o, ow, u.)

9) oo, ʌe /ʌ/ is mainly long, in three slightly varying forms: (a) as in coo/kʌ/ 'cow'; (b) when followed by r, as in poor/pɒr/; and (c) as in the rare blyu/jɪˈblju/ 'blue', pɪj/pɪˈjʌ/ 'plough'; with a short form, as hooʃe/huʃ/ 'house'. The substitutions are (a) hoo 'how', sœər 'sour', poor 'power', croʊn 'crown', oʊt 'out'; and (b) doəb 'double', soʊk 'suck', goʊn 'gum', roʊst 'roost'; boʊrd 'board', shʊʊ 'sew', goʊld 'gold', poor 'poor', poʊtʃ 'pouch'. (See also aa, aw, ay, i, ow, u.)

10) u /__u__/ is always short. The substitutions are (a) bʃɪʃ, fʊl, put as in hʌʃ, hʊl, hʌt; wʊd 'wood', wʊdəlk 'luck'; (b) sqaʊb 'squib', swənɪd 'sindle', wɪp ' Whip', wʌn 'wind' (noun); (c) hʌr 'her'; and (d) mɔnɪ 'many', twʌntɪ 'twenty', wʌn 'when'; (e) spɑɪlən 'spalpeen', sʊt 'sat', wuz 'was'; (f) fʌn 'found', grʊn 'ground'; (g) rʊz 'rose'; (h) grʊn 'to grind', wʌn 'to wind'; (i) lɪʤ 'lodge'; and (j) pʊzɪn 'poison'. (See also aa, ay, i, o, ow.)

11) ie /__ɪe__/ is close to the standard diphthong (as in line), but 'narrower', for which it is often substituted; also for ay in hɪe 'hay', pie 'pay', wɪe 'way', and oi in bɪle 'boil' (noun only). (See also aai, ay, ee, i, u.)

12) aʊn /__aʊn__/ is always long; it substitutes for the standard diphthong (in 'hiatus' (i.e. when followed by another vowel, as in deəl and hire, pronounced hɛə-er), but not following w or its equivalent (as in enqɪrɪ and wɪr); (b) in open syllables (those ending in a vowel, as in pie and by, pronounced paʊd and baʊd), but with many monosyllabic exceptions (as die', why); and (c) before voiced fricatives such as θ, v, z; as saɪəθe 'seythe', ˈsɜprəˌprais 'surprise', ˈsəʊvəˌlɪvə 'alive', saɪˈzɪz', but again with exceptions. Most exceptions have ɪe.

13) ai /__eɪ/; as in boy, is always long, but otherwise usually
Several other phonological features must be noted:

1. Substitution of *eh* (*eh*) for standard *a*/ or *ay* (*ay*) is found throughout the area, but is especially common in parts of mid-Antrim in words in which *aa* (*aa*) is usual elsewhere, so that we have, for example, *bleak* for the more common *black*.

2. Substitution of the same vowel sound for *ay* (*ay*) is also common throughout, but is almost total in northern parts of the county, so that we have, for example, *beacon* and *plan* for the more common *bacon* and *plain*.

3. Substitution of *i*/ for *a*/ in many words occurs throughout, as noted earlier, but is especially common in parts of the far north of the county (e.g. Ballinlisk), so that we have, for example, *kim* and *ip* for the usual *come* and *up*.

4. Some speakers add a glide to several of the vowel sounds, especially *aw* (*aw*), *ee* (*ee*), *oa* (*oa*) and *oo* (*oo*), so that these vowels become diphthongal, giving, for example, *panit* (*panit*) 'pot', *fee-er* (*fee-er*) 'fear', *road* (*road*) 'road', *poo-er* (*poo-er*) 'pour'. Again, the diphthongs *ai* (*ai*) and *ee* (*ee*) can have the first elements lengthened so that they become, in effect, two syllables, as in *ka-ay* (*ka-ay*) (for *key* *cows*) and *baw-ay* (*baw-ay*) *boy*. These are often family or individual, rather than regional, features.

5. Finally, the final vowel *ow* usually becomes a neutral vowel */a/ (schwa)* as in *holla* 'hollow', *sporra* 'sparrow', with the only exceptions being *fairy* 'to follow', *swally* 'to swallow' (see also *ay*), and *fur* 'furrow'.

### Ulster-Scots Today

Several factors have contributed and continue to contribute in varying degrees to some diminution and dilution of the broad Ulster-Scots discussed here. The development of 'fringe' villages and the rapid growth of the larger urban areas with, in both cases, sometimes considerable influx of linguistic 'outsiders', have inevitably changed the speech pattern in several areas. Again, the post-war development of universal secondary education has meant that many rural children are spending several more years than formerly in an environment where Standard English, in its local form at least, is usually spoken, often indeed in large urban schools. This and the marked increase in the numbers going on to higher education have clearly created something of a generational contrast in speech, so that the speech of many of even those reverting to their native tongue in their home environment shows a degree of dilution. This generation is also, of course, largely computer-literate and often highly articulate in the language of internet and website, while television markedly influences the content and vocabulary of their conversation.

More marked, and certainly more quantifiable, are the inevitable losses of 'pure' Ulster-Scots resulting from post-war changes in the rural way of life. The mechanisation of agriculture, the disappearance of flax-growing and the scutch-mill, the vast reduction in the growing of oats (with the corn-mill a fading memory), the virtual disappearance of traditional methods of peat-cutting and hay-making; these and many similar forms of 'progress' will surely see the eventual loss of much of the rich stock of associated words and expressions. Now such losses occur, of course, in all languages. The difference here, however, is that while Ulster-Scots words are being lost, acquisitions are at best modified forms of standard words (television, computer, etc.).

However, the overall effect of these factors must not be exaggerated. Seen in the context of the broad linguistic picture, they are often marginal. As in Standard English, words which have lost original or literal use often survive figuratively (many who have never seen a *rickle* *peats* will be perfectly familiar with an *owl rickle* *a* *hose*). More importantly, the great majority of 'pure' words are rooted in everyday life and are not similarly affected by changes in particular activities. The broad core discussed in the section on phonology remains strong and largely unchanged throughout the area. There is, moreover, an increasingly significant factor. Most speakers have an abiding affection for their native tongue; to this is now added a growing awareness of, and pride in, both its historical pedigree and its lexical and idiomatic richness.

### Notes


8. This spelling is employed to indicate that the consonant *r* is pronounced interdentally; it is not a suggested spelling.

9. The vowel sounds (vocalic phonemes) discussed here are those identified by Gregg in his studies of speech in Glenoe, which, allowing for minor local variations, can be taken as representative of Ulster-Scots speech generally. The writer is indebted to Professor Montgomery's technical but clear account of this work in the essay referred to in note 2 (pp. 612-615), and any shortcomings in presentation are his own.

10. This development is at least partly due to the enthusiastic and persistent efforts of the Ulster-Scots Language Society and associated bodies to have Ulster-Scots given general and, especially, official recognition and to encourage and promote its use as both a spoken and written medium. That, above all, warrants a very optimistic prognosis for its future.
Status, Stigma and Sex in Coleraine
Ulster-Scots Speech

Rona R. K. Kingsmore

This study investigates social variation in the speech of Coleraine, an Ulster-Scots town in east county Londonderry, sixty miles north of Belfast. It is based on thirteen hours of recordings made for doctoral studies at the University of Ulster in 1981. The author carried out fieldwork using a family-based model that involved interviewing three generations (i.e. teenagers/young adults, parents, and grandparents) of four families, totalling 26 speakers. She followed Lesley Milroy's 'friend of a friend' approach to gain access to social and family networks and then correlated results with four non-linguistic variables: age, sex, areal differences (rural vs. urban), and social class (as shown by the speaker's type of housing - council-owned vs. private).

Speakers were recorded in peer-group interaction for 60 minutes and were then asked to read a word-list. Before turning to details of the variation itself, the author presents an overview of distinctive features of Ulster-Scots phonology.

Vowel Duration
The Ulster-Scots vowel system is not phonemically dichotomous (i.e. long vs. short), but rather exhibits a three-way classification into long vowels, short vowels and vowels that follow the Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR). SVLR vowels /i, u, o/ vary in length according to context, and length differences may be accompanied by noticeable phonetic differences. Figure 1 shows articulatory placement and vowel classification.

Figure 1: Correlation between articulation and duration in Vowel Classification

- S.V.L.R. Vowel Phonemes
- Short Vowels
- Long Vowels

Short Vowels
KIT [ɪ] (Wells 2.2.1) This vowel is noticeably lowered and centred compared to Received Pronunciation (RP) and tends to be fronted before velars and palatals and to be further back and centralised before sonorants and laterals. In local vernacular it is lowered and centralised to approximate [ə] and may amalgamate with [ʌ], especially in male speech. Neutralisation is avoided in some male and elderly speakers, since [ʌ] is in turn lowered, backed and rounded to approximate [o] or [ø].

STRUT [ʌ] (Wells 2.2.5) This vowel may have lip rounding to approximate [o] or [n] in older working-class speakers. Its distribution excludes certain lexical sets of -OVE and -ONE words.

Scottish Vowel Length Rule Vowels
NEAR [ɪ] (Wells 2.2.6) In broad vernacular speakers, this vowel may lower and back in polysyllabic short environments to become [i], e.g. cheaper [tfipf].

GOAT [o] (Wells 2.2.14) In long environments, this vowel may have closing [ɔ] or [ɔ] glide. Teenage middle-class females sometimes use [ɔu], following an RP model.

GOOSE [ʌ] (Wells 2.2.15) This close, rounded front or central vowel corresponds in distribution to /ʌ/ and /u/ phonemes in RP, producing such homonyms as pull = pool. Its height and frontness depend upon the phonetic environment, which also determines length. Long environments -z and -# result in highest variant [ʊː]. Shorter environments produce lowered, retracted variants ranging progressively from [u] before nasals and laterals, e.g. soon [sun] and pool [pʊl], to [u] in shortest environment (i.e. before voiceless plosives), e.g. soup [sʊp], boot [bʊt].

Long Vowels and Diphthongs
All long monophthongs tend to have a closing centralised glide.

FACE [e] (Wells 2.2.11) This vowel approximates Cardinal Vowel 2, but is subject to the influence of phonological and sociolinguistic variation. It may be lowered and lengthened to [ɛ] before velar plosives to neutralise with the /ɛ/ phoneme, e.g. bake = beck [bek]. It may be raised and backed to [ɛ] in short environments, e.g. place [plɛːs] or even [plɪs], and in disyllabic and polysyllabic words in older
vernacular, e.g. table [tēbl], available [avēlab]. Elderly speakers tend to use monophthong [e], a rural, recessive variant noted in general use forty years ago by Robert Gregg. Middle-aged and younger speakers tend to use [ia] or [ie] (a Belfast variant coming into Ulster-Scots speech) in all environments except open syllables, where it remains principally monophthongal. Note the morphemic distinction: days [deiz] or [deiz] versus daze [drəz]. ‘Corrected middle-class’ style amongst younger females approximates RP with a closing glide [e] 

DRESS [e] (Wells 2.2.2) This vowel approximates Cardinal Vowel 3, but is more open and centralised and tends to have a closing schwa glide. In pre-velar or prepalatal position, it has closing [i] glide, e.g. leg [leg].

TRAP [a] (Wells 2.2.3) This vowel is open and slightly back of centre. It corresponds to the /ɛ/ and /ə/ phonemes of RP, e.g. Sam = psam [sam]. An additional lexical set with this vowel is heard mainly in middle-aged, elderly and rural speech, e.g. wash [waf], warn [warn], once [wanst]. A recessive variant /a/ + velar consonant realisations with /e/ in elderly working-class males, e.g. bag [breq], factory [fekfr].

NORTH [o] (Wells 2.2.22) This vowel is half-open, back and rounded between Cardinal Vowel 5 and Cardinal Vowel 6. It corresponds to the /aʊ/ and /əʊ/ phonemes of RP, but also includes lexical sets of -OYE and -ONE words, e.g. gloves [gləvz], above [əbəʊv], done [dən].

PRICE [ai] (Wells 2.2.16) Note that there is a distinction between /ai/ in long environments and certain lexical items (e.g. tide, rise, my, dye) and /ai/ in short environments (e.g. eye, die, white). All ages and particularly males have a strong tendency in local vernacular to raise the first element to [e] in all phonetic environments, e.g. nine [nɪn]. Note that there is less phonetic distinction between /ai/ and /eə/ than that observed in Ulster-Scots by Gregg, who noted [æə] versus [æi]. This greater distinction is heard only in elderly informants. It is probable that with the raising of the first element in both cases to [e] the phonemic distinction is being lost, bringing the accent in line with Belfast phonology and RP phonemic distribution.

MOUTH [au] (Wells 2.2.18) In long environments the first element of this diphthong is lengthened and in local vernacular speech it is raised to [e], as in Belfast vernacular [e].

Consonants

The glottalic air stream mechanism is frequently used for final voiceless plosives when followed by a pause, e.g. cat [ka't]. Alveolar plosives are dentalised when immediately followed by /r/ in some middle-aged and elderly speakers, e.g. Antrim [ən'trm]. Velar plosives are articulated further forward in the mouth than their RP counterparts, giving a palatalised quality and influencing adjacent sounds, e.g. bag [bæg]. Similarly all affricates and palato-alveolar fricatives tend to be palatalised with lack of lip rounding, causing a raising of preceding vowels, e.g. mash [mæʃ], patch [pæt].

Intervocalic /r/ is characterised by considerable sociolinguistic variation. In particular, [r] tends to be used in ‘corrected’ rural speech; [l] is used by all informants, but most often by females and rural speakers; and [d] occurs most often in male, working-class urban vernacular. [o] is an advanced male working-class variant.

Social Variation

This study examines the sex-based rivalry between the two predominant vernacular variants of intervocalic /r/ in
Coleraine speech (i.e. the glottal stop [?] and [d]). The family-based model was particularly successful in gaining access to female networks, and results of the study challenge some widely held assumptions about female speech — namely that women stereotypically use more standardised variants in contrast to men, who use more non-standard variants. While there is substantial evidence to support the conventional theory, the author would agree with Fasold, who notes that 'the consistency of the gender pattern has sometimes been overstated'. Some results of this study support the reverse trend, but the variation probably depends on which social networks are chosen for study. For example, this study focussed on working-class families, which had close-knit, female social networks centred in and around the home and local church, in contrast with the male network structure, which was more open and loose-knit. It was therefore not surprising that female scores for some non-standard variants (such as [n] for [ŋ]) were higher than male scores.

Glottal stop appears to be undergoing rapid changes in both standard and non-standard varieties of British English. It has been a popular variable in recent studies due to its widespread use and negative prestige. However, it must be stressed that there are some seriously misleading categorisations of glottal behaviour in many studies, due to inadequate description and also insufficient consideration of standard versus non-standard usage in British English. It was therefore essential for this study to create more precise articulatory definitions and also make a detailed distinction between standard and non-standard usage. Historically, glottal stop has been described as a typical feature of Ulster-Scots, whereas there is no record of the intervocalic [d] variant in Ulster-Scots, although it commonly occurs in Belfast speech, Mid Ulster speech generally, and also West Country speech in England.

In this study three separate phonological environments have been examined for intervocalic [ʔ]: 1) word-initial, as in go to (where the word to functions enclitically); 2) word-medial, as in water; and 3) word-final, as in got a. There were two main reasons why context was so crucial. Word-initial environments occurred at only 15% while the other two environments were equally matched at 42%. Total scores would have hidden this bias. Also, some variants were more context-dependent than others. For example, [d] occurred more in word-initial context, which is least frequent, whereas glottal stop occurred most in the more frequent word-medial position. Thus, it was crucial to isolate these contexts; otherwise subtle trends would have been masked or even obliterated.

Results show that in all environments and ages, males use more [d], whereas females use more glottal stop. In fact, the two variants are almost in complementary distribution in initial and final environments, with the most extreme scores in teenagers. Other age groups show similar trends to a lessening degree with age. We might conclude that [d] is a marker of male style and that glottal stop is a marker of female style, as shown in final environment in figure 3 where scores are contrastively matched. However, this would be an oversimplification, since in the other two environments, sex-based linguistic behaviour is more complex. According to Labov et al., phonological conditioning does not occur in stable phonemes, and therefore these results would seem to indicate sound change in progress. There is strong rivalry between the two variants that is not only sex- and age-based, but also phonologically conditioned. But which is the incoming form, and which is the receding form, if there is a receding form? It has already been noted that in earlier Ulster-Scots studies glottal stop was a familiar feature, whereas the intervocalic [d] variant was not mentioned. Therefore one could hypothesise that [d] is an incoming variant from influential larger, urban centres such as Belfast, its progress being led by males and younger females, as is typical of vernacular changes. However, glottal stop is also increasing in Coleraine speech. Figure 3 graphically shows that in all age groups and both sexes it is increasing most steadily in word-medial position with women strongly in the vanguard of this change. We may conclude that the three environments, as illustrated in figures 3, 4, and 5, highlight an interesting sex-based conflict between two non-standard variants, both of which appear to be increasing as they move through the various barriers of phonological environment, sex and age of speaker.

Figure 3: Correlation of [ʔ] and [d] variants with sex and age in medial position in conversational style
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Figure 4: Correlation of [ʔ] and [d] variants with sex and age in final position in conversational style
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If this hypothesis is correct, then word-medial environment in figure 3 represents an earlier stage of the ongoing change. The predominant variant here for all speakers is glottal stop, which is increasing in younger speakers. The [d] variant shows a much lower incidence and is strongly associated with male speech. It presents Labov's classic pattern of a stable linguistic marker, since it does not appear to be participating in any change. Note that females
Figure 5: Correlation of [?] and [d] variants with sex and age in initial position in conversational style
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Figure 5: Correlation of [?] and [d] variants with sex and age in initial position in conversational style

tend to avoid [d] almost entirely in this environment.

Figure 4 (i.e. word-final environment) shows a striking pattern of sex-based complementary distribution of glottal stop and [d] variant, with the cross-over pattern indicating change in progress. Clearly there is rivalry between the variants, and all speakers show an increased use of [d] variant with males in the vanguard. Sex differences are strikingly obvious, with males using more [d] and females using more glottal stop in all age groups.

The trend towards [d] is at its most advanced in word-initial environments, and figure 5 shows the steady increase in [d], led by men and teenage girls, with a corresponding decrease in glottal stop. If the three environments are collapsed together, as in figure 6, we find a challenge to the hypothesis that [d] is beginning to increase at the expense of glottal stop. Younger speakers of both sexes show a strong preference for glottal stop, with younger females leading the way. As predicted, the less frequent word-initial environment of figure 5, which showed [d] to be on the increase, is totally submerged beneath the larger glottal stop scores of the other two environments.

Figure 6: Correlation of [?] and [d] variants with sex and age in conversational style

To summarise, there appear to be two sex-based trends operating in Coleraine vernacular, both of which are moving away from standard British speech. [d] is the incoming, male-led variant from Belfast, but glottal stop is also increasing and is strongly preferred by females. Fasold suggests that sex may be a more influential factor on language than social class, i.e. gender differences may typically precede social-class differences, which occur at a later stage. He says that rather than men choosing lower-status variants and women choosing higher-status ones (as has been generally thought), perhaps there are ways of speaking which men use to emphasize their masculinity and other forms women use to symbolize their femininity, and that this is more basic than social class. The results of this study tend to support these views, with the [d] variant being used almost exclusively by men, and the glottal variant preferred by women. Fasold goes on to suggest that perhaps men's speech became derivatively associated with lower social status and women's speech with higher status.

In Coleraine vernacular there is evidence of some social ranking of non-standard variants, in that female variants appear to have higher social prestige. For example, in figures 7 and 8, which correlate glottal stop and [d] variant with housing and sex, we find a clear correlation between housing type and choice of variant, which is further complicated by sex contrasts.

Figure 7: Correlation of [?] variant with sex and housing

Figure 8: Correlation of [d] variant with sex and housing

Figure 7 shows a striking housing-based and gender-based pattern of complementary distribution for glottal stop. It appears to be ranked according to housing type for both sexes, but in contrasting patterns, with working-class females in government housing and middle-class males in private housing using most glottal stop. In comparison with the [d] data in figure 8, the [d] variant shows mainly a sex contrast. The strong class stratification in glottal stop probably shows that it is at a further stage of change than the [d] variant. Presumably if [d] becomes more accepted by female groups,
it will also show more class stratification.

It is interesting to note that the preferred female non-standard glottal form is also the older rural form. This may provide a clue as to some of the mechanisms of change. Bortoni-Ricardo’s study of a Brazilian city found that as people move from close-knit, norm-enforcing rural networks to more loose-knit urban settings, they become more vulnerable to social (and linguistic) influences and change. The urban/rural distinction is a highly significant factor in the present study of small town speech. As speakers move out of rural networks to a more urban setting (through, for example, the necessities of employment), they experience social pressures to conform to the new forms in order to avoid being perceived as old fashioned or rural and also in order to be accepted by the new urban network. According to James Milroy, ‘avoidance of stigma (attached particularly to rural stereotypes) is a powerful initiator of rapid change. The stigmatised rural form may be replaced by an urban vernacular form… which in turn may be stigmatised by upwardly mobile persons’.

One vehicle for the innovation of /t/ voicing to [d] in Coleraine speech was probably via young male dock workers who had to travel back and forth to Belfast docks. As their identity with their home base weakened, they became more vulnerable to change and thus adopted and transported the urban [d] form back home. Thus [d] became associated with working-class male status. At the same time, women maintained their feminine distinctiveness by rejecting or resisting the newer male urban forms, preferring to use the more conservative, non-standard rural variant which may eventually achieve middle-class status (as has already happened in the case of clear /l/). It is noteworthy that in this study, working-class males are the innovators, whereas women tend to be more conservative. The female preference for rural variants is significant in the light of previous research into attitudes towards varieties of British speech. Macaulay describes a predominant tendency for city speech to be overtly and strongly stigmatised whereas rural varieties are regarded as pleasant or attractive.

The Coleraine results not only confirm the well-documented covert male prestige of urban speech, but also the female-associated overt prestige of rural speech. It would appear that notions of status and stigma are to some extent sex-based. Coleraine working-class males are motivated by an avoidance of rural stigma (through peer pressures in the workplace), whereas the women in the sample are more motivated by conservative ‘homestead’ values of family, church and neighbourhood, together with avoidance of city stigma. This lends interesting support to the findings of Tannen, who studied differences between male and female world views as reflected in language. She found that in general men are more focussed on hierarchies of power and accomplishment (involving independence, status and contest), whereas women are more focussed on hierarchies of friendship (involving intimacy, connection and community).

We have already seen that glottal stop is socially ranked, indicating its status and stigma. In general the Coleraine results show that, although both sexes displayed this ranking pattern to different degrees for different variables, it appeared most consistently in the scores of women. This leads to the hypothesis that in the process of change, non-standard variants become associated with status/prestige mainly via women. It may be that women are more sensitive to these social parameters and that social connotations are (consciously or unconsciously) applied or even initiated by women. James Milroy also suggests that women, who typically have a ‘normalising influence’, are involved in later stages of linguistic change, e.g. the rapid middle stage of prosodic diffusion. However, an alternative explanation could be that the Coleraine findings are simply the result of methodological bias, and a study by a male researcher focusing on male network structure may reveal similar social patterning in men.

By way of conclusion, the sex-based rivalry between the two non-standard /t/ variants in Coleraine speech raises several questions. Will the two variants continue to strengthen in opposition to each other? Or will one become more associated with middle-class values (via females)? Glottal stop appears to be gaining increasing prestige in many urban varieties of British English. On the other hand, will [d] continue to spread via the male chain, or will it become stigmatised by upwardly mobile speakers – as has been observed in Belfast? Clearly more research is needed on these questions.

It must be stressed that the above discussion is limited to the Coleraine data only. Any conclusions may not apply to other small towns in which Ulster-Scots is spoken or indeed to other social networks in Coleraine.
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‘An’ There Some Readin’ to Themselves’?: Reading and Orality in 18th-Century Ulster Poetry

Linde Lunney

Verse, letters, essays, sermons, reports, fiction—all these genres are to be found in the publishing record of the late 18th century in Ulster. When we look at these artefacts from the perspective of the early 21st century, it is easy to assume, firstly, that they were produced in a society much like ours, and, secondly, that these written texts have more or less the same relationship as that which (at a level below consciousness) applies to our own written and spoken outputs.

However, in making such assumptions, it is possible that we are guilty of transposing modern patterns onto the 18th century. At the very least, we should be more aware of the conventions which governed the composition of written texts in the past, and of the paradox which insists that all we know of the spoken language of the 18th century is derived from written sources. If we are interested in studying the lost speech sounds, and/or the equally lost contexts in which speech events occurred, then we must write as much information as possible from the published texts, relatively few in number as these are. Poetry is likely to be the best source of information about the sounds of speech, since its whole structure is predicated on the poet’s conscious attempt to rhyme words in which he expected his readers or hearers would perceive similar sounds. It will be particularly important to analyse the poetry written in what purports to be a written version of the Ulster-Scots spoken dialect, for in this sub-genre the poet’s awareness of the sounds of speech, and his efforts to recreate them in written form, are as important to the ‘message’ as they are to the ‘medium’. It turns out on closer examination that the poetry of a small number of people writing in the late 18th century, in particular that of James Orr (1770-1816) of Ballycarry in south-east Antrim, is a useful source of information about the society and the spoken language of his time and place, as well as about the linguistic attitudes discernible in the interaction between society and language. In Orr’s poetry, there are descriptions of contexts within which speech events took place, as well as direct evidence about the sounds of speech and hints about the place of literature, specifically verse, in his society. It is also possible to discern in Orr’s work some of the poet’s own attitudes to literature, to orality, and to the changes around him.

Niall Ó Ciosáin has recently suggested that just such a close focus on an individual reader/writer might shed light on the ethnography of orality and literacy. In his analysis of the popular culture of 18th-century Ireland, the content and context of ‘popular print’ (chapbooks, ballads, primers, catechisms and the like) serves to some extent to delineate the reading practices and attitudes to literacy and literature that characterized that society. Ó Ciosáin’s approach and insights are valuable developments in the study of the period and of the topic, particularly so for areas of the country and social classes which have been scarcely examined. It is perhaps ironic, or perhaps just indicative of the need to avoid generalizations, that, when the writings of James Orr are examined, it becomes clear that though socio-economically and culturally he might be regarded as someone likely to be an avid reader of chapbooks and other printed ephemera, Orr’s view of ‘popular print’ is anything but favourable.

Further study will be needed to determine whether Orr’s community as a whole held similar prejudices or whether it was those who regarded themselves as the ‘better sort’ who affected such views. It must be remembered that it is possible that Orr was not typical of his community or of his own generation in his experiences and resulting attitudes; it should be noted that he was the only child of relatively elderly parents, who did not send him to school. They were themselves literate, and preferred to teach him at home. He may therefore have held beliefs about language and about literacy which were more characteristic of an earlier period. Though it may be impossible to decide on this one way or the other, given the scarcity of evidence, the case of Orr’s attitude to ballads and chapbooks does underline the importance of local and individual studies.

It can be claimed that on education, at least, Orr seems to have held views similar to those of others who wrote on the subject at that time. Formal education outside the home had long been available in the north of Ireland. The local schoolhouse in which Orr’s ‘rude coevals learn’d to read and write’ was already in ruins by 1810. Literacy rates were high even in the 18th century. A figure of 83% of Protestant men who were literate has been suggested for north-west Ulster in the two decades 1780-1799, and literacy would have been at least as widespread in north-east Ulster. Women were more likely to read only than to read and write, but in Ballycarry and elsewhere girls often did attend the same schools as their brothers. Orr’s poems and essays by Orr and others in the Belfast Monthly Magazine, which was published between 1808 and 1814, are full of the enthusiasm for education which characterized many people in the period, particularly those with liberal or radical views, who hoped that literacy skills and universal education would inevitably bring about unparalleled moral and social amelioration.

...
The poetry of Orr and his contemporaries, as well as travellers' descriptions, local periodicals, surviving booksellers' lists and contemporary bookplates, etc., all make it abundantly clear that books were available, were bought and were read. J. R. R. Adams's book *The Printed Word and the Common Man* (1987) suggests many of the ways in which these books could be acquired and lists those which were locally published or reprinted. It is possible to trace some of Orr's literary influences and to count the books he must have read. Orr mentions or quotes from over thirty classics of the period, both English and Scottish, and a contemporary description of a local poet, unnamed, but probably Orr himself; notes that he had amassed an impressive collection of books. A bookcase was 'really crammed with books, chiefly select, as Hume's *History of England*, Gibbon's *Decline of the Roman Empire*, Gordon's *History of Ireland*, Heron's *Scotland*, several modern tours, and a large collection of magazines. The novels and poetical works I found equally elegant, and very numerous'. So Orr was literate, even well read, and so probably were most of his neighbours.

Orality, literacy, language attitudes, spelling conventions, the creative urge: these are topics which are of increasing interest to theorists, as well as to those with more involvement in applied linguistics, and are increasingly important in studies of societies and language groups worldwide. Middle English dialectology has been the source of a number of insights relevant to such studies, and of course anthropology can link modern contexts with analogous situations more or less distant in time or space. The work of the late Robert Gregg and of the late Brendan Adams, and those who came after them, provides useful hard synchronic data on Ulster speech, to which historical linguistic material can be contrasted, and the contemporary Ulster speech situation has been the subject of a number of sophisticated and productive theoretical analyses by such scholars as Rona Kingsmore and the Milroys. Sociolinguistic interrogation of literary sources produced in the past in Ulster is beginning to be undertaken by Philip Robinson, Michael Montgomery, John Erskine and a few others; and in this paper, though there are more questions than answers, an attempt will be made to delineate some linguistic aspects of the community within which Orr lived and wrote. The role of written material in the transmission of information and news in general throughout society will be examined first. This possibly predates the use of reading material as entertainment, and it is certainly easier to understand. Theorists are still struggling to explain why or how people derive pleasure from the written word.

The early stages of human society were characterized by a completely oral and aural culture, in which transmission of information, entertainment and general phonetic and meaning-laden communication necessitated the close proximity of those involved in the interchange. As writing and reading became available means of communicating, and particularly when printing technology increased the density of possible links in a society, a new phase of human development was reached; people did not have to be within earshot of each other to hear what was being said. It could be argued that in our time we are working our way into a third phase, which in some senses encapsulates the two earlier stages. Nowadays, we have returned to communication of information and entertainment which are usually received, but we do not have to be close to the interlocutor or to the source of the message. Probably our society has still to become completely relaxed with the new technologies and the new media. Individuals seem often, for instance, to believe that they 'know' as acquaintances or even friends, television personalities whose voices and faces have become so familiar that that is the only way they can be regarded, given our experience and expectations of human interaction. People assume that someone you see often, who smiles at you and talks to you, is your friend. It seems possible that Orr was writing at just such another phase change, when a largely oral society was shifting towards a print-based culture.

Orr's poetry hints at the ways in which, over a few preceding generations, the practice of reading had been assimilated by a previously oral community. It is probable that letters bringing news from friends and loved ones were among the earliest forms of the written word to impact on previously oral communities. Several poems feature the reading or writing of letters. Orr notes with gentle amusement the pride of a mother 'whose son on distant coasts / Sails in some fleet, or roams a foreign land'. She 'brings each blurr'd / Sails, and count on it / The name of a friend'. Several of Orr's poems are themselves epistles; two of them are to fellow poets with published books to their names, Samuel Thomsmo and W. W. Drummond. The latter, though from county Antrim, never wrote in Ulster-Scots, but Orr chooses to address him in Scots. The letter to Thomson begins conventionally, 'Dear Thomson', but the poem's style and the tone of the address is that of colloquial Ulster-Scots speech, rather than the more formal register usually adopted for letters. Orr ends it with 'Good night!', rather than 'I remain, Sir,...' or even 'Yours faithfully' or 'Yours sincerely'. Orr's friend Thoson preserved the letters that he received from people who were interested in literature. In his letter book, there is a letter (in English prose) from Orr, which shows him to have been perfectly at home with the contemporary conventions of handwriting, orthography and letter-writing in English. Orr's decision to write to Thomson in verse in Ulster-Scots, and so informally, suggests that he was perhaps aware of the novelty value of writing a letter in Ulster-Scots. Though Ulster-Scots speech was clearly important to him, and though it is possible that he may have been attempting to reclaim genres in which Scots could be written, it seems to have been too difficult for him to overcome convention and write down Ulster-Scots in any medium except verse.

In one of the letters in Samuel Thomson's letter book we can see an intermediate stage between the private letter and the newspaper. For people like Thomson, educated, literate and politically aware, news from outside their own rural communities had become a necessity. Thomson had asked his friend Aeneas Lamont, who worked on the *Northern Star* newspaper in Belfast, to send him news from Belfast or further afield. Thomson's letter to Lamont is not extant, but it may be that he had asked his friend, not so much for news which he could not have obtained in any other way, but for news which was reliable because it was personally vouched for. Lamont responds on 1 June 1797, impatiently but with affection and humour:

There is not a man in the county that I would rather oblige if it were in my power than yourself, but as to coming under an obligation to send you the news weekly, it is a thing impossible. When I got your letter I would willingly have paid an express to have went to...
your place, but damn me if I could either force or coax myself to sit down and write. I went to inquire when the carts would go away — I was told I have time enough to write a line — I waited until the carts were away and damn the line I wrote! The truth is I am so much agitated about these eventful times, so eternally absorbed in reflection and speculation about my country and its inhabitants that I can do nothing but what I am compelled to by necessity, and I am even deficient in that. The foreign news till this time are as follows: The preliminaries of peace are ratified and proclaimed over all the continent. The French are threatening to punish perfidious England. The mutiny of the fleets continues in all the ports. The prince of Wurttemburg makes a great fuss in London, and the Princess his wife let a fart! So there now, you have all the foreign news.

A few lines further on, Lamont warns Thomson that there will be 'no more Stars nor any impertinent news under this present system — we are all to be sworn in cumulo tomorrow. A swearing mill, otherwise two judges, have come down here for the purpose'. Lamont's letter reveals that people at this time were already sophisticated consumers of news, increasingly discriminating about the quality of the news which was available to them in printed sources.

From the end of the 18th century onwards, demand for news never slackened. The small village of Maghera in county Londonderry in 1814 had 'a very great thirst for news'. The local clergyman estimated that about £80 a year was spent on one English paper, four Dublin papers, nineteen from county Londonderry in 1814 had 'a very great thirst for news'. Undoubtedly each of these had several readers, sometimes six or more, as the owner of the Belfast News Letter claimed in 1794. Contemporaries realized that newspapers had the same effect on isolated areas as did the arrival of personal letters; 'periodical publication', 'this mailcoach of mind', 'this vehicle of various intelligence ... [as] the means of quickening the suspended animation of the human mind in the most distant corners'. The pun on the two meanings of the word 'intelligence' is perhaps not without significance.

Orr's poems show us, however, that news, whether of printed origin or not, was still very often orally transmitted within the county Antrim community. The opening of one of his poems captures a moment when one man passes news from far away on to another:

The lift begud a storm to brew,
The cloudy sun was vex't an' dark,
A forket flash cam' skelting thro'!
Before a hawk, that chas'd a lark;
Then as I ran to reach a booth,
I met a swain, an' ax 'what news?'

What Orr heard on this inauspicious occasion was indeed 'sad news': the death of Robert Burns. Meditating on the importance of this poet to his readers in Ulster, Orr's poem sums up how he sees the function of written literature as well as the reading habits of his generation:

Sad news! He's gane, wha bairth amus' d
The man o' taste, an' taught the rude;
Whose warks hae been mair read an' roos'd

Than onie, save the word o' Guod'.

Literature for Orr can both amuse and teach. The Bible, God's word, is paramount, but other texts have their own importance. Many poems show how people read for pleasure as well as for improvement. Orr writes about his own response to literature; in a poem which insists that life is basically good, Orr includes a verse on literature, which claims that even in relatively impoverished lives, imagination ... can charm thee with a smile.

Or read till wrapt, and o'er thy lamp,
With Tally plead for Rome,
Comment on war in Caesar's camp,
Or share all Eden's bloom
With Milton; talk to Trim with Sterne:
Or drink with Burns in Kylle;
From sympathy a sot might learn
That Man was made to smile?.

In this mood, at least, Orr is in agreement with those of his contemporaries who held that literature, and especially fiction, exerts its power over the reader because it is able to excite emotions analogous to those of the protagonists within the work of art.

In another of Orr's poems, 'The Penitent', he notes how lessons derived from the Bible, literature, and theology are readily learned because the readers identify with the experiences and emotions described:

Ane Fletcher's warks, a bra unbiassed sage,
Gart 'em wi' might an' mense the Calvinists engage.

An' searchin' for the Truth improv'd their taste:
How nat'rul Joseph's Life was weel they kent;
How Moses' muse her notes sublime'ed d,
An Jeremiah's deeply did lament;
The spen'thrift son's fine scene they wee'nd paint,
An' guid Samaritan's — an' nearer han'.
How Young made night mair solemn wi' his plaint;
How Milton's Eve was fair, his Adam fand;
How Gray was sad an' grave, an' Shakespeare wildly grand'.

In this poem, the reading of the Bible and literature complete the work of spiritual and social regeneration begun when the drunken and wastrel father of the family attends a Methodist meeting in a barn. The conversion results from an experience in an oral environment when 'Smyth, the methodie, harangu'd the folk / They moum'd and cried amen'; but reading of the texts is apparently carried out within the home; the books are described collectively as 'bolefu's'. The bole was a shelf in a recess close to the chimney.

In 'The Irish Cottier's Death and Burial', he describes how during the wake, the night before the funeral, the neighbours and extended family gather in the cottier's family home. 'Belyve an auld man lifts the Word o' God, ... / Reads o'er a chapter, choos'n as it should, / That mak's them sure the dead shall rise again'. The use of the phrase 'Word o' God' is particularly telling. The Bible was held to preserve divine utterances, and Orr's use of the term here works poetically as well as theologically to suggest that those present are comforted by hearing God's own voice. There is a
The surprisingly strong parallel drawn between the word of God and the reported ‘dyin’ words’ of the old cottier, an earthy father who tells his children, just as God the heavenly father does, that ‘when your clay lies mould’in a shroud / Your saul shall soar to Heaven, an’ care nae mair becloud’\(^\text{16}\). The older people at the wake, as the night wears on, argue Scripture, a particularly succinct description of the characteristic Presbyterian Bible-based discussions of theology. On the same occasion, a girl ‘turns to the light and sleez seems to read’, though she is really listening to the conversation of the young men\(^\text{19}\). Reading, at least on this occasion, is shown as subordinate to orally transmitted advice, comfort and entertainment.

One of the most fascinating aspects of Orr’s work, and of the personality glimpsed through that work, is the complexity of the patterns of attitudes revealed. He is clearly very strongly attached to his native area and to the people and way of life characteristic of it, and yet he criticizes some of its traditional beliefs as superstitious. Similarly, he writes songs and what appear to be fictional narratives and takes pleasure in hearing them recited locally, and yet is deeply hostile to ballad singers and chapbooks. In ‘The Irish Cottier’s Death and Burial’, he notes that despite the fact that the cottier himself, Orr’s hero, would have disapproved,

\begin{verbatim}
To bare the shelves o’ plates they fa’ to wark;
Before the looking-glass a claith they cast;
An’ if a clock were here, nac ear might hark,
Her still’d han’s tell how hours an’ moments pass’d;
Ignorance bred sic pranks, an’ custom gars them last\(^{19}\).
\end{verbatim}

In one of Orr’s most ambitious poems in English blank verse, on the Assizes in Carrickfergus, he laments the fate of an uneducated youth, who ‘scarce can spell the ribaldry he sings’\(^\text{25}\). There is a relatively lengthy prose essay in the *Belfast Monthly Magazine* for May 1810, p.321, which though signed pseudonymously ‘Censor, Ballycarry’, must be by Orr.

In every market and fair of our country villages, some itinerant musician bellows out a panegyric on debauchery, riot and splendid ruin, and sells the destructive doggerel as fast as he can hand it out. The gaping bumpkin shrugs and laughs and having waited to learn the tune, hums it along the path, which the Grub-Street muse, for want of flowers, has strewed with weeds; the perilous path that leads him to some of the ‘styes which law has licensed’, where, obedient to his anonymous monitor, he inhaled as many potations as his whole pig’s price will purchase, swears his hostess out of half a pint .... [If criticized by his mother or wife] he pulls out the cheap apology for licentiousness, which she must know is now become fashionable, and half spells, half sings her to silence ....

Orr’s evidence on the various ways in which ‘popular print’ circulated, and the degree to which it was accepted by different sections of society, adds greatly to our knowledge of the diffusion of such material and its influence. His essay indicates that in some homes at least, the ballads and ballad-singers were frowned on. He notes that some striplings whose ears are barred against the energetic notes of an ‘excellent new song’ are none the less susceptible to the blessed biographic sketch of twenty four pages .... As soon as the hawker’s basket is set down, if [the father has] as much money as will purchase whatever worthless work they happen to fancy, it is cheerfully granted, happy in the hope, that while they seek amusement only, they will be ensnared into the art of reading. The means are blameable, as the end is praiseworthy.

Orr, afraid of the ‘imperceptible power of first impressions’, suggests that stories about Robin Hood, Captain James Hind, ‘the chief robber of England’, and Redmond O’Hanlon, will awaken a propensity to crime in the young. In the expression of these attitudes, Orr must be perceived as making common cause with those of the elite who increasingly sought to reform the culture, morals and habits of the ordinary people.

Orr’s poems do not provide much evidence on exactly how people read. In one verse, on his own formation as a poet, he notes that ‘the little lore that I acquir’d / Was closely sought while others slept’ and that if a book was mentioned to him, he ‘bought, or borrow’d, read and thought’\(^\text{20}\). This suggests that private reading did occur, while in a poem on the experience of emigration across the Atlantic, in a description of how people pass the time, there is one telling phrase which suggests that private reading was not the only way in which people experienced books.

\begin{verbatim}
Here, some sing songs, or stories tell,
To others bizzy knittin’;
An’ there some readin’ to themsels,
Nod owre asleep, while sittin’
Twa fold that day\(^{20}\).
\end{verbatim}

‘Readin’ to themsel’s’ of course is an unambiguous phrase. The term ‘reading’ on the other hand is not adequate to describe the ways in which people take hold of material from a printed page, and we need to remember that in earlier periods it quite often means ‘reading aloud’ to others as well as ‘reading to oneself’. Reading, whether public or private, took place within family and social settings, and it may well be that the contemporary phenomenon of the reading society arose at a time when private reading was still unfamiliar and perhaps somewhat difficult to locate within the expected patterns of behaviour. Orr’s description of the ‘reading circle’ which he attended stresses that his fellow members ‘all my toils and all my pastimes share’, reading was likewise to be shared so that all could profit by ‘transfusing copiously the stream of thought’\(^\text{21}\). It seems that, at least in the society of which Orr was a member, books were read at home, then brought to the meeting to be discussed, and that the second part of the evening consisted of a debate, conducted quite formally with a chairman and adhering to pre-arranged rules. It would be interesting to know if this format had been introduced to Presbyterian areas in the meetings of ministers for mutual improvement which had been occurring sporadically since the previous century. Of course, as is evident in Orr’s description of the cottier’s wake, ‘arguing Scripture’ was of prime importance in the social and intellectual life of Ulster Presbyterians, and an extension of this practice to other forms of literature is not surprising.
Reading aloud, reading in the reading societies—these were ways in which printed literature and its enjoyment could be fitted in to the existing social patterns; but there is an abundance of evidence in Orr and elsewhere which suggests that the community had long been accustomed to enjoy “unprinted literature,” and also that the production of literature was in this society something of a communal, rather than a solitary, experience. Historians note with surprise the number of people who published verse in North-east Ulster in the late 18th and early 19th centuries; it is likely that the volumes which were published represent only the tip of the iceberg. Orr and Thomson and the other published poets mention their acquaintances who also wrote verse, but never published it in print; Orr congratulated his friend Nathaniel Pinkerton of Ballycastle on a poem about a boat race. There has been a long tradition in the north of Ireland in the Masonic Order, of which Orr was an enthusiastic member, of writing songs to be sung, or verse to be recited, at the dinners after meetings. Even into the 20th century, verse on local topics, often satirical or ribald, was written by both men and women.

In the 18th and early-19th centuries, one of the popular evening entertainments was the practice of metrical psalm tunes. It was held to be wrong to use the psalm’s words, so any one who could compose a verse to the appropriate metre could oblige his friends to sing it. Several of the poets who published poetry in County Antrim, including Orr, had their first experience of verse composition at these gatherings.

The fireside game of crambo, when people competitively composed lines or verses of poetry, is also known to have been popular. Samuel Thomson, Orr’s friend, even called his house Crumbo Cave, presumably in honour of the pastime, and we know that Thomson and several of his friends jointly composed pieces of verse. It can even be argued that it is in this communal approach to poetry that we can locate the way in which Ulster poets read the works of Robert Burns. They regarded him as one of themselves, addressed verses to him, and took up some of his themes and diction and used them in their own work. Thomson printed a volume of poems, Poems on different subjects .... (1793), in a style to match Burns’. When literary historians alleged that Ulster poets started to write poetry in imitation of Burns, they clearly failed to appreciate the extent to which verse-making was endemic in the orally based cultures of Ulster (and Scotland), and assumed that publication in print is an essential part of the process of producing literature.

It may well be, of course, that it is thanks to Burns’ example that a number of Ulster poets in the late 18th century were motivated to have their verse printed, and so it may be that it is to Burns, famous for his description of “the chiel amang ye takin” notes, and faith, he’ll prent it, that we are indirectly indebted for a large amount of what we know about late 18th-century Ulster speech and speech situations. Orr’s success in capturing the subleties of the social setting of language is evident in his description of the attempt by those present at the cotter’s wake to converse in a formal register with the college-educated minister. The people at the wake show off their knowledge of book language, but “they monie a lang learn’d word misca’ and misapply” — they mispronounce words that they have only seen written down. Orr records something of the linguistic etiquette of the period. The people at the wake feel that it is appropriate to adopt to ‘quat braid Scots’ when they are speaking to the Presbyterian minister, though it is more than likely that he was himself a local man, and educated at a Scottish university.

Orr is particularly adept at representing the idioms and phraseology of speech; even within the confines of the stanza and rhyme scheme, the reported speech is much more like “the language really used by men” than anything achieved by his more famous contemporary, William Wordsworth. One of Orr’s poems reveals his interest in the different registers and dialects that he encountered when he travelled away from Ballycarney. In “The Passengers” he describes the experience of emigrating; the colloquial and realistic flavour of the dialogue is marked even in the quotations from the local people who travelled with him; exclamations abound: “L—d man ....”; “hght!, och!”; “L—d sen’ me hamel!” But Orr is particularly interested in the sailors’ argot. “Yo heave ho!” is their exclamation, and in four lines, still within the confines of the rhyme scheme, he preserves what was for him the novel diction of the seaman, who was possibly not from Ulster. The only word with its final consonant elided is “lan’”, which has to rhyme with “man” Ulster-Scots speakers would usually have elided the “d” of “lend” and “blind”, and the “f” of off.

Eh! dem my eyes! how is’t, goodman?
Got clear of Davy’s locker?
Lend me a face till we lan’
Till blind as Newgate’s knocker
We’ll swing, that day.

Other poems in which he is able to suggest the sound of speech in written text include “The Spae-wife” and “The Wanderer”. Both of these are completely in reported speech, with no authorial comment and nothing to set the scene; poems of this sort are rare in English literature, with Robert Browning as the best-known exponent. Orr is surprisingly expert in rendering the spoken word in written form. The rhythms and cadences of the spoken language are generally as difficult to convey as are the familiar sounds of Ulster-Scots in written conventions which were not designed for them. It is easy to forget that it took the written form of English several hundred years to become even as consistent in its symbolic representation as it is, and the development of the international phonetic alphabet took the equivalent of several full-time Victorian careers. We are all accustomed to the written language the way it is; this partly explains why it is probably easier to write in standard English, and why, even for enthusiasts for Ulster-Scots, it is easier to read standard English.

It was hard for poets to keep up the effort of trying to write down their spoken speech, partly because of the rigidities associated with the writing down of language. Perhaps we unconsciously pick these up at school: you have to write neatly and carefully; writing is structured and possibly permanent, whereas speech is gone with the wind. Anything written is liable to become associated with permanence and formality; only suitable topics are worth writing about. Ulster-Scots dialect, like Dorset dialect and Yorkshire dialect in England, becomes associated with particular topics and forms of verse, and then it is rapidly restricted to these. This is partly why there are few Ulster-Scots poems on serious subjects like death.

A society which begins to become literate makes a huge investment of effort and money in the process of educating its members. Anyone who has watched schoolchildren struggling to form shaky print, and who remembers the effort
that went into learning the one correct, but apparently arbitrary, combination of letters to spell any word, recognizes the effort involved. The language of literacy is an abstraction from the spoken language, and learning the spoken language of the home is so much easier for all of us than learning a second language, the written form of the first. But once the investment is made, once literacy is possible, there is no turning back. In all societies, literacy is recognized as a passport out of isolated non-literate communities; it simultaneously creates and supplies the demand for ever more information. That information in turn brings about the loss of the purely oral, as well as the destruction of the isolation of the community. In Ulster, literacy in the standard form of the language brought in its wake the consolidation of the acceptance of the standard form as the elite language. This phenomenon, so well documented in other societies and language situations, may at least partly explain the contemporary attrition of the Irish language*.

The kinds of behaviour expected in a given community, the ways of relating to others, the attitudes and entertainments characteristic of that group—these are all mediated by language, and in earlier societies, that would have been the spoken language. It can be argued that speech makes the culture of a community distinctive, and though borrowing of language items may occur, distinction in language is what prevented one community from merging with another. People who share one language, as they shared so much else of life’s experiences, share one mindset. Written texts from outside that mindset introduce the possibility of learning alternative ways of doing things, of experiences which are novel, of new methods used elsewhere. They create dissatisfaction with the old ways, and not just among younger generations.

Written texts, so portable, so addictive, so powerful, will inevitably breach the invisible barriers round an isolated speech community. Not only that, but the acquisition of literacy parallels the acquisition of modern self-consciousness and individuation. The literate individual is aware of himself and of his environment in a way that a member of a pre-literate society is not. It has been argued that writing makes possible ‘the intellectual objectification of self and world’*, introducing the ‘distancing inherent in the scientific approach to life’ which is held to characterize modern societies in the West**. It may well be, also, that it is not just literacy which changes a society for ever. Literacy is generally acquired in schools, and the whole experience of schooling, the new kinds of socialization therein, and the removal of children from the home to join a group with different rules and expectations, and with a novel hierarchy and a generational structure: all of this could have contributed to the changes in society which anthropologists expect to follow upon the acquisitions of literacy.

The poetry of late 18th-century Ulster is produced in a society which has undergone some of these changes and in which orality is losing ground. The poets who turn to publishing their work in books seem to have realized, perhaps only dimly, that the speech of their native region was important, and some of them, especially Orr and Thomson, perhaps also grasped that something valuable and distinctive was under threat, that standardization of language was a possibility, and that the community life of Ulster was so intimately bound up with its language that the loss of linguistic distinctiveness would alter their society. Whether any of them perceived the irony that print itself would bring about the destruction of the oral community which they valued, is doubtful.

Orr and Thomson learned to write the standard language. Its conventions are not designed to represent the idiosyncrasies of speech and regional variations, but they tried to make them do so. It must be emphasized that this was the only way open to them to represent their spoken language, Ulster-Scots, in print. It is an extremely complex task to develop alternative ways of spelling sounds, and even if an individual is successful in designing a new system, he runs the risk that no-one in his intended audience will be able to read it—and more than likely will not take the trouble to try. The challenge for writers of Ulster-Scots is to represent their language faithfully using conventions which are already familiar. Orr’s successful renditions of speech make it seem all the more likely that in using the conventions which had been first adumbrated by the Scots authors of earlier generations such as Allan Ramsay, and later by Burns, he was almost iconographically imaging his involvement with the distinctiveness of his community. Hugh Porter of Moneysland in county Down noted that ‘And thirdly in my style appears / The accent of my early years, / Which is nor Scotch nor English either / But part o’ bain mix’d d up theather / Yet it’s the sort my neighbours use / Wha think ‘shoon’ prettier far than shoes’*. What seems to have been almost a conscious linguistic choice is reported here. Orr takes pleasure in realizing that ‘conna folk my dog rels roose, / In terms that mak’ me blythe’.

Orr’s use of the apostrophe to indicate dropped consonants and elided syllables is remarkably careful. It is not often that even close study will turn up an inconsistency like that in two successive lines of ‘Song Written in Winter’, where he writes ‘wi settin dogs’ and ‘wee bawws’**. His most frequent use of the apostrophe is to write down a word which in his pronunciation would have no final consonant — ‘restin’, ‘o’*, but there are other, more imaginative uses. For instance, he uses an apostrophe at the end of a past participle or the past tense, almost certainly to indicate that in his speech the pronunciation of the final syllable is /t/ rather than /d/, representing the earlier Scots form -it, and to make sure that there is no ambiguity or danger of misapprehension of meaning or intended sound introduced by respelling the verb with a final t. Thus in the phrase ‘weel-pairt peasants’, the apostrophe is not strictly necessary — no syllable is elided, but Orr’s use of it here prevents a reader from reading ‘pairt’ as if it was a respelling of ‘part’ or wondering what is the adjective being used to describe the peasants. Similarly, in ‘spark-let’, the apostrophe allows the verb to be read correctly, and not as ‘spark-let.

Orr takes care to indicate when even a relatively minor difference from standard pronunciation is intended; for instance, in rememb’rin and mould’rin*. The use of the apostrophe in other circumstances, though conventional nowadays and perhaps already in Orr’s time, should be recognized as an ingenious, even inspired, method of representing words which have different pronunciations in Ulster-Scots. The word eye for instance, pronounced /i/ in Ulster-Scots, can be represented with admirable accuracy and read with ease when written down e’e, the medial apostrophe scarcely impinges on the reading eye, and the new spelling has the merit of retaining enough of the conventional spelling to be instantly recognized. The same is true of a respelling like gi’es for ‘gives’ and lea’s for ‘leaves’, while in spellings
like mak' for 'make', the apostrophe has something of the force of a diacritic, indicating to the reader that the vowel in the syllable before the apostrophe must be pronounced differently from the vowel in the equivalent English word, which would otherwise be difficult to respell and thus much more difficult to read. Mak's could be respelled, using conventional English rules of representing sounds, as *max or *mack's, but neither of these would be so readily understood and accepted by the reader.

The beginning of this paper emphasized the importance of examining all details of the written texts available from the late 18th and early 19th centuries. There is a wealth of information about the sounds of contemporary speech in Orr’s rhymes. Rhyme evidence is not, however, always unambiguous, and analysis must wait for another occasion. Orr’s respellings, which were adopted specifically and consciously to indicate one particular pronunciation, are easier to elucidate; conclusions about Orr’s attempts to render pronunciation on paper will be presented in an appendix. Even cursory examination indicates that Orr was deliberately respelling words to indicate their local pronunciation. This suggests that he was aware that the speech of his community differed from that of people who might read his work. Linguistic awareness of this sort, as discussed above, suggests a degree of sophistication which would not have been present in a community without external contacts.

Orr’s community, then, was no longer isolated, unaltered and orally orientated. There is still, however, in Orr’s poetry, evidence which allows us to guess at some of the elements of attitude and behaviour which would have characterized earlier generations of Ulster-Scots. It is worth stressing that this kind of reconstruction, while tentative, can only be attempted at all because Orr and his contemporaries happened to live during a phase transition between states of linguistic development. It has been claimed, for instance, that oral societies are “utterance-collecting”. Proverbs and habitually used phrases contain general truths which have been painlessly learned and which are thus orally transmitted between the generations. The term cliche, with its pejorative connotations of staleness and triteness, derives appropriately enough from printing technology; for an oral society, something good cannot be too often repeated. There are many proverbs and traditional collocations in Orr and especially also in the work of his friend Thomson. Orr writes approvingly of a child of whom he was fond that “acute were his senses and his mem’ry strong / How soon he learns the tale, the riddle or the song”. A number of proverbs and what appear to be collocate phrases, or idioms, are listed in Appendix 2; Orr frequently sets these off in his text with inverted commas or uses italics, indicating that he recognized these utterances as in some way special or perhaps characteristic of his own area.

One can glimpse in Orr’s poetry some aspects of a previously oral society, which in ways resembles that described by David Rollison, who studied a small area of Gloucestershire in England in the 16th century. Rollison notes that the lives of the inhabitants there and then were focused on a number of ‘dynamic loci’; the most immediate was the home, then the family, then the neighbours and what the people of Dursley called ‘the country’. This last focus was very different from what we mean when we use either of the meanings of ‘country’ current today. For these 16th-century people, ‘the country’ was the landscape around them, in which they perceived meaning and continuity, and in which resided known or related families. In ‘the country’ was vested the right to pass judgment on the activities or characters of individuals and families, some of this way of looking at the community seems also to be found in Orr’s world.

Many of Orr’s poems contain reference to the judgment of the community; the poet’s persona has been told the tale of the penitent weaver’s life by ‘Brice, the auld herd on the moor ... Brice g’ed me this account, an’ right weel pleas’d I was’. The penitent weaver’s progress is of interest to his neighbours – “ill short relapse the clashes met to track o’t” – Orr’s description of the community as it sits in judgment is not always flattering: ‘the claghin wives, wi’ heads in flannin’, / For-gether’d on a sabbath e’enin’ ... / Losh how they rammer, rail an’ ripple / Their nybers’ names, an’ murph an’ sipple”.

The community is particularly prone to sum up the nature of the contribution of its deceased members. Orr notes that some receive the ‘palm of posthumous applause’, while, in a poem on the death of the cottier, Orr writes:

The village sires, wha kent him lang, lament
The dear deceas’d, an’ praise his life an’ creed:
For if they crav’d his help in time o’ need,
Or gied him trust, they prov’d him true an’ kin’.

In several of Orr’s poems he speculated on what his neighbours would say about him after his death, and he tried to ensure that poems he had written would not be lost; he asked friends to try to publish them. In a biographical sketch prefixed to the posthumously published volume of Orr’s poems, his friend Archibald McDowell wrote:

the fate of a character, as well as worldly effects, is bequeathed to futurity. Orr’s wish was that [his poems] might be published; and my aim is in according to his desire, that whatever ability in them shall be found, may not be lost in the progressive waste of time, but that the Press may save them to posterity, as evidence on which to form judgment.”

Robert Gregg was a native of Glenoe, and thus from the same ‘country’ as James Orr. Both men were fascinated by their native speech and struggled to preserve it in a written form, which in their different ways they have ‘bequeathed to futurity’. Posterity can rightly form the judgment that the work of both Gregg and Orr merits the ‘palm of posthumous applause’.
Appendix 1

Respelled words in James Orr’s poems

nybers, nyb ‘rin’ ‘neighbours’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ and with non-occurrence of a schwa vowel
le ‘er ‘liar’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ or /er/
saunt ‘saint’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
cam ‘came’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
bleaze ‘blaze’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/
peys ‘pays’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
staid ‘stayed’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
wauk ‘wake’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
straught ‘straight’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ and probably with a medial fricative /s/
staun ‘stand’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ and with non-occurrence of final /d/
bromock ‘bannock’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
mooict ‘moorland’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ or perhaps merely an attempt to render the unstressed syllable before non-occurrence of final /d/
stauchrin’ ‘staggering’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/, /i/ instead of /g/ and non-occurrence of syllabic /a/
wat ‘wet’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
wael ‘well’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
wab ‘web’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
whan ‘when’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
waith ‘wealth’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
rack ‘reck’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
manie ‘many’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
crap ‘crept’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ and non-occurrence of final /t/
carn ‘cairn’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
where ‘where’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ or perhaps /a/
scaur’d ‘scared’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ or perhaps /a/ , and probably indicating final /t/ instead of final /d/
daur ‘dare’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ or perhaps /a/
graive ‘grease’ suggesting a pronunciation with /e/
quat ‘quit’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
hade ‘hid’ suggesting a pronunciation with /e/
lieve and ‘live’ and leedd ‘lived’, suggesting a pronunciation with /i/ and perhaps final /t/ in the past tense
dweep ‘drip’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/
seevess ‘sieves’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/
lee-lang ‘live-long’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/ and with /a/ in ‘long’, and non-occurrence of medial /a/
tap ‘top’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
faps ‘fops’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
drap, drapie, drapple ‘drop’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
sang ‘song’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
gnude ‘God’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
lang ‘long’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
stap ‘stop’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
safi, safly ‘soft, softly’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
aft ‘off’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/
wrang’d ‘wronged’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/ and perhaps final /t/ instead of /d/,
clath ‘cloth’ suggesting a pronunciation with /e/
bouse, bous ‘boozed’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/ and final /ə/ instead of /d/.

guid ‘good’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/.

hoose ‘house’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/.

fand ‘found’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/.

pouther, pouther ‘powder, powdered’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/ with medial /θ/ instead of /d/ and with final /θ/.

doan ‘down’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/.

doanright ‘downright’ suggesting a pronunciation with /u/.

Air/an’ ‘an’ There.

Ireland suggesting a pronunciation with /u/.

slee, sleeely ‘sly, slyly’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/.

dee, deedin’ ‘die, dying’ suggesting a pronunciation with /i/.

warst ‘worst’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/.

war ‘work’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/.

wark ‘work’ suggesting a pronunciation with /a/.

burst ‘burs’ (in /burst/). in place of /s/.


Claes ‘clothes’ indicates non-occurrence of medial /s/.


Burst(in) ‘burst(ing)’, gingebread ‘gingerbread’, pas’nips ‘parsnips’ suggest metathesis or non-occurrence of post-vocalic /t/.

Conversely, thistle ‘thistle’ indicates intrusive /t/.

Metathesis of Old English <s> explains the spellings of ‘ask’ as ax.

Orr’s spellings wiss ‘wish’, and Slimiss ‘Slemish’ suggest the substitution of /s/ for /ʃ/, and leash ‘lease’ suggests use of final /ʃ/ in place of /s/.

Poudh(er) ’powder(ed)’ probably indicates use of medial /d/.

Orr’s respellings provide evidence of /s/ preserved in words such as laugh ‘laugh’, straight ‘straight’, staughs ‘staggers’, laigh ‘low’, licht ‘light’, nicker and cleighrin.

Appendix 2

Apparently proverbial or habitually collocated phrases and idioms in Orr.

Wha wad hae belled the cat awee my inner man

Iledge we’d fen

chow the fat o’, meaning ‘talk over’

play’d the weary

biggin’ castles in the air (italicized)

the fiddler’s acre (in inverted commas)

blessed be the Maker! (an exclamation apparently used after praising someone’s children)

haud up the mirror to the times (in inverted commas)

deel-ma-care

workin’ sair days-dark on’t

I wadna gie for a’ ‘Braidislan’ tythe

deel tak...

gif bows row right, meaning ‘if things work out right’

banded frae post tae pillar

wise men o’ ‘Gotham

I’d beg my bread through Airlan’

the guid auld rule, ‘first come, first ser’t’

twa three like that will wreck her

at ance baith pray an’ watch

the wheel o’ chance revolv’d

rise not on empty goblet (in inverted commas)

had ay a hearty fill

an’ eat the bread o’ care

habit like a bough by force held straight, Sprang till its ain auld throw

fair fa’ ye

in fegs

I’ll swear by jing!

deel brust him!
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Lowland Sources of Ulster-Scots: Gregg and The Linguistic Atlas of Scotland (volume 3) Compared

Caroline Macafee

The work of Robert Gregg on the dialect boundaries of Ulster-Scots has become one of the pillars of research in this field. His map of the boundaries has been much reprinted, and is known to many people who are not familiar with the extensive research on which it was based.

Gregg conducted his fieldwork between 1960 and 1963, only a few years after the completion of fieldwork by the Linguistic Survey of Scotland. When he published his thesis in 1985, Gregg was already aware of some of the preliminary findings of the Survey, but the results were not published until the following year, as volume 3 of The Linguistic Atlas of Scotland (LAS3). Until now, no comparison has been made between the two studies. Of course, LAS3 can have little to add to Gregg's coverage of Ulster-Scots, since its selection of localities is much smaller, and confined to East Ulster. There are actually only eight localities in LAS3 that represent Ulster-Scots (Down 1-4, Antrim 2-5). The other Ulster localities are clearly Hiberno-English. (As in Gregg, the dividing line is quite abrupt, though not, of course, absolute.)

A note on the presentation of the LAS3 data may be helpful. The 'polyphonemes' (see Table 1) are no more than large chunks of phonetic space, and information is simply lost by grouping the data in this way. Polyphoneme E in particular covers four historical phonemes, and the maps which show how many 'phonemes' occur in E (environment by environment) do not clarify which ones occur. In word maps, two or more different phonemes can be shown as the same; or the same phoneme can be shown as different polyphonemes in different places.

As Johnston points out, the LAS3 'phonemes', which are not aggregated across phonetic environments, are too numerous to fit in with our understanding of the phonemic system of Scots vowels. Fortunately, the data are given in detail, though some doubts have been expressed about accuracy (especially with regard to vowel length) and missing localities.

Dialect Divisions of Lowland and Insular Scots

Map 1 shows the dialect divisions of Lowland Scots. The dialects of Lowland Scots were originally mapped by Murray, and modified by Grant (though Ulster-Scots had to wait for Gregg). Johnston's revision based on LAS3 shows for instance that Southern and South-West Scots are being encroached upon by Central dialects. However, these recent developments do not concern us here, and I have simply reproduced the well-known map in the form given in CSD (which replaces some of the dialect areas), although Johnston's map may, in some ways, be more accurate even for earlier periods, as the traditional map sometimes resorts merely to following county boundaries. For the same reasons, I have not followed Aitken in incorporating Speitel's revision of the Highland Line, which shows the possibly recent phenomenon of Scots retreating eastwards, although it also gives a more accurate treatment of largely uninhabited areas.

Map 1: the main dialect divisions of Scots (based on CSD, Map 1, and Gregg, 1985, Part II, Map 1), by kind permission of Scottish Language Dictionaries Ltd. and Mrs. Gregg
It is as well to remember that the dialect divisions shown in Map 1 relate to a period two and a half centuries later than the Scots settlement of Ulster.

The Spread of Scots in Scotland and Ulster

It is interesting to place Ulster within the context of the spread of Scots within Scotland, as it reminds us that some Lowland dialects were formed later than Ulster-Scots. The chronology below is based on the work of Speitel and Mather.

1. 15th century: Caithness (modest influx from the 13th century on); Orkney and Shetland (ceded to Scotland from Denmark in 1486, with a modest influx previously, particularly in Orkney). The modern dialects are broad Scots. There is a variant development of /aid/ to 'old', etc., discussed below. A striking archaism is incomplete l-vocalisation (al/ 'all', etc.). There is considerable Norman influence on vocabulary and phonology. The islands were never Gaelic-speaking, but Caithness shows Gaelic influence.

2. 16th century: presumed demise of Gaelic in the West. Long-term interaction with Ulster makes it difficult to determine the direction of influence and to separate Scottish Gaelic from Irish influence.

3. 1603 onwards: spread to county Antrim, county Down, county Donegal, later into county Londonderry. Nothing specific is known of the characteristics of the Medieval Anglo-Irish previously spoken in urban centres (Carrickfergus, Newry). The modern dialects are broad Scots, exhibiting dialect variation, some presumably from the point of creation.

4. 1650 onwards: to Kintyre, Arran, Bute (the latter possibly as early as the 15th century). The modern dialects are broad Scots. The variant development of /aid/ to 'old', etc. is found at least in Kintyre and Bute. These dialects have been little studied, but Kintyre again has had long-term interaction with Ulster.

5. 17th century onwards: to inner Moray Firth, fishing villages on the east coast between Moray Firth and Caithness. Broad Scots, Gaelic influence. The variant development of /aid/ to /auld/ etc. is found.

6. 18th and 19th centuries: Broad Scots to forestry- and whisky-based settlements along the Highland Line. Gaelic influence is apparent.

We shall see below that there are similarities amongst many of these peripheral dialects and Ulster-Scots.

Reverse Influence of Ulster on Lowland Scots

A reverse influence from Ulster is always to be suspected in adjacent parts of Scotland, and in Glasgow, which received a large influx of population from Ireland in the mid-19th century, and this complicates our attempts to identify the origins of Ulster-Scots. Riach assumes that similarities (lexical in his study) between Ulster and Galloway (South-West Scots) reflect seasonal migration from Ulster, but Milroy takes the more reasonable view that in general:

Galloway Scots is itself probably the basis of much of Ulster-Scots (especially in county Down); therefore the influence goes from Scotland to Ulster....

This does not, of course, preclude influence in the other direction. Certainly of Ulster origin is Glasgow youse (plural of you), and perhaps also was 'one' (but see discussion below). Also apparently an Ulster importation is West Central lowering of /er/ to /er/; Macafee has some slight support for its association with Catholic speech in Glasgow – and occasional stopping of /l, N/ in Glasgow (also associated with Anglo-Irish influence in Liverpool).

Vowel Phonology

To refer to the vowels, I shall use Aitken’s numbering system (see Table 1). Readers not accustomed to this system will probably find it necessary to make frequent reference to the table.

Vowel length in Modern Scots is governed by the Scottish Vowel-Length Rule (SVLR), sometimes called Aitken’s Law. This is the outcome of a series of shortenings in all environments except morpheme-finally, before /r/ and before voiced fricatives. The powerful influence of this environment extends to the splits of Vowels 1 and 7 (see below). The originally close short Vowels 15 /u/ and 19 /a/ are unaffected (presumably showing little allophonic length variation to begin with), and where Vowels 8 and 12 remain distinct they are long in all environments. Otherwise the long vowels have lost distinctive length, and both originally long and short vowels show allophonic variation in the environments specified, particularly in the final syllable of a word, with various exceptions in peripheral dialects. So the following contrast:

-beat: tea
-greed: agreed
-beat: beer
-leaf: weave
-baith: 'both': baith
-race: raise
-leash: /pli31r/ 'pleasure'

The early date of the SVLR is shown by the fact that it has spread (not always in its fullest form) throughout the Scots area, including Insular and Ulster-Scots, and also into Mid Ulster English. Aitken cites definite evidence for its establishment before c.1560.

Vowel 1, primarily from OE /a/, is split in Modern Scots into a diphthong with a short, centralised, half-open starting point (an earlier stage in development), variously represented as /ai, /e/; e.g. Fitte; and a diphthong with a half-long, open starting point, variously represented as /a, a: e/ e.g. five. The split is determined by the environments of the SVLR. The distinction is phonemic in Scots, because Vowel 1 short also contains the reflexes of Older Scots Vowel 8 word-finally (Vowel 8a), e.g. poy 'pay'. An example of a minimal pair is poy and pie.

Gregg describes additional phonological and morphological contraints on the occurrence of the lengthened /aw/ variant in Ulster.

In Central dialects of Scots, Vowel 3 (from OE æ etc.) mostly falls together with Vowel 2, e.g. mear (as in Standard
Table 1: Vowel systems of Scots: a rough historical outline, based on the following sources: Aitken (1977), Table 1; Aitken (2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main OE and other sources</th>
<th>Early Scots (to 1450)</th>
<th>Middle Scots (to 1700)</th>
<th>Modern Scots</th>
<th>Vowel number</th>
<th>LAS3 polyphoneme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ñ ā̄ hām</td>
<td>a:</td>
<td>e:</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'home'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF č ē̄ stūr</td>
<td>ĉ:</td>
<td>ñ:</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'store'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ú ū̄ hūs</td>
<td>u:</td>
<td>u:</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'house'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ū Ĺ̄ full</td>
<td>ūl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6a*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'full'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŏ mōr</td>
<td>φ:</td>
<td>φ:</td>
<td>φ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'moor',</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mōna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'moon'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æg hægel</td>
<td>ai</td>
<td>ei</td>
<td>ej, ea</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'hail'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æg clæg</td>
<td>ai#</td>
<td>ei#</td>
<td>ai#</td>
<td>8a**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'clay'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### OF qi chois

"choice"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qi</th>
<th>qi</th>
<th>oe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### AN ui puisoun

"poison"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ui</th>
<th>ui</th>
<th>ei</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ēg ēge

"eye"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ei#</th>
<th>e:#</th>
<th>i:#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### āw snāw

"snow"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>au</th>
<th>a:</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### āl all

"all"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>al</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ò grōwan

"grow"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>qu</th>
<th>qu</th>
<th>au</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ōl göld

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>l</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ēaw dēaw

"dew"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>eu</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### āw nīwe

"new"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iu</th>
<th>iu</th>
<th>iu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>(j)u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ī bīta

"bit"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ē bed

"bed"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### āe trappe

"trap"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### ò hlot

"portion"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ū putian

"put"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>u</th>
<th>u</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Notes:

* There are several words where l-vocalisation fails with ul, e.g. bull /bʌl/.
** There are frequent lexical exceptions in /e/ , e.g. day.
*** The phoneme /ɛ/ belongs to Scottish Standard English, not to Scots.
English), but Wigtownshire has /e/ as in Hibemo-English, as has Ulster-Scots in some words. There is no shortening before /d/ (as in English head), so this includes e.g. haid 'head' and also def 'deaf'.

Vowel 4, OE ā, did not raise and round prior to the Great Vowel Shift (as in modern English south of the Humber), but has developed as a front vowel, merged with the reflex of OE ae by Open Syllable Lengthening, and consequently has a large functional load (e.g. guilt 'goat', hame 'home', as well as e.g. face, name).

The load of Vowel 5 is correspondingly small, consisting mainly of French loans, e.g. store, noble. It has usually merged with Vowel 18. However, the two vowels remain separate in Ulster-Scots. From this and other dialects which retain the distinction, it appears that before /r/ Scots lengthened Vowel 18 to merge with Vowel 5 rather than vice versa.

Vowel 6 (from OE ā etc.) did not diphthongise by the Great Vowel Shift, and is still a close back or centralised monophthong. The load of Vowel 13 is correspondingly small, consisting mainly of OE āow- e.g. growe 'grow'.

Vowel 7 from OE ō fronted north of the Humber prior to the Great Vowel Shift, thus e.g. guse 'goose'. Non-final OF ō also falls in with this, e.g. use. A number of words, including foot, are captured by Vowel 15 (see below) and there are special developments before voiceless velars (see below). It remains a front rounded vowel only in the most conservative dialects of Modern Scots, now mainly Shetland and Orkney. In the North-East it has unrounded to merge with Vowel 2 +/ı/.

There are also traces of this development in parts of the South-West (and eastwards to the vicinity of Berwick on both sides of the Border). See Map 2. The occurrence of /ı/ for Vowel 7 in the South-West appears to have been overlooked until the Linguistic Survey of Scotland. This is doubtless the source of this form in county Down and county Donegal (see Map 5 below).

In a few dialects, including Ulster, the short reflex remains separate, and is a closer and more peripheral vowel than 15, nearer to RP. Hence Gregg's suggestion, followed by Macafee, that in the formation of Scottish Standard English, this separate Vowel 7 short was equated with English /i/, while the original Scots Vowel 15 (which corresponds historically to /i/) survives as the marginal phoneme /i/, mainly in the environment of a following /i/ , e.g. earth, or /i/, e.g. river with /i/, never with /i/, sever with /i/.

Vowel 12 comes from OE aw (e.g. claw) and also dw (e.g. swan), and OF au (e.g. cause). The Modern Scots reflex is variously unrounded (Northern, Southern, South-West), in which case it may merge with Vowel 17, or rounded (Central Scots). Both occur in Ulster-Scots.

Vowel 4 in final position after /w, w, e.g. twae 'two', where 'who', has been captured by Vowel 12 except in Southern and southern East Central, where it develops normally to /e/ (see LAS3 Maps W42, W44).

Vowel 12 also contains the reflex of Vowel 17 when vocalised before /u/ (around 1450, and not taken to Caithness, Orkney and Shetland), e.g. aw 'all'. Gregg shows /a/ in all etc. as an occasional form in East Ulster, and as the main reflex in most of Donegal, presumably a genuine arcaism. A following /d/ blocks the loss of /u/, e.g. auld 'old'. The variant development to outd (Vowel 13) will be discussed further below.

Vowel 14 remains separate in Southern Scots, but in most dialects has become /ju/, with consequent merger with Vowel 15 in the short environments (e.g. gis 'goose', yis 'use' noun).
6 (e.g. *dew, due*), and loss of /ʃ/ in some phonetic environments (e.g. *true, blue*). As well as OE *eow* and word-final OF *ā*, it also contains, in some dialects, original *Vowel 7* before voiceless velars, e.g. *pleuch* ‘plough’ and *heuk* ‘hook’. But in other dialects (West Central, northern East Central, as well as Ulster-Scots) these have /ʃ/, i.e. *Vowel 19*.

**Map 4: the foci of Scottish migration to Ulster**

(Percival-Maxwell, 1973: Map ‘The origins of the Scottish undertakers’, by kind permission of Prof. Percival-Maxwell)

![Map 4: the foci of Scottish migration to Ulster](image)

A small number of *Vowel 19* words have been captured by *Vowel 15*, e.g. *hinny* ‘honey’. Some originally *Vowel 7* words, e.g. *mither* ‘mother’, *fit* ‘foot’, join this vowel by an early shortening to *u*, hence to /ʃ/ as in *hinny*.

*Vowel 17* has merged with a rounded *Vowel 12* as [ɔ] in an area of southern East Central Scots and Southern Scots, cutting across the main dialect divisions (see Map 3). In West Central, there is a conditioned merger with *Vowel 12* /ɔ/ before /ʃ, rC, nd, l/.

**Phonological Links**

Ulster-Scots is, as Johnston points out, clearly a dialect of Central Scots. The bulk of the Scots planters are known to have come from the west of Scotland (see Map 4), with the addition of lawless elements expelled from the Borders (Southern Scots). In the data we are examining here, there is little indication of an input from Southern Scots.

There is considerable regional variation within Ulster-Scots. Gregg mentions some features briefly, but concentrates mainly on mapping Scots forms in the aggregate against their English cognates, leaving much of his valuable data to speak for itself.

In the present paper I compare Ulster-Scots and Lowland Scots in terms of the main differentiae of Scots dialect phonology (the splits, mergers and sound changes that affect large parts of the vocabulary), and also examine the LASS maps for peculiarities shared between Ulster-Scots and particular Lowland Scots dialects. (Constraints of time preclude a full examination of the LASS lists.) I have also examined the LASS data for evidence relevant to Gregg’s interpretation of the distribution of long and short reflexes of *Vowel 1* in Ulster-Scots.

Shared with Central Scots (Central includes South-West):
- merger of *Vowel 3*, e.g. *cheat*, with *Vowel 2* as /i/ (except Wigtownshire)
- /ʃ/ for initial /e/ *Vowel 4* as in *yin* ‘one’ (see LASS Map W144), coexisting in Ulster-Scots with /wam*
- West Central and South-West /ɔ, ə/ *Vowel 12* after /w, m/, e.g. *twa* ‘two’, *awa* ‘away’, as opposed to Southern Scots /e/ *Vowel 4*
- individual peculiarities of lexical incidence (based on LASS Maps, checked against Lists):
  - W10 *wet* with /æ/, as opposed to *weet* elsewhere in Scots
  - W12 *sat* with /s/
  - W85 *drove* (past tense of *drive*) with /ʃ/ (coexisting in West Central and South-West with usual Scots *drave*, and possibly representing an East Midland English form transmitted from Ulster)
  - W88 *live* with archaic /ʃ/
  - W103 *came* (past tense of *come*) with /ʃ/.

Shared with South-West Scots:
- merger of *Vowel 3*, e.g. *cheat*, with *Vowel 4* as /e/ in Wigtownshire
- /ɔ/ for *Vowel 12*, e.g. *snow, all*
- /ɪ/ for *Vowel 7*, e.g. *moor, moon*
- individual peculiarities of lexical incidence (based on LASS Maps, checked against Lists):
  - W18 *dott* ‘a fool’ with /ɔ/
  - W25 *wade* with /æ/ (only recorded from the late 19th century on)
  - W53 *weigh* with /æ/.
  - W89 *has* with archaic /i/.
  - W92 *poison* with /æ/, and with /œ/ (the latter apparently a loan from English)
  - W106 *toup* ‘to leap’ with /ʌ/ (apparently a hyperadaptive form on the analogy of *house* = *hoose*, etc. This occurs in only one South-West locality, where it may be an influence from Ulster.)
  - W126 *wale* ‘to select’ with /ʌ/ *Vowel 12*
  - W171 *voice* with /œ/ (in much of Lowland Scots captured by /æ/ *Vowel 10*).

- Hiberno-English shares with the South-West a rounded realisation of *Vowel 19* /ɔ/ as [ɔ], an archaism found also in Insular Scots, but not in Ulster-Scots. As Milroy points out, most Ulster dialect has less rounding and raising in this...
vowel than does W[1]ght[ownshire], and the feature is characteristic of S[outhern] Hiberno-English, perhaps implying that its retention could be a Hiberno-English influence on Wigtownshire, brought by seasonal migrant labour. It has been suggested that a rounded realisation may have been variably present in much of Scots at quite a late date, but it seems to me more likely that 18th-century reports of rounded realisations in Scottish Standard English represent hyperadaptive attempts at contemporary English pronunciation. The lack of rounding in Ulster-Scots is an argument in favour of early and widespread unrounding in Lowland Scots.

Shared with West Central Scots:
- /ɔ/ for Vowel 12, e.g. snow, all
- /u/ for Vowel 7, e.g. moo, moon
- the development of Vowel 7 before velars to /ju/ (LAS3 Maps W112 hook, W119 look; LAS3 Lists enough, rough, tough)
- the unrounding of Vowel 18 to merge with Vowel 17 before labials, e.g. W105 hop with /a/ (W104 crop shows this change spreading into the South-West)
- individual peculiarities of lexical incidence (based on LAS3 Maps, checked against Lists):
  - W69 fir, W70 firth with /a/; and similarly W72 earth (assuming an underlying /u/)
  - W72 earth with /u/
  - W92 poison with /u/
  - W118 dog with /a/ (apparently West Central spreading into the South-West)
  - W165 wish with /i/ (recent, and possibly an influence from Hiberno-English)

Shared with Southern Scots:
- individual peculiarity of lexical incidence (based on LAS3 Maps, checked against Lists):
  - W175 leuch (past tense of laugh) 'laugh' with /a/ Vowel 12 (as in the infinitive) in one locality each, possibly independently
- Milroy notes the lowering of /e/ to /a/ in certain positions, notably before voiceless stops, 'quite systematically in East Ulster speech including Belfast', and links this with Galloway. In fact, the lowering of /e/ (in all environments) is characteristic of Southern Scots (eastern Dumfriesshire rather than Galloway) (cf. LAS3 localities 25.5-25.7). Johnston likewise attempts to relate Ulster pronunciations to his 'Border Scots Counter-Clockwise Vowel Shift'. The lowering of /e/ is the only part of the shift peculiar to Southern Scots. In Ulster-Scots, LAS3 shows the conditioned lowering that Milroy discusses only for one county Down locality (Ballywalter, 29.2); there is no trace in Gregg (cf. List 4: flat, matter, Saturday with Scots /e/). It is therefore doubtful whether it is a native characteristic of Ulster-Scots, or rather an urban feature spreading from Belfast. As noted above, Milroy and Johnston arrive at their interpretation because of their failure to distinguish within East Ulster between Hiberno-English and Ulster-Scots.

Shared with Northern and Insular Scots

Strikingly often, the Ulster forms are shared also with Caithness and/or fishing villages from the Moray Firth northwards, and/or Insular Scots (Orkney and/or Shetland). This applies to some archaic items (unvocalised /al/, /e/ in has) which might be expected to have a peripheral geographical distribution, but also to recent and sometimes irregular items such as /æ/ in wade, /u/ in boup and also doup (Ulster and Orkney), and /æ/ in work verb (see Table 3). Ould etc. and wan are discussed further below.

Johnston mentions various possible Gaelic influences, a number of which are shared by East Ulster and north Northern Scots or other Highland Line localities. As is sometimes remarked, the Caithness accent even sounds like a county Antrim or Belfast accent. To some extent, these similarities have to be put down to a combination of peripheral archaisms, Scottish Gaelic/Scots influence, and sheer coincidence (for which, as a lexicographer, I have a healthy respect), but the possibility of contact also deserves to be explored in future research. One possibility is a mingling of migrant agricultural workers from the north of Scotland with those from Ireland in the large farms of Central Scotland in the 18th and 19th centuries. There were certainly maritime contacts, such as the annual migration of county Donegal women to the fishing-villages in Shetland, and the reverse movement of fishermen from the Moray Firth:

with the opening of the Caledonian Canal there was a very regular west coast fishing by the fleets of the inner Moray Firth – Avoch, Hopeman, Buckie – which also extended to ... Buncrana (Donegal). etc.

Some Vocalic Developments in More Detail

Ould 'old'

This brings us to the variant development of /ald/ to /ald/ etc., which occurs in Ulster alongside the normal development to Vowel 12, and also, as we saw above, in peripheral dialects in Scotland (see LAS3 W137 cold), again alongside the expected development. If the /ald/ forms were found only in Ulster and adjacent areas of the West of Scotland, we would probably have no hesitation in seeing these as Hiberno-English forms (of English West Midlands origin). Gregg writes:

The competing forms with [/ald/] crop up in only a few words in a few places in Ulster and always in addition to the [/ald/] forms. Mostly there is a semantic difference between the two forms so that they are not actually in competition with one another. The [/ald/]-form of old suggests familiarity and affection .... Similar semantic oppositions are valid for [/kold/] versus [/kald/], meaning cold.

Such reallocation is typically to be expected when more than one alternative survives a situation of dialect contact, in this case (we might speculate) between Hiberno-English and Ulster-Scots. However, the Lowland Scots distribution has to be accounted for. Gregg sees the /ald/ as archaic Scots, and is followed in this by Aitken. However, the argument for this being a survival is based on geography alone. Unlike a clear relic such as /al/ 'all' etc. in Donegal, Caithness and Insular Scots, there is no convincing contemporary evidence for /ald/ in earlier periods when it is supposed to have been more widespread in Lowland Scots, nor is it a necessary stage in the development of the regular Modern Scots forms.
Rather it is supposed that it was an alternative development, later replaced. Johnston suggests that there must be some influence from dialects of England, via Hiberno-English, even if only reinforcement, and that we may even have to see the eastern and western developments as separate phenomena in Scotland, with occurrences in Kintyre, South-West Scotland and Glasgow coming from, or at least reinforced by contact with, Ulster. Older Scots spelling throws little light on the matter: the few <o(u)> spellings that occur are late enough to be anglicisations.

Wan 'one'

A similar case is the form wan 'one', found in Modern Scots especially in West Central, but also Edinburgh, and in Wigtownshire, Insular Scots, Caithness and the Inner Moray Firth (SND s.v. wan; LAS3 Map W144). This is a widespread Ulster form, not only Ulster-Scots\(^a\), and its mainly western distribution in Lowland Scots would immediately suggest influence from Ulster—perhaps originally an English dialectal form (cf. Somerset and Devon [wan] (EDD)\(^b\) — were it not that wan also occurs as a rare form in Older Scots (DOST s.v. wan)\(^c\). These instances are mainly 17th century, from East Central Scots as well as Orkney, and Highland English. Particularly intriguing are two early citations, from John of Ireland (1490) and the Maitland Folio MS (a 1570-1586). These all speak against an Ulster source. On this basis, Aitken is again inclined to regard wan as a relic in Lowland Scots, and he reconstructs a possible route from earlier /a:n/\(^d\). It is also conceivable that wan is an interdialectal blend of English one and Scots ane. Again, reinforcement from Ulster is possible and indeed likely in the West of Scotland.

**Map 5: Ulster-Scots reflexes of Vowel 7 in abuin 'above' (based on Gregg, 1985: Lists)**

Vowel 7, reflexes of /a:/

The Ulster reflexes of Vowel 7 appear to reflect a mixture of source dialects. Map 5, based on Gregg (cf. LAS3 Map W150), shows the forms of abuin 'above'\(^e\). We find /abn/ in south Down and Donegal, /aben/ in north Antrim and Londonderry, and /abm/ elsewhere. As noted above, /abn/ appears to have its origin in South-West Scots (Map 2). It appears that unrounding to /a/ dates back to the late 15th century in the North-East of Scotland\(^f\), but there is no indication of the date of unrounding in the South-West. As Gregg points out\(^g\), the /a/ areas were planted early and are further removed from contact with (in the case of county Down, from the ports of Donaghadee and Bangor), so this is probably the most archaic (surviving) form, undergoing replacement by /u/\(^h\).

Apart from relics of /u/, /abm/ is now the SVLR-short outcome in the South-West as well as in West Central and southern East Central Scots, so its presence in Ulster is easily accounted for. The earliest evidence for a split between Vowels 15 and 4 dates from 1635 for /u/ and 1674 for /e/ in West Central\(^i\). In the South-West, LAS3 indicates that this /u/ generally remains separate from Vowel 15, the latter as [e]. In Ulster too, LAS3 sometimes shows this distinction in at least some environments (cf. 29.4 Ballyhalbert, 30.4 Cashel, 30.5 Kells). Gregg found merger with Vowel 15 only sporadically for certain items, and as the normal outcome only for a single county Down speaker\(^j\).

The form /abm/ is found in Lowland Scots in northern East Central, not a significant source of migration. Unrounding to /e/ can be dated to the end of the 16th century, but contemporary evidence is scant\(^k\). Gregg suggests that Ulster-Scots /e/ is a local development from /a/, citing an [e] realisation of unstressed /a/. The remaining possibility is that the unrounding to /e/ is an independent development in Ulster, from an earlier /a\(^m\)\). Given the early date of settlement, it is likely that unrounding was incomplete in some of the source dialects, as it still is in LAS3 data for Southern Scots. Even in Edinburgh, some words apparently retained /a/ [o, y] as late as the 1870s\(^h\). The /abm/ form of abune (sporadically on the periphery of Ulster-Scots in Gregg’s data; see Lists and Map p. 82) is a spelling pronunciation.

A split to merge with Vowel 15 in short environments and Vowel 4 in long environments must follow the establishment

**Map 6: unrounded and rounded reflexes of Vowel 12 in eastern Ulster-Scots (based on Gregg, 1985: Lists)**
of the SVLR, but SVLR does not mean that there has to be a split; this depends rather on a phonetic distance between the long and short allophones. An independent unrounding to /e/ in all environments could have taken place at any point. An independent interaction with SVLR is also a possibility. In both the localities that show /e/ for abuin in LAS3 (30.2 Ballymoney, 30.3 Lavan), the vowel is long, as are several other vowels in this environment. Gregg’s 1985 lists provide further lexical items taking /e/, mainly also before /l/, but also before /l/ (Antrim 3 and 4 school, Londonderry 1 and 3 school and stool), which again tends to be an additional lengthening environment. However, /e/ also occurs rarely in just (Antrim 1 and 2) and good (Londonderry 3). Elsewhere, /e/ in abuin coexists with /i/ in good. Some data, then, point towards a split, as in West Central Scots, but with an independent allocation of long and short environments; other data is towards /e/ throughout.

Vowel 12 /a/ or /o/

The reflex of Vowel 12 as in cause is predominantly unrounded in most of the Ulster-Scotts area (and merged with Vowel 17 as in car), but almost all points show some rounded forms, and the predominant form is rounded in a small area around Belfast Lough, with a finger stretching south down the main Belfast-Downpatrick route (as well as an isolated occurrence in county Londonderry) (see Map 6). This could represent a mixed input: /o/ is the present West Central form, and /a/ occurs in most of the South-West. However, the geographical configuration suggests that it is a later importation from Scotland. The date of the rounding in Lowland Scots is uncertain.

The hypothesis of a later intrusion of /o/ would perhaps explain Ulster-Scotts form ‘farm’

Gregg must have been uncertain how to interpret this, as he departs from his usual practice of mapping all Ulster-Scots forms against all English forms, and maps form separately. It occurs on the edges of the Ulster-Scots area, almost entirely in the county Down, and appears to confirm Trudgill’s point that in situations of dialect contact, interdialect forms arise that are derivable from neither variety. It must be a local development of Scots or English farm (Ulster-Scotts otherwise has the more usual Scots ferm).

Figure 1: Possible development of farm to form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Older Scots</td>
<td>Ulster-Scots</td>
<td>Vowel 12 [a ~ ã]</td>
<td>Vowel 12/18 [Ø]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>farm</td>
<td>farm</td>
<td>*farm</td>
<td>form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 suggests a possible route from farm to form. As we saw, unrounded Vowel 12 is merged in Ulster-Scotts with Vowel 17 as [a, a]. When rounded Vowel 12 /o/ was introduced, an erroneous /o/ form of farm was created. The situation is further complicated by the fact that /o/ already existed as the realisation of Vowel 18 (as in cot, cord) in some environments, including before /l/. The lexical membership of /o/ is unstable in this environment, and overlaps with the membership of /a/, but overall it appears that /o/ represents Vowel 5 (as in before) plus part of the inventory of Vowel 18, which has partly merged with it (see above), while /a/

represents a residue of Vowel 18 (with not infrequent captures of Vowel 5). Hence the spellings in <o> are appropriate to Vowel 18. The confused state of the lexical inventories is illustrated in Table 3, which takes the LAS3 data for one Ulster-Scotts locality and adds the historical vowel numbers.

There are some other isolated captures or transfers of lexis from Vowel 17 to rounded Vowel 12, for instance in work noun (Scots work) in a single county Antrim locality (LAS3 Map W77). This word also has Vowel 12 in Central and Southern Scots (CSD), presumably originating by reinterpretation in dialects adjacent to the area where Vowel 17 merges with Vowel 12 as [u] (see Map 3). Another Ulster example may be the change of marrow ‘a match, to exchange help with agricultural tasks’ to morrow (CSD, CUD).

Vowel 3 /i/ or /e/

In Ulster-Scotts, Vowel 3 is normally merged with Vowel 2 as /i/, not, as in Hiberno-English, with Vowel 4 as /e/. There are lexical exceptions as in Central Scots, but also unexpected /e/ forms, linking up with a cluster of /e/ localities in Wigtownshire and adjacent parts of Kirkcudbrightshire and Ayrshire (see Map 7).

Map 7: /e/ reflexes of Vowel 3 in the South-West of Scotland (based on LAS3 lists)

Notes: other localities in Kirkcudbrightshire, Dumfriesshire, south Lanarkshire and Roxburghshire frequently have /e/ in meat ‘repast’, and occasionally in other items.

At first sight, it would be tempting to interpret these forms, on both sides of the Irish Sea, as intrusions from Hiberno-English. However, Milroy argues that the /e/ variants are native to Ulster-Scotts, originating in South-West Scots. He points to /e/ forms in words such as head and deaf in East Ulster, which do not occur in Hiberno-English, because of shortening in English (see also above), but do occur in Wigtownshire. As it happens, neither LAS3 nor Gregg 1985 records /e/ in such words in rural Ulster-Scotts, although two of LAS3’s Hiberno-English localities have /e/ in head noun. Gregg does not give complete data for Vowel 3 words, but he
evidently expected /æ/ in some items where it is not general in Scots (e.g. beak, beat, cheat, cream, Easter, neat, reaper, treat in List 10), but did not report the results. The LAS3 data are set out in Table 2.

Table 2: /e/ in Vowel 3 in South-West Scots and Ulster-Scots (based on LAS3 Lists)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>neither</th>
<th>South-West only</th>
<th>Ulster only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sweat v.</td>
<td>cheat</td>
<td>head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lead v.</td>
<td>dead</td>
<td>bread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swear v.</td>
<td>bear</td>
<td>lead n.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steam</td>
<td>head n.</td>
<td>thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>east</td>
<td>cream</td>
<td>wear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speak</td>
<td>thread</td>
<td>mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meal (repast)</td>
<td></td>
<td>please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steal</td>
<td>deave</td>
<td>dream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lean adj.</td>
<td>please</td>
<td>leak**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peace</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>beal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beast</td>
<td>break</td>
<td>crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aneat*</td>
<td>least</td>
<td>leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeast</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- Italised items take /æ/ in Standard English.
- /æ/ also occurs in the following words: heat, great, flot, bear n., beard, cheap, weak, head, deaf, breath. These have /æ/ generally in Scots.
- No /æ/ forms occur for knead or tread (Scots /æ/) or hear, reap, seal v., sevne (Scots /æ/).
- * aneat has an uncharacteristic distribution in South-West Scots, being found only in a small cluster of localities in Kirkcudbrightshire and Dumfriesshire (see LAS3: map W160).
- ** leak also has /æ/ in Scotland and Ulster; cf. break.
- *** break usually has /æ/ in Scots.

All of LAS3's eight Ulster-Scots localities show a mixture of /æ/ and /e/ forms. We do not find, as with Vowel 7, different geographical distributions for the different reflexes. The impression is of a complex ebb and flow of influences, with Hiberno-English perhaps reinforcing the adoption of some /æ/ forms from the original mixture of inputs, and later reinforcing the survival of forms such as tea (universal in the LAS3 data for Ulster-Scots, but absent in Wigtownshire). Conversely, deaf with /i/ has spread into Hiberno-English (LAS3 Map W159).

Vowel 1: Additional Constraints on the Distribution of /æ/

Gregg detected additional constraints in Ulster-Scots on the distribution of the lowered reflex of Vowel 1, as follows:

1. before voiced fricatives, weak verbs show the expected lowered reflex /æ/, e.g. arrive, drive, revise, prise; but strong verbs show unexpected /ai/, e.g. drive, rise, strive, thrive;

2. following /i/:
   - ai does not go to ai in any type of S[coch]-I[rish] if the preceding segment is w. Thus letter 'y' is called wai, and 'wise' is wae, even in spite of the final voiced fricative z. The forms wae'r 'wire', ... 'choir' / quire', ... 'inquire', ... 'require', ... 'Maguire', show the same constraint, these latter being conspicuously deviant from the norm whereby the diphthong always precedes r, but is separated therefrom by a transitional a, for example: dat'r 'dire', ...

We shall consider these in turn.

Map 8: /æ/ reflexes of Vowel 1 before /v, z/

Table 3: Overlapping lexical incidence of Vowels 17/12, 12/18 and 5 before /i/ in Ulster-Scots (data from LAS3 Lists: 29.1 Newtownards, county Down). The numbers after the lexical items indicate the vowels to which they historically belonged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAS3 phoneme</th>
<th>Historical phoneme(s)</th>
<th>Lexical incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>17 a + 12 a</td>
<td>barn (17), barrel (17), barren (17), dark (17), far (17), hard (17), sark (17), war (17), waur (12), work n. (17), work v. (17)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>18 o + 12 o</td>
<td>fourth (5), hoarse (4)**, horse (18), north (18), sort (18), where (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>5 o</td>
<td>before (5), boar (4)**, bore (5), born (18), corn (18), horn (18), port (18), storm (18), worn (18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- * By analogy with the noun. Also in Shetland (CSD). The verb is historically wirk.
- ** Anglicised forms.
Drive, rise

LAS3 does not include any weak verbs in the relevant environment (before the voiced fricatives /v, z/), so Gregg’s hypothesis cannot be tested for Lowland Scots. However, the strong verbs drive and rise do figure in the LAS3 data, allowing us to say that there are areas around the periphery of Central Scots where /ai/ occurs in these two words (sometimes with the analogical addition of raise and drove verb), but not in other Vowel 1 words in the same environment (see Map 8), which is at least consistent with Gregg’s interpretation of Ulster-Scots, though Aitken’s pronunciation entries in CSD give no indication of unexpected /ai/ in strive or thrive. The geographical distribution of /ai/-forms of drive and rise in Lowland Scots suggests the remnant of a once-wider distribution, as does the larger penumbra of localities with /ai/ before /v, z/ in a wider range of vocabulary. At the time of the formation of Ulster-Scots, then, there may have been a more widespread retention of the conservative /ai/-form in the voiced fricative environment, but a predominance of the drive/rise pattern in the input dialects. As Gregg suggests, this retention may be owing to the influence of other /ai/-preterite verbs such as ride and write². The analogy appears to have been taken further in Ulster-Scots and to have become systematised there into a grammatical constraint with the addition of other strong verbs. Particularly telling is Gregg’s observation that thrive ‘will always retain ə when the past tense is thrəv, but with speakers who have moved this verb into the weak class, thrəv at the same time shifts to thrəv (past tense thrəv)’⁷.

Wise, wire, why

The discussion of unexpected /ai/ following /w, m/ is fraught with complications, as the lexical items involved often admit of other explanations. We must dismiss wise, for instance, for which the usual Scots form is wyce /waɪs/. This is Gregg’s only instance before a voiced fricative.

Many of the relevant items have following /r/, which is itself a conservative environment over large parts of the Lowlands, including much of Southern Scots (see Map 9). The only item in LAS3 with both preceding /w, m/ and following /r/ is wire. Apart from Ulster-Scots, the localities where wire has /ai/ are within or peripheral to the area where /ai/ is the normal reflex before /r/ (see Map 9)⁸, suggesting that the preceding /ai/ is of little significance in Lowland Scots, if any⁹.

Gregg’s morpheme-final examples are y (the letter) and why. The former seems to be peculiar to Ulster-Scots (it is not mentioned in SND s.v. y). In the 1973 article, he offers an alternative explanation for the latter, grouping it with a number of /ai/-final words that belong to Standard English as spoken in the Ulster-Scots area rather than to Ulster-Scots proper, e.g. die /dai/ (Scots dee /di:/). Presumably the confusion arose because the English model did not distinguish between the two diphthongs and therefore offered no guidance as to which was appropriate in these words. The surprising thing is not that such a confusion should have occurred (cf. the 18th century interdialectal forms of Scottish Standard English discussed in Macafee¹⁰, on the basis of data from Jones, interim alia), but that the interdialectal forms should have persisted. Why /waɪ/ was found in 18th-century Scottish Standard English, on the evidence of ‘Aulaxaundor Scot’.”

LAS3 has only two words where morpheme-final Vowel 1 is preceded by /w, m/. One of these, quey, we must dismiss, as its regular development to /kwai/ throughout most of the Lowland Scots area (apart from North-Eastern quey) suggests its early capture by Vowel 8, and indeed it appears with Vowel 8 items in the LAS3 questionnaire¹¹. The remaining item is why. LAS3 shows several clusters of /ai/ in why (see Map 10). Some of these are in the peripheral areas that we have already linked with Ulster-Scots, but another is centred on Fife. In the North-East, possibly because of greater confidence in the use of Scots, the interviewees tended to translate why as Scots foo. Gregg similarly regards why as the English for what for¹². If why /waɪ/ is indeed an English (or rather interdialectal) intrusion into some Scots dialects, this presents a very interesting situation, for the word why certainly existed in Older Scots (CSD s.v. why). Of the replacement terms, hoo is recorded in this sense only from the 17th century, North-Eastern foo from the 19th, what for and what way from the 18th (CSD). Yet, if Gregg’s interpretation is correct, these colloquial forms completely replaced the older word in Ulster and in much of Scotland north of the Forth, indicating the extent and rapidity of the restriction of Scots to colloquial registers. However, the distribution in Lowland Scots is also compatible with the interpretation that /waɪ/ is an archaism.

Map 9: /ai/-reflex of Vowel 1 before /r/, based on LAS3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Low /ar/ (except tyre)</th>
<th>/ai/ in wire</th>
<th>Highland line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No /ar/</td>
<td>/ai/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: in much of the North, wire takes the form weer with /r/.
For the preceding /w, w/ environment, then, the evidence is inconclusive, but points to the apparent constraint in Ulster-Scots being a recent development, consisting mainly of /w, w/ in combination with following /r/, this perhaps being the most conservative /r/ environment in Lowland Scots also.

Conclusion

Ulster-Scots was formed at a period when Lowland Scots was undergoing important phonological changes, whose effect was to increase the differences amongst regional dialects. The patterning of variation within Ulster-Scots suggests that some dialect differentiae reflect variation in the sources, while others may have diffused to Ulster-Scots later. The variants found in Ulster-Scots can sometimes be useful in reconstructing the history of the source dialects. As we have seen, the combined data of Gregg (1985) and LAS3 give us a detailed picture of the sources of phonological variation in the dialects of Ulster-Scots, but there still remain mysteries to be solved.
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Aspects of the Morphology and Syntax of Ulster-Scots

Michael Montgomery

Elsewhere in this volume can be found an extensive bibliography of published writing on Ulster-Scots, compiled and annotated by this author and John G. W. Erskine. The items noted there fall largely into four categories: 1) studies of pronunciation (represented most prominently and authoritatively by the work of Robert J. Gregg, as a result of which far more is known about the pronunciation of Ulster-Scots than about its other components); 2) works on vocabulary (including glossaries, local word-lists, word studies, and the like dating from the late 19th century); 3) studies of Ulster-Scots literature and culture, which provide larger contexts from the late 17th century to the present for understanding traditional Ulster-Scots speech; and 4) items examining or inspired by the recent Ulster-Scots revival movement and the cultural and linguistic politics accompanying it over the past decade and a half.

Notably under-represented, however, is research on the grammar of Ulster-Scots. In his doctoral fieldwork Gregg investigated a cluster of grammatical forms – auxiliary and modal verbs and their negatives (hie, cannae, etc.), principal parts of verbs (break, begin, give, take, etc.), and combinations of modal auxiliary verbs and phrases and their negatives (will can, 'll no can, etc.) – because he anticipated that their patterning, like that of vowels and the consonant /x/ in nicht, richt, etc., would reveal a boundary between Ulster-Scots and Ulster-English speech areas. Gregg used that material with considerable success to achieve his mapping objectives and reproduced his raw data in its entirety in his published Ph.D. thesis. As invaluable as that material is, it includes only three small areas of grammar, with no structural analysis or commentary. Until the appearance in 1997 of Philip Robinson's volume Ulster-Scots: A Grammar of the Traditional Written and Spoken Language, which draws copiously on both excertion of historical sources (especially the work of 18th-19th-century Rhyming Weaver poets) and observations of modern speech in Counties Antrim and Down, there was virtually no other information on the subject. Robinson's aim was mainly descriptive (to give the grammar of traditional Ulster-Scots long overdue, comprehensive attention), but also prescriptive (to set forth, especially with regard to orthography, a form that was reasoned and historically based, as an exercise in language planning and status building for Ulster-Scots). For reference purposes as well as for many others, Robinson's volume will remain a standard work for the foreseeable future.

Because otherwise grammatical patterns have received little attention, especially in a comparative framework, this writer has sought to expand the descriptive base of knowledge about contemporary Ulster-Scots by an in-depth investigation of morphological and syntactic features. The present survey details a number of these and, where appropriate, compares their patterning to Lowland Scots as well as to Ulster English and Irish English. Although not motivated primarily by theoretical concerns, it proposes rules and generalizations where these are justified.

Found as it is in northern reaches of Ireland, Ulster-Scots descends originally from the speech of Lowland Scots who in the 17th century came to Ulster in several waves, crossing a channel which is barely twelve miles wide at its narrowest stretch. It developed mainly as a 'variant of West-Mid Scots' from Ayrshire and Renfrewshire, with additional elements also from the South Mid Scots of Galloway and Kirkcudbrightshire. Subsequently Ulster-Scots has influenced, and been influenced by, varieties of English brought during the Plantation period originally to more interior parts of Ulster (particularly from the northwest Midlands of England), and by the Irish language either directly or through varieties of English in Ulster. The Irish influence, which cannot always be distinguished from that produced by earlier, centuries-long contact in Scotland (e.g. beltane 'May 1' is documented as early as 1424, borrowed into Lowland Scots from Scottish Gaelic), is especially prominent in vocabulary. It is unambiguous as well in pronunciation and in grammar directly or indirectly (as with the second-person plural pronoun yow and the habitual verb be/bes). These later influences from English and Irish and other developments are what distinguish Scots in Ulster from Scots in Scotland today. They are products of the most dynamic language contact zone in the British Isles over the past four hundred years (perhaps most dramatically in County Donegal). Even in its most traditional form, Ulster-Scots has been far from the isolated, conservative variety suggested by the rural communities in which it is found today.

Tens of thousands of people speaking Ulster-Scots or Scots-influenced Ulster English migrated to North America in the 18th century, as a result of which many grammatical patterns in American English can be traced to Ulster and from there ultimately to Scotland and northern England. Historically speaking, Ulster formed an important linguistic bridge between Britain and North America. Because Ulster-
Scots has steadily diverged from the mainland variety from which it sprang, especially to converge with Ulster English (and vice versa), the linguistic patterns of its most conservative speakers today cannot be assumed to reflect the emigrant language of more than two centuries ago without the confirmation of earlier historical sources from one or both sides of the water, such as emigrant letters, where this is possible.

The present study is based on a series of elicitations conducted with nine native speakers of traditional Ulster-Scots in County Antrim whom the author met or developed friendship with in the course of research in Northern Ireland between 1997 and 2004. These individuals were Mr. James Fenton (a native of Ballinauob and Drumdarragh townlands in north Antrim) and eight of his long-standing north Antrim and east Antrim consultants who participated in the project to collect traditional Ulster-Scots material that led to his dictionary, The Hamely Tongue: A Personal Record of Ulster-Scots in County Antrim. Fenton nominated these eight people from among the several dozen he had visited and interviewed for more than twenty years. In many ways ideal for the investigation undertaken here, these individuals were quick, confident, and certain in their judgments, having each responded to hundreds of queries by Fenton about the grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, semantics, and phraseology of traditional Ulster-Scots. For the researcher they represented the best of both worlds, in that they were little traveled and close to their roots, but thoroughly accustomed to answering questions about their speech. Thus seasoned to the process of recalling, judging and articulating their own usage and that of their families and local communities, they needed no coaching in objectively contrasting their native speech habits with the Standard English used in wider spheres in the British Isles.

To queries about grammatical patterns respondents showed no overt effect (in the form of hesitation, self-correction, or otherwise) of the stigmatization of their speech by the educational system. Because their experience in the classroom would have taken place a half century or more earlier, this should probably not be a surprise. However, they were quite clearly aware of English as the tongue of power and authority; in Northern Ireland it is identified with Belfast governmental and other institutions. Awareness of the difference in status was seen in their ability to style shift readily. One verity that researchers on Ulster-Scots (and no doubt other minority language varieties) discover is that speakers are guarded in the presence of, or especially when conversing with, strangers and often shift automatically to English. In conversational interaction before and after questioning, speakers in this study frequently pronounced words differently or used different forms when addressing the investigator than when addressing Fenton (e.g. loan and doesn't in the former case, loan and dissae in the latter). The fact that all individuals in this study – among the most conservative one might hope to find – were multi-style speakers presented a classic case of the observer's paradox, which was overcome through the mediation of Fenton. A vernacular native speaker himself, he assisted the investigator at all sessions (which usually took place in the living room of respondents) and introduced the investigator and briefly the object of his work to each respondent, but he intervened thereafter only when the process hit a snag of some kind. His many years of acquaintance with the speakers and his skill as a fieldworker in his own right greatly facilitated this investigation, not least in keeping respondents at their ease. If the researcher, an American, had been on his own, he might have recorded any number of relatively informal interviews with speakers who were Ulster-Scots geographically speaking, but he would have gathered little actual Ulster-Scots.

All nine speakers had been born and raised in rural parts of the county and were over sixty years of age at the time of fieldwork. Most had received only primary-level education. The researcher had two basic goals. Because he was pursuing a long-term project to explore American historical links to local speech (to reconstruct how 18th-century Ulster emigrants spoke), many early questions that were asked concerned whether features of American English grammar were attested in Ulster-Scots. The relative unproductiveness of this line of inquiry and the realization that contemporary Ulster-Scots lacked detailed description for many grammatical features led to a shift to a second emphasis. The same basic approach was employed to gather data: asking speakers to judge the grammaticality/naturalness and in many cases the relative commonness of sentences exemplifying a wide range of morphological and especially syntactic phenomena.

Many constructions were presented in contrasting sets in order to explore specific points of grammar. For example, speakers were asked to choose ‘the girl who sa me’, ‘the girl that sa me’ and ‘the girl at sa me’ to discover which pronoun form(s) in this context (human head-noun as subject of a restrictive relative clause) can be used in Ulster-Scots. When respondents accepted more than one alternative pattern, they were asked which was more common or preferable, in order to gauge variation within Ulster-Scots. Sometimes they identified a difference in meaning. While its methods of data collection were painstaking and a consensus was reached in nearly all cases of what represented the usual patterns of Ulster-Scots, there was somewhat less agreement about what did not conform. This situation reflects not an artefact of the methodology, but rather that some speakers had a mixed grammar for some features that was characterized by variation and on-going change. The minority forms that were thus revealed represent intrusions from either Standard English or from Ulster English into the speech of a seemingly homogenous group of conservative speakers (e.g. some respondents accepted they war and not they was, but others accepted both, almost certainly because of the influence of Ulster English). These forms indicate that Ulster-Scots is, as suggested by the historical background sketched above, not a ‘pure’ variety today, if it ever has been. In other words, the elicitation procedures, while tapping perhaps the closest thing to traditional Ulster-Scots, was also able to detect considerable variability. This linguistic complexity of Ulster-Scots is presented in what follows as it was discovered by the procedures used, and Ulster-Scots is not presented as a uniform or idealized language, as is often done, even for other languages. One must always remember that few, if any, people speak only Ulster-Scots and thus that for the speakers at hand as well as generally Ulster-Scots and Ulster English a form continuum. Even for older, rural, less-traveled speakers, variation in language may indicate change in progress, suggesting areas for future research to explore; Gregg recognized this fact in his study of the speech of his native Larne two generations ago.
In some cases speakers were asked to rephrase a sentence whose awkwardness they sensed in the course of elicitation, or they offered to rephrase a sentence without prompting, providing very useful insights and suggestions for further inquiry. Sometimes they were asked to translate a sentence from English, which they were always able to do unambiguously. All speakers were asked a core set of questions in the summer of 1997. Subsequently the investigation was expanded in several stages, to well over 300 sentences. Due to this length, the constraints of time and the mortality of three speakers, not all nine were queried with regard to every feature. Prepared sentences were often based on citation sentences from Fenton's dictionary or from other sources\(^5\), in order to minimize unforeseen lexical, factual, or pragmatic anomalies, to ensure their vernacularity, and to avoid inadvertent mixtures of Ulster-Scots and Ulster English. Initial queries often formed points of departure for the fuller exploration of intuitions. The investigator allowed considerable opportunity for speakers to comment or elaborate on their responses and routinely pursued more detailed lines of inquiry of specific features when this proved productive. Much time was also spent in follow-up sessions comparing responses collected earlier. The data for this study required between twenty-five and thirty hours to collect.

This study concentrates on pronouns, verbal features and a variety of syntactic patterns; data on many other areas of interest (e.g. imperatives, multiple modal verbs) were collected but are not presented here. The consensus judgments of nine individuals, however skillful and uniform they may be as respondents, are not absolutely definitive, and there is no guarantee that a pattern rejected by all might not occasionally occur in Ulster-Scots speech (the findings here usually agree with and build on those presented in Robinson's grammar volume). The limitations of this investigation derive primarily from the smallness of the sample, but these have been counter-balanced by its fine-grained depth. In addition to addressing structural issues, such an exercise goes a long way to set Ulster-Scots in its proper comparative and historical contexts and identify grammatical features for treatment by the historical dictionary of Ulster-Scots being undertaken by the Ulster-Scots Language Society. It complements the data being gathered by the Tape-Recorded Survey of Ulster-Scots and the Ulster-Scots Text-Base, two of the Society's on-going work programmes.

1 Pronouns

1.1 Conjoining and Ordering of Personal Pronouns. In Ulster-Scots the accusative form of a personal pronoun (me, her, him, us, or them) is used as the subject of a clause only when joined with another personal pronoun (1a-4c), with a proper noun (5a-5c), or a common noun (6a-6c). This pattern is shared with many other varieties of Scots and English. In the present tense, the accompanying verb form with conjoined subjects in Ulster-Scots is usually is (often contracted to 's) rather than ir, or it takes the suffix -s; for further commentary on verb forms with these subjects, see §2.1.1. The ordering of pronouns is partially constrained, in that me tends to come first (thus, 3a, 4a, 5a and 6a are preferred to 3b, 4b, 5b and 6b).

1a) Them an iz crakkin. 'They and we are chatting'. (Because of the fore-going consonant, the verb ze here tends not to be contracted, unlike elsewhere)

1b) Iz an them's crakkin. 'We and they are chatting'.

1c) Yous an iz is nixt tae them. 'You (plural) and we are next to them'.

1d) Iz an yous is nixt tae them. 'We and you (plural) are next to them'.

1e) Me an them's crakkin. (most common)

1f) Them and me's crakkin. (less common)

1g) Me an them ir crakkin. (least common)

1h) Me an hir eats oor dinner at six. 'She and I eat our dinner at six'. (most common)

1i) Hir an me eats oor dinner at six. (less common)

1j) Me an hir eat oor dinner at six. (least common)

1k) Me an John goes oot every night. 'John and I go out every night'. (most common)

1l) John an me goes oot every night. (less common)

1m) Me an John goes oot every night. (least common)

1n) Him an the three dogs is awa agane. 'He and the three dogs have left again'. (more common than 6b)

1o) The three dogs an him is awa agane. (less common than 6a)

1p) Him an the three dogs ir awa agane. (least common)

1q) Iz an them's crakkin. 'We and they are chatting'.

1r) Thon wuz a guid year (i.e. one many years ago).

1s) Thon yin 's guid. 'That one is good'.

1t) Tak thon yin wae ye. 'Take that one with you'.

1u) Tak that wae ye. 'Take that with you'.

1v) Tak thon wae ye.

1w) That wuz a guid year (i.e. the one just past).

1x) Thon wuz a guid year (i.e. one many years ago).

Both that and thon function as singular demonstratives, frequently modifying yin 'one'.

9a) Thon yin isnae worth the money. 'That one isn't worth the money'.

9b) Thon yin isnae worth the money.

10a) Thon yin's guid. 'That one is good'.

10b) Thon yin's guid.

11a) Tak thon yin wae ye. 'Take that one with you'.

11b) Tak that yin wae ye.

Thon can function as a plural demonstrative adjective (12a-12c), but not as a plural demonstrative pronoun (12d-12f). On the other hand, them (the plural of that in modern Ulster-Scots) can function as either a pronoun (13a-13b) or an
adjective (13c-13d). *Those is not used in traditional Ulster-Scots (14a-14b)*. Thir 'these' and thea 'those' are forms found, for example, in the verse of James Orr (1770-1816) of Ballycarry and other Rhyming Weaver poets, but no longer in Ulster-Scots speech (*thae remains in Lowland Scots, however*).

12a) Thon yins isnae worth the money. 'Those aren't worth the money'.
12b) Thon yins is guid. (more common than 12c)
12c) Thon yins ir guid. (less common than 12b)
12d) *Thon isnae worth the money. 'Those are not worth the money'*. 12f) *Thon ir guid. 'Those are good'*. 13a) Them isnae worth the money. 'Those aren't worth the money'.
13b) Them's guid. 'Those are good'.
13c) Them yins is guid. 13d) Them yins isnae worth the money. 'Those aren't worth the money'.
13e) *Them's guid. 'Those are good'*. 14a) *Those yins is guid. 14b) *Those is guid. 15a) He's leevin here this years. 'He has lived here these/ several years'. 15b) *He's leevin here these years. 'He has lived here these/several years'. 16a) A'm waitin this oors. 'I have been waiting several hours'. 16b) *A'm waitin these oors. 'I have been waiting several hours'. 17a) A wrocht hard an sore this four/twa/money years. 'I worked hard and sore these four/two/many years'. 17b) *A wrocht hard an sore a' this years. 17c) A wrocht hard an sore a' these years.

Both that and thon can be used to introduce a statement where English has it (18a-18b), but in some cases it with a post-posed that is an even more common alternative (18c).

18a) That's a brave day. 'It's a fine day (today)'. (More common than 18b)
18b) Thon's a brave day. (Less common than 18a)
18c) It's a brave day. (Most common)

1.3 Relative Pronouns and Relative Clauses. The usual relative pronoun in Ulster-Scots, as in Lowland Scots, is that or at, regardless of whether the antecedent head-noun is human or not. At, which Murray calls 'the simple Relative of the Scottish and Northern English dialects', represents either a form inherited from Old Norse, an elision of thaiz (which is always unstressed), or both. Wha, whas, and which (but not whom) occur in Ulster-Scots as interrogative pronouns (which is less common than what as a modifier, as in 'what book ir ye wantin?', and whal retains marginal usage in Lowland Scots. None of these forms is a relative pronoun in spoken Ulster-Scots. The Dictionary of the Scots Language (DSL) describes who as 'literary and formal anglicized usage', and Macafee notes at least a marginal use of wha/whas in modern Lowland Scots, apparently in-comings forms from English. As (and its contracted form s) are found in many parts of England (especially the Midlands), but not among the Ulster-Scots speakers surveyed in this study (21d-21f).

19a) It's him that daen it. 'It's him who did it'. 19b) It's him at daen it. 19c) *It's him wha daen it. (but 'Wha daen it?')* 20a) Thonner's yer boy that A seen in the toon. 'Yonder is the boy I saw in town'. 20b) Thonner's yer boy at A seen in the toon. 20c) *Thonner's yer boy wha A seen in the toon. 21a) the girl that sa me. 'the girl that saw me'. 21b) the girl at sa me. 21d) *the girl as sa me. 21c) *the girl wha sa me. 21d) *the girl as sa me. 21e) *A's A hae is mae ain. 'All that I have is my own'. (but 'A A hae is mae ain'.)

In traditional Lowland Scots, according to Murray, thon corresponds to English you and can participate in a three-way distinction between this/that/yon or this one/that one/yon one: *this is used to identify the object nearest the speaker; that is used to identify the object nearest to the person spoken to; thon or you is used to identify an object remote from both*. Macafee likewise suggests that Lowland Scots today has a similar 'distinction in the demonstrative system: you [and thon] (singular and plural) expresses a further degree of physical or conceptual distance than that and thee'. While thon may be used in Ulster-Scots to express relative remoteness, the third member of such a series when a three-way contrast is made is usually periphrastic, as by this/that/this the other. Likewise, a speaker may use thon yin to single out one instance, item, etc., among others, but not to contrast with both this yin and that yin; in this case, the other yin is used. Nor does Ulster-Scots make a three-way distinction corresponding in form to English here/there/yonder, expressing this instead as here/thonner/yona thonner.

In traditional Ulster-Scots this and these are both demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adjectives, usually functioning as singular and plural forms, respectively. Certain constructions permit only this (15a, 16a). This may be followed by a numeral (17a), but not modified by a 'all' (17b), in case these is required (17c).

15a) He's leevin here these years. 'He has lived here these/several years'. 15b) *He's leevin here these years. 'He has lived here these/several years'. 16a) A'm waitin this oors. 'I have been waiting several hours'. 16b) *A'm waitin these oors. 'I have been waiting several hours'. 17a) A wrocht hard an sore this four/twa/money years. 'I worked hard and sore these four/two/many years'. 17b) *A wrocht hard an sore a' this years. 17c) A wrocht hard an sore a' these years.

Tha possessive forms of relative pronouns in Lowland Scots, according to Murray, are phrasal: 'When the Relative is used in the Possessive Case (whose) it is necessary to express it by the conjunction at (that) and the possessive pronoun belonging to the antecedent; thus, 'the man his wyeife's deid', 'the man whose wife is dead'. Patterns such as 22a-22b, 23a-23b, 24a-24b were rejected by the respondents in this study*. Instead, they accepted that's and its variant ats as the usual possessive forms (22c-22d, 23c-23d, 24c-24d). According to DSL (s.v. that), that's derived historically from that + his, but the 's of that (h)ys was later construed as a possessive ending as in its' (and presumably English whose) and came to be used with all head-nouns, whether singular or plural, male, female or neuter.

22a) *the lad that his book wuz prentit. 'the boy whose book was printed'. 22b) *the lad at his book wuz prentit. 22c) the lad thats book wuz prentit. 22d) the lad ats book wuz prentit. 22e) *the lad whas book wuz prentit. 23a) *the wee lassie that hir da is deid. 'the little girl whose
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24a) *the wains that their bus broke doon. 'the children
23c) the wee lassie thats da is deid.
23d) the wee lassie ats da is deid.
24e) *the wee lassie whats da is deid.
24a) *the wains that their bus broke doon. 'the children
24b) *the wains at their bus broke doon.
24c) *the wains thats bus broke doon.
24d) the wains ats bus broke doon.
24e) *the wains whas bus broke doon.

In Ulster-Scots (as in Lowland Scots"), the relative pronoun form is often absent even when representing the subject of the relative clause (omission when the direct object, as the man A sa, or the object of a preposition, as the man A towl ye aboot, is frequent even in formal varieties of English and Scots). Lack of the subject pronoun in Scots occurs particularly when the clause is existential (25a-25d). Henry has identified four overlapping types of sentences in which omission is possible in "Belfast English": 1) existential sentences; 2) it-cleft sentences; 3) equative sentences with a copula verb; and 4) presentational sentences that introduce a person or thing by such verbs as know, meet, etc. In Ulster-Scots as well, the pronoun is often or normally deleted in these four sentence types.

Equative sentences with a copula verb.
25a) There wuz a yella cat _ killed a power o mice. 'There was a yellow cat that killed a large number of mice'.
25b) There wuz a yella cat _ aye sittin on the sofa. 'There was a yellow cat that always sat on the sofa'.
25c) There's a freen of mine _ haes a lock o money. 'There is a friend of mine who has a large quantity of money'. (more common than 31a)
25d) There wuz a yella cat _ aye sittin on the sofa. 'There was a yellow cat always sitting on the sofa'.

The verb may also be passive with either an overt auxiliary (26a), or, more commonly, with the relative clause reduced to the past participle (26b); a one-word adjectival complement may also follow the subject (26c). Speakers judged that neither pattern represented in 26a or 26b was as common as the non-existential alternative (26d).

26a) There's a wheen o prittas _ is spoilt. 'There are a lot of potatoes that are spoilt'. (less common than 26b and 26d)
26b) There's a wheen o prittas _ spoilt. (less common than 26d)
26c) There's some of the teachers _ cross. 'Some of the teachers are bad-tempered'.
26d) A wheen o prittas _ spoilt. (more common than 26a and 26b)

It-cleft sentences. In these a simple sentence is transformed into a complex one by extracting a word or phrase and giving it prominence by placement directly after it's it is. For example, 'He wants his money' becomes 'It's his money (that) he wants'. This device is well known in Irish English. When involving a personal pronoun, the form of the pronoun shifts from nominative to accusative (27a-27b).
27a) It's hir _ aye pays the bills. 'It's her that always pays the bills'. (if hir is stressed, then that may occur)
27b) It's him _ daen it. 'It's him that did it'.
27c) It's Pam _ aye makes me dinner. 'It's Pam who always makes my dinner'.
27d) It wuz Jim _ growed the flures. 'It was Jim who grew the flowers'.

Presentational sentences.
29a) We met a man _ had a lock o money. 'We met a man who had a large quantity of money'. (less common than 30a)
29b) A know a boady _ haes a lock o money. 'I know someone who has a large quantity of money'.

Henry concludes that 'it is, in fact, very difficult to characterize syntactically the class of contexts' in which such omissions are possible and that the constraints may not be syntactic at all. Rather, she proposes that what the four sentence types have in common is that they introduce new entities to a discourse. Whether such a function characterizes all possible cases of omission cannot be determined by a study such as hers or the present one, based as they are on eliciting judgments regarding individual sentences having no discourse context. Such a proposal is extremely broad, however, in that the introduction of new items into a discourse is probably the most common, if not the default, function of post-verbal noun phrases (direct objects, subject complements, and so forth), especially indefinite ones. The evidence from Ulster-Scots suggests that subject relative pronouns may be omitted in a wider range of contexts. For example, in presentational sentences head-nouns with omitted relatives may be definite as well (30a, 31a), although less accepted than sentences having an overt relative pronoun (30b, 31b).

30a) We met the man _ had a lock o money. 'We met the man who had a large quantity of money'. (less common than 29a or 30b)
30b) We met the man that had a lock o money. (more common than 30a)
31a) They caught the man _ stole mae car. 'They caught the man who stole my car'. (less common than 31b)
31b) They caught the man that stole mae car. (more common than 31a)

Further, unlike in Belfast English as described by Henry, the relative pronoun in Ulster-Scots may be omitted even if the head-noun is the subject of a clause, as in 32a. Crucially it is the intonation contour of the elicitational prompt that
determines the acceptability of such a sentence; if 'man' in
32a is given level rather than falling intonation, 'stole my car'
is more likely to be to be interpreted as having a relative
clause.

32a) The man _ stole the car leves nixt dorr. 'The man
who stole the car lives next door'. (occasional)
32b) The man that stole the car leves nixt dorr. (usual)

2 Verbal Features.

2.1 Verbal Concord. Ulster-Scots follows the 'Northern
Subject Rule' (NSR)', whereby a verb form in the present
tense takes an -s suffix unless its subject is an adjacent simple
personal pronoun; cf. 33a (with a common noun) and 33b
(with an indefinite pronoun) to 33c (with a personal pronoun).
This rule operated in Scots and Northern English by the 14th
century and is undoubtedly much older'. By analogy, is (34a)
and has/haes (35a) follow the same constraint, which will
henceforth be called 'verbal -s'. In modern Ulster-Scots the
NSR is less strict in the past tense, however (36a-36d), and
when the subject consists of conjoined personal pronouns,
war is more common than was (41a-41b).

33a) The lads knows when tae keep their mooths shut. 'The boys
know when to keep their mouths shut'.
33b) Some gais and some stays. 'Some go and some stay'.
33c) *They knows when tae keep their mooths shut.
33d) They know when tae keep their mooths shut.
33e) The waists is awa. 'The children have left'.
33f) *They is awa.
33g) They ir awa.
33h) His big plans haes went aglee as usual. 'His big plans
have gone awry as usual'.
33i) *They haes went aglee as usual.
33j) They hae went aglee as usual.
33k) A can mine when waists wuz different. 'I can
remember when children were different'. (more
common than 36b)
33l) A can mine when waists wuz different. (less common
than 36a, but was is the normal form if the verb is
stressed)
33m) They wuz different. (less common than 36d)
33n) They wur different. (more common than 36c)

2.1.1 Concord with Conjoined Pronouns. Following the NSR,
verbal -s operates in the present tense with conjoined-pronoun
subjects, whether the pronouns are singular or plural.
However, when the verb is stressed, as in expressing emphasis
or contrast (37c), this is no longer the case.

37a) Them and me's crakkin. 'They and I were chatting'.
(less common than 37b)
37b) Me an them's crakkin. (more common than 37a)
37c) Me an them ir crakkin. (less common/natural, but
normal when ir is stressed)
37d) Me an hir eats oor dinner at six. 'She and I eat our
dinner at six'. (more common than 38b)
37e) Me an hir eat oor dinner at six. (less common than
38a)
37f) Me an John gaes oot every night. 'John and he go out
every night'. (more common than 39b)
37g) Me an John gae oot every night. (less common
than 39a)

40a) Iz an yous ir nixt tae them. 'We and you (plural) are
next to them'. (more common than 40b)
40b) Iz an yous is nixt tae them. (less common than 40a)
40c) Yous an iz is nixt tae them. (more common than 40d)
40d) Yous an iz ir nixt tae them. (less common than 40c)

By contrast, with conjoined pronoun subjects the verb in
the past tense (where only concord with be is possible, as in
English) is usually war. Some respondents judged war also to
occur, but to be less common or less natural than was. In
sentences with two singular pronouns, as in 43a, war was
judged more likely than if the pronouns were plural.

41a) Them an iz wuz crakkin. (more common than 41b)
41b) Them an iz wuz crakkin. (less common than 41a)
42a) Me an them wur crakkin. (more common than 42b)
42b) Me an them wur crakkin. (less common than 42a)
43a) Me an him wur crakkin. (more common than 43b)
43b) Me an him wur crakkin. (less common than 43a)

The difference in preferred verb forms for the two tenses
suggests that, under the influence of English, the NSR is
eroding more quickly for the past tense', illustrating very well
the mixed nature of Ulster-Scots pointed out earlier, with ir
and war being intruding forms from Standard English, but on
different trajectories within Ulster-Scots.

2.1.2 With plural demonstrative pronouns (them, them yins),
the choice of verb forms is also variable in Ulster-Scots, but
verbal -s is preferred (44a-44c, 45a-45c, 46a-46c, 47a-47b,
48a-48c). However, when the appropriate tag question is
added, sentences become ungrammatical because of the co­
ocurrence of is /is with they (compare 44e with 44f).

44a) Them yins is guid. 'Those (ones) are good'. (most
common)
44b) Them's guid. 'Those are good'. (less common)
44c) Them ir guid. (rare)
44d) *Those is/ir guid. (those does not occur in Ulster-
Scots)
44e) Them's guid, isn't they? (violates the NSR in the tag
question)
45a) Them yins lucks guid. 'Those ones look good'. (most
common)
45b) Them's lucks guid. (less common)
45c) Them luck guid. (rare)
45d) *Those lucks guid.
46a) Them yins is mine. (most common)
46b) Them's mine. (less common)
46c) Them ir mine. (rare)
47a) These is mine. (more common than 47b)
47b) These ir mine. (less common than 47a)
48a) Them yins wuznae worth the money. 'Those were not
worth the money'.
48b) Them wuznae worth the money.
48c) Them wurnae worth the money. (rare)
48d) Them yins wurnae worth the money. (more common
than 48c)

2.1.3 Verbal concord with the second-person plural pronoun
yous(e) is variable in Ulster-Scots (49a-49b, 49e-49f, 50a-
Aspects of the Morphology and Syntax of Ulster-Scots to the NSR (which prohibits a verb taking -s or being is/has when adjacent to a single simple personal pronoun). You (along with its variant form ye) is the historical member of the paradigm of personal pronouns in Scots. You has been evolving from a pronominal compound having two morphemes to a personal pronoun is suggested by the existence of both yours and your ir. Yours, like other pronouns (e.g. demonstrative them), may take a cliticized form yins, as in yours yins, ‘you (plural)’, literally ‘you ones’. Yours is plural has at least one feature of a personal pronoun, in that its meaning is the same as both you and you (plural). When it is the subject of a clause, your yins (like yours) often follows the NSR (51a, 52a), but it does not occur in tag questions (51c-51d, 52c-52d).

49a) Yous is daft. ‘You (plural) are foolish/insane’. (more common than 49b)
49b) Yous ir daft. (less common than 49a)
49c) “You’re daft. ‘You (plural) are foolish/insane’.
49d) Yous wur daft. (more common than 49f)
49e) Yous wuz daft. (more common than 49f)
49f) Yous is tae come hame noo. ‘You (plural) must come home now’. (more common than 49e)

2.1.4 Verbal Concord in Yes-No Questions. Henry says that in her study of Belfast English verbal -s (which she terms ‘singular concord’) does not operate in yes-no questions (thus, “Is the eggs cracked?”). This statement is rather surprising, because verbal -s in yes-no questions is reported for Belfast by other researchers and examples of it from transcriptions of Ulster folktales are not hard to find. Inversion is possible in Ulster-Scots, a finding that perhaps shows that the NSR is more vigorous than in local varieties of English. A verb with ir-s is preferred when the subject is a noun phrase (53a, 53c, 53e, 54a, 57a, 57e) or a demonstrative pronoun (57b). Such a verb is also possible if the subject is yours (55b) or conjoined pronouns beginning with ye (56b).

53a) Is the wains awa? ‘Have the children left?’ (more common than 53b)
53b) Is the wains awa? (less common than 53a)
53c) Is a’ the wains awa? ‘Have all the children left?’ (more common than 53d)

2.1.5 Concord with an intervening adverb. In line with what Henry found for Belfast English, in Ulster-Scots the presence of an intervening adverb can interfere with the Northern Subject Rule, though the constraints on this are not clear. Verbal -s does not occur when an adverb comes between a noun subject and either a copula verb (compare 59a with 59c) or a tensed auxiliary (compare 61a and 61c); however, if the subject is a pronoun, the sentence is ungrammatical regardless of the verb form used (60a, 60b).

59a) “The lads aye/mebbe is late. ‘The boys always/maybe come late’.
59b) The lads aye/mebbe late. (usual)
59c) The lads aye/mebbe ir late. (occasional)
60a) “They aye/mebbe ir late.
60b) They ir aye/mebbe late.
61a) “The lasses aply haes left. ‘The girls probably have left’.
61b) The lassies haes aply left. (usual)
61c) The lassies aply hae left. (occasional)
62a) “They aply hae left.
62b) They hae aply left.
63a) The lads aye/mebbe/aply cums late. ‘The boys always/maybe/probably come late’.
63b) “The lads cums aye/mebbe late.
64a) “The horses railly rins fast. ‘The horses really run fast’.
64b) The horses rins railly fast.
64c) The horses rins rail fast.
2.1.6 Verbal Concord in Existential Clauses. As in many varieties of English and Scots, an existential sentence having a plural subject often takes is (usually contracted to s') in Ulster-Scots (65a, 65c). While there has long been employed to introduce existential clauses in English, in Scots by the early-18th century they (distinct from the personal pronoun having the same form) had developed as a variant and is used today in both Lowland Scots and Ulster-Scots. In Ulster-Scots only there is used with is/s/wuz (compare 65c with 65e, etc.). In contrast, especially in yes-no questions or in answer to such a question, they appears with ir/wur/eretc., but not is/s/wuz, even if the subject is singular (66c, 68a, 69a).

65a) There's a wheen o folk in the toon the day. 'There are a lot of people in town today.' (usual)
65b) There is a wheen o folk in the toon the day. (rare)
65c) There's nac coals in the hoose. 'There are no coals in the house.' (usual)
65d) There is nac coals in the hoose. (rare)
65e) *They's nac coals in the hoose.
66a) There's nae tay left. 'There is no tea left.'
66b) *They ir nae tay left.
66c) *Ir they oany tay left? Aye, they ir. 'Is there any tea left?'
66d) *Is they oany tay left?
67a) They wurnae much money in them days. 'There wasn't much money in those days.' (less common than 68a)
67b) *They wuznae much money in them days.
67c) *A haenae seen or hard o him this years. 'I haven't seen or heard of him these years.'
67d) *A haenae seen or hard o him this years.
2.3 Habitual Verbs. Like Ulster English, but not Lowland Scots, Ulster-Scots uses bebes (77b, 78b) and occasionally dae bei daes be (77c, 78c) to express habitual activities or occurrences. It also uses bebes for conditions (84b, 85b), but not for states (77e). For the habitual these verbs are usually accompanied by an adverb such as wheris or affen. When the verb is negated (79b-79d) or put into a question (80b, 81c), dae or daes is normally inverted. All these usages have almost certainly come into Ulster-Scots through Ulster English, from the influence of the Irish language. However, it remains true that the far most frequent means of expressing the habitual in Ulster-Scots (and also Ulster English) is with wud (77a, 78a, 79a, etc.), although wud is used to express conditions and has other functions as well. One must also note that the simple present-tense (i.e., the non-progressive) form of verbs (81b) frequently expresses the habitual in Ulster-Scots as well as in English. The respondents in this study rejected the suffix -s (possibly of Scottish influence) in (82) as another means of expressing the habitual.

70c) *Isn't ye feared?
71a) *He's feared, ain't he?
71b) He's feared, isn't he?
71c) *He ain't feared.
72a) *He't taen/tuk the book, ain't he? 'He's taken the book, hasn't he?'
72b) *He't taen/tuk the book, haen't he?
73a) A haenae seen or hard o him this years. 'I haven't seen or heard of him these years'.
73b) *A haen't seen or hard o him this years.
73c) A haenae a yin. 'I haven't a one'.
73d) *A haen't a yin.
74a) *Ain't A eyes in mae heid? 'Haven't I eyes in my head?'
74b) *Haenae A eyes in mae heid?
74c) Haen't A eyes in mae heid? (less common than 74d)
74d) Hae A naw eyes in mae heid? (more common than 74c)
75a) *Ain't ye had yer tay? 'Haven't you had your tea?'
75b) *Haenae ye had yer tay?
75c) Haen't ye had yer tay? (less common than 75d)
75d) Hae ye naw had yer tay? (more common than 75c)
76a) *A hae eyes in mae heid, ain't A? 'I have eyes in my head, haven't I?'
76b) *A hae eyes in mae heid, haenae A? (less common than 76c)
76c) A hae eyes in mae heid, haen't A? (less common than 76c)
76d) A hae eyes in mae heid, hae A naw? 'I have eyes in my head, have I not?' (more common than 76c)
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79a) A wudnae be aboot much. ‘I am not around much’. (usual)
79b) A daenae be aboot much. (occasional)
79c) He daenae be aboot much. (occasional)
79d) He besnae aboot much. ‘He isn’t around much’. (rare)
80a) Wud they be angry affen? ‘Are they angry often?’ (usual)
80b) Dae they be angry affen? ‘Are they angry often?’ (occasional)
81a) They dae be eatin. ‘They eat’. (usual)
81b) They dae be eatin. ‘They eat at six’ (as a rule).
81c) Dae they be eatin at six? ‘Do they eat at six?’ (rare)
81d) Wud they be eatin at six? (usual)
82) We milks the kye ivery moarnin. ‘We milk the cows every morning’.
83a) The kye bes milked ivery moarnin. (rare)
83b) The kye wud be milked ivery moarnin. (usual)
84a) If his wine is better nor mine ... (common)
84b) If his wine bes better nor mine ... (occasional)
84c) If his wine is better nor mine ... (common)
84d) If his wine wud be better nor mine ... (common)
85a) If his wine benae better nor mine ...
85b) If his wine besnae better nor mine ...

2.4 Complement Shifting. Under certain conditions Ulster-Scots permits the past participle of a have-verb phrase to move rightward to the slot after the direct object, with a consequent slight change in emphasis (compare 86a with 86b). This phenomenon is apparently not documented for Lowland Scots, but is well known in varieties of Irish English (Filppula terms it the ‘Medial-Object Perfect’), which is almost certainly the source for the pattern in Ulster-Scots. Ulster-Scots also permits either a past participle (87a) or a present participle of a be-verb phrase (87c) to move beyond an adjective phrase.

86a) He haes et his dinner. ‘He has eaten his dinner’.
86b) He haes his dinner et. ‘He has finished eating his dinner’.
87a) Coals is wile dear got. ‘Coals have got/become very expensive’. (more common than 87b)
87b) Coals is got wile dear. ‘Coals have got/become very expensive’. (less common than 87a)
87c) Coals is wile dear gettin. ‘Coals are getting very expensive’. (more common than 87d)
87d) Coals is gettin wile dear. ‘Coals are getting very expensive’. (less common than 87c)

3 Phrases and Miscellaneous Syntax.

3.1 When combined to form a phrase with an adjective, the definite article the is sometimes interpreted to mean ‘how’ in Ulster-Scots (and *a ‘the much = ‘how little’*).

88a) Luck at the much lan he haes. ‘Look at how much land he has’.
88b) Wud ye luck at the big she is. ‘Would you look at how big she is’.
88c) Luck at the little ye et. ‘Look at how little you ate’.
88d) Luck at a ‘the much ye et. ‘Look at how much you ate’.
88e) Ye see the skinny A’ve got. ‘You see how skinny I’ve got/become’.

3.2 When modifying a singular noun or pronoun, the phrase *a ‘the means ‘the only’* (89a-89c). However, when modifying an adjective it expresses extent and can be translated as ‘how’ or ‘as...as’ (thus, *a ‘the far = ‘as far as’*) in either statements (90a-90d) or questions (91a-91d) in a pattern that is clearly based on the one presented in the previous section. Unlike in some varieties of American English, *a ‘the cannot be used before a comparative adjective to mean the same thing (92a-92b), but the pattern *a ‘the + positive adjective was almost certainly the one from which the American ones with a comparative or superlative form developed*. Neither is *a ‘the used before a superlative adjective in Ulster-Scots (93a-93c).

89a) A wus a ‘the job A could get. ‘That was the only job I could get’.
89b) A wish A could gie ye a better yin, but that’s a ‘ the yin A hae. ‘I wish I could give you a better one, but that’s the only one I have’. (common)
89c) Marie is a ‘ the dochter she had. ‘Marie is the only daughter she had’.
89d) That’s a ‘ the far he could gae. ‘That’s as far as he could go’.
89e) That’s a ‘ the much ye et. ‘That’s how little you ate’ (literally ‘That’s as much as you ate’).
89f) That’s a ‘ the fast ye can rin. ‘That’s as fast as you can run’.
89g) That’s a ‘ the weel ye ken me. ‘That’s as well as you know me’.
89h) Is that a ‘ the far ye’r gan? ‘Is that as far as you’re going?’
89i) Is that a ‘ the much ye et? ‘Is that as much as you ate?’
89j) Is that a ‘ the fast ye can rin? ‘Is that as fast as you can run?’
89k) Is that a ‘ the weel ye ken me? ‘Is that as well as you know me?’
89l) *That’s a ‘ the farther he could gae. ‘That’s as far as he could go’.
89m) *Is that a ‘ the faster ye can rin ? ‘Is that as fast as you can run?’
89n) *That’s a ‘ the fastest he could gae. ‘That’s as far as he could go’.
89o) *Is that a ‘ the best ye can dae? ‘Is that as good as you can do?’
89p) *Is that a ‘ the maist ye can eat? ‘Is that as much as you can eat?’

3.3 Placement of *a ‘all*. In Ulster-Scots, as in Lowland Scots, the quantifier *a ‘all can follow a wh-form (who, what, etc.) in either a statement or a question to specify an exhaustive list rather than a partial one. Normally *a ‘all immediately follows (94a, 95a). It may also appear after the first element of the predicate (94b, 95b), but not at the end of it (94c, 95c).

94a) He didnae tell me wha *a ‘wuz gan. ‘He didn’t tell me who all was going’. (common)
94b) He didnae tell me wha *a ‘wuz gan. (occasional)
94c) *He didnae tell me wha *a ‘wuz gan a’.
95a) Wha *a ‘wuz there! ‘Who all was there!’ (common)
95b) Wha *a ‘wuz there? (occasional)
95c) *Wha *a ‘wuz there? ‘Who all was there!’

3.4 Pronominal Copy Shift. An indefinite pronoun or pronoun phrase subject such as *ivery yin ‘every one* (96a), or *ivery yin
o them (97a) may be extracted from subject position and moved rightward to any of several positions, leaving the appropriate pronominal copy behind. The phrase may move to the slot immediately before a tensed lexical verb (96b, 97b) and thus appear to be in apposition to the subject, or it may come immediately after the tensed verb (96c, 97c).

96a) Ivery yin had a pick at me. 'Everyone had a grudge against me'. (most common)
96b) They ivery yin had a pick at me. (less common)
96c) They had ivery yin a pick at me. (rare)
97a) Ivery yin o them had a pick at me. (most common)
97b) They ivery yin o them had a pick at me. (less common)
97c) They had ivery yin o them a pick at me. (rare)

However, if there is a tensed auxiliary or a tensed copula, the pronominal phrase must appear after the first element in the verb phrase (98c, 99c, 100c, 102c, 103c) rather than before it (98b, 99b, 100b, 101b, 102b, 103b) or after a second auxiliary (98d, 99d).

98a) Ivery yin had been pickin on me. 'Every one had been berating me'.
98b) *They ivery yin had been pickin on me.
98c) They had ivery yin been pickin on me.
98d) *They had been ivery yin pickin on me.
99a) Ivery yin o them had been pickin on me.
99b) *They ivery yin o them had been pickin on me.
99c) They had ivery yin o them been pickin on me. (less common than 99a)
99d) *They had been ivery yin o them pickin on me.
100a) A ' o iz hae et. 'All of us have eaten'. (more commonly 'A' of iz haes et'.)
100b) *We a ' o iz hae et.
100c) We hae a ' o iz et.
101a) Baith o them wur in the hoose. 'Both of them were in the house'.
101b) *They baith o them wur in the hoose.
101c) They wur baith o them in the hoose.
102a) *That femly wuz guid singers, A' o that femly were good singers'.
102b) *That femly a' o them wuz guid singers.
102c) That femly wuz a' o them guid singers. (more common than 102d)
102d) That femly wur a' o them guid singers. (less common than 102c)
102e) That femly wuz guid singers, a' o them. (rare)
103a) Ivery yin of that femly wuz guid singers.
103b) *That femly ivery yin o them wuz guid singers.
103c) That femly wur ivery yin o them guid singers. (more common than 103d)
103d) That femly wur ivery yin o them guid singers. (less common than 103c)

For emphasis, an indefinite pronoun phrase may shift to the end of the sentence (104b, 104d-g, 104i) if it has a prepositional phrase, but not if it is a bare indefinite pronoun (104a, 104e). Similarly, a nominal may move if it represents the object of a preposition after an indefinite pronoun (104h, 104i).

104a) *They had a pick at me, ivery yin o them.
104b) They had a pick at me, ivery yin o them.
104c) *They had been pickin on me, ivery yin.
104d) They had been pickin on me, ivery yin o them.
104e) We hae et, a' o iz. (but *We hae et, a'.)
104f) They war in the hoose, baith o them. (but *They war in the hoose, baith.)
104g) That femly wuz guid singers, a' o them. (but *That femly wuz guid singers, a'.)
104h) They war a' o them guid singers, that femly.
104i) That femly wuz guid singers, ivery yin o them.
104j) They wur ivery yin o them guid singers, that femly.

3.5 Elliptical Infinitives. In Ulster-Scots a set of verbs (luck, 'look, expect, ask for', want, need, and sometimes 'like') can take a past infinitive (105a-106d) or a preposition (107a-108c) without requiring an intervening infinitive phrase (i.e. having implied to be, to go, to come, etc.).

105a) The hens is luckin fed. 'The hens look to be fed'.
105b) The hens is wantin fed. 'The hens want to be fed'.
105c) The hens is needin fed. 'The hens need to be fed'.
105d) The hens is lakin fed. 'The hens like to be fed'.
106a) The hens lucks in the moarnin. 'The hens look to be fed in the morning'.
106b) The hens wants fed in the moarnin. 'The hens want to be fed in the morning'.
106c) The hens needs fed in the moarnin. 'The hens need to be fed in the morning'.
106d) The hens lakens fed in the moarnin. 'The hens like to be fed in the morning'.
107a) Is the doag luckin oot? 'Is the dog looking to go out?'
107b) Is the doag wantin oot? 'Does the dog want to go out?'
107c) Is the doag needin oot? 'Does the dog need to go out?'
108a) The cat is lookin in. 'The cat is looking to come in'.
108b) The cat is wantin in. 'The cat wants to come in'.
108c) The cat lakes in. 'The cat likes to come in'.

3.6 Infinitives with for tae. The construction for tae (less often for til) is introduced to introduce infinitive phrases in Ulster-Scots, most often to express purpose (= 'in order to'), as in 109a-109b. However, speakers in this study accepted for tae as a general equivalent to the infinitive marker tae/til (110a-110b). In Ulster-Scots if an overt subject appears for the infinitive, this must immediately precede tae (compare 111a, 112a with 111c, 112c); similarly, for tae + verb is not possible as the subject of a sentence (113b).

109a) A'll need the key for tae lock in the hens.
109b) A'll need the key for til lock in the hens. (local, according to Fenton)
109c) He rin to the shop for tae buy some tay. 'He ran to the shop to buy some tea'.
109d) A'm naw here for tae mak a fool o. 'I'm not here to make a fool of'.
109e) He's efter his but naw for tae marry her. 'He's after her but not to marry her'.
110a) Ye need for tae get the kye in. 'You need to get the cows in'.
110b) We'r gan for tae visit her. 'We are going to visit her'.
111a) A want for him tae be the yin tae dae it. 'I want him to be the one to do it'.
111b) A want him tae be the yin tae dae it.
111c) *A want him for tae be the yin tae dae it.
112a) A dimnae like for them tae go. "I don't like them to go".
112b) A dimnae like them tae go. 
112c) "A dimnae like them for tae go. 
113a) For iz tae visit hur wud be daft. 
113b) "For tae visit hur wud be daft. 

3.7 Embedded Questions. In Ulster-Scots, as in Ulster English and Irish English, embedded questions frequently use the inverted word-order found in main clauses in other varieties, either by moving an auxiliary verb (114a, 115b) for (116a) for yes-no questions.

For iz tae visit hir wud be daft.
* A dinnae like them for tae go.
* For tae visit hir wud be daft.

3.7 Embedded Questions. In Ulster-Scots, as in Ulster questions or by inserting the appropriate form of dae (116a) for yes-no questions.

4 Conclusion

Through exploration and analysis, this survey has sought to increase scholarly knowledge about selected features of Ulster-Scots grammar to the depth exemplified by Robert Gregg's work on pronunciation. It complements Robinson's broad descriptive coverage of traditional Ulster-Scots and provides details about some of the syntactic structures examined by Henry's study of Belfast English. Although it is mainly synchronic in focus, its comparisons to Lowland Scots and Ulster English situate the historical contacts and relationships that Ulster-Scots has had with other language varieties and identify some features that may be innovations in Ulster-Scots. In particular, the many similarities with Lowland Scots, while hardly unexpected, show that Ulster-Scots cannot be regarded simply as one among many varieties of Irish English. Indeed, Ulster English shares many of the same similarities with Lowland Scots, and this fundamental affinity may account for some differences Henry found between Belfast English and Standard English. There remains much to learn about the grammar of Ulster-Scots, of course, but for this study as well as others in this volume, Gregg's insistence on scrupulous, painstaking fieldwork and analysis has shown the way forward.
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61 Henry, Alison, ‘The Syntax of Belfast English’ in Kallen, Jeffrey (ed.), Focus on Ireland (Amsterdam, 1997), 98, states that this broad use of for to ‘is now confined to Belfast and a few other areas such as parts of County Armagh’, an assessment that would seem to need revised. The general construction for it also is found in Lowland Scots, according to Macafee, op. cit., §10.2.
'Religious Language' as a Register of Ulster-Scots: 
A Consideration of the Case for an Ulster-Scots Bible

Philip S. Robinson

All written language has nature, meaning and purpose that can be interpreted from its text. These features can manifest in different levels of formality and style within the same standardised language such as English in different 'registers' which are appropriate to particular contexts. Sociolinguists acknowledge that the language used in official documents (such as in job advertisements and tax forms) is not the same as that used in, for example, a love letter. Formal and informal registers apply to both spoken and written language. In the spoken form, speakers of a stigmatised or low-prestige language such as Ulster-Scots are notoriously reluctant to use their 'hamely tongue' in public or formal situations. Its use in church or in the religious context is widely regarded as even more inappropriate. 'Talking polite', i.e. using the telephone voice, is invariable when talking to outsiders or 'professional' people. This switch is an involuntary one, and occurs even when a native-speaking field collector produces a tape-recorder! The development of a formal, written register for Ulster-Scots is a somewhat risible, involuntary one, and occurs even when a native-speaking field collector produces a tape-recorder! The development of a formal, written register for Ulster-Scots is a somewhat risible, if not controversial, aspect of current language planning. However, anyone contemplating an Ulster-Scots Bible translation must engage positively in this process while at the same time retaining the confidence of the language-user community.

The Language Development Case

The language development programme of the Ulster-Scots Academy has included the provision of an Ulster-Scots translation of the Bible as an integral feature since the earliest years, when Professor R. J. Gregg was the first and founding Rector of the Academy. The reason for this was not 'religious' per se, but rather an early understanding that, for all European lesser-used languages, there were certain significant landmarks required for status building, which included the availability of a Bible in the language. Other requirements include a comprehensive, two-way dictionary and some measure of 'standardisation' for its teaching and modern official use. Only when the language development programme was being planned in detail did another dimension become clear: the interdependent nature of the various elements within the larger development programme.

In 2003, ten years after the genesis of the Ulster-Scots language development programme, Bob Gregg's successor as Rector of the Ulster-Scots Academy (Professor M. Montgomery) produced two progress reports on behalf of the Academy. Five programmes were separately described: the Tape-Recorded Survey of Ulster-Scots; the Electronic Text Base; the Dictionary Programme; the Translation Service; and the Bible Translation. One of these papers describes the current situation relating to Bible Translation as follows:

'A fifth project of the Ulster-Scots Academy on which recent progress has been made is a collective translation exercise by native speakers themselves. With the support of the Ulster-Scots Agency, the Academy has initiated a series of workshops chaired by professional translators to begin the process of Bible translation into authentic Ulster-Scots. While this project has great status-building potential for Ulster-Scots, it has merit on many other accounts as well. As community representatives take part in an extended translation exercise, they and those they represent will find an increasing sense of ownership of the language and will create bonds with and within the native speaking community. The dynamics of the process will suggest alternative ways of expressing ideas or points and thus provide further raw material and insights for the dictionary programme. Development of more authoritative translation and spelling standards or guidelines will be a natural outcome as well. Substantial progress on the related programmes of spelling standardisation and the dictionary will be made even in the early stages of, say, translation of a single gospel. This process of translation is not simply an end in itself, but will be harmonised with the process of developing spelling standards and the requirement for a comprehensive two-way dictionary. The great virtue of the Academy's Bible-translation programme lies not only in its native-speaker involvement, but also in the fact that it is led by translators with twenty years experience in Bible translation who have knowledge of Greek and Hebrew'.

Every Bible translation programme undertaken by established Bible translators (such as at Wycliffe Bible Translators) builds up a working glossary as part of the process. Because of the nature of the exercise, a glossary compiled during the production of an Ulster-Scots Bible would be 'comprehensive' (i.e. covering the whole language, including words and usages shared with English and not just those non-standard English features which are featured in our existing dictionaries). It would also deliver a glossary in the (currently missing) English-to-Ulster-Scots mode (existing dictionaries are only in the Ulster-Scots-to-English mode).
The need for an English-to-Ulster-Scots dictionary is critical for teaching the language to non-speakers. At present, one has to already know or have encountered a particular Ulster-Scots word in order to look it up!

Another important element in the language development programme is the delivery of agreed standard spellings for the modern register of the language. The process of standardising spelling must involve the practitioners of the language if it is to carry 'street credibility'. It is envisaged that this process (and the process is almost as important as the product) would also be integrated with the Bible translation project. Providing that the completed Ulster-Scots Bible used the same spellings as were agreed in the standardisation process, and as 'recommended' in the two-way Ulster-Scots dictionary, the final product would be the best possible agent to promote these new agreed standards.

The text of the Bible has been used for language learning in many parts of the world. Indeed, it was used for the teaching of Irish in Ulster schools 150 years ago. It made sense to use a text whose meaning in the reader's first language of literacy would be already known, especially if religious motivations could be satisfied at the same time. In the Ulster Presbyterian tradition, the high priority given to universal education over the past 300+ years was largely due to the desire to ensure that all could read the Bible and 'search the Scriptures' for themselves.

For any European regional language, the possession of a Bible translation in that tongue is an important symbol of its status. It is unfortunate that a full translation of the complete Bible into Scots was not completed at the time of the Reformation in the mid-16th century. The New Testament was translated from the original Greek into Scots by W. L. Lorimer relatively recently and was published by his son in 1983. Ulster-Scots readers can have some difficulty with the Scottish-Scots of Lorimer's work, but it is widely acknowledged as a masterpiece of literary translation, and has had enormous influence in improving the status of Scots.

Because Ulster-Scots is a highly stigmatised language which survives mostly as a spoken tongue among 'insiders', there is widespread internal prejudice against its use in a formal register, and in formal situations. This reserve applies even more strongly to its use in the special formality of church.

With all translation projects in underdeveloped languages, international standards of methodology must be applied. 'Search and Replace', or 'word-for-word' translations are simply doomed to rejection by native speakers and linguists alike. There is, however, one potential area of tension between Ulster-Scots academics and the language enthusiasts on the one hand, and the potential Bible users on the other. This is the choice of linguistic style or register. The case for the use of archaic words and spellings rests mainly on the language development motivation – creating as big a difference as possible with English in order to justify (or reinstating) the language's historic status. From a religious and Bible-user perspective, such a register might also have the advantage of appearing more dignified and 'appropriate'. The downside is, of course, that the use of a formal or archaic register of Ulster-Scots can defeat the purpose of providing an accurate translation in the 'living tongue' of the native speaker.

### The Philosophical and Religious Case

Philosophers have taken a slightly different slant on the language 'register' model with regard to religious language. Some philosophers, in considering the philosophy of religion, have developed a concept of an autonomous religious 'language' which doesn't need justification in terms of other types of language. According to this school, a particular linguistic system arises out of a particular 'form of life', and the insider's perspective is the only acceptable starting point for an analysis of religious language.

According to Ramsey, God is revealed via disclosure models which provide moments of insight. Disclosure models are the means by which the universe reveals itself to man. They are to be judged primarily on their ability to point to mystery, not on their ability to picture it. Language about God is evocative rather than declarative in this view, so that Ramsey holds that by the use of non-descriptive, evocative language, one can avoid being literalistic or purely anthropomorphic about God.

Wittgenstein agrees that 'language games' are particular linguistic systems that arise out of particular 'forms of life'. These language games are meaningful to the persons in the form of life under consideration, and external criteria are neither possible nor useful. Thus, a person who is not religious cannot pass judgment on the meaningfulness of the religious language game. Evans comments that, after Wittgenstein, the insider's perspective is the only acceptable starting point for an analysis of religious language.

To this philosophical school, religious language is the language of the believer and is primarily metaphorical and evocative. Gill regarded it as an imperative that religious language be grounded in the concrete expressions actually used by those who speak religiously and theologically. Each language game has rules or social understanding within its sphere. These rules for language games are not written, but are followed somewhat unconsciously by members of the linguistic communities involved and are 'there for philosophers to uncover'. If this is so, any Bible translation must be more than a linguistic exercise.

If religious language is a recognisable and distinctive formal register, in the local (Ulster-Scots/Presbyterian) context this linguistic register has been virtually synonymous with the religious language of the King James I (Authorised) Version since the early 1600s. This English translation was completed in 1611, contemporaneously with the first plantation settlements in Ulster. The impact of the KJV on the Scots-speaking Calvinists of north Britain cannot be overestimated. Indeed, the erosive impact of the KJV on the Scots language itself over four centuries (a process that began with John Knox's use of the Geneva Bible a half-century earlier) cannot be overestimated either. Without a Scots Bible (or more properly, a Bible in Scots), 'religious language' for all Scots-speaking Protestants has been closely identified with the otherwise archaic English of the KJV for four centuries. The extent to which this phenomenon is true is perhaps reflected in the usage of the same archaic language register in contemporary rituals, creeds, sacraments, worship and prayer.

Resistance to modernised language and modern English translations might be dismissed as 'verbal idolatry' – a 'Thou-and-Thee' God created and worshipped in an image of words (rather than in the conventional form of a wood or stone idol). Religious texts painted in this language on countryside barns are suggestive, at least to an outsider, of an anachronistic
linguistic (as much as religious) sub-culture. Does such an Ulster-Scots sub-culture cling to words and neglect the reality they represent? If the Bible were translated into Ulster-Scots, such a 'dismissal' of the KJV could also be a denial of the scholarship, tradition, beauty, accuracy, inspiration, historical impact and (most importantly) spiritual impact of those who translated this version of the Holy Bible 'out of the original tongues and with the former translations diligently compared and revised', as stated in the dedicatory preface to the King James Version. The purpose of the translators as set out there could not be faulted. Indeed, some would argue today that their divinely-inspired work could not be equalled. The objective of the translators was that there should be one more exact Translation of the Holy Scriptures into the English Tongue... out of the Original Sacred Tongues, together with comparing of the labours, both in our own, and in other foreign languages, of many worthy men who went before us.

Their purpose was religious rather than linguistic, reflecting a concern to express and communicate the meaning of God. By such a measure the religious language of any translation can be judged adequate, but only if it is an accurate expression of faith using symbolic language to convey meaning and truth about God. The proof of the KJV 'pudding' has been in its avid spiritual consumption and consumption over four centuries.

The Bible, from a Christian perspective, is the 'Word of God', a statement which can itself be interpreted in a number of ways. To some it is the inerrant, literal, univocal message of God to mankind; to others it is the mystical 'Word' of John 1 that existed with God as the pre-incarnate Christ since creation. Yet again for others it is the divinely inspired (i.e. Holy Spirit generated) revelation of God; or perhaps simply an account or 'word' of mankind's unfolding experiences, understandings and encounters with God. In this context the meaning of 'Word' is at once a philosophical, a theological and a linguistic question.

Religious language (as a sub-set of English) is used in our culture beyond the Bible, in ritual, worship and prayer. However, these texts frequently derive their distinctive vocabularies and interpretations of meaning from the narrower context of the Bible itself. There is not necessarily any inconsistency in deriving an 'infallible' Holy Bible from a particular English translation of 'original' Greek or Hebrew texts, if one accepts the premise that the translation process was itself divinely governed. Indeed, one cannot argue that even the Greek or Hebrew texts on which translations are based are the 'original' word of God, for no such original(s) have survived. While Jesus could read, interpret and quote the scriptures and he considered them authoritative, he is recorded as writing only once — in the dust of the ground when the woman was taken in adultery. What God wrote 'in his own hand', then, we do not know. It would appear that his plan for the dissemination of his Word involved leaving the writing of scriptures to a chosen few human agents. At least some of the various transcriptions and translations of God's Word should therefore be included as part and parcel of the divine revelation. Linguistically, theologically and philosophically the nature and meaning of the religious language of an English translation of the Bible is 'true' only so far as the translation is 'true' to the nature, meaning and purpose of the 'received' previous text.

What purpose then is there in an Ulster-Scots translation from a religious perspective? As discussed above, there are some justifications that are secular, having to do with status-building for the language itself. In the context of the contemporary peace process (the pluralism and the equality agenda) and the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages, these agendas have a considerable political dynamic in Northern Ireland. In one similar European context, the Frisian Academy in the Netherlands published the first Frisian Bible in the 1970s as part of its language development programme. The use of Dutch in church in Calvinist Friesland almost exactly parallels the use of English in Scottish church life. Frisian is not regarded as 'respectful', and is stigmatised as 'uneducated', 'dialect' or 'slang'. So a Bible translation was undertaken by secular linguists in an overtly status-building exercise. Although the Frisian Bible was given a sort of inter-church (including Roman Catholic) 'committee' blessing, this approval was given to the translation project itself, rather than to the detail of the translation. The resultant Frisian Bible also contains the Apocryphal books, and perhaps has had little success beyond the context of its secular purpose. It has been argued, however, that in an increasingly secular Europe, the alienation between traditional regional identities and the 'official' or dominant languages of the nation-state can be part of the increasing alienation felt by such groups to the 'church'. Wycliffe Bible Translators have an obvious priority in providing translations to non-European communities with no previous access to the Scriptures. In the modern 'Europe of the Regions' and its 'Lesser-Used Languages' context, there is an increasing recognition of a need for new and effective communication of the Gospel to these minority constituencies. Wycliffe consultants are currently examining this 'European question', and in this context are advising the Ulster-Scots Academy on translation principles and practices towards an Ulster-Scots Bible.

Of course, the primary religious purpose in Bible translation work is that of reaching out to those who are beyond the existing linguistic Pale (and providing them meaningful access to the message of Scripture). Is there such a need in the Ulster-Scots community? Certainly among the broader sections of society such terms as 'justification', 'redemption', 'grace' etc. (the peculiar vocabulary items of our religious language) are without meaning to many, if not most. Modern English translations still employ such terms, although Eugene Peterson's The Message is a notable exception in idiomatic American English. For example, in Romans 3:24 the KJV refers to 'being justified freely by his grace'. In the New International Version this is 'and are justified freely by his grace', but Peterson has 'God did it for us. Out of sheer generosity he put us in right standing with himself'. Arguably, this is more understandable to the great unwashed among the Ulster-Scots than Rev. Lorimer's Scottish-Scots version. 'But believers is justified bi his grace'11.

Any translation in the everyday language of the people can be a mechanism for more effective communication, and this is certainly true of those who are 'native speakers' of European Minority languages. So, if a phrase like 'justified through grace' is translated into Ulster-Scots as something like 'noo pit in the richt, oot o the guidness o God's hairt', we can consider its validity in linguistic, theological or philosophical
terms. Such a translation might be effective linguistically, or even as a means of fresh outreach in religious terms. But is it an ‘accurate’ translation? If religious language is not univocal, but rather uses analogy, metaphor and symbolism to point beyond the finite limitations of our understanding towards the infinite reality, how do we measure accuracy of translation? Even the English language is ‘finite’, and therefore incapable of describing the infinite adequately, so how much more ‘finite’ and inappropriate is an underdeveloped language like Ulster-Scots? And would a vernacular translation de-sacralise the text by avoiding specifically ‘religious language’?

The close linguistic relationship of Ulster-Scots to English (like that of Frisian to Dutch) gives rise to particular problems for the translator. While there is a distinctive Ulster-Scots vocabulary and grammar, much is also shared with English. Those English idioms and lexical items which are not shared with Ulster-Scots represent the greatest unknown to the outsider (non-speaker) linguist. A word like *perhaps* is not used in Ulster-Scots, while *maybe* or *mibbe* is (along with the rarer but distinctive *aiblins*). When religious language is considered, the ‘shared’ vocabulary may prove to be more extensive than in other registers.

The distinctive grammar of Ulster-Scots may prove an asset in some translation situations involving religious language. For example, there is a ‘habitual’ or ‘continuous’ present tense in Ulster-Scots (as in Irish) that is absent in English. This manifests in variants of *I am* as *A'm* (not habitual) or *A be, A bes, A dae be, A wud (aye) be* (habitual). If the Greek and Hebrew senses of the biblical *I am* pronouncements of God have a continuous present tense meaning, perhaps the Ulster-Scots rendering of John 8:58, when Jesus said ‘I tell you the truth, before Abraham was born, I am!’, could make better grammatical sense than the English.

Of course, the art of translation is more than a simplistic ‘search and replace’ exercise on vocabulary and grammar items. Good translation involves a holistic approach to the contextual meaning as well. Philosophers have been concerned to explore the meaning behind religious language as well as its nature. Since the medieval period, much debate has flowed from the groundwork of Thomas Aquinas in articulating the concept of religious language being analogous when using finite concepts to express the infinite. Literal, especially univocal, interpretations of meaning from Scripture have long given way in philosophical circles to increasingly sophisticated theories about the meaning of religious language. Beyond the Thomanian ‘analogy’ concept, philosophers such as Wittgenstein, Jaspers, Gill, Ramsey and Tillich have introduced metaphorical concepts of symbolism, qualified and disclosure ‘models’ evocative of religious insight, ‘true’ myths, codes and ciphers. According to Wittgenstein, religious language does not define reality, but declares it. It can point without picturing. Tillich sees religious language as symbolic: “nothing less than symbols and myths can express our ultimate concern”. He even goes further, declaring that the only literal (non-symbolic) statement that can be made about God is that ‘He is being itself’. But even the *I am* statements of the Bible require careful philosophical and theological consideration (in translation and otherwise).

In the New Testament, there is a marked contrast between the obviously non-literal ‘parable’ teaching style of Jesus (where the truth is in the ‘moral’ of the story and the descriptions of God and the Kingdom of Heaven are overtly analogous) and the complex expository style of the Apostle Paul. Throughout the Bible, some passages are dominantly narrative, and therefore the question of metaphor may be generalised. On the other hand, other passages appear to be largely symbolic, and so the meaning of the religious language employed is not necessarily the same from one book of the Bible to the next. Because the three synoptic Gospels are mostly ‘narrative’ in style, the starting point for many Bible translation projects undertaken by the Wycliffe Bible Translators is the Gospel of Luke (or one of the other synoptic Gospels), Luke being in the ‘best’ (or most standard) Greek. In contrast, the Gospel of John is highly symbolic and presumably presents more problems for translation.

In the absence of an existing standardised, formal, written register for Ulster-Scots, or of any specifically Ulster-Scots ‘religious language’ idiom other than that of the KJV, an Ulster-Scots Bible translation will inevitably be at the cutting edge of the current dynamic of Ulster-Scots language development. This is reminiscent of the 19th century Irish language revival, and the leading role of the Protestant churches in using a new Irish Bible 150 years ago to teach and preserve Irish in some of their schools. There are certainly translation strategies for an Ulster-Scots Bible which are undesirable from a linguistic and religious perspective. Only if the approach is informed by a thorough understanding of the theological and philosophical issues surrounding the religious language question will the exercise be justified linguistically.

Indeed, from a practical point of view, only if the purpose is religious will the secular objective of ‘promoting the language’s use in public life’ be achieved.
Notes

1. A multi-dimensional but integrated Ulster-Scots language development programme was first proposed in 'The Ulster-Scots Academy: A Development Plan' prepared by the Ulster-Scots Language Society for the Central Community Relations Unit of the Northern Ireland Office in 1993. This 27-page report has formed the basis for every subsequent Ulster-Scots language development proposal by the Ulster-Scots language movement, including (1) a consultant's report (the 'Edmund Report') titled 'The Development of the Ulster-Scots Language', commissioned by the Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure of the Northern Ireland Government for the Ulster-Scots Language Society in 1998-89; (2) the Ulster-Scots Agency Corporate Plan, 2000-2003, published by the North/South Language Body in 2000; and (3) the 'Ulster-Scots Academy / Ullans Academie: A Draft Proposal and Development Plan for Start-up Funding', submitted to Government in April 2003 as an outcome of the 'Joint Declaration' Agreement between the British and Irish Governments, when the Academy's submission to the Weston Park talks was accepted.


7. Ibid., 7, 12-13, 19-20, 60-71.


12. For example, Riplinger, Gail, The Language of the King James Bible: An Introduction (Ararat, 1998).


One Old Stripper, An Old Churne, and Hanovers: Irish and Other Dialect in Blue Ridge Mountain Vocabulary

Jack W. Weaver

In the whimsical view of Samuel Johnson, a lexicographer may be defined as 'a harmless drudge'. Since one who collects and disseminates groups of words indicates something about the culture he purports to represent, as well as himself or herself, however, the word 'harmless' cannot be totally accurate. Even ignoring the concept of political correctness, what one assumes to be the truth, whole truth, and nothing but the truth may simply be a bias or a series of biases. For me, that drudgery appears in the act of writing, which also demonstrates my point of view. Even when I remind myself of love, there is less doubt that some drudgery is involved. But isn't everyone? Perhaps all Irish, Scots, Scots-Irish, Welsh, and Border English should simply adopt, as working philosophy, the old Protestant revival hymn's opening line, 'Just As I Am, Without One Plea', and go on from there. In this spirit, I am pleased to offer a brief essay in honor of Ulster linguist R. J. Gregg. While he used the term Scotch-Irish in a strict linguistic sense to refer to a speaker of the Ulster-Scots dialect represented most heavily in Antrim and Down, and I must indicate clearly that my knowledge of dialect was received pronunciation (especially among the landed gentry), DARE began to disappear with the dominance of Received Pronunciation (especially in Fermanagh and Tyrone), Mid-Ulster English (especially in Fermanagh and Tyrone), Irish-English (especially in South Ulster), and a variety that approaches Received Pronunciation (especially among the landed gentry), as well as Ulster-Scotts in Antrim and Down. In fact, Ulster has more and more varied dialects than any other area of the British Isles! Whether one relates these to 'cultural traditions in Northern Ireland', as did a series of conferences in 1989, 1990 and 1996, sponsored by the Queen's University Institute of Irish Studies and the Cultural Traditions Groups, or 'styles of belonging' (1991), there are diverse cultures (i.e. Irish, Scottish, English, and Continental European) to be found which parallel the dialects and surely were reflected in the emigrants to North America whom Americans call 'Scotch-Irish'. As nearly as I can judge, our Scotch-Irish also included individuals of Irish, Scottish, English, and Continental European origin. Because of this mix, I prefer to think of my part of America more as Caesar Salad than as melting pot.

I must indicate clearly that my knowledge of dialect was arrived at by growing up in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Ashe County, North Carolina, not by specializing in linguistics. In furthering that knowledge, I have consulted lexical archival collections in Northern Ireland and Eire, in Yorkshire, at the offices of the Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE) in Madison, Wisconsin, and various other libraries, as well as representative dictionaries and selected published word lists. The first two phrases in my title are drawn from the collection of Quaker wills and inventories at the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland and are a reminder to me of the ways in which early American material culture duplicates that of 18th-century Ireland. As far as I can judge, both also duplicate much that is merely rural British and is extant in museums in Scotland, Wales, and at least six counties of northern England. While there are individual differences in vocabulary from region to region, that which relates to tools, planting and harvesting, and rural superstitions is largely the same. In North America, I have found it in the Atlantic Provinces of Canada (i.e. Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, and Prince Edward Island), as well as my part of Appalachia. Though our respective geographic areas have some lexical differences, I have seen it also in a dictionary of southern Appalachian English and in the numerous articles of Montgomery on Scotch-Irish linguistics and vocabulary. While it is linguistically correct to define this collective dialect (i.e. the shared dialect of these New World varieties) as Hiberno-English, the culture which furnished the vocabulary could just as accurately be called rural Celtic, rural British, or simply vernacular. As Ulsterman James Fenton and I have independently concluded, it is the horse/oxen/mules-harness-collars-yokes-sleds-and-plows culture we are speaking of. It began to disappear with the dominance of
tractor and combine after World War II, but is still remembered by those of us born before 1940. Fenton’s ‘namely tongue’ from rural north Antrim is often my tongue too, differing only in his larger number of ‘pure Scots expressions’. And, as the rest of my title suggests, the Blue Ridge Mountain culture had settlers other than from Ulster. A number of these were German and, while they anglicized their names and otherwise joined in the stronger culture, they also left evidence of their roots. As with my Weavers, some may have been Flemish (from Flanders, Belgium). It is interesting to note that the name Fleming, Gaelicized as Pleamonn, can be associated with Slane as early as the 12th century and is now common in all four provinces in Ireland. Apparently not only 17th-century Huguenots entered Ireland to help with the manufacturing of textiles.

According to information on vernacular architecture in writings of Henry Glassie, the house I grew up in had a ‘simplified Georgian roofline’ (i.e. four triangles coming to an apex at the roof’s center). My father told me it was designed and built by our cousin Ransom Johnson. His surname goes back to the village of St. Johnstown in Donegal and possibly Clan MacFarlane of Iona, if not Clan Johnstone on the Scottish Border. Given the European roof-line, Johnson must have learned his carpentry from Germans in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, where his family settled. Because of Bowers, Schoofs, and Liddles in Ashe County, however, one of our villages was called Little Berlin, until World War I made German names unpopular. At that time, it was rechristened Bina(h), a name I have traced to the Jewish Kabbala(h), and seen otherwise used as a given name for women of the mountains. I found it as a character’s name in a story by the Irish writer Mary Lavin and learned it was also the name of one of her neighbors in Boston. Unless it appears, as well, in W. B. Yeats’s writings about the Irish Kabbala, the Order of the Golden Dawn, I would be surprised if it has any other Irish connection.

More German is our Ashe County, N.C., habit of referring to rutabagas as Hanovers. While some readers may not recognize the term, it is listed in DARE with citations from 1942 on. It is obviously much older than that in its American presence. Identification of this vegetable with a German locale was explained in two ways by a colleague of mine who consulted relatives in Germany to support her recollections. In the first, the word was used as a town joke against country people, i.e. the accusation that those from Hanover or Hanover had heads shaped like turnips or rutabagas. The second identified the vegetable with the Hanover Rhinos, the fine horses, who would be spoiled by being fed this vegetable. I have found no evidence of either connotation in my American sources, but such might have been lost with time. Lexicography is not an exact science, especially when one deals with oral materials. Since the term is known to a number of Ashe County families, however, I suspect it was used for some time and became a staple of the local culture. In this respect, it parallels a German word which permeates U.S. culture as a whole — the word doodle in our song ‘Yankee Doodle’. In strictest definition, it means a poor musician, one who plays out of tune, and, thus in context, one who is out of tune with his surroundings. The Yankee Doodle is a country bumpkin and one who is being laughed at for his rusticity by the more sophisticated British.

Because most of the settlers in the North Carolina Blue Ridge mountains came from Pennsylvania by way of Virginia, ours is a younger, more derivative culture than that of either of those states. I am told that the Blue Ridge mountain culture of northern Virginia is more German than Scotch-Irish, but this is only second-hand information. It has been common to say that the Scotch-Irish learned to fight the Shawnees and Cherokees in northern Virginia, spent a generation there growing crops and raising families, and then came up (i.e. south) in the Shenandoah Valley. This probably oversimplifies. It is more true to note that the northern Blue Ridge chain was settled before the southern and, more likely, the North Carolina Blue Ridge were settled before the Smoky Mountains were. The latter had to await pacification of the Cherokees before Scotch-Irish and others could move in. The difference is about forty years, or a generation, though the Scotch-Irish culture would dominate both areas. With words added or lost, some changes in vocabulary occurred. The Irish word dornick ‘stone for throwing’, also rendered as donnick, derrick, and donnick ‘a brick or brickbat’, was commonly used in Pennsylvania, according to DARE, but also can be traced through West Virginia and Kentucky. If it appears in either Carolina or Tennessee (and one of Montgomery’s consultants attested it for western North Carolina), it must have had minimal usage. The fact of time equaling geography may be reflected in another example. Allowing for changes in pronunciation, note the difference in the form of the following word. Fenton’s Namely Tongue (HT) identifies an Ulster expression, peely-wally, which is echoic/imitative of Scots palie (see also the Concise Scots Dictionary (CSD) and the Concise Ulster Dictionary (CUD)). The Dictionary of Smoky Mountain English (DSME) and DARE identify the American version as pindling. My Blue Ridge informant, Virginia Lewis Weaver, used peedly ‘palie, emancip’. Since either peely-wally or palie can be pronounced peedly, peedly is closer to the original than is pindling. The surname Lewis is from Ulster and the Scottish isle by the name, so we may have a direct family transmission in this example. In most other cases there is considerable agreement between the Blue Ridge and the Smokies.

Another term, slob ‘mud’ (therefore ‘disorderly’), from Hiberno-English, appears in CUD but not CSD and is designated informal by the American Heritage Dictionary (AHD). Smitherens ‘small bits’ (from Gaelic) also appears in CUD but not CSD and is designated by AHD as informal. Not present in the Blue Ridge but to be found in Newfoundland are the more obscure boneen ‘young pig’, bostonn ‘clumsy fellow’, and caubeen ‘hat’. Both gallive and smitherens were used in the Blue Ridge Mountains in my time. So was slob ‘a messy person’, possibly derived from the earlier sense ‘mud’, but not necessarily another Newfoundland term, floating ice. Of two dozen other Newfoundland expressions, only What book are you in? ‘What is your grade in school?’ is one I am familiar with. It is found in HT, but not the CSD or CUD. The Dictionary of Hiberno-English contains some 130 listings I recognize, but the Irish influence on American English needs much further work.

For lexical purposes, just how does Anglo-Irish differ from Hiberno-English? Items from the old dialect of Forth and Bargey in county Wexford, a variety that survived into the 18th century from a 12th- or 13th-century English settlement, may furnish guidance for Americans. They include a number of English words, phrases and pronunciations which I knew in the Blue Ridge Mountains and Montgomery...
encountered in his study of the Smoky Mountains, but which seem to have vanished from major British sources. Here I can furnish only representative examples; *beasties* (pronounced ‘beast-ies’ in the mountains) for ‘beasts’, a pronunciation not recognized by CSD, CUD, HT, or the AHD; *bile* ‘boil’, in the EDD, CUD, CSD, and HT; *brover* ‘brother’, not in British sources but a non-standard American pronunciation (AHD); *cote* ‘quote’, not in British sources but a non-standard American usage; *coome* (from Middle English *cuman* ‘to come’, not identified in this sense by British sources); *faut* ‘fault’, in CSD, CUD and DARE; *know* ‘cow’, (from palatalization of vowels), probably from old Scots, but not a non-standard American usage not in CSD or CUD; *naatur* ‘nature’, in CSD and DARE as a variant of nature and non-standard American; *neel* ‘needle’, not in CSD or CUD, but probably old Scots; *pint*, not in CUD, but CSD offers it as an alternative to *point*; *vice*, which CSD offers as a variant to *voice*; *waal* ‘well’, which CUD identifies as Scots, and northern and western English; *ywye* ‘eyes’, which CUD identifies as pronunciations in Southern Britain and in Ulster; and *yelloye* ‘yellow’, a form not found in Irish or Scots sources. Because some of these, or words similar to them, appear also in Ulster dialect collections, does this mean that the expressions came to North America directly from Wessex, England, from Wexford, Ireland, or from the Belfast area? Since the largest number of 18th-century settlers, the initial source for the Blue Ridge, came from Ulster, logic dictates the Belfast roots. However, some ships originated in Ulster and apparently stopped at Dublin, Waterford, or Cork to take on final English settlers in Londonderry, Armagh city, parts of Antrim, and Downpatrick. In fact, settlement maps for several of these designate an Irish street, a Scotch [sic] street, and an English street. Given these facts, it is unlikely that all Scotch-Irish who came to the American colonies were of just Scottish extraction. Because of the mix and for Americans, the term Anglo-Irish could easily be construed as a branch of Hiberno English.

Some usages in Ireland had an origin in England, especially pronunciations: *varmint* ‘vermin’, *stim* ‘stems (of a pipe)’, *veter* ‘venture’, *pikar* ‘picture’, *apron* ‘apron’, *axe* ‘ask’, *nummer* ‘number’, *orphans* ‘orphans’, *cliffs* ‘cliffs’, *huntin* ‘shooting’, and *fishin* 19. These word forms and others, such as *lep* (a past-tense form of *leap*), *drive*, and *closed* are not uncommon in the Blue Ridge Mountains today 21. An older sister also remembers one example Braidwood does not include: our maternal grandmother, Laura Campbell Elliott, used the word *spore* as the past tense of *spare*. With such examples, it would seem that early American linguists who labeled mountain speech as Elizabethan were not totally wrong, just wrong in not knowing that most of it came by way of Ireland.

Braidwood also suggests a Yorkshire connection for some of his expressions, and these could have come to the American colonies by way of Ireland, too, though it is likely we had emigrants directly from Yorkshire as well. According to the curator of the Downpatrick Museum, all Turners originated in Yorkshire 22. A considerable number ended up in southwest Virginia and northwest North Carolina, where their descendents still live. Two Turner brothers married Campbell sisters and became part of my ancestry. Some expressions I know are documented in Yorkshire, but I do not find them in Scots and Irish sources: bulk ‘unplowed land beside that plowed’, *jay legged* ‘knocked kneed’ (compare Blue Ridge Mountain *jake* leg, a likely corruption of *jay legged*, from the shape of the bird’s legs), *stob* ‘sharpened piece of wood’, *whittle* ‘a knife, especially a pocket knife’ (thus to carve pieces of wood with one), and *queer* (or *tight*) as Dick’s *hatband* (a comparative whose origin is unknown 23. Others such as *yonder* ‘over there’ are still common in Ireland and North America.

Perhaps by now I should feel like Molière’s hero M. Jourdain of *Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme*, who discovered in his mid years that he had been speaking prose all of his life. Have I now proved what some never doubted, that Blue Ridge Mountain speech came primarily from Ireland but also had roots in parts of Britain, too? I suspect that not only the Blue Ridge Mountains had a culture that was well mixed. For an initial collection of some 400 words and phrases compiled entirely from Irish archives in 1994, I was able to clearly identify sources for 120. Of these, forty were native to Ireland, forty to Scotland, and forty to England. Of course, this collection depended upon my recognizing the words and phrases the Irish had used and this is not the most scientific of procedures. On the other hand, I did qualify as moderately experienced, in that I came from the culture I was trying to describe. I also collated my findings with a number of American lists and checked all with Carolinians at least twenty years older than I. Even if my results are labeled impressionistic, they appear to parallel conclusions I have also arrived at about Ulster settlements.

In an attempt to achieve some validation for my collections, I worked in the Folklife Collection at University College Dublin (now at Belfield), the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum in county Down and the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland in Belfast, and visited Hezlett House in county Londonderry. In all parts of Ireland, I found records of the same tools and farming customs I had known from the Blue Ridge Mountains. Usually the Irish and Southern American names were the same, too. Suspecting a possible ‘politics of commemoration’ 24. I turned to a comparable American source, Joseph Dodridge’s *Notes on Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia ... 1763-83* 25. As well as similarities, there were some interesting differences. In the Ballyhagan Inventories (Quaker wills and registers at the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland), residents of the Ballyhagan communities in county Armagh mention no firearms and, despite the numbers of other kinds of livestock, Quaker documents make no mention of pigs or chickens 26. Might these be construed as female possessions and not suitable to be mentioned in property lists of males? Inventories do list flat irons, household linens, and other objects associated with females, if not necessarily their legal possessions. Again, and despite the presence of many horses, cows and sheep, Quakers seem to have had few scythes, flails and rakes. Did bovine animals have to survive on potatoes, too? These disagreements with my mountain culture are noteworthy.

Hezlett House did contain and Quaker inventories did mention numerous objects I grew up with: wash stands, bedsteads, goose-irons, dash churns, butter prints and pats, pot handles, washboards, shoemakers’ lasts, chill plows, whipple
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sook/sookie ‘a call for calves’, I want in ‘I want to get in’, I want out ‘I want to get out’, and I want off ‘I want to get off’.

By now, most of these are probably just American dialect usages. It is possible even that some were lost in Ireland but brought back by disillusioned Irish emigrants from the America which made them unhappy.

The Concise Ulster Dictionary adds some words also found in others. These include aish (in Ireland, probably the mountain ash or rowan tree), allow ‘to be of the opinion that’, beholden ‘indebted to’, boot (from Scots buil ‘money given to equalize a trade’), brachin/breacain (‘straw pad protecting a horse or donkey’s back’; in the U.S. ‘the leather straps of a harness from the collar to the horse’s tail’), crupper (Ish ‘hind-end of a horse’; in the Blue Ridge, ‘the strap which goes under the horse’s tail’), disremember ‘forget’, and many others. The CUD also omitted terms which the editor found too common, producing what she felt to be just Ulster dialect. Her omitted terms include many prevalent in America, but all makers of dictionaries must decide what to omit as well as what to include.

Share has a few more terms that exist in Blue Ridge speech: hind tit (i.e. the one containing less milk, offered to the weakest or runt), rip (‘slovenly dressed girl or coarse, ill-conditioned woman with a bad tongue’; in the Blue Ridge Mountains, ‘a slut’), scrub/scraub/scrawb (from Dutch schrabben ‘to scratch or scrape’; in the Blue Ridge, ‘drabble or scratch for new potatoes’), white-headed boy ‘pet, favorite’ (based on the Celtic preference for fair hair; in the U.S. ‘fair-haired boy?’), and whyfor ‘why’ (as an intensifier).

A glance at an English/Scottish Gaelic dictionary suggests that an important number of Scots words in the Blue Ridge were likely brought by Ulster emigrants, even as was any residue of Elizabethan English. That dictionary, however, only offers some 40 words I recognize, and most of these are not unique to Scotland. Perhaps shig ‘to swallow’ (in America, also a drink), packpalpoca ‘sack’ (in America, a poke), and crosda (from Nas Crosda, ‘cross, bad-tempered’) are the most interesting to me.

As one can see, Blue Ridge Mountain dialect is eclectic, a combination of words from several languages and places, and not all of these words exist today in the form in which they were originally brought to the mountains. To paraphrase Bob Dylan’s song-title, the times they have changed. I assume I have also, so I must content myself with this progress report in honor of R. J. Gregg. Perhaps someone else can update it sometime in the future.
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Annotated Bibliography of Ulster-Scots
Language and Literature

John G. W. Erskine and Michael Montgomery

This bibliography identifies and comments briefly on published scholarly and popular writings on Ulster-Scots. Most items deal with either Ulster-Scots as a language variety or closely related issues pertaining to Ulster English. With regard to language we have endeavoured to be as comprehensive as possible, recognizing that much of the literature is little known, even in Northern Ireland, and that this bibliography can make it accessible for the first time.

Items on Scots produced in Scotland, such as dictionaries and linguistic atlases, are included when they contain material from Ulster. However, with the exception of one or two lexicographical works, general works on Scots are excluded.

Items about writers in Ulster-Scots or their work (usually poetry) are also included, but published original writing in Ulster-Scots is so voluminous (especially in recent years, with the advent of Ullans, the annual magazine of the Ulster-Scots Language Society) that this can, and should, be documented fully in a separate bibliography. This compilation can include only major works, such as collections of the Rhyming Weavers (especially those with a modern critical introduction), and recent critical or biographical works about these writers. An extensive list of poetry and fiction through 1900 that contain Ulster-Scots or Ulster English can be found in J. R. R. Adams' 'A Preliminary Checklist of Works Containing Ulster Dialect, 1700-1900' (see below).

Internet documents and databases on Ulster-Scots are included when their author is known or they are deemed particularly valuable. However, such sources are often transient and anonymous and draw largely on published sources included here. Because they are proliferating rapidly and can be found with a typical internet search engine, this compilation does not generally attempt to cite them.

Adair, Mark, 'Boundaries, Diversity and Inter-culturalism: The Case of Ulster-Scots', in John M. Kirk and Donall P. Ó Baisíll (eds.), Language and Politics: Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland and Scotland (Belfast Studies in Language, Culture and Politics 1), (Belfast, Queen's University Belfast, 2000), 143-147. Argues that Ulster-Scots should be recognised as part of the 'diverse and shared future' of Northern Ireland and that the influence of Ulster-Scots tradition and from other traditions be acknowledged.

Adams, G. Brendan, 'The Dialects of Ulster', in Diarmaid Ó Muirithe (ed.), The English Language in Ireland (Dublin, Mercier, 1977), 56-70, map. Introduction to the subject, with features and examples; shows how settlement history of English and Scots produced modern dialects.

Adams, G. Brendan, 'Glossary of Lower Bann Fishery Terms' in N. C. Mitchel, 'The Lower Bann Fisheries', Ulster Folklife 11 (1965), 30-32. Glossary of 22 terms, including some of Scottish derivation (Mitchel's article appears in the same issue).

Adams, G. Brendan, 'Language and Man in Ireland', Ulster Folklife 15/16 (1970), 140-171, maps. Reprinted in Michael Barry and Philip Tilling (eds.), The English Dialects of Ulster: An Anthology of Articles on Ulster Speech by G. B. Adams (Holywood, Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, 1986), 1-32. Traces the languages and linguistic influences of settlers in Ireland from the neolithic age to the 18th century and argues that 'north of a line from Drogheda to Bundoran, Ulster is linguistically a zone of transition from Scotland to the rest of Ireland' for both Scots and Gaelic.


of England: Phonological Atlas of the Northern Region; adduces positive and negative evidence for influence from northern England, by both northern and southern routes, on Ulster dialect, and argues that some phonological features of Ulster-Scots and Ulster English came from northern England at least in part.

Adams, G. Brendan, ‘Patterns of Word Distribution’, Ulster Folklore 2 (1956), 6-13. Uses distribution maps for variant terms for four items (earwig, one, heifer and up/down to Belfast/Dublin) to show existence of a ‘Northeastern Crescent’ dialect sub-region that is explained in part by Scottish settlement in the 17th century.

Adams, G. Brendan, ‘Phonological Notes on the English of South Donegal’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy 53C4 (1950), 299-310. Reprinted in Michael Barry and Philip Tilling (eds.), The English Dialects of Ulster: An Anthology of Articles on Ulster Speech by G. B. Adams (Holywood, Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, 1986), 97-104. Notes that the Scottish Vowel Length Rule, whereby vowels are long only at the end of a word, before [r] and before voiced fricative consonants, is preserved in the English of South Donegal, although this has been overlaid by later phonological developments.


Adams, G. Brendan, ‘Shakespeare in Cullybackey’, Ulster Folklore 17 (1971), 97-98. Rendering of ‘All the World’s a Stage’ soliloquy from As You Like It into the dialect of Craigs, near Cullybackey, county Antrim, as recorded by John Wright.

Adams, G. Brendan, ‘Shakespeare in Kilkewright’, Ulster Folklore 19 (1973), 77-78. Rendering of ‘All the World’s a Stage’ soliloquy from As You Like It into the dialect of Kilkewright, county Antrim, recorded by John Clifford.


Adams, G. Brendan, ‘Ulster Dialect Origins’, Ulster Folklore 17 (1971), 99-102, maps. Presents and discusses maps of Ulster showing the presumed areas of origin in Britain and settlement of 17th-century English planters and areas of Irish and Scottish settlement and speech.


Adams, J. R. R., ‘A Preliminary Checklist of Works Containing Ulster Dialect, 1700-1900’, Linen Hall Review 6, 3 (1989), 10-12. A list of works, chiefly literary, containing or commenting on Ulster dialect; includes, but does not specifically identify, Ulster-Scots items.

Adams, J. R. R., The Printed Word and the Common Man: Popular Culture in Ulster, 1700-1900 (Belfast, Institute of Irish Studies, 1987), vii + 218 pp. Seminal work on publishing, reading habits, education and literacy in 18th- and 19th-century Ulster; provides an informative background for study of these aspects of the Ulster-Scots community.

Adams, J. R. R., ‘Reading Societies in Ulster’, Ulster Folklore 26 (1980), 55-64. Overview of 18th-century clubs that purchased books for members to borrow and often discuss and debate; many of these societies were in Ulster-Scots areas.


Adams, J. R. R., Bob McKeen: The Wit and Wisdom of an Ulster Scou (Ballymena, Mid-Antrim Ulster-Scots Society, 2002), ii + 106 pp. A compilation of three decades of newspaper columns from the Ballymena Observer from the
late 19th and early 20th century, with a ‘Forethocht’ by Philip Robinson.

Adamson, Ian, ‘The Language of Ulster’ in his The Identity of Ulster: the Land, the Language and the People (Bangor, Pretani, 1982), 73-81, map. Surveys two millennia of linguistic history of the province, focusing on the affinities of Ulster Gaelic and ‘Ulster Lallans’ to other varieties; argues that concerted action should be taken for the preservation of both along the lines of the Friske Akademy for Frisian in the Netherlands.
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Avery, Hilary, ‘Ulster Scots in Education in Northern Ireland’, in Dónall Ó Riagáin (ed.), Language and Law in Northern Ireland (Belfast Studies in Language, Culture and Politics 9), (Belfast, Queen’s University Belfast, 2003), 65-77. Outlines background, rationale and methodology of the Ulster-Scots Primary School Project to develop materials on Ulster-Scots language, history and culture and provides samples of its materials.


Bigger, Francis Joseph, ‘Rural Libraries in Antrim’, Irish Book Lover 13, 4 (November 1921), 47-52. Chiefly on the Four Towns Book Club, its influence and members, many of whom were weaver poets; expanded as part of next entry.

Bigger, Francis Joseph, ‘Thomas Beggs, an Antrim Poet, and the Four Towns Book Club’, Ulster Journal of Archaeology new series 8 (1902), 119-127. Reproduces Fullarton’s biographical sketch of Beggs (see previous entry), with notes on the Four Towns Book Club and a list of Beggs’ published works.


Braidwood, John, ‘The Brogue on the Tongue (Poor English—Good Irish)’, Queen’s University Association Annual Report (Belfast, Queen’s University Belfast, 1977), 67-74. Overview of dialects in Ulster and their representation in literature; cautions that ‘the Scots tradition is so much the dominant one
that many erroneously equate it with the Ulster Dialect'.

Braidwood, John, 'Crowls and Runts: Ulster Dialect Terms for the Weakling of the Litter', *Ulster Folklife* 20 (1974), 70-84, 2 maps. Includes terms such as *crowlerie* and *darby*, which he traces to Lowland Scots.

Braidwood, John, 'Local Bird Names in Ulster: a Glossary', *Ulster Folklife* 11 (1965), 98-135. Records in this and four succeeding articles (see below) the local name, the standard English name and the place and date of their usage; does not seek to stipulate English, Irish or Scots origins.


Braidwood, John, 'Towards an Ulster Dialect Dictionary', *Ulster Dialect Archives Bulletin* 5 (1965), 3-14. Progress report on the first decade and a half of the compilation of a dictionary of Ulster dialect, with a synopsis of editorial considerations for the project initiated by the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club in 1951 and later put under the editorship of the author.


Braidwood, John, *The Ulster Dialect Lexicon*, New Lecture Series no. 51 (Belfast, Queen's University Belfast, 1969, reprinted 1975), 33 pp., maps. Wide-ranging discussion of the origins and usage of lexical items in Ulster dialects; includes Ulster-Scots material.


Burke, Tim, "Yet Though I'm Irish All Without, I'm Every Item Scotch Within": Poetry and Self-fashioning in 1790's Ulster', *John Clare Society Journal* 22 (July, 2003), 35-49.


Connolly, [Rosalind Isabel], 'An Analysis of Some Linguistic Information Obtained from Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Ulster Poetry', Belfast, 1981 (Queen's University Belfast Ph.D. thesis). Examines the poetry of the Rhyming Weavers for what it reveals about the speech of the period.

Connolly, Linde, 'Attitudes to Life and Death in the Poetry of James Orr, an Eighteenth-Century Ulster Weaver', *Ulster Folklife* 31 (1985), 1-12. Through Orr's writings, examines his attitudes and those of his community; includes some social and religious background.
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The Orthography of Ulster-Scots

I. Editorial Preface
Michael Montgomery

The modification of spelling to approximate pronunciation has a long tradition in the British Isles, by literary artists, lexicographers and linguists alike. In Scotland the literary revival of the early eighteenth century, which arose after the orthography of written Scots had almost completely converged with English c1700, was fostered by Allan Ramsay, who introduced into popular verse numerous forms from that nation’s literature of the fifteenth and sixteenth century.

In Ulster, although the revival of Scots took place on a smaller scale it was a genuine local upsurge in interest not simply imported from Scotland. In many ways the revival and the practices that emerged from within the ranks of practitioners and audience were shared broadly on both sides of the Irish Sea. Distinctively Scots spelling conventions used in the early 1600s by Scots planters in Ulster disappeared from their correspondence within a few decades, but these leave no doubt about the rooting of the language in parts of the province or that its use in speech was uninterrupted and was later to bear fruit in popular literature in succeeding generations.

The migration of Scots speakers to Ulster in the 17th century also provided precedents (e.g. sic, richt, frae, auld, stane, sae, and others) for 18th-century verse. Such forms showed up as early as 1722 in a poem by William Sturratt, a ‘Teacher of Mathematicks at Strabane[el]’ in county Tyrone. Many of Sturratt’s usages (uald, auld, sae, song, frae, sic) also featured in seven ‘Scotch Poems’, by an anonymous Donegal poet three decades later. In addition to this tradition of writing Ulster-Scots (or Scots in Ulster), which was exemplified most prominently in the Rhyming Weaver poets beginning in the late-eighteenth century, a different tradition was to emerge for writing Ulster English (or Northern Hiberno English). The nineteenth century is replete with writers of both schools who portrayed aspects of pronunciation by manipulating spelling in poetry and prose, the best known of whom was William Carleton of west Tyrone, an exemplar of the second tradition.

Recent writing and thinking on the orthography of Ulster-Scots and Ulster English by linguists and language planners, albeit built on a more thorough and objective consideration of speech patterns, was foreshadowed by and has been grounded in well over a century of practice by the creative writers who often had already explored the orthographic options available. Linguists have, after all, the same limited set of symbols at their disposal, with only the addition perhaps of diacritical marks or an occasional symbol borrowed from a phonetic alphabet. The aims of literary artists often differ, of course, from those of linguists. Their interest in developing characters by representing speech sometimes leads them to convey comedy, folksiness, or lack of education through ‘eye dialect’, phonetic spellings (e.g. cum for come, see for says) that indicate the general pronunciations of words, rather than pronunciations limited to a given language variety. However, such writers faced, or face, the same struggle to capture speech as the more systematic efforts undertaken by linguists and thus offer many precedents for solving the same problems.

The history of such orthographic conventions deserves detailed treatment and is beyond the scope of this chapter, which seeks to comment only briefly on the work of two linguists, G. Brendan Adams and Robert J. Gregg, and to present previously unpublished work of theirs pertinent to the subject. These men gave much thought and attention to formulating speech-based systems of orthography from many years of observation, experimentation, and in Gregg’s case, extensive fieldwork in the province. Their ideas have been known and discussed informally within the sphere of the Ulster-Scots revival movement in recent years and have thus been considered by native-speaking writers in the movement, the primary drivers of the on-going debate about spelling practices in Ulster-Scots. Their ideas have in one way or another formed input to the collective thinking on the subject of Ulster-Scots orthography for forty years. Though they have often been rejected as too radical, usually because of the resistance of practitioners to unfamiliar spellings not having historical precedent, these ideas nonetheless have not been as widely disseminated as they deserve to be and so are published here.

Adams and Gregg were not working in a vacuum. Among other things, they were aware of proposals to give Lowland Scots a more consistent system, as in the work of James A. H. Murray, James Wilson, and other prestigious models. The documents below show their interest in an accurate and practical orthography for Ulster-Scots, one that drew from Scottish practice but that logically and effectively handled speech patterns not found in Scotland.

Adams’ essay ‘Orthography’ was a mid-1960s working document that proposed orthographic conventions to serve as
a practical, consistent pronunciation guide for headwords for the Ulster Dialect Dictionary”, sited at the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum. It did not intend explicitly to provide a model for writers. The project had accumulated large amounts of oral material (mainly from a Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club survey of the 1950s) having either no conventional written form or in many cases no single dominant form from which to choose. Adams sought to devise a phonemically-based system to bring order to the extensive variation in a principled way. Whether because the dictionary, under the editorship of John Braidwood, soon went into abeyance or for some other reason, Adams’ essay was never known beyond a small circle. It was subsequently filed in the Museum’s records, a typescript unknown to all but one or two staff members.

While the text is certainly Adams’ own, other unpublished documents suggest that his ideas grew in part from discussions with John Braidwood, Robert Gregg, and others around the time. It presents a carefully reasoned, systematic way to spell both consonants and vowels, following a nuanced approach that gives due allowance to historical precedent and transparency as countervailing factors to phonemic consistency. The introductory paragraphs indicate that Adams’ goal was to codify a system that could encompass both Ulster-Scots and Ulster English under the broad rubric of ‘Ulster dialect’. As shown by both Gregg’s and Adams’ linguistic work, the phonology of the two overlapped in some particulars, but far from all, especially in the incidence of phonemes. However, the reader who concludes that Adams does not thoroughly recognize geographically-based differences and incorporate these into his design and that thus he only partially realized his goal would be greatly mistaken. In the document he does not employ the term ‘Ulster-Scots’17, but he refers to features of ‘north Ulster’ dialect (which he says ‘is derived from Scots’, §28) no fewer than 28 times. Even when the pronunciation of ‘north Ulster’ dialect is identical to that of Lowland Scots, Adams does not always defer to common spellings in the latter, like Gregg preferring staen to stane, for instance (§11). Nor was Adams unalterably wedded to his views. For example, recognizing the distinctiveness of the lowered and retracted pronunciation of the front vowel in big and hill in parts of the province, he later proposed the character ā for this sound (see below)18.

As a life-long student of Ulster-Scots, Robert Gregg over the course of many years turned his energies not only to linguistic analysis, but also to the practical application of his research. He was devising an orthography for Ulster-Scots, based on his fieldwork, as early as the 1960s. In this process he produced transcriptions of local Ulster-Scots texts, or in some cases Ulster-Scots versions of English texts, to test and demonstrate various conventions. Presented here are seven of those he prepared (five poems, one anecdote, and one duologue). Since the texts are undated, their sequence is unknown. Each is internally consistent, but in the intriguing minor variation across the seven documents one can sense a degree of experimentation (e.g. he has ruin in ‘The Rhymers’, but ruim in ‘A Ballymena Legend’). While Gregg apparently never prepared a document comparable to Adams’ essay that formally codified his system, much of one can be inferred from his carefully crafted transcriptions.

Toward the end of his life Gregg became increasingly interested in sharing his work and in seeing that his scholarship on Ulster-Scots contributed to the work of others. He provided copies of hundreds of citation slips to the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum’s Concise Ulster Dictionary project (1989-96) and had his personal papers relating to Ulster-Scots deposited in the Museum’s archives. Gregg was especially keen that his transcriptions assist the language development work of the nascent Ulster-Scots Language Society and Ulster-Scots Academy by demonstrating suitable spelling conventions that sometimes drew from ones for Lowland Scots, but differed from the latter in being more phonetic in a number of respects. A thorough study of Gregg’s spelling conventions and their precedents would be valuable, but space forbids discussion of Adams’ and Gregg’s proposed practices except for three sample features of interest because of the diverse practices that writers have advocated for them and because of the attention they have received from Adams and Gregg.

In Ulster the orthographic issue that has been the most conspicuous and also the most frequently addressed (rivaled perhaps only by the spelling of ea, as in tay for tea) is the respelling in both Ulster-Scots and Ulster English of the alveolar stops t and d dentalized before vowels colored by /r/ (as in water) or before consonantal /r/ (as in truth). The two sounds remain stops and therefore distinct from interdental /θ/ and /ð/ (although, according to Adams §4, a third set of consonants, viz. interdental stops, exists for some speakers). The same process of dentalization variably affects the continuants /n/ and /l/, but these are rarely respelled (Gregg is apparently the only one to do so, and only for /nl/). Although the dentalized variants are predictable phonologically, writers in Ulster have respelled t and d, especially as th and dh (more often before vowels than before consonants). At least one instance occurs in the verse of a Rhyming Weaver poet more than two centuries ago (shortur ‘d’), but in general dentalized consonants are not represented in Ulster-Scots writers of the 19th century. By contrast, this feature is virtually universal in Ulster-English writings from Carleton forward, and a brief register of sample forms from Ulster-English writers includes the following:

Carleton (1843): betther, affer, thruth, counthry, tinther, drhownded
Hume (1861): winther, wathher, counthry, shride, unther, dhrink, dhiirt
McFadyen and Hepburn (1884): craythur, polthroom, instructions, sthorted
O’Neill (1921): betther, detlythered, thry, dhrink
McCailin (1938): winther, Satthurday, squandtherin
Mulcahy (1950): shtared, wortherful, thruth, dhrap

While this list indicates that the most common practice has been to respell t and d simply as th and dh, many others have been followed. Hume and McCailin sometimes use th and dh, for example. Adams argues for t (§4d) and dh (§4c), while Gregg’s practice is the radical one of using capital letters, which he states is borrowed from Celticists19. He first used these symbols in phonetically transcribing Ulster-Scots and subsequently imported them into his orthography, writing forms such as the following:

beTter, yungsTerT, eCTers, Ulster, waATer, TRiess, TReved, STReeem
DReekh, DRessi, faaURDer
wuNNered, eNTRance, oNDer (showing that more than one consonant may be affected simultaneously)

Other writers have proposed alternatives: 1) underlining the consonant (advocated but later rejected by James Fenton); 2) doubling \( t \) when between vowels and using \( d \) for \( d \) in similar contexts (now advocated by Fenton: thus \( watter \), \( wunther \), \( shoother \), but \( effer \), \( traak \)); and 3) placing a grave accent over the following vowel, a practice devised in workshops held by the Ulster-Scots Language Society in the early 1990s and exemplified especially in Philip Robinson’s work (thus \( watter \), \( Ulstèr \), \( trèe \), \( dandèr \), etc.)

A second issue concerns the vowel in \( bɪg \) and \( hɪl \). One of fourteen features on which Gregg concentrated in his doctoral fieldwork, this feature included “items of diverse origin which characteristically exhibit a short, half open (or lower), somewhat retracted vowel [\( e \)] or [\( æ \)] ... the usual equivalent for the vowel in [Standard Southern British] \( bɪt \)” (Gregg found that the latter pronunciation usually characterized Ulster English). In his orthographic transcriptions of Ulster-Scots, Gregg represents this sound by \( d \), thus producing \( vənst \), \( nəlkh \), \( thəs \), \( nək \), \( Chriismas \), \( chəlly \), \( wənədəvər \), etc. This practice was followed by Robinson, but not by Fenton (who uses \( i \), the conventional English spelling). Adams recognized the vowel pronunciation as distinctive to “north Ulster” speech and grappled extensively with its spelling in his essay on orthography (9, 13, 17, 28), stating in summary that

The \( pɪ\)-vowel is written \( I \) in south Ulster and general word-forms, and is always short. In genuine north Ulster dialect forms the vowel which most commonly corresponds to this phonemically differs from it to such an extent phonetically that we prefer to write \( A \). (13)

In his essay Adams thus recommends \( bəg \) for \( bɪg \) and \( həl \) for \( hɪl \). Although he does not espouse, or even mention, it in his essay on orthography, it was he who apparently first introduced \( å \).

When transcribing the mid-Antrim dialect for literary purposes one slight problem of orthography arises. There is a clear short \( ì \) but this occurs in shortening and unrounding in some, but not all, of the words in which Scots has the front rounded \( ui \) for English \( oo \), whereas the original short \( i \), when not rounded to \( u \) by a preceding \( w \), has a much lower sound that approaches the English short \( a \), though it is not lengthened by certain consonants as the latter now is in certain parts of Ulster. The original short \( i \), in turn, is broadened and usually lengthened. One might, of course, continue to write the historical \( ui \), \( i \), \( a \), but this offers no guidance to the general reader to what their shifted sounds have become.

I have sought to meet this problem by using \( ì \) for the first, by borrowing the unslant letter \( å \) from Swedish and German orthography for the second, and by doubling the \( a \) for the third of these phonetically shifted phonemes. Thus \(loom\), \( lumb\), \( lamb\) would appear in the mid-Antrim dialect as \( lium\), \( liam\), \( laam\). In a few monosyllables, however, that are usually unstressed in the sentence, such as \( and\), \( is\), \( his\), the historical spelling is retained.

Contrary to the belief in some quarters, the adoption of \( å \) is thus not simply a practice followed by modern enthusiasts.

Among creative writers there is more consensus on how to spell the consonant sound \( /s/ \). Like the previous feature, this is primarily an issue for Ulster-Scots rather than for Ulster English. The spelling \( ch \) defers to long-standing Scottish practice and has been all but universal in the writing of Ulster-Scots for two centuries. For practising writers of Ulster-Scots today the issue may be settled (they write \( ch \) in \( niecht \), \( wecht \), etc.), but Adams and Gregg have other preferences. In contrast to Scotland, Adams (§6) argues that \( ch \) is less suited for Ulster (where, for example, \( loogh \) traditionally corresponds to Scottish \( loch \)); Adams considers the possibility of \( h \) before deciding on \( gh \). He then adds the provocative postscript that: “Though retaining \( GH \) on account of its widespread present use in Ulster we think there is a good case for writing this sound with \( KI \) in any general reform of spelling”. As seen in Gregg’s transcriptions, Gregg in fact adopts this last practice (thus \( nəlkh\), \( lauk\), \( STRekhten\)) and presumably opposed using \( ch \) because of its possible ambiguity with the sounds it represents in \( church \) and \( chemist \). The practice of \( kh \) has found few, if any, advocates beyond Gregg himself, however.

The documents published here show that Adams and Gregg invested much labor and thought into a linguistically valid spelling system for Ulster-Scots. Far more than a linguistic salvage operation, this publication of their original work shows how thoroughly they laid the groundwork for those who would come after to consider and indicates how vigorous the debate has been on the orthography of Ulster-Scots for four decades.

II. Orthography

G. Brendan Adams

The existing printed glossaries of Ulster words often show a great variety of spelling for one and the same word, and this was true to an even greater extent of the lists of words sent in to us. One object of this Dictionary has therefore been to establish some standard of orthography. Apart from variations in local pronunciation this is rendered somewhat difficult both by the varied origins of the words and by the notorious inconsistency of English spelling conventions. It might be thought that the Scottish origin of many forms would justify the use of spellings familiar in the literary use of Scots, but Scottish spelling conventions are no more consistent than those of standard literary English and are sometimes at variance with them, so that to follow them too strictly would only add to the confusion. The same is even more true of loanwords from Irish, for although the Gaelic system of orthography is basically superior to and more consistent than the English, especially for representing fine distinctions of sound which English lacks but which have largely been carried over into the Ulster dialects, it is so much at variance with the English system in many ways that to retain it would complicate even more our own dialect orthography.

At first sight it might seem that some simplified system of spelling based on the most common English values of the letters and letter groups might be chosen and applied systematically to the whole dialect vocabulary. This was done by Sir James Wilson in his grammars of the dialects of Perthshire and Ayrshire in which he used an orthography not very different from the \( Nu Speling\) proposed some years ago as a system of spelling reform for English. Our use of the international phonetic alphabet, however, for recording
exactly local pronunciations wherever possible makes a very strict system of orthography for ordinary purposes less necessary, and there are some objections to adopting spellings which would disguise too much the connection between dialect and general vocabulary where such a connection exists. We are not after all seeking to create a new language just for the sake of doing so, but rather to provide a consistent means of representing local speech when the occasion to do so arises and of giving local words a written form which will allow them to pass easily into general use if they can usefully add to the store of English vocabulary as a whole.

The problem of devising a satisfactory orthography for any dialect of English is largely bound up with that of devising a satisfactory reform of English spelling. No ordinary orthography can hope to represent the minute variations of every type of local pronunciation, that belongs to the domain of a strictly applied phonetic alphabet. Neither can a reformed spelling of the standard language allow for the variations of every local dialect, but whatever is necessary to represent the main features common to a group of dialects on which a well-defined regional modified standard of pronunciation rests, is an indication of what it is essential to retain or introduce in any system of reformed standard orthography which may in future be devised for English. Where general words have special dialect senses and therefore appear in this Dictionary we have not attempted to reform the spelling unless the local pronunciation requires it. We have, however, indicated in this section some reforms which the nature of our task has prompted us to suggest, and as recorders of a regional form of speech—including many examples of a regional modified standard of pronunciation as well as of pure dialect—we hope that this Dictionary may serve as a regional contribution to the problem of English spelling reform, as well as a storehouse of local dialect material.

Consonants
There are some shades of pronunciation which cannot conveniently be represented in an orthography for ordinary purposes.

(1) We see no reason for distinguishing certain Ulster consonants where they differ consistently in quality from the corresponding sounds in other forms of English, e.g. the 'clear' sound of  

\[ t \] , as well as before, vowels, the more palatalized sound of  

\[ s \] ,  

\[ ch \] ,  

\[ j \] , without the lip-rounding of standard southern English; the NTH sound of  

\[ n \] (not  

\[ nts \] as commonly in England); the voiceless quality of  

\[ w \] distinguishing it from  

\[ w \] ; and the full sound of  

\[ r \] where it has dropped out of English speech. (On the other hand, the rolled sound of  

\[ r \] before a consonant in some Ulster dialects could be distinguished from the fricative sound in others by inserting a vowel after the  

\[ r \] or doubling it).

(2) We do not think it necessary to distinguish the single sound of  

\[ ng \] (as in  

\[ singer \] ) from its double sound (as in  

\[ finger \] ) by writing  

\[ N \] GG for the latter. It often happens that those dialects which substitute the single for the double sound before and following  

\[ l \] or  

\[ r \] also reduce  

\[ n \] to  

\[ n \] and  

\[ m \] to  

\[ m \] in the same position, so that the use of the latter in any dialect text may be taken as implying the single sound of  

\[ ng \] in the same dialect. For dictionary purposes of course the exact sound is here recorded in phonetic script at well.

(3) There is no convenient way of indicating the various articulations of  

\[ p \] ,  

\[ t \] ,  

\[ k \] between vowels in different parts of Ulster. The long voiceless sound of the west could be indicated by doubling these consonants where they are normally single, implying also the long sound where they are written double according to the ordinary spelling rules (see below); the partly voiced sound of the Belfast region and other parts of east Ulster could be indicated by writing  

\[ PB \] ,  

\[ TD \] ,  

\[ CG \] , or even simply  

\[ B \] ,  

\[ D \] ,  

\[ G \] ; and the glottalized sound of parts of the north [will be indicated] by an apostrophe before the consonant or the replacement of  

\[ t \] by ' in those districts where this occurs. These, however, are localisms of which no account need be taken when considering Ulster dialects together as a regional form of language for which a standard form of orthography has to be devised, and no notice is taken of them in the spelling adopted in this dictionary.

(4) The case of the dental pronunciation of the alveolar consonants  

\[ t \] ,  

\[ d \] , and sometimes  

\[ n \] and  

\[ l \] is, however, rather different and more complicated:

(a) In the representation of southern Irish dialects it is quite feasible to write  

\[ TH \] or  

\[ T \] for both  

\[ T \] and voiceless  

\[ TH \] and  

\[ D \] or  

\[ DH \] for both  

\[ D \] and voiced  

\[ TH \] , because the alveolar stops  

\[ t, d \] and interdental fricatives  

\[ f, v \] fall together as interdental stops  

\[ t, d \] . In Ulster not only are the original sounds kept apart but in certain cases the interdental stops exist as well, so that there are three sets of sounds and we are faced with the problem of a shortage of convenient spellings for so many sounds.

(b) In ordinary English spelling  

\[ TH \] represents both a voiceless  

\[ b \] and a voiced  

\[ b \] sound. The Ulster dialects agree with the standard language in the distribution of the two sounds except that  

\[ TH \] is voiceless in  

\[ w \] and remains voiceless, contrary to standard usage in a few nouns when the plural -s is added. Consequently we write  

\[ TH \] for both, following the ordinary spelling rule and notwithstanding the example of Wilson's orthography for the Scottish dialects and of  

\[ Nu Spelling \] , in both of which  

\[ TH \] is restricted to the voiceless sound and  

\[ DH \] used for the voiced.

(c) This leaves  

\[ DH \] free to represent the voiced interdental stop when necessary. For types of Ulster pronunciation in which  

\[ D \] has always the ordinary English sound it is not needed; for types in which  

\[ D \] is always interdental it is also not needed, though  

\[ DH \] might be substituted for  

\[ D \] to indicate this type of speech provided it is done in every case. The proper function of  

\[ DH \] , and the only one recognised in this dictionary, is to distinguish the two stops  

\[ D \] and  

\[ DH \] where both are used, as is widely the case in Ulster dialects,  

\[ DH \] generally occurring when  

\[ R \] follows and sometimes in loanwords from Irish in other positions, while  

\[ D \] is used in other cases.

(d) Two values of  

\[ T \] likewise exist, under similar conditions, but as the spelling  

\[ TH \] is required to make the ordinary distinction between  

\[ T \] and the two  

\[ TH \] sounds described above, there is no way of distinguishing these unless we resort to  

\[ TTH \] for the interdental stop. While this is permissible when the consonant is doubled between vowels, it is perhaps liable to be misinterpreted as meaning  

\[ [\d] \] rather than  

\[ [\t] \] , and in any case is a clumsy spelling initially and after another consonant, so we have preferred in almost all cases to leave the distinction unmarked and simply write  

\[ T \] . Similarly no special means has been adopted of writing interdental  

\[ N \] or  

\[ L \] (though analogy suggests  

\[ NH \] and  

\[ LH \] ). In the orthographical representation of Ulster dialect for ordinary
purposes the presence of spellings with DH, according to the above rule, must be taken as implying that the related sounds are of the same type when occurring in similar phonetic contexts.

(6) The above may be summarised as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
D & = [d] & DH & = [\partial] & \text{medially} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

(5) Palatalized K, G, T, D, N, L, which occur partly by sound-change in English words and partly by survival from Irish, can most easily be represented initially before any vowel and medially before a long vowel by KY, GY, TY, DY, NY, LY; medially before a short back vowel, however, I might be used instead of Y on the model of English words ending in -ION, -IAN, -IAL, and where the following vowel can be represented by EW, EU or ‘long’ (diphthongal) U, the Y might be omitted and the ordinary English spelling convention followed. It is, however, advisable to write TY, DY, where the palatal nature of these sounds has to be emphasized, as we have not thought it necessary before U/EU/EW to replace T by CH and D by J, though this is the common pronunciation in most parts of Ulster; on the other hand, the more localized change of T to K (i.e. KY) and of D to G (i.e. GY) in such cases is recorded, as giving rise to distinctive dialect word-forms. Neither have we thought it necessary to write NY, LY in place of every N or L before U/EU/EW or every NI or LI plus unstressed A or O, in order to emphasize the very palatal quality which many speakers give these sounds rather than pronounce them as ordinary N or L plus Y. When these palatal sounds occur finally we have had to leave them undifferentiated from ordinary K, G, T, D, N, L, as it is not feasible to distinguish them either by writing Y after them, which would normally be read as another syllable, or by writing I before them as in Irish, as this would cut across our ordinary spelling conventions and produce unusual or ambiguous vowel groups before the final consonant. The pronunciation given in phonetic script must be used to interpret the ordinary spelling in such cases, but it may be noted that final K and G after A, E, I, are more commonly palatalized in south than in north Ulster.

(7) The voiceless open back sound [x] the problem is to decide between CH as in lock and CH as in tough. This sound occurs partly in loanwords from Irish which have CH in the original spelling (the Gaelic CH being a different sound which rarely if ever survives in loanwords), and partly in the Scots forms of English words where CH is more commonly written than the GH of standard English spelling because in English the sound has either become F or silent. On the other hand, from the time when the English GH was still pronounced in this manner, the tradition has arisen of using GH for this sound in Irish place-names and personal names, despite the proper Irish spelling and the subsequent English loss of GH. The objection to using CH is that it clashes with ordinary English CH [tʃ], and the spelling of too many words with the latter sound would have to be changed from CH to TCH to avoid confusion. Against this the use of GH is open to the objection that many words with GH have their ordinary English pronunciation and have not preserved the Scots sound in many parts of Ulster, so that the consistent use of GH for [x] would mean changing the spelling of ordinary words where the GH has become silent. In the case of the group IGH we might set a good example in spelling reform by writing myht, ryht, myht, kayht, playwyht, reserving the present spelling of these words for the dialect pronunciation in which the old GH is preserved, but other GH words might not be so easily dealt with, while as it happens this particular group of words is better written with AGH to indicate the lower vowel which accompanies the GH in the dialects which preserve it, so that no confusion with the normal form arises in any case. This last point provides the clue to our decision to adopt GH in preference to CH, and also in preference to the KI of Wilson’s Scottish dialect orthography and of Nu Speling, which, though unambiguous, has not the traditional connection with this sound which GH has acquired in Ulster. It so happens that in ordinary English spelling GH is always preceded by I or U either as the sole vowel of the syllable or as the second part of one of the digraphs AI, EI, AU, OU. As the sole vowel of the syllable U alone occurs only in the proper names Hugh, Pugh, so that short U can be used before GH = [x] where necessary without much risk of ambiguity. For the rest the GH sound only occurs after vowels which can be written with A, O, E, or some digraph other than those occurring in normal English spelling, so that GH can be used with the convention that it follows the standard English rule after I, EI, A1, AU, OU, but represents the Ulster dialect sound after all other vowels. The word tough, however, in which an Irish pronunciation is already associated with an English spelling, is perhaps too well established to be changed to toog. Though retaining GH on account of its widespread present use in Ulster we think there is a good case for writing this sound with KH in any general reform of spelling.

(8) We write the silent initial consonant in words beginning with GN, KN, WR, where they are connected with standard forms beginning with these groups, even where other changes in the spelling are made. We retain the ambiguous use of S as either [s] or [z] only in [noun] plural and verbal endings or where the dialect word does not otherwise deviate in form from the standard spelling, but where there is any other change in the word S is replaced by SS (sometimes -CE) or Z, as the case may be. We follow the ordinary spelling conventions in writing J, G, or DG for the J sound, extending the use of J, however, at the beginning of a syllable wherever necessary or possible; also in writing C or S for the S sound except where a dialect back vowel in place of a standard front vowel makes the use of C impossible; also generally in writing the K sound with K (before front vowels and finally) or C (before back vowels and consonants) or Q (before consonantal or silent U) or X for KS (where the S is not a suffix), but K is retained even before a back vowel in some cases of dialect vowel change to indicate a connection with standard forms (for example, kay because of Scots kye and literary kine). Dialect change from a back to a front vowel makes it necessary to change C to K, and palatalization before A changes C to KY.
(9) We retain the usual English spelling convention of doubling consonants after short stressed vowels when another syllable is added (also finally in the case of CK, FF, LL, TCH), and this is extended to English words which form exceptions to the rule in those cases where the Ulster pronunciation makes some other change in the spelling necessary and to loanwords from Irish (even though this rule does not apply in the original spelling). We also make use of doubled consonants not only medially, but also finally to indicate in certain cases that the stress falls on a different syllable from standard English, also to help out the writing of the vowel sounds where a digraph normally used for a long vowel has to represent a short sound, or where a single vowel letter has to represent a different short sound from that normally implied by the spelling. In the case of finals such as CK and LL, which are always doubled after single vowel letters, the latter object is secured by reversing the usual convention and writing them single. For example, if A is used for the lowered north Ulster sound of I, harm is written for him since harm implies a lengthened vowel in most parts of Ulster and the vowel differs slightly in quality, while hal would have to be written for hill to avoid confusion with the standard word-form hall. The dialect GH representing an open consonant, like the standard TH and SH, does not lend itself to doubling, but the first part of DH, DY and the other similar digraphs may be doubled.

(10) We have used the apostrophe only where it is used in standard spelling, viz. to make the genitive case of nouns and the elision of an auxiliary verb with a pronoun or the negative particle -n't, in o'for of in stereotyped phrases, and where the verbal inflections -ing and -ed are added to words with unusual final vowels. We cannot see that any useful purpose is served by cluttering up the spelling of certain words with apostrophes to mark the dialect change of -ing to -in (there being hardly any words with this ending in normal spelling, ambiguity is not likely to arise in such cases anyway), or the loss of a consonant such as final L in some words and D after N or L in others, or the loss of a consonant already silent when some other change in the spelling allows us to omit it. Only where a consonant such as T is replaced by the glottal stop, a sound for which our ordinary alphabet has no letter, is the use of the apostrophe necessary. (See 3 above).

The following classified summary of consonant spellings (with alternatives arising from the usual English spelling rules in brackets) should be compared with the table of consonant sounds in the section of the Introduction dealing with Phonology:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palato-Alv.</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>TY (T)</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>K (C, Q)</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>DH</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>DY (D)</td>
<td>GY (G)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affr.</td>
<td>F; FW</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>S (C)</td>
<td>CH (T)</td>
<td>J (G, D)</td>
<td>SH (S, C)</td>
<td>GH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Z (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Z (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WH</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>NY (N)</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td>NG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L; R</td>
<td></td>
<td>LY (L)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vowels

In dealing with the consonants our main problem has been to make provision for a much wider range of sounds than most other types of English possess. With the vowels, however, the nature of the problem is different and even more complex. Firstly, since such differences affect the vowels more than the consonants, we have had to make provision for the divergent vowel systems of the two major dialects or dialect groups which for convenience, though not with complete geographical accuracy, we call the northern and southern dialects of Ulster speech, together with some compromise spellings for certain word-forms common to both. Secondly, from the chronic combination of polyphony (the use of one letter or digraph for several sounds) and polyphony (the writing of different letters or digraphs for the same sound) which affects the spelling of English, we have had to make a choice of letters and digraphs in such a way that they could be applied more or less phonetically to the spelling of words which do not exist or are pronounced quite differently in standard English, while at the same time they might be allowed to remain in cases where the Ulster pronunciation does not differ enough for a change of spelling to be necessary but where the standard spelling itself is inconsistent. Each of the single vowel letters and many of the digraphs have therefore, besides the phonetic value which we assign them, one or more graphic values which are tolerated just as, among the consonants, GH has partly a phonetic and partly a purely graphic value. The vocabulary listed in the Dictionary therefore consists of words spelt more or less 'phonetically' (on the unphonetic basis which our ordinary spelling conventions allow us to adopt) together with a certain number in which divergences from this system are tolerated if they agree with standard spelling. It could be relieved of these anomalies by substituting letters with phonetic values for those used graphically where these occur, but pending a general reform of English spelling we have preferred not to disguise the connection of dialect words with words in general use which in many cases this would mean. It may be added that some of the digraphs we use for the traditionally long vowels and diphthongs are not necessarily those we would recommend for a general spelling reform as we are to some extent tied by the graphic values which have to be allowed to stand for the present.

(11) The minimum number of vowels which a consistent orthography of English, based on what Professor Daniel Jones calls 'received pronunciation' (RP), would need to distinguish is made up of the six short vowels in pet, pet, pit, pot, put,
put; the three wide long vowels in far, fur, for or full; the two almost diphthongal long vowels in feel, fool; and the five diphthongs in fail, foil, file, foul, fall, to which for practical purposes may be added the rising diphthong in feud (though phonetically it is simply the vowel in food, fool, preceded by the semi-vowel y-sound), making a total of 17. The remaining four centring diphthongs and two triphthongs in peer, poor, pair, pour, pyre, power, need not be distinguished from the vowels of feel, fool, fail, feel, file, foil, respectively since they are either variants of these which occur before r, or else they arise where the two vowels of originally separate syllables which are still written as such stand in hiatus. The sound of fur also occurs only before r but as it replaces three separate short vowels from all of which it is distinct it deserves a special notation. For the Ulster regional standard the distinction between the pet-vowel and the fur-vowel would not in a simplified orthography be absolutely necessary since the latter can only occur before R not followed by a vowel, and with most speakers there is no difference between the pet-vowel and the fool-vowel (e.g. full and fool sound alike). But apart from these two points a simplified spelling devised for RP would do phonemically for the Ulster regional standard of pronunciation despite the great phonetic differences between them in the formation of some of the vowels. Actual differences in vowel quality and such Ulster features as the lengthening of the pet-, pet-, pot-vowels and the shortening of the feel-, fool-, fool-vowels in certain specific cases according to the nature of the following consonant need not find expression in a simplified standard orthography since they are regulated automatically in this way. Given a simplified spelling of English (such as, for example, Nu Speling or some compromise between it and our present orthography) and assuming the Ulster regional standard of pronunciation for that orthography, the problem of devising a dialect orthography consists therefore in finding ways to represent dialect sounds not occurring in the regional standard and standard sounds which occur in unfamiliar phonetic contexts. To this may be added that so long as certain existing spellings are allowed to stand in words which differ in meaning but not in pronunciation, there is the additional problem of avoiding misinterpretation by false association with certain standard spellings which happen to clash with whatever semi-phonetic system is devised.

In what follows, partly for the convenience of users of the Dictionary who are not accustomed to phonetic script and partly because certain phonetically distinct vowels are united under one spelling in certain cases, we refer to the vowel sounds usually by means of the key-words just mentioned rather than by phonetic symbols. The part of the Introduction dealing with Phonology will make clear exactly the phonetic basis on which the spelling rests. The terms 'short' and 'long' in quotes refer to the traditional vowel lengths as preserved in Middle English or developed in RP, while the same terms without quotes refer to the actual length as occurring in Ulster dialects today. The orthography used in this Dictionary does not normally distinguish between such shorts and longs having a common origin and the same quality of sound; for the phonetic conditions under which such variations of length occur see the section on Phonology and the phonetic spellings of each word. The general principle of using single vowel letters for 'short' vowels and digraphs or trigraphs for 'long' vowels and diphthongs is followed wherever possible, and for this reason we prefer, for example, staen to stane as the northern dialect form of stone. We see no particular objection to having two ways of writing one sound - provided one of these spellings does not also represent a second and quite different sound - if they are used where the sound arises from different etymological sources. We may now consider each vowel in detail.

12. The pet-vowel is written E, even when lengthened in Ulster, and E is not used phonetically for any other vowel though retained graphically in many cases where standard orthography provides a precedent, especially as a silent final letter and in the past tense ending -ED.

13. The pit-vowel is written I in south Ulster and general word-forms, and is always short. In genuine north Ulster dialect forms the vowel which most commonly corresponds to this phonetically differs from it to such an extent phonetically that we prefer to write A (see 17 below), but on the other hand I seems the best way to write the advanced, shortened and unrounded vowel which in north Ulster often replaces the fool-vowel (28) and sometimes the put-vowel.

14. For the fail-vowel, Wilson's Scottish dialect orthography has Al or Ay, no doubt on account of the frequent occurrence of this spelling in our present orthography, while in Nu Speling AE - a compromise between Al and A followed by final silent E - is used. Many words now spelt with Al (AY) had EI (EY) in Chaucer's time, as some still have (e.g. veil, grey) and we think that the latter spelling should be adopted generally in place of Al or Ay, which should be allowed to fall out of use with this sound. EI is to be preferred because it re-establishes the connection between sound and spelling with the short vowel E, of which EI (i.e. the fail-sound) is now the nearest corresponding 'long' vowel. This vowel sound has, however, so many different origins in Ulster dialect use that we have found it convenient to use AE in some cases as an alternative to EI, especially where the standard language has afoal- or fool-vowels (e.g. caem = comb, haem = home, dae = doe), and in some cases where EI, on account of an exceptional use in standard orthography, would be ambiguous (e.g. dessa = deceit). In addition the use of C and G with both hard and soft values according to what follows make it desirable to have the choice between EI and AE and may lead to departures from the etymological basis of the spelling in some cases. When this vowel occurs before R it usually has the sound of the pet-vowel lengthened, but no account is taken of this in the ordinary spelling. There are districts, however, where the normal fail-sound is preserved even before R; again no account of this is taken in the ordinary spelling of words in the Dictionary, but pronunciations of this type could be shown (1) by writing the digraph EI in its final form EY (and by analogy AYE), or (2) by writing -ER after the digraph, as if a separate syllable, or (3) by inserting H between the digraph and the R. We also do not give spellings to represent two variant types of pronunciation of the fail-vowel, the first a more open sound like the pet-vowel but always long, and the second like ea as in real, which could best be written EEA.

15. For the feel-vowel Nu Speling and Wilson both adopt and extend the use of EE, presumably because it rarely has any other sound in our present orthography. Though we have allowed it to stand in general words which have developed dialect meanings and in the Irish diminutive suffix -een
(despite the Gaelic spelling -in), which has established itself through some loanwords even in the standard language, we prefer IE, which is already well-established with this sound in many words (e.g. field, chief, mien, shriek, pier). It may be noted that IE is used with this value in Dutch and German, and for English it has the advantage of being the link between recent loanwords from French and other languages where I, retaining its traditional value, has this sound (e.g. pique, suite, machine) and the large body of words in which an older long e (written e, ead, eait) has shifted its pronunciation. In any general reform of spelling IE can therefore receive recruits from both sides as it were without undue distortion of the visual character of many words, and in addition it links up with the simple short I, of which in the present state of the language it is phonetically the nearest "long" equivalent. Except in a few exceptional cases like die for die where the standard language uses this digraph irregularly and yet the dialect has the feel-vowel, we have written IE wherever we had to provide a new spelling for a word containing this sound, therefore: hied (= north Ulster head), driagh (tedious) despite Wilson's and Nu Spelling head, dreach, and despite the traditional Scots head dreich. We have not attempted to distinguish in the Dictionary spellings the south Ulster shortening of this vowel before voiceless consonants or its north Ulster shortening before all consonants other than r, voiced fricatives and the past tense suffix -d, though this could have been done in most cases by doubling the following consonant.

(16) The digraph EA of standard orthography has so many different sounds that it presents several special problems. Apart from cases where the two letters belong to different syllables it has five sounds: (1) the old long sound as in break, bear; (2) the new long sound as in fresh, fear; (3) the old sound shortened as in threat, tread; (4) the same [sound] re-lengthened before r plus consonant at an early stage to the far-vowel; and (5) at a later stage to the far-vowel, as in heart and learn respectively. In reformed spelling nos. 2, 3 and 4 would obviously be replaced by IE (e.g. friek, fier like shriek, pier), E and AA (see 17) respectively, while for no. 5 there would seem to be a good case for reviving the Old English spelling learn, which would pave the way to using EO in many other words with this sound, which at present has no distinctive spelling. Where EA retains its old long sound (e.g. great, break, bear, wear) it should be allowed to remain as a second way of writing this sound beside the EI suggested in 14, and it could later be extended to such words as name, late, fare, rare. In this way there would be preserved in the language a means of indicating the older pronunciation of certain dialects and older literature; the orthographical distinction, for what it is worth, could be preserved between the two main groups of words which have the fall-vowel now, viz. those which go back to a Chaucerian diphthong being written with EI (or EE finally) and those going back to an old long vowel of whatever sort being written with EA; and in addition the E element common to both digraphs associates them with the E of the short pet-vowel, of which they are now the nearest "long" sound phonetically. None of these advantages attains so well the use of AE as applied in Nu Spelling, and still less the AI of Wilson's orthography. In dealing with this group of words for dialect purposes we have not been able, however, to apply these reforms consistently, partly since we have to take account of present spelling conventions and partly because the distribution of sounds in words spelt with EA does not always accord with standard usage nor do the dialects always agree with each other. On the one hand, especially in north Ulster, the new long sound occurs instead of the shortened vowel and these we have written with IE (15), e.g. dief for deaf (like thief); on the other hand, the old sound often survives especially in south Ulster, and here we have retained EA only where it survives also in standard usage, writing elsewhere EI as being less ambiguous in the present state of English orthography, e.g. meal, death, for meat, death. For the latter re-lengthened sound before r plus consonant the use of EO suggested above does not arise, as in genuine dialect forms the far- (fall-) vowel and not the fur-vowel occurs. Here again we write EI, as also in many cases where standard spelling has O or I before r, e.g. learn, girr for learn, girr, also heirti for heart in north Ulster.

(17) Traditional orthography fails to distinguish between the pat-vowel and the far-vowel, although the difference is clearly marked and important in RP, and the Nu Spelling of A for the short front pat-vowel and AA for the long back far-vowel is an admirable way of separating the two sounds in spelling (though A continues to be written before R in that system). Unlike most spelling reforms, however, this one involves recognition of regional differences of pronunciation and might prove unacceptable unless as a compromise the A was doubled only in words where a silent L or U was at the same time omitted until such time as we got used to the idea that the standard orthography might allow variant spellings for major regional differences. As remarked above the graphic distinction is hardly necessary for Ulster standard pronunciation, as the far-sound is only associated with r and the far-sound may be short or long according to the following consonant but without difference of quality (e.g. anti and canical all have the same vowel short in the first pair, long in the second), while for Scottish and northern English pronunciations it is also generally unnecessary. Despite this, however, it does remain essential to be able to distinguish in ordinary spelling between a back a and a more advanced a in the Ulster dialects, and though both sounds are usually pronounced further back than the corresponding sounds in RP, and north and south Ulster differ from RP and from each other in their distribution, the use of single A for the front sound and double AA for the back sounds as in Nu Spelling and in Wilson's orthography, but irrespective of the actual length of the vowel in either case, seems to be the neatest way of achieving this. In the first place AA is used in both north and south Ulster for the long back unrounded vowel which usually replaces the fall-vowel of standard English. Secondly, for south Ulster, AA is a common though not universal substitute for 'short' O, while A remains as the normal sound of historic 'short' A. Both these vowels, A and AA or O, are short or long according to the following consonant like the pet-vowel (see Phonology), but no attempt has been made to distinguish these variable quantities except that where AA is substituted for O final TCH and CK following it are retained and P and T are doubled to distinguish it from long AA, representing the fell-vowel, after which these consonants are written single. The other consonants are only doubled when another syllable is added, just as after O. Thirdly, for north Ulster, AA is written for historic 'short' a, to indicate the more back quality of the sound, but not for historic 'short' o except where, as in Scots, the two sounds fell together near certain consonants. In this...
case final P and T are not generally doubled unless the vowel is really short (i.e. in this dialect length is phonemic, not simply phonetic). This leaves single A free to represent the sound which in this dialect replaces historic 'short' ɪ, and as this is invariably short the following consonant is always doubled where possible, even in the case of P and T, before which A would be short in any case in south Ulster and the regional standard, but final LL is written single to avoid confusion with the fall-sound and final FF, SS are written single to avoid confusion with the fall-sound of RP. It should be noted that the two sounds represented by A and AA in south Ulster are broader than the two north Ulster sounds for which these spellings are used, the latter being nearer to RP at least in the case of the back vowel. The acoustic sequence is (1) south Ulster AA, (2) north Ulster AA, (3) south Ulster A, (4) north Ulster A. The use of A in one dialect and AA in the other for historic 'short' ɪ is governed as much by the necessity of distinguishing two ɪ-sounds in each dialect as by the difference between the dialects in this particular case. One final problem remains in view of the standard Ulster use of the AA sound before nonintervocalic R: as in Nu Spelling single A could have been retained, but in some south Ulster pronunciations the file-vowel is used even in this position. The only way of making this clear seems to be by doubling the R finally and before another consonant. Where the back sound occurs before R double AA is used even though A would suffice according to standard pronunciation. Single A followed by single R would serve as a compromise spelling for both dialects.

(18) The file-vowel is a diphthong beginning near the pat-vowel and moving towards the phi-vowel, so that AI (as in aisle) or AY (as in aye) is the ideal way to write it, but such spellings are rare and until these digraphs in their more common use are replaced by EI or EY as suggested above and their present sound forgotten, the use of AI or AY for this diphthong would be impracticable. On the other hand, the digraph IE suggested for this sound in Nu Spelling is probably the most inept of all the digraphs proposed in that system, as it perpetuates in a flagrant manner the divorce from traditional international vowel values caused by the English Great Vowel Shift. In any case IE in our present spelling has far more frequently the feel-sound, in which its use should be extended as explained above (15), than the file-sound, which occurs only finally in a few verbs and before the grammatical endings -S and -D, being replaced by Y finally in nouns and some of the verbs and always before the ending -ing. In the words where IE does occur at present with this sound therefore it is always interchangeable with Y, and Y — not IE — is the choice that should be made for the file-vowel, especially as Y is so pronounced in many other words. In some cases it has the phi-sound and here I would ultimately be substituted. In Chaucer's time Y was frequently used for the long vowel from which the present diphthong is descended. I being restricted to the short sound, and a return to this older orthographic tradition would sort out the two values shared by I and Y and provide a consistent way of writing both. This does not clash with the use of Y initially as a consonant (since this sound is never followed by the file-vowel) or as second part of a diphthong such as OY. It is true that Y is usually an orthographic variant of I in other languages, except the Scandinavian group where, as in the International Phonetic Alphabet, it represents the front rounded vowel (French u and German ü), and Welsh where it represents two central vowels, but as it is not one of the five basic vowel letters its special use with this diphthongal value would not be so serious a departure from general usage. It was in fact so used in older Dutch spelling where j is now used for the same sound, and it still remains in Afrikaans with this value. In representing the file-vowel in all words for which we have to devise a spelling we have used Y consistently in this way. We have not thought it necessary to show that the starting point of the diphthong is more advanced than in RP. In parts of south Ulster, however, it starts with a more centralised vowel, which in 18th century English was also used for the file-vowel and this is the origin of the stage Irishman's OI for the file-vowel. Beside the present sound of OI, however, this is an entirely misleading spelling, and a much better way to write this sound is UY (but not UI, which might imply other quite different sounds), already familiar, though with no implication of a difference in sound, in such spellings as buy, Guy; cf. also the short sound of U, which is near the starting point of UX. We have not thought it necessary to add to the bulk of the Dictionary by quoting forms with UX, which can be consistently substituted for Y to indicate a certain type of pronunciation.

(19) There is, however, another diphthong of this type, longer, with a back starting point, which, being distinguished phonemically from Y, requires a separate spelling. Except in so far as it occasionally arises locally from lengthened A before palatal G, NG, in which case of course it has no historical connection with Y, this is a north Ulster sound which replaces Y in certain words. The same distinction is found in Scots where Wilson uses EI for our Y sound (18) and II for the sound here in question. This latter spelling is open to the same kind of objections as Nu Spelling IE, as well as being graphically inconvenient, and as we are free to invent a new graphy to represent a distinction not found in the standard language we prefer AAY, which shows clearly the long back starting point and the connection with the next nearest sound, viz. simple Y. The RP file-vowel lies between Ulster Y and AAY (though nearer the latter) and in their starting points the two Ulster sounds stand in more or less the same relation to each other as the north Ulster simple A and AA vowels. On the analogy of the usual practice with the AI/AY, EI/EY, OI/OY digraphs of standard orthography it might be argued that AAY should be used only finally and before vowels and AAI before consonants (cf. also Dutch AAI for the same sound), especially as it will replace standard I in many words, or again that AAI should be used on the grounds that the second part of the diphthong rarely passes beyond the sound of the E- or AE-vowel, but all things considered we have preferred to use AAY and to write this in all positions as with Y (and its local variant UX).

(20) The foil-vowel is written OI or OY as in standard spelling, being one of the few diphthongs there logically represented. No account is taken of variations in the starting point of the sound in Ulster, as they do not appear to be phonemic.

(21) The pot-vowel, which with its RP value occurs only in standard and some south Ulster dialect pronunciations, is written O in so far as it is not replaced by AA (see 17 above), and like A and E it is subject to lengthening before certain
consonants, but this is not shown in the ordinary spelling (see Phonology). The use of O for the *put-vowel* is avoided except where standard spellings are allowed to stand unchanged and likewise the use of A for the *pot-sound* after W because the original A has remained as A or AA in sound.

(22) The *for- or fall-vowel* has two separate origins: (1) historic 'short' o (in RP usually also 'long' o) before r, and (2) the earlier diphthong arising from an old short vowel, usually a (rarely o), combining with a following consonant now usually silent. Even in *Nu Speling* they are distinguished, the former being written O (like the *pot-vowel*) and the latter AU. Wilson uses AU or AW, but this vowel is not of frequent occurrence in the Scottish dialect which he records. Before R we follow *Nu Speling* in retaining O — in so far as the dialect does not call for the substitution of the *foal- or even the fall-vowel* — though outside of north Ulster at least this differs in quality from the *pot-vowel* (21). For the *fall-sound* when not followed by R we are guided by three considerations. First, we do not think that AU is the best choice for the reformed spelling of words containing this sound as it perpetuates the divorce between sound and symbol caused by the Great Vowel Shift. The most usual ways of spelling the sound at present are A (*fall, water*), AL (*talk*), AU (*hain*), AUL (*bault*), AUGH (*caught*), AW (*paw, crawl*), the L and GH being silent, while OU occasionally occurs before the latter (*bought*). Common to almost all of these is A, while the sound is the same as that given to O before R, so that AO would have the advantage of being neutral as between the present spellings and of linking up with them through its first part and with the other chief source of this sound through its second part, thus paving the way perhaps for the ultimate use of AO or simple O in all cases, while AU and its variant AW should be allowed to fall into disuse in standard orthography as in the case of AI and AO (see 14 above). Second, in north Ulster this sound with more or less its RP value usually replaces the *pot-vowel* of standard and south Ulster, and while O might be used with the convention that it represents the *pot-vowel* in one dialect and the *fall-vowel* in the other, it is perhaps better to separate them in spelling, and for this purpose the AO digraph suggested above is used in north Ulster forms, except before R where O has this value anyway. Third, in south Ulster in so far as it survives at all and is not replaced by AA, and in most types of standard Ulster pronunciation the *fall-vowel* agrees in quality though not always in length with the *pot-vowel*, so that, for example, *cloud* and *cold* sound alike because the former sound is lowered and the latter is lengthened, while *tatt* and *tot* differ in length (as in RP) but not in quality (contrary to RP). We are therefore dealing with a special case of the *pot-vowel* rather than of the *fall-vowel* and it seems best to leave A, AU, AW as graphic variants of the former in so far as they are not replaced by the more genuine dialect AA.

(23) Before dealing with the *foal-, fool- and fall-vowels*, we must consider the position of the digraph OU in relation to the simplification of spelling, since like EA (16) it has an exceptionally large number of sounds, viz.: (1) the *fool-sound* from an old long vowel; (2) the *fool-sound* (as in *youth, route*), being the old sound exceptionally preserved or more often a recent loanword from French; (3) the *put-sound* (as in *youth, route*), being the old sound shortened; (4) the *fur-sound* (as in *foal, soul, shoulder*), from an old diphthong; (6) the *fall-sound* (as in *baugh*), being a special development of the old diphthong before GH, and (7) the *pot-sound* (as in *cough*), being the same shortened. Of these, nos. 3, 4, 6 and 7 could be written with whatever letters are chosen for these sounds in simplified spelling. This leaves three claimants to the digraph OU (OW), and both *Nu Speling* (OU only) and Wilson (OU and OW) use it for the *foal-sound* presumably on the ground that this sound is rarely written in any other way, whereas the *foal- and fall-vowels* (for which Wilson writes OA and OO and *Nu Speling* uses OE and UU respectively) have common alternative spellings. We do not think, however, that this is the best way to write the *foal-vowel* or the best use to which to put the OU digraph. The *foal-vowel* is a diphthong which begins near the *pot-sound* and moves towards the *put-sound*, but until such times as the present sound of AU is forgotten that digraph — which had this value in Middle English and still has it in German, Italian and Spanish — cannot be used for this sound (cf. the parallel case of AI, 18). We therefore suggest that the insertion of A before OU (or OW) when it has the *foal-sound* is a reform which would re-establish the connection between the spelling and the present sound by showing the starting-point of the diphthong, and at the same time would distinguish this group of words from others in which OU/OW has a different value (e.g. *foal* beside *soul*). It may be noted that AOU is already used for the *foal-vowel* in the two rather uncommon words *glauch* and *cauchouc*. This still leaves two sounds where OU could be written, but the only point in favour of the use of this digraph for the *fool-vowel* is that additional borrowings from French may increase the number of words where OU has this sound. On the other hand, OU (as in *soul*) would seem to be the ideal compromise between the various diphthongal pronunciations of the *fool-sound* in RP and southern English generally, and the pure long close vowel (between the O in put and the U in pun in quality) which is used in Scottish, Irish and northern English pronunciations. It is exactly parallel graphically and phonetically with EI (14) and is superior orthographically to *Nu Speling* OE and Wilson’s OA since the two parts of the digraph are chosen with regard to their basic values and it can be applied without ambiguity to words where simple O now has this sound, especially when followed immediately by A or E in another syllable, once OU has ceased to be used for other purposes. Where now used for the *fool-vowel* OU would be replaced by some other digraph. In the light of this discussion we may now proceed to consider the dialect spelling of the remaining vowels.

(24) The *fool-vowel* often replaces the *fool-vowel* in both north and south Ulster, but otherwise is not very common in north Ulster, where it is usually replaced by the *fool-vowel*. When O or OU is written in the standard form its replacement by OW might meet the case, though the latter is itself ambiguous, especially at the end of a word, while the opposite change of OW to OU (e.g. to show that grow rhymes with standard cow) is even more ambiguous, as it could be taken as implying either the *fool-sound* or the *foal-sound*. Despite precedents in existing dialect spellings for using OW, we have preferred to write AOU (as suggested above, 23) in all cases where we have to invent a spelling to indicate this sound, leaving OU and OW only where the dialect word differs in meaning but not in sound from the standard language. When it replaces the *fool-vowel*, Y is generally written before it, e.g. north Ulster yaou for eve. It will be seen that AOU is parallel.
with AAY in indicating the starting-point of the diphthong, the former being more advanced than the latter, wherefore single instead of double A is used in this case.

(25) For the fool-vowel we have had to use O at the end of a word and OA in other cases, as in Wilson’s orthography as being the least ambiguous way of writing this sound in the present state of English orthography, and despite what is said above. Just as we cannot use EA in the spelling of dialect words, as suggested for the reform of spelling because confusion might at present be caused with old existing spellings (see 16), so likewise with OU and OW, which are used for the fool-vowel only where occurring also in standard spelling with this value. This, however, will help to show the difference in quality between the Ulster fool-vowel and the RP diphthong. We have not attempted to distinguish in the Dictionary spellings (except where different words are so distinguished phonemically) the south Ulster shortening of this vowel before voiceless consonants or its north Ulster shortening before all consonants other than f, voiced fricatives and the past tense suffix -d, though this could have been done in most cases by doubling the following consonant (cf. the parallel case of IE).

(26) The putt-vowel is written U, even though it generally has a more o-like quality than the English and Scottish vowels, from which however there is no simple means of distinguishing it. Where the dialects have this vowel instead of the put-sound the following consonant is doubled, where possible, as in the key-word itself, or in the case of L and S written single when not followed by another vowel, but there is no convenient way of dealing with SH in such circumstances unless one departs from ordinary usage and writes SSH. We have however left the distinction unmarked in this case and the phonetic script will show where -USH has the putt-vowel instead of the putt-vowel.

(27) The put-vowel need not be specially distinguished in genuine dialect forms. Where it comes from historic short u the putt-vowel generally takes its place, and in so far as it occasionally survives where the standard language has the putt-vowel it may be written with one of the spellings of the fool-vowel. Where it represents in RP a recent shortening of the fool-vowel it is not normally distinguished from the latter in Ulster, so that the Nu Spelling use of O for the shortened vowel and UU for the long sound need not be followed.

(28) The fool-vowel is always long in RP, but in Ulster speech both dialect and standard it is always short except finally and before certain consonants, as explained in the section on Phonology and shown in the phonetic spellings of each word. We have however considered it necessary to show this general shortening by doubling the following consonant any more than we have shown that which affects IE (15) and OA (25) or the lengthening which affects A, E, O, before certain consonants. The north Ulster dialect is derived from Scots, which has two vowels of this type (or really three, one varying in quality according as it remained long or became short). These are: (1) the fool-vowel proper, a back vowel as in RP but usually short, occurring where RP has the fool-diphthong and written traditionally with OU, but with OO in Wilson’s orthography; and (2) a rounded front vowel (like French eu, German ö when long or French u, German ü when shortened) traditionally written UI in both cases, so also by Wilson, and occurring usually where RP has the fool-vowel. But in some Scots dialects this last in both its long and short forms has become unrounded, and this is the normal development in north Ulster in so far as the original distinctions have been preserved phonemically, the long sound becoming the fool-vowel which we write with AE and the short vowel becoming almost the sound of I in pit. Since in north Ulster historic short i has become the sound which we write as A (17), this leaves I free to use for this fronted, unrounded and shortened vowel, which in certain dialect forms replaces the fool-vowel of RP (13). In this sense therefore we do not need the UI of traditional Scots orthography. The original back vowel, however, in almost all types of Ulster speech, and not only in north Ulster, has moved forward till it is nearer this UI-sound than to the original fool-vowel, and in north Ulster this sound has sometimes replaced the original front UI instead of the latter, being unrounded to AE or I. The question then arises whether a special digraph is required to show that the sound differs from its RP value; in accordance however with the principle set out above that we apply the spellings of standard orthography according to the Ulster standard of pronunciation we have let the various ordinary spellings of this sound (O, OE, OO, OU, U, UI, UE, EW) remain in cases where no other change is made in the word, with the convention that phonetically they represent a more advanced vowel than the fool- and put-sounds of RP, just as OA is used with the convention that it represents a pure close vowel and not the diphthong of RP. A question of a different order arises where this sound replaces phonemically another sound normally written in the same way, e.g. the fool-vowel in its Ulster form takes the place of the far- or fool-vowel in the dialect forms of floor, door. To write these with U, UE or UI might pass in the first case but in the second would certainly imply the fool-vowel. We therefore adopt the UU digraph used in Nu Spelling for the fool-vowel as an alternative to all the established ways of spelling this sound where the latter would be ambiguous, and we extend this to cases where this sound replaces any other, such as the fool-vowel in north Ulster forms and words which have no English equivalent. The use of UU is therefore introduced primarily to avoid confusion between words phonemically or etymologically distinct, and that it represents a sound which is phonetically distinct from the fool-vowel of RP is only incidental to the case. In so far as a genuine back vowel may survive in some south Ulster border dialects this type of pronunciation could be indicated by writing OO for UU in most of such cases, but we have not quoted such forms in the Dictionary.

(29) The feud-vowel is written UE in Nu Spelling, but we consider EU preferable because it indicates the order of the actual sounds of the diphthong. IU would be even more accurate but we allow EU to stand, as it is more commonly used. We also allow EW to stand finally in accordance with ordinary spelling conventions, but U, UE, UI are left only where no other change is made in the word and are not used with this value in purely dialect forms. The U part of this sound is even more advanced than the UU-sound just discussed (28), but we have not thought it necessary to indicate this phonetic difference from the RP value of the vowel in any way.
The fur-vowel is not common in genuine dialect forms. Either the original short vowels from which it is derived remain or it is replaced by other long vowels, in some cases an open front vowel, which for the reasons explained above (16) we write with EI, in others a back rounded vowel, either O (22) or OA (25). In the cases where the fur-vowel does occur we have written simply U, the presence of nonintervocalic R following it being the only indication that this U differs slightly in quality as well as in length from the put-vowel (26), the difference being in any case less than in RP. Where the original short sounds survive instead of the fur-vowel, the R should be doubled to show this.

For the vowels of unstressed syllables we have generally avoided digraphs, unless they are actually long or distinct in sound, and have allowed ourselves considerable freedom in the choice of which simple vowel letter to use for the short indeterminate vowel according to its derivation. Short unstressed I is usually so written, but some explanation is required of our treatment of the sound usually written Y finally and before ing, but changed to IE before consonantal suffixes (though other spellings of it occur). Since the normal sound of this in most parts of Ulster is a shortened form of EI in they, we have used this digraph in all words for which we have had to devise a spelling, leaving Y/IE only in words whose spelling is not otherwise changed. This, already familiar from a few words like donkey, money, has the advantage also that it need not be changed when inflexions are added. In some parts however such words are pronounced with a shortened form of the IE in field, and Y may be changed to EI, even when final, to show this, but we did not consider it necessary to swell the Dictionary by quoting such variant forms. AE is used instead of EY however in the unstressed north Ulster negative suffix nae.

It should be noted that when the diphthongs Y, AAY, AOU (and also OI, though this is rare) occur before R, there are two types of pronunciation. Either the diphthong remains with a tendency to be flattened out into a centralised type of long vowel (the latter being the standard type of Ulster pronunciation), or else the diphthongs are converted into triphthongs which may be indicated by writing -ER after them as if forming a separate syllable, which in some places is actually the case.

Apart from unstressed syllables of long words it should be noted that some words such as pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions and adverbs by their nature often occupy an unstressed position in the sentence and consequently develop two (or more) forms according as they are stressed or unstressed. The standard orthography of such words normally represents the stressed sound and in most cases is written also where they are unstressed. The substitution of unstressed for stressed forms in such words is not a matter of dialect but of idiom, and there is no more reason why we should attempt to spell the unstressed forms phonetically when writing in dialect than when writing in the standard literary language. It may happen however that the dialect unstressed form itself may differ from the standard unstressed form and only in a few cases such as this have we given special spellings for these. In the case of the pronouns he, she, we, me, the traditional spelling is sufficiently ambiguous to serve as both the stressed sound hee, shee, wee, mee, and the unstressed sound hey, wey, mey, for any difference in spelling between the stressed and unstressed forms to be necessary.

The whole range of necessary vowel spellings has now been covered, and they are here summarized first alphabetically and then phonetically:

Alphabetical summary of vowels:

- A - the pat-vowel, short or lengthened in south Ulster, always short in north Ulster
- AA - the fur-vowel, long or short
- AAY - the long back file-vowel
- AE - the fail-vowel, usually long, and usually more open before R
- AO - the fail- or fur-vowel, long or short
- AOU - the fail- or fur-vowel, long or short
- E - the pet-vowel, short or lengthened
- EI (EY) - the fail-vowel, usually long, except when unstressed, and usually more open before R
- EU (EW) - the feel-vowel, advanced and long or short
- I - the pit-vowel, always short
- IE - the feel-vowel, long or shortened
- O - (1) the pat-vowel, short or lengthened (2) before R, the for-vowel, long or short (3) the pure close fail-vowel, long or shortened
- OA - the pure close fail-vowel, long or shortened
- OI (OY) - the fail-vowel
- U - (1) the put-vowel, always short (2) the fur-vowel, long or short, before R
- UU - the advanced fail-/put-vowel, short or long
- Y - the short front file-vowel

As in standard spelling, EY, EW, O and OY are allowed as positional variants of EI, EU, OA and OI when final, but in the case of the specially devised groups AAY and AOU only the one form is used. The groups AA, AE, AOU, EI, EU, IE, OA and OI all occur already in standard spelling with the values here assigned to them, the first three however being uncommon, and only AAY, AO and UU are completely new, though suggested by existing spellings. Of the numerous groups beginning with A, this letter indicates phonetically the starting-point of a diphthong in the case of the trigraphs, while in the case of the digraphs it points in most cases to their derivation, and the second letter indicates the pronunciation. The single letters other than Y normally represent the historic short vowels, which may however be lengthened in Ulster, or reduced unstressed vowels; the digraphs other than EU and OI represent the historic long vowels, which may however be shortened in Ulster, while the trigraphs with EU, OI and Y represent diphthongs. Apart from positional variants in four cases already mentioned and phonemic variants in a few cases governed by a following R, there is only a choice of spellings in one case, that between EI and AE for the fail-vowel, for the etymological reasons given above.

Phonetic summary of vowels:

The following table shows the vowel spellings arranged phonetically in the first column with the I.P.A. symbols for the
range of sounds which each represents (see Phonology) in the second column, and other variant spellings which are allowed to survive from standard orthography in the case of dialect words which differ in meaning but not in form from standard use in the third column:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Variant 1</th>
<th>Variant 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>i: i</td>
<td>E, EA, EE, EI, EO, I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>ı</td>
<td>Y, E, U, UI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EI (EY), AE</td>
<td>e: e e: (+r)</td>
<td>A, AI, AY, E, EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>e e:</td>
<td>A, EA, EI, EO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>a a: ı</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>o: o ı: ı</td>
<td>A, EA, E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>o o: o: (+r)</td>
<td>A, AU, AW, OU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>ı: ı</td>
<td>A, AU, AW, OA, OU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA (O)</td>
<td>o: o</td>
<td>O, OE, OU, OW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>ı: (finally)</td>
<td>O, OO, OU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UU</td>
<td>u u:</td>
<td>I, E, EA, O, OU, Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>aei aí ai</td>
<td>O, OO, OU, U, UE, UI, EU, EW, OE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAY</td>
<td>òi òi òe òe</td>
<td>I, EI, EY, AI, AY, UI, UY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI (OY)</td>
<td>òi òi òi</td>
<td>I, Y, UY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOU</td>
<td>òo òo òu òu</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU (EW)</td>
<td>jù: jù jy: jy</td>
<td>OU, OW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U, UE, UI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the words which differ in meaning but not in pronunciation were spelt as in the first column the orthography of the whole body of words in the Dictionary could be made even more consistent but for the reasons already given we prefer to leave these unchanged as there would still remain the numerous words not included in the Dictionary which are common to dialect and standard speech in both meaning and sound, and to change these also would be taking us beyond the realm of dialect into an orthographical reform of the whole language. We can point the way to that road but it must be left to others to follow it in easy stages. It should also be realised that certain sound changes such as the north Ulster shift of I to A are applied to the whole range of vocabulary in which the original sounds occur so that we have had to draw the line somewhere in regulating the number of such forms which are admitted. The general principle followed for this purpose is that in words of one or two syllables where the change might cause the word to coincide with some other word in the same or another dialect the special form is given, while in the case of multisyllabic words which have no special dialect meaning and are such as the dialects would borrow from the literary language they are omitted.

We have discussed the basis of our orthography at considerable length largely for the benefit of those users of the Dictionary, whether natives of Ulster or not, for whom the section on Phonology would be too advanced and who are not conversant with phonetic script, but we would recommend the latter to the attention of all who use the Dictionary as it gives much information especially about the articulation of certain consonants and about the length of vowels which cannot be conveyed in the ordinary spelling.

### III. Transcriptions by Robert Gregg

1. Haaleve, by John Clifford
   (reprinted from Ullans 2 [1994], 12-13)

Haaleve cums but yànst a year
The oul foaks yooce tae say.
So Wully aakst me tae his hooce
Tae DRank a cup o tae.
Wee!! ower Aa goes an - Boys o Dear!
We haad a wile guid time.
At the enn o the galrevitch
We could haarly see a stime.
On Haaleve Nakht.

The table - sure it nyaerly groaned
Wae an avrythin ye 'd name.
If onnythin wuz left avaw,
It wuznae usyans' blame!
The table claeth wuz then rouled up
Tae let the fun begun.
Aa hope the Tràcks the yungsisters played
Wud no be cawed a san.
Thaun Haaleve Nakht.

"Gawney!" says Wul, hwaw could thaat be
At 's du NN erin on the duir?
It maan be aw the neybour's waens
Up tae their Tràcks Aa 'm sure.
Juist then we aw begun tae sneeze
No yan o uz could speak:
The hooce wuz fàld fàe ruif tae fluir
Wae pepper an tow reek -
Thaun Haaleve Nakht.
The wurrk went aun – mile efter mile –
They bagged the famous waw.
Guid masons wraukht fae morn tae nakht;
They haarry staapt awaw.
But nooadays they wudnae wurrk
Lik thuart fur aukht, aa’d swart!
An af they dild, they’d waant sae much
An ey bae aasink maer
Fa day tae day.

The hooce wuz bigged, the gerrden blueimed,
The goold naffver staupt its flow,
But the davil cum baak tae claim iz aen,
an tae lugg ‘im doon below.

The DaucTor wuz readin bae caanel-läkht
Fa the Guld Bulk praapt on ‘iz knees
When the notion cum ântae ‘iz twusst brain
At hae’d chaet oul Nâck, if ye please!
Thaun fearsome day.

He saed tae Oul Nâck: ‘An’ll go wae ye ma freen —
An thuart without a doot —
Whunâver thâs wee caanel dowp
Hiz burnt itseI râkht oot.’

Then he caufT aw the goold in an erm kâst
An sleekitly oot he stôle.
An he throwed it ântae a waal they know
As ‘DaucTor Colvin’s hole’
Tae thâs very day!

NOTE: To my knowledge the first reference to this tale and to
‘Colvin’s Well’ was made by the late Dr Richard Hayward
when acting as guide to a group of Belfast Naturalists Field
Club members on a bus trip to the area north west of
Ballymena to study items of historical and traditional interest.
Subsequently, Dr Hayward’s nephew – the late Brendan
Adams – was able to record and transcribe (phonetically) the
whole text of the ‘Legend’ during an interview with an elderly
man who had grown up in the neighbourhood of Cullilbackey
and was familiar with the topography of the area involved as
the background to the tale.

(Ed. R. J. Gregg)

3. The Kâllin o the Soo, by Thomas Hugh Robinson
(reprinted from Ullans 2 [1994], 11)

true Byoo wuz cummin fae Raloo
The nakht he källit McCammont’s soo.
He hut her fair between the een —
The cleanest clout ye äver seen.
Whun doon she went without a squeal
The oul colle dug wuz at her heel.
He turned aboot an locht a yell
an än the gate he run lik hell.
McCammont heerd the noise an fuss,
Lukkt ower the waw an seen the bus.
Then oot he cum tae hae a squash.
Says he: ‘Boy! Whut made ye dae that?’
true Byoo says: ‘Maan, can ye no see?
Yer pëg run oot in front o me.
Fur on ma brake an clutch Aa studid
But that aw provved tae be nae guid'.

Then the poaliss cum up fae oot the toon
An they mazhured the road baith up an doon.
Yan poalissman tae the ither says:
'Nae maer on this road-side she'll graze'.

The owner's sän — Ah heerd a whad —
Arr ye hoo he ended up — he only lost
THE SQUEAL!

Thomas Hugh Robinson, Larne
(Ed. R. J. Gregg)

4. Thrawn Oul Jone an' his Nebby Nybour (reprinted from Ullans 2 [1994], 13). (For source, see below.)

N.N.: That's a graan' moamin, Jone.
Jone: Weel, ye hae yer share o't!
N.N.: Did ye git aw thon rain yästeday, Jone?
Jone: Aa got whut fell on me.
N.N.: Irr ye taakin thon wee coo tae the fair, Jone?
Jone: Aa'm shoor she's no fur taakin me!
N.N.: Is that yer sän ye hae waie ye, Jone?
Jone: Weel, Aa raised 'im onmywew.
N.N.: Ye'r gay an' shoart the day, Jone.
Jone: Aa'm jist as laang as äver Aa wuz!
N.N.: Ärr ye awaw, Jone?
Jone: Aa'm nether a waw nur a stane dyke!

NOTE: This dialogue is part of Glenoe's oral tradition. I have never seen it nor heard of it in print. It was often quoted by people from the area. When, at the end of a visit, someone rose to leave the host might say 'Aa'm nether a waw nur a stane dyke!', evoking laughter. In our family, growing up in Larne, we heard it so often from my mother that we knew it all by heart.

Back in the fifties, while waiting in a Belfast bus depot I was chatting with a man from the Laggan district in Donegal. I was naturally interested in his dialect, and found to my surprise that he was familiar with the above dialogue. He had only one variant. His reply to: 'Ye'r gay an' shoart' had the word 'e'er' (pronounced like air, and not 'äver').

(Ed. R. J. Gregg)

5. The Rhymers, by John Clifford (reprinted from Ullans 3 [1995], 62-63)

Whun days iz chilly, dreekdh an dreer,
An Christmas Time iz drawin near,
The laang foresupper wull provide
Contentment roon the haem fireside.

A kinely neybour daanners äin,
A freenly yaam ur twaw tae spän
The weary waens iz waashit an fed
An suin'll be snugly haapt in bed.

The baars, the byres, the stable doors,
Iz safely closed wae bolts an baars.
Peace noo reigns — a haapy peace
Comes doon like a sleek on muan an beec.
The kitchin door iz on the laatch,
Whaur the oul coalie keeps his waatch.
His bärse rise wa waxdin baark,
As oot he wandles throo the daark.

He rities his best tae keep at bae,
A score o Christmas Rhymers gay,
They know him weel, they caw his name,
An in the enn he leads them haerm.
Lord knows the places they hae been,
They 're dung an gutters tae the een.
Rhymin their wey fur miles an miles
Throo shukhs an loanins, slaaps and stiles.

Drest up lik lords an knights of yore
They claatter roon the faerm-hooce door,
Srackhten their wags, an maansks, an swords,
An check their entrance cues an wurds.
Then flängin wide the kitchin door:
'Ruim! ruim! ma galant boys!' they roar.
Feard, the wee weans in terror flee
Fur safety tae their parents' knee.

An then begins the age-oul tale
Hoo 'George' weel-claad in coat o mail
Sae forceful raamed his deger throu
That he the Dredded Dreggon slew.
The kitchin fluir is suin a stage
On which these rustic eckters rage.
The audience, getherd roon the haerth,
Enjoy this chance o haemly maerth.

An then begins the age-oul tale
Hoo 'George' weel-claad in coat o mail
Sae forceful raamed his deger throu
That he the Dredded Dreggon slew.
The kitchin fluir is suin a stage
On which these rustic eckters rage.
The audience, getherd roon the haerth,
Enjoy this chance o haemly maerth.

Whiles the seaerd wee waens 'll squeal
Whun throu the kitchin jumps the Deil,
Wae twaw laang hoarns an a hairby mane
An fëe his middle hëngs a chain.
Fae outside, waetin in the cowl
Impatient t'il the story's toul,
Comes rushin an Wee Jonnie Funny,
He's the boy at caaries the money.

The Waens bae noo hae toast their fears
Whun an Wee Jonnie Funny teers,
An roon the hooce wae deevin
dan Seeks caupers fur his wee oul tan.
And then they charter oot the dorr.

They'r gone; their noisy fraulics cease,
The hooce goes baack tae quaet an peace,
Tal by-an-by ' John Naud' appears
Tae coax the youngsters up the steers.

They flows onder staaen an stiek brags -
Ticks munny's the turnn.
Shoor it turns roon the mal-wheel
that grines the folk's coarn.
An it trakels throo meidaz
An keeps the laan clean.
Belfast Laukh it sin reaches -
This Muttonburn Strream.

Shoor the jucks likes tae sweem in it
Fac moarin til een.
They may burtry the waaster,
But, they maak theirsels clean.
Aa hae whiles seen them divin
Tae their tails wuznae seen,
Wuddelin doon on the bauttom
O the Muttonburn Strream.

Noo the weemen o 'Caary
Aaat-times Aa hae seen
Tickin doon their fine waashin
Tae the Muttonburn Strream,
An nae poother nur saep used -
A wee dunt maaks it aw clean.
It hiz great cleansin poowers:

Thon Muttonburn Strream!
An it cures aw diseases,
Chronic though they hae been.
It'll redd ye o faattness
Ur cure ye o lean.
Shoor the Jaundies itsel, ur
Wack haert, ur strong spleen:
Aw gleee wee tae the poowers
O the Muttonburn Strream.

Eff'et a paarty yân nïkh-tïm
Aa wuznae fït tae be seen.
- They ey hae guid gairevitches:
The folk at leees roon the strream.
Comin haem, late, the naxt moamin
Tanged! fool! but serene -
Shoor Aa cowpt an fell äntae
The Muttonburn Strream!

7. The Boany Wee Bunch o Blaakberries (transcription in Gregg's personal papers, source unknown)

Thae wur yïnst a wee gerrl wur sweepin the flaer whum she fun a sixpenz. So whum'navver she hae redd up she went äntae the toon tae buy hersel a wee kàd at the maarket. She seen a dealer wae a querr nice wee blak yan langelt fermenst har so she baukht it an cum strekht haem wae't. She traveld aalang the road a wee while an then turned up a lounin, elimmed throo a shoop, an earossed ower a feil tae she cum tae a wudden bràg ower a wee burn. At the ith eren o the stiek bràg she seen a wheen o breaearn bushes grouin on the burn broo, an at the taap o them thae wur a nice wee burnsh o blakberries. So she saez tae the kàd shashee:

′Kàd! kàd! go haem an mine the hooce an ga ower the bràg an poo thanu boany wee burnsh o blakberries′.

But the kàd said: ′Deed aal'll dae nithin o the soart.
Shoor thanu blakberries navver duin me auny herm'.
So she daa erd aun a wee bat faaroer ower the meidaz tae she met a dug, an she saed: ′Dug! dug! bite Kàd! Kàd wudnae go haem an mine the hooce tae aa wud ga ower the bràg an poo thanu boany wee burnsh o blakberries′.

But the dug said: ′Deed aal'll dae nithin o the soart.
Shoor the kàd navver duin me auny herm′.
So she daakerd aun a wee bat faar ower the meidaz tae she cum aun a stãck, an she saed: ′Stãck! stãck! baet dug! Dug wudnae bite kàd, an kàd wudnae go haem an mine the hooce tae aa wud ga ower the bràg an poo thanu boany wee burnsh o blakberries′.

But the stãck said: ′Deed aal'll dae nithin o the soart! Shoor the dug navver duin me auny haerm′.
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SECTION II:
EARLIER SCHOLARSHIP ON ULSTER-SCOTS BY ROBERT J. GREGG AND G. BRENDAN ADAMS
The Ulster Dialect Dictionary –
Belfast Field Club’s New Project*

Robert J. Gregg

An Ulster Dialect Dictionary? Why should anyone go to the trouble of making a dictionary of dialect? Some teachers may well wonder – one has already protested to us! – when they think of the strenuous hours they spend trying to ‘insense’ our Ulster children into the niceties of Standard or Literary English. Let me explain some of the ideas behind this recently announced project of the new Dialect Section of the Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club.

There is first of all the impetus of regionalism, that newly-awakened and, I hope, enlightened interest in our own area of Britain, its landscapes as scenery to delight our eyes or as inspiration for the artist, its traditional music and dances, its folklore and, of course, its own rich varieties of speech which, far from being corrupted or degenerate forms of English, as many people think, have an honourable lineage, being survivals from the Elizabethan English or Lowland and Highland Scots, influenced in varying degrees by local versions of Irish Gaelic. The study of this unique and kaleidoscopic mixture is of tremendous interest. Nowhere else have we such an intimate blend of the three principal ingredients – English, Scots and Irish – as in our own Province, this Kolonisationsgebiet (colonisation district) as the German dialect experts call it, where the three races have met and mingled, especially in the last three or four hundred years.

Then we have the spur of competition, for it happens that ‘across the water’ a large-scale survey of Scottish dialects is being carried out by the Educational Institute of Scotland and Edinburgh University, while Professor H. Orton, of Leeds University, and Professor Dieth, of Zurich, are organising a similar survey in England. As good Ulstermen we must not allow ourselves to lag behind.

Furthermore, ever since dialect enthusiasts began collecting and publishing word-lists in the last century, the cry has constantly gone up that dialect is rapidly dying out. This we feel to be truer to-day than ever before, although (as Professor E. E. Evans stresses in his introduction to Irish Heritage) as far as Ireland is concerned it is very unwise to forecast the decay or disappearance of ancient traditional ways, for always when they are pronounced dead, evidence comes from somewhere to prove an unsuspected survival. All the same it is to be feared that the combined onslaught of radio, cinema, travel and education will soon reduce the sphere of genuine dialect speech to very narrow limits. Some may view this situation with no regrets and actually welcome the advent of a form of English completely standardised both in vocabulary and pronunciation, but it is noteworthy that an erstwhile ardent supporter of Standard English – Professor D. Jones, former Professor of Phonetics at London University – has, in his new edition of The Pronunciation of English, voiced his mature conclusion that it can no longer be said that any standard exists. He adds: ‘Nor do I think it desirable to attempt to establish one.’

The Field Club Dialect Section have spent some time in elaborating plans for collecting material for the Dictionary, a task which will take about five years. Briefly the organisation is as follows: a centre was taken at Carrickmore (county Tyrone), which is almost at the mid-point of Ulster’s nine counties, and from there the whole area was divided into eight wedge-shaped sectors reaching out about 70 miles – North, North-east, East, etc. – each sector being allocated to a chief collector. The collectors pass on to the editorial board all the material gathered. The twelve members of this board share the work of copying and arranging it and also the task of checking and utilising the lists of words from the older glossaries by our well-known predecessors – Patterson, Lutton, Marshall and others.

Quite recently our first Questionnaire was produced and is now being sent out to teachers all over the Province as well as lighthouse-keepers, fishery inspectors and other people interested. This Questionnaire asks such questions as the following:

(1) What is the local name for the UNCUt TOP OF A BOG? (2) AN EARWIG? (3) THE THING OUT OF WHICH HORSES DRINK? (4) THE THING INTO WHICH WATER IS RUN TO WASH CLOTHES OR DISHES? (5) THE LAST SHEAF AT HARVESTING? (6) Do the local people say YIN, YEN, YAN, WAAN, or WON (for ONE)? (7) Do they say UP or DOWN to Belfast, Dublin, the nearest town? (8) What names are given to the domestic or farm animals (DOG, CAT, HORSE, COW, PIG, etc.) at the different stages of their life? (9) What is the local verb TO UPSET or TO KNOCK OVER something?

Some very interesting results are already apparent from the first returns we have received. There is, for example, a great variety of names for an earwig, ranging from the very common version earwig to variants of gellick or gellock and

* Originally published in Ulster Education, September 1951, 24-25.
dheel. This last word apparently represents the Irish word daol, which normally means a beetle. We are now wondering what a beetle is called in places where dheel is said for earwig! Would it be clock or some other word? The dishes and clothes are washed in the sink, the dish, the jaw-box or the jaw-tub. By the way, could anyone inform me if the expression a wee jaw o’ milk, water, etc. (meaning a small quantity thrown into a bucket or trough) is still used in many districts?

We are interested in finding out not only the local words themselves but also the local pronunciation, and we have suggested the use of rhyming words to show the latter clearly, e.g. the bog-top in some parts is called flow to rhyme with now, in others flo (rhyme go) and in still others floo (to rhyme with too). Similarly, to knock over may be to cowp (ow as in now), to cope (rope) or to coop (hoop). Dog may be dawg, dug, doag (oa as in coal) or dowg (ow as in now). Trough in many parts rhymes with lough rather than with cough, i.e. the gh has kept its original guttural sound instead of changing it to an f-sound. We are interested to know where all these variants and others are to be heard.

In concluding I should like to make a special appeal to teachers all over Ulster to help us by observing and making lists of the dialect words and phrases they hear around them. We feel that no one is quite so well placed as they are (especially those in the rural areas) to record reliably and in scholarly fashion these interesting features of our local speech, and we are anxious that this survey should be as thorough and complete as possible. Lists of dialect names for birds, insects, fish, plants, trees, etc., would be of tremendous value, as would specialised lists relating to farming: the farm-house and out-houses with their contents; the implements, vehicles and harness; the crops and cultivation generally; turf-cutting; flax-retting and scutching, and so on.

We should like to get in touch with teachers who have already made such collections of dialect words, and if they wish to help us they could write to me at the address given below. I should also be very pleased to have copies of the above-mentioned Questionnaire sent to anyone who is interested.

Notes
1. Evans, E. Estyn, Irish Heritage: The Landscape, the People, and Their Work (Dundalk, 1942).
3. Patterson, William Hugh, A Glossary of Words in Use in the Counties of Antrim and Down (London, 1880); Lutton, William, Montiaghisms - Ulster Words and Phrases, F. J. Bigger (ed.), (Armagh, 1923); Marshall, John J. 'The Dialect of Ulster' (in five parts), Ulster Journal of Archaeology new series, 10, 3 (July 1904), 121 - 130; 11, 2 (April 1905), 64 - 70; 11, 3 (July 1905), 122-125; 11, 4 (October 1905), 175-179; 12, 1 (January 1906), 18-22.
Readers of 'Franc’s' column during the last month or two must have been struck by the keenness of the controversy over a few good old Ulster words such as whannel, whattrick and stiaghy.

Nobody has been more delighted to see such enthusiasm for the niceties of our local forms of speech than the recently-formed Dialect Section of the Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club. In this Section we have been collecting Ulster dialect words for nearly two years and in another few we hope to be able to publish a book such as has never been attempted before – an Ulster Dialect Dictionary.

What would such a dictionary contain? We aim to give in it the fullest possible list of all the Ulsterisms we can gather; that is to say, all the special local dialect words which are still to be found in our towns and countryside, but which do not exist in normal or (as some people prefer to call it) 'standard' English.

Is it really worth while going to a lot of bother to compile such a dictionary at all? Some folk may be dubious. One teacher was very doubtful about the whole business when he saw our first list of questions asking for information about local words. He protested that he had already enough trouble getting his pupils to master ‘proper’ English and he had no wish to encourage the use or study of dialect in any way.

But surely it is interesting to find that in Ulster we use about 20 or 30 different words for ‘earwig’? First there’s earwig (used very widely), then dozens of variations of the word gellick, lovely words like gullton-eel, geelybug, gullyglean, deedl, deelog and many others.

The kitchen sink is, of course, generally known as the jaw-box or occasionally jaw-tub, but jaw here has nothing to do with any friendly gossip that may take place over the washing-up. It comes from an old Scandinavian word meaning ‘to pour out a liquid’. In some parts of Ulster they still talk about a wee jaw of water or buttermilk. Most Ulster folk pronounce trough to rhyme with cough (with a good throaty gh) and not to rhyme with cough, as it does in ‘proper’ English. There is a clear division between the people who say ‘I’m going “up” to Belfast’ and those who say ‘I’m going “down” to Belfast’, and the same for going “up” to Dublin and going “down” to Dublin. It seems to depend on where you start from!

It seems to me then that the attitude of this teacher who had no interest in our inquiries is a mistaken one. We have really no reason to be ashamed of genuine Ulster dialect speech, which any fair observer would admit to be rich, varied, and, above all, expressive. Try to translate into ordinary English phrases like He got a quare gunk or She’s a desperate cowlife crater or Ye’re quare an’ saft or It wud skanner a pig.

Queen Anne and Queen Elizabeth I probably pronounced tea as toy and Queen Anne would certainly have referred to her servants as servants and to the clergy as clergy. So our dialects have an honourable ancestry, going back to Elizabethan English and the Lowland Scots of the Stuart period.

Compiling a dialect dictionary on the lines described is a heavy task and naturally enough the success of the whole project will depend on the amount of co-operation which is forthcoming from the people who really know or who have accurately observed the many hundreds of dialect words peculiar to different parts of Ulster.

So, what about it, all you experts who have written to ‘Franc’, and all you others who so far have remained silent? Could we encourage you to take up a new hobby – word-collecting?

Get a few sheets of paper and a pencil and start writing down a list of all the real old Ulster words you can remember (with their meaning of course!). As soon as you have a good collection send them on to me so that I can hand them over to the editors. Then when the Dictionary appears you will be proud to know that you have made your contribution to its success.

*Originally published in Ireland’s Saturday Night, 13 June 1953.*
The Phonology of an East Antrim Dialect*

Robert J. Gregg

I Foreword

In this thesis an attempt is made to analyse phonetically the living dialect of the Glenoe district in East Antrim and on this basis to sketch the phonological development of the Middle English sounds which have given rise to the phonemes of the present day speech.

By way of introduction the physical setting and ethnic background of the dialect have been outlined so as to give some idea of its original sources and the influences that have been brought to bear on it since its establishment in the early 17th century.

The conclusion sums up the salient features, phonetic and phonological, which would be most likely to establish the external affinities and relationships of the dialect with respect to other areas in Ulster and Great Britain.

The more immediate stimulus to the writing of this thesis was the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club Survey, which will lead to the publication of an Ulster Dialect Dictionary. It is hoped that this first attempt at an historical phonology of an Ulster rural dialect will be a help to those engaged in the Survey and may perhaps encourage similar studies for other districts. In a wider field it may be of interest to those researching at the present time on Scottish and English dialects, for conservative Ulster is in many ways a linguistic museum of 17th-century English and Scottish speech.

In the absence of historical documents no use could be made of 'occasional spellings' to help in the dating of sound changes and thus great stress is placed on direct observation of the dialect. My claim to speak with authority on the speech of the Glenoe district is based on a life-long familiarity with it. My mother was born in the village itself and till her marriage spent the greater part of her life on Glenford farm at the Glynn end of the valley where my aunt Mrs. M. McDowell still lives. My grandmother was born and brought up immediately above the village at Carneal, where my great-aunt Miss M. Craig (aged 94 years) is still resident. My aunt Mrs. E. Paisley, formerly of Craiganee on the eastern rim of the valley, now lives at Templecorran House between Belltoy and Ballycarry. These contacts give me a complete conspectus of the whole area. As a child I heard the dialect spoken during frequent visits of relatives from the country and myself learned to understand and speak it when staying with my grandparents at Glenford every summer over a period of many years. My linguistic curiosity was early aroused by the sharp contrasts between the Local Modified Standard English of my native town of Larne and the speech of the countryside.

These bilingual comparisons have always been discussed with interest in my own family, and with the help in particular of my mother and my brother, Mr. T. F. Gregg, I have been collecting systematically a great deal of phonological and lexical material since my student days almost 25 years ago, when I first attempted to apply my knowledge of phonetic theory to the problems of representing Ulster dialect sounds.

In connection with the time factor I have observed that there has been little or no phonetic change between the generation of my grandmother, who died last year at the age of 96, and that of the youngest speakers to-day. On occasions, however, I have cited forms now obsolete, but clearly remembered by my mother and my aunts as having been used by their old Uncle Alexander McDowell, who was born some 120 or 130 years ago. His speech seems on the whole to have been identical with that now current, but it had evidently a few distinctive features in vocabulary and pronunciation now totally lost but representative of the dialect as it was spoken in his youth. This extends my range to the early years of the 19th century. During the 17th century, when Scottish and English planters were settling in county Antrim in new communities alongside the native Irish who remained, it seems likely that each group would have spoken its own language or dialect for a considerable time in a relatively pure, un mixed form. Thus the 18th century is left as the probable period when the blending and levelling took place of Irish, English and Scottish features which is apparent at the present day.

2 Introduction

The dialect under consideration in these studies is that of Glenoe and the neighbouring district, an area which has a clearly defined geographical unity and whose population constitutes a reasonably homogeneous ethnic and social group, conditions both highly favourable to the fixing of dialect norms.

2.1 Topographical

To-day a village of some hundred inhabitants, Glenoe is situated near the centre of an L-shaped valley whose elbow faces west, with the short arm running north-east to Glynn (population 216), two miles south of Larne, and the long arm south-east towards Belltoy and Ballycarry (population 444 [as of 1951]). This wide, flat-bottomed valley lying about 200 feet above sea-level is bounded by a rim of low hills and owes its structural unity to the fact that it was formerly a large glacier lake, dammed up by a re-advance of Scottish ice.

* Presented for the degree of Master of Arts by Robert John Gregg, Bachelor of Arts in the Queen's University of Belfast (May, 1953).
during the last phases of the most recent Glacial Period\(^7\). The hilly rim marking the ancient lake shores is only broken to the north-east where the glacial melt-waters, pouring out, eroded the deep, steep-sided gorge through which the Glynn River now flows towards Larne Lough.

Access to the valley from the nearest urban centres, Larne and Carrickfergus, has always been difficult. Leading in from Larne four miles away is the old hill-top Inver Road as well as the road via Glynn which winds steeply up the gorge from the coast. The approach from Carrickfergus some seven miles away is up over the hilly Commons and down precipitous braes into the valley\(^7\). Up till three generations ago Carrickfergus exercised a strong pull, but it has now been eclipsed by Larne as a marketing and educational centre. Through their schools and other institutions both towns have acted as centres of diffusion for closely similar types of Local Modified Standard English, whose influence must be looked for in the Glenoe neighbourhood.

It must be stressed, however, that Glenoe is not on the direct way to anywhere and its relative isolation is undoubtedly a prime factor contributing to the conservatism of the local dialect in comparison with that of other near-by rural areas which lie eastward the principal coastal and inland routes.

It should not be imagined, however, that the Glenoe dialect is sharply differentiated from the speech of contiguous areas. On the contrary it forms a link in an arc-shaped chain of closely related dialects stretching from the Ards Peninsula in East Down, through East, Mid and North-West Antrim to North Derry and beyond\(^7\). These are all dialects which have largely been established in the first instance by the thousands of immigrants\(^7\) from Central and South-West Scotland just across the North Channel during the course of the 17th century.

In contrast with these Scottish influences it is noteworthy that the place names of the Glenoe area are, as in Ulster generally, of Irish Gaelic origin\(^7\). Glenoe stands for Gleann Eób, 'the valley of the Yews'; Glynn, known locally as 'the Glen', is shortened from Gleann Finneachta, and Ballycarry is for Baile Caradh, the 'Town of the carpenter and a shopkeeper of the general store. The Glenoe figures show the following population for these two areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Glynn</th>
<th>Raloo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1841</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>2179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>1798</td>
<td>1374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>1621</td>
<td>1252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>1063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1369 (1497)</td>
<td>987 (1212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>1119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td>1151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By discounting the 216 people who live in Glynn village and striking a rough average for the two remaining totals we may arrive at an approximate figure of one thousand as the population whose speech is the subject of these studies.

The majority of the valley's people are concerned with farming, and in contrast with the place-names, which are predominantly Irish Gaelic, the family-names are almost exclusively of Scottish origin and, although many suggest ultimately a Highland (i.e. Celtic) background, it is most likely that the ancestors of those who bear such Highland names had, before migrating here, settled in the Central or Western Lowlands and were thus not Gaelic- but Lallanspeaking on arriving in county Antrim. It is worth noting, however, that some Gaelic was spoken in Gallaway till the 18th century\(^7\), so that the possibility of bi-lingual individuals among the immigrants must not be overlooked.

In Glenoe, as often happens in a relatively isolated community, one particular family name has become predominant, viz. McDowell [med yol], my mother's maiden name. In origin a Highland name, it is found commonly in many parts of South-West Scotland\(^7\). Out of a list of 45 families from the village and its immediate neighbourhood, 10 bear the name of McDowell and a generation ago the proportion was even greater. The remaining families have surnames which are also typical of South-West Scotland and Ayrshire in particular (e.g. Graham, Robinson, McWilliam, Crawford, Hamilton, McWhirter, McAlister, Hall, Blair, Cameron, Elliott, Baird, Craig, Burns, etc.), with the exception of about half a dozen who prove to be new-comers to the district, or interlopers [kəntəˈloʊpər] to use the local word. In religion the overwhelming majority are Presbyterian or Unitarian, although the village church is Church of Ireland. To it only some half-dozen families belong, and even three of these have Scottish names. There are nowadays no Roman Catholics in the district although there are a few surnames of Irish type: McGoukin, Conkey, McVeilly.

In the village there are only a few tradesmen: a miller, a carpenter and a shopkeeper of the general store. The Glenoe Creamery about a mile below the village at the clachan of houses known as Crooked Row [ˈkrʊkt rəʊ] is a thriving concern. The parson whose Rectory is near Glynn has always been a stranger to the valley, as has the teacher in the village school which nowadays only caters for children up to the age of 11 years. The older ones must go elsewhere to school. For secondary education the nearest centre is Larne, where the Glenoe folk must also go for medical treatment, legal advice and other such services. A few itinerant merchants visit the district - butcher, baker, oil-man and a general dealer known as the packman [ˈpækman]. The baker usually distributes the local newspaper - the Larne Times - in addition to his own wares, and further information is peddled by the postman along with the letters. Another more serious source of

---

Note 1: The 1841 figures are for the two parishes; all others relate to the District Electoral Divisions of the same names.

Note 2: The figures in brackets for 1911 are those given in retrospect in the 1926 Census and probably represent a slightly modified area under the new Northern Ireland government.
enlightenment and the spread of Standard English was the Carneal Book Club, an early type of lending library founded at his home just above the village by my great-great-grandfather Craig and still functioning in the same place till at his home just above the village by my great-great-grandfather Craig and still functioning in the same place till 1946. I still have two very bulky volumes on Geography dating from the earliest (17th-century) horizon or has been preserved from the earliest (17th-century) horizon or has been recently borrowed into the dialect from outside.

Some negative environmental features are of importance. There is no bog-land, which means the virtual absence of a whole highly-developed vocabulary group found in most Irish dialects. Oats is the common cereal crop locally called corn /kɔrn/. The word oats is never heard. Few sheep are reared, little flax or wheat is grown and among the local fauna certain creatures are missing. These factors mean that in certain phonological series some items are completely absent (e.g. toad, adder, viper) or perhaps borrowed from Received Speech (R.S.), usually through the medium of Local Modified Standard English. For example, /fleks/ is the only pronunciation for flux. Compare the proper dialect form /fleks/ wax.

The general attitude to Standard English is bound up with the social structure of the valley’s population, which is not complicated, for although there are degrees of prestige varying largely with the size of the farms, snobishness is at a discount. The farmer and his family sit at the same table with the farm labourer and all speak much the same language. The general philosophy is that ‘a man’s a man for a’ that’, and Anglo-Norman feudal ideas of a hierarchical social pyramid have not penetrated here. The well-to-do, however, are virtually bi-lingual, having had, in most cases, Grammar School and even University education. In the outside world they use a Local Modified Standard English with reasonably high proficiency, but generally speak the dialect when at home.

It is an invidious task to generalise on the character of a community of people one has known intimately for a lifetime, but it might safely be said that the Glenoe folk share in large measure the qualities of the Ulsterman generally. According to W. R. Rodgers, the Ulster Protestant is a ‘cautious, logical and far-seeing person in speech and action, and he distrusts eloquence’17. To Hugh Shearman the Ulsterman seems ‘pushful, sceptical, unceremonious and individualistic’ and has ‘a mild disillusioned sense of humour’18. For Glenoe we might add these qualities: hospitality, thrift, tenacity, pride in work well-done, an occasional ‘dourness’, a tendency to pessimism relieved by a capacity for hilarious enjoyment when the occasion arises, and a positive genius for hard-hitting invective.

3 Phonetics

3.1 Phonetic Symbols

Where possible the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association has been used, but owing to the limitations of the type-writer keyboard the following substitutions have had to be made for the normal IPA symbols:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>IPA i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>IPA e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>ë</td>
<td>IPA ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>ã</td>
<td>IPA ã</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>IPA ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>ï</td>
<td>IPA ï (a very much lowered and centred i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>ø</td>
<td>IPA ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>ø̆</td>
<td>IPA ø̆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>ø̄</td>
<td>IPA ø̄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>IPA ð</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>ð̅</td>
<td>IPA ð̅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Vowels

No. 1  i      between close and half-close, front
No. 2  í      open, front-centred
No. 3  y      between close and half-close, central
No. 4  ø      half-open, back
No. 5  a      half-close, central
No. 6  ëː     close, central, rounded
No. 7  ëː     half-close, central, slightly lowered and fronted
No. 8  i      close, front
No. 9  ð      between close and half-close, central, rounded
No. 10 e      half-close, front
No. 11 e      half-open, front
No. 12 a      open, back
No. 13 o      half-open, back, rounded
No. 14 o      between close and half-close, back, over-rounded

3.2.1 Diphthongs

No. 15 é      é
No. 16 ae     ae
No. 17 œe     œe
No. 18 éü     éü
No. 19 œé(e)  œé(e)

3.2.2 Triphthongs

No. 20 éé     éé
No. 21 ae     ae
No. 22 œé     œé
No. 23 éé     éé

* The editors have retained Gregg’s original symbols, although it should be noted that whereas he lists, for example, i, e, o, (etc.), such symbols are often rendered i, e, o (etc.) in this chapter to reflect their appearance in the original document.
Conventionalised Diagram showing Glenoe Vowels in relation to Cardinal Vowels

NOTE: Glenoe vowels

Table of Glenoe Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial and Labio-dental</th>
<th>Inter-dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatalised</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Laryngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>ʍ</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>ś z</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tʃ dʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flapped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>́</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 The Sounds of the Glenoe Dialect

3.3.1 In the dialect of the Glenoe district as it is spoken today the following sound phenomena occur:

- **Short Vowels (stressed):** /i/, ā, ŏ, ĕ (unstressed): /e/.
- **Long Vowels:** /a/, ē/.

Vowels which may be long or short: /i(ː)/, /a(ː)/, /e(ː)/, /ŏ(ː)/, /ă(ː)/, /ă(ː)/

Diphthongs: /ei/, ae, ơe, ĕi, ee(ĕi)/

Triphthongs: /eō/, aeō, ơeō, ĕiō/

In contrast with types of speech like German or Northern English, but in common with Scottish speech, many of the vowels in this dialect show no relationship between length and quality. It is further extremely difficult to establish absolute criteria for quantity in these vowels. The dialect speaker is often inclined to drawl them, so that to an outsider some of the short ones appear lengthened and the long ones over-long.

This drawling tendency is reinforced by a characteristic two-tone falling intonation pattern which has almost the effect of splitting a long or lengthened vowel so that it is articulated with two peaks of intensity, the first with a high tone and the second with a low, e.g. /män/män or /mán/. It may even be that the lengthening in the example given, and in other similar cases where the vowel is traditionally short, is due to the exaggeration of this falling intonation pattern. We can therefore attempt to distinguish only relative length and shortness, marking only the long and leaving short and half-long unmarked.

It should be observed that the five vowels listed as short are short by nature and are incapable of lengthening, whereas the two listed as long are inherently long and the length of the rest varies according to their phonetic environment.

3.3.2 Short Vowels (stressed)

**No. 1** /ā/ is between close and half-close, front, very near the Received Pronunciation (R.P.) vowel in hit or din. It is of rare occurrence in the Glenoe dialect, arising in stressed syllables as a phonetic variant of /e/. It is thus shortened and raised in certain fused verbal forms: e.g. /hæ/ 'have' becomes /hje/ 'have to', and /bæ/ 'do' becomes /djæ/ 'do not, don't'. Otherwise it occurs unstressed, in words like /póː/ 'polish'.

**No. 2** /i/ open, front-centred, is extremely difficult to classify. It is the normal Glenoe equivalent of R.P. short /i in hill, bit and the first syllable of finish: /hái/, /bái/, /fámíi/. Compared with R.P. it is a very much lowered and centred sound more akin to /æ/ than to /i/. Hence it is represented by /ā/ to show the extreme lowering of the jaw accompanied by the retraction of the tongue back and slightly up into the central vowel area. Further Glenoe examples: /hăir/ 'her', /hāi/ 'his', /iːv/ 'give'. Note the absence of lengthening before /r/ and voiced fricatives.

**No. 3** /ý/ is between close and half-close, central. This vowel has resulted historically from the fronting, unrounding and raising of OE ē. It occurs in words like /gǔs/ 'goose', /spōn/ 'spoon', /swôn/ 'soon', /bēn/ 'above'. It is thus phonemically as well as phonetically distinct from /i/ and /ā/, e.g. /sŷn/ 'soon' does not rhyme with /sān/ 'sin' nor /sêt/ 'city' with /hje/ 'have to'. This /ý/ is very similar to a common Slovenic vowel represented in Russian by ы /i/ or ы, but is rather wider. It has also close counterparts in the Celtic languages, e.g. Irish òille /i/ and Welsh yn /i/. Before /r/ /ý/ is replaced by its phonemic variant /e/.

**No. 4** /e/ is half-open, back. This vowel differs from its R.P. counterpart /e/ in tongue position, but it has similar acoustic qualities. It probably corresponds to the 'backer' variety, which Jones says is generally heard in the North. This 'backer' sound also seems to occur in parts of Scotland, e.g. in Ayrshire, although in other parts the Scots sound is identical with R.P. In Northern Ireland this characteristic Antrim sound is marked off from its Belfast and South Ulster equivalent, which is pronounced further forward and usually has noticeable lip-rounding. The tongue position of /e/ seems to be very near that of /a/ for, being itself incapable of lengthening, it is liable to go over to /e/ before a lengthening consonant, e.g. /r/ or /z/, not in Glenoe but some neighbouring dialects which have /dʒa:/ for /dʒe:/ (Glenoe /dʒi:/) and /hɔː/ for /hær/ (Glenoe /hær/). Examples from Glenoe: /skei:/ 'to sink', /spv-lpe:n/ 'rascal', /kwele:/ 'cur'. Note that /e/ and the voiced fricatives have no lengthening effect on this vowel.

**No. 5** /e/ The unstressed vowel /e/ is usually half-close, central, near the German final -e' in words like Gabe /ga'bel/ and with a decided /j/ quality. Examples: /gâte/ 'elbow'; /pētētē/ 'potato'. This /e/ occurs stressed as the first element in certain diphthongs and triphthongs.

Examples: /bē/ 'always', /jē:li/ 'ewe', /kwele:/ 'choir', /fleer/ 'four'.

3.3.3 Long Vowels

There are only two vowels which are invariably long, viz. /ā/ and /i/.

**No. 6** /i/ is very close, central, rounded. This characteristic Ulster sound is a very similar type of /i/ produced at the front of the central area and therefore phonetically approaching /i/. Similar fronted /i/ sounds occur in Scots speech, and the dialects of south-west England and parts of East Anglia, as well as further afield in Scandinavia, e.g. in Swedish hus or Norwegian støke. It is also noteworthy that this same fronted /i/ occurs in Rathlin and Glens of Antrim Gaelic and in Scottish Gaelic.

In Glenoe the /i/ sound occurs only in final open syllables: /kū/ 'cow', /pū/ 'pull', and in final syllables ending with the voiced fricatives /ʃ ʒ ʤ ʧ ʃː ʒː ʤː ʧː /, with which compare the short, opener /i/ in front of the unvoiced fricatives /pr ʒ pr ʒː /, /kɹi:/ 'Bruce', /kɹf:/ 'thirst', 'drought'. These vowels are of course maintained unchanged in derivatives and inflected forms, e.g. /bɹiz/, /sʌːd/. In hiatus /i/ also occurs: /rɪtɛn/ 'ruin', and medially before /r/ as in /ɒrɪvzm/, /r={['l}zdent/ (a type of bread made from potatoes and oat-meal), but not before /r/, /e/, where the short, wide /ý/ is substituted: /mɛnɪvɛr/ 'manoeuvre', /ʃuːðer/ 'shoulder'. By exception /i/ occurs medially in /bjuːth/ 'beauty' and /dʒuːt/ 'duty', with which compare /hjɪt/ 'Butte', /dʒɪt/ 'jute'. Directly before final /r/ we find /i:/ to the exclusion of /i/ e.g. /dʃiːt/ 'door', /ʃiː/ 'our', whereas /hɔː/ is /hɒː/.
No. 7 /ɛː/ half-close, central, slightly lowered and fronted, is of rare occurrence in the dialect. It arises historically from the unrounding of the vowels in rÆ/rr/ 'floor', Ræ/rdr/ 'board', /pɛː/ 'poor'. It is really not an independent vowel but a phonemic variant of No. 3 above, which it replaces in front of /r/.

3.3.4 Vowels which may be either long or short
This class of vowels may be further sub-divided into those which are normally short but can be lengthened, viz. /i/ and /u/, and those normally long but liable to shortening in certain phonetic contexts, viz. /eɪ/, /ɛː/, /æ/, /ɒː/ and /ɪː/.

No. 8 /ɪ(ː)/ is close, front, slightly below French /i/, which is about cardinal /i/. Even where we would expect historically /i/ the Glenoe vowel (as in Ulster and Scotland generally) is very short, e.g. /šip/ 'sheep', /hɪd/ 'heed', /sin/ 'seen'. These vowels are no longer than R.P. short /i/ in /šip/ 'ship', /hɪd/ 'hid', /sin/ 'sin'.

Before /r/ we occasionally find Glenoe /iː/ lowered to /ɛː/ as a phonemic variant, e.g. /pɛːrə/ 'a peerie, or peg-top', /mɛːkər/ 'McClerey'. In some cases, e.g. /sʊrə/ 'serious', the /iː/ represents an older pronunciation which has been retained.

Lengthening takes place in final open syllables and before voiced fricatives, including /r/ e.g. /lɪː/ 'lie', /lɪːv/ 'lieve', /blɪːz/ 'blaze', /tɛːtʃə/ 'teetch', /wɪːr/ 'wear'.

No. 9 /v/ is between close and half-close, central, rounded. It is the rounded form of /v/ (No. 3) and arises from the shortening and lowering of /ʌv/ (No. 6), of which it is really a phonemic variant whose use can be determined by an analysis of the phonetic environment, if we note the two exceptions listed under No. 6. In contrast with the latter (which occurs in final open syllables and before medial /l/, final voiced fricatives /v, z, ð, d/, and in hiatus), the sound of /v/ occurs in all closed syllables even where historically long vowels occur in R.P., e.g. /fʊːd/ 'food', /ʃɪːt/ 'suit', /fɜːs/ 'course, coarse'. It also occurs medially even before the voiced fricatives /v, ð, d/, e.g. /fɪrə/ 'a clumsy person', /pɪdə/ 'powder'. It must be noted that a lengthened form of /v/ is used before final /r/, e.g. /ʃvə/ 'dust', /mɪr/ 'moor', /sʃvə/ 'sure'.

The remaining vowels in this group /a, ə, a, o, o/ are essentially long, although there is usually some shortening before two consonants, one of which is voiceless. The general impression, however, is that there are no absolute criteria for lengthening, for the absolute short is rarely attained and, with a drawing speaker, even the half-long reduced vowels may seem fully long to the outsider.

No. 10 /e(ː)כ/ is half-close, front, slightly lower and less tense than French, German or Scots /e(ː)כ/. Examples: /se/ 'say', /seː/ 'sane', /sent/ 'saint', /ənsɛnt/ 'ancient'.

When long before a consonant in the same syllable, /e/ with some speakers is replaced by a centring fricative diphthong /eɪ/, viz. /eɪ/ or /eː/, thus /get/ or /getː/ 'gate', /nɛm/ or /nɛːm/ 'name'. This pronunciation is felt to be rather vulgar by those who say /get/ and /nɛm/.

In addition to this /e(ː)כ/, which occurs only in syllables bearing some stress, there is also an unstressed short /e/ which replaces R.P. /iː/ in unemphatic positions, e.g. the prefix be-

and the endings -y and -ie. Examples from Glenoe: /bɪɡɪn/ 'begin', /plɛntɪ & plɛntɪ/ 'plenty'.

No. 11 /a/ is half-open, front. Its general value is that of R.P. /æ/ in /dæ/ 'there', i.e. slightly more open than the e in English bed, French terre or German Bett. It is often found in place of R.P. a- sounds. Examples: /sɛnt/ 'sent', /ʃent/ 'sent', /bær/ 'branch', /hɛmæ/ 'hammer', /ɡræs/ 'grass', /ɛks/ 'axe'.

No. 12 /a(ː)כ/ open, back, generally represents a well retracted variety of a nearer to the vowel in R.P. grass than that in French pas. Examples: /ʃæn/ 'hand', /ɡæn/ 'to studder', /skær/ 'to scare', /skær/ vb 'to scratch'; sb. 'a cormorant'.

No. 13 /o(ː)כ/ is half-open, back, rounded, with tongue position near that of German short o and further back than French open o. It is quite distinct from R.P. or South Ulster /o/, being higher, fronted, and more strongly rounded. Examples: /dɒ/ 'doll', /ɡɒ/ 'gall', /fɪt/ 'fault'.

No. 14 /o(ː)/ is between close and half-close, back, over-rounded, near in quality and articulation to the Swedish and Norwegian over-rounded o. These very narrow o- sounds, which acoustically approach /u/, are paralleled also in Rathi and Scottish Gaelic. Examples: /ɡo/ 'go', /bɒs/ 'hollow', /tɒv/ 'boast', /ɡɒnt/ 'going to'.

With some speakers there is an exceptional shortening which distinguishes /spɒk/ 'spoke (of a bicycle)' from /spɒk/ 'spoke', pret. of speak; and /pɒk/ 'poke, bag' from /pɒk/ 'to poke'. Similarly /pɒkɛt/ 'pocket' is distinct from /pɒk/ et/ 'poke it'.

3.3.5 The Diphthongs
In place of R.P. /aɪ/ two diphthongs occur in Glenoe just as in Scots speech*; a narrow closing diphthong /eɪ/ and a wide closing one /æː/.

No. 15 /eɪ/ consists of the stressed element /e/ (No. 5) and the unstressed glide /ɪ/ (No. 8), both elements being short before an unvoiced consonant but the second being somewhat lengthened when a voiced sound follows it.

No. 16 /æː/ is a combination of No. 12 (stressed and long) with No. 10 (unstressed and short). These two diphthongs (15 and 16) might safely be regarded as belonging to the same phoneme, /ei/ being the principal member and /æː/ a variant, although several exceptions must be admitted to the rules which limit the domain of each sound. The variant /æː/ occurs always in a final open syllable and in hiatus, e.g. /hæ/ 'buy by', /dæ/ 'dye', /kæ/ 'cows', /æː/ 'yes'; /I/ 'mae/my', /daʃ/ 'dial'. Exceptions: /æː/ 'shy', /ʍeɪ/ 'why'. Note also /æː/ 'I' and /mae/ 'my' when emphatic normally lose the second element /e/, at the same time lengthening the first: /æː/ etc.

Also before the voiced fricatives /v, z, ð/ the variant /æː/ occurs, e.g. /fæːv/ 'five', /præːz/ 'prize', /sæː/ 'scythe'. Exceptions: /sɪːːv/ 'strive', /rɪːv/ 'drive', /rɪˈziː/ 'rise', /wɜːz/ 'wise'. Thrive seems to fluctuate between /θrɪv/ and /θrɪːv/. In the case of strive, drive, rise, analogy with other verbs may have helped to maintain /eɪ/, which is historically
the older sound: cp. /reid/ ‘ride’, /straed/ ‘stride’. The /ei/ of /weis/ has undoubtedly been determined by the older form /weis/, which still survives in Glenoe in the phrase /no: haf weis/, lit. ‘not half wise’.

In all other cases the sound /ei/ is found, except in /maen/ ‘mine (belonging to me)’, which has taken over the /ae/ diphthong from /mae/, and thus contrasts with /mein/ ‘mine (coal, etc.)’.

Before /r/ a glide /e/ has developed, giving triphthongs /aee/ and /eie/ instead of diphthongs (see below).

No. 17 /œe/ combines long stressed /œ/ (No. 13) with unstressed /œ/ (No. 10). Examples: /bœe/ ‘boy, buoy’, /bœel/ ‘to boil’. Sometimes the first element is so long that the diphthong is split into separate syllables, e.g. /tœ-œ/ ‘toy’.

No. 18 /ei/ follows the pattern of /ei/, i.e. beginning with a short central /e/ it passes rapidly on to the fronted /i/, which is slightly lengthened before voiced consonants. Examples: /niتل/ ‘cold’, /nœi/ ‘knoll, hillock’, /nœipt/ ‘overturn’, /mœeit/ ‘to boil’. Sometimes the first element is so long that the diphthong is split into separate syllables, e.g. /tœœ-œ/ ‘toy’.


No. 20 /aeœ/ is the normal triphthong occurring before /r/: /baœer/ ‘byre, buyer’, /faœer/ ‘fire’, /faœer/ ‘tire, tyre’; it also represents i + vowel in hiatus: /raœel/ ‘trial’.

No. 21 /œe/ occurs in /emptœër/ ‘employer’, /dœstreœër/ ‘destroyer’ etc.


3.4.1 The Plosives: /pb, td, TD, kg, ?/

Of these, the voiced /b, d, g/ are identical with R.P. but the unvoiced /p, t, k/ when initial are much more strongly aspirated than their R.P. counterparts and would be rendered in narrow transcription by /p`, t`, k`/. This aspiration, however, is less marked than in Southern Irish (brogue) pronunciation, where in the case of /l/ it almost produces the effect of an affricate /l`. Medially and finally /p, t, k/ are generally

pronounced in Glenoe with a simultaneous glottal stop. In some neighbouring dialects especially towards Mid Antrim the oral element is lost, leaving a simple glottal stop for /p, t, k/ medial and final. This is particularly the case with /t^e/ and even in Glenoe, medial /l/ followed by syllabic /n/ is usually replaced by /l?/ e.g. /lœen/ ‘eating’, /lœœen/ ‘flatten’. In Glenoe final /d/ tends to become /t, e.g. /deœet/ ‘David’.

3.4.2 The Labials

Apart from the aspiration of /p/ as just described, the Glenoe labials are identical with R.P. /pb, m, f, h, w, l/. Although R.P. has generally allowed the last two to fall together under /w/, they are kept quite distinct in Glenoe, and /hw/ is pronounced for orthographic wh except where the latter is not historical, e.g. /œwel/ ‘which’ from OE *weoloc, wolec/, /œœet/ ‘where’ from late OE hœre (cp. ON hóra). With /l/ there is a tendency to unvoicing e.g. /œœl/ is the normal pronunciation for vetch.

3.4.3 The Interdentals: /r, D, N, L, Òd/ Of this series only /ð/ occur normally in R.P., although the others may crop up in assimilation. In Glenoe interdental /r, d, n/ occur in the body of a word as phonemic variants of /r, d, n/ when followed directly by /r/ and a vowel, by /r/ and a vowel or by /-er/ in absolute final positions; likewise interdental /n/ replaces /l/ when followed by /r, l/. Examples: /œœl ‘try’, /œœl ‘dry’, /kœœl/ ‘coulter, nose’, /œœn/ ‘bed-ridden invalid’, /sœœ/ ‘to sicken’, /gœœl ‘halter’.

It should be observed that with all interdentals, including /ð/, a single-flap type of /r/ is used if the /r/ follows immediately (e.g. /œui/ ‘tree’, /œœi/ ‘three’), or in the sequence interdental + /r/ + vowel (e.g. /œœr/ ‘clumsy’, /œœœl/ ‘shouting’, /œœœ/ ‘apart, asunder’, /œœœ/ ‘sick’, /œœœ/ ‘calk’). In absolute Auslaut, of course, such an /r/ reverts to the normal fricative /r/ e.g. /œœl/ ‘to work clumsily’, /gœœl/ ‘to shout’.

The articulation of interdental /r/ is as follows: the tongue-tip is usually protruded between the top and bottom rows of teeth, and the area of contact between the tip and blade of the tongue on the one hand and the teeth and gums on the other extends well back on to the fringe of the hard palate. The release of this contact gives a characteristic ‘thick’ sound, very different acoustically from the corresponding alveolar or palatalised sounds. There is a decided impression of a /ð/ off-glide, voiced even after the unvoiced /r/, but the impact is in any case that of a single sound.

The interdental fricatives /l, d/ are identical with R.P.

3.4.4 The Alveolars

The alveolar consonants /l, d, s, z, n, r, l/ are all identical in articulation with R.P., except for the stronger aspiration in the case of /l/ (see above). It should, however, be noted that Glenoe /l/ has a very ‘light’ resonance in most phonetic contexts even where R.P. /l/ is velarised. The velar resonance is so slight even after vowels like /i, a, ə, o, u/ that there seems little need of a special symbol e.g. /l/ (or t, if interdental) to mark what is only a minor phonemic adjustment. It never approaches the English, Scots or American velarised /l/, whose ‘dark’ quality is extremely marked.

The alveolar fricative /r/ must be considered as the central
member of the /r/-phoneme and is closely similar to R.P. with
perhaps just a shade less retraction. In Glenoe, unlike R.P.,
the /r/ sound is fully sounded when in final positions or before
other consonants. The variant, single-flap /r/, has already
been mentioned in connexion with the interdentals (see 3.4.3
above). After consonants other than these, when initial in a
syllable, the /r/ remains slightly ‘open’, but is articulated with
a flap effect, acoustically intermediate between single-flap /r/
and true fricative /r/, e.g. in words like /brəvə/ ‘brush’, /frim/‘friend’.
Orthographic /r/ may be omitted by dissimilation, e.g. /kærɪdʒ/ & /
kerʃədʒ/ ‘cartridge’, and in rapid speech generally in the
group interdental + /r/ + alveolar /t, d, n/ e.g. /ʃæst(r)de/ ‘yesterday’, /fɛr(ʃ)ən/ ‘afternoon’.

3.4.5 The Alveolar-Palatalised Consonants
This series of sounds /θ, ʃ, s, z/ is characterised by a dual
articulation: the tongue-tip is in contact with the upper gum­
ridge and simultaneously the front of the tongue is raised to the
hard palate. Thus /θ, ʃ/ are distinct from the true palatals of the Romance languages, e.g. French and
Italian -ger-, Italian -gl- and Spanish -ll-, in which the tongue
tip is behind the lower front teeth and the middle part of the
tongue is in broad contact with the back part of the hard
palate. The Glenoe sounds are much nearer to the Russian
palatalised /n/ and /l/, although these have a primary dental
articulation. In Glenoe there is a distinct /ʃ/ off-glide, which
in the case of /ŋ/ has in many cases swallowed up the /ŋ/ itself,
leaving only the /ʃ/). Examples: /ʃɪv/ ‘to steal’, ‘pinch’,
/ʃɪʃ/ ‘a small quantity’ /be ʃlɔr/ ‘to bellow, shout’, /ʃɪʃə/ ‘a fool’; but /bjuː/ ‘blue’ from * /bljɪʃ/; /ʃjvə/ ‘left-handed,
clumsy’ from * /ʃljvə/, /ʃjuː/ ‘plough’ from * /pljʊː/ (cf.
/θ, ʃ/). The Glenoe /θ, ʃ/ contrast with their R.P. counterparts /θ, s/ in
that the secondary movement of the tongue is towards the
velum in the latter sounds and towards the hard palate in the
former. This gives the Glenoe consonants the typical Ulster
‘thin’ quality very similar to the Irish Gaelic slender /s/ and
to the corresponding sibilant in Scots Gaelic *. A further
difference is that the R.P. sounds are accompanied by marked
lip-rounding, while in Glenoe the lips are spread. Examples are /ʃjuː/ ‘shoe’, /rɛnʃə/ ‘rinse’.
Alveolar /t, d, n/ combine closely with /θ, ʃ, z/ to form the affricates
/ts, dz, n/ corresponding to R.P. /t, d, n/. It should be noted here
that the original palatalised /t, d/ have now disappeared from
Glenoe, having fallen together with these affricates /ts, dz, n/.
/ʃɪʃk/ ‘duke’. In final positions, Glenoe /dz/ is liable to become unvoiced:
e.g. /kærəkts/ ‘cabbage’, /pærət/ ‘porridge’.

3.4.6 The Palatalis
The Glenoe /ʃ, j/ are true palatalis, in contrast with the
palatalised sounds just described, i.e. the tongue-tip is
anchored behind the lower front teeth and the middle part of the
tongue is raised vertically towards the back part of the
hard palate. The /ʃ/ sound may arise by assimilation, as when
/h/ causes the unvoicing of a /ʃ/ immediately following it, e.g.
/ʃɪʃ/ or /ʃɪj/ ‘Hugh’, /hɪʃdʒ/ or /hɪʃdʒ/ ‘huge’, but it usually
represents a phonemic variant of the velar fricative /x/ in
words like /hɪʃ/ ‘high’, /bæɡ/ ‘bag’, /bæɡ/ ‘wet and miserable (day etc.)’, although this /ʃ/ is never so far fronted as the similar variant
in German (the so-called ‘ich-Laut’). The fronted variant /ʃ/ in
Glenoe is never accompanied by the considerable uvular
scrape which occurs with many speakers in the case of /x/ (see
below).
The /ʃ/ sound in Glenoe is not strictly the true voiced
counterpart of /ʃ/ . It is vocalic or semi-vocalic rather than
consonantal, as it lacks the audible friction of French, German
or Spanish /ʃ/. Examples: /ʃuː/ ‘ewe’, /jætʃə/ ‘to complain’.

3.4.7 The Velars
Velar /k, g, ŋ/ in Glenoe are identical with R.P. except for the
aspiration of /k/ described above (3.4.1). The velar fricative /ʃ/
occurs with considerable frequency both in words which had
this sound in OE and ME and in loan words from Gaelic
sources. The sound itself is similar to the German ‘ach-Laut’
but somewhat further back, and as a result, generally
accompanied by a certain amount of uvular scrape. The
phonemic limits between /ʃ/ in /fæk/ ‘laugh’ and /hɪʃ/ ‘high’
are so wide that it may seem desirable to show it by using /ʃ/
in the latter word: /hɪʃ/.
Note that in Glenoe palatalised /k, g, ŋ/ do not occur although
they are frequently met in other Ulster dialects.

3.4.8 The Laryngals
The use of the glottal stop has already been described above
(3.4.1) in connexion with the plosives. In Glenoe the
laryngeal fricative /h/ is used as in R.P., i.e. it is not dropped
except in the unemphatic form of words like he, him, her, e.g.
/adminiʃte/ ‘he gave him his tea’. It is also absent where
R.P. has it as a ‘spelling’ pronunciation, e.g. in /sɒpəl/ ‘hospital’, /ʃʊmər/ ‘humour’.

The Vowels of Stressed Syllables
4.1 The Short Vowels

4.1.1 ME a
Short a in ME usually gives /ə/ in Glenoe but also /ɛ/ in a
number of cases. There is no rounding after /w/ or before /j/.
The group -ar often becomes /ɛr/ and -al followed by /d/
becomes /ɛd/ with loss of d, while -al final becomes /ɛl/ with
loss of l. The shift of /a/ to /ɛ/ often takes place before /d/ and
xs and also in contact with the velars, in words borrowed
from or influenced by Larne. Lengthening is determined by
phonetic context (see above, 3.3.4).

4.1.2 ME a
(A) from Anglian a, a (West Germanic a)
I. becomes Glenoe /a/.
contact with velars have occasionally intruded from Larne,
viz. /be:g/, /beːk/, /blæ:k/, /kæn/, /kæ:t/, /kændil/, /kæp/, /slæ:k/.
In the case of axe, flux, and sack no /a/-forms exist, an indication that these are also probably borrowings from Lame.

2. becomes Glenoe /æ/.

/γ/kɔs /'axe', /ɡpl/ 'apple', /f痿tari/ 'father', /flag:kis /'flux',
/γεδερ /'gather', /ιγλε:di/ 'glad', /ιηɛwɛt /'halter', /ιɛmɛt /'hammer',
/kɛdli /'cradle', /ɾɛdɛt /'rather', /şɛk / sb. 'sack',
vb. 'dismiss', /şɛt(id) /'Saturday'.

(B) from Scandinavian a
1. becomes Glenoe /æ/.
/ɦʌnsl /'handsel', /ɾɑg & ɾɛɡ /'rag', /ɾʌnsɛk /'ransack',
/stæŋɛr & stɛɡɛt /'stagger', /stæk & stɛk /'stack'.
2. becomes Glenoe /e/.
/brɛkɪn /'bracken', /bʊɡɪ /'drag', /flɛɡɡ /'flagstones',
/flɛti /'flat', /ɾɛɡɪ /'scold', /skɾɛɡɛ /'thin', /sŋɡi /'impediment, obstacle', i.e. mostly in contact with velars.

(C) from Old French a (in closed syllables and syllables originally unaccented)
1. becomes Glenoe /a/.
/ˈbɑɡet /'baggage', /ˈdʒækɪt & dʒɛkɪt /'jacket', /ˈɡælɪp /'galllop',
/ˈɡræn /'grand', /ˈkætɪ /'catch', /ˈmɑːtɛr (sb.) &
/ˈmɛtɛr (vb.) /'matter', /ˈræt /'rat', /ˈʃæmɪ /'chamois', /ˈtæp / vb.
& sb. 'tap', /ˈtʃæpɛl /'chapel', /ˈvælɪdʒ /'value', /ˈvælɛbli /'valuable', etc.
2. becomes Glenoe /ɛ/.

/breɪks /'branch', /bɛnki /'baunch' (from Old French haunce),
/stɛnki /'stanchion (of a window)', with /i-1 interchange; in
Mid-North Antrim: /stɛnɛker /'regul/ 'travel, walk'. Note the
vowel in /ˈtɔsli /tassel (from Old French tas(s)el; confusion
with tassel (sb. 2) in Survey of English Dialects with
alternative form tursel).

(D) Other words with /a/ of obscure origin, in some cases
undoubtedly Gaelic
/ˈbɹaːt /'bratl', /ˈbɹatl /'brat', /ˈbɹæst /'blust',
/ˈbɹæk /'blanket' of a tree', /ˈhɑːr /'harsh', /ˈjærn /'thread', /ˈwɔːp /'warp'.

4.1.3 ME a before s, f, th
(A) from Anglian ae, a
1. becomes Glenoe /a/.
/ˈbɑːθ /'bath', /ˈdɑːf /'daft', /ˈfɑːst /'fasten', /ˈkɑːʃ /'chaff', /ˈlɑːst / sb. & adj. 'last',
/ˈpɑːθ /'path' (cp. a local road known as the
Path (peθɪ), /ˈwɔːs /'wash'. Also in the following words
which shortened OE āe to a in ME: /ɛks & ɛk /as & ast /'ask',
/ˈbʌləst /'blast'.
2. becomes Glenoe /ə/.
/ˈbɹɛks /'brass', /ˈɡlɛs /'glass', /ˈɡrɛs /'grass',
/ˈhɑːsp /'hasp', /ˈplɛstɛr /'plaster'.
Note: /ɛk /'ash (tree)'.

(B) from Scandinavian a
1. becomes Glenoe /a/.
/ˈaːs /'ash', /ˈkɑːst /'cast'.
2. becomes Glenoe /ə / /ˈbļɛdɛɾ /'talk nonsense' (but cp.
/ˈbʌlɛɪɡ /'riff-raff').

(C) from Old French a, becomes Glenoe /a/.
/ˈbɑːktɪ /'basket', /ˈfɑːʃn /'fashion', /ˈkɑːsl & kɛʃ /'castle', /ˈpɑːs /
/'pass', /ˈpɑːsedʒ /'passage', /ˈpɑːstɛt /'pasture', /ˈrɑʃəl /
/'rascal', /ˈsæks /'sash (of a window)'.

(D) in words of doubtful origin, becomes Glenoe /a/.
/ˈbɑːʃ /'bash', /ˈdɑːʃ /'dash', /ˈlɑːʃ /'lass', /ˈlɑːʃər /'eye-lash',
/ˈmæk /'mash'.

4.1.4 ME a after w, wh, qu, squ, always remains Glenoe /a/.
(A) from Anglian ae, a
/ˈhwɑːt /'what', /ˈswəlɛ /'swallow', /ˈswɑːm /'swan',
/ˈswɑːp /'exchange', /ˈswɔːrd /'row of mown grass (?
confusion between OE swaeth and swaerd),
/ˈwɔːks & wɛk /'wax', /ˈwɔːs p /'wasp', /ˈwɔːtɛr /'water',
/ˈwɔːtɛs /'watch', /ˈwɔːz & ˈwɔːz /'was'.

/ˈhwɔːt /, /ˈwɔːs / perhaps from weak /e/ in unemphatic positions.

(B) from Scandinavian a
/ˈwɔːl (& wɛl & wɛl) /'choose, select', /ˈwɔːnt /'lack'.

(C) from Old French a
/ˈkwɔːlɪ /'quality', /ˈkwɑːrri /'quarry', /ˈskwɑːs /'squash',
/ˈwɔːlep /'wallap'.

(D) in words of doubtful origin
/ˈskwɒndər /'squander', /ˈswɒmp /'swamp'.

4.1.5 ME a followed by ng remains Glenoe /a/.
(A) from OE a
/ˈbɛlɒŋ /'belong', /ˈlɑːŋ /'along', /ɡɑn /'gang', /ˈwɔːŋ /
'thong' (from OE hwang with loss of th, leaving
unvoiced w').
Except /ˈsɛŋɡɪ /'strong'.

(B) from Scandinavian a
/ˈbɑːŋi & ˈbɛŋi /'bang', /ˈbɑːŋk /'hill-slope', /ˈrɑːŋi /'wrong',
/ˈtæŋki /'tangle, type of sea-weed' (cp. Norwegian taangel).

(C) from Old French a
/ˈbɫɑːkɛt /'blanket'; but note: /ˈɛŋwɛdʒ /'language'.

(D) in words of doubtful origin
/ˈkɑːnl /'to quarrel, bicker', /ˈlɑŋi /'tie fore and hind leg of goat
together', /ˈsɛŋi & ˈsɛŋi /'a mild oath' (from French sang?),
/ˈsɑːŋj /'jump'.

4.1.6 ME ar followed by a consonant gives Glenoe /ar/.
(A) from Anglian ear, ar
/ˈhɑːrdn & hɑːrn /'harden', /ˈɑːk /'meal bin', /ˈhɑːp / sb. & vb.
/'hɑp', /ˈswɔːd /'swath', /ˈswɑːrm /'swarm', /ˈwɔːrdər /'warder',
/ˈwɔːrm /'warm', /ˈwɔːrm /'warm', /ˈwɔːrt /'wart'.

(B) from Scandinavian ar
/ˈbɑːrki /'bark (of a tree)', /ˈhɑːʃ /'harsh', /ˈjɑːrn /'thread', /ˈwɔːp /
'warp'.


(C) from Old French ar

(D) in words of doubtful origin

4.1.7 But ar followed by a consonant gives Glencoe /gə/.

(A) from Anglian ear, ar

(B) from Old French ar
 /grm/ 'army', /grd/ 'guard', /grdwn/ 'garden', /grdron/ 'gardener', /grfèt/ 'garter', /kèrd/ 'card', /skèr(o)l/ 'part(y)'.

(C) in words of doubtful origin
 /drèm/ 'darn'.

4.1.8 ME -al(-)


3. /bəl/ 'bold', /e/tl/ 'old', /bəl/ vb. 'hold', sb. 'hold' (e.g. phrase /kəl dé bəl o et/ 'take hold of it'), /kəl/ 'cold', /səl/ 'sold', /təl/ & /plt/ 'told'.

N.B.: A diphthongal pronunciation was probably widespread in such words during Elizabethan times and the early 17th century; cp. the southern Irish pronunciation /beuld/, /euld/ etc., also for North of England, /hauld/, /auld/ etc. and for Scotland, Campbelltown (Kintyre): /həuld/, /owld/, /səuld/, Black Isle and Easter Ross: /bəuld/, /owld/, /səuld/, Caithness: /bəuld/, where ow represents /au/.

Note the vowels in /he:pne/ 'halfpenny', /he:pə/ 'halfpennyworth', /fo:tld/ 'fold'.

(B) from Scandinavian -al gives Glencoe /æl/.
 /skalp/ 'scalp'.

(C) from Old French -al gives /æl/.
 /səm/ 'psalm', /skəd/ 'scald', tea.

4.1.9 ME medial a + r + vowel
(A) from Anglian ea gives /ər/.
 /ær/ 'arrow', /bær/ 'barrow', /spar/ 'sparrow', But note the vowels in /ær/ are (OE Northumbrian type aron), /bər/ 'wheel-barrow', /mər/ 'narrow'.

(B) from Old French a gives /ə/ and /ʒ/.
2. /mər/ 'merry'.

4.1.10 ME e

(A) from Anglian e, eo and e (the i-mutation of ae) gives 1. Glencoe /e/ but 2. mostly /ə/ after /w/.

(B) from Scandinavian e in closed syllables gives Glencoe /e/.
 /gəld/ 'geld' (without lengthening), /skəl/ 'squint' (from ON skjelga). Also before /g/ in /qːg/ 'egg', /kλg/ 'horsc-fly', /ləgən/nz/ 'leg(gings)'.

(C) from Old French e in closed syllables and open unaccented syllables gives Glencoe /e/.

(D) in words of obscure origin we find Glencoe /e/.
 /dʒəlɡəl/ 'large needle', /kļpl/ 'sea-weed ash' (a source of iodine), /kpl/ 'to prevent cattle from straying', e.g. up a side road, /məfl/ vb. & sb. 'to hit with' a large mallet', /skəl/ 'skillet', /skəfl/ 'wood-splitter', /skəp/ 'smack'.

4.1.11 Raising of ME e to i before nasals gives Glencoe /i/, which represents a subsequent lowering and retraction.

(A) from Anglian e and e (the i-mutation of ae)

Note 1: /ɡərn/ 'to complain ' etc., from OE grenian (to grin) > /ɹən/- /ɹərn/-, raising e to i before the nasal n and with metathesis.


(B) from Scandinavian e
 /dɑŋ/ 'beat' (cp. phrase /he wez goen ljk dɑŋ dwst/ or /goen é dɑŋer/, i.e. very quickly), /hən/ 'hang', /wæŋ/ 'wing'.

(C) from Old French e
 /lɛnʃən/ 'engine', /sɛm/ 'chemise', /twæml/ 'tremble', /sæml/ 'chimney'. But /e/ remains in /ɛmpl/ 'attempt',
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4.1.12 ME e raised to i before other consonants gives Glenoe /i/.
(A) from OE e, e, eo, eo
/bázm/ 'besom', /bálás/ 'bless', /ðégáðer/ 'together', /jástř(r)/'yesterday', /nákkst/ 'next'.
(B) from Scandinavian e
/kášlén/ 'kitten' (from ON kállingr).
(C) from Old French e
/feás/ 'f业绩', /feás/ 'friend'; /fěás/ 'very'.

4.1.13 ME e + r + vowel gives Glenoe /e/.
(A) from OE sources (e, Anglian æ from West Saxon æ, Anglian ā from West Saxon ā).
/běři/ 'berry', /ěronym/ 'errand', /ěrom/ 'herring'.
(B) from Scandinavian e
/ěři/ 'ferry', (Old West Scandinavian ferja, or possibly OE *ferre).
(C) from Old French e, i
/férekli/ 'miracle', (e from e from i), /pěreši/ 'perish', /fěteer/ 'terrier', /fěre/ 'very'.

4.1.14 ME er + consonant
(A) from OE er, ear
1. gives Glenoe /eə/.
2. But note these with Glenoe /ěr/:
/ňěřběři/ 'harbour', /ňěřvěst/ 'harvest', /ňěrd/ 'yard', /ňěrm/ 'learn', 'teach', /ňětr/ 'starve (with hunger or cold).
(B) from Anglian er (West Saxon eor) gives Glenoe /eə/.
/maršs/ 'mark', /špark/ 'spark', /štark/ 'stark'.
(C) from Scandinavian er gives Glenoe /eə/.
/št'/ 'a scar', (Old West Scandinavian err. err), /škar/ 'scar'.
(ME skerre, ON skirra, formed on skærr from the base *skærro-).

(D) from Old French er gives mostly /e/, occasionally /e/.
Note: /žěšreš/ ' Jersey' (from Guernsey with loss of r).''
2. /ďlārk/ 'clerk', /ďlārd/ 'pardon', /šlār/ 'parsley', /šlāsr/ 'parson', /wxst/ 'war'.

4.1.15 ME i
In Glenoe, the ME i (from older i, y and i, y through shortening) normally appears as the very open and somewhat
centred /i/-sound described in section 3.3.2, but occasionally as a tense (i) before velars and after /w/, although in the latter case the development to /w/ is apparently the normal one (ep.
/w/ in similar positions in Northern English dialects).

(A) from OE i
1. gives Glenoe /i/.
2. gives Glenoe /i/.
Also in these words of uncertain origin: /hwifi/ 'whiff, unpleasant odour' (probably onomatopoeic), /kwil/ 'quill', /kwilʁdəz/ 'reed'.
3. gives Glenoe /e/.
Also in /hwæl/ vb. 'whistle, pare'; sb. 'whitlow', ? /hwæltrɛ/ 'weasel', where ME i is from OE i by shortening.
Note 1: /tv̩n/ 'twenty' (probably e was first raised to i before the nasal n, and then *tv̩n- became /tw̩n- as above). Note 2: OE risc gives Glenoe /ʁs/ vb. 'rush'.

(B) from Scandinavian i
1. gives Glenoe /i/.
/šl̩l̩ /'illi', /šl̩-t̩v̩d̩ /'abusive', /šb̩g̩ /'heep', /šbart̩ /'hit', /škást̩ /'chest, box', /škl̩p̩ /'to elip', /šk̩l̩ /'skill', /šk̩rt̩r̩ /'diarrhoea'; a term of abuse, /šk̩rt̩r̩ /'insignificant', /šm̩de̩ /'smithy', /šl̩b /'till'; 'slightly ajar' (of a door).
2. gives Glenoe /w/ after w.
/shwænder/ 'hesitate', /šw̩ndə(s)l̩ /'window-(sill)'.

(C) from Old French i
1. gives Glenoe /i/.
/šgnères̩ /'ignorance, uncothness', /šľm̩pent̩ /'impudent', /šďelav̩r /'deliver', /šfim̩s /'finish', /šl̩m̩ /'limit', /šm̩ /'play'; /štn̩tr̩nt̩ /'mixture', /šp̩sten /'piston', /šr̩vet̩ /'rivet', /šaŋ̩ /'single', /šžæ̩r̩ /'scissors', /šæ̩s /'tissue'.
2. gives Glenoe /i/.
/šb̩k̩ /'brick', /šp̩t̩k̩ /'particular', /šp̩t̩zi̩ /'pity (pitiful'), also possibly /šdy̩g̩ /'jig' (from Old French gigṳ). These may represent direct Scottish borrowings from French, whereas the first series with /i/ are adaptations of Lorne.
Note: Glenoe /e/: /ďešēr/ 'dinner', /šw̩nt̩ & /kw̩t̩ /'quit, stop'.

(D) from OE y gives Glenoe /i/.
/šl̩ld̩ /'build' (rare, usually /b̩g̩/), /šb̩r̩s̩ /'bristling' (of hair),
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But note /dʌl/ 'dull' (from OE *dylle, ME dulle).

(E) from Scandinavian y gives Glencoe /ju/.
/bʌɡ/ 'to build', /bræg/ 'bridge', /læt/ 'to move one's abode', /læft/ 'left'; 'remove a corpse for funeral', /mɑːn/ 'manure heap', /rɛft/ 'behind', /ræg/ 'ridge', /ræŋ ən fɛ:/ (literally 'ridge and furrow') 'pull and plain', /sæsər/ 'sister'.

But note /kæŋl/ 'to kindle' (ON kynda), /kæŋlən/ 'firewood', /rɛd/ 'rid' (ON ɽy, ʃ), cp. also /rɛd wʃ/ 'tidy up'.

(F) from OE ɪ through shortening gives Glencoe /ɪ/. /fɪθ/ 'fifth', /fɪʃə/ 'fifty', /lænsdɪ/ 'linseed', /stɪf/ 'stiff'; 'unfriendly'.

But note /wʊmən/ 'woman', /wɪmən/ 'women'.

(G) from OE ʏ through shortening gives Glencoe /u/. /fɪlθə/ 'filthy', /læt/ 'little' (rare; usually /wɪ:/ 'wee'), /tsɪkən/ 'chicken', /θʌmɪl/ 'thimble', /wɪʃ/.

4.1.16 Short ɪ /i/ in words of obscure origin

4.1.17 ME ɪ from OE ɪ + nd and + mb
1. generally gives Glencoe /ɪ/.
/bʌn/ 'blind', /bʌn(ə)y/ 'behind', /fæn/ 'find'.
2. lengthening and diphthongisation have given Glencoe /eɪ/.
/bɛɪn/ 'bind', /ɡreɪn/ 'grind', /wɛɪn/ vb. 'wind'.
Note in /wɜn/ (sb. 'wind') the short ɪ has become /w/ following w (see ME i 4.1.15 (A) 3 above). These /eɪ/ pronunciations may have been borrowed from Lame, where they are normal (although Lame usually has the final ə).

4.1.18 ME -ɪr-
(A) from OE ɪr
1. gives Glencoe /ɪ/.
/bɑːtʃ/ 'bitch (tree)', /ʃtər/ (from OE stigrəp), /stɑːk/ 'stirk, young bullock or heifer'.
2. gives Glencoe /w/ (probably by way of yr to ur).
/bwɜːd/ 'bird', /bɜːtʃ/ 'church', /bwɜːd/ 'third', /θɜːt/ 'thirty'.

(B) from OE ʏr
1. gives Glencoe /ɪ/.
/bɜːtʃ/ 'birth', /gɑːrd/ 'girdle'.
2. gives Glencoe /w/.

These forms suggest the development of yr to ur to /ʌr/.
Note Glencoe /g/ in /kærnl/ 'kernel', /gɜːrl/ 'girl' (from OE *gơrel, according to Skeat), which are probably borrowings from Lame.

4.1.19 ME ɪth generally gives Glencoe /ʌx/, in a general levelling process.
(A) from OE ɪth
/sʌxt/ 'sight'.

(B) from Late OE ɪth (from eht, e the smoothing of earlier eo)
/brɪkst/ 'bright', /rɪkst/ 'right'.

But note /fɪkst/ 'fight'.

(C) from Anglian ɪth (earlier ɪθ)
/lɑkst(ə)n/ 'light(ning)', /fɪkst/ adj. 'light'.

(D) from OE ɪth (earlier ɪθ)
/lɑkst/ 'to illuminate, to alight', /fɪkst/ 'tight' (from ME thīght, OE thīht).

(E) from OE ʏθt
/lɑkst/ 'flight', /fɪkst(ə)n/ 'fright(en)'.

(F) from Anglian ɪθt, ɪθt (West Saxon iθ, iθt)
/ʌx/ 'night', /fɔːrɪkst/ 'fortnight', /mɑːkt/ vb. 'might'.

But note /hɪx/ 'height' (cp. /hɪx/ 'high').

Note also /sɪx/ 'sigh' (probably a back-formation on ME sɪkhte, pret. of siche, from OE sǐcan).

4.1.20 ME o usually gives Glencoe /ɔ(ː)/, but /a(ː)/ in contact with labials.

(A) from OE o
1. /bɒdə/ 'body' (but /bɛdə/ 'person', and /bɛdə & bɛdə/ in compounds: /sʌmwɛdə/ 'somebody', /bæbɛdə/ 'nobody', /gɒnebɛdə/ 'anybody'), /bəʊrə/ vb. 'borrow', /bɹə(r)/ 'broad';
'to throw', /ʃɪk/ 'a large quantity or number', /snɒ/ 'score', 'nose mucus'; term of abuse, /ɜːk/ 'trouch'.


Note 1: /w/ occurs in /dɔɡ/ 'dog', /mʌn/ 'many' (OE mons), see Survey of English Dialects); cp. /ɛn/ 'any' (from Northern Middle English any, see Survey of English Dialects).

Note 2: divergent developments occur in /kɒl/ 'colly, soot' and /kəːl/ 'collie (dog)', both from OE *collis (see Survey of English Dialects).

(B) from early shortening of OE əi, (tense)
1. gives Glencoe /ai/.
/bləːm/ 'blossom', /fɒdər/ 'fodder', /ɡɒz/ 'gossling', /ˈkær/ 'armpit', /ɔːk/ 'armpit', /kɛːr/ 'to support under the armpits'.
2. gives Glenoe /a/.
/sa:ft/ 'soft'.

(C) from Scandinavian o
1. gives Glenoe /ø:/ /ra:fol/ 'rotten', /lø:k:k/ 'quench (fire, thirst)', from ON slokka.
2. gives Glenoe /a:/ /la:ft/ 'loft, upper room'.

(D) from Old French o
1. gives Glenoe /ø:/
2. gives Glenoe /a:/ sometimes after labials.
/ba:kl/ 'bottle', i.e. 'bundle (of hay etc.)' (from bote!,
1. gives Glenoe /ct:/ 'cottage',
from French
2. gives Glenoe /o:/.
Note here /o:/ 'sorry' (from OE særig, ME sory).
2. gives Glenoe /ı:/.
/bord/ 'board', /bøm/ 'bom', /æførd/ 'afford', /førd/ 'ford',
/fortnæk/ 'fortnight', /hø:n/ 'horn', /køm/ 'corn',
/mo:rn(en)/ 'morning', /sørt/ 'short', /swøm/ 'sworn', /bøm/ 'thorn', /wøm/ 'worn'.
Note here /ı:/ 'lord' (from OE hiáford).

(B) from Old French -or- (accented)
1. gives Glenoe /ø:/
/dʒɔr:d/ 'George' (but /dʒɔ:rde/), /ʃɔrm/ 'form', /skɔrm/ 'scorn', /skɔrt/ 'scorch' & (with metathesis) /skɔrt/ 'shrevel, blast (of vegetation)', /œ:nør/ 'order', /ø:rgən/ 'organ'.
2. gives Glenoe /o:/.
/devør/ 'divorce', /fɔ:rzd/ 'force', /kɔرد/ 'cord', /kɔmør/ 'corner', /kørt/ (rare, usually /kjɔrt/) 'court',
3. (unaccented) gives /o:/ /ʃɔ:n/' foreign', /ʃɔrtʃən/ 'foreman', etc.

4.1.23 ME /u/ generally gives Glenoe 1. /æ/ but 2. occasionally /a/ (perhaps by way of /u/ to /o/).

(A) from OE
1. /bwlæk/ 'bullock', /bætrer/ 'butter', /dærm(e)/ 'dumb (person)', /ɡwæt/ 'gut', /ɡwæt/ 'guts', /hægær/ 'hunger', /jæŋ/ 'young', /kæp/ 'cup', /kæbær/ 'cupboard', /plæk/ 'to pluck',
/spnæ/ 'spoon', /swm/ 'some', /swmæn/ 'something',
/svn(e)/ 'sun (Sunday)', /swnl/ 'tumble', /tv/ 'tongue',
/θæn/ 'thunder', /vp/ 'up'.
2. /dæm/ adj. 'dum', /næt/ 'nut', /sænær/ 'summer', /tæp/ 'tap, ram' (from ME tappe, origin doubtful).

(B) from Scandinavian u gives Glenoe /u/.
/gu:vst/ 'gust', /læv/ 'ear', /lægv/ 'to pull', /lægvət/ 'luggage',
/mwkl/ 'dirt', /mw/ & (unemphatic) /m/ 'must', /mwn/ 'must not', /læv/ 'to pull hair' (cp. Swedish dialect lagga, here with /r/-interchange, and cp. /lægv/ above).

(C) from Old French u, ou gives Glenoe /u/.
/bwket/ 'bucket', /ðɔfæl/ 'judge', /ðɔvstes/ 'justice', /frænt/ 'front', /ɡætə(z)/ 'gutter (mud)', /hæv/ 'hunt', /hæv/ 'hustle',
/kræwst/ 'cruet', /kwæl/ 'colour', /kwæmp/ 'company', /kwærrt/ 'country', /kwpl/ 'couple', /kwætr(e)/ 'c ustard', /kwzn/ 'cousin', /kwvər/ 'cover', /mwn/ 'money', /mwsl/ 'muscle',
/mwzn/ 'mutton', /mwnm/ 'number', /pwvn/ 'punch', /pwp/
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1. Note 1: "pup", /pju:/ 'push', /kwu:/ 'crush', /svndnt(ie)/ 'sudden(ly)', /swpkr/ 'supper', /wqkkl/ 'uncle', /trwbl/ 'trouble', /twtš/ 'touch'.

Note 2: /stiibl/ 'stubble' (from Old French stible, cp. ME u above).

Note 2: /džięst & džięst/ 'just' (adv.), /fieżte & fięstęd/ 'fusty' (with rounded short /i/).

Note 3: /kmfęr/ 'comfort', /kmstę / 'constable'. These last two are probably spelling pronunciations.

(D) words of obscure origin with /u/ in Glenoe

/žbwn/ 'buzz, hum'; /btag/ 'humble-bee', /gวล/ 'large knife', /dwiseř/ 'a heavy blow', /fьеve/ 'left-handed, clumsy' (from *fьve̞-), /gwinka/ 'small stocky person', /hwḡker/ 'haunches' (phrase /ŋger (hwḡker) / 'squating'), /kędź/ 'curds', /kędź̆/ 'to crouch (esp. near the fire)', /šwpłm/ 'rascal', /šwäker/ 'deelap'; 'double chin'.

1. /fii:/ 'full', /wę1/ 'wool', which has probably come in from Larne, as have also /firl/ 'full', /pül/ 'pull' alongside the forms above.

2. /kįřę/ 'coulter', /šądę/ 'shoulder'.

(B) from Scandinavian -ul(-) gives Glenoe /vl/: /bwlk(e)/ 'bulk(’y)', /skw̄l/ 'skull'.

Note: ME bule, bolc 'bull', from Old West Scandinavian bol (cp. Old Danish bali) gives Glenoe /bål/ with fronting and unrounding: /u/ to /å/ to /i/.

(C) from Old French -aul- gives Glenoe /wl/: /pülët/ 'pullet', (also /jërëk/ from Scots Gaelic eireag).

Note the following: /śwär/ 'soldier' (from ME sawder, Old French soudure, from *sold-); /pol'treu/ 'poultry', /pęültës/ 'poul'tice' (earliest form is the plural: pull'tises').

4.2 The Long Vowels

4.2.1 ME ā

Long ā in ME from all sources has generally developed into Glenoe /e̞:/ (sporadically /e̞/ or /e̞/ as described above, No. 10, 3.3.2), whether from original long ā, or ā lengthened in open syllables. The process was probably: ā to /e̞/ to /e̞/.

Note 1: Observe the development of the vowel in /jän/ 'one', /fųm/ 'once' probability through /i̞e/ to /e̞/, to /e̞/ to /i̞/, to /j̄/.

Note 2: The vowel /e̞/ appears in /mebēd/ 'nobody', but it has been raised and shortened in /mifon/ 'nothing' (cf. No. 1, 3.3.2).

Note 3: Glenoe /mestaw/ 'most' from ME & OE màst (rather than màst), perhaps due to the influence of the vowel in màsta 'more', see 4.2.3 below, 'ME ār, from OE ār & ar by lengthening in open syllables'.

Note 4: OE hår 'hot' gives Glenoe /hə:t/ with the open vowel /e̞/ instead of /e̞/.

2. gives Glenoe /e̞/.

3. gives Glenoe /q̄/.

/B /wqz̄/ 'who', /hwqz̄/ 'where' (from OE hwær), /twq̄/ 'two'.

In these words the original ā instead of being fronted to /e̞/ has been rounded to /u/ by the influence of the preceding w.

Note: The same vowel appears in /nçu/ 'no' (the negative particle), from OE nā.

4.2.2 ME ď

(A) from OE ď̄, medial or final


Note 1: /me:st/ 'most' from ME & OE màst (rather than màst), perhaps due to the influence of the vowel in màsta 'more', see 4.2.3 below, 'ME ār, from OE ār & ar by lengthening in open syllables'.

Note 2: The vowel /e̞/ appears in /mebēd/ 'nobody', but it has been raised and shortened in /mifon/ 'nothing' (cf. No. 1, 3.3.2).

Note 3: Glenoe /mestaw/ 'most' from ME & OE màst (rather than màst), perhaps due to the influence of the vowel in màsta 'more', see 4.2.3 below, 'ME ār, from OE ār & ar by lengthening in open syllables'.

Note 4: OE hår 'hot' gives Glenoe /hə:t/ with the open vowel /e̞/ instead of /e̞/.

2. gives Glenoe /e̞:/.

3. gives Glenoe /q̄/.
/le:x/ 'low', e.g. in the phrase /dæ le:x fil/ 'the low field' (from ME lah, ON lægr).

Otherwise /lo:/ is normal for 'low'.

(C) from OE æ, lengthened in open syllables, gives Glenoe /æ:/
/beck/ 'bake', /færseck/ 'forsake', /ægep/ 'gape', /æge/ 'gate',
Glenoe /æg/ = Anglian æf, Old Norse æg, ON æg, OE æge 'gape'.

This vowel generally develops into /i:/ in Glenoe no matter what its original source was. Early shortening gives Glenoe /æ/; Northern Middle English final -æh and -æg give the Glenoe diphthong /æi/ with loss of the velars, whereas Northern Middle English final -æg generally gives Glenoe /i:/.

4.2.5 ME ə, (i.e. /ɛ/)

This vowel generally develops into /i:/ in Glenoe no matter what its original source was. Early shortening gives Glenoe /æ/; Northern Middle English final -æh and -æg give the Glenoe diphthong /æi/ with loss of the velars, whereas Northern Middle English final -æg generally gives Glenoe /i:/.

Note 1: /kærn/ 'comb' from 

Note 2: By an inorganic change /gin/, which represents the pret.

Note 4: The vowel in /ta:k/ 'take', although the latter is usually

lately /kærn/ = Glenoe /kærn/ 'comb'.

Note 4: The vowel /æ/ (lengthened) remains in /mak/ 'make', and occasionally in /tak/ 'take', although the latter is usually /tæk/, perhaps from the unstressed form.

(D) from Scandinavian æ, lengthened in open syllables, gives Glenoe /æ:/
/dæzəd/ 'dazed', /kæk/ 'cake', /seːrn/ 'same'.

Note that the form /wel/ 'choose, pick out' probably goes back ultimately to ON val, with lengthened æ. The form /wel/ and its derivative /wel/ (cf. ME e above) also occur.

(E) from Old French æ, lengthened in open syllables and followed by -st, gives Glenoe /æ:/
/bɛstk/ 'bacon', /bɛst/ 'blame', /ɛbst/ 'able', /fɛs/ 'face',
/ɡɛstl/ 'gale', /mɛsən/ 'mason', /pɛpɛr/ 'paper', /sɛf/ 'safe',
/stɛbl/ 'stable', /tɛst/ 'taste'.

Note: /e/ and not /æ/ appears in /spa:n/ 'to wean' (from Old French espant), p.p. /spaŋt/, and also in /pɛ:n/ 'pene' (of Old French pone) from Old French pan. This is an arrested development, half-way between /æ/ and /ɛ/.

(F) Words of doubtful origin with present-day /ɛ/ possibly from /æ:/
/bræst/ 'to moisten (e.g. a roast) with gravy or fat'; 'to thrash',
/bræck/ 'wet, misty', /hæl/ 'beat, thrash', /kæk/ 'to ask consistently',
/mæk/ 'a halfpenny', /pæk/ 'to beat', /ræb/ 'ghost, apparition',
/skekl/ 'scatter (dung)', /skeːtʃ/ 'woodlouse', /speɪl/ 'small fragments', /skeɪl/ 'sprain (wrist etc.)',
/veːl/ 'lascaliadis summons'.

Note: /ɛ/ appears instead of /æ/ in /hæː/m/ 'hames', tips of horse-collar.

4.2.3 ME ər, from OE ær & ar by lengthening in open syllables
(A) from OE ær gives Glenoe /ɛ:/
/mɛːər/ 'more', /ɔrɛxr/ 'sore', /roːxr/ 'roar'.

Note: Forms from Lorne with /æ:/ also occur, esp. /ɔrɛxr/, /roːxr/.

(B) from OE ar gives Glenoe /ɛːr/
/brɔːr/ 'bare', /hɛːr/ 'hare', /ɜːrɛr/ 'care', /spɛːr/ 'spare', /stɛːr/ 'stare', /ʃɛːr/ 'share'.

This stabilisation at the /ɜː/ stage is in contrast with Scots speech, which has generally developed /æ:/ in such words:

\[ /\text{bɛːr/ etc.} \] 
Wright gives /æːr/, i.e. /ɛːr/, for Aberdeen, Ayr and Inverness as well as Antrim\[.]
4.2.12 ME é, (like ë-) gives Glenoe /i:/ before r.

4.2.13 ME é, gives Glenoe /i((':)

(A) from Anglian é (from West Saxon é), the l-mutation of ëd

(B) from OE éa & éo, /æŋ:/ pret. of /æŋip/ 'threeap' (from OE threæpan) 'to assert aggressively', /æŋ:/ pret. of /æŋip/ 'creep' (from OE crëópan).

(1) from OE éa

/æŋp/ 'empty' (from OE æm(æ)mg).

4.2.7 Northern Middle English éh & é3 final gives Glenoe /i:/.

/né:/ 'nigh', /néib3r/ 'neighbour', /slé:/ 'sly', /ðéi/ 'thigh'.

Note: /hix/ 'high' from Anglian héh.

4.2.8 Northern Middle English é3e final gives Glenoe /i:/.

/di:/ 'to die', /flí:/ sb. & vb. 'fly', /í:/ 'eye' (from Anglian é3e), /lì:/ sb. & vb. 'lie', /flír/ 'liar', /wí:/ 'wee, small, little' (from Northern Middle English weí, Anglian wé3e, see Survey of English Dialects s.w.ee). Note: /ræi/ vb. 'tie', ultimately from Anglian ræ3an, /ræi/ vb. 'weigh', ultimately from OE we3an.

4.2.9 Northern Middle English é3 + retained syllable gives Glenoe /i:/.

/í:/ 'eyes', /dí:zn/ 'dying'.

4.2.10 ME é, followed by r- in an open syllable gives Glenoe /i:/.

(A) from OE é: /hír/ 'here', /wíre/ 'weary'

(B) from Anglian é (West Saxon íe, l-mutation of au): /hír(d)/ 'heart(d)

(C) from Anglian é (West Saxon é): /flír/ 'fear', /fír/ 'year'

(D) from OE é: /bír/ 'beer', /díx/ 'dear' & 'deer', /pri:k/ 'drear', /stír/ 'steer'.

Note: the vowel in /kwíx/ 'queer' etc., seems to have been shortened and opened, undergoing secondary lengthening before r.

4.2.11 ME é, (i.e. /é/)

This vowel from various sources generally gives Glenoe /i:/, and thus falls together with the present day development of ME é, ME é, probably developed as follows: /é/ to /í:/ to /i:/, but in some words there was an early shortening to /é/ (which later underwent a secondary lengthening in Glenoe) and i (which became /i:/). In a number of words the intermediate stage, /é/, has been preserved. As H. C. Wyld emphasises, we are not really dealing with a sound change here. The choice seems to have been largely a matter of rival fashions in pronunciation, as was the case with -ar and -er (see 'ME er + consonant' above).

4.2.14 Shortening of ME é, to /é/ (often with subsequent lengthening) and /í/

(A) from Anglian é (West Saxon é)


(B) from OE éo

/béfr/ 'heifer'. But /b/ in /rád/ 'red'.

(C) from OE é in open syllables

/bík/ 'break', /ésté/ 'instead', /ést/ 'tread'.

Note: /de:k(é)/ vb. 'deal (dealer)'.

But note /kwe:t/ 'quiet', /ré:zn/ 'reason', /se:zn/ 'season', /tæt/ 'treat'.

(F) from Old French é (from aé), é, é

/daiz/ 'disease', /iz/ 'ease', /kri/ 'grease', /pis/ 'peace', /pliz/ 'please', /plid/ 'plead'.

But note /be:k/ 'beak', 'human mouth' (abusive), /be:st/ 'beast' (plural: /be:st & bis/), /ávér/ 'real', /ávér/ 'cheat'.

(G) from Old French é (from tense /é/ in Anglo-Norman in 13th century)


4.2.12 ME é, (like ë-) gives Glenoe /i:/ before r.
4.2.15 ME e, followed by -r- in open syllables gives Glenoe /e/ (cp. OE e above).

4.2.16 ME i.

This vowel normally gives Glenoe /ei/ but /ae/ occurs before final voiced fricatives and r, as well as in hiatus and mostly in absolute Auslaut.

ME i gives Glenoe /ei/.

(A) from OE i

/hei(ə)z/ 'while (sometimes)', /hwet/ adj. 'white'; vb. 'to pare', /keulhrif/ 'hyper-sensitive to cold', 'frileux', /leim/ 'lime', /læn/ 'lame'; 'main road', /plık/ 'large haycock', /stendehk/ 'dry stone wall', /stræl/ 'stride', /twess/ 'twice', /weis/ & /wēz/ 'wise'.

Note: /aem/ 'iron' (from OE ieman), /stæk/ 'strike' (from OE strecan) with smoothing of the diphthong /ei/ to /æi/.

(B) from OE ī

/bēl/ sb. 'boil', /hēd/ sb. 'hide', /hēdn/ sb. & vb. 'hiding', /lei/ 'lice', /mēs/ 'mice', /prēd/ 'pride'.

(C) from Scandinavian ī

/kvēi/ 'heifer' (from Old West Scandinavian kvigen), /ōděiv/ & /ōkæiv/ 'thrive'.

(D) from Scandinavian ĭ: /bēk/ 'wild bees' nest'.

(E) from Old French ĭ


Note /dōg/ plural /dōgæs/ 'joist' (from Old French gist).
This vowel has developed in various ways in Glenoe. The main development has been /o:/ to /e:/, with occasional secondary shortening before /k/. (A) from OE o lengthened in open syllables

Note: /gok/ 'yoke', 'contraption' (with long, open /o/).

(B) from Old French  o

(C) Words of obscure origin with Glenoe /o:/
/box/ 'bollow, unsound', /broze/ 'plump and healthy-looking (face)', /roz/ 'spongy' (cf. Dutch voors), /gijox/ 'plenty' (from Gaelic go leir), /gorne/ 'to blunder around', /hox/ sb. 'stench' (from French haut goû), which gives the obsolete hogoo, hogo, (cf. Survey of English Dialects), /klo:/ 'unsteady', /klo:/ 'small bundle of hay', /luko/ 'lute-warm' (cf. OE lukew, which probably gives rise to the alternative Glenoe form /lu:/), /pro:k(er)/ (to poke a poker), /tron/ & /tro:n/ 'gutter-pipe', /skob/ vb. 'to remove a thin layer (e.g. of soil)', sb. 'bent hazel or willow rods used to keep down thatch' (from Scandinavian, cf. Oxford English Dictionary), /sppox/ 'to rummage', /sto:v/ 'very drunk', /stro:/ 'small quantity (e.g. of tea) poured out', /to:d/ 'toddle', /to:x/ 'tiny', /to:x/ 'to brag (given to self-praise).

But note /dji/ 'door' (from ME dore from OE thurn), /mi:/ 'moor' (from OE moor), and /hod/ 'whore' (from Late OE hore, cp. ON hóra).

4.2.26 ME  (i.e. long, open /a:/)
This vowel from all sources regularly appears in Glenoe as /a:/.

4.2.27 ME  gives Glenoe /o:/ with occasional secondary shortening before /k/. (A) from OE  lengthened in open syllables

Note: /gok/ 'yoke', 'contraption' (with long, open /o/).

(B) from Old French  o

(C) Words of obscure origin with Glenoe /o:/
/box/ 'bollow, unsound', /broze/ 'plump and healthy-looking (face)', /roz/ 'spongy' (cf. Dutch voors), /gijox/ 'plenty' (from Gaelic go leir), /gorne/ 'to blunder around', /hox/ sb. 'stench' (from French haut goû), which gives the obsolete hogoo, hogo, (cf. Survey of English Dialects), /klo:/ 'unsteady', /klo:/ 'small bundle of hay', /luko/ 'lute-warm' (cf. OE lukew, which probably gives rise to the alternative Glenoe form /lu:/), /pro:k(er)/ (to poke a poker), /tron/ & /tro:n/ 'gutter-pipe', /skob/ vb. 'to remove a thin layer (e.g. of soil)', sb. 'bent hazel or willow rods used to keep down thatch' (from Scandinavian, cf. Oxford English Dictionary), /sppox/ 'to rummage', /sto:v/ 'very drunk', /stro:/ 'small quantity (e.g. of tea) poured out', /to:d/ 'toddle', /to:x/ 'tiny', /to:x/ 'to brag (given to self-praise).

4.2.28 ME  followed by r
(A) from OE or /efor/ & /befor/ 'before', /skox/ 'a score, twenty', /smox/ 'snore'.

(B) from Old French or /glo:re/ 'glory', /kox/ 'core', /restox/ 'restore', /stox/ 'store', /stox/ 'story, falsehood'.

4.2.29 ME  
This vowel, from whatever source, normally develops into Glenoe /i:/ or /i/ without diphthongisation. Occasional unrounding to /i/ occurs and diphthongal forms with /i/ have intruded from Lanne.
The Phonology of an East Antrim Dialect

4.2.30 ME uí gives Glenoe /i/ & /j/.
(A) from OE uí or uí lengthened in open syllables
/bri: / 'brow', /bronium/ 'river-bank', /brtin/ 'brown', /drjŒt(e)/ 'drought, thirsty', /dĴk/ 'to duck, submerge in water' (also
/dĴk/, /dJl/ 'to duck, to dodge down' etc. from *dĴk/, /dJl/ adv.
& prep. 'down', /eDJb/ 'about', /hJ/ 'how', /hJt/s 'house',
/klJt/ 'a clout, a cloth', /kJM/ 'cow', /lJt/ 'loud', /lJt/s 'louse',
/mJkJ/ 'mouse', /mJkJ/ 'mouth', /nJ/ 'now', /prJ/ 'proud',
/rJnm/ 'room', /rJnt(e)/ 'rust(y)', /spJtJ/ 'spout(ing)', /stJ/ vb.
'stoop', /stJkJ/ 'sow', /stJkJ/ 'spout(ing)', /stJkJ/ 
'crowd', 'stoop', /sJkJ/ 'sow', /gJm/ 'gr.;
tJkJ / * ctJkJ ,
'town', 'without'.

(B) from Scandinavian uí (long or lengthened)

(C) from Old French uí & (long or lengthened)
/lJkJ/ 'doubt', /ekJkJ/ 'account', /eJkJ/ 'allow', /kJkJ/ 'council',
/kJkJ/ 'count', /kJkJ/ 'crown', /pjkJ/ 'powder',
/rJkJ/ 'round', /skkJ/ 'scree' (Anglo-French escorne), /škJ/ 'sound' (without R.P. excesSent d), /šJkJ/ 'soup', /ťkJkJ/ 'trousers'.

2. before -n, -nt, -ns in some dialects, various changes take place,
but Glenoe normally has /e:/ as elsewhere.
(a) /mJkJ/ 'gain', /ksplkJ/ 'explain', /pfkJ/ 'pain', /plkJ/ adj.
'plain', /rJkJ/ 'train', /škJ/ 'chain'.
(b) /škJkJ/ no change.
(c) /škJkJ/ 'danger', /esJkJ/ 'angel', /škJkJ(е)/ 'strange(r)',
/škJkJ/ 'change'.

2. before -n, -nt, -ns in some dialects, various changes take place,
but Glenoe normally has /e:/ as elsewhere.
(a) /mJkJ/ 'gain', /ksplkJ/ 'explain', /pfkJ/ 'pain', /plkJ/ adj.
'plain', /rJkJ/ 'train', /škJ/ 'chain'.
(b) /škJkJ/ no change.
(c) /škJkJ/ 'danger', /esJkJ/ 'angel', /škJkJ(е)/ 'strange(r)',
/škJkJ/ 'change'.

4.3.2 ME ői gives Glenoe /e:/.
(A) from OE age
/brn/ 'brain', /dе:/ 'day', /dе:S/ 'daisy', /hел/ 'hail', /mek/ 'friend',
/me:/ vb. 'may' (but /me:/ 'maybe'), /mсе/ adj. 'main', /нел/ 'tail',
/чед/ 'said', /scljs/ 'snail', /тел/ 'tail'.

3. gives Glenoe /e:/
1. /sJkJ/ 'sow', /sJkJ/ 'spout(ing)', /sJkJ/ 
'crowd', 'stoop', /sJkJ/ 'sow', /gJm/ 'gr.;
tJkJ / * ctJkJ ,
'town', 'without'.

(B) from Old French ői
1. /тк/ 'fail', /тк/ 'faith' (& /fг:т/ & /fг:т/ as interjections),
/me:/ 'May', /тел/ 'tailor', /тел/ 'wait'.
Note: /плеш/ 'plaster'; 'insincere person'.
Note also: /пл:п/ 'pay', /тел/ 'stay'.

2. before -n, -nt, -ns in some dialects, various changes take place,
but Glenoe normally has /e:/ as elsewhere.
(a) /mJkJ/ 'gain', /ksplkJ/ 'explain', /pfkJ/ 'pain', /plkJ/ adj.
'plain', /rJkJ/ 'train', /škJ/ 'chain'.
(b) /škJkJ/ no change.
(c) /škJkJ/ 'danger', /esJkJ/ 'angel', /škJkJ(е)/ 'strange(r)',
/škJkJ/ 'change'.

4.3.3 ME ői from Early ME ői gives Glenoe /e:/.
(A) from OE
/e:л(н)/ 'ail(ing)', /лъд/ 'laid', /пл/ 'play', /рен/ 'rain', /се:/ 
'sail'.
Note: /вел/ 'way', /вєр/ 'away' (probably via /вєр/ to
/-ва/ to /вєр/, cf. the changes /вєр:/ - /вєр:/ and
/-ва/ / вєр/.

(B) from Anglian ěg (West Saxon ěg)
/gг:/ 'grey'.
But note /гг/ 'hay', /gli/ 'clay'.
Note also /сли/ 'neigh' (West Saxon lмдгаг); /кг/ 'key' is probably from Larne.

(C) from Scandinavian
/ггɛн/ & /ггɛн/ 'again(st)3', /хген/ 'save, use sparingly'
(from ON kогау).

(D) from Scandinavian ői
/bе:/ 'bait', /де:/ 'they', /де/ 'their', /влек/ 'healthy', /ре:/ 
'wander', /рэ:/ 'raise', /шък/ 'steak', /вък/ 'week'.
Note /е:/ 'always' (from Old West Scandinavian ői).
Note also /сли/ 'fly' (from Old West Scandinavian sляг, 
ME слят).

(E) from Old French ői
/pre:/ 'pray', /пәг:/ 'praise', /рел/ 'rail', /рэ:т/ 'raisin'.
But note /плг/ 'plain' (from Old French плт, плет).
/bего-plг/ 'wrinkled (of a garment)'.

(F) from Old French ői, eg followed by -n or -nt
1. /рен/ 'regain', /спрен/ 'sprain', /стрен/ 'strain', /вен/ 'vein'.

4.3 The Diphthongs
4.3.1 ME ői (ei)
The ME diphthong ői seems to have fallen together with ME
But note /reɪn/ 'rein'.
2. /ʃən/ 'faint', /pənt/ 'paint'.
But /ækwaɪnt(ən)s/ 'acquaint(ance)'.

4.3.4 ME ai followed by r gives Glenoe /qː/.
(A) from OE æg: /fər/ 'fair'.
(B) from Old French ai, aie
/ɛːʃə/ 'affair', /qːtʃ/ 'air', /pər/ 'pair', /tʃər/ 'chair'.

4.3.5 ME ei followed by r gives Glenoe /qː/.
(A) from OE æg: /stɜə/ 'stair'.
(B) from Old French ei(o): /qːtʃ/ 'heir', /dɛspə/ 'despair',
/pər/ 'prayer'.

4.3.6 ME ei before the velar fricative /x/ gives Glenoe /qː/.
/qːtʃ(ɪ)n/ /ˈaɪg(ə)s/ /ˈaɪg(ə)s/ /ˈstør/ /ˈstør/ /ˈstør/ /ˈstør/ /ˈstør/ /ˈstør/.
Note the Glenoe forms /edər/ 'either', /ngədər/ 'neither' may also be considered here, as Early ME had a velar fricative before the th. Also the Glenoe form /fəxːtʃ/ 'fight' points to ME *feithen*.

4.3.7 ME au This diphthong mostly results in Glenoe /qː/, with occasionally /oʊ/ perhaps from Larne, and a survival of /əʊ/, especially in certain words of French provenance.
(A) from OE æg: gives Glenoe /qː/.
/ægː/ /ˈdrɔːr/, /æɡː/ /ˈhɔːr/, /æɡː/ /ˈlɔːr/, /æɡː/ sb. 'saw'.
Note the Glenoe forms /edər/ 'either', /ngədər/ 'neither' may also be considered here, as Early ME had a velar fricative before the th. Also the Glenoe form /fəxːtʃ/ 'fight' points to ME *feithen*.

4.3.8 Words with ME au From whatever source, ME au has mostly resulted in Glenoe /eʊə/, the same diphthong which has developed out of ME -ol (cf. 4.1.21 above). The first element was evidently unrounded to a type of o- sound and then centred to /eʊə/, while the second element was also centred to /eʊə/. This diphthong does not appear before the velar fricative /x/, which is preserved in Glenoe. If it did develop earlier to /au/, the diphthong was flattened again to /qː/.

4.3.9 Words of doubtful origin with Glenoe /aʊː/ for R.P. /əʊː/ /drɔː/ 'jaw' (from ME jow(e), from Old French jout(e); later jawe & chaw(e) ? influenced by ME chawl from OE ceafia: /ˈʃɔːr/).

4.3.10 ME ow gives Glenoe /eʊə/.
(A) from OE òw /bæstə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.

4.3.11 ME ae gives Glenoe /eɪə/.
(A) from OE øw /bestə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.

4.3.12 ME er gives Glenoe /eɪə/.
(A) from OE ær /bæstə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.

4.3.13 ME ah gives Glenoe /eɪə/.
(A) from OE øw /bestə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.

4.3.14 ME ih gives Glenoe /iəʊ/.
(A) from OE æh /bæstə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.

4.3.15 ME uh gives Glenoe /eɪə/.
(A) from OE æh /bæstə/ 'bestow, give away' (from ME bestowen, OE be- & stōwigan), /ɡrɛː/ 'grow'.
(B) from OE cow: /fɛː/ 'ewe'.
(C) from OE òw: /lɛʃi/ 'four', /tʃi/ /ˈtʃɛːr/ 'chew'. But note /sʌː/ /ˈsɛːr/ (from OE sōwian).
Before /x/ generally gives Glenoe /oʊː/.
Note Glenoe /o/ in /do:fi/ 'dull, hollow-sounding' (cf. Scots down'), /go:n/ 'a double handful' (from Old West Scandinavian gaupn).

(G) from Old French au gives Glenoe /ëu/.

/ðëu/ sb. 'bowl', /keü]/ 'to overture', /reu(ér)/ 'roll(ér)'

(H) Words of doubtful etymology with Glenoe /peii/ 'a flummery' (from Gaelic give Glenoe * /pe :l/), /peiine / 'pony', dish was traditionally eaten at that season); / seii/ 'a heavy

4.3.12 ME eu, eu leu & ou, and u from Anglo-Norman û
All these sounds ran together as û in at a very early stage and have produced /jëu/ & /jëu:/ in Glenoe.

4.3.13 ME û
(A) from OE iow: /spjë:] /spew', /tsë:zd/ 'Tuesday'.

(B) from Anglo-Norman in (from Old French ieu): /dëu/ 'New', jëñ/ 'rule'.

4.3.14 ME eu (with close /æ/, i.e. /eu/)
(A) from OE eow (including Anglian iow, iow - West Saxon iow)


(B) from Anglo-Norman eu (with close /æ/)

/hjëu/] & /bëu:] 'blue', /dëf]el/ 'jewel', /fjë]el/ 'fuel'.

4.3.15 ME eu (with open /æ/, i.e. /eu/)
(A) from OE eow

/dëu/ 'dew', /fjëu:] 'flew', /hjëu:] 'hew'.

(B) from OE eow

/sëu/ 'sew', /stëu:] 'strew', /jëu:] (rare, usually) /fjëu:] /ewëe'.

(C) from Anglo-Norman (& Old French eau: /bjëu/] /bjëu:] /beauty (beautiful)).

4.3.16 ME û
(A) from Anglo-Norman û (from Old French û)


Note /të:] /tune' (whose etymology is obscure). Note also /û/ is lengthened before r: /kkë:] /cure', /pë:] /pure', /sjë:] /sure'.

(B) from Anglo-Norman û (from Old French û)

/dëjë:] 'June', /fê:] /fruit', /përus:] /pursue', /pë:] /pew', /sjë:] & /sjë:] /suit'.

4.3.17 ME oi and ui
These diphthongs are generally only found in words of French origin and both generally result in Glenoe /œi/.

(A) from ME oi, Anglo-Norman oi (from Old French oi)


(B) from ME ui (usually written oij), Anglo-Norman uï (Old French oi, uï)


4.4 Vowels in unstressed syllables
The Glenoe vowel most commonly encountered in unstressed syllables is /æ/, but two other vowels also occur, viz. /jë/, which is rarely found stressed (cp. 3.3.2 above), and a sound which seems to have developed as a phonemic variant of this, viz. /e/, which is opener and very slightly longer.

4.4.1 ME a unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /ë/.

1. in prefixes /bë:] /about', /dë:] /address', /ë:] /away'.

2. medially: /alë:] /almanac', /dë:] /Germany'.

But note /ë/ in /jë:] /extravagant', /të:] /testament'.

Note also /æ/ in /kë:] /caramel', /kë:] /company'.

3. in the following endings: /aol, an, ane, ost, ar, and, as, ate, aner, warð:/


(B) gives Glenoe /jë/ in the ending -ac.

/alë:] /almanac', /ë:] /Isaac'.

(C) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings ac, acl, age(r).

/së:] /surface', /më:] /miracle', /manë:] /manage(r)', /pë:] /porridge (porage)'.

(D) gives Glenoe /ë/ in the ending -ary: /bë:] /bakery'.

4.4.2 ME e unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /ë/ in prefixes: /enkweïer/ /enquire'.

(B) gives Glenoe /æ/ & /ë/ medially

/kekere/ /bakery', /flæ:] /flattery', /më:] /moderate'.

But /avë:] /every', /mistf:] /secretary', /ë:] /interest'.

(C) gives Glenoe /ë/ in the endings ed, et, en, ene, er, es, ess, est, et, less, ment, ness.


Note, however: /dë:] /duchess', /prë:] /princess'.
4.4.3 ME i unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /e/ in prefixes: /l/igl/ 'illegal', /emn/ 'immense'.
(B) gives Glenoe /e/ medially: /mdzhn/ 'imaginary'.
(C) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /ble, id, il(e), in(e), ing, ip, is, it(e)/.
 /sensbl/ 'sensible', /as/ /acid/, /sil/ 'civil', /anzn/ 'engine', /siln/ 'stilling', /silp/ 'tulip', /kmst/ 'chemist', /gjet/ 'opposite'.
Note, however: /ged/ /solid/, /bart/ 'barrel' (one syllable), /femn/ /feminine/, /d je/ /genuine/.
(D) gives Glenoe /j/ in the endings /c, ish/.
 /mjzj/ 'music', /dje/ 'engine'.
But note /frdm/ /fam/ etc. with secondary stress on the final syllable.
(E) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /y(e), y(e)/.
 /slp/ /slippery/, /yf/ /office/, /note/ 'notice'.
But observe /pol/ /police/.

4.4.4 ME o unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /e/ in the prefixes /com, con, for, o, pro, to, /knm/ /control/, /knmt/ /commit/, /sr/ /besides/, /ezr/ /observe/, /prprz/ /propose/, /tmt/ /tomato/.
Note: /dct/ /to-day/, /dmr/ /to-morrow/, /dged/ /together/.
(B) gives Glenoe /e/ medially: /vgtr/ /vigorous/.
But note Glenoe /e/ in /przn/ /prisoner/, /rzbl/ /reasonable/, /vl/ /violet/.
(C) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /om, ock, on, op, or, ot, /kindm/ /kingdom/, /prt/ /potato/, /blklk/ /bullock/, /lndn/ /London/, /wle/ /wallop/, /dtr/ /doctor/, /rct/ /rectory/.
Also in the unstressed elements /-ord, -worth/.
 /kvbr/ /cupboard/, /hfp/ /halfpennyworth/.
(D) gives Glenoe /e/ in the ending /ory/.
 /ktr/ /factory/, /hst/ /history/, /ktr/ /rectory/.

4.4.5 ME u & ou unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /u/ in the prefix /oum/ /unknown/.
 cf. /rnd/ /under/.
(B) gives Glenoe /e/ medially: /vss/ /visciously/.
(C) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /f, ow, aus, /dsrkn/ /destructive/, /wrn/ /wasteful/.
(Note in certain traditional forms the loss of /: /go/ /pndf/ 'double handful', /hndf/ /handful/, /mtf/ /mouthful/, /pfnf/ /pinful/, /spnfl/ /spoonful/.)
 /nebr/ /neighbour/, /parl/ /parlour/, /dz/ /dc/ /generous/, /ms/ /miscellaneous/.

(D) the words /but and us when unemphatic become in Glenoe /b/, /

4.4.6 Final /ou/ (ow) unaccepted
This suffix, which develops from consonant + w, gives Glenoe /e/.
 /wtr/ /sb. 'barrow', vb. 'borrow', /mwr/ /the other shoe of a pair/, vb. 'to work (unpaid) to help a neighbour', /trw/ /narrow/, /swal/ /sb. 'swallow' (N.B. /swal/ vb. 'swallow'). Note two /e/ sounds in hiatus in the p.p. of verbs like /fylm/ /following/.

4.4.7 Old French /y:/ unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /j(e)/ (probably from /j/) in absolute Auslaut.
 /rg/ /argue/, /s/ /issue/, /km/ /continue/, /nj/ /nephew/, /r/ /tissue/, /j/ /value/.
(B) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /n(e), ur(e)/.
 /r/ /fortune/, /f/ /future/, /er/ /feature/, /ker/ /creature/, /pktr/ /picture/, /psr/ /persistence/. The /-er/ forms are traditional, the /-er/ forms probably comparatively recent importations from Lanne.

(C) /-u/ following stressed syllable gives Glenoe /je/, /e/, /j/.
1. /deje/ /deputy/, /kmje/ /continual/, /vlebl/ /valuable/, /gjel/ /regular/.
Note the loss by slurring of an /e/ in /kmje/, /vlebl/ which should have /je/ and /jebl/.
2. /mj/ /impudence/, /mj/ /impudent/.
3. /ptkl/ /particular/, /rdkl/ /ridiculous/.

(D) /-u/ with stressed syllable following gives Glenoe /jel/ & /jel/.
 /sdk/ /education/, /lsk/ /situation/.
But /deje/ /deputation/, /gje/ /reputation/, etc.

(E) /-it gives Glenoe /it/ /biskt/ /biscuit/.

4.4.8 ME ai, ei unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /e/ in the endings /lll, ain, ais, eis, a/, or rather gives syllabic /l/ and /n/.
1. /bl/ or rather /atl/ /battle/, /jbl/ /battle/, /xvl/ /travel, walk/.
2. /brgn/ /bargain/, /kptn/ /captain/, /mvnt/ /mountain/.
3. /frns/ /furnace/, /hms/ /harness/, /pl/ /palace/.

(B) gives Glenoe /e/ in the ending /ay/.
 /hld/ /holiday/, /jr/ /yesterday/, /nce/ /anyhow/, /r/ /Saturday/.

4.4.9 ME ai unstressed
(A) gives Glenoe /e/ in /tor/ /tortoise/.
(B) gives Glenoe /ei/ in /sm/ /chamois/.
Note the complete loss of a vowel or a syllable in:
 /bk/ /tobacco/, /pr/ /potato/, /skkt/ /hysterical/ (with assimilation of /-al to old p.p.-adj. ending, cp. /k/ /crooked/, etc).
4.5 The Consonants

Some ME consonants have been changed or lost in Glenoe, but on the other hand several have been preserved, e.g. /h/, /w/, /x/, /r/, which no longer survive in R.P.

(A) Isolative changes with neither loss nor addition

1. /w/ becomes /n/ in the suffix -ing.
   (a) always in the p.p. and gerund of verbs:
   /go:n/ 'going', /wen:n/ 'coming', /bræ:n/ 'borrowing'.
   (b) in nouns, etc.: /dæ:n/ 'during', /wi:n/ 'somewhat' (lit. 'a wee thing'),

2. ME s becomes /s/.

   /kri:/ 'kiss', /pæ:næ:n/ 'pincers', /pæ:s/ 'piss', /pæ:smi:l/ 'ant',
   /pi:s/ 'pussy(cat)', 'an effeminate man', /ræ:n/ & /ræ:n/ 'rinse',
   /pæs/ 'soap', /slæ:n/ 'sluice', /swæ:n/ 'cinders'.

   Note also the surname Close /klo:/.

3. ME d gives /k/.

   /k/ becomes /k/.

   Note the surname Irwin /ərˈvɪn/.

5. /w/ becomes /v/.

   6. /tʃ/ gives Glenoe /d/ as in /fə:dər/ 'further', /fə:dəl/ 'farthing'.

   Note, initially: /ʃi:/ 'sew', /ʃi:/ 'suit'.

2. ME s pronounced /z/ + unstressed -ure in French words gives Glenoe /ʃeə/.

   (a) Intervocalic /ʃeə/ 'measure', /pleʒəzə/ 'pleasure'.
   (b) Medially and finally:
   /dæik/ 'bank (with hedge) fencing a field', /jvke/ 'itchy' (obsolete),
   /ste:n-dæik/ 'dry-stone wall', /slı:k/ (such a) (obsolete, usually /ʃtʃ/).

   Note also Glenoe has /bɹaɡ/ /ˈbrɑɡ/ for 'bridge', 'ridge'.

5. ME d + syllabic r or vowel + r, gives Glenoe /d/.

This change was once frequent in modern dialects, cf. 3.4.2 above.

(a) Intervocalic /d/, or /l/:
   /biːdər/ 'badder', /fædər/ 'father', /fædər/ 'father', /gædər/ 'gutter',
   /fædər/ 'ladder', /kwædər/ 'mother', /pædər/ 'powder',
   /swæ:n/ 'solder', /ʃædər/ 'shoulder', /dægədər/ 'together'.

But note:

(b) From -nd:
   /dʒækə/ (adv.) 'yonder', /hæwə/ vb. 'hinder', /hæwa/ 'hundred',
   /hæwa/ 'assunder', /swæn/ 'cinders', /hæwə/ 'thunder', /wæwər/ 'wander'.

This combination /ʃær/ occurs in many other words without
(known) etymological /d/ e.g. /dʒækə/ 'dinner', /dʒækə/ 'heavy
blow', /skæwə/ 'to sicken' (trans.), where the stem without the
ending -er has no separate existence. Note, however, ME /d/ gives
Glenoe /d/ in /fædrə/ 'furrier', /fædrə/ 'furriness'.

6. /ʃ/ gives Glenoe /ʃ/.

   (a) Initially: /ʃiː/ 'tube', /ɨʃi/ 'tug', /ʃiːn/ 'tune', /ɨʃi/ 'tough'.
   (b) Medially: /ʃaːt/ 'shout', /ʃaːt/ 'shout', /ntʃeːr/ 'nature' (but cf.
   4.4.7 (B) above). 7. Similarly, /dʒ/ gives Glenoe /dʒ/.

   'duck', /dʒok/ sb. 'duck', /dʒiːm/ 'drying'.

Medially: /prɛdʒiː/ (vb.) 'produce', /redʒiː/ 'reduce'.

8. Metathesis of r

The metathesis of r seems to have been common in OE and
especially in the Northumbrian dialect. Apart from those
which became established in R.S., the following examples
occur in Glenoe:

(a) Vowel + r becomes r + vowel.
   /bʌrə/ 'burst', /kʌrəd/ 'curls', /skrɔːtʃ/ 'to shrivel' (from
  ˈskɔrəʃ').

(b) r + vowel becomes vowel + r.
   /bɑːs(c)/ 'brittle (britishly)' in reference to hair, /ɡɑːrn/ vb.
corresponding to R.S. grin (but with meaning changed to 'complain', etc.), /hwéːr/ 'hundred' (through the stages /hwéːrd/ to /hwéːrd/ to /hwéːrd/ to /hwéːr/), /skart/ 'scratch', /waːl-kārsē/ 'water-cress' (lit. 'well-cresses') also showing the change /et/ to /iːt/.

9. Metathesis of -lm-

One isolated example of this change occurs in Glenoe /hwam:/ 'cover over' and (a) /hwefən/ 'cover, overwhelm'.

(C) Loss of ME consonants

1. Loss of b

As in R.P. final b in the group -mb is lost in Glenoe /d̂m/ 'dumb', /d̂zɑːm/ 'jamb', /klɛm/ 'comb', /klɑm/ 'climb', /plɛm/ sb. 'plum' (fruit); 'waterfall'; adj. 'vertical'. Note also /d̂vме/ 'a dumb person'.

But in Glenoe medial b in the same group is also lost:

/ɛm/ 'tumble', /tɛmər/ 'timber', /d̂m/ 'tremble'.

The exerescent b of R.S. (pronounced medially though not when final) has not developed in Glenoe.

/ɛm/ 'tumble', /grɛm/ 'crumble', 'fine crumbs', /kɛrm/ 'crumb', /fɛm/ 'limb', /fɑml/ 'thimble', /θɑm/ 'thumb'.

2. Loss of d

In Glenoe d is often lost medially after n and finally after l and n.

(a) /hɑn/ 'handle', /hɑrl/ 'harly', /hɑrn/ 'harden', /kɑn/ 'candle', /kɛn/ 'kindle'

For the treatment of -nder, see 4.5 (B)(S)b above.

(b) /hɑn/ 'hand', /blanding/ 'blind', /e̞n/ 'end', /ɛ:n/ 'errand',


3. Loss of f


4. Loss of g in the group /ŋg/

In Glenoe /ŋg/ normally gives /ŋ/ but /s/ before /θ/.

(a) Medial

1. Before vowels and syllable l

Here Glenoe has lost the /ŋ/ in contrast with R.P., which keeps the group /ŋg/ intact.


Forms such as /fjɛnɛr/ 'younger', /lɛpɛr/ 'longer', /stræŋɡer/ 'stronger' may be new formations from the regular positive forms:

/θŋl/, /θŋ/: /stŋŋlθ/.

2. Before consonants

Before l

/æŋlɛn/ 'England', /æŋlɛs/ 'English'.

Note also the surname /ɪŋlɛz/.

Before /θ/:

/θŋlθ/ 'length', /strŋŋθ/ 'strength'. Note also /θrŋθ/ 'breath'.

(b) Final

As in R.P., final /ŋg/ gives Glenoe /ŋg/.

/thæŋ/ 'hang', /sæŋ/ 'song', /tɔv/ 'tongue'.

5. Loss of l

When preceded by a short back vowel (i.e. a, o, u) ME l has regularly been lost in Glenoe, whether before a consonant or in absolute Auslaut. Sometimes l has been restored in these forms from Larne.

(a) ME -al(-)

/b̠oː/ 'ball', /fɔː/ 'fall', /kɔː/ 'call', /ɔː/ 'all', /hæd/ 'hold' (sb.), /skæt/ 'scald'; /ˈtɛːə/ 'tea', /ˈsæːl/ 'salt' etc. (cf. 4.1.8 (C) above).

(b) ME -ol(-)

/nɛl/ 'knoll', /pɛl/ 'poll', /dəːzɛr/ 'soldier', /swɛdɛr/ 'soldier' (cf. 4.1.21 (A) and (B) above).

(c) ME -al(-)

/ɦu/ 'full', /pʊl/ 'pul', /krepresented/ 'counsel', /sʊdɛr/ 'shoulder' (cf. 4.1.25 above).

In Glenoe l is also lost initially in the group labial + l (j).

The former existence of the l is borne out by comparison with R.S. or with neighbouring dialects in the case of local words.

/bjʊ/ 'blue', /fjʊ/ 'left-handed'; 'clumsy' (cp. Mid-North Antrim /fjʌɡ-/ 'fasted'), /plʊ/ 'plough', /sʊ-ʃʊd/ 'spay-footed'; /sʊ/ is occasionally heard but is obsolete.

6. Loss of n

Glenoe /n/ occasionally disappears with nasatisation of the preceding vowel in the word /dʒe/ (often smoothed to /de/) for /dʒe/ 'do not'. This feature is evident only in a few speakers of the younger generation.

Note also /kɑːl/ 'call'.

Loss of /n/ in surnames with -son (unstressed)


7. Loss of r

This is a rare phenomenon and occurs only occasionally by dissimilation in clumsy consonantal clusters of r + consonant + r.

/ʃoʊrd/ 'forward', /kɑːtʃdʒ/ 'cartridge'.

In rapid speech r also tends to disappear in the sequence interdental + l /l/ + l /l/ etc.:

/gwɛl(ə)d/ 'shouted incoherently', /skwɛl(ə)d/ 'sickened'.

Note, however, that in all these cases (except /kɑːtʃdʒ/, which is the regular Glenoe pronunciation) the r is normally sounded by the overwhelming majority of speakers.

Note also /gon/ (for Guernsey) 'a jersey'.

8. Loss of t

Apart from words in which R.P. has also lost the t (e.g. 'whistle: Glenoe /hwɔːl/), Glenoe has lost t in the following cases:

/bɪs/ or /bɪs/ 'beasts, cattle', /dʒes/ 'joist' (plural /dʒesɛz/), /ɛmpe/ 'empty', /kɜːrm/ 'current', /sɑːdɛn/ 'sergeant', /wɜːrm/ 'warrant'.

Note also these verbal forms (pret. and p.p.): /θkep/ 'kept', /θkep/ 'crept', /θept/ 'slept', /swɛp/ 'swept', /θɛp/ 'threwed, insisted aggressively'.

9. Loss of v

Note the following instances of loss of v in Glenoe

/dɪl/ 'devil', /gi/ 'give', /gin/ 'gave, given', /he/ 'have', /he/ 'leave', /swɪl/ 'swivel', etc.

Note also /əˈɛə/ 'over' (through vocalisation of v).

(D) Addition of consonants

1. Addition of r

/kærke/ 'kharke', /lɑːsɛrz/ 'eye-lashes', /lɔːzn(ə)dʒɛrz/ 'lounges', /prɔk(ə)ˈpoket(ə)/ 'throat', /θæst/ 'thistle'.

Note also /θæst/ 'thistle'.
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2. Addition of /t/

3. Addition of /s/:
   /spaʃεɾət/ ‘suppurate’.

(E) Voicing of unvoiced consonants
1. /k/ to /ɡ/:
   /gλr/ ‘crumb’.
2. /t/ to /d/:
3. /v/ to /f/:
   /kæv/ ‘call’ (probably by analogy with the plural).

(F) Unvoicing of voiced consonants
1. /g/ to /k/:
   /kris/ ‘grease’, /tɒŋk/ ‘tangle’ (a kind of seaweed), /wækt/ ‘trigger’.
2. /d/ to /t/:

Note the name /de:vet/ ‘David’.

(F) Unvoicing of voiced consonants
1. /g/ to /k/:
   /kris/ ‘grease’.
2. /k/ to /g/:
   /g/ to /k/.

1. /g/ to /k/:

Note the name /de:vet/ ‘David’.

2. /k/ to /g/:
   /g/ to /k/.

1. /g/ to /k/:

Note the name /de:vet/ ‘David’.

(G) ME Consonants preserved in Glenoe but lost in R.P.
The following consonants (lost in R.P.) are preserved in Glenoe where etymologically justified.
1. /h/ appears for orthographic h, except for pronouns in very weak syllables (cf. 3.4.8 above) and where R.P. has restored a historically silent h, e.g. Glenoe /ʃpæt/ ‘hospital’, /ʃrb/ ‘herb’.
2. /r/ is pronounced wherever it appears in the spelling, except as noted above (4.5 (C)7). Parasitic /r/ is completely unknown, vowels in hiatus being slurred together when unemphatic and separated by a slight glottal stop when emphatic.
3. /æ/ is carefully preserved in all cases where the spelling has /h/, except where the spelling is not etymological e.g. /wɜkt/ ‘wheel’, /hɪtə/ ‘whose’, /heɪl/ & /hæl/ ‘whole’, /hɪʃnɛkt/ ‘whoopingle-sough’.
4. /w/ is kept in /hwɡ/ ‘who’, /hwɡ/ ‘two’.
5. /ʃ/ is still a very characteristic sound of the Glenoe dialect, as it was of ME generally in words (from OE sources) such as:
   /ʃɔt/ ‘tough’.

Note: /ʃ/ does not appear in ‘delight’ – Glenoe /dɛlɛt/ (from Old French deliter, ME deliten), where /h/ is unetymological.

5 Conclusion
To arrive at definite conclusions regarding the position of the Glenoe dialect among other dialects of English would involve the consideration of many extraneous factors (historical, grammatical, lexical, semantic etc.) beyond the scope of this thesis. On the basis, however, of the phonetic and phonological material analysed above, some tentative suggestions may be put forward.

Phonetically, in its organic basis, or basis of articulation, Glenoe overlaps to a great extent with other dialects of English in general. Among the consonants, however, the interdental, the palatalised sounds, the ‘light’ /t/ and point-open /r/ may reflect\(^5\), even if only in their stabilisation, the influence of Gaelic, closely related forms of which are the immediate linguistic substratum on both sides of the North Channel\(^4\). The maintenance of /h/, /hw/ and /ʃ/\(^5\), which have disappeared in most English dialects, is clearly traceable to Lowland Scots influence, from which so much has been derived, in particular from the Western Mid-Lowland and Southern Mid-Lowland areas\(^6\). In connexion with Gaelic influence it should be borne in mind that, at the time of the Scottish settlements in county Antrim in the 17th century, the South-West of Scotland was still partly Gaelic-speaking (cf. 2.2 above) and Glenoe features which seem to point to Gaelic origins may have been brought over with the planters. The survival of /ʃ/ may also have been assured by its frequent occurrence in both Irish and Scottish Gaelic.

The Glenoe vowel system has again interesting parallels with both forms of Gaelic: they have in common the characteristic wide centred /u:/-sound for short /i/, the raised, over-rounded /ɔ:/-approaching /u:/ acoustically, the absence of a true close, back /u:/, the extremely fronted central /ʌ:/ and /ɛ:/, the unrounded form of the latter /ɛ:/ and its variant /æ:/. South-West Lowland Scots vowels of course also show traces of similar influence.

Apart from individual phonetic parallels, however, we find that some phonemic groupings and distributions seem to point towards English influences. Thus, the interdental may be linked phonetically with similar Gaelic sounds, but phonemically they are used only in more or less close contact with /r/ (see 3.4.3 above), which calls for comparison with the treatment of /d/, /t/, /n/ in the same circumstances in the North of England, especially Westmorland, in parts of the North-West Midlands and in the Isle of Man\(^7\). The development of advanced /d/, /t/, /n/, generally transcribed as /d/, /t/, /n/\(^8\), suggests something very like our Glenoe (and general Ulster) /d/, /t/, /n/. Intercodental /t/ of course only arises by assimilation with /h/ and /r/.

In the same way, the phonemic variation of the vowel /æ/, which becomes /ɛ/ in contact with the velars /ɡ/ /ʃ/ /n/ in Larne and hence sometimes with certain Glenoe speakers, occurs in West and South-West Yorkshire, as well as East-Mid and South-West Lancashire\(^9\). The problems involved in the study of this fronting process are complicated and would involve a close study of the palatalisation of the velars at various times and in various places\(^10\).

When we consider the field of phonology proper, however, the overwhelming impression is that we are dealing in Glenoe with a dialect, derived ultimately of course from Old Northumbrian and showing many features parallel to the Modern Northern English dialects, but in a great mass of detailed comparisons showing the closest possible identity with the particular developments of Lowland Scots, especially the Western and Southern Mid-Lowland variety (see this section above, and LDC\(^9\)).

Almost all the features mentioned as characteristically Scots in W. Grant’s Introduction to SDD (A. Warrack) and in the Introduction to SND are to be found in Glenoe, and a detailed comparison with the many examples quoted by J. Wilson in The Dialect of Robert Burns (as Spoken in Central Ayrshire) supplies further evidence of identity or close similarity in development\(^7\).

Some of the outstanding parallels between Glenoe and Central Scots are as follows:
Vowels
OE ā gives /æ/, OE ðw gives /o/, OE wi gives /wɔ/.
OE ē gives two diphthongs /æe/ and /eɪ/.
OE ō gives Glenoe /õ/, which in West Central Scots falls together with /i/.
OE ū gives /u/ and /i/.
OE a often gives /o/, OE ar often gives /ɛɾ/.
OE al often gives /o/, though here Glenoe preserves the archaic diphthong /eɪ/ in words like old /eɪld/, now only found marginally in Scotland (see 4.1.8 (A) above).
OE we gives /wa/.
OE wi gives /wɔ/.
ME iht gives /æxt/, OE ind gives /æn/.
OE a + labial gives /ʌ/.
OE ol often gives /eɪ/.
OE ai often gives /ɛi/, OE and ð gives /v/.
OE i is often gives /i/.

Consonants
OE mb(-) gives /m/.
OE nd(-), -ld gives /nl, /l/.
OE ng gives /ŋ/.
OE final f and v often disappear.
OE h, hw, /x/ are preserved.
OE f is often lost after a, o, u.

We may thus conclude that the Glenoe dialect is from a phonological point of view fundamentally an off-shoot from Central Scots, although a phonetic analysis reveals many similarities with both Irish and Scots Gaelic, while a few phonemic parallels can be drawn with Northern and North-West Midland English dialects.

Notes
1 It is agreed that prior to that period Gaelic was the general speech of Ulster and that English was confined to the immediate neighbourhood of Carrickfergus and S.E. Down; see Adams, G. Brendan, ‘An Introduction to the Study of Ulster Dialects’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy 52C1 (1948), 5.
3 E.g. begood for ‘begun’; /eɪʃv/ for the current /ænv/.
4 Hume, Abraham, Remarks on the Irish Dialect of the English Language (Liverpool, 1878), 10.
5 ‘One-inch Map of Mid-Antrim’ (Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland) (Belfast, 1939).
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Notes on the Phonology of a County Antrim Ulster-Scots Dialect
Part I: Synchronic Study i.e. the Contemporary Dialect*

Robert J. Gregg

Throughout the 17th century Lowland Scottish planters came over by the thousand to Ulster, the northern province of Ireland, chiefly from Central and South-West Scotland to settle the escheated lands of the defeated Irish earls who had fled into exile in 1607, as well as other territories that had been seized by the Crown. Influenced in varying degrees by the ubiquitous Gaelic which was the language of the majority of the population in Ireland until Famine times about a hundred years ago, as well as by different forms of Anglo-Irish speech, the Lallans language eventually stabilised itself as a chain of closely-related Ulster-Scots dialects stretching around the coastal areas in a broad arc from the Ards Peninsula in eastern county Down, via county Antrim, county Londonderry and North Tyrone to the Laggan district in north-east Donegal.

A detailed investigation of these Ulster-Scots dialects - which would be of considerable value to dialectologists not only in the British Isles but probably also in English-speaking North America - still remains to be carried out. Pending such a large-scale survey this article aims to sum up some of my personal work on the phonological aspect of a particular but typical Ulster-Scots dialect, viz., that of the village of Glenoe and the neighbouring part of the Glynn river valley in eastern county Antrim. This is a rural area, five or six miles south of Larne, a town of some twelve thousand inhabitants, situated also in county Antrim about twenty miles north of Belfast. The valley has a population of about one thousand, engaged for the most part in mixed farming and forming a fairly homogeneous ethnic and social group. As the area is somewhat off the beaten track - it does not lie athwart any major highway - the dialect has been well preserved up to the present, although modern communications are beginning to break down its isolation and in particular the modified Standard English of Larne, which is a second language to all educated dialect-speakers, is exerting an increasing pressure at both the lexical and the phonological level.

My chief informants are my mother, Mrs. T. Gregg, and my brother, Mr. T. F. Gregg, both of Larne, and many other relatives who still live in or near the valley have been consulted about special points. Furthermore, I can also claim for myself the status of a native speaker of the dialect, which I learned to use as a child when staying on vacation with my grandparents, and with which I have never lost contact.

The corpus on which my work is based consists chiefly of material I have been collecting over the last thirty years, supplemented by a systematic study inspired by the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club dialect survey, which began in 1951 and which has benefited for the past five years from the friendly co-operation of Professor McIntosh of Edinburgh University and several of his collaborators in the Linguistic Survey of Scotland. There is no existing literature on any specific Ulster-Scots dialect to date and even work of a more general nature is very scanty. In 1880 W. H. Patterson published for the English Dialect Society A Glossary of Words in Use in the Counties of Antrim and Down, an excellent word-list with careful definitions, but covering, as the title makes clear, too large an area to give us any precise information as to the geographical distribution of the lexical items, and having no accurate system for indicating pronunciation. Phonologically there is only Joseph Wright's Antrim material incorporated in the English Dialect Grammar, which appeared in 1905. It is very useful to have this phonetic record of Antrim speech as it was about half a century ago, but a careful perusal of these forms reveals many obvious errors, due undoubtedly to the tremendous difficulties encountered by Wright in seeking qualified informants in all parts of Ireland, and perhaps also to his own lack of familiarity with Ulster-Scots and Anglo-Irish speech in general, which prevented any adequate check on the information furnished.

No serious attempt to examine Wright's Antrim material critically had been made until 1956, when Mr. G. B. Adams published his Phonology of the Antrim Dialect using as his corpus the Antrim entries which he had extracted from the EDG index.

* Originally published in Orbis 7 (1958), 392-406.
Conventionalised Diagram showing Glenoe Vowels in relation to Cardinal Vowels

NOTE: The Glenoe vowels are shown by small circles.

Table of Glenoe Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial and Labio-dental</th>
<th>Inter-dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatalised</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Laryngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>į</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tš</td>
<td>dž</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point-open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flapped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For typographical reasons the palatalised consonants are represented in the body of the article by į, ũ, ŕ, etc., instead of the symbols shown in the above table.
THE PHONETIC ASPECT

Symbolisation
As far as possible the symbols of the International [Phonetic] Alphabet have been used, but the following should be noted:

Vowels
æ, ø, ë, ū represent vowels in or approaching central positions.

Consonants
T, D, N, L indicate interdental consonants.
R represents a single-flap r (i.e. [r]).
r represents a point open r (i.e. [ɾ]).

Vowel Quantity


Complete list of Glenoe vowel-sounds

Vowels
No. 1 [i] between close and half-close, front.
No. 2 [ɪ] between close and half-close, front-central.
No. 3 [æ] open, front-central.
No. 4 [ɛ] half-open, back.
No. 5 [a] half-close, central.
No. 6 [e] half-close, front-central, slightly lowered.
No. 7 [ê] close, front-central, rounded.
No. 8 [eː] half-open, front.
No. 9 [œ] open, back.
No. 10 [oː] half-open, back, rounded.
No. 11 [iː] close, front.
No. 12 [eː] half-close, front.
No. 13 [oː] between close and half-close, back, over-rounded.
No. 14 [ʊː] between close and half-close, front-central, rounded.

Diphthongs
No. 15 [ai] No. 5 plus No. 11
No. 16 [æe] No. 9 plus No. 12
No. 17 [oe] No. 10 plus No. 12
No. 18 [ui] No. 5 plus No. 7
No. 19 [ɛa/ia] No. 12 or No. 11 plus No. 5

Detailed description of the Glenoe vowels

Note: All the vowels are oral.

No. 1 [i] is between close and half-close, front, unrounded, very near to the RP vowel in hit or din. It is somewhat marginal in the Glenoe dialect, arising chiefly from the contextual shortening of [œ].

Contrast [he] 'have' with [hite] 'have to', [hume] 'have not', [hst] 'have it';
[deː] 'do' with [dine] 'do not', [dit] 'do it';
[feː] 'from' with [fit] 'from it'; [nː] 'no' (adj.) with [ntʃan] 'nothing'.

This vowel also occurs in words like [peis] 'polish' and forms like [tréi] 'take care'.

No. 2 [ɪ] is between close and half-close, front-central, unrounded. It is of fairly frequent occurrence, cropping up in words like [ɡiʃ] 'goose', [spɪn] 'spoon', [ɡɪm] 'gum', [ʃɪn] 'above', [skɪl] 'school'. This vowel has close counterparts in the Celtic languages, e.g., Irish túile [tɪl̪a], im [im] 'butter'.

No. 3 [æ] is an open, front, unrounded vowel, somewhat centred in comparison with RP [æ] in Hal [hel], bat [bæt], vanish [vænʃ]. It occurs in Glenoe [hæl] 'hill', [bæt] 'bit' and in the first syllable of [ʃræn] 'finish'. Compared with the RP vowel in hill [hɪl], bit [bɪt] and finish [ˈfɪnʃ], the Glenoe sound has a slightly central quality and is at the same time very much lowered so that it suggests [æ] or even [a] to the unaccustomed ear. Investigators have found great difficulty in
analysing the corresponding vowel or vowels in broad Scots dialects, a fact mentioned by Joseph Wright, A. J. Ellis, J. A. H. Murray and others.

No. 4 [a] is a half-open, back, unrounded vowel. It differs from its RP counterpart in tongue position but has similar acoustic qualities. It corresponds undoubtedly to the 'backer' variety which Jones claims is heard in the North and the ordinary deep provincial form cited by Ellis. Such a backer, lowered sound occurs specifically in certain parts of Scotland, e.g., at Tarbolton in Ayrshire and in the Buchan district. This characteristic East Antrim vowel is clearly distinct from the Belfast and South Ulster equivalent, viz., [o] a front, rounded vowel which seems to be derived from the Gaelic substratum. This sound is of frequent occurrence in Glenoe words like [bás] 'bush', [básə] 'butcher', [bálak] 'bullock', [dànor] 'a heavy blow', [wànta] 'wander', [wànte] 'twenty', [gàldor] 'shout', [míla kráse] 'fried oatmeal'.


No. 6 [e]: is half-close, slightly lowered, front-central, unrounded, and is, like [i], to be considered as marginal in the Glenoe vocalic system. It occurs in only a few words such as [fær] 'floor', [bærð] 'board', [mæl bærð] 'mould-board', [pɛə] 'poor'.

No. 7 [ú]: is close, front-central, rounded. This sound, characteristic of all native Ulster speech, is an extremely advanced form of [u:], phonetically close to [y:]. A similar fronted [u] occurs in West Central Scots, especially in Glasgow, as well as further afield in Scandinavia: Swedish or Norwegian has 'house' [...]. It is worth noting that the same advanced [u] is characteristic of the Gaelic of Rathlin Island and the Glens of Antrim as well as the Scots of Galloway [...]. Examples of Glenoe words containing this sound are: [kú] 'cow', [fik] 'full', [prù:v] 'prove', [brúz] 'bruisie', [smeiθ] 'smooth', [krú:al] 'cruel'.

No. 8 [eː]: is half-open, front, unrounded. It is approximately the vowel of RP there [θəe], i.e., rather opener than the vowels in RP bed [bed], German Bett [bɛt] or French laide [lɛd]. The Glenoe version may be heard in the words [lɛm] 'lend', [bɾɛs] 'branch', [həmɔr] 'hammer', [gəld] 'glad', [bɾes] 'brass', [fəpl] 'apple', [fəks] 'axe', [sək] 'sack', [be:] 'to bay', 'to cry of a child'.

No. 9 [o]: is open, back, unrounded, nearer to the vowel in RP grass [græs] than to that in French grâce [ɡʁas]. It occurs in words such as [mɔr] 'man', [lɔn] 'land', [skɔ:ɾ] 'scare', [skɔ:ɾt] 'to scratch'; 'cormorant', [ɡær] 'stutter', [hɔɾ] 'a hold, grasp'.

No. 10 [ɔː]: is half-open, back, rounded, oral, with tongue position near that for German [ɔ] in Gott [ɡɔt] and backer than French [ɔ] in doigt [du]. It is quite distinct from South Ulster [o] in [lɔt] 'lot' etc., being closer, shorter, and more strongly rounded. The Glenoe vowel occurs in words like [dɔːl] 'doll', [ɡɔːl] 'gall', [ɡɔːl] 'fault', [ɔn] 'on', [dɔːn] 'dawn', [lɔk] 'a lot'; 'lock'.


No. 12 [ɛ]: is a half-close, front, unrounded vowel, slightly open and less tense than French [e] in été [ete], German [ɛ] in leben [leben], or Scots [ɛ] in day [deː]. This Glenoe vowel occurs in words like [wɛn] 'child', [blɛt] 'shy', [kre:ter] 'creature', [begən] 'begin', [mæn] 'many', [sədəd] 'solid'.

No. 13 [oː] is between close and half-close, back, over-rounded, near in timbre and articulation to Swedish and Norwegian over-rounded o [ɔː]. These very close o-sounds, which acoustically approach [u], are paralleled also in Rathiun Gaelic and Scottish Gaelic [...]. Examples: [go] 'go', [bɔs] 'hollow', [tɔv] 'to boast', [spɔ:k] (<speak), [pɔk] 'a small bag', [sθɔk] 'choke'.

No. 14 [i]: is between close and half-close, front-central, rounded. It is the rounded version of No. 3, [i], and the open, lax counterpart of No. 7, [ii]. It thus approaches the tongue position of German short i in müssien [my:sən]. The Glenoe vowel is heard in the words [fɔ:ld] 'food', [ʃtɪt] 'suit', [kərʦə] 'course', 'coarse', [fətər] 'a clumsy person', [ʃtɔːr] 'flying dust'.

The Diphthongs

No. 15 [au] is a narrow closing diphthong whose first element, No. 5 [a], is more strongly stressed than the second, No. 11 [i]. In spite of this difference in stress the glide element seems to be equally prominent with the first because it is a little longer. Examples: [kæts] 'to shake up', [waɪf] 'wife', [bɒnv] 'drive', [wɔiz] 'wise', [ræiz] 'rise', [ɔi] 'always', [mən] 'coal', [kwɔi] 'heifer', [aɪəlin] 'Ireland'.

No. 16 [ɛe] is, in contrast with the preceding, a wide closing diphthong. The first and most strongly stressed element is the long vowel No. 9 [oː], which is acoustically much more prominent than the second, a short version of No. 12 [ɛ]. Examples: [ɛe] 'yes', 'iː', [mən] 'mine (belonging to me)', [kəe] 'cows', [fæv] 'five', [præz] 'prize', [sɛθə] 'seythe', [dəʊə] 'dial'.

References

No. 18 [eiː], a narrow closing diphthong, follows the pattern of No. 15 with a short, strongly stressed first element—No. 5—followed by a somewhat longer, weakly stressed glide element, No. 7. Prominence is again equally distributed here because of the relatively long duration of the second element. Examples: [neʊ] 'a knoll, hilllock'; [kʊp] 'overturn', [mjʊt] 'a faint sound', [kaʊl] 'cold', [ɡaʊp] 'throb (with pain).

No. 19 [eɪʃ] crops up sporadically in the speech of certain individuals, where it replaces the long variant of No. 12 [eː] in monosyllabic word-forms. With such speakers [ɡeət] or [ɡiːt] stands for [ɡet] 'gate', [keʊk] or [kɪk] for [ket] 'cake', [neɪm] or [nɪm] for [næm] 'name'. The first element here is a shortened variant of No. 12 or No. 11, which is strongly stressed, followed by No. 5. This diphthongal pronunciation is felt to be vulgar by those who use the pure vowel. This diphthong is common in the dialects of the southern counties of Scotland, and may have been a social marker at an earlier stage in Ulster.

The Triphthongs
Three-member vocalic groupings do occur in Glenoe, but are normally spread over two syllables, e.g., [wæi-oʊ] 'wire', [mɔɡwæi-an] 'Maguire', [ɔŋkwæi-an] 'enquire'; [bæe-ar] 'byre'; [bɪare-ar] 'fire', [dæo-ʊl] 'dial'; [læe-ʊ] 'loyal', [dæstrə-ʊ] 'destroyer', [tʃoʊ-nə] 'annoying'; [fɔʊ-ər] 'four', [tʃrʊ-əl] 'trowel', [tɹæi-ən] 'rowan, mountain ash'. In these circumstances it seems simpler to interpret these vowel clusters as consisting of diphthongs Nos. 15, 16, 17 and 18 followed in the next syllable by vowel No. 5. In this case there is no need to set up a category of triphthongs.

Description of the Glenoe Consonants
The consonantal systems of most dialects of English show less divergence than is found among the vowels. The Glenoe system, for example, coincides to a considerable extent with that of RP, but at the same time it has additional complexities. As well as the various phones of the standard speech it has a series of breathed ejective or glottalised plosives, a full range of interdental and of alveolar-palatalised consonants and a breath ed velar fricative. These along with some other minor deviations from the RP system are described below.

Interdentals
Interdental consonants—indicated by the small capitals [t] [n] [s] [l]—are generally pronounced with the body of the tongue flattened and the tip protruding between the teeth. Similar sounds are heard in Gaelic words like doras [dɔrəs] 'door', bannach [bɔnax] 'bannock'.

Examples:
[t] [tɛːv] 'walk', [pɛːtrol] 'petrol'.
[n] [drəθ] 'drought'; [θɜːrs], [drɪk] 'drink'.
[k] [θæŋə] 'thunder', [sæŋə] 'asunder'.
[l] [lɛːldər] 'elder'; ['uːdər', [wɔldərnəs] 'wilderness'.

Glottalised Plosives
In the speech of many Glenoe individuals, unvoiced plosives pronounced with a simultaneous glottal stop may be heard in words like the following:
[r] [kɫkʰtʰ] 'a large number', [meɾtʰ] 'to matter'.
[k] [kʊkʰ] 'to spoil (a child)', [kektʰ] 'to cackle', [sɛkʰ] 'sack', [blækʰ] 'black'.

With some speakers [tʰ] loses its alveolar closure and only the glottal stop remains, e.g.,

As this feature is not universal, it will not be noted in future transcriptions.

Alveolar-Palatalised Consonants
In these consonants, the normal alveolar articulation is combined with an arching of the blade and front of the tongue towards the hard palate. The resulting sounds are thus not purely palatal like the [j] and [z] of the Romance languages, but rather resemble the dental-palatalised sounds of Russian. Examples occur in the words:
[n] [nʊ] 'new', [ŋæk] 'pilfer', [ʃnʌx] 'enough'.
[l] [ʃiŋə] 'fool' (These pronunciations are traditional but obsolescent. The younger generation say [ʃnʌx], [ʃiŋə], [ɡoʊɾ] 'plenty', [mælən] 'million'.
[s] [ʃɑɡɛə] 'sugar', [ʃɪn] 'shoes', [kɹɪk] 'grease'.
[z] [pɹɑzi] 'poison', [θɛzər] a local road name.
[s] [tʃɪn] 'tune', [ʃɪp] 'chip', [kærɪs] 'to toss about'.
[dz] [dʒʊk] 'dodge', [dʒɛp] 'splash', [frædz] 'potato bread'.

The Alveolar Lateral
Apart from interdental [t] and palatalised [l], Glenoe has an alveolar lateral [ɾ] which has always a noticeably front or central resonance—produced by raising the front part of the tongue—in words like [fɪl] 'feel'; [fiːl]; [skeɪl] 'school', [rʊl] 'rule', [wɔl] 'wool', [zɪɾəd] 'topsy-turvy'.

The Single-Flap r
A single-flap r viz., [ɾ], similar to the Spanish r in toro [t̚oro], occurs in the following words: [tɾæe] 'try', [dɾɪk] 'drench',...
This type of fricative, which is very similar to German \( \text{[f]} \) occurs in a few words such as: \( \text{[f]} \) 'hue', \( \text{[h]} \) 'Hugh', \( \text{[f]} \) 'huge', \( \text{[t]} \) 'human', \( \text{[t]} \) 'Hubert'. This is phonetically a single sound — not a sequence of \( \text{[h]} \) followed by \( \text{[f]} \).

### THE BREATHED PALATAL FRICATIVE

This type of fricative, which is very similar to German \( \text{[鳎]} \) occurs in a few words such as: \( \text{[鳎]} \) 'thistle', \( \text{[鳎]} \) 'soldering'.

The Breathed Palatal Fricative

This type of fricative, which is very similar to German \( \text{[鳎]} \) occurs in a few words such as: \( \text{[鳎]} \) 'thistle', \( \text{[鳎]} \) 'soldering'.

### THE UNVOiced VELAR FRICATIVE [x]

This sound is produced by constricting the outgoing breath at the hard palate. With the back variants there is often some uvular scrape. Front variants are never as far forward as German \( \text{[x]} \).

Examples: \( \text{[x]} \) 'sprawl', \( \text{[k]} \) 'lough', \( \text{[k]} \) 'stout', \( \text{[k]} \) 'wheezze', \( \text{[k]} \) 'gorse'.

### THE PHONEMIC ASPECT

#### Vowels

In discussing the phonemic status of the vowels above it is useful to consider interlocking series of minimal pairs. This task is rendered more difficult by the fact that certain sounds are of rare occurrence in the dialect. Thus, vowel No. 1 occurs only in unstressed syllables as in \( \text{[k]} \) 'comie', \( \text{[k]} \) 'Mullawane', \( \text{[f]} \) 'finish' or in fused verbal forms such as those already cited. It is possible, however, to find cases in which this vowel is used in contrast with No. 2 and No. 3:

\( \text{[f]} \) 'from it', \( \text{[f]} \) 'toot', \( \text{[f]} \) 'fit'.

We may further note that \( \text{[ht]} \) 'have to' does not rhyme with \( \text{[pi]} \) 'sooty' or \( \text{[s]} \) 'city', which form a minimal pair. These vowels are therefore three separate phonemes, to which we may add seven more, viz., Nos. 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, on the basis of the series \( \text{[b]} \) 'boot', \( \text{[b]} \) 'bit', \( \text{[b]} \) 'but', \( \text{[b]} \) 'bait', \( \text{[b]} \) 'bought' (alternative pronunciation \( \text{[b]} \)) \( \text{[b]} \) 'beet', \( \text{[b]} \) 'bat'.

Vowel No. 5 is a problem in all forms of English, for it occurs exclusively in unstressed syllables, so we can contrast only the unemphatic pronunciation of the word \( \text{[b]} \), viz. \( \text{[b]} \), with the monosyllables listed above. The opposition between \( \text{[w]} \) 'window' and \( \text{[w]} \) 'windy' helps further to establish the phonemic status of \( \text{[a]} \).

Of the remaining vowels, No. 6 is found to be in complementary distribution with No. 1. The latter is the main member of the phoneme occurring in words like \( \text{[r]} \) 'root', \( \text{[g]} \) 'good', \( \text{[m]} \) 'moon', \( \text{[k]} \) 'to cool', \( \text{[g]} \) 'gum', \( \text{[z]} \) 'goose'. The former is the variant that is used before \( \text{[r]} \), e.g., \( \text{[b]} \) 'floor', \( \text{[b]} \) 'pore', \( \text{[b]} \) 'board'.

Vowels No. 7 and No. 14 are for the most part found in complementary distribution. No. 7 is used in open syllables, in hiatus and before voiced fricatives in monosyllables, e.g., \( \text{[k]} \) 'cow', \( \text{[p]} \) 'pull', \( \text{[d]} \) 'Jew'; 'due'; 'dew'; \( \text{[k]} \) 'cruel', \( \text{[t]} \) 'hour', \( \text{[g]} \) 'groove', \( \text{[b]} \) 'booose', \( \text{[m]} \) 'smooth', \( \text{[r]} \) 'conce'. No. 14 is used in monosyllables closed by consonants other than voiced fricatives, e.g., \( \text{[t]} \) 'out', \( \text{[l]} \) 'loud', \( \text{[h]} \) 'house', \( \text{[t]} \) 'brown', \( \text{[m]} \) 'mouth', \( \text{[s]} \) 'sowe', with a lengthened variant before \( \text{[r]} \) as in \( \text{[t]} \) 'our', \( \text{[r]} \) 'pour', \( \text{[d]} \) 'dour'. This is not the whole picture, however, for although medially before voiced fricatives we do in most cases find \( \text{[t]} \) as in \( \text{[b]} \) 'boozo', \( \text{[m]} \) 'smoother', \( \text{[r]} \) 'smooth', \( \text{[r]} \) 'sow', \( \text{[p]} \) 'potato', \( \text{[r]} \) 'cruiser', yet \( \text{[t]} \) occurs in \( \text{[s]} \) 'shoulder', \( \text{[p]} \) 'powder', \( \text{[h]} \) 'Hoover'. These few exceptions disturbing the general phonemic pattern may be due to dialect mixture.

The opposition between long and short in Nos. 11, 12, 13 and 14 has still to be considered. For Nos. 11, 12 and 14 the contrast is not significant, the long and short variants being in complementary distribution. Thus \( \text{[i]} \) occurs in final open syllables, in hiatus and before voiced fricatives and \( \text{[r]} \) - \( \text{[g]} \) 'give', \( \text{[i]} \) 'little', \( \text{[i]} \) 'spread'; \( \text{[i]} \) 'blaze', \( \text{[i]} \) 'seethe', \( \text{[i]} \) 'to wear', \( \text{[i]} \) 'small quantity'. On the other hand \( \text{[i]} \) occurs when followed by consonants other than the voiced fricatives and \( \text{[r]} \) - \( \text{[i]} \) 'peak', \( \text{[i]} \) 'feed', \( \text{[k]} \) 'peep', \( \text{[d]} \) 'jig', \( \text{[i]} \) 'a small number', \( \text{[i]} \) 'rain heavily', \( \text{[i]} \) 'sppurrate', \( \text{[i]} \) 'eat', \( \text{[i]} \) 'Peter', \( \text{[i]} \) 'scrudl' 'scrape (on a violin)', \( \text{[i]} \) 'giggle'.

With No. 12 the distribution is different, for \( \text{[e]} \) occurs in accented syllables, \( \text{[e]} \) in unaccented positions: - \( \text{[b]} \) 'shy', \( \text{[b]} \) 'dealer', \( \text{[k]} \) 'creature', \( \text{[b]} \) 'beast', but \( \text{[e]} \) 'any', \( \text{[e]} \) 'depend', \( \text{[k]} \) 'small and pretty', \( \text{[b]} \) 'beside'.

In the case of No. 14, as already mentioned \( \text{[o]} \) occurs only before \( \text{[r]} \) - \( \text{[s]} \) 'throb with pain', but \( \text{[s]} \) 'flying dust'.

No. 13 is the only instance in Glenoe where the opposition between long and short is differentiative. We find, for example, these significant contrasts in front of \( \text{[k]} \): \( \text{[p]} \) 'a small bag' - \( \text{[k]} \) 'to poke', \( \text{[k]} \) 'speak (of a wheel)' - \( \text{[k]} \) 'speak (<spoke)' (<speak>). The short vowel \( \text{[a]} \) is also heard in \( \text{[k]} \) 'flock', \( \text{[m]} \) 'smoke', \( \text{[s]} \) 'choke', but otherwise in front of \( \text{[k]} \) or elsewhere only \( \text{[a]} \) occurs. This opposition is thus apparently marginal and may be an innovation exploited as shown above to eliminate what would otherwise be cases of homonymic clash.

The diphthongs Nos. 15, 16, 17 and 18 are to be considered as four separate phonemes on the basis of the opposition between \( \text{[m]} \) 'main' \( \text{[m]} \) 'mine' \( \text{[m]} \) 'mine' \( \text{[m]} \) 'mound'.

Of the remaining vowels, No. 6 is found to be in complementary distribution with No. 2. The latter is the main member of the phoneme occurring in words like \( \text{[r]} \) 'root', \( \text{[g]} \) 'good', \( \text{[m]} \) 'moon', \( \text{[k]} \) 'to cool', \( \text{[g]} \) 'gum', \( \text{[z]} \) 'goose'. The former is the variant that is used before \( \text{[r]} \), e.g., \( \text{[b]} \) 'floor', \( \text{[b]} \) 'pore', \( \text{[b]} \) 'board'.

This simple distribution pattern has, however, been disturbed by various factors – the historical falling-together of certain diphthongs, analogy which has arrested uniform development, and perhaps also dialect borrowing. In any case, we must now regard [ai] and [ae] as separate phonemes in the present stage of the Glencoe dialect.

As already stated, No. 19 – [es] or [ia] – is a diaphonic variant of No. 12.

**CONSONANTS**

As mentioned earlier, many of the Glenoe consonants coincide with those of RP. These need not be discussed at this point, but the phonemic status of the divergent sounds described above must be examined.

**Interdentals**

At first glance [r], [o], and [N] seem to be allophones of the corresponding alveolar sounds, replacing the latter in immediate contact with a following [r], [-er] or [-or-]. Closer study, however, reveals the significant opposition of alveolar to interdental in pairs like:

[bɛːtər] ‘better (one who bets)’ – [bɛːtor] ‘better’ (<good)

[kɑːtər] ‘people who gut (herring etc.)’ – [kɑːtər] ‘mud’


These interdentals must therefore be considered as phonemically distinct from the alveolars, but on the other hand the interdental [l] never occurs except in contact with the following [r] or [t], as in [tɛːldər] ‘udder’; ‘elder’, [bouldər] ‘boulder’, [bɛːtor] ‘hatter’. The alveolar [d] in [weildər] ‘welder’, [bouldər] ‘bolder’ and alveolar [t] in [pɛːtər] ‘pel her’ imply an alveolar [l] before them. This alveolar-interdental contrast, it must be noted, is not just a simple phonemic opposition: the use of the alveolars rather than the interdentals is also an oristic signal marking a word junction or a morpheme suture.

**Glottalised Plosives**

In the case of these ejectives the situation is different. These are simply variants of the normal plosives, occurring medially following the stress and sometimes in final position. Even the glottal stop, which may replace [t′] in medial positions as shown, is in these instances an allophone of [t/].

**Alveolar-Palatalised Consonants**

These consonants can be shown to stand in phonemic opposition to the simple alveolar sounds. Thus we find minimal pairs such as:


[siːn] ‘soon’ – [siːn] ‘shoes’

[liːzar] ‘leaves her’ – [liːzar] ‘leisure’

With the affricates we can adduce two-way contrasts:


The breathed palatal and labio-velar fricatives can be shown to be in significant contrast with the corresponding voiced sounds, e.g.,


[wiːn] ‘a small number’ – [wiːn] ‘wean’


Finally, the breathed fricative [x] has obviously phonemic status on the evidence of the following oppositions with other fricatives:


[doʃ] ‘dose’

[hɪk] ‘high’ – [hiː] ‘heath’

[laːx] ‘laugh’ – [laːs] ‘lash’

(continued)
Notes

4 It should be noted that [c:], [α:] and [ɔ:] are long in the natural pronunciation of the Glenoe dialect speaker, but that under the influence of educated Larne speech there is a growing tendency to shorten these vowels, especially in polysyllables.
Notes on the Phonology of a County Antrim Ulster-Scots Dialect
Part II: Diachronic Study
i.e. the Historical Origins of the Dialect*

Robert J. Gregg

Introduction
Whereas an investigation of the synchronic phonology of any living form of speech always involves the same elements, viz., a phonetic and a phonemic analysis, it must be emphasised at the beginning of the present diachronic study that historical phonology does not have the same meaning for every dialect.

There are dialects of English, for example, which are spoken by homogeneous ethnic groups who have been in continuous occupation of a given area for over fifteen hundred years. The changes in their speech are reflected in a long sequence of documents which go back to the earliest Old English records. This situation is well illustrated by the Durham dialect, whose diachronic developments have been so ably described by Professor Harold Orton of Leeds University.

On the other hand there are areas such as the one dealt with in this paper – the Glenoe district in county Antrim, Northern Ireland – to which English is a comparative newcomer, as the population was mostly Gaelic-speaking until the arrival of planters speaking Lowland Scots dialects who settled there in the course of the 17th century. The relatively recent establishment of English, coupled with the complete absence of historical documents in this county Antrim rural region, creates an entirely different situation for the investigator and necessarily precludes the approach and emphasis of a work such as Professor Orton’s.

It is clear that we must regard Ireland in general and the province of Ulster in particular as a Kolonisationsgebiet where English is a ‘transplanted’ language brought over by settlers but later acquired and now used almost universally by the originally Gaelic-speaking population. In these circumstances we must constantly bear in mind that the linking of modern speech-forms with Old English or even Middle English and Middle Scots is at best a somewhat theoretical relationship, as there has obviously been no continuous development in situ from these older forms to those of the present day.

At the same time, although it is fashionable in some circles to disparage the concept of language substrata, those who are familiar with linguistic realities in Ireland* cannot fail to recognise the powerful and omnipresent force exerted by the submerged Gaelic (and sometimes, we may presume, even pre-Gaelic) dialects. It may thus be more accurate to say that, from the viewpoint of diachronic phonology, what we are faced with is often a sound-substitution from the substratum Gaelic rather than an internal phonetic change in the English.

Such substitution might account for the difference, for example, between the ME \( i \) in \( hil \) ‘hill’ and the Glenoe vowel No 3 \( [\alpha] \) in \( h\alpha\ell \) ‘hill’, so that it would generally be more prudent to read the sign \( > \) as ‘is represented by’ rather than ‘becomes’.

It could also be argued that, in the 17th century, there must have been an interregnum lasting for a generation or two during which the indigenous Gaelic and the intrusive Lallans existed side by side, a situation which would favour the emergence of some degree of bilingualism and finally lead to a mutual interpenetration at all linguistic levels. In such a symbiotic state of affairs phonetic change in a given sound in one language might equally affect a corresponding sound in the other and it might eventually be difficult to determine the starting point. Thus, an extremely open vowel like the Glenoe \( [\alpha] \) mentioned above, which has come to replace ME \( i \) in Glenoe, is also recorded for county Antrim Gaelic by Nils Holmer as the representative of earlier Irish \( i \) both on Rathlin Island (off North Antrim) and in the Glens of Antrim, which lie about twenty miles north of Glenoe. The sound-change which led to the drastic downward drift in this vowel could according to this view have started in either language and through the agency of the bilingual group – even if it were a small minority – could have been passed on to the other. On the whole, however, the dominant impression is that the actual sounds in Glenoe are for the most part Gaelic but that they have been chosen as near equivalents or substitutes for the various items in a Lowland Scots phonological system. In other words, in Glenoe we are dealing with Lallans dialect...
words pronounced with a decided Antrim Gaelic accent.

A similar situation is, of course, to be found in certain areas of Great Britain itself, and especially relevant to this paper is the case of the south-western parts of Scotland, where various Celtic languages and dialects were formerly spoken. In these areas also the change from Celtic to English probably involved substitutions of the type described above, substitutions which would in that case have been already present in the Lowland Scots speech of the planters who crossed over from South-West Scotland. The fact is that the English language has, without interruption, been extending its domain westward through Scotland from the earliest period of Anglian settlement on the coast, and as it spread, it must have suffered a succession of modifications, the result of ‘interference’ from Celtic speech. This westward movement eventually brought the Gallians to Ulster, not only to county Antrim across the thirty-five mile wide North Channel from Ayshire and Wigtownshire, but as far as county Donegal, where, in the present-day Gaeltacht, the Celtic speech of Ulster is putting up a last ditch linguistic struggle-for-survival against English.

Only if we bear these circumstances in mind can we without risk of misunderstanding set up a system showing the historical relationship between mediaeval recorded forms of English and the present Hiberno-English or Ulster-Scots dialects. In discussing such diachronic relationships for the Glenoe dialect it also seems advisable to make the present-day word-forms our starting point rather than begin, for example, with Old or Middle English forms, which has been the general practice of English dialectologists following Joseph Wright’s pioneer work on rural Yorkshire speech, although the late Eugen Dieth departed from this tradition in his Aberdeenshire dialect monograph, where his historical treatment starts from contemporary forms. This procedure is preferable in any case as, from the dialectologist’s point of view, the focus of interest should always be on the dialect itself rather than on Old or Middle English, the hypothetical ancestors. Dialectology should, in other words, be ‘dialect-centred’.

Concentration of attention on the contemporary dialect does not, however, invalidate or minimise the importance of the historical approach. The juxtaposition of modern forms and traditional ME forms leads us to the conclusion that Glenoe, like the other Ulster-Scots dialects, has conserved features of Middle Scots speech, some of which have largely been lost in Scotland itself. It also helps us to clarify the relations between Glenoe and the West Central or South-West Lowlands dialects of Scotland in general. For example, consider the diphthong in Glenoe words like ['de:] ‘do’, ['he:] ‘have’, ['ne:] ‘no’, ['we:] ‘with’, ['fe:] ‘from’, the [e:] < OE a, a, i, and ON a respectively. The resultant [e:] in these and similar words, irrespective of its diverse origins, has been raised and shortened to [i] in such fused forms as:

['dane] ‘do not’, ['hite] ‘have to’, ['hine] ‘have not’, ['m0ten] ‘nothing’,

and in compounded preposition-pronoun forms such as:


Apart from these developments [i] also represents various ME vowels in weakly stressed syllables:

(i) ME a, as in [æl'manæk] ‘almanac’, [озик] ‘Isaac’.  
(iv) ME e (< OE æa), as in [гэ:рлк] ‘garlic’.  
(vi) ME i, as in [лэкстор] ‘like flying dust (i.e., very quickly)’.

The vowel [i] also occurs in a few words of Gaelic origin, in weakly stressed syllables:


the first two being probably Scots Gaelic re-imports and the last a local place-name.

No. 2 [t] This vowel often represents ME ð, in comparison with which it is raised, centred, unrounded and shortened. The corresponding vowel in modern Gallians dialects seems to have shifted all the way to the front position, whereas in Glenoe it is still front-central. Glenoe may thus have preserved an intermediate stage in the fronting process. In the case of Old French u (i.e., ü) > ï it could be simply a question of unrounding.
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(i) < OE ə;
[blard] 'blood', [br̠t̠ar] 'brother', [d̠n] 'done',
[gr̠i] 'goose', [gr̠m] 'gum' (the flesh round the teeth),
[r̠t] 'root', [s̠n] obsolete, now generally [s̠t] 'soon',
[s̠nt] 'shoes', [st̠] 'shoat'.

(ii) < OE u, which was lowered and lengthened in open syllables to give ME ə;
[s̠b̠n] 'above' (< OE a + bufan), [p̠t̠] 'put', (< OE *putian).

(iii) < ON ð;
[kl̠t] 'hoof (or one of its divisions, in sheep, etc.)',
[k̠lt] 'the devil', [gr̠p̠] 'open channel in byre'.

(iv) < Old French a, lengthened in ME
[b̠rt] 'boot', [fr̠] 'fool'.

(v) < Old French e, probably a central or front central vowel during the ME period;
[d̠z̠s] 'juice', [d̠z̠] 'just (only)'.

No. 3 [æ] This vowel – the normal Glenoe equivalent of RP [i] – is the dialectal representative of ME i in a great number of words such as the following:

(i) < OE i, or ð through shortening
[b̠d̠s]d̠b] 'obedient', [b̠l̠c̠:k] 'billhook',
[bl̠n] 'blind' (adj. and vb.), [b̠l̠s]z̠ 'bullfinch',
[d̠s]t̠] 'to wipe', [m̠n] 'dove'; 'driven',
[a:l̠n] 'behind', [f̠] 'fifth' (< OE t),
[f̠ groin] 'finger', [h̠:t] 'horn', [i:we] 'earwig',
[j̠s] 'yes', [kl̠m] 'climb', [l̠t] 'section – of an orange';
[n̠xt] 'night', [r̠d̠] 'rode'; 'ridden', [r̠tn] 'run',
[r̠z] 'rose'; 'risen', [s̠:n̠e] 'sine', [s̠:m̠] 'sine',
'infectious',
[s̠t̠l] 'stiff', 'disobliging' (< OE ð),
[b̠k̠] 'thick'; 'stupid'; 'unfriendly', [θ̠l̠s] 'thistle'.

(ii) < OE y, or ð through shortening
[b̠ld̠] 'build', [b̠r̠e] 'burry', [b̠r̠r̠s] 'bristling (of hair),
[b̠z̠n̠z̠] 'business', [f̠:] 'filthy' (< OE Б),
[f̠s] 'fist' (< OE Й), [hu:l] 'hill', [k̠l] 'klin',
[l̠s] 'listen', [n̠t] 'knit', [s̠n] 'sin', [s̠s̠as̠] 'asunder', [s̠:nl] 'to trundle'; 'barrow-wheel',
[θ̠mn̠] 'thimble' (< OE Й), [θ̠n̠] 'thin'; [w̠s] 'wish' (< OE Й).

(iii) < ON й
[æl] 'ill.' (in compounds such as [æl-t̠nd̠]:

(iv) < ON y
[b̠g] 'to build', [br̠g] 'bridge', [fl̠t] 'to move (one's belongings to a new house)', [l̠t̠] 'lift',
'steal'; 'remove a corpse for funeral', [l̠n̠] 'type of heather',
[m̠d̠] 'manure heap', [r̠] 'belch', [r̠g] 'ridge',
[s̠s̠ar] 'sister', [r̠g] 'neat'.

(v) < Old French i
[ti:gr̠:nt̠] 'unconth', [t̠mp̠d̠] 'impudence',
[d̠l̠v̠] 'deliver', [f̠:] 'filter', [f̠:] 'ferule',
[k̠r̠] 'limit', [m̠k̠:st] 'mixed', [m̠k̠:t] 'play truant',
[p̠:] 'ribbon', [n̠v̠] 'river', [n̠v̠] 'rivet',
[s̠̠] 'single', [z̠:] 'scissors', [k̠:] 'ticket',
[t̠n̠] 'tinsel', [f̠] 'tissue', [n̠:] 'trip',
[v̠g̠] 'vigour', [v̠k̠] 'vicar', [v̠k̠] 'victory',
[v̠s] 'vicious', [v̠s] 'violet', [v̠] 'visit',
[v̠n̠] 'vision', [v̠k̠] 'wicket'.

(vi) < OE (Anglian) e followed by a nasal:
[g̠m̠] 'complain'; 'whine', (< OE grennian – by metathesis),
[h̠n̠] 'hinge', [r̠n̠] 'wrench'; n., [s̠:n̠] 'string'.

(vii) < ME e followed by other consonants:
[a:v̠] 'ever', [a:v̠] 'every', [b̠z̠n̠] 'besom',
[j̠s̠] 'yesterday', [m̠k̠] 'next', [r̠] 'red',
[θ̠l̠t̠] 'shell out'.

(viii) < ON e, mostly followed by a nasal:
[d̠n̠] 'to beat, hammer', [d̠n̠] 'flying', [h̠n̠] 'hang',
[k̠l̠] 'kitten', [w̠n̠] 'wing'.

(ix) < Old French e, mostly followed by a nasal:
[d̠n̠] 'engine', [θ̠s̠] 'blister', [f̠s] 'vetch',
[f̠n̠] 'fringe', [s̠:m̠] 'chemise', [θ̠m̠] 'tremble',
[θ̠n̠] 'small channel' (ultimately < Old Northern French trenquer – Old French trencher, French trencher), [θ̠:m̠] 'chimney'.

(x) Glenoe [æ] also represents ME u from different sources. This u could be related to [æ] through the intermediate stages y and i.
[b̠i] 'bull' (ultimately < ON bili), [d̠n̠] 'dun, dull brown' (ultimately < Celtic; cp. Welsh dun, Gaelic donn),
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Glencoe [æ] occurs in words of doubtful origin or from other sources, including Gaelic.

(i) < ME u < OE u
[dræs] 'dare, durst', [dræse] 'dare not, durst not',
[ða:k] 'a duck', [fæ] 'found',
[pæn] 'pound (money)', [pars] 'purse',
[reɪ] 'rough' (from OE ð by shortening),
[ʃæmən] 'something', [ʃʌn] 'sun',
[ʃʌm] 'tumble' (< ME tumbel, ultimately < OE tumbian),

(ii) < ME u < OE y, especially before r
[wɔrm] 'worm', [wɛr] 'worry'.

(iii) < OE i (or t through shortening) after w, and also frequently before r.
The vowels y and u could have been intermediate stages.
[wɔn] 'the wind', 'window', [wɔn]estre 'windlestraw',
[weɪl] 'to whistle', 'to pure', 'whitlow' (< OE i),
[matʃən] 'stoat' (< OE i).

Note: the word [twənti] 'twenty' belongs here if we assume that the original e of the stem was raised to i before the nasal.

(iv) < ON u
[ŋl] 'pull (esp. hair)', [ʃkɑl] 'skull'.

(v) < ON i after w, with perhaps y and u as intermediate stages.
[swɑ:] 'hesitate', [wændə] 'window'.

(vi) < Old French or Anglo French u, ow
[fɔrnis] 'furnish', [ʃənəs] 'tasteless', [ɡɑtə]r z 'mud',
[kɔʃən] 'cushion', [mɔnə] 'mountainous', 'unkempt',
[ʃət] 'turret'.

No. 5 [ɔ] represents all the ME short vowels and diphthongs in weakly stressed positions, in initial, medial or final syllables.

< ME a
[ʃɪt] 'about', [dʒərənə] 'Germany', [spɛsəl] 'special'.

< ME e
[ʃnkwɔsə] 'enquire', [moʊdəsə] 'moderate',
[krækə] 'crooked'.

Note: the word [twənti] 'twenty' belongs here if we assume that the original e of the stem was raised to i before the nasal.
< ME i

< ME o

< ME u, ou

< ME ai, ei
[θævəl] 'travel', 'walk', [bərgən] 'bargain'.

No. 6 [e]: This vowel, the pre-Ø allophone of [e], represents, like the latter, ME :. In comparison with the ME vowel it is centred and unrounded – like [e] – but it differs from [e] in that it is not raised or shortened. It has probably about the same tongue height as :. It should be noted that both [e] and [e] occur internally in words or in final closed syllables. In words with ME : in final open syllables, Glenoe has [e], which in relation to the ME starting point is completely fronted and unrounded (see No. 12, ix)


No. 7 [ü]: Although it represents various ME starting points, this vowel occurs chiefly in words which had ME : in comparison with which [ü] is extremely centred, i.e. articulated in a front-central position. The tongue height, lip-rounding and quantity are about the same for both vowels.

(i) < ME :i < OE :i

(ii) < ME :n with loss of l and lengthening
[fʊ:] 'full', [pɪc] 'pull'.

(iii) < OE œ followed by velar spirant
[hʊ:] 'bow (of a boat)', [pjʊ:] 'plough' (influenced by ON plóg).

(iv) < ME eu, ew
[hjʊ:] 'blue', [lʊ:] 'lukewarm', [nʊ:] 'new', [ʃʊ:] 'saw', [vɪjʊ:] 'view'.

(v) [u:] in Glenoe words from various sources
[dʊ:] 'dove' (OE *dɒf), [dʒɔlju:] (for [dʒɔlju:z] 'surmise', < French jalouser), [krɔ:ʒe] 'rush-lamp' (cp. Gaelic cryúcean; ON krís 'a pot')

No. 8 [e]: This vowel is of very frequent occurrence and generally represents ME e, the latter being of divers origins, but [e:] also occurs in words where ME had a. The lengthening in [e:] is thus modern.

(i) < ME e < OE e, eo

(ii) < ME a

(iii) < ON e

(iv) < ON a

(v) < ON y
[ke:n] 'kindle', [red] 'rid'.

(vi) < Old French e

(vii) < Old French i
[de:nər] 'dinner'.

No. 9 [o]: This, another characteristic vowel in the Glenoe dialect, is the normal representative of ME a, so the present lengthened form is modern. The tongue position may be slightly retracted as compared with the ME vowel.
This vowel is of common occurrence in all the Ulster-Scots dialects but is not found in central or South Ulster speech, which usually has [o] in its place. It generally stands for ME a, so the lengthening is modern. The vowel seems to represent an intermediate stage in the development of the typically western Lallans [o:] from the same source. Glenoe shows this final stage in only a few words: [bo:ne] 'bonny', [d̪rə:n] 'John', [ˈkɔ:la] 'collie (dog)'.

(i) < ME a < OE æ ea, a
[ˈswɔːrd] 'swath' (confused with [swɔːrd] 'sward (?)'),
[ˈwɔːz] 'was', [mə:kə] 'chaff', [ˈspɑːrz] 'thong'.

(ii) < ME e often after w or before r
[ˈwɔːp] 'whelp'.

(iii) < ME o < OE o, before labials
[ɔ:] 'off', [tɑːp] 'open',
[ˈtɑːkəp] term of abuse (< OE attorcoppa 'a spider'),
[ˈtɑːp] 'top'.

(iv) < ON a, (e, o)
[æ] 'scar' (< e), [blɑːkə] 'riff-raff', [hɔːrns] 'inagural gift',
[luːft] 'loft'; 'upstairs room(s)' (< o), [rən] 'wrong',
[ˈskɔːə] 'scare' (< e), [stæk] 'stack'.

(v) < Old French a
[ɑːrə] 'argue', [bɔːrət] 'baggage', [boːɾ] 'barrel',
[ˈkeərə] 'carry', [kwɔːdət] 'quality', 'aristocracy',
[ˈtɛ] 'tea',
[ˈwɔːlə] 'value'.

(vi) < Old French e
[ˈpɔːɾə] 'parson', [ˈwɔːlt] 'war'.

(vii) < Old French o
[ˈɔːɾə] 'orange', [ˈrɔk] 'rock'.

(viii) < Old French au

(vii) Glenoe [o:] in words of doubtful origin
[ɡɔːr] 'a gluton', [ˈkloːk] 'a cockroach',
[kɔːz] 'to copy (homework etc.)',
[prɔːl] 'to search (for food etc.)',
[prɔːdə] 'to poke about', [ˈraːʒə] 'resin'.

No. 11 [fi:] Both the long and the short version of this vowel are related to either ME ə or ø. Hence the short allophone in Glenoe represents a modern shortening.

(i) < ME ø (i.e., ə) < OE (various sources)
[blisən] 'first milk of cow after calving',
[biːtə] 'blaze', [brist] 'breast', [di:] 'die',
[liː] 'a lie', 'to lie', [liː (obs.)] 'gladly', [mɪdə] 'meadow',
[ˈspraːzl] 'sprawl', [ˈθɛːp] 'throat'.

No. 11 [fi:] Both the long and the short version of this vowel are related to either ME ə or ø. Hence the short allophone in Glenoe represents a modern shortening.
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(ii) < ME ě. < ON (various sources)
[gi:] 'give', [ni:] 'wet and depressing (weather)'
[kik] 'peep', [lær] 'prolonged salmon spear'.

(iii) < ME ě (i.e., ě) < OE (various sources)
[wi:l] 'well' (adv.), [wi:r] 'to wear'.

(i) < ME ě < OE a by lengthening
[be:k] 'bake', [ge:t] 'gate', [he:] 'have', [ke:m] 'comb',
[le:m] 'lame person'.

(iv) < ME ě < ON a by lengthening
[ten] 'taken', [wel] 'choose'.

(v) < ME ě < Old French a by lengthening
[be:k] 'bake', [ce:b] 'able', [ce:s] 'face',

(vi) < ME ě, < OE (various sources)
[se:f] 'sheaf', [sep] 'cheap'.

(vii) < ME ě, < ON (various sources)
[se:t] 'seat', [skré:n] 'creech'.

(viii) < ME ě, < Old French (various sources)
[te:t] 'treat', [tsét] 'cheat'.

(ix) < ME ě, in final open syllables
[de:] 'do', [te:] 'to'.

(x) < ME ě, < OE (various sources)
[de:] 'day', [de:l] 'ailing', [ne:l] 'nail',
[re:n] 'rain', [se:l] 'sail'; 'a ride',
[sned] 'snail'.

(xi) < ME ě, < ON (various sources)
[be:kt] 'bait', [be:t] 'they', [be:r] 'their', [be:n] 'to use sparingly',

(xii) < ME ě, < Old French (various sources)
[tre:n] 'train', [we:t] 'wait'.

(xiii) < ME ě, < OE (various sources)
[tre:k] 'wet', 'mysterious (weather)', [kre:k] 'ask persistently',
[pe:k] 'a beating', [re:θ] 'ghostly apparition',
[skel] 'scout (dung)', [sle:t] 'wood-louse',
[spelz] 'small fragments', [sce:v] 'strain',
[the:v] 'lookalike'.

No. 12 [e:e] The long allophone generally represents ME ě, occasionally ME ě, and ě, and the ME diphthongs ai and ei. The short allophone occurs only in weakly stressed syllables and stands for ME ě, ě, ě, etc.

The Long Allophone: [e:]
The Short Allophone: [e]

(i) In initial weakly-stressed syllables, < ME e, i [began] 'begin', [be Joan] 'belong', [de kle r] 'declare', [de si d] 'decide', [ref juz] 'to refuse', [re word] 'reward'.

(ii) In medial weakly-stressed syllables, < ME, a, e, i, u [tem pa dent] 'impudent', [de le kat] 'delicate', [me de sp] 'medicine', [me gne f ace] 'magnify', [o be a 'nom st (te)] 'without the knowledge of', [te st 'men t] 'testament'.

(iii) In final weakly-stressed syllables, < ME, a, i [fi ave] 'every', [bade] 'person', [fro i de] 'Friday', [he met 'le] 'hospitalable', [o f f es] 'office', [so les] 'solid'.

No. 13 [o/o:]. The main source to which these vowels can be related is ME ò, i.e., ò, but there is a small group of words — intruders from the standard language via Lame — with [o/o:].

The shortening seems to be recent.


No. 14 [o/o:]. This vowel, like No. 7, generally represents ME ò. The shortening in the first allophone is therefore modern, while the length in the second may have been maintained from ME or — perhaps more likely — may represent a recent re-lengthening in front of [r]. The ME vowels ò (Old French or Anglo-Norman) and ò as well as the diphthongs eu and ā are further possible sources of Glenoe [u/u:].


(ii) ME ò < ON ò or ò by lengthened [r et] 'drown', [ru p] 'droop', [skol] 'scowl', [s t o p] 'spout of a kettle'.


(v) < ME ò < ON ò [bl om] 'bloom', [lo] 'palm of hand'.

(vi) < ME ò < Old French ð [pr o f] 'proof'.

(vii) < ME ā, ē < Old French ã < [pr o f] 'truth'.

< OE [r o t] 'truth'.


Diphthongs
No. 15 [æ] This diphthong, like No. 16 [æ], generally represents ME i and probably preserves an earlier stage in the diphthongisation process, while No 16 shows a later stage. A few ME words with the diphthongs ei and ai — which normally give Glenoe [e:] — still have a diphthong in Glenoe, viz., [æ].
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Some words in the latter category have thus fallen together with formerly contrasting words in the first, e.g., whey (ME whey) and why (ME wht) are both [wai] in Glenoe.

(i) < ME i—OE i, y or i, y lengthened
   [baɪl] ‘a boil’, [kaʊə jɪ] ‘hypersensitive to cold’, fīrleux,
   [lain] ‘line’; ‘main road’, [main] ‘recollect’ (ultimately
   < OE gemynd),
   stone wall’;

(ii) < ME i—ON i, ū

(iii) < ME i—Old French i

(iv) < ME ei, aɪ—OE (various sources)

(v) < ME ei—ON ei
    [æɪ] ‘always’.

(vi) < ME ei, aɪ—Old French ei, aɪ
    [bræɪ] ‘to bray’, [ɡæɪ] ‘very’, [mæɪ] ‘May (the month),
    [pɔɪ] ‘pay’,

(vii) [æɪ] in Glenoe words of doubtful origin
    [dɔɪəbɪl] ‘shake, wobble’, [fɔɪk] ‘to fuss ineffectually
    at a job’; ‘one who so fusses’ (? ON ðɪɡa, ‘to move
    briskly or restlessly’),
    [ɡʊɪp] ‘uncouth lout’, [kæɪʃ] ‘shake up, toss about,
    jöht’,
    [kraʊɪnd] ‘shrunken’ (? < Scots Gaelic crión, ‘to
    wither’)
    [rɛɪb] ‘thin horse (or person)’, [skɔɪt] ‘sharp, glancing
    blow’ (? < ON skjër, the unlauteled stem of skjett ‘to
    shoot’)

No. 16 [œɪ], as already stated above, represents ME i

(i) < OE i, ū
    [meɪn] ‘mine (belonging to me)’, [mæʊəd] ‘scythe’,
    [tʊɪɛə] ‘to tire’.

(ii) < ON I, ū

(iii) < Old French /
    ‘reply’,

No. 17 [œi] This diphthong, which is not of frequent
occurrence, represents ME ai, ui, in words generally of
French origin.

(i) < Old French oi, ui
    ‘point’,
    [vɔɪs] ‘voice’.

(ii) < Gaelic (various sources)
    [bɔlˈtɔɪ] ‘Beltoy’ (local place name, earlier
pronunciation [bɔlit]). For the latter part of the word
ep. Gaelic tìgh, toigh ‘house’,
    [kɾeɪnəˈboi] ‘Craignaboy’ (local place name. For the
latter part of the word cp. Gaelic baidhe ‘yellow’),
    [məʊəld] ‘hornless’ (ultimately < Gaelic maol ‘bald’;
    ‘hornless’)

(iii) [æu] in words of doubtful origin
    [bʊɛ] ‘boy’ (earlier pronunciation [bɔɪ]), [tʊɛ] ‘toy’
    (< Dutch tuig, speeltuig).

No. 18 [ʊə] This diphthong is used in Regional Standard
speech throughout the province of Ulster as the equivalent of
RP [au]. It is, however, comparatively rare in the speech of
Ulster-Scots districts such as Glenoe, where it generally
represents ME au and ou or a, o followed by l. The reason for
the relative scarcity of the diphthong is clearly that, although
ME i—Glenoe [æɪ] or [œɪ], yet ME æ remains in Glenoe as a
pure vowel, viz., [ɪ] or [ɪː]. This situation is typical of many
modern Scottish dialects and probably reflects the state of
affairs already attained in the early 17th century, i.e.,
the beginning of the Plantation period.

(i) < ME au, ou—OE (various sources)

(ii) < ON ou, ʊə, etc.

(iii) < Old French ou

(iv) < ME a + l (with loss of d)

(v) < ME −ol or −ol + consonant (with occasional loss
of l)

(vi) OE ʊ or ʊ lengthened, probably from the Standard
(vii) < Old French ë ë probably via Larne 
[kalisis] 'couch', [staull] 'stout'.

(viii) Glenoe [ñi] in words of doubtful origin
[baïx] or [blëi-xar] or [waïx] 'cough' (probably echoic), 
[gaïl] 'throb with pain'; [krëiïde] 'cream cheese', 
[krëï] 'smallest pig of a litter'; 'very small person' 
(derogatory), [mi-jëi] 'faint sound', [poii] 'head' (cp. 
polf)
[poii] 'pole' (ultimately < OE pël), 
[siïj] 'throb with pain'; ['kriïde] 'cream cheese', 
[kiï] 'smallest pig of a litter'; 'very small person' 
(derogatory), [mi-jëi] 'faint sound', [poii] 'head' (cp. 
polf)
[poii] 'pole' (ultimately < OE pël), 

Consonants
In examining the Glenoe consonants in relation to those of 
ME we note that there are fewer differences between the 
mediaeval sounds and their modern reflexes than there are in 
the case of the vowels. The differences that do exist – which 
may or may not be paralleled in RP – can be summed up 
under the following heads:

(1) Glenoe lacks a consonant that appears in ME

(i) b
Note in this connexion that the intrusive [b] of the 
standard language does not appear in the Glenoe words:
[faml] 'fumble', [graml] 'crumble'; 'fine crumbs', 
[thaëm] 'thimble'.

(ii) d
Finally: [ba:n] 'band', [blëïm] 'blind', [ca:m] 'end', 
[er'm] 'emands', [hil] 'field', [gran] 'ground', 
'thousand'. 
Medially: [haïxar] 'to hinder', [haïlre] 'hardly', 
[wouor] 'wander'.

(iii) f
[heïnkërta] 'handkerchief', [maïs:el] 'myself', 
[oz], [a] 'of', [war:se:iz] 'ourselves'.

(iv) g
[samboan] 'something'.

(v) l
[bjü:] 'blue', [ba:] 'ball', [fû:] 'full', [ha:] 'hold', 
[ko:ta] 'colter', [neu:] 'knoll', [piü:] 'plough', 
[soor] 'shoulder'.

(vi) n
[kaïl] 'kiln', and surnames such as [ro:besan] 'Robinson'.

(vii) r
[ka:trd] 'cartridge', and frequently in words like 
[jaiïste] 'yesterday', [ga:ldad] (for [ga:ldard]) 'shouted 
incoherently', i.e. in the sequence interdental, schwa, r, 
alveolar, the r may drop out.

(viii) t
[biss] 'cattle (i.e. beasts)', [d'oes] 'joist', [e:me] 'empty', 

(ix) v
[hec] 'have', [lec] 'leave', [swil] 'swivel'.

(x) w
[ka] 'quoth' (only the phrases [ka:hi:] and [ka:sic] – 'quoth 
he, quoth she' – used in oral narration), 
[koet] 'quot'.

(2) Glenoe has an intrusive consonant which does not appear 
in ME or in RP

(i) [r]

(ii) [l]
[jaënst] 'once', ['se:rtantle] 'certainly', [sadantle] 
'suddenly'.

(3) Glenoe has a voiced consonant where ME or Early 
Modern English has its unvoiced counterpart

(i) [g] for [k]
[gram] 'crumbs'.

(ii) [d], or [b] (dental) for [t]
[ke:ipandar] 'carpenter', [kampe:datar] 'competitor' 
[pro:desan] 'protestant'.
(4) Glenoe has an unvoiced consonant where ME has its voiced counterpart

(i) [k] for [g]

(ii) [t] for [d]

(iii) [s] for [dz]

(5) Glenoe has a different consonantal phoneme as compared with ME

(i) [d], [D] for [θ]
[fe:ɾər] 'farther', [fərdz] 'farthing'.

(ii) [dz] for [d]
[dzii] 'dew'; 'due', [dzak] 'a duck', [redzʊs] 'reduce'.

(iii) [θ] for [d]

(iv) [h] for [f]
[he:θ] 'faith!' (as an interjection).

(v) [l] for [n]
[tɕæmlə] 'chimney'.

(vi) [n] for [l]
[kɑ:noɡ] 'colologue, confabulate'.

(vii) [n] for [m]
[ɡreɪndɛm] 'grimed in', [pɔntəməim] 'pantomime'.

(viii) [n] for [ŋ]

(ix) [r] for [l]
[θærʊz] 'jalouse, surmise'.

(x) [r] for [t]
[ɔr] 'out of' (in phrases such as [go:ɾəðət] 'go on out of that').

(xi) [ɾ] for [s]

(xii) [ɾ] for [l]
[ste:ɾəkət] 'hysterical' (with aphaeresis).

(xiii) [ɾ] for [ɾ]

(xiv) [ɾ] for [b]
[ɡev] 'gable', [mɛəɾv] 'marble (plaything)'.

(xv) [ɾ] for [w]
[ʃɛɾv] 'Irwin', [koɾv] 'caraway'.

(6) Glenoe has one consonant where ME has two others

(i) [s] for [ʃ]
[ʃʊ:] 'sew', [ʃʊt] 'suit', 'uʃɪʃe' 'tissue'.

(ii) [z] for [ʐ]

(7) Metatheses

(i) [ɾ] + vowel for vowel + [ɾ]
[bræst] 'burst', [krədz] 'curds (and whey)'.

(ii) vowel + [ɾ] for [ɾ] + vowel
[biəɾəz] 'bristly', [gærn] 'complain' (ultimately < OE ġrennian, cp. grin),

(iii) [nl] for [lm]
[ɔmənl] 'overtum (a bowl, a box, etc.)' cp. (over)whelm.
(8) Glenoe has kept certain consonants which have disappeared in other English dialects

(i)

In Glenoe /h/ is generally heard for orthographic h except in weakly stressed pronominal forms:

[gi:at 'tə sm] 'give it to him'
[e haz 'lə tə sm] 'he has lost his own'

On the other hand, where RP has restored /h/ in certain spelling pronunciations, Glenoe has no /h/:


(ii)

In Glenoe /r/ has not been lost in final or preconsonantal positions, except in the few cases mentioned above under (i) (vii). Parasitic /r/ is unknown.

(iii)

Unvoiced /w/ (i.e., /ʍ/) corresponds to orthographic wh, except where the spelling is not etymologically justified, as in whelk, whole, whooping-cough, which in Glenoe are pronounced [wAlk], [he :! ] , [hii :a r] , [hOpan- ,kəx]

(iv)

Glenoe has preserved /w/ in [two] 'two'

(v)

The unvoiced velar fricative /x/ is preserved in many Glenoe words including:


(9) Glenoe occasionally has a different consonant from RP not as a result of a sound change, but probably because of Scandinavian influence

(i) /g/ represents RP /ð/:

[braːg] 'bridge', [raːɡ] 'ridge'

(ii) /k/ represents RP /ts/:

[kaːf] 'chaff', [kaːst] 'chest, box'

Notes

7 For a valuable discussion on the compatibility of the descriptive and the historical approaches, see McIntosh, Angus, An Introduction to a Survey of Scottish Dialects (Edinburgh, 1952), 12.
9 The writer hopes to complete a detailed work on all aspects of the Glenoe dialect's phonology in the near future.
10 Jordan, R., Handbuch der Mittelenglischen Grammatik (Heidelberg, 1934), 62.
11 In relationship to i, the Glenoe vowel is extremely lowered and somewhat centred.
12 < OE lif 'a limb'; 'a joint'.
13 Cp. OE syndrig.
14 Holmer, op. cit. (1940), 117 griseach [ˈɡriːsax] 'embers, cinders'.
15 Dieth, op. cit. §21.
16 < Gaelic go léir.
17 ? French haut goit > hogoo, hogo (OED).
18 Björkman, E., Scandinavian Loan-words in Middle English (Halle, 1900).
19 Grant, op. cit. (1931), §39.
20 The last three categories, (iv), (v), (vi), are either loans from another dialect or intrusions from the standard language via Lame. For the usual treatment of ð see vowel No. 2 above.
21 See No. 12, (x), (xi), (xii) above .
22 Evans, E. Estyn, Irish Heritage (Dundalk, 1949), 77.
The Ulster Dialect Survey*

Robert J. Gregg

The primary purpose of the project – under the direction of the well-known folklorist Dr. Richard Hayward and Mr. G. B. Adams of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club – is to collect material for an Ulster Dialect Dictionary. Over 12,000 words have poured in to headquarters in Belfast, including useful contributions from Canada, where in Toronto, for example, many well-known Ulster dialect words such as dunt 'to nudge', clabber 'mud', guily 'large knife', spraghal 'sprawl', stiaghy 'an unappetising mixture of food', switherin' 'hesitating', and the poetic dailigon ('twilight', i.e. 'daylight gone') are still in use, if not publicly, at least within the family circle, among those whose ancestors came out from 'the ould sod' even as much as seven or eight generations ago. Because a great deal of attention has been given to the exact pronunciation and distribution of the dialect words within the northern province of Ireland, it is hoped that the information accumulated will be a help to the linguistic geographers of Canada and the U.S. who are trying to trace certain North American usages to a precise spot in the British Isles.

Introduction

Since the scope of [the Canadian Linguistic] Association's interests was officially widened some time ago, I do not need to apologize for choosing a topic which seems to be so far over the horizon from a Canadian point of view. It may be worth emphasizing, however, that the Survey I am discussing, which deals with the dialects of English spoken in Ulster, is not without relevance for other similar surveys both in Great Britain and in North America. From a diachronic viewpoint Ireland in general and Ulster in particular is in some ways a linguistic museum where we find preserved many features apparently characteristic of the speech of both England and Scotland during the 16th and 17th centuries, which is of course also the period during which English moved across the Atlantic to gain a foothold in North America. A further trans-Atlantic link arises from the mass migrations during the 18th century of the 'so-called' Ulster Scots (or Scotch-Irish) to the U.S., as well as from their movement in more recent times to Canada, especially Ontario, where their influence seems to be most clearly discernible in the Ottawa Valley region. North American linguistic geographers thus still find traces of Ulster speech in various parts of Canada and the U.S., just as English and Scottish dialectologists find remnants of their own dialects in Ulster.

Apart from this historical and linguistic-geographical relevance, the Ulster dialects have features of interest to general linguistics, especially those which arise from the creative interaction of two widely divergent language types, viz., Celtic and Germanic, which started on the east coast of Great Britain some 1500 years ago and which is still a vital issue in the Gaeltacht of county Donegal to-day¹. The vagueness which usually attends substratum, adstratum and superstratum discussions elsewhere does not apply to the situation in Ulster, for we may still refer to the source dialects in England or Scotland to the east, and to the living Gaelic dialects of the west in our attempts to disentangle the constituent strands – phonological, lexical, syntactical – which make up the present-day Northern Irish dialects.

Organization

Although the importance of Ulster dialects has long been recognized by outside linguists, the detailed appreciation of their influence has been hampered by a lack of scientific descriptions comparable to those available for England, Scotland and North America in the works of men like Orton, Dieth, Kurath, etc. Thus an important gap was filled when the Ulster Dialect Survey was started in 1951, and the task of collecting dialect material was undertaken by a specially created section of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, an old-established and well-connected learned society with wide-ranging regional interests. It was decided that the area under consideration should include not only the six counties of the political unit known as Northern Ireland, but also three other counties – Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan – belonging to the historic province of Ulster, and two other border counties – Louth and Leitrim – as well. The whole organization was set up on a voluntary basis by the prime movers – the well-known folklorist Mr. Richard Hayward and his nephew Mr. G. Brendan Adams, a brilliant philologist and gifted linguist. Six other collector-editors were co-opted, including myself, and the whole area was divided into eight zones with a collector-editor in charge of each. I had been collecting dialect material independently for over twenty years at the time, especially in county Antrim. One of the most enthusiastic sponsors of the

* Unpublished paper delivered to Canadian Linguistic Association at the University of Saskatchewan, 1959.
Survey was Professor E. Estyn Evans, Dean of the Arts Faculty at Queen's University, Belfast, professor of Geography, archeologist, and keen supporter of regional studies. Reliable informants were found by means of radiofishery inspectors, etc. I had replies with useful contributions from places as far afield as Toronto and Philadelphia. A team of a dozen writers or recorders was recruited whose job it was not only to sort out and classify all the incoming words but also to extract and file material from the old printed glossaries dating chiefly from the late-19th century.

Almost immediately, contact was established with Professor Angus McIntosh and his colleagues on the Linguistic Survey of Scotland, a relationship which has, I think, proved very profitable to both sides. The two bulky Edinburgh questionnaire books have been circulated to informants throughout our Ulster area, and our own recorders have entered all the information thus gathered on to our cards before returning the books to Scotland. During the summer of 1953 I worked with Mr. J. S. Woolley, who had come over to do some exploratory field-work, and in 1957 and 1959 Mr. J. Y. Mather spent part of the summer doing a more detailed investigation of word-distributions and phonology. Until his departure for India close contact was also kept with Mr. J. C. Catford on phonological matters.

Aims

The original purpose of the Survey was to produce an Ulster Dialect Dictionary comprehensively documented with phonological, distributional, etymological and semantic data for each entry. To date some 12,000 words have been collected but the final total may be around 15,000, and the present plan is to publish this material in fascicles corresponding to the letters of the alphabet. Before my departure for Canada about five years ago Mr. G. B. Adams and myself went through the entire file and with the OED and Henry Cecil Wyld as our guides critically examined the entries and selected the genuine dialectal items. Occasional entries from old glossaries prove to be standard language and not dialectal, and some informants are liable to confuse dialect with slang. Our preliminary inquiries had put us in touch with reliable informants in every corner of our region, and we are now going back to these with our edited lists of, for example, the A-words, the B-words, etc., and checking with them the current use, non-use or obsolescence, the distribution, meaning(s), and pronunciation of each item. Since 1957, when the Ordnance Survey published its new 1/6" map covering Northern Ireland and adjacent areas to the south and west, we have scrapped our old reference system in favour of the Irish grid system, which the new map employs. We use the grid reference letters and numbers to refer to the places from which we have received information, and this is now immediately intelligible to our Scottish colleagues, who have a similar arrangement. We have also for our own purposes divided our area into the larger baronies and groups of smaller baronies. The barony was an ancient administrative unit in Ireland, and its boundaries often mark the limit in the distribution of speech features and other cultural traits.

Most of our original informants belong to the older generation and to counteract this bias we have recently made a check with the co-operation of the Stranmillis and St. Mary's Teacher Training Colleges on the speech of the younger folk. The students in these establishments come from all parts of the province and range in age from seventeen to about twenty-one. This investigation has given us valuable information about the obsolescence and the distribution of words and the results are now being utilized in a series of maps by Mr. G. B. Adams.

From the beginning it was decided that the fullest possible phonological information should be sought from all parts of our territory. Mr. G. B. Adams has already published An Introduction to the Study of Ulster Dialects (which includes a description of Standard English as spoken in Belfast) and two further studies dealing with Donegal and Antrim phonology. I have personally made a special investigation of the pronunciation of parts of county Derry, county Down and county Cavan as well as a study in depth of specific county Antrim urban and rural sound systems. On the basis of information collected we have been working on the complex problems of phonemic analysis and an orthography for dialect words which would meet the conflicting claims of the various regional speech subdivisions. The only previously existing phonological data published are the entries under Antrim and Ulster in J. S. Wright's English Dialect Grammar, which unfortunately turn out to be unreliable in many particulars. A preliminary critical account of Wright's material has been written by G. B. Adams in his paper on Antrim phonology, and I intend to follow this up at a later stage with a 'correction' of Wright's forms so that investigators using the EDD may no longer be misled by erroneous statements.

Further aims include an investigation of the etymological and semantic aspects of each entry. Work on this has begun but will not be fully developed until the collection of material is completed. Special lists of dialectal plant and animal names are being drawn up by our botany and zoology experts, which will be useful, it is hoped, to their colleagues in biology and others unfamiliar with our dialects.

So much for the original purpose. In May 1959, however, it was decided to postpone indefinitely the Dictionary project and instead to follow the Edinburgh example by setting up an Ulster Dialect Archive to be housed probably in the new Ulster Folk Museum building under the care of a Board of Trustees and available to those engaged in research and, under supervision, to the general public. At the same time a guide will be published containing the material which was to have been included in the Introduction to the Dictionary of the original scheme: (1) a preface, (2) an historical account of dialect studies in Ulster, (3) a list of informants with grid reference, (4) an index of the main items in the records, (5) a register of all phonological work published or in process of collation, and (6) some special articles by various contributors, which would be varied in successive editions.
Results

When it comes to assessing the results of our eight years' work we can claim, I think, that apart from the ever-growing lexical archives we have now a much clearer picture of the nature and limits of the various dialects and sub-dialects spoken in Ulster. Our impressions have been confirmed by the recent map-work done by G. B. Adams and further by the publication of "A Linguistic Survey of Ireland: Preliminary Report" by Dr. P. L. Henry of University College, Dublin, whose entirely independent researches have given similar results. He recognises in Ireland four types of dialect:

1. Ulster Scots
2. Mid-Ulster English
3. Irish (i.e. Gaelic)
4. Blended dialects of British English with Irish.

Of these (1) and (2) are of course confined to Ulster, but types (3) and (4) occur in Ulster as well. Type (1) is distributed in a broad arc reaching from the Mourne Mountains in county Down through the counties of Antrim and Derry to East Donegal and coincides basically with the areas heavily settled by Lowland Scots planters in the 17th century. Type (2) corresponds closely to the English plantations of the same period and represents chiefly an extension of W. and N.W. Midland and N. Western English dialects. Owing to their geographical proximity the Scottish planters in the early part of the plantation period tended to predominate. They penetrated to some extent this English-settled area so that even here certain Lowland Scottish speech elements are present. Later, especially in the 19th century, industrial developments favoured the expansion of type (2), which spread down the Lagan Valley, widening the wedge between the southern and the northern branches of type (1) and becoming predominant in particular in the city of Belfast. Type (3) in Ulster is concentrated chiefly in the Donegal Gaeltacht, which has shrunk even since 1925, and perhaps a few pockets of Gaelic speech in the Sperrin Mountains in N. Tyrone. The Gaelic of Rathlin Island and the Glens of Antrim investigated by Nils Holmer of Uppsala in the 1930s must by now have completely died out, as has that of the Mournes and the Sperrins. The Gaelic of Rathlin Island, which was hitherto Gaelic-speaking – actually since the Great Famine of about 100 years ago, before which over half the population of Ireland (which was c. 8,000,000 at the time) was Gaelic-speaking. Consequently the form of English that was adopted tended to be essentially the current standard form of the language rather than any of the neighbouring older-established dialects. In Ulster most of these areas were strung out along the southern border of the province and further north formed a buffer between the Ulster-Scots dialects to the north and the Mid-Ulster English further south. The border areas, although in Ulster, generally adopted with their English a pronunciation strongly influenced by Dublin standards and this has given rise to what may be called a border brogue, typical, for example, of towns like Newry in S. Down or whole counties like Monaghan, Cavan and Fermanagh. These dialects are also characterized by the relatively large number of unaltered Gaelic words and phrases still used in the midst of their English and the frequent use of Gaelic syntactical patterns and translated idioms. It would be a mistake, however, to regard these areas as quite distinctly marked off from each other, for, as P. L. Henry puts it, 'Ulster dialects should rather be visualized as a series of concessions between the four types described above than as a tripartite division with unmixed exponents of each'.

Leaving Gaelic out of account, we may draw up markers of various kinds which help to distinguish the other three dialect types. Even a casual scrutiny of the data will show that the Ulster-Scots dialects are the most clearly differentiated from every point of view – phonetically, lexically, morphologically and syntactically. Educated speakers in the Ulster-Scots areas, however, use when occasion demands it, and especially in the towns and villages, a type of English which approximates much more closely to the norm of the other areas. The division between Mid-Ulster and the Border dialects is much less clearly drawn. In fact, it is rather a question of shading off from one type to the other.

It should be noted first of all that there are certain phonetic features common to almost all Irish dialects of English, notably:

(a) a 'light' (front resonance) lateral which occurs even in word final and pre-consonantal positions (as in hill, feel, field, etc.)
(b) a point-open frictionless continuant r in word-final and pre-consonantal positions (as in far, farm, etc.)
(c) a single-flap r following interdentals, with or without an intervening schwa (as in tree, dry, three, bothering, etc.)
(d) interdentals in close connection or in direct contact with a following r of either type (as in mutter, drink, flattery, banner, balderdash, etc.)
(e) an open front vowel in words like bad, hand, etc., although Ulster-Scots has an open back vowel in such circumstances.
(f) a mid, back-centred, rounded vowel in words like cut, plumb, etc., although Ulster-Scots generally has a lowered mid, back, unrounded vowel in such words.

At the same time there are phonetic features which clearly mark off all types of Ulster English from the English spoken in the rest of Ireland, the most conspicuous of which are:

(a) an extremely fronted (actually front-central), somewhat under-rounded vowel in words like too, boot, foot, etc.
(b) a raised and strongly over-rounded o in words like go, hope, boat, etc.
(c) a very narrow descending diphthong, [ai] in words like bite, tide, fine, etc.
(d) a similar very narrow diphthong with the vowel described above under (a) as second element, [æi], in words like now, house, cloud, blue, and also old, cold, told, etc.
In spite of the fact that the basic repertoire of speech sounds is similar all over the northern province there are nevertheless a few features which help us to distinguish immediately between the various Ulster dialects. The Ulster-Scots dialects, for example, are contrasted with the others as shown in the following oppositions:

**Others**
- (a) vowels ranging from [i] to [ɪ]
- (b) front open [a]
- (c) vowels ranging from [o] to [ɑ]
- (d) the back but somewhat centred, half-close, rounded vowel [o]
- (e) only the close tense front-central slightly rounded vowel [iː]
- (f) only a ‘narrow’ type diphthong [ai]
- (g) short vowels in such words
- (h) palatalized velars in such words
- (i) tendency to voicing these medial plosives, especially with medial t

**Ulster-Scots**
- (a) an extremely open, slightly centred front vowel in words like big, hill, sit, sieve
- (b) a long back-open vowel in bad, cat, stamp, hammer, etc.
- (c) a long, back, rounded, half-open vowel in cot, caught, rock, bottom, etc.
- (d) a lowered version of [a] in cut, mud, supper, etc.
- (e) an open, lax version of the front-central [iː] in words like book, room, hoop, etc.
- (f) a ‘broad’ diphthong of the type [ai] in words like pie, dial, size, alive, etc., in addition to the ‘narrow’ diphthong [ai] in other words
- (g) long, half-open and open vowels in words like step, hat, dock
- (h) ‘normal’ velars in words like cat, garden, bang
- (i) glottalised plosives medially and sometimes finally in words like pepper, butter, baker; what, or even simple glottal stop medially in words like butter

The Border dialects are generally distinguished from both Mid-Ulster and Ulster-Scots by their tendency to use interdental stops in place of [θ] and [ð] in words like three, other, etc., and by the bodily inclusion of Gaelic words and phrases – without any phonological modification towards English – in the middle of English utterances.

At the lexical level there are again many clear-cut phonological oppositions (representing historical divergences of sound) which can be utilized in separating the dialects. Such are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mid and South Ulster</strong></th>
<th><strong>Ulster-Scots</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) two, who</td>
<td>[twɔ], [wɔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) alone, home, soap</td>
<td>[ɔlən], [hɔm], [sɔp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) blow, crow, sow (verb)</td>
<td>[blɔ], [krɔ], [sɔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) ball, fall, wall</td>
<td>[bɔl], [fɔl], [wɔl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) father, flat, grass</td>
<td>[fætə], [flæt], [græs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) bread, head, mare</td>
<td>[briːd], [hɛd], [mɛr]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g) web, wet (adj.), wren</td>
<td>[wɛb], [wɛt], [wɛn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h) clean, lean (vb.), mean</td>
<td>[kliːn], [lɛn], [mɛn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) dinner, quit</td>
<td>[dɪnər], [kwɪt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j) twin, witch, whin</td>
<td>[twɪn], [wɪtʃ], [waɪn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k) blind, find</td>
<td>[blaɪnd], [fɪænd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l) cow, house, mouth</td>
<td>[kɔʊ], [həʊs], [mɔʊθ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m) high, sight, fight, laugh, cough, tough</td>
<td>[hɔɪ], [sɔɪt], [fɔɪt], [lɔɪt], [kɔɪt], [tɔɪt]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lexical items may be opposed to each other not on the basis of phonological divergence but of entirely separate words:

**Mid and S. Ulster**
- earwig
- heifer
- clootie ‘left-handed’
- pistroag ‘object of superstition’
- bonnive ‘smallest pig in the litter’
- colcannon ‘potatoes mashed with milk, and cabbage, chives, etc. added’
- omadhna ‘fool’

**Ulster-Scots**
- gellick
- quey
- fyuggie
- freet
- croll
- champ
- ligg, yype, etc.

There are, of course, some morphological oppositions as follows:

**Mid and S. Ulster**
- cows
- eyes
- shoes
- cannot
- do not
- have not
- have to
- from me
- with it

**Ulster-Scots**
- kye
- een
- shin
- cannae
- dinnae
- hinnae
- hittaе
- fimmaе
- wit

There may finally be oppositions of a syntactical or idiomatic nature:

**Mid and S. Ulster**
- at all
- He’ll not be able to go
- a quarter till six
- He went down to Belfast
- He went up to Dublin

**Ulster-Scots**
- avaw
- He’ll no can go
- a quarter tae six
- He went up to Bеlfаst
- He went down to Dublin

**Notes**

1. For an interesting conception of this interaction see Henry, P. L., *An Anglo-Irish Dialect of Roscommon* (Dublin, 1957), Introduction.
3. These two associated features are found also in western Lowland Scottish dialects, and, farther afield, are a characteristic of most forms of Norwegian.
Ulster-Scots Urban Speech in Ulster: A Phonological Study of the Regional Standard English of Larne, County Antrim*

Robert J. Gregg

0.1 In the theory of diachronic linguistics the concept of continuous change and drift is axiomatic, and it is easy to demonstrate the inevitable results of the process, as Sweet has done in his History of English Sounds (1888). He describes how a language whose speakers have spread over an extensive plain and have settled down in scattered villages will eventually (if communications are restricted) develop into a series of dialects each differing slightly from its neighbours, the remote extremes, however, being doubtless mutually unintelligible. His description starts with a somewhat idealized picture of the gradual but ineluctable fragmentation of human speech in settled communities whose only contacts are with their immediate kindred. He quickly goes on to add that in real life sharp divisions even between contiguous dialects will of course occur if they are separated by some natural geographical barrier, and further that at a certain stage of development the political supremacy of one centre is almost certain to be established and with it the predominance of the dialect used there, which becomes in effect a kind of standard language. The setting up of a communication system focused on this point, coupled with such factors as centralized education and printing press, will eventually tend to spread the standard language over the whole territory at the expense of the regional forms of speech.

0.2 This theoretical description of the origin and development of dialects coincides, of course, very closely with the actual history of the dialects of English and many other languages. Sweet does not fail to note, however, that in the formation of standard English the language of the administrative centre did not finally prevail without some admixture arising from its contact with different regional dialects, which in turn suffered even more drastic modifications under pressure from the central speech. We must recognize in fact that this pressure becomes eventually an even more potent force than the older natural tendency toward change which is inherent in language.

0.3 In more recent years the rise and diffusion of standard English in its written form have been investigated in detail by H. C. Wyld and his followers. Wyld himself in his work on modern colloquial English has also described the origin of spoken 'Received Standard' English, together with that of its many offshoots which have arisen from blends with the various regional dialects and which he calls 'modified standard'.

0.4 The purpose of the present paper is to give a brief and tentative phonological analysis of one of these regional standard forms of English as it is spoken in Larne, county Antrim. The Larne version differs in many respects from the regional standard of Belfast and mid or south Ulster, which has been described by G. B. Adams in An Introduction to the Study of Ulster Dialects. It is worthy of attention, however, not only for its own sake but because it is typical of many other Ulster-Scots urban varieties of English which have arisen in the more northerly Ulster towns with a history and a setting like those of Larne. It has also a wider interest because it must have been a similar type of speech which was transported across the Atlantic by many of the hundreds of thousands of emigrants who have left Ulster to settle in various parts of North America since the early part of the 18th century and who have undoubtedly left their linguistic mark in various parts of the United States and Canada.

0.5 The links will also be traced between Larne speech and its linguistic background – the neighbouring Ulster-Scots rural dialect – and an attempt made to assess the more remote influence of the now extinct local Irish Gaelic.

PART ONE: The Ulster-Scots Urban Speech of Larne

1.0 To find in Ulster an urban area where the speech is of a purely Ulster-Scots (US) type it is necessary to go well beyond population centres in the immediate vicinity of Belfast and to an area where the surrounding region has a 'broad' rural US dialect. There are several such centres in Ulster – the towns of the Laggan district in east Donegal, of north-east Down, particularly the Ards peninsula south of Newtownards.
and Donaghadee, and of county Antrim, except for the southern portion, south of the line joining Antrim town to Whitehead. In the urban centres of all these parts similar circumstances have produced similar linguistic results.

1.1 The town of Larne fulfils the general requirements just outlined and as stated above it is the speech of that centre\(^2\) which is taken as a typical example of the US urban pronunciation in this study. Larne lies on the sea-coast just thirty-five miles from the Scottish port of Stranraer in Wigtonshire and is encircled on the landward side by well-preserved rural US dialects. Belfast is twenty-one miles away by the inland road, on which there are no large towns that might have promoted the diffusion of the South Ulster type of speech current in the capital. It is twenty-five miles to Belfast by the coast road, and this, being the older route northwards, runs through many towns, including Carrickfergus and Whitehead, both of which have become to a large extent linguistically assimilated to the capital. Larne, however, ten miles further north-east than Whitehead, shows so far little trace of Belfast influence on its speech.

1.2 In describing the phonological features of the speech of Larne, we need to use a well-known point of reference, and for this purpose the spoken form of English called by Daniel Jones\(^3\) and others Received Pronunciation (RP) will serve best. In view, however, of the present wide diffusion and acceptance of other forms of spoken English it is proposed here to refer to RP as Standard Southern British (SSB)\(^4\), in which term standard is opposed to dialectal, southern to northern standards, and British to North American in particular. In certain cases where there is an important comparison or contrast, reference will also be made to the regional standard of Belfast and south or mid Ulster (B). Reference will also be made to the cardinal vowels as described by Jones.\(^5\)

THE VOWELS

1.3 An analysis of the speech of Larne reveals a total of fourteen vocalic phonemes easily recognized as distinctive on the basis of interlocking chains of minimal pairs. Ten of these are simple vowels which occur as the nuclei between the consonants /b/ and /t/ in the following words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Phonetically</th>
<th>Phonemically</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>beat</td>
<td>[bi:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>[b\i:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td>[bet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bet</td>
<td>[bet]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td>[b\a:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>bought</td>
<td>[bo\t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>but (with strong stress)</td>
<td>[b\u:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>boat</td>
<td>[bo\o:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>boat</td>
<td>[b\o:t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>but (with weak stress)</td>
<td>[b\u:t]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(11) isle    [ail]  /ail/  
(12) 'Il    [a\l]   /a\l/  
(13) oil     [o\l]   /o\l/  
(14) owl     [o\l]   /o\l/  

1.4 A description follows of the principal members of these fourteen phonemes, along with a brief account of their most important positional variants or allophones:

No. 1 /i/ This phoneme has a principal member [i:] and a short allophone [i]. They are identical in tamber, both being close front vowels a little lower than cardinal and with marked tongue tension even for the short variant. The SSB phoneme lacks the extremely short, clipped variant which is, of course, characteristic not only of Larne but of Ulster and Scottish speech in general.\(^6\) The long main member occurs in final open syllables, before voiced fricatives and in hiatus, e.g.


The short variant\(^7\) occurs in all positions other than those just described:


It should be noted, however, that in separate words or fused forms where there is a clear-cut morphological suture the long variant [i:], final in the base, remains before a terminal morpheme consisting of a single consonant even when it is not one of the voiced fricatives, thus:

a greed is [a\grid] but agreed is [a\grid]  need is [ni:d] but kneed\(^9\) is [ni:d]  heed is [hid] but he'd is [hid]  weed is [wid] but we'd is [wi:d].

This significant use of the suprasegmental feature of length is, therefore, a juncture phenomenon. It should perhaps be regarded as a morphological rather than a phonological matter and as such belongs to a superior level in the analytical hierarchy.

No. 2 /t/ The usual realization of this phoneme is a short vowel, noticeably centred or retracted as compared with that of SSB /t/, to which it corresponds. It is at the same time somewhat lowered, approaching [a]. It occurs in the following words, where it is associated with primary stress:
The same main member also occurs with secondary stress in the last syllable of the following words:

- arithmetic
- candlestick
- lunatic
- politics
- wedding-ring
- megalith
- garlic
- boj
- fiz
- ga

The chief variant is phonetically also short and much closer in tongue position to SSB [i]. It occurs only before the velars /k/, /g/, /ŋ/ and the palatals /l/, /t/, /dž/ in weakly stressed syllables:


Unlike SSB, Lame does not have this vowel in the final syllable of words like very, which is [vɛrɪ], or like Austin, foreign, wanted, glasses, which are [ɔːstəŋ] or [ɔːstən], [fɔːrən], and [ɡlæsəz] respectively. Note further that the vowel in it, him, etc. when weakly stressed is not [ɪ] as in SSB, but more in phrases such as: get it [get ɪt] from him [fɔːm am] give him it [ɡɪf am ɪt].

No. 3 /e/ The main member of this phoneme is a long half-close front vowel, slightly lower than cardinal. It never has the diphthongal [i] glide characteristic of its SSB counterpart [ei]. It occurs in words such as:


The short allophone, which is similar in tamber, occurs only in weakly stressed positions:


It generally corresponds to SSB [i] or [æ].

No. 4 /e/ This phoneme has no clearly marked allophones. It is generally realized as a half-open front vowel with tongue position very near to cardinal [ɛ] and hence much opener than the corresponding SSB vowel, which is [ɛː]. It varies unsystematically in length, but tends to be fully long, especially in mono-syllables. Examples are:


This vowel is involved in one of the most striking examples to be found in any of our Ulster dialects of what Troubetzkoy called Aufhebung and his French translator J. Cantinieu styled neutralization. This distributional phenomenon most accurately described in English as 'suspension of phonemic opposition' generally affects two or more items in the phoneme inventory (in this case /a/ and /e/) so that in certain circumstances either is replaced by a common 'neutral' substitute or, as here, one of the items only is found to the exclusion of the other or others. The elimination of opposition in Lame here referred to operates in the neighbourhood of the velars, more precisely, (i) after /k/, (ii) before /k/, (iii) before /g/ and (iv) before /ŋ/ thus:

- hackney [heknə] jack, Jack [dʒæk] jackdaw [dʒækdəw]
- plek practical [præktɪk] quack [kwæk] rack [rek]
- shack [ʃæk] shellac [ˈʃeɪlək] slack [slaŋ]
- smack [snæk] stack [steik] tack [tek]
- tactics [tekˈtɪkiz] tax [teks] trick [trɛk]
- wex [weks] whack [wek]
- wrack [rerk] zodiac [ˈzoʊdiək]

- wag [weɡ] zigzag [ˈzɪɡzæɡ]

This Aufhebung is, however, obviously a phonological change which has not yet worked itself out completely, and in spite of the very numerous examples cited above there are many instances where it does not operate and where it might logically be expected, for example, following the velar /g/. The words

\[\text{calliper, card, carpet, etc., where the } /g/ \text{ or} \]

\[\text{plank, plenck, prank [pre:nk], rank [renk], rankle [renk],}

\[\text{sanction [se:njɔn], shank [se:nk], slang [sl:nk],}

\[\text{spank [spenk], strange [streng], tang [ten],}

\[\text{tangle [ten], tank [tenk], thank [tenk],}

\[\text{twang [twe:n], whang [wen], wrangle [renɡ], yank [jenk].}

The only case where [ɛː] appears is in regatta, which is usually [rɛɡəta], and, of course, instances such as goyg [ɡeɡ],

\[\text{gang [ɡɛn], etc., where the /g/ or /ŋ/ following is the}

\[\text{operative factor, determining the use of [ɛː] rather than [æː].}

A second group of exceptions is words beginning with [ken]- or [ken]-, e.g.,

\[\text{calculate, calculate, calendar, calibre, calliper, callous,}

\[\text{can, caravan, caraway (usually [ka:nv],}

\[\text{card, carpet, carot, cardège, etc.}

The words calf and calm (in which the /l/ is now silent) have [æː] in all cases, e.g., in the following strong verbs:

\[\text{drink, ring, shrink, sing, sink, spring, sink, which have [æː] in}

\[\text{spite of the following /ŋ/:}

\[\text{drang [dræŋ], strəŋk [stræŋk], saŋk [sanŋk], spræŋk [stæŋk].}

This [æː] has undoubtedly been preserved because of the analogy with other strong verbs such as begin and swim, whose past tenses are began [bəɡən] and swam [swəm].

It should be noted that as a result of the Aufhebung described above certain words kept distinct in other forms of English will fall together in Lame. For example, the following pairs have the same pronunciation:

\[\text{kettle } \Rightarrow \text{cattle [kɛult]}

\[\text{beck } \Rightarrow \text{back [bek].}

As in many types of Scottish speech, Lame uses this vowel [ɛː] before [r] where SSB has [ɛː] and B has [æː] in a large group of words, the graphic representation of these sounds being generally or but occasionally ear, e.g.,

\[\text{berth [bɛrθ] early [ɛːrə].}

The list includes the following:

\[\text{Berti(e), certain [se:rθ] clergy, confer, dearth, dervish [dərˈvɪʃ] earl, earn, earnest [eərnst] earth, ermine [ərˈmain], err, ferment (n.) [ˈfɜrnent] fern, fertile [ˈfɜrtəl],}

\[\text{fervent [ˈfɜrvənt], gern, German [dɛrnˌmən], heard, hearse,}

\[\text{herb (verb) or [hɜrb] herd, hermit, hermia [hərˈmeɪə] iceberg [ˈɪrgəberg], jark, jerkin, jersey, kern, learn, mercantile [mɜrˈkantəl], mercenary [ˈmɜrənse], merr, merchant, mercury, mercy, merge, mermaid, nerve, nervous, pearl, perfect [ˈpɜrkət], perm(anent), permit (n.) [pərˈmit], persecute, persevere, Persian [pərˈzən], person, pert, Perth,}

\[\text{prefer (verb, refer, research, reserve, serve, service [ˈsɜrvəs], service, serve, swarm, term, terminus, terminate, term, therm(al),}

\[\text{Thermos [ˈθɜrməs], transfer (transfer (noun) and [ˈtrʌfər (verb)], verb, verdant, verdic, verdigris [ˈvɜrdʒəgrəs], verge, vermin, versatile [ˈvɜrsətel], verse.}

A further group of words, this time with a graphic -ir-, has this same vowel [ɛː] plus [r] where B has [œː] and SSB [æː]. The list includes:

\[\text{Birmingham [bɜrˈmʌnəm], birth, chirp, circle, circuit [ˈsɜrkit], circular [ˈsɜrkjəlær], etc., circumstance etc., circus,}

\[\text{firm, girdle, girl, girth, mirth, myrtle, shirt, skirt, sqrt, swirl,}

\[\text{swirl, virgin [ˈvɜrdʒən], virtue [ˈvɜrsit], whirl,}

\[\text{No. 5 /ə/ Once again as with No. 4 there are no clearly marked positional variants with this phoneme, which is usually}

\[\text{realized as an open front vowel close to cardinal in tongue}

\[\text{position and like No. 4 of unsystematically fluctuating length}

\[\text{though tending to be fully long. It differs thus from SSB /ə/}

\[\text{and /ə/, to both of which it corresponds distributionally, for}

\[\text{although these SSB items are phonemically contrasted, e.g., in}

\[\text{a minimal pair such as ant [ænt] versus aunt [ɑnt], Lame has}

\[\text{[ɑnt] for both words. Examples of words in which Lame /ə/}

\[\text{occurs are:}

\[\text{map [mæp], mat [mæt], Mab [mæb], mad [mæd], match}

\[\text{[mætʃ], Madge [mædʒ], ran [ræn], ran [ræn], rang [ræŋ],}

\[\text{laugh [ləʊ], laith [ləθ], lass [læs], lash [læs], have [hæv] has}
No. 6 /ɔ/ Like No. 4 and No. 5 this phoneme has also no clearly marked allophones. Its usual realization is a half-open, back, rounded vowel about cardinal in quality, which varies unsystematically in length, although it tends to be fully long. Again like No. 5 it corresponds to two SSB phonemes, namely /ɔ/ and /ɔː/, although it differs at the phonetic level from both of these, the first being a fully open vowel with slight lip-rounding and the second between half-open and open in tongue position and decidedly overrounded, [ɔː]. The SSB opposition illustrated by such minimal pairs as cot [kɒt] versus caught [kɔt], or collar /ˈkɒlər/ versus caller /ˈkælər/ does not, therefore, operate in Lame, which has /ɔ:/ for both words in the first case and /ˈkælər/ for both in the second. Other words containing this Lame vowel are:


NOTE ON QUANTITY

Although long-versus-short quantity differences are not systematically exploited at the allophonic level with these last three half-open and open vowels /ɔ/, /ɔː/ and /ɔ/ as they are with the closer ones, yet with some speakers (perhaps not the most typical from the point of view of local speech) there is an observable tendency to use a short variant before a nasal or lateral plus any unvoiced consonant, thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hemp} & \quad \text{lamp} & \quad \text{pomp} & \quad \text{Keni} & \quad \text{canti, cant} \\
\text{can'} & \quad \text{haut} & \quad \text{hant} & \quad \text{hank} & \quad \text{hank} \\
\text{help} & \quad \text{sculp} & \quad \text{Raholp} & \quad \text{menthol} & \quad \text{menthol} \\
\text{panther} & \quad \text{panθər} & \quad \text{censor} & \quad \text{ˈsɛnsər} & \quad \text{answer} & \quad \text{ˈænsər} & \quad \text{sponsor} & \quad \text{ˈspoʊnər}
\end{align*}
\]

This shortening is probably due to Belfast and south or mid Ulster.

No. 7 /a:/ The phonetic realization of this phoneme is generally a very short, half-open slightly lowered, back, unrounded vowel which is thus different in tongue position from its SSB counterpart, described by Jones as a half-open central vowel. It is also distinct from the corresponding Belfast vowel [ɑː], which G. B. Adams classifies as mixed (i.e. central) and slightly rounded.26 The Lame phoneme has no variants. It occurs in the following words:

\[
\begin{align*}
pup & \quad \text{what [wʌt]} & \quad \text{duck [dʌk]} & \quad \text{hub [hʌb]} & \quad \text{bud [bʌd]} & \quad \text{rug [rʌg]} & \quad \text{much [mʌtʃ]} & \quad \text{mudge [mʌdʒ]} & \quad \text{rum [rʌm]} & \quad \text{run [rʌn]} & \quad \text{run} & \quad \text{run} & \quad \text{[rʌn]} & \quad \text{want [wʌnt]} & \quad \text{rough [rʌf]} & \quad \text{fuss [fʌs]} & \quad \text{rush [rʌʃ]} & \quad \text{ugh! [ʌx]} & \quad \text{shove [ʃʌv]} & \quad \text{other [ˈʌðər]} & \quad \text{buzz [bʌz]} & \quad \text{dull [dʌl]}
\end{align*}
\]

No. 8 /ɒ/ Phonetically this vowel is realized as a long, back, over-rounded sound with tongue position between half-close and close. In acoustic quality it approaches [ʊ] and it is very similar to the over-rounded /ɑ:/ of Norwegian and Swedish.26 The corresponding SSB phoneme is realized as a diphthong [ou] or nowadays more generally [ɔu]. With most Lame speakers there are probably no positional variants, but with some there are what appear to be the beginnings of a quantity differentiation before final [k]. Indeed there is actually some evidence of a contrastive use of the suprasegmental feature of length, although it is as yet decidedly marginal. Examples of words with [ɔu] are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rope} & \quad \text{[rɒp]} & \quad \text{wrote, rote [rɒt]} & \quad \text{robe [rɒb]} & \quad \text{road, rode [rɒd]} \\
\text{rogue} & \quad \text{[rɒg]} & \quad \text{roach [rɒʃ]} & \quad \text{room [rʊm]} & \quad \text{roan, rone [rɒn]} & \quad \text{role, roll [rɒl]} & \quad \text{roar [rɒːr]} & \quad \text{roast [rɒst]}
\end{align*}
\]

Examples of words ending with [k] in which length is significant are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{poke (v.)} & \quad \text{[pɔːk]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{poke (n.)} & \quad \text{[pɒk]} \\
\text{spoke (v.)} & \quad \text{[spɔːk]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{spoke (n.)} & \quad \text{[spɒk]}
\end{align*}
\]

These are the only minimal pairs that have been observed, but other words in which the same quantity difference occurs are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Long} & \quad \text{Short} \\
\text{broke} & \quad \text{[broːk]} & \quad \text{choke} & \quad \text{[ʃək]} \\
\text{coke} & \quad \text{[kɔːk]} & \quad \text{folk} & \quad \text{[fɔːk]} \\
\text{cloak} & \quad \text{[klɔːk]} & \quad \text{smoke} & \quad \text{[smɔːk]} \\
\text{croak} & \quad \text{[kɾəʊk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{joke} & \quad \text{[dʒɑːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{oak} & \quad \text{[ɔːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{soak} & \quad \text{[sɔːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{stoke} & \quad \text{[stɔːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{stroke} & \quad \text{[stɾəʊk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{toque} & \quad \text{[tɔːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{woke} & \quad \text{[wɔːk]} & \quad \text{} & \quad \text{yoke} & \quad \text{[jɔːk]} & \quad \text{yolk} & \quad \text{[jɔːk]}
\end{align*}
\]

Also in the dissyllabic compounds with –voke:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{convoke} & \quad \text{[kənˈvoʊk]} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{invoke} & \quad \text{[ɪnˈvɑːk]} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{provoke} & \quad \text{[prəˈvoʊk]} & \quad \text{} \\
\text{revoke} & \quad \text{[rəˈvoʊk]} & \quad \text{}
\end{align*}
\]

In the case of No. 5 /ə/ and No. 6 /ɔ/ it was noted above that Lame had in each instance only one phoneme, which corresponded to two in SSB. On the other hand we find that
Larne (in common with Scottish, some American and certain northern and western forms of English speech) has preserved what is apparently an old-established opposition between /ɔ/ and /ɜ/ in front of /r/, which in SSB has been eliminated in favour of /ɜ/. In other words in SSB there is a suspension of the phonemic opposition /ɔ/ versus /ɜ/ in these circumstances, whereas in Larne and the other areas mentioned the traditional contrast is still fully functional. In Larne and elsewhere as indicated minimal pairs may be found, for example:

| border /bɔrdər/ versus boarder /bɔrdər/ |
| horse /hɔrs/ versus hoarse /hɔrs/ |
| morning /ˈmɔrnɪŋ/ versus mourning /ˈmɔrnɪŋ/ |
| born /bɔrn/ versus borne /bɔrn/ |
| coral /ˈkɔrəl/ versus choral /ˈkɔrəl/ |

Jones comments on this Aufhebung in SSB and notes that the older opposition may frequently be tied in with the spelling, e.g. the spellings are, our, our, are generally associated with /ɔ/, whereas are, awr, arr point to /ɜ/.

With a great many words, however, the opposition between the phonemes /ɔ/ and /ɜ/ is not reflected in the orthography, a simple or representing both. In dividing these words into two classes according to the phoneme represented by or, it is interesting to note that the Larne lists correspond almost exactly with the Scottish lists quoted by Jones. The Larne list with /ɔ/ includes the following words in which /ɔ/ is final or followed by a consonant:


The Larne list parallel to the above but with /ɜ/ is as follows:

Ecuador, Labrador, meteor, for, abhor, metaphor, nor, or, Thor, tor, absorb, corbel, morbid, orb, sorcery, orchard, orchestra, orchid,orchard, torch, accord etc., border, chord, cord, cordial, cordon, lord, mordant, nordic, order, orude, record, sondid, forfeit, corfi, George, gorge etc., gorgeous, Morgan, organ, orgy,كور, fork, stork, York, whort, dormant etc., form etc., norm, normal etc., storm, torment, adorn, born, corn, cornet, horn, hornet, norm, morning, scorn, torn, thor, corporal, corpse, thor, morphia, orphan, longue, corset, dorsal, Dorset, endorse, gorse, horse, morsel, Norse, remorse, torso, abort, assort, chortle, consort etc., cortex, distort etc., escort, exhort etc., fortify, fortress, forty, fortune, important, importunate, mortal, mortar, post mortem, short, snort, sort, tort, torture, vortex, north, corvette, Norway.

As well as in these cases where the /ɔ/ is final or preconsonantal, we find the same opposition when the /ɔ/ is intervocalic, as in the minimal pair quoted above, viz., choral /ˈkɔrəl/ versus coral /ˈkɔrəl/.

The words with /ɔ/ in Larne in similar circumstances include the following:

borax, boreal, chlorine etc., choral, chorus, decorum, flora, forum, glory etc., gory, forum, morn, oral, orel, orient, pictorial, porous, quorum, sonorous, storey, story, thorax, tory.

The list with /ɜ/ in Larne includes:

Boris, Doric, Doris, floral, Florence, florid, florin, florist, forage, foray, foreign, forest, historic, Horace, horizontal, horoscope, moral etc., moribund, oracle, orange, orator, orifice, origin.

No. 9 /ɔ/ This phoneme has four distinct allophones.

(i) The main member is a long, close, rounded vowel, articulated at the margin between central and front. It occurs in open syllables, in hiatus, and before voiced fricatives:


(ii) An advanced variant [ʃ] occurs after [j]:

cue [kʃj ] pew [piːj ] fewer [ˈʃiːr]

(iii) A lowered and retracted short allophone occurs in syllables closed by consonants other than the voiced fricatives and /r/:


The same variant is found in disyllabic words such as:

super [ˈsʌpər] sugar [ˈsʌɡər] rumour [ˈrʌmər]

in which a medial consonant (other than /ɹ/ or the voiced fricatives) seems to close the first syllable with its on-glide and open the second with its off-glide.

(iv) A lengthened and (occasionally) lowered version of the last variant, phonetically [ʌːj] or [ɨːj], occurs before /r/ as in:


Occasionally the use of some of these allophones seems to
be best explained at the morphological rather than at the phonological level, thus with the third allophone
cute [kju:t] > cutie [kju:tə]

by the simple addition of a formative element to the base. On the other hand, although Bute is [bjut] and jute is [djut], the etymologically unrelated beauty is [bjü:ti] with the first allophone, and duty is likewise [djü:ti], with [dj] for earlier [d]. The use of [u:] in these latter examples seems to be conditioned by its position between the preceding palatals [b,j], [d,z] and the [-e] in the final syllable (probably < earlier [-i]), coupled with the fact that there is no morphemic suture, whereas the use of [i] in cutie is an oristic signal indicating that the base is [kju:t-] and that the [-e] is a terminal morpheme. The same allophone persists in each case even in trisyllabic forms, e.g.,


No. 10 /ai/ This phoneme is realized as a short half-close central vowel. It has two variants. The first is strongly stressed and occurs in words such as:


The second allophone is found in weakly stressed syllables:


No. 11 /ai/ This phoneme is realized phonetically as a narrow closing diphthong starting from a rather close, central vowel in the region of [a] (No. 10), which bears the main stress, and gliding forward to a close, front position, about No. 1. There are two allophones. In the first, which occurs in front of unvoiced consonants, both elements are short:


The second, which is found in open syllables and before voiced consonants, is relatively long:


No. 12 /ai/ This is realized as a broad closing diphthong in comparison with No. 11. The first – stressed – element is a fairly long vowel identical with No. 5, from which the tongue glides forward and upward, ending about half-close front, the position for No. 3, i.e., phonetically it is [ae]. These two diphthongs, No. 11 and No. 12, both correspond to one diphthongal phoneme in SSB, namely /ai/ and to one in B, namely /æi/.

In Lame, however, No. 11 occurs contrastively with No. 12, as is shown by the following minimal pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/si/</th>
<th>/ai/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>die</td>
<td>/daɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye</td>
<td>/aɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher</td>
<td>/haɪər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liar</td>
<td>/laɪər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lie (fib)</td>
<td>/laɪ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mine (n.)</td>
<td>/maɪn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rise</td>
<td>/raɪz/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shyer</td>
<td>/saɪər/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sighs</td>
<td>/saɪz/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tide</td>
<td>/taɪd/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These oppositions clearly establish the phonemic status of each of the two diphthongs.

Yet the relationship between the two Lame diphthongs is more complex than these clear-cut oppositions would lead us to suppose. There are, for example, traces of a complementary distribution. For example, /æi/ occurs in hiatus:


except after [w], as in quiet [kwəɪət].

A schwa normally intervenes between these diphthongs and a following [r], which, of course, creates a hiatus situation:


The only exceptions here are Irish [əiːɾːs] and Ireland [əiːrənd], where no schwa comes in before the [r]. Further, when [w] precedes, [ai] occurs to the exclusion of [æi]:


Finally, when [ai] occurs in the base, the addition of a terminal morpheme –er does not alter the diphthong, so that in
the case of some of the minimal pairs already cited, namely:

[豪:ar] versus [hae:ar]
[豪:ar] versus [lae:ar]
[豺:ar] versus [sa:ar]

the use of [ai] rather than [ae] is a junctural phenomenon and points to a suture at the morphemic level.

Before voiced fricatives we find mostly [ae]:

supervise [saupraev] surmise [sormaev] surprise [sarpraev]

The influence of singular base forms, however, preserves [ai] in plurals such as:

[naivz] knives < [naiv] knife
[laivz] lives < [laiv] life
[waivz] wives < [waiv] wife

in spite of the voiced fricative [v], and a more indirect analogical influence undoubtedly accounts for the incertitude of [ai] in the strong verbs drive [draiv] rise [raiv] strive
[straiv] thrive [braiv], which belong to the same Ablaut-series as ride/rode/ridden [roid, etc.]. The last example may also be heard as [breaev], which probably reflects its transfer to the weak class of verbs, for thrived exists alongside threw, thriven. Other weak verbs such as dive (dived), survive (survived) are pronounced with [ae], as already seen above.

The terminal morpheme written -ise or -ize forms an exception which may be explained by the fact that it has only secondary stress:

The use of [ai] in the word wise [waivz] is probably to be explained as a partial modification of the local rural dialect form [waiz], with [z] from the standard language and the original [i] retained, or it may be due to the preceding [w].

In final open syllables the tendency is to pronounce [ae] rather than [ai]:


There are, however, many exceptions among monosyllables in this group:
die [diaiv] eye [oi] fly [fai] hi, high [hoi] lie (fib) [baiv]

No. 13 /ai/ This is realized as a broad, closing diphthong phonetically [ae], the first and stressed element being vowel No. 6, from which the tongue moves forward and upward to about half-close front (No. 3). It occurs in:

[raoel] toy [tai] voyage [voai:dai]

No. 14 /au/ This also is a closing diphthong, phonetically [ai], starting (like No. 11) with the tongue in a half-close, central position from which it moves slightly forward and upward with a simultaneous rounding of the lips to the position for the close allophone of vowel No. 9. There are two variants. The first, which occurs in open syllables or before voiced consonants, is relatively long in both elements:

allow [a:laubai:v] cloud [klaud] cow [kau] house (v) [hoai:z]
powder, [paubai:dai] rowdy [raudai]

The second allophone is short in both elements and occurs before unvoiced consonants and the clusters [nt], [ns]:

ounce [ouins] pounce [paouins] trounce [trauns]

1.5 THE CONSONANTS

A complete list of the Larne consonantal phonemes is given below, with the most important allophones shown in brackets:

Unvoiced plosive: p, t [t], 7, k
Voiced plosive: b, d [d], g
Nasal: m, n [n], *n, 5
Unvoiced affricate: ts
Voiced affricate: dz
Unvoiced fricative: *w, f, s, 6, 5, *x [X], h
Voiced fricative: w, v, 5, z, 5
Lateral: 1 [l], *l
Point-open
frictionless continuant: r [r]

The four consonants marked with an asterisk do not occur in SSB (see paragraph below).
As in SSB, the interdents [r], [l], [n] and [s] are positional variants of alveolar /t/, /d/, /n/ and /l/ occurring immediately before interdental /θ/ and /ð/, as in

\[\text{fifth} \quad \text{[fifr8]} \quad \text{width} \quad \text{[wir8]} \quad \text{tenth} \quad \text{[te:n]} \quad \text{health} \quad \text{[he:i]}\]

The glottal stop is the variant of /ʔ/ which occurs before:

\[\text{beaten} \quad \text{[bi?n]} \quad \text{rotten} \quad \text{[rot:n]}\]

1.6 In the various dialects of English the consonantal system generally does not diverge much from that of the standard spoken language. This is also true for Larne speech, although analysis gives us a tentative total of twenty-eight consonantal phonemes for Larne as against twenty-four for SSB. The four extra Larne phonemes are:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{[n]} & \quad \text{[N]} & \quad \text{[m]} & \quad \text{x} \\
\text{news} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{noose} \\
\text{union} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{Union} \\
\text{pamphlet} & \quad \text{and} & \quad \text{palatalised consonants in much the same way as Russian /n/ and /l/ are dental palatalized, and that they are phonemically distinct from simple alveolar /n/ and /l/ can be shown by citing such minimal pairs as:}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{news} \quad \text{[n]u:z]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{noose} \quad \text{[n]u:z]} \\
\text{union} \quad \text{[unj]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{Union} \quad \text{[unj]} \\
\text{bunyan} \quad \text{[bunjan]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{opinion} \quad \text{[ojnijan]} \\
\text{Athenian} \quad \text{nearby} \quad \text{[naj]} & \quad \text{new} \quad \text{[naj]} & \quad \text{pinch} \quad \text{[paj]} & \quad \text{stale} \quad \text{[ajn],} & \quad \text{Sun} \quad \text{[sun],} & \quad \text{you} \quad \text{[yu],} & \quad \text{Roumania} \quad \text{[ru:nmij],} & \quad \text{Spaniard} \quad \text{[spanj]}, & \quad \text{spaniel} \\
\text{Minimal pairs for /N/ are:}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{alien} \quad \text{[ajljan]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{ailing} \quad \text{[ajljan]} \\
\text{Italian} \quad \text{[jita:lan]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{aolin} \quad \text{[jita:lan]} \\
\text{lou} \quad \text{[lu]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{Lou, Lew} \quad \text{[lu]:} \\
\text{million} \quad \text{[mlj]n]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{milting} \quad \text{[mlj]n]} \\
\text{rebellion} \quad \text{[reblj]n]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{rebelting} \quad \text{[reblj]n]} \\
\text{scullion} \quad \text{[skljan]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{sculling} \quad \text{[skljan]} \\
\end{align*}\]

The pronunciation [-on] for graphic –ing belongs, of course, to familiar Larne speech. Other examples are:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{failure} \quad \text{[fe:ljan]} & \quad \text{galore} \quad \text{[goljan]} & \quad \text{scullion} \quad \text{[skljan]} \quad \text{valiant} \quad \text{[valjan]} \\
\text{Note that [l'] never occurs in final position and that it corresponds to the SSB cluster [I']}. \\
\text{That [n]} & \quad \text{is phonemically distinct from its voiced counterpart [W] is shown by the following minimal pairs:}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{whales} \quad \text{[melzas]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{Wales} \quad \text{[melzas]} \\
\text{wheel} \quad \text{[wil]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{weal} \quad \text{[wil]} \\
\text{when} \quad \text{[wen]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{wen} \quad \text{[wen]} \\
\text{where} \quad \text{[weare]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{wear} \quad \text{[weare]} \\
\text{which} \quad \text{[wits]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{witch} \quad \text{[wits]} \\
\text{while} \quad \text{[wai]l} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{wile} \quad \text{[wai]l} \\
\text{whin} \quad \text{[win]} & \quad \text{versus} & \quad \text{win} \quad \text{[win]} \\
\end{align*}\]

Note that [n] does not occur medially or finally and that the phonemic oppositions illustrated above have been neutralised in favour of [W] in SSB.

The phoneme /s/ has as its main member an unvoiced velar fricative articulated slightly further back than the German ch, as in Dach, and often accompanied by uvular scrape. This variant occurs after back and central vowels at the end of words such as:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{afgh} \quad \text{[ax]} & \quad \text{lough} \quad \text{[lo:x]} & \quad \text{shag} \quad \text{[sax]} & \quad \text{‘ditch’} & \quad \text{ugh!} \quad \text{[ax]} \\
\end{align*}\]

A slightly fronted version occurs after front vowels, as in:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{dreigh} \quad \text{[drix]} & \quad \text{‘tedious’} & \quad \text{pegh} \quad \text{[pe:x]} & \quad \text{‘pant’} \\
\end{align*}\]

and a palatal variant occurs initially in:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{hes, hue, Hugh} \quad \text{[ji]} & \quad \text{huge} \quad \text{[ji:daj]} & \quad \text{human} \quad \text{[ju:mjan]}
\end{align*}\]

the latter sound corresponding to the SSB cluster [hi] but being grouped here phonemically with [x] because of their phonetic similarity and their complementary distribution.

The /x/ sounds appear frequently in place-names and family-names:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Doherty} \quad \text{[do:x]} & \quad \text{Donaghey} \quad \text{[danagædi]} & \quad \text{Gallaher} \quad \text{[galəxɚ]} & \quad \text{Leahy} \quad \text{[le:hi]} & \quad \text{Meehan} \quad \text{[mi:xjan]} \\
\end{align*}\]

Occasionally medial /x/ is replaced by /h/ by a neutralisation process, thus:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Donaghy} \quad \text{[danæhe]} & \quad \text{instead of} \quad \text{[danaxe]} \\
\text{Gallaher} \quad \text{[galæhær]} & \quad \text{instead of} \quad \text{[galæxær]} \\
\text{Meehan} \quad \text{[miæn]} & \quad \text{instead of} \quad \text{[mi:xæn]} & \quad \text{etc.}
\end{align*}\]

The remaining Larne consonantal phonemes correspond to items in the SSB phonemic inventory, the main differences (apart from distribution) being in their phonetic realization.

The unvoiced plosives /p/, /t/, /k/, for example, occurring initially in stressed syllables, are more strongly aspirated in Larne than in SSB:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{pin} \quad \text{[pIn]} & \quad \text{tin} \quad \text{[tIn]} & \quad \text{kin} \quad \text{[kIn]}
\end{align*}\]
The Larne sounds [s] and [z] are, phonetically speaking, palatalised versions of alveolar [s] and [zd] rather than palato-alveolars like SSB [ʃ] and [ʒ]. Further, these Larne sounds lack the lip-rounding characteristic of the SSB sounds. The same features are to be observed in the Larne affricates and alike the following:

- The Larne lateral [l] lacks the SSB phoneme's characteristic velarised allophone [l], which occurs before consonants and in absolute Auslaut. This means that in words such as the following:
  
  Larne has a lateral with noticeably 'light' (i.e. front) resonance rather than the 'dark' velar resonance of SSB [l].

The Larne /r/ is phonetically similar to SSB /r/, for its main member is a point open frictionless continuant. Its most important allophone (also used occasionally by some speakers) is a single flapped lingual [ɾ] which occurs directly after /r/ is distributional. Unlike SSB, Larne has /r/ wherever r appears in the orthography, even in word-final and preconsonantal positions. In a couple of exceptional cases /r/ has been lost, perhaps by dissimilation:

- butter ['bʌtə] Saturday ['sætərde] bottom ['bɔtəm] etc.

The main difference between Larne and SSB with regard to /r/ is distributional. Unlike SSB, Larne has /r/ wherever r appears in the orthography, even in word-final and preconsonantal positions. In a couple of exceptional cases /r/ has been lost, perhaps by dissimilation:

- cartridge [ˈkærɪdʒ] alongside [ˈkɑːtrɪdʒ] paraphernalia [ˈpɑːrəfɜrnəliə]

An intrusive /r/ appears in a couple of instances:

- khaki [ˈkærki] cha ‘tea’ [ˈtʃær]

both undoubtedly picked up aurally from English speakers who would have pronounced darky as [ˈdɔːki] and char as [ˈtʃɑː], to rhyme with their version of khaki and cha respectively.

### PART TWO: The Ulster-Scots Rural Dialect as a Background to Larne

2.0 The US rural dialects surrounding Larne have naturally had a very strong influence on the speech of the town itself. It would indeed be true to say that what might be called the ‘non-standard’ speech (non-standard Larne) of certain suburbs is an almost unaltered version of the country dialects belonging to the immediate vicinity. Thus, to the south the dialects of Glynn and Glenoe exert their pressure along the Glynn Road and Inver Road respectively, and to the west the virtually identical rural dialect of the Millbrook-Kilwawaigh area encroaches by way of the Ballymena Road on the district known as the Head of the Town, or rather the Heid o’ the Toon. To the north and north-west two or three generations ago workers from the country south-west of Ballymena (Slaght, the Grange etc.) were settled in the neighbourhood of Brown’s Linen Factory. Their dialect, which is in any case closely similar to the other US rural dialects already mentioned, has been well preserved in this district to the present day and as a result of school and other social contacts some of its special phonological features, e.g. the use of the medial glottal stop in place of /t/ in words such as:

- butter ['bʌtə] Saturday ['sætərde] bottom ['bɔtəm] etc.

have even spread to the standard speech of other parts of the town.

2.1 In order to estimate accurately the role played by these rural US dialects in the formation of Larne modified standard English it is necessary to study in detail the phonological structure of the two styles of speech. To begin with, a list of the vocalic phonemes of a typical US rural dialect – that of Glencoe¹, about four miles south of Larne – is given below for purposes of comparison:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Phonetically</th>
<th>Phonemically</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>beet, beat</td>
<td>[bɪt]</td>
<td>/bɪt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>by it (by’t)</td>
<td>[bɪt]</td>
<td>/bɪt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>boot</td>
<td>[bɒt]</td>
<td>/bɒt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bit</td>
<td>[bɪt]</td>
<td>/bɪt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>bait</td>
<td>[bɛt]</td>
<td>/bɛt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>bet</td>
<td>[bɛt]</td>
<td>/bɛt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td>[bæt]</td>
<td>/bæt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>bought</td>
<td>[bɒt]</td>
<td>/bɒt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>but (strongly stressed)</td>
<td>[bʊt]</td>
<td>/bʊt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>boat</td>
<td>[bɒt]</td>
<td>/bɒt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>about</td>
<td>[əbɔt]</td>
<td>/əbɔt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>but (weakly stressed)</td>
<td>[bʌt]</td>
<td>/bʌt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>mine (n.)</td>
<td>[mjain]</td>
<td>/mjain/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>mine (adj.)</td>
<td>[mjain]</td>
<td>/mjain/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Moyne</td>
<td>[mjain]</td>
<td>/mjain/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>mound</td>
<td>[mjain]</td>
<td>/mjain/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 When the two vowel inventories are set side by side, it is clear that apart from No. 2 on the Larne list and Nos. 2, 3 and 4 on the Glenoe list, which show some divergence, the other comparable items match perfectly at the phonemic level and almost as perfectly at the phonetic level. A detailed study of the Glenoe allophones would reveal further a complete correspondence of short and long, strongly stressed and weakly stressed, lowered, advanced or retracted variants, occurring in each case in comparable phonetic environments.

2.3 Even the points of divergence are more apparent than real, for at the phonetic level Glenoe No. 3 is identical with the main member of Larne No. 2, and Glenoe No. 2 with the weakly stressed allophone of Larne No. 2. Further, although Glenoe No. 4 does not normally occur in the type of Larne speech analysed above, it is used by non-standard (and, of course, also by Glenoe speakers) in most of the words which have Larne No. 2 in the modified standard. In the case of the phonetic divergence indicated between Glenoe No. 7 and Larne No. 5, this again is not an absolute but rather a relative difference, the rural speakers on the whole tending here (as well as for the first element of the Glenoe [ae] diphthong) to use a more retracted and the urban speakers a less retracted version. Individual Larne speakers could certainly be found whose /a/ coincided phonetically with the Glenoe [a:]

2.4 The main difference, of course, between Glenoe and Larne lies not in the phonological raw material but rather in the actual incidence of the phonemes and their divergent distribution at the lexical level, each giving evidence of its own distinctive diachronic evolution. There is a fair amount of lexical overlap in all forms of English, but in this connection it must be borne in mind that the Glenoe speaker is following the model of what is fundamentally a Lowland Scottish language-type, whereas the Larne speaker uses his own local form of standard English.

The following tables will give some idea of the relationship between the two language-types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glencoe and non-standard Larne</th>
<th>Larne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>die (v.)</td>
<td>school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dead</td>
<td>stool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>(iv) asunder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mare</td>
<td>blind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well</td>
<td>bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) haven't</td>
<td>climb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hasn't</td>
<td>night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>has to</td>
<td>(v) have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>don't</td>
<td>home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) apple</td>
<td>move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dinner</td>
<td>none**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>farm</td>
<td>stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grass</td>
<td>straw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more</td>
<td>(vii) long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>(viii) any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quit</td>
<td>away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shop</td>
<td>barrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wet (adj.)</td>
<td>tassel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where</td>
<td>(ix) cinders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(x) cord</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morning</td>
<td>pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not</td>
<td>whin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(xi) cow</td>
<td>flour, flower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) above</td>
<td>full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>done</td>
<td>house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(xii) barrow</td>
<td>stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii)</td>
<td>nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(xii) barrow</td>
<td>window</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| (xiii) clay | [klaɪː] | [kleɪː] | stubble | [stʌb] | [stuːb] |
| hay | [həɪ] | [heɪ] | thumb | [θʌm] | [θʌm] |
| reins | [rɛɪnズ] | [rɛnz] | (viii) board | [bɔːrd] | [bɔːrd] |
| stay | [stæɪ] | [steɪ] | bone | [boʊn] | [boʊn] |
| way | [weɪ] | [weɪ] | door | [doːr] | [doːr] |
| (xiv) owe | [əʊ] | [jəʊ] | (xvii) floor | [flɔː] | [flɔː] |
| knoll | [nəʊ] | [nəʊ] | more | [moʊr] | [moʊr] |
| loose | [ləʊs] | [ləʊs] | open | [ˈəʊpən] | [ˈəʊpən] |
| over | [ˈəʊvər] | [ˈəʊvər] | (xix) over | [ˈəʊvər] | [ˈəʊvər] |
| pole | [pəʊl] | [pəʊl] | yoke | [jəʊk] | [jəʊk] |

2.5 The same types of unpredictable correspondences are observable if we begin with the Lame forms:

| (i) beat | [bɛt] | [bet] | (ix) boot | [bʊt] | [bet] |
| rear (v) | [riə] | [reə] | butcher | [ˈbʊtʃər] | [ˈbʊtʃər] |
| dinner | [ˈdɪnər] | [ˈdɪnər] | full | [fʊl] | [fʊl] |
| give | [ɡɪv] | [ɡɪv] | loose | [lʊs] | [lʊs] |
| (ii) sick | [sɪk] | [sɪk] | toothache | [ˈtuːθke] | [ˈtuːθke] |
| wind | [wɪnd] | [wɪnd] | toothache | [ˈtuːθke] | [ˈtuːθke] |
| with | [wɪð] | [wɪð] | (x) blind | [blaɪnd] | [blaɪn] |
| (iii) away | [əˈweɪ] | [əˈweɪ] | bright | [brɪt] | [brɪt] |
| blaze | [bleɪz] | [bleɪz] | eye | [aɪ] | [iː] |
| make | [meɪk] | [meɪk] | iron | [aɪrən] | [aɪrən] |
| take | [teɪk] | [teɪk] | quiet | [kwɪet] | [kwɪet] |
| way | [weɪ] | [weɪ] | strike | [straɪk] | [straɪk] |
| (iv) chest | [kɛʃt] | [kɛʃt] | (xii) briar | [ˈbraɪər] | [ˈbraɪər] |
| mare | [mɛər] | [mɛər] | i | [aɪ] | [aɪ] |
| shed | [ʃed] | [ʃed] | my | [maɪ] | [maɪ] |
| steady | [ˈsteɪdi] | [ˈsteɪdi] | sour | [sɔːr] | [sɔːr] |
| water-cress | [ˈwɔtər kres] | [ˈwɔtər kres] | (v) chest | [kɛʃt] | [kɛʃt] |
| well (n.) | [wəl] | [wəl] | cow | [kɔʊ] | [kɔʊ] |
| well (adv.) | [wəl] | [wəl] | loose | [luːs] | [luːs] |
| (v) arm | [ɑːrm] | [ɑːrm] | sour | [sɔːr] | [sɔːr] |
| (vi) arm | [ɑːrm] | [ɑːrm] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
| narrow | [nəʊr] | [nəʊr] | mere | [mɛə] | [mɛə] |
| gander | [ˈɡændər] | [ˈɡændər] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |
| has | [hæs] | [hæz] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |
| have | [hæv] | [hæv] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |
| (vii) does | [dəʊz] | [dəʊz] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |
| one | [wʌn] | [wʌn] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |
| rust | [rʌst] | [rʌst] | (vi) weal | [weil] | [weil] |

2.6 A third way to compare these two language-types is to start with the phonetic form of certain lexical elements and compare their divergent meanings. In this way we see that one and the same sequence of sounds will sometimes have additional semantic correlates (marked with +) in Glenoe as compared with Lame, and sometimes the Glenoe and Lame meanings will be totally different:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i) Dee + die (v)</th>
<th>(ii) above</th>
<th>(iii) above</th>
<th>(iv) above</th>
<th>(vii) above</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lost</td>
<td>[loʊst]</td>
<td>[loʊst]</td>
<td>[loʊst]</td>
<td>[loʊst]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thaw</td>
<td>[θəʊ]</td>
<td>[θəʊ]</td>
<td>[θəʊ]</td>
<td>[θəʊ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>does</td>
<td>[dəʊz]</td>
<td>[dəʊz]</td>
<td>[dəʊz]</td>
<td>[dəʊz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>[wʌn]</td>
<td>[wʌn]</td>
<td>[wʌn]</td>
<td>[wʌn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rust</td>
<td>[rʌst]</td>
<td>[rʌst]</td>
<td>[rʌst]</td>
<td>[rʌst]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
| corn | [kɔrn] | [kɔrn] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
| lofi | [loʊfi] | [loʊfi] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
| lost | [loʊst] | [loʊst] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
| thaw | [θəʊ] | [θəʊ] | (vi) broad | [breʊd] | [breʊd] |
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2.7 The consonantal systems of Larne and Glenoe also resemble each other very closely at both the phonetic and phonemic levels. The actual inventory of sounds and their qualities are identical, the only differences being distributional and functional.

2.8 With regard to incidence, the phoneme /x/ is extremely rare in Larne, where it occurs chiefly in personal names and place names and in a few exclamations. In Glenoe (and non-standard Larne), however, it bears a much fuller functional load, comparable to that of the other fricatives. It is to be heard in Glenoe words of divers origins - Old English, Old Norse, Gaelic, etc. - and very often corresponds to a traditional -gh- in the graphic form of the language:

Larne Glenoe
high [hei] [hix]
eight [eι:t] [e:xt]
flight [fιt] [fe:xt]
sigh [si:t] [sαεxt]
night [nοι] [nαεxt]
laugh [lα:f] [lα:x]
cough [kο:f] [kο:x]
daughter [dο:xτο] [dο:xτο]

Glenoe also has /x/ in many purely dialectal words with no Larne counterpart:

[dri:x] 'dreary' (weather, etc.) [dαεxt] 'wipe' [lεx] 'low'
[sprαεxαl] 'sprawl' [стεαxe] 'unsavory mixture of food'
[forfοεxαν] 'exhausted (tired)' [спεjxαν] 'tobacco pouch'
[бит] 'a shout' [гриαx] 'embers' [стεεx] 'stitch' [блаεxαr]
'cough' [дαεxαl] 'manure heap',

2.9 The interdentals [θ] [ð] [x] have a wider distribution in Glenoe (and non-standard Larne) than in Larne. In the latter
they occur only immediately before /θ/ and /ð/. In the former they also occur directly in front of /r/ or schwa + /r/ (within one and the same morpheme), the /r/ in the first case being realized as a single-flap, lingual [R] and likewise in the second case, if another vowel follows:

- batter [bætər] → [bætər]
- battery [bætəri] → [bætəri]
- try [traɪ] → [traɪ]
- consider [kənsɪdər] → [kənsɪdər]
- considerable [kənsɪdərəbl] → [kənsɪdərəbl]
- dry [draɪ] → [draɪ]
- dinner [ˈdɪnər] → [ˈdɪnər]
- funeral [ˈfɜːnəl] → [ˈfɜːnəl]
- Henry [ˈheɪnri] → [ˈheɪnri]

Before interdental [r] and [l], /n/ and /l/ will, of course, also be realized in Glenoe as interdental [n] and [l]:

- enter [ˈentr] → [ˈentr]
- entering [ˈentərɪŋ] → [ˈentərɪŋ]
- entry [ˈentri] → [ˈentri]
- fender [ˈfendər] → [ˈfendər]
- laundering [ˈlaʊndərɪŋ] → [ˈlaʊndərɪŋ]
- laundry [ˈlaʊndrɪ] → [ˈlaʊndrɪ]
- elder [ˈeɪldər] → [ˈeɪldər]
- halter [ˈhæltər] → [ˈhæltər]

2.10 This, however, is not the complete functional picture. In addition to this wider range of allophonic occurrences of the interdental s in Glenoe as compared with Lame, Glenoe also shows a contrastive use of interdental [r] [l] [n] versus alveolar [t] [d] [n] in pairs such as the following:

- [bætər] ‘person who bets’ versus [bætər] ‘better’ < good
- [gætər] ‘people who get fish’ versus [gætər] ‘mud’
- [lʊdər] ‘louder’ versus [lʊdər] ‘heavy blow’
- [sænər] ‘shun her’ versus [sænər] ‘cinder’

Such significant contrasts are never possible in Lame, and it must be noted that even in Glenoe these are not just simple phonological oppositions. In each instance the use of an alveolar rather than an interdental is an oristic signal marking a morphemic suture or a word juncture, for the interdentals never occur finally in a morpheme. In other words this contrastive use of alveolars versus interdentals is a matter that has to be investigated at the morphological level rather than the purely phonological level of analysis. There is the possibility of similar oppositions occurring in non-standard Lame, for example:

- [bəldər] ‘bolder’ versus [bəldər] ‘boulder’

2.11 A difference at the purely allophonic level between Lame and Glenoe concerns the use in the latter (and in non-standard Lame) of glottalized variants of the unvoiced plosives occurring in medial and sometimes final position:

- pepper [ˈpɛpər] → [ˈpɛpər]
- hamper [ˈhæmpər] → [ˈhæmpər]
- pup [pʌp] → [pʌp]
- lettuce [ˈleːtsəs] → [ˈleːtsəs]
- plenty [ˈplənti] → [ˈplənti]
- pat [pæt] → [pæt]
- buckle [ˈbʌkli] → [ˈbʌkli]
- bunk [bʌŋk] → [bʌŋk]

In non-standard Lame medial and final /t/ is often realized as a simple glottal stop:

- [leːtəs] → [pleːnətʃə]

2.12 Other differences in the incidence of certain consonants in Glenoe as compared with Lame may be ascribed to the language-types on which they severally model themselves. The Lame medial cluster /mb/ for example, is generally matched in Glenoe by a simple /m/:

- fumble [ˈfʌmbəl] → [ˈfʌmbəl]
- rumble [ˈrʌmbəl] → [ˈrʌmbəl]
- thimble [ˈθɪmbl] → [ˈθɪmbl]
- timber [ˈtɪmər] → [ˈtɪmər]
- tumble [ˈtʌmbəl] → [ˈtʌmbəl]

A simple /n/ and /l/ in Glenoe likewise corresponds to the Lame medial and final cluster /nd/ and final /ld/:

- band [bænd] → [bæn]
- blind [blaɪnd] → [blaɪn]
- end [eンド] → [eン]
- ground [ɡraʊnd] → [ɡraʊn]
- kind [kɪnd] → [kɪn]
- round [raʊnd] → [rʌn]
- thousand [ˈθaʊzənd] → [ˈθaʊzən]
- candle [ˈkændəl] → [ˈkændəl]
- thunder [ˈθʌndər] → [ˈθʌndər]
- yonder [ˈʌndər] → [ˈʌndər]
- cold [kəʊld] → [kəʊl]
- field [fild] → [fil]

In the same way Glenoe often has a simple /ŋ/ where Lame has the cluster /ŋg/:

- anger [ˈeŋgər] → [ˈaŋgər]
PART THREE: The Gaelic Background

3.0 The task of estimating the degree to which the US speech of town and country may have been influenced by Gaelic is beset with special difficulties since the local Irish spoken until recently in the Glens of Antrim (GA) and on Rathlin Island (RI) is now virtually extinct. We are, however, fortunate in having two studies in county Antrim Gaelic written by the Swedish Celticist Nils M. Holmer, who during the thirties investigated the language of the last remaining native Irish speakers in the two areas mentioned. It is largely on these studies that the following general observations are based, although some check is provided by the writer’s personal observations of the native Irish speech of Fanad, Glenvar, Urris and other parts of county Donegal. The Urris dialect has recently been classified along with East Ulster by Professor Heinrich Wagner, who also describes the two former as sharing ‘a few typical East Ulster features’.

3.1 Irish is a language in which phonologically speaking the consonants have primacy, a fact obscured by the normal orthography, which uses vocalic digraphs and trigraphs to indicate consonantal quality. In order to keep in line, however, with the treatment of the US speech above, the Irish vowels will be dealt with first.

3.2 It is convenient for our purposes here that Holmer has in every instance made comparisons between the county Antrim Gaelic sounds and those of the local county Antrim English. He does not actually set out to give a phonemic analysis of the different dialects, but on the basis of his comments it is easy enough to see which sounds are conditioned by their phonetic environment and which are likely to have phonemic status.

3.3 Holmer’s general impression is that the GA and RI vowels are ‘the same as’ or ‘identical with’ the corresponding sounds in Antrim English. The following list shows the vocalic range in both Gaelic dialects, Holmer’s symbols being equated with those used earlier in this study, and the numbers of the Lame and Glenoe vowels being added for reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holmer</th>
<th>Gregg</th>
<th>Glencoe</th>
<th>Lame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
<td>(iː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.2</td>
<td>iː</td>
<td>[iːː]</td>
<td>(iːː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.3</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>[uː]</td>
<td>(u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.4</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.5</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>(ɛ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.6</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>[ɛː]</td>
<td>(ɛː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.7</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>[ɛː]</td>
<td>(ɛː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.8</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>(o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.9</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[oː]</td>
<td>(oː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.10</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[oː]</td>
<td>(oː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.11</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[oː]</td>
<td>(oː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.12</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>[oː]</td>
<td>(oː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.13</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>(u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.14</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>[uː]</td>
<td>(uː)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.15</td>
<td>ʌ</td>
<td>[ʌ]</td>
<td>(ʌ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 The general parallelism between the vowels of the two Gaelic dialects on the one hand and those of the US styles of speech on the other needs no emphasizing. In spite of his using the same symbol for his No. 4 and No. 7, Holmer comments on the 'considerable difference in quality between the short and long e'\(^6\). He adds that the short version ranges 'from an open \(i\)' ... to a broad (short) a-sound (as in 'hat' or even as in French \(l\)a; phonetically \(e\), \(a\) ...)\(^7\). This is the sound he hears in the county Antrim pronunciation of \(b\)ig, \(d\)id, \(h\)ill, \(p\)ig, in other words the Glenveagh vowel transcribed above as [æ]. Holmer's No. 7, the long [ɛ:], as in GA and RI, \(f\)ear, seems to be identical with Larne and Glenoe [ɛ], as in \(f\)air.

3.5 The exact quality of Holmer's short [ɔ] (No. 11) is a little more doubtful. He hears it in GA and RI cos 'foot' and among other questionable examples also in the local English cut, trouble, which would suggest that it was identical with Belfast [ɔ], and the equivalent of Larne and Glenoe [ɻ], which is similar in tongue position but unrounded. That these latter sounds are close in articulation to long [ɔ] is shown by the fact that her (Glenoe [hɔr]) when pronounced with a lengthened vowel, as it is in non-standard Larne, becomes [hɔr] and in the same way does, which is [dɔz] in Larne, becomes [dɔz], a pronunciation frequently heard in Belfast. Holmer claims that his long [ɔ] is 'almost exactly the same' as the short one (GA), that is, practically the short sound becomes sustained (RI), and that in any case it is identical with the local county Antrim English vowel in God, Cushendall, cost\(^7\). This long vowel agrees therefore with Glenoe and Larne [ɔ].

3.6 One point of difference must be noted, namely that in the two Gaelic dialects vowel length is not conditioned by the phonetic environment, as it is almost exclusively in Larne and Glenoe\(^{16}\). In fact, although - as stated - Holmer does not set out to make a phonemic analysis of GA and RI and therefore has not sought out series of minimal pairs, yet using the material he provides we note that in both dialects, e.g., \(b\)ata [bɔtə] 'stick' is distinguished from \(b\)ata [bɔta] 'boat', and in GA cuinne [kɔnɪ] 'churn' from caoinneadh [kɔnɭ] 'crying', merely by the length of the stressed vowel. Further, in GA \(i\)th [ɪx\'], \(i\)the [ɪx\'] (eat) has a short [ɪ], whereas \(a\)isidhte [ɪx\'nə] 'night' has a long [ɪ] in similar phonetic surroundings.\(^{17}\) A more detailed knowledge of these two dialects of Irish would undoubtedly reveal that a significant contrastive use of the suprasegmental feature of length was widespread in their vocalic systems. The same opposed vowel lengths also exist in Glenoe and Larne, but as already shown they function only at the sub-phonemic level and with one very marginal exception are not used to distinguish one word-form from another.

3.7 It is worth noting in connection with 1.3 (No. 8) above that the opposition [ɔ] versus [ə] is not neutralised before [r] in GA, but is preserved and may be exploited, as in US in minimal pairs such as:

- \(b\)óthar [bɔθər] 'road' versus \(b\)odhar [bɔθər] 'deaf'

3.8 Ranging further afield it is observed that similar correspondences to those described above characterise the relationship of Gaelic to the local English of county Donegal. The extremely open Glenveagh vowel [æ] crops up as far away as the country to the south and west of Ardara in Gaelic words such as \(m\)im [ɪm] 'butter' \(s\)in [ʃɪn] 'that' as well as in the local English version of \(s\)im, \(ʃ\)in, etc. In north-east Donegal, the Glenvar English and Irish speech have the same fronted [ɹ] and [ɾ] typical of the county Antrim Gaelic and US dialects described above and have the same characteristic distribution of the two sounds in each of the languages under discussion. In other words Glenvar English uses [ɹ] or [ɾ] according to phonetic context, as does county Antrim US, whereas in Glenvar Irish as well as in that of county Antrim, although the same two vowels - identical in quality and quantity - occur, the length is not determined in this way. In Glenvar Irish, e.g., \(c\)áil 'back' is [k\(\ddot{a}\)il], as it would also be in RI and GA, but \(c\)ool is [k\(\ddot{o}\)il] in Glenvar, just as in county Antrim, where the short [ɾ] is used because the syllable is closed by [l], a consonant other than one of the voiced fricatives\(^{17}\).

3.9 Holmer lists the following consonants and semi-vowels for GA and RI:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labials</th>
<th>Dentals</th>
<th>Prepalatalas</th>
<th>Palatalas</th>
<th>Velars</th>
<th>The Aspirate</th>
<th>Semi-vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>(r)</td>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>(j)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>()</td>
<td>()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(r)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>()</td>
<td>()</td>
<td>()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of these, [ɾ] has 'almost disappeared'\(^{18}\) and [y] is 'disappearing fast'.

3.10 The old distinction between 'broad' and 'slender' seems to be lost in the GA labials, and Holmer equates them with the corresponding 'neutral' sounds in English. The dentals [t] [d] and [n] are to be identified with US [t] [d] [n] and are kept distinct from the alveolar version of these sounds used by GA speakers in loan-words from English. On the other hand [s], [l] and [r] are 'not plainly different in English and Irish'.\(^{18}\) The pre-palatalas [ɾ] and [ɹ] are with the younger people replaced by the affricates [ʃ] and [ʃ], which crop up also in the local English pronunciation (and, of course, in the Glenoe and Larne version) of words like tune and dew, in place of the SSB cluster [ʃ] and [ɹ]. The remaining GA pre-palatalas [ɾʃ] and [ɾʃ] also occur in Larne and Glenoe, corresponding to SSB [ʃʃ] and [ʃ]. Of the GA palatalas [ɪx\'] appears in US but only as an allophone of /ʃ/. There may, however, be some evidence of the former existence in Larne of palatalas [k\(\ddot{a}\)] [g\(\ddot{a}\)] and [n\(\ddot{a}\)] in the widespread fronting or Umlaut of [x] described above\(^{19}\) in words such as:
which in many other Ulster dialects would be pronounced as [bæk] [bæɡ] and [bæŋ] respectively. If the palatals actually were the agents in this fronting, they must have been replaced by normal velars once the process was completed. The GA velars (apart from the obsolescent ɣ) are all matched by the normal velars once the process was completed. The GA obsolescent sounds and the three palatals discussed in the previous paragraph all the GA consonants are identical with their counterparts in the North American system at the phonetic level although different phonemic use of, for example, the dentsals may be made in the two languages. Even the alternation of [h] with [x] or [ʁ] in medial positions is common to both Irish and US. On the other hand US has certain consonants which do not occur in the Gaelic dialects except in loan words, namely: [ʍ] [θ] [ð] [z] [ʒ] and the point-open frictionless continuant [ʁ], although the frequently occurring flapped allophone of the latter, [ɾ], is probably identical with what Holmer calls the GA 'plain ɾ' or the RI 'soft, alveolar trill'.

3.11 Summing up, it may be said that apart from the two obsolescent sounds and the three palatals discussed in the previous paragraph all the GA consonants are identical with their counterparts in the US systems at the phonetic level although different phonemic use of, for example, the dentsals may be made in the two languages. Even the alternation of [h] with [x] or [ʁ] in medial positions is common to both Irish and US. On the other hand US has certain consonants which do not occur in the Gaelic dialects except in loan words, namely: [ʍ] [θ] [ð] [z] [ʒ] and the point-open frictionless continuant [ʁ], although the frequently occurring flapped allophone of the latter, [ɾ], is probably identical with what Holmer calls the GA ‘plain ɾ’ or the RI ‘soft, alveolar trill’.

CONCLUSION

4.0 A scientific study of any one of the various regional forms of standard English is, of course, important in itself. Even those whose main task has been the description and promulgation of SSB have now come to realise that the latter is not acceptable everywhere, that other standards must be recognised and will probably remain as permanent features in the linguistic landscape of the English-speaking world.

4.1 Apart from this intrinsic importance, however, there is some interest in the general linguistic problem of analysing the various factors which have led to the establishment of a regional version of standard English.

4.2 In proceeding from Larne and Glenoe to a consideration of the local county Antrim Gaelic we have, as it were, been going back historically, for we know that Gaelic had already been established in this area as indeed over the whole of Ireland for many centuries before the introduction of Lowland Scottish or any form of English. Actually when the Lowlanders were brought over by the MacDonnells of Antrim at the beginning of the 17th century they must have found Gaelic in universal and exclusive use throughout the county, except for the Carrickfergus area, where some English was spoken. In places such as Larne (generally marked as ‘Olderfleete’ on the old maps of the period), where the population was not very numerous, there may have been a few bilingual speakers with an acquired knowledge of the current Elizabethan English in addition to their native Irish. The point open frictionless continuant ɾ, which is still prevalent in both Larne and Glenoe (as it is elsewhere in Ulster) and which is quite distinct from the typical Gaelic and Scottish r’s, may be derived from this type of English. In any case, although it has generally less retroflection, it is very similar to the current North American ɾ, which probably has links with the same period.

4.3 The growth of Larne during the last three and a half centuries has largely been brought about by the influx of population from the surrounding countryside. Successive generations of these incomers have settled down and many have given up their US rural dialect for something approximating to standard English. A comparison of our analyses of Larne and Glenoe shows an almost complete identity in the range of phonemes and even in their actual phonetic realisation. The reason for this identity is undoubtedly that, in the past, rural speakers attempting to speak standard have simply continued to use their repertoire of native sounds, re-arranging them so as to correspond as closely as possible to the new and for them ‘foreign’ language-type. This substitution of native sounds for ‘equivalents’ in another language is of course (under the name of influence) a process very familiar to language teachers. It is still quite easy to observe it to-day as rural dialect speakers are still moving into the town and making the same linguistic adaptations as described above. The same situation arises also when children brought up speaking the rural dialect go to school.

4.4 The phonological similarities between both types of US speech on the one hand and county Antrim Gaelic on the other are also very close, though not quite so complete as those just discussed. They can also be explained to a large extent by the same process of linguistic interference already cited, for following the introduction of Lowland Scottish speech there must have been a fairly lengthy bilingual period during which local Gaelic speakers picked up this new language, modifying it in the way described above as they learned it.

4.5 If we consider to begin with the vowel system as analysed by Holmer, it is obvious that the Gaelic speaker had in his own language a range of vocalic qualities and quantities sufficient to match those of the Scottish system he was acquiring. In the case of the consonants he was able to utilize many of his native sounds unchanged in speaking Lowland Scottish. The only non-Gaelic consonants that he had to add were those mentioned earlier.

4.6 On the other hand even if we accept that both types of US speech owe a considerable phonetic debt to the original county Antrim Gaelic we must also recognize that during the presumed bilingual period Gaelic in turn underwent important changes as described by Holmer, neutralised many of the
older phonemic oppositions and in short drastically simplified its whole phonological system. This process was without doubt accelerated in the last phase before Gaelic disappeared, for by that time even those who had learned it as a native language probably used it a great deal less than they used one type or another of English. On the rare occasions when these last speakers did use it they failed to observe traditional Gaelic oppositions which had no counterpart in English, and at the same time they introduced many non-Gaelic sounds in the frequent English loan words. This at least is the picture Holmer gives of GA and RI at the time when he investigated them in the 'thirties'.

4.7 In trying finally to assess the different phonological factors that have contributed to the formation of regional standard forms of English such as Lame we may recognize the following diachronic stages of development.

(i) The original Lowland Scottish dialects that were brought over to county Antrim were modified in the mouths of the local Gaelic speakers who acquired them and eventually, after the bilingual phase, lost their native tongue.

(ii) This modified form of the Lowland dialects which we designate as Ulster-Scots was gradually adopted even by the descendants of the original Scottish settlers.

(iii) With the growth of towns and the spread of education, which has always worked through the medium of written standard English, a new local spoken standard arose, modelled on and conforming closely to the written standard in lexicology, morpholgy and syntax. Phonologically speaking it has without doubt complex origins, including perhaps a local reflex of Elizabethan English and some early version of Scottish standard, but at the present time its constituent elements—phonemic and sub-phonemic—are essentially identical with those of the rural Ulster-Scots dialects.

4.8 Such then is the background of Lame and similar Ulster-Scots urban versions of modified standard English, distributed in a wide arc stretching round the coasts of Ulster from east Down through Antrim and Londonderry to the Laggan district in Donegal. They are spoken nowadays not only by the townsfolk but by educated country-dwellers as well. For this very reason they are obviously destined to expand, for with uninterrupted recession of the rural dialects, the regional modified standard language is spreading out from the towns and rapidly encroaching upon the surrounding countryside.

Notes

3. According to the observations of J. J. de Cores (University of Morocco, Rabat-Agdal), who has been investigating Arabic and Berber speech in North Africa, nomadism seems to act as a check on this dialectal differentiation.
8. The writer was born and brought up in Lame. Most of the material quoted is based on his personal recollections of the local speech as used by his contemporaries about thirty years ago. Doubtful points have been checked with his brother Mr. T. Forsythe Gregg, who still lives in Lame.
13. This variant is no longer than the short vowel No. 2. A German exchange student visiting Lame before the war (accustomed to SSB [i:] and his own very similar German long vowel) used to misinterpret *sheep* as *ship*.
14. Note that the vowel in this word is [i] and not [i]. Compare this word with *fread* [fri:d] < free (v) where -ed is an active morpheme indicating past tense, and therefore does not cause shortening of [i:]. The -dom is no longer an active formative element, so there is no feeling of morpheme suture before it: hence the vowel [i:] is shortened. Cp. the examples in the footnotes below, and note that freely is [frid].
15. As in knock-kneed.
16. See vowel No. 3 below.
17. See vowel No. 10.
19. Note calico [kәlɪko].
20. Note carry [kәrә], carriage [kәrәdʒ].
21. Note can (n) [kәn].
22. For Technical School.
23. The [r] having dropped. For words with graphic -ir- and -ur-, see vowel No. 10 below.
24. See Adams, op. cit.
25. Ibid., 16 ff.
26. The German student referred to in endnote 13 heard Lame four as [fәr].
29. Except that important would have [ә:] and shorn would have [o:] in Lame.
30. Also deport, etc., but not important. See footnote 30 above.
31. This phonemic opposition of an [ә] type differenting an [әә] type is also found in the Laggan district of Donegal, even in the local version of standard speech, and in the Ards (county Down) at Portaferry, well
to the south of the dialectal border between the Ulster-Scots and Anglo-Irish dialects.

33 See Adams, op. cit., 9-16.
34 Jones, Pronunciation of English, 25-26, 66 ff.
35 Similar to Russian [ɔ] and [ɔ].[1]
36 Or Stait, pronounced in any case [slæt] or [slæt], the latter being the local and the non-standard Lame version.
37 See Gregg, Robert J., 'Notes on the Phonology of a County Antrim Scotch-Irish Dialect', Orbis 7 (1958), 403.
38 Ibid., 395 ff.
39 Of a rather archaic variety which probably has not changed much since the 17th century.
40 For these non-standard Lame forms I am indebted to Mrs. G. Craigie, Recreation Road, Lame.
41 The form [noon] also occurs in non-standard Lame, probably an intrusion from Belfast or south Antrim.
42 Here [s] seems to have arisen from [h] by assimilation, following the velar [g].
44 He was fortunate in being able to accompany Mr. Emrys Evans (Head of the Celtic Department, University of Manchester) on many linguistic expeditions to these parts of county Donegal. Mr. Evans has made a special study of the Irish spoken in these districts and will be publishing his findings in the near future.
46 Ibid., 32.
47 Cp. the Russian alphabet in which two parallel sets of vowels are used, one to indicate the palatal and the other the non-palatal quality of the preceding consonant.
48 Holmer, op. cit. (1942), 7; Holmer, op. cit. (1940), 12 ff.
49 Holmer, op. cit. (1940), 14.
50 Ibid., 15.
51 Ibid., 16.
52 The only exception in Lame and Glenoe being the very marginal opposition of [o] to [a] before [k]. See vowel No. 8, above and also Gregg, op. cit. (1958), 404.
53 See the glossaries in Holmer, op. cit. (1940) and Holmer, op. cit. (1942).
54 It should be noted, however, that these pronunciations are from different speakers.
55 See vowel No. 9, above.
56 See Holmer, op. cit. (1940) 22, 34 and 20 respectively.
57 See under vowel No. 4, above.
58 Holmer, op. cit. (1940), 22; Holmer, op. cit. (1942), 34, §41.
59 Jones, Pronunciation of English, v.
60 Dr. Herbert Pilch (University of Freiburg-im-Breisgau) has been collecting material in towns and cities throughout the British Isles and in N. America with the intention of publishing a book on the various regional modifications in the pronunciation of the standard language. At a purely practical level certain American companies have now marketed in French, German, etc., recordings of the speech of a number of provincial towns and cities, in order to emphasize the widespread divergence from so-called ‘standard’ pronunciation, and thus to help tourists and other travellers.
61 A certain number of rural Ulster-Scots words are, of course, known and used by Lame speakers, especially in familiar discourse, e.g., swither ‘hesitate’, scunner ‘sicken’, dunt ‘nudge’, gorn ‘complain’, thole ‘suffer’ but with characteristic modifications in pronunciation: [swɪðə] [skʌnə] [dʌnt] [ɡɔrn] [θɔl] rather than the rural [swɪðə] and [skʌnə] etc.
62 Lame and Glenoe share certain general Anglo-Irish syntactical patterns such as I'm just after saying (I've just said); Are you for staying? (Do you intend to stay?)
63 This may be inferred from the occurrence of the Lame opposition /ɔ/ versus /a/ in urban speech over a wide area ranging from East Donegal to south Ards (county Down). The two phonemes seem to have the same distribution in the districts mentioned.
Linguistic Change Observed: Three Types of Phonological Change in the Ulster-Scots Dialects*

Robert J. Gregg

Recent developments in generative phonological theory have led to an increased interest in the historical as well as the diatopic aspect of dialectology. The somewhat static systems evolved by the strict structuralists have given way to a more fluid concept, based on the discovering of rules which apply to sets and subsets of linguistic forms in given dialects, over specific areas, through limited periods of time, and in some specifiable order. This new approach enables us not only to formalize coherently the relationships of divergent forms within a dialect group but to approach a solution of the Saussurean dilemma by drawing clear lines between historical rules for which the underlying forms may be no longer retrievable and synchronic rules involving variations such as morphophonological alternations.

The material under discussion in this paper was collected during a detailed survey of the Ulster-Scots (US) dialects in Ulster, the northern province of Ireland, between 1960 and 1963. Because this was an extremely fine-mesh survey – it has been labelled 'microdialectology' – the data enable us to see at close range early evidence of new rules as well as the last vestiges of old ones.

The first rules to be dealt with concern the various reflexes of ME ð and probably go back to the later part of the 17th century. For the majority of the Ulster-Scots dialects the rule nowadays is that ME ð → /I/. It was found however that in the Laggan district of East Donegal and in the Mid Ards Peninsula the rule is ME ð → /I/. The settlement history as well as the phonetics would suggest that this second rule represents the older situation, while the first is probably an innovation stemming ultimately from the prestigious dialect of the Edinburgh area. The vowel /I/ thus comes to replace /Í/ in certain marked lexical items, namely those that had ME ð. In this way the statement I lost my good shoes above the school would be in the Laggan and the Mid Ards dialects:

[a lοst mɔ:ɡˈzɪn ə bɪs ðə skɪl]

and I'll have your boots done by the afternoon would be:

[æl ðiː ðaɪts ˈdɪn bɛ ðə ˈe:frænɪn]

whereas with the newer rule applied elsewhere we find:

[a lοst maˈɡɪd sˈɪn ə bɪs ðə skɪl]

[æl ðiː ˈjau ˈbɪts ˈdɪn bɛ ðə ˈe:frænɪn]

The formula /I/ → /I/ is therefore NOT a normal phonological change with gain or loss of certain features, but rather a replacive type of rule. The synchronic evidence from Southwest Scotland confirms this view.

Along the western fringe of the Laggan district in Donegal it was found by chance that [ba:k] (which would mean 'back' in the Antrim and Down dialects) means 'beam' i.e., balk. Further enquiry elicited that back was [ba:k] and that similar contrasts existed between

[ta:k] talk
[sta:k] stalk
[ha:k] hawk

Palatal vs. non-palatal opposition is, of course, alien to English, but is basic not only to the phonology but to the morphophonology of Irish Gaelic, the language that forms the boundary with Ulster-Scots in the district concerned. This very much restricted innovation arises obviously by interference from the substratum and/or adstratum Gaelic and suggests a rule by which some sub-phonemic feature of frontness and backness (the latter associated with the deleted /I/ or /w/-glide in earlier Ulster-Scots or Jacobean English) became formally as well as meaningfully opposed to each other in the above-mentioned pairs. This is therefore an innovative type of rule whose source is essentially outside the language, and which has arisen from the interaction of languages in contact.

A third type of phonological change in the Ulster-Scots dialects affects the suprasegmental feature of length. The vowel /o/ , which is intrinsically long in all environments, has begun to undergo shortening in a very limited number of cases in the East Antrim dialect, so that contrasting pairs have arisen such as:

[po:k] 'poke' (v.) vs. [pok] 'poke' (n.)
[spok] 'spoke' (v.) vs. [spok] 'spoke' (n.)

This shortening rule seems to be confined to the area mentioned, and it is strictly incipient as it affects only the vowel /o/, only in the environment of a following /k/, and only in a very limited subset of lexical items, the two cited above and also /fok/ folk /smok/ smoke and /tsok/ choke. In all other cases the /o/ preserves its traditional long quantity.

On the other hand a long-established rule for the shortening of the Ulster-Scots vowel /i/ in specific contexts is to be found all over Ulster. By this rule /i/ remains long in absolute Auslaut and in the environment of following voiced fricatives (including /ʃ/), but otherwise is shortened, hence /liʃ/ leaf as against /li:ʃ/ leave, etc. However, a few dialect speakers in the Mid Ards have failed to apply this shortening rule in two or three lexical items only. Instead of the regular Ulster-Scots /kik/ ‘peep’ /kii:p/ ‘creep’ and /kii:pe/ ‘threelegged stool’ these Ards speakers have maintained the older long quantity:

/kik/ /kii:p/ /kii:pe/

This area was settled from SW Scotland in the early 17th century and has retained an old-fashioned model of speech in general. It has been discovered that the same and similar items are also still be found in relic areas on the Scottish side. The general conclusion is that the long /i/ remains (in spite of the rule) in certain marked lexical forms – marked + hearth and home, or affection towards children, or the like.

These changes in quantity thus show on the one hand functional motivation in the recent rule for the shortening of /o/ which yields at least two meaning contrasts, but in the other case they show how a very small sub-set of lexical items may resist the otherwise universal application of a shortening rule because of some special marking.

DISCUSSION

FRANCESCATO (Amsterdam)
I wonder whether you have any sociolinguistic data (such as age of speakers, groups of speakers who prefer certain types) to go together with the linguistic data.

GREGG
Yes. The speakers who have not adopted the shortening rule for the three items [kik], [kii:p] and [kii:pe] all belong to the oldest generation.
The Ulster-Scots Dialect Boundaries in Ulster

Robert J. Gregg

The experts— and laymen— have long been aware that, linguistically considered, the province of Ulster is divided into three parts: the Ulster Anglo-Irish (UAI), the Ulster-Scots (US), and the Gaelic-speaking. Professor Heinrich Wagner’s Linguistic Atlas and Survey of Irish Dialects (1958) has provided us with the location and approximate limits of the scattered fragments of the dwindling Ulster Gaeltacht. As late as 1960, however, the boundaries separating the other two language types had never been fixed with any degree of precision in spite of their strikingly contrasted features.

With this objective of boundary-drawing in mind the present writer undertook a detailed survey of the US dialects between 1960-63. It was felt that an accurate delimitation of the speech area concerned was a necessary preliminary to any future work in this field, and further, that Ulster, where three language types are in sharp confrontation, was the perfect arena for trying out experimental discovery procedures for boundary mapping. Apart from its intrinsic interest the enterprise was also intended to provide information for the various Irish dialectology surveys as well as the linguistic surveys of Scotland and England and— more remotely— to make some contribution to the understanding of North American English dialect features, especially for certain parts of New England, Pennsylvania, the Ohio Valley, and the Southern Highlands where, according to Dr. Hans Kurath and his colleagues, Ulster-Scots settlements as far back as the 18th century contributed to local speechways. The same claim could be made for more recent times in Eastern Canada, especially the Ottawa Valley and neighbouring areas where mass migratory movements from Ulster have introduced a strong Ulster-Scots element, markedly in contrast with the surrounding typical Ontario speech patterns. It should be emphasized, however, that as used in North America the term ‘Scotch-Irish’ has a rather wide frame of reference, including all types of Ulster speech, which stand in sharp contrast with the well-known southern Irish brogue. In this paper, the preferred term, Ulster-Scots (US), is restricted to the rural Ulster dialects of an archaic broad Scots type, stemming mainly from south-west Scotland. US is set off against Gaelic and Ulster Anglo-Irish (UAI), the latter being based on north and west Midland English dialects as spoken during the Plantation period in the 17th century. Within the US districts the towns have developed their own version of Standard English, which may be called Ulster-Scots Urban (USU), important because it is also the second language of educated US dialect speakers and because, when US forms drop out, they tend to be replaced by USU equivalents.

Even a casual observer from outside will notice that all the dialects of English spoken in Ulster have features that contribute to what might be called their ‘Irishness’. The task of the boundary seeker is to try to recognize these features and then to ignore them, aiming rather to collect the data that will polarize the systematic differences between the dialect groups. Thus no capital can be made of the universal frictionless continuant [I] occurring even in word- and syllable-final position, so different from the Scottish trilled or flapped [r] and linking up rather with the [i] of other parts of Ireland and North America— doubtless a common Elizabethan or Jacobean English colonial legacy of the 16th and 17th centuries; nor of the ubiquitous Ulster ‘light’ [I] which contrasts rather with the laterals of most English and Scottish dialects in Great Britain, and probably derives— all over Ireland— from the Gaelic substratum; nor of the front-central rounded [u] found everywhere in Ulster, whose allophones constitute one phoneme vis-à-vis the two English phonemes /u/ and /uː/. Here we have, of course, a parallel with Scottish speech in general, but the monophemic /u/ belongs just as much in UAI as in US, and in standard speech of all types as well as in all the dialects. This central [u] also belongs to the Gaelic of Ulster, apart from west Donegal which, like the southern varieties of Irish, has /u/.

In fact, even with the limited data provided by Séamus Ó Searcaigh, and by Nils Holmer’s two studies of county Antrim Gaelic, coupled with the information gleaned during joint field research the writer made with Dr. Emrys Evans in the Fanad Peninsula and Inishowen in county Donegal, it becomes quite clear that there is a very close link in general between the Ulster Gaelic phonological material on the one hand and that of all the Ulster dialects of English on the other.

Suprasegmental features such as pitch patterns and the realizations of juncture would bear out these widespread areal linguistic or substratum manifestations. In the same way syntax is a useless yardstick, as even superficially very distinctive dialectal expressions turn out on closer examination to have an identical underlying syntactic structure, e.g. [te:ma] we do 'dog,' smokan abait do 'shee,' [lakan fa a buck] corresponds word for word — even without any transformational differences at the surface level — to the standard utterance that translates it: 'Tom's out with the dog, poking about the ditches, looking for a badger'. This underlying identity of patterning in all the dialects of English surely explains why so many dialect grammars stop short at the end of the phonology section, and why Wright’s English Dialect Grammar in particular has 655 pages of phonology as compared to 41 pages devoted to the rest of the grammar. There is, in short, little of interest to be found at the grammatical, specifically morphological and syntactic, level when we are searching for polarized contrasts.

Thus neither the phonological material at the raw phonetic level nor the grammatical structures could be relied on in drawing up a questionnaire which would serve as the basic tool in the whole enquiry and provide suitable data to permit the clear separation of the dialect groups concerned. From various quarters the suggestion came that questions should be asked with the purpose of eliciting contrastive lexical items as had been the case with the Leeds survey and the first and second postal enquiry booklets of the Linguistic Survey of Scotland, but the results obtained from over a period of three months — mainly in Donegal — were disappointing, as the isoglosses failed to bundle and simply confirmed the well-known concept that every word has its own history — and, we could add, geography. What did emerge, however, from these preliminary investigations was that in many cases where a given question did not elicit a variety of unrelated lexical forms, but rather variations of what was historically the same form, a clean-cut bundle of isoglosses did show up separating the typically Scottish historical-phonological developments from the equally typical north-west-Midland English forms reflected in the UAI dialects.

Following up this promising clue, it was easy to produce a questionnaire based mainly on items pinpointing these divergent historical-phonological reflexes of older English forms, relying for the most part on contrastive changes in the vowel and diphthong nuclei. The English consonants, as is widely known, exhibit much less systematic regional variation, the main contrastive situation among the Ulster dialects of English being the preservation of voiceless velar fricative /h/ versus its loss, or replacement by /j/, in such forms as daughter, night, laugh, high, etc.

To cope with the predictable variability among the US dialects themselves, it was felt necessary to set up a model with regard to which phonological segments could be judged as to whether or not they were representatives of normal Scottish developments, or their known variants — particularly among the south-west group of Scottish dialects spoken in Ayrshire, Galloway and adjacent areas from which settlement history shows the Scottish planters to have migrated to Ulster from the early-17th century onwards. This model was established on the basis of the writer’s experience gained with the well-preserved east Antrim US dialects during a period of over thirty years of investigation and study, with their synchronic and diachronic phonology and their lexicon as the main focus of attention. The model was, of course, subject to revision and amendment throughout the survey and later, when the results were under scrutiny.

The main concern of the project was to trace the spread of specifically Scottish forms, but naturally in what ultimately proved to be the neighbourhood of the dialect border equally specific UAI forms began to appear and thus gradually a contrasting model for UAI was built up whose ‘Englishness’ was for the most part immediately apparent, although some checking had to be done among the field records at Leeds, supplemented by special private investigations in parts of the English Midlands, to establish firmly the identity of certain English dialectal terms such as [el'da] ‘udder’, [ed'asə] ‘after-grass’, [strit] ‘farmyard’, etc., which had penetrated deep into the US areas, and markedly non-standard phonological forms such as [strəʊ] straw, [θa]rəw, [jə] ewe, which take the place of US [strəʊ], [θa] and [jə], once we cross the dialect border. These and other similar forms did point back to the north and west Midlands, thus confirming the story told by the Plantation historians, namely that Chester was the main port of embarkation for the English settlers who came not only from Cheshire but the wider hinterland.

It is an interesting fact that US speakers — knowing that the UAI speech of their neighbours generally approximates much more closely to Standard English than their own Scottish type of dialect does — tend to assume that UAI always uses ‘correct’ standard forms. For example, when asked about their name for a female sheep, they often responded: ‘We ca’ er a yow [jə], but it should be a yoe [jə], should it noo?’ Likewise, through some original taboo or avoidance of imagined coarseness, a cow’s udder is frequently referred to by US speakers as her elder [el'da], the UAI word, rather than her had [boʊ], the older, traditional US term. The UAI dialect term (widely used in Ulster) for ‘farmyard’, namely street [strit], has come to replace the original Scottish term everywhere in the US part of the Laggan district in Donegal, though Antrim US has preserved the Scottish cassey [kəs] and Down US mostly close [kləs] in this sense.

The confrontation of US and Gaelic, of course, presented no problems of separation in general, as here we are dealing with one of the major historical linguistic boundaries between varieties of Indo-European speech in Europe, a boundary which has been moving slowly but steadily westward in the British Isles for the last millennium and a half and whose contemporary position the writer was able to confirm with some accuracy as far as the northern Donegal sector was concerned. The only problem that arose occasionally with
Gaelic forms was the question whether a given item such as `[gɛlak] 'earwig', `[ɡisax] 'embers', etc., had been borrowed into US or UAI in situ from Ulster Gaelic or represented an earlier borrowing from Scots Gaelic imported by the 17th-century settlers. The complete disappearance of east Ulster Gaelic in the last thirty or forty years has made the task of tracing the history of such borrowings much more difficult, although O'Searcaigh's phonetic studies, Holmer's two monographs, Sommerfelt's work, and the more recent researches of Dr. Emrys Evans on Fanad, Glenvar, and Inishowen Irish⁶ have made valuable contributions to the reconstruction of east Ulster Gaelic in general. The US/Gaelic boundary in Donegal was thus easily determined, and the line established on the basis of the writer's survey is confirmed by Professor Heinrich Wagner's Linguistic Atlas¹ as well as by the data worked out on the basis of the 1911 general census figures by G. B. Adams¹. At one point (Termon, county Donegal) a bilingual informant (Mr. James O'Donnell, b. 1887) was found, who spoke Gaelic as his mother tongue, and as his second — now habitual — language, the Donegal version of US. With him the boundaries ran together in one person.

In these ways the nature of the border separating US from the other types of Ulster speech varies considerably, ranging from a major interlingual boundary with Gaelic in Donegal to a confrontation with a widely divergent type of English, namely UAI, an Irish derivative based on English Midland dialects, now in complementary distribution with US throughout the province outside the Gaeltacht.

The scope of this US boundary survey may be judged on the basis of some statistics. With the help of many well-informed local people, 125 informants were finally selected and interviewed: 34 in Donegal, 4 in the north-east corner of Londonderry, 23 in Antrim, and 64 in Down². The density of coverage was purposely varied for a variety of reasons. County Antrim — well-known to the writer as his native county — was sampled round the perimeter of the US heartland, at points about 10 miles apart. Four points in county Londonderry were enough to link Antrim with Donegal. The latter county — unexplored territory — was given a more thorough survey. County Down was covered with a micromesh, not only for the sake of pinpointing the dialect boundary, but for the theoretical purpose of seeing what extra information would come up, for example, from checking the speech of every farmer within the transition zone in the South Ards peninsula, thus closing in the mesh to points one or two miles apart. The experiment was well worth while, for the micromesh certainly revealed linguistic facts and patterns that would otherwise have been missed, e.g. the detailed distribution of US variant forms for above — `[ʃbɪn] and `[ʃbɪn], for dog — `[dɑɡ] and `[dəɡ], and for farm — `[ʃəm] and `[ʃəm], as well as, e.g., the enormous phonetic variability in the forms of ant. This county Down micromesh investigation is probably one of the closest surveys ever to be carried out, certainly the closest in the British Isles³. The materials were collected during a period of over a year and a half, the distance covered within Ulster was about 25,000 miles, and the final form of the questionnaire included 683 items.

To return to the elaboration of the historical-phonological questionnaire previously mentioned as a necessary tool of investigation, the basic assumption was that the sets of vowels which are found nowadays in both US and UAI represent two distinctive and divergent lines of development of the underlying ME vowel system. Indeed, the very fact that the two main source areas from which settlers came to Ulster in the 17th century were located at relatively distant points in the continuum of English dialects on the island of Great Britain means that we find quite sharply contrasted developments in the two vowel systems.

The history of any range of phenomena can be considered diachronically from either the past or the present, the first method being more familiar to us. I feel, however, that as a matter of principle, historical dialectology should be dialect-oriented and should take the contemporary state of the dialect as its starting point, mapping the present on to the past rather than vice versa. The current synchronic state is, after all, what is available for complete investigation; all past states are either more or less imperfectly or incompletely recorded or in some cases even quite unknown. Only for the present situation can we work out a coherent, viable, phonological system that can be thoroughly checked by unrestricted additional enquiries, and it is only on the basis of such systematized materials that we can fully understand the function and development of phonological units, and discover the ordered succession of rules added to and internalized into the grammar throughout the recorded history — where such exists⁴.

The same considerations naturally apply to the other levels of grammatical analysis as well: to morphology and syntax and, of course, to the lexical and semantic levels. We are in any case always scientifically obligated to seek 'un système où tout se tient', and the only systems completely accessible to us are the current ones, whether we wish objectively to collect so-called empirical data or subjectively to probe grammaticality by introspective methods. On the basis of such arguments the final questionnaire was worked out, as already noted, on the results of a detailed study in great depth of an east Antrim US dialect, namely that of the Glenoe district spoken naturally as a second language by the writer and as their first language by many of his relatives. Being located geographically close to Larne, one of the ports of entry for incoming Scots throughout the whole settlement period, the Glenoe dialect⁵ has incorporated south-western Scottish innovations that came into force during the 17th century and perhaps even later. In this way Glenoe is more 'up-to-date', i.e. represents a less archaic type of Scots than, say, the US of Donegal or the Mid Ards. The lists in the questionnaire, then, represent groupings of items to be elicited, items incorporating in the dialectal forms of Standard English words, as well as occasionally in purely dialect words, first the consonantal phoneme `/s/ and then in turn all the vocalic
phonemes of Glencoe and similar US dialects, which means the dominant forms of Antrim, north-east Londonderry and north-east Down US dialectal speech. The order is thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List 1</th>
<th>1 /x/</th>
<th>List 8</th>
<th>/a/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 /i/</td>
<td>9 /i/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 /ë/</td>
<td>10 /e/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 /e/</td>
<td>11 /o/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 /ü/</td>
<td>12 /ø/ and /œ/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 /ø/</td>
<td>13 /ü/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 /a/</td>
<td>14 (morphology)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These phonemes are linked back by phonological rules to earlier English forms which have given rise to a contrasting phonemic system in UAI.

Another reason endorsing the use of Glenoe as a model is that, according to Catford's schematic analysis, Glencoe is a ten-vowel dialect, compared with which the Mid Ards/Donegal and north Antrim US have nine-vowel systems, in other words they under-differentiate as compared with the Glencoe type, having neutralizations in the phonological space occupied by /i/ and /ø/ respectively.

A detailed consideration of the questions - section by section - and an evaluation of the results obtained will now be embarked upon. For purposes of reference the full questionnaire is appended at the end of the paper, preceded by a tabulated summary of the relationships between US, UAI, and earlier English (see below).

As stated above, the phonological rule by which ME voiceless velar fricative /x/ remained in US, whereas in UAI the ME /x/ > /ø/ or /œ/, proved to be the main general consonantal feature useful in separating the dialects. Consequently the first subgroup of questions in List 1 sought to elicit informants' reflexes for items such as DAUGHTER, EIGHT, ENOUGH, FIGHT, NIGHT, TOUGH, TROUGH, etc., all of which occur in Standard English and therefore have UAI as well as US reflexes as shown in this tabulation:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{US} & \text{UAI} \\
[x] & [d] \\
[e] & [t] \\
[ë] & [ø] \\
[e] & [f] \\
[æ] & [n] \\
[å] & [t] \\
\end{array}
\]

It should be noted that the US forms frequently exhibit a special vocalism: [æ] in EIGHT and FIGHT; [e] in NIGHT; /æ/ < ME ð + velar, in ENOUGH and TOUGH, where the yod either combines with the preceding alveolar to produce palatalization or affrication, or becomes zero.

The second subgroup of List 1 elicited purely dialectal words with /x/ which have no obvious current equivalent in Standard English, some being of ON or Gaelic origin. It is interesting to note that many of these - even when of Scottish provenance - have spread to the UAI dialects and are in fact found all over Ulster and undoubtedly beyond (hence being useless as boundary markers), e.g. [drìx] 'dreary', etc., [gà¡isx] 'embers', [laxtəx] 'brood of chickens', etc., [skæks] 'shout', [sax] 'ditch', [spæksal] 'sprawl', etc. A few of these have even crept into the standard speech of many educated Ulster folk who are quite familiar with such forms as [sax], [skæks], [spæksal] and who - strangely enough - tend in many cases (even in the city of Belfast) to use /x/ rather than /ø/ in the word TROUGH. Incidentally UAI speakers have generally no difficulty in producing the voiceless velar fricative, as it is of fairly frequent occurrence in Ulster place-names and family names: Doag [dox], Donaghadee [dóñoxadì], Aghalee [axelsí], Ahoghill [shoxals], Dogherty [dóxants], Gallagher [gLaxal].

At the phonetic level an important regional variation was noticed in parts of county Donegal where /x/ was represented by /i/ (or even /e/), thus DAUGHTER [dəhtəIr], HIGH [hir], LAUGH [lah], TOUGH [tθ], as well as [θθθθ] 'brood of chickens', etc., [loθ] 'tough', [sθθ] 'ditch', etc. This phenomenon is of interest to substratum theorists, as the same phonological shift - /x/ > /θ/ - occurs in some types of Donegal Gaelic. Further, from the point of view of general phonetics, the shift /x/ > /θ/ helps to reinforce the theory of phonetic change by a series of simple steps. A final step in this case would be /θ/ > /ø/.

List 2 of the questionnaire plunged straight into the investigation of the vowel systems with an inventory of items that elicited the various reflexes of ME ð, which seems to have been represented by ë in Early Scots (ES) and Middle Scots (MS), the direct ancestor of the US dialects. Mid Antrim, the heartland of the US dialects, usually proved to have a lowered front-central, unrounded vowel here, viz. /i/, phonetically close to the vowel in Standard Southern British (SSB) bit [bı̂t], but somewhat retracted. In fact, a vowel of this type corresponds to SSB /u/ in the Standard English spoken in the urban areas within the US dialect zones, e.g. bit [bıt], etc. This vowel is phonetically close to Russian ə, as in CMH [sən], but is generally a shade more open. It has also parallels in Gaelic. Other US reflexes were /i/ and /æ/. UAI generally had ë and /ø/ in these words, ë corresponding to both SSB /u/ and /ø/, and /ø/ - a short centralized type of [o] - being the equivalent of SSB /ø/, thus:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{US(1)} & \text{US(2)} & \text{US(3)} & \text{UAI} \\
\end{array}
\]

The forms with /i/ - US(1) - are characteristic not only of mid Antrim as stated, but also the North Ards and number of other points in county Down. A similar reflex occurs in
present-day Ayrshire and other parts of south-west Scotland. The /e/-forms - US(2) - belong to north Ayrshire and three points in north-east Londonderry. On the other hand reflexes with /i/ - US(3) - were found among all US speakers in county Donegal, in the Mid Ards peninsula and at many points in the area west of Strangford Lough in county Down. Contrary to appearances this feature does not link up US with north-east Scots as described, for example, by Eugen Dieth in A Grammar of the Buchan Dialect (1932). There also, ME ə or MS ɨ > /i/ in general, but Buchan has a special development after velars so that GOOD is [gwid], SCHOOL is [skwil] with a /w/-glide never found in US. In any case the settlement history clearly points to south-west Scotland as the source of the overwhelming majority of Scottish settlers in 17th-century Ulster, and the Linguistic Survey of Scotland investigators subsequently found these reflexes with /i/ (including GOOD /gɪd/, SCHOOL /skɪl/ without the /w/-glide) in rather remote relic areas - Wanlockhead and Leadhills - on the borders of Dumfries and Lanarkshire, thus substantiating the theory that these /i/-forms were once current in the south-west of Scotland and represent an archaism in US. The present distribution bears out this theory if we assume that /i/ is an innovation spreading from the usual ports of entry in Antrim and Down for the incoming Scots, from the early-17th century onwards, completely replacing the /i/-forms in county Antrim and the North Ards but leaving the /i/-forms unchanged in the Mid Ards and frequently west of Strangford Lough, where the influx of new immigrants may have fallen off soon after the first settlement period. For the same reason /i/-forms survive unaltered in the Laggan district of Donegal where the settlement of 1610 did not subsequently receive any notable reinforcement from Scotland. It should be observed that the change postulated here from /i/ to /i/ was not a regular, internal, phonological change in the US areas concerned, but rather the result of the spread of a set of new forms incorporating an innovation that may actually have had its origins somewhere in eastern Scotland, and the simple substitution of the new /i/ for the older /i/ in a restricted subset of words - not a random subset, however, but the subset that had ME ə/MS ɨ as well as the /i/-reflexes from other sources, but this neutralization was later reversed by the adoption of the /i/-forms introduced from another - perhaps more prestigious - Scots dialect. A restricted area in north Antrim and north-east Londonderry has developed a new neutralization by which /i/ > /e/; thus: DONE [den] and SCHOOL [skel] become homophonous with Done and Scale. In areas with /i/ an [e] allophone has developed in open syllables and before /v/ and /r/ (the latter being a frictionless continued), thus DO [də], SHOE [ʃeə], MOVE [mev], FLOOR [flə]. The vowel before /r/ in some areas is retracted, e.g. [flə] FLOOR.

Some specifically dialectal words with the same vowel nuclei as those described appear in List 2, e.g. [fɪl] 'palm of hand' - from ON loft - ['fɪjəg] or ['fɪd̪əg] 'left-handed', [sæ] 'ditch', the latter two exhibiting the change to [æ] mentioned above.

A morphological feature of interest occurs in the alternate developments for the plural of shoe [ʃe], which with different speakers was [ʃe] or [ʃə]. The long vowel in [ʃe] marks the morpheme boundary which is lost in [ʃə] with the older /-n/ plural allomorph. The solid morpheme soon also dropped up as [ʃə] as well as [ʃe]. The shortening of a vowel with an underlying length feature occurred also in the general US dialectal plural for eye [i], namely [in].

List 3 covered items of diverse origins which characteristically exhibit a short, half open (or lower), somewhat retracted vowel /æ/ or /e/, the US dialect speakers' usual equivalent for the vowel in SSB bit [bit] (US [bɪt] or [bɪ]). The SSB forms show a variety of developments in these words, e.g. the /a/ diphthong in blind, climb, etc.; /ə/ in bull; /ɨ/ in dozen, nut, son, summer, sun, asunder, etc.; /ə/ in bridge, build, etc.; and /e/ in chest, red, tremble, etc.

The US dialects as a group tended to have the vowel /æ/ (or /ə/, especially in Donegal) - in all the items in this list, with occasional special consonantal reflexes, thus: [bləm], [kləm]; [bə]; [dəzən], [nət], [ʃən], [səmə]; [ʃən], [sə], [sə]; [bə]; [bə]; [kəst], [rəd], [trəml].

The UAI dialects had reflexes closer to SSB: [bləm], [kləm]; [[b]ə]; [bə]; [dəzən], [nət], [ʃən], [səmə]; [ʃən], [sə]; [bə]; [bə]; [kəst], [rəd], [trəml]. The /ə/ in US [bə], and the /e/ in [kəst] represent typical Scottish consonantism over against the English affricates, as does the ə versus /i/ or /ɪ/ in the contrasting forms of TREMBLE, BOLD, and ASUNDER. Interdental [t], [d], [n], [l], and the flapped [r] associated with them are a non-contrastive, universal feature of the Ulster dialects and undoubtedly derive phonetically from the Gaelic substratum. They are allophonically distributed variants of /t/, /d/, /n/, /l/, and /r/ respectively, although their use may be an oristic signal, marking the absence of a morpheme boundary, for example: BOLDER [bəldə] - a solid morpheme - versus BOLDER [bəldə] from BOLD + the comparative morpheme [ə].

List 4 brings together forms that generally have [e] in US over against UAI /ə/ or /e/, as well as occasionally /i/, /ɪ/, or /ə/, e.g.

AFTER [əfə], APPLE [æpl], BLADE [bleɪd], FATHER [ˈfeːðə], FLAT [flæt], GRASS [ɡreɪs], HALTER [ˈheɪltə], HAMMER [ˈhæmə], HASP [ˈhæsp], LADDER [ˈleɪdə], MASTER [ˈmæstə], SACK [sæk], SATURDAY [ˈseɪtədeɪ], SHAFT [ʃeɪt], TRAVEL [ˈtreɪvl], ARM [ɑːm], CART [kɑːt], MARRIED TO [ˈmæriət ðoʊ], NARROW [ˈnɛər], BRANCH [braŋk], HAUNCH [ˈhæŋks], DINNER [ˈdɛnər], KINDLING [ˈkɪndlɪŋ], EITHER [ˈeθər].

For these words the UAI dialects had mostly /aː/ [əfə], [əpl], [ˈfaːdə], [flæt], [grɑːs], [ˈhæmə], [ˈhæsp], [ˈlædə], [mɑːr], [ˈsæk], [ˈseɪtədeɪ], [ʃeɪt], [ˈtreɪvl], [ˈæm], [ˈkɑːt], [ˈmæriət ðoʊ], [ˈnɛər], [ˈbraŋk], [ˈˈhæŋks], but various other vowels in the
other items: [bled], [holta], [hus], [d慢], [kra], [tensa], or [sid]. Among the consonantal differences we note that US has /va/ instead of /a/ in ladder and bladder. The allophonic interdentals cropped up in both dialect groups in after, gander, halter, manner, master, matter, plaster, saturday, travel, partridge, dinner. US has /v/ in marbles [me:vahl] – UAI [me:vlej] (i.e. the game of marbles). The US form of stanchion is either [stens] or [stensa]. Note also that this SSB cluster [-nt] is represented by [-nts] in both Ulster dialect groups, just as [-nds] is represented by [-nzd].

As already seen, the diphthongization process that produced SSB /AU/ (mainly from ME t) did not always affect the same items in US as in UAI or the standard language. Hence forms like bright, fight, height, etc., did not have a diphthong in US but did have /ai/ in UAI. US, of course, has its own system of diphthongs of the /ai/ and /ae/ type from ME t and other sources and with characteristic phonemic and subphonemic groupings.

On the other hand, ME á has not been diphthongized at all in US any more than in the Scots dialects generally, and an US pure vowel is thus in contrast with the diphthong /au/ appearing in all the UAI dialects (the UAI equivalent of SSB /au/) in many words such as the major subset of List 5. The ME á has of course been changed in US, having been fronted and in certain contexts allophonically shortened and opened as also in south-western Scots generally, thus:


The more open allophone [aʊ] occurred in closed monosyllables except before voiceless fricatives, as well as in dissyllables except before /z/. Directly before /t/ there was a long lowered allophone, a somewhat centred [æt], as in our [æt], but dissyllabic words such as flower of power, shower, sour with [-a] as the final syllable had [uí], thus: [fwaʊ], [paʊ], [sû], [sû]. Hour [hau] was therefore in contrast with our [uí]. Further, when our occurred with weak stress it was reduced to [wa]. The word cow [kû] often had the old umlaut plural [ku:e] in US, especially in a collective sense, referring to a whole herd. The regularly-formed plural with [-z], i.e. [kuz], often cropped up as a second form when a specific number of cows was mentioned: two cows [twu: kûz].

PloUGH had various US forms: [plú], [plû], [piú], with palatalized [l], ordinary ‘light’ [l], or a simple yod with the lateral element deleted. These forms lacked the expected final /w/. UAI of course had only [pløi].

House [høs] usually formed the plural [høsæz], but in north Antrim [húzæz] and occasionally [húzæz]. UAI had [høzæz]. Not all the items in List 5 had a diphthong – [au] – in UAI. Some had contrastive US consonantal developments as compared with UAI, e.g. blue [blæ] or [blæ], like [laik], full [ful], pull [pul], coulter [kəlter], shoulder [sedi] were US forms contrasting with UAI [blæ], [lokwa], [fæl] or [fæl], [pøl] or [pul], [koi], [sædæ] or [sældæ]. Drought had a special US consonantal development, giving [dræt] versus UAI [draut]...
Note the loss of /v/ in TWELVE and the influence of the now silent w in the w- clusters, i.e. wvre > /wv/ > /w/, with e > /a/ before the /w/ was deleted. Well adv. is [wil] and wet v. is [wit] in US. A frequent form of QU intimacy was [kwint] and from this an underlying form [kwint] developed by the application of the rule just described. The usual US version of WADE was [wod] versus UAI [wad], and the US dialectal wale ‘select’ had three forms [wad], [wel], and [wel], which reflect divergent developments of an older alternation between an underlying short or long vowel. The second version shows the same development as the other words with [wel].

The words in List 8 were intended to focus on forms with /a/ in US dialects, although some of them turned out to have /æ/ with or without a labialized off-gliding (thus: [a]) in many of the items elicited.

The first subset includes words which had ME al for which US had reflexes with [a], [a], [a] or [e]. The l has been deleted, thus for Antrim and Down US, all, fall, wall gave [x], [x], [wul]; [a], [a]; [we:], or [a], [x], [we], whereas the generally more archaic Donegal forms were [ae], [wa], [wa]. However, even the dialects that had developed [x] had [a] in items where ME al was followed by another consonant, hence: BEHOLD [he:ladn], dwalm ‘sick turn’ [dwalm], SALT [selt], Sceled (in the sense ‘tea’) [sceled]. In a further subset ME a was followed by w or preceded by w or wh, a combination that produced all the above reflexes in the various US areas, e.g. BLOW [blaw], [blaw], CROW n.v. [krow], etc., ROW ‘a series’ [row], etc., SOW v. [sw], etc., as well as TWO [two], etc., who [who], etc. The words AY [ay], etc., and where [aow], etc., fitted in here, pointing back to older w(h)a-sequences. Donegal US had /a/ in all these forms as well as items like DRAW [dra:l], etc. HAW [haw], HAWK [hwak], JACKDW [dzeckdz], JAW [dza], etc. The words BORROW [bo:] and TASSEL [tos] frequently turned up with /a/ in US.

The UAI dialects have preserved the lateral in the first and second subsets: all [a], etc., Sceled [skold], etc. With l + voiceless consonant, [x] occurred, as in salt [selt]. The l has been deleted in UAI WALK [walk], TALK [takl]. In Donegal it was discovered that this set of words (with original -lk) STALK [stak], TALK [tak], and BALK ‘beam’ [bakl] were in phonemic contrast with original l-less forms such as STACK [stak], TACK [tak], and back [bak], having plain /k/ versus the palatalized /k/.

List 9 produced US forms with /a/ in contrast with a wide variety of vowels in the UAI reflexes. US had [i] in BRUAR [бри:ar], DIE [de:], EYE [ai], FLY n.v. [fi:], HIGH [hi:], LIE n.v. [li] over against the UAI diphthong /ai/ in [bru:ar], [dai], [ai], [fai], [hai], [lai]; in Donegal US [dei] means ‘do’ and DIE is pronounced [dai], apparently a borrowing from UAI to avoid homophonic clash. It was noted that in EYES – [in] – the US dialects had the archaic plural marker /-n/ along with the short allophone [i], and yet in DIED [dai] the normal past tense/past participle marker /-d/ does not produce this shortening. DIED [dai] is thus in minimal contrast with DEAD [did], which is a solid morpheme, and therefore has the normal short allophone which occurs in all closed syllables except those with a final voiced fricative or [i]. The contrast was with UAI /e/ in another subset where US has BREAT [biat], DEVIL [dil], FRIEND [frin], MEADOW [mid], THREAD [thid], WET v. [wit], BREAD [brid], DEAD [did], DEAF [dif], DEAFEN [div], HEAD [hid], LEAD n. [lid], MARE [miz], PEAR [pir], well adv. [wil], etc.

In a few instances US had the reflex [i], developed through lengthening from an earlier short i which is represented by [i] in UAI, e.g. DRIP [drip], KING [kig], LIVE [liv], SWIM [swim], WIDOW [wid].

That the older, underlying form of this US vowel is always long, and that the clipped allophone is a relatively recent innovation, is borne out by the preservation at a few points in the most conservative part of the US area (viz. the Mid Ards) of forms like [ki:k] ‘peep’ and [ki:pe] (three-legged stool) with [i], in contrast with the forms [ki:k] and [ki:pe] in which the shortening rule applies, and which were found everywhere else, even in other similar items in the dialect of the same Mid Ards speakers who had [kik], etc. The sporadic survival of this archaic [i] has, of course, also been attested by the Linguistic Survey of Scotland. It is noteworthy that semantically the words concerned tend to have a strong affective connotation.

List 10 brings together words that have /e/ in US in contrast with UAI /ei/, /e/, /e/, depending on their origin and development. The first subset show contrastive reflexes of /e/ in US having /e/ in BONE [ben] CLOTHES [klo], FROM [fro], or [fer] (with deletion of [i]), HOME [hem], MOST [moes], NO adj. [no], STONE [sten], STRAIGHT [strig] as against UAI /e/ and /o/ in [bon], [klo], [fro], HOME [hem], MOST [moes], NO [no], STONE [sten], STRAIGHT. A morphophonemic shortening rule for US by which [e] > [i], marks the morpheme boundary in the compound form NOTHING [nis:n] versus UAI /nis:n/. The close vowel /e/ does not occur before /t/ in US; hence MORE [moer] and more /soir/ [soir] in contrast with UAI /o/ in [mo], [soir]. The numeral one has a special development: UAI /we:n/ versus US [jfn] instead of the expected [en]. The latter reflex does, however, occasionally crop up in Donegal, and in all US districts in ALONE [aln]. The [e] also appears in own adj. [en]. Another small subset contrasts US /e/ with UAI /e/ in SEVEN [sev], ELEVEN [eleven] versus UAI /sev/, /sev/. A third, larger, subset of words in this list with orthographic /e/ proved unhelpful in separating the dialects, as UAI tended to have the archaic [e] in the same items as US and perhaps in an even wider range, many of these occurring in the popular speech of Belfast. Thus: BEAK [bek] (in the vulgar phrase [Sai jau bek] ‘Shut up!’), BEAST [best], CREATURE [krest], EASTER [est], NEAT [net], TEE [ti] tend to crop up in all Ulster dialects whether of English or Scottish background, although a special detailed study might reveal
that, apart from the group used in common, each dialect type has a special group of its own items not shared by the other type.

A few special lexical items characteristic of US proved to be useless as boundary markers. For example [hen] 'use sparingly', [wen] 'children' - although UAI has often preserved the older simple plural form [tščáel] - have for the most part spread beyond US areas.

Because of the development of /o/ > US /e/ instead of /o/ as in UAI, the phoneme /o/ has a relatively low frequency in US. List 11 brought together some items with US /o/ from various sources, which contrasted with /o/ or /o/ in UAI. Some special US lexical items were also included, such as [gopən] 'a double handful', [hok] 'poke; search blindly', [lomon] 'lane', [snok] 'poke with snout', [bobi] 'bear; stand; put up with', [skob] 'scrape off with the teeth and eat thin shreds of' - an apple, turnip, etc. These, however, tended not to be limited geographically to the Scottish-settled areas. Before [i] US had /o/ in Cord [kɔrd], Corn [kɔrn], Morning [muhmen], Short [sɔt], Sort [sɔt], where UAI had [sai]; and also in the words NOT [nɔt] (emphatic) and ROCK which was frequently [rɔk] versus UAI [not] and [nɔk]. The word DOG had at least three variant forms in US, viz. [dog], [dɔg], and [dɔg], over against UAI [dog].

List 12 was intended to throw light on the complex situation that has arisen in the Ulster dialects with regard to the occurrence and distribution of diphthongs of the [ai], [aɪ], or [œ] type from various ME sources.

The UAI group had generally only the narrow type of diphthong - [ai] - almost exclusively (as in SSB) representing a reflex of ME ɪ. In the same items US has developed two reflexes in allophonic distribution: (1) the same narrow type - [ai] - as in UAI, which may be considered as the main member of this diphthongal phoneme; and (2) a broad diphthong [œ] (or in Donegal [aɪ]), which occurs in open syllables or in hiatus (except when flanked by [-w-] and [-aɪ], as well as before voiced fricatives. Thus contrasts emerged between US [œ] and UAI [ai] in words like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUY; BY</td>
<td>[bɔe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYE</td>
<td>[də]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIE 'recline'</td>
<td>[læ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY</td>
<td>[məʊ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>[pæ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYE</td>
<td>[ræ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIE</td>
<td>[tæ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAL</td>
<td>[dæl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIAR</td>
<td>[prær]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVE</td>
<td>[dəv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIZE</td>
<td>[præz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCYTHE</td>
<td>[sæθ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But note that there was no contrast with items like:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIRE</td>
<td>[waɪəu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOIR</td>
<td>[kwɔɪər]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To complicate the situation US has preserved one of these diphthongs, namely [sai], in a small set of monosyllabic words that had a ME diphthong of the el/ai type. As a result US /ai/ and /œ/ must in the final analysis be recognized as separate phonemes, as demonstrated by the following minimal pairs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ai/ 'ay'; 'always' versus /œ/ 'aye'; 'yes'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bai/ 'bay' versus /boe/ 'buy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/gai/ 'very' versus /goe/ 'guy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/moi/ 'May (month)' versus /moe/ 'my'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pai/ 'pay' versus /poe/ 'pie'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sto/ 'stay' versus /stoe/ 'sty (for pigs)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar contrast occurs with the word MINE: /main/ mine (coal, etc.) versus /mæn/ mine (possessive). All these latter forms would be in contrast with UAI, which has no such diphthongal phonemic opposition but has /e/ in place of /ai/ in the first column and /œ/ instead of US /œ/ in the second.

To round off this complicated picture, US has [i(ə)] in a few items where UAI has [ai], thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EYE</td>
<td>[i]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIE</td>
<td>[di:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIE 'fīb'</td>
<td>[li:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>[hɪ:]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and where US has /ai/ < ME ei/ai, UAI has /e/, as shown by the following contrasts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAY</td>
<td>[brai]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAY</td>
<td>[klei]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAY</td>
<td>[hoi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REINS</td>
<td>[ræinz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAY/WEIGH</td>
<td>[wæi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEY</td>
<td>[wæi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEIGHBOUR</td>
<td>[n̥eɪbə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The US lexical form [kwɔi] 'heifer' and the adverb [ai] 'always' tended to spread outside the US districts, and was generally, the archaic pronunciation [bail] for BOIL n. was widely preserved in dialectal speech in all districts of the province.

The other frequently-occurring diphthong /aʊ/ belonged to both dialects in a subset of the List 13 items, derived mainly from ME -ald < OE -alh where the standard English spelling has -old. Thus BOLD, COLD, HOLD, OLD, SOLD, TOLD have [aʊ] as the vocalic nucleus in both dialect groups, though US has the special distinction of regularly deleting the final [d] as
From other sources both dialects had [sű] in BOWL, SOUL, CHEW but US alone had [sű] in EYE [jů], FOUR [fůær], FOLK [půul], ROLL [růul], HEST (heistsú), GROW [gůrow], OVER [svůr], THAW [birdsú], TOW n. [sű], where UAI had [x:] as follows:

\[i]^{19}, [i:z], [pʊul], [x:], [bɛstʊ], [gůir], [əvən], [bόc], [tɔ].

US LOOSE [lāis] and LOOSEN [lăiz] contrast with UAI [lăis] and [lűson].

Dialectal lexical items such as [kaːp] ‘overturn’, [gaːl] ‘howl’ were found to be very widespread, occurring in both dialect groups, while [gaːp] ‘throb’ (with pain), [lăin] ‘calm’, [lăp] ‘leap’ (specifically for the Salmon Loup, i.e. Salmon Leap – a place name) tended to be restricted to the US areas.

The diphthong /œ/ proved to be of relatively rare occurrence in dialectal words. Some forms like [meː] ‘hornless’ (cow) – from Gaelic sources – cropped up almost everywhere, but [strɛk] ‘stench’ was specifically US, though not very widely known.

The final list, List 14, attempted to check contrastive morphological patterns involving verb forms and negatives, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>[deː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DON’T</td>
<td>[dɔne]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOES</td>
<td>[dɔz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOESN’T</td>
<td>[dɔzne]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(he made me) DO IT</td>
<td>[dɪt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>[fɛt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM IT</td>
<td>[fɪt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH</td>
<td>[wɛt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH IT</td>
<td>[wɪt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVE</td>
<td>[hɛc]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVEN’T</td>
<td>[hɛnɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVE TO</td>
<td>[hɛtɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAS</td>
<td>[hʌz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASN’T</td>
<td>[hʌznɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUST</td>
<td>[mɑn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSTN’T</td>
<td>[mɑnt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>[kɑn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN’T</td>
<td>[kɑnt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIVE</td>
<td>[gɪv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAVE</td>
<td>[gɪn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIVEN</td>
<td>[gɪn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>[hɪt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT (past)</td>
<td>[hɑt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LET (past)</td>
<td>[lɛt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET (past)</td>
<td>[sɛt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS/ARE THERE?</td>
<td>[ɪz/ɛrɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAS/WERE THERE?</td>
<td>[wæzɛrɛ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I’LL NOT BE ABLE TO...</td>
<td>[ɔl ɒn kæn] vs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the area of morphology in general the best criteria proved to be the US negatives in -ne, contrasting with UAI (not) or [n], in addition to the archaic US plurals: EYES [ni], SHOES [ʃɪn], etc., COWS [kɔː] discussed above, and the various plurals of HOUSE. Verb forms such as DO [deː], DID, DONE [dɔn], GIVE [gɪv], GAVE, GIVEN [gɪn], or [gɪd], etc., HAVE [hɛː], MUST [mɑːst] proved to be reliable markers of US dialect versus [důː], [dɔn], [ɡɪv], [ɡɪv] or [ɡɛv], [hɛː], [mɔst] for UAI, as was the syntactic use of CAN as infinitive in phrases like [kɑːd ˈnɔː kærənt] versus [kɑːd nɒt hɛː tə ˈstɛ] ‘I’ll not be able to stay’. The contracted forms of preposition + pronoun were also distinctively US, e.g.

FROM [fɪn] + IT [ɪt] > FROM IT [fɪt]
WITH [wɛt] + IT [ɪt] > WITH IT [wɪt].

When the task of collecting and scrutinizing the materials provided by the informants was completed, the phonologically relevant parts of all the responses were tabulated in the numerical order of the Questionnaire, county by county. From these tabulations ninety items were selected so as to cover all the Lists, 1-14, in a representative way. These items were then plotted on a series of base maps which made it immediately apparent that in the majority of cases the US phonological features discussed above and listed in the Tabulated Summary stood in sharp contrast with corresponding characteristic UAI features in such a way as to give a clear boundary between the two dialect groups. Further, the demarcation lines in item after item fell between the same points on the map – in other words the isoglosses bundled in a very consistent manner. As the main purpose of the research was to map the extent of Scottish-type dialect features in Ulster, a careful statistical examination had to be made of the distribution of each item in its function as an US boundary marker and then a further statistical estimate made for the classification of each informant as a US speaker (actually 89 out of the total of 125 were so classified) or as a non-US speaker.

Each map, of course, once again bore out the truth of the contention that every word has its own history – and geography, for even a well-preserved Scottish feature like the voiceless, velar fricative /x/ was missing in the word daughter with 4 out of the 89 informants classified as US speakers; in the word eight it was missing with 9 (the influence of the schools could have been a factor here); in the word enough, with 3; in the word fight, with only 2; whereas in the word tough all the US informants had the /x/ and 6 of the non-US speakers as well, and in the word trough likewise not only all the US group but even 34 out of 36 of the non-US used the /x/. The /x/ in trough was thus virtually universal, hence useless as a boundary marker as compared with most of the other words with /x/.

A careful study of the ninety maps showed that thirty-six items were not useful criteria for boundary drawing because of atypical distribution (cf. trough above); because some US
forms were not in contrast with a clearly recognizable UAI equivalent; because the morphological items were often obsolescent; because of incomplete coverage. The rest of the maps, which showed very little variation, provided the basis for a generalized Final Boundary map, which separated all the points producing consistently US forms from those that did not. Deviations either way - either US forms missing inside the boundary or present outside it - never amounted on any map to more than 10 out of a population of 125. From the point of view of the 125 informants likewise it turned out that 49 of them had no deviations; up to 115 had only 5 or fewer; another 8 had up to 12 or fewer and only 2 came anywhere near a point where their classification was tentative or doubtful. In this way then the Final Boundary was authenticated both from the point of view of the items investigated and from that of the dialect of the informants viewed as a coherent whole.

It should be emphasized, in conclusion, that the Final Boundary drawn represents the maximal extent of the US dialects at the time of the investigation and among the oldest speakers available. On the few occasions when it was possible to check the speech of the three generations it was observed that the younger and the youngest had lost many of the characteristic US forms, especially along the fringes of the US dialect zones. Only in the heart of the US areas was the dialect well preserved among the youngest speakers. In other words the US dialect boundary is and will be receding from the position marked in the Final Boundary Map and the ultimate extinction of the dialect may be envisaged, probably within the next two or three generations.

**Phonemic Systems of Ulster Dialects (Vowels)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antrim Gaelic</th>
<th>US(1)</th>
<th>US(2)</th>
<th>US(3)</th>
<th>USU</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>{i}</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

US(1) represents the main county Antrim US dialect, as well as north Ards and part of the area west of Strangford Lough in county Down. US(2) covers the north Antrim and north-east Londonderry subdialect. US(3) includes the US Laggan dialect of Donegal, along with the Mid Ards, part of the area west of Strangford Lough and the Magilligan subdialect in north-east Derry. Antrim Gaelic is added for purposes of comparison. The inventory, based on the investigations of N. M. Holmer (see Notes 4 and 6, above), represents the Gaelic of the Glens of Antrim as well as that of Rathlin Island.

The phonemic symbols have been chosen in such a way as to give some idea of the underlying phonetic features of the vowel. Diphthongs are intentionally excluded from these basic systems, as is also all consideration of the suprasegmental feature of length.

**Tabulated Summary of Phonological Rules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>UAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>/x/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/t/, /]/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>/k/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/r/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/β/</td>
<td></td>
<td>//, /]/, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>/æ(n)/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/i(n)/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/u/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/æ(g)/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/i(g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>/e/</td>
<td></td>
<td>/a/, /e/, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(5) /u/ → ü → /stu/,
(6) /w/ → /w/ → /w/,
(7) /a/ → o → /a/,
(8) /ai/ → /ai/ → /ai/,
(9) /i/ → /e/, /e/, etc.
(10) /e/ → a → /a/,
(11) /o/ → a → /a/,
(12) /ai/ → /ei/, /ai/ → /ei/,
(13) /uu/ → /ai/ → /ai/,

Final Phonological Questionnaire

List 1 (1-47)
BOUGHT BRIGHT BROUGHT COUGH DAUGHTER DOUGH DRAUGHT
EIGHT ENOUGH RIGHT FOUGHT HEIGHT HIGH LAUGH LIGHT MIGHT
NEIGH NIGHT OUGHT (pron.) RIGHT ROUGH SIGH SIGHT SOUNG
STRAIGHT THOUGHT TIGHT TOUGH TROUGH WEIGHT WRIGHT

List 2 (48-96)
ABOVE AFTERNOON BEHOVE BLOOD BOARD BOOT BROTHER CLOOT
COOL CUD DONE DOOR (door) FOOL FOOT GOOD GOOSE GROOP
GUM HOOD JUST (adv.) LOOF MOON MOORS MOTHER MOVE OTHER
POOR PUT ROOST ROOST SCHOOL SHOE, SHOE (a horse),
*SHEESH SHEET SOON SPOON STOOL TO TOO TOOTH ENOUGH
HOOKE FLYAGG NOOK PLOUGH SHEUGH TOUGH

List 3 (97-123)
BEHIND BLIND CLIMB FIND BULL DOZEN DUN (the colour) NUT
SON STUBBLE SUMMER SUN TUR 'rain' ASUNDER TRUNDEL RUN
*SUCH A BRIDGE BUILD RIDGE RIDGE TILES TRIG 'neat' CHEST RED
TOGETHER TREMBLE VETCH

List 4 (124-180)
AFTER AFTERGRASS APPLE AXLE BLADDER BLADE BRASS CRADLE
FAMILY FATHER FLAT GANDER GATHER GLAD GLASS GRASS
HALTER HAMMER HAMES HASES JACKDAW LADDER MAGPIE
MANNER MASTER MOTHER PANE PLASTER RATHER SACK
SATURDAY SHAFT TRAVEL WASH ARM CARRY CART FARM GARDEN
HARM HARVEST MARBLES MARSH (dyke) *MARIED TO NARROW
PART PARTRIDGE SHARP STARVING TART (adj.) YARD BRANCH
HAUNCH STANCHION DINNER KINDLING EITHER NEITHER

List 5 (181-260)
ALLOW BOW (v.) BROW (riverbank) COW *COWS FLOUR HOUR
HOW NOW POWER SHOWER SOUR SOW (n.) THOUSAND BLUE
LUKEWARM PLOUGH FULL PULL COULTER SHOULDER POWDER
ABOUT ACCOUNT BROWN COARSE COUNCIL COUNT COUNTY
COURT CROWN DISCOURSE DOUT DROWN DROOK DUCK 'dodge' DUCK 'drench' DUCK (n.)
*FOISON/ESS FOUTRE GOWN HOUSE *HOUSES LOUD LOUSE MOUSE
MOUTH OUR (stressed) OUR (weak) OWL PLUM POACHER
POISON POUCH POUR POWDER PROUD ROWN RUST SCOWL
SHROUD SNOUT SOUND (n.) SORREL SOUTH SPOUT SPROUT STOON
STOUT SUCK SUPPLE TOWN THUMB TROUT GOLD
List 6 (261-305)
QUILT SWITCH swither TWENTY TWINS TWISTER WHIN WHIP WHISKEY WHISKERS WHISPER WHITLOW WHITTLE
WITTLE 'stoot' WILDERNESS WILL WIND WINDOW WINNOW WINTER WISH WISP WIT WITCH WITHER WITHY WRINKLE
WRIST MANY (ANY) burn 'stream' FOUND ROUND MOUNTAIN MOURN POUND (£) POUND (lb.) POUND (for animals) BRITTLE
chullers CINDERS hun STADY THITTHY

List 7 (306-361)
attercap caup CROP CROP 'harvest' CROP (of bird) DROP HOP LOPSIDED PROP shop slap sob stop STOP OPEN BOB HOBBLE
JOB KNOB LOBSTER LOB OFF OFTEN SOFT TOM BOTTLE (hay, etc.) FOND MUST PRRIDGE ALONG AMONG BELONG LONG SONG
STRONG THONGS THROWN TONGS WRONG QUIT SWELL TWELEVE WEATHER WEB WEDDING WELL (n.) WET (adj.) (WETTING) WHELM
WHELP WHEN WHEN WHEL PREN WRESTLE WALE WALLOW

List 8 (362-404)
ALL, *AT ALL, BALL CALL FALL HALL miscall SMALL WALL BALK BEHOLDEN dwalv SALD SCAL, SCALD, STALK TALK WALK BLOW
CROW (n.) CROW (v.) MOW ROW 'a series' SNOW SOW (v.) TAWS, thraven, thrive hook, AWAY TWO WHERE WHO CLAW DRAW HAWK JACKDOW JAW LAW SAW (v.) SAW (n.) BARROW logg moghy TASSLE

List 9 (405-450)
BEESTINGS BLAEC BREAD BRIAR creepie DEVIL DIE DRIP EYE
*EYES FIELD, FLY (n.) FLY (v.) FRIEND greet 'cry' HIGH keen KING LIE (n.) LIE (v.) LIVE MEADOW reek SICK speel STREET
'farmyard' SWIM THREAD WET (v.) WIDOW BREAD DEAD (DIED)
DEAF *DEAFEN freight HEAD LEAD (n.) MARE nieve PEAR PLEASANT SPREAD SWEAR WEAR WELL (adv.)

List 10 (451-507)
ALONE blate 'bashful' BONE BOTH blue brae BROAD CLOTH
*CLOTHES COMB FROM GABLE group HOME KALE LOAD LOAN MORE MOST(LY) NO (adj.) NONE NOTHING ONE OWN (adj.) ROPE
SLOE SO SORE spac STONE STRAW TOE WHOLE BEAK BEAST BEAT CHEAP CHEAT CREATURE CREAM DEATH EASTER ELEVEN FLEA
NEAT QUIET REAPER REASON SCHEME SEASON SEAT SEVEN SHEAF SHED SPECIAL TREAT weave hain WEAK

List 11 (508-523)
boke bole CORN CORD DOG FROTH glomin gopen hoke lonin MORNING NOT ROCK scobe SHORT SROKE SORT solt ithe

List 12 (524-569)
AY 'always' BAY BRAY CLAY gay HAY MAY MAY pay quey REINS STAY STEEP WAY WEIGH WHEEY BOIL (n.) AM 'always' AYE 'yes' BAY BRY boy GUY MINE (n.) MINE (adj.) MAY (the month) MY NEIGHBOUR PAY PIE STAY STY (for pigs) DIE DYE EYE I LIE 'fib'
LIE 'recline' FIFE FIVE PRICE PRIZE

List 13 (570-613)
BOLD COLD FOLD HOLD OLD SCOLD TOLD BOLSTER BOLT BOWL COLT JOLT KNOLL MOULD (BOARD) POLE ROLL SHOULDER
SOUL BESTOW CHEW caup TWE FOURS gowal gowal GROW LOOSE LOOSE loves lown loup OVER PONY THAW TOYW TOIL STOIG

List 14 (614-665)
DO DON'T, I DON'T KNOW, DOES DOESN'T DIDN'T, I'M MADE ME
do IT HAVE HAVEN'T HAVE TO, HAS HASN'T, HAS TO, HADN'T, HAD
HAD, BEHEVE TO, DAREN'T MUSTN'T CAN'T COULDN'T MIGHTN'T
SHOULDN'T WON'T WOULDN'T AMN'T ISN'T AREN'T WASN'T
WEREN'T BREAK BROKE BROKEN GIVE GIVEN TAKE TOOK
TAKEN BEGAN BEGINN HIT (p.l.) LET (p.l) SAT SET, IS/ARE THERE?
WAS/WERE THERE? I'll have to go, WHERE are you going to? I'll
not be able to get, It doesn't matter about it, Is there any more
bread? He made me cry.
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The Distribution of Raised and Lowered Diphthongs as Reflexes of M.E. í in Two Ulster-Scots (US) Dialects

Robert J. Gregg

Since the advent of generative phonology, the Great English Vowel Shift has become once again the focus of much attention. We hear – as a modern refinement – a great deal about α-switching rules whose elegance derives mainly from the front-back symmetry apparent in Standard English (whether Southern British or General American), a symmetry paralleled – as far as diphthongization is concerned – by Standard German and Standard Dutch. This symmetry is missing, however – and α-switching as a consequence intuitively less elegant – in the northern dialects of English, where ME í does not diphthongize, while in continental Germanic languages and dialects other than those mentioned there is no diphthongization whatever, although peninsular Scandinavian shares with most Scottish dialects an anticlockwise (or upward/frontward) rotation of the close back vowels.

All modern dialects of English thus show diphthongal reflexes for ME í, ranging from the narrow or more `raised' type [ai] to the wide or `lowered' type [au]. It is, incidentally, fashionable in current discussions about these diphthongs, especially among American linguists, to refer to the use of [ai] in Canada as `Canadian raising'. As a Canadian linguist I feel that a much more appropriate term to describe what happens in the North American context would be `American lowering'. By examining as widely as possible the whole problem of the distribution, including the possible opposition, of these two diphthong types, this paper hopes to demonstrate that in view of the evidence from Scottish and US as well as Canadian English the [ai] can be established as the underlying form and the [au] as derivative.

These two types of diphthong, [ai] and [au], occur then not only in Canadian but in Scottish standard speech, although in both these varieties of English the two diphthongs are subsumed in one phonological unit. This paper will, however, go on to explain how in contrast with the Canadian or Scottish situation – in two dialects of present-day US speech (the urban standard speech of Larne and the rural dialect of its East Antrim hinterland) the /ai/ and /au/ have become polarized and are now found in meaningful contrast. This seems to be a somewhat rare phenomenon in modern English, yet the rules and constraints which govern the selection of /ai/ or /au/ are well motivated.

In order to explain the systemic distribution of these two diphthongs it is best to start with the current situation in Scotland. Some Scottish dialects have remained at the stage where /ai/ is the only reflex of ME í, although most have added a rule which gives [au] – allophonically – in certain environments. In Standard English as spoken currently in Scotland, however, it could be stated that [ai] occurs exclusively in the environment of a closed syllable whose final segment is any one of the set of consonants except the subset of voiced fricatives and /r/. In all other environments [au] occurs.

For Canadian English a very similar situation obtains, except that some constraints to the rule that [ai] → [au] are removed. Thus [au] will occur before /i/, voiced consonants in Canadian English, not only before voiced fricatives as in Scotland. It is of course by a further and complete removal of constraints that we get the rule for Standard English as spoken either in England or the U.S. whereby /au/ has taken over the complete territory.

To turn now to the various types of English spoken in the northern part of Ireland, Ulster Anglo-Irish has in all environments the /ai/ diphthong – very similar and closely related historically to the southern Anglo-Irish /ai/, both deriving from Elizabethan English. All the Ulster-Scots dialects, however, have not only /ai/ but /au/, and further, as a result of their history and linguistic contacts, these two diphthongs are nowadays found in meaningful contrast: they are, in structural terms, different phonemes.

In order to interpret the somewhat complex system that has arisen it is best to start with the rural US dialect. Here, as in the broad Scots dialects that were its source, [ai] (< ME í) could be regarded as the general underlying form, while [au] occurs only in the environment of a following voiced fricative (including /i/, or in open syllables, whether final or in hiatus). This seemingly simple allophonic distribution, however, is

complicated by the survival of a small set in the lexicon of short open syllable forms with /æi/ derived from ME et or et. This leads to meaningful opposition between pairs such as:

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{boi}/ & \quad \text{`bay'} \quad \text{versus} \quad /\text{bai}/ & \quad \text{`by'; `buy'} \\
/\text{ai}/ & \quad \text{`always'} \quad \text{versus} \quad /\text{ai}/ & \quad \text{`yes'} \\
/\text{gi}/ & \quad \text{`very'} \quad \text{versus} \quad /\text{gu}/ & \quad \text{`guy'} \\
/\text{stai}/ & \quad \text{`stay'} \quad \text{versus} \quad /\text{stai}/ & \quad \text{`sty (for pigs)'}
\end{align*}
\]

With the rather limited set involved it is clear that this opposition is quite marginal within the phonological system. On the other hand it is well and securely established and allows for no deviation. For example, any use of /æi/ for the expected /æ/ would be a kind of shibboleth, identifying the speaker as coming from another dialect zone, specifically from the Ulster Anglo-Irish area.

The most complicated situation of all has arisen in the Ulster-Scots urban centres, for example in my own home town, Larne, a small town with about 20,000 inhabitants, in East Antrim. To unravel the phonological complexities of this modern urban type of speech we must know something of the town's history and geography and the relevant sociolinguistic factors:

1. Larne and many other towns with similar urban dialects have grown up in the heart of a solidly Ulster-Scots rural environment in the course of the last three or four hundred years.
2. Demographically their increasing population until quite recent times was drawn in from the surrounding US-speaking areas.
3. For social reasons the US speakers in the urban setting found it necessary and desirable to modify their dialect drastically in the direction of a model closer to the standard language.
4. Before the advent of modern communications the only immediately available model was, of course, Ulster Anglo-Irish (UAI), which has thus left many traces in the urban US speech of today.

With reference to the distribution of the /æi/ and /æ/, these diphthongs are for SI urban speech also in meaningful opposition, but involve a different and more complex pattern than is the case of US rural dialect. There is, to begin with, the same basic rule, namely that /æi/ seems to be in the underlying form which, however, becomes /æ/ in specific environments, namely, before the voiced fricatives and /æ/ and in final open syllables or hiatus. This simple rule turns out to have many constraints, some built in and some arising out of the languages-in-contact situation in the urban setting.

In US urban speech, as obvious counter examples to the final open syllable rule, we find the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
/\text{ai}/ & \quad \text{eye} \\
/\text{ai}/ & \quad \text{die `cease to live'} \\
/\text{ai}/ & \quad \text{lie `untruth'}
\end{align*}
\]

which are in meaningful opposition to

\[
/\text{ai}/ & \quad /\text{ai}/ \quad \text{dye `change the color of'} \\
/\text{ai}/ & \quad /\text{ai}/ \quad \text{lie `be in a recumbent position'}
\]

In fact, when we examine the whole set of comparable monosyllabic forms we find what looks like a random distribution of /æi/ and /æ/. A careful, comparative study reveals, however, that the forms with /æ/ are identical with the corresponding US rural forms and thus represent an extension of the country dialect, whereas the forms with /æi/ coincide with UAI phonology and represent borrowings needed to replace US rural forms so divergent from the standard language that they would not be understood in the town. In the above examples US rural actually has /æ/ eye, /æ/ lie `untruth', and /æi/ die `cease to live'. In other cases - even when there is no minimal opposition - urban US has adopted the UAI /æi/ in final open syllables such as:

\[
/\text{flai}/ & \quad \text{fly where rural US has /fli/} \\
/\text{hais}/ & \quad \text{high where rural US has /hix/} \\
/\text{sai}/ & \quad \text{sigh where rural US has /sx/} \\
/\text{fai}/ & \quad \text{shy where rural US has /ble:x/}
\]

where the rural forms are clearly very deviant.

As obvious counterexamples to the rule which gives /æ/ before voiced fricatives we find in urban US that the underlying /æi/ is maintained in certain noun-class words which exhibit a voicing rule, such as:

\[
/\text{stai}/ & \quad \text{life (plural) /loivz/} \\
/\text{sti}/ & \quad \text{knife (plural) /naivz/} \\
/\text{weif}/ & \quad \text{wife (plural) /woivz/}
\]

With these forms we may contrast

\[
/\text{havvz/} & \quad \text{hives} \\
/\text{javvz/} & \quad \text{chives}
\]

which makes it clear that it is the pressure of the paradigmatic set that keeps /æi/ above, and that such items would have to be so marked in the lexicon.

A similar phenomenon crops up before voiced fricatives in the verb class so that we find

\[
/\text{froi/} & \quad \text{drive (past: /dzo:v/)} \\
/\text{faz/} & \quad \text{rise (past: /zo:z/)}
\]

with /æi/ instead of the expected /æ/. A closer study reveals that these items belong to the strong verb subset where models such as:

\[
/\text{roid/} & \quad \text{ride (past: /ro:d/)} \\
/\text{rit/} & \quad \text{write (past: /tro:it/)}
\]

have clearly exerted enough pressure to block the application of the rule. A simple but interesting example which clinched the working of this rule and constraint is the verb thrive,
whose vocalic nucleus was found to vary between /ai/ and /au/.
This is not an example of free variation, as it was discovered
on closer checking that speakers who said /ðræiv/ had the
strong past tense /ðræv/, whereas for those who said /ðræv/
the verb belonged to the weak class. All weak verbs, of
course, have /aʊ/ /dive/, /præiz/ /prize/, /ær/ /write/.

Suprasegmental features may also play a role in blocking
the application of the rule /ai/ → /au/ when followed by voiced
fricatives, as in:

/ˈɒdvaɪz/ advertise
/ˈæ:laɪz/ realize
/ˈsɪmpəθaɪz/ sympathise

Here apparently the weakened, secondary stress on the
final syllable acts as a constraint, for under primary stress we
find for example:

/saɪprɑʊs/ surprise /ədvaɪz/ advise, etc.

Morphology may also have some influence, at least in one
example where both urban and rural US agree in making a
meaningful opposition between /main/ mine (sb.) as against
/main/ mine (possessive). Here the first item has the expected
/iː/ in a syllable closed by a consonant other than a voiced
fricative. The /æ/ in the second item has to be explained in
morphological terms as /maɪn/, with the juncture explaining
the retention of /æ/ which would naturally occur in the open
syllable form /maɪ/ my.

In summing up then the reasons why the US dialects have
developed a meaningful opposition between /ai/ and /au/ we
must stress factors such as the survival of a diphthongal reflex
of ME ei and ai now realized as /ai/ in the rural US dialects
and thus opposed to /aʊ/ in a few open-syllable forms. Urban
US speech based on the rural dialect has, however, discarded
these survivals, but has added other forms with /ai/ borrowed
from UAI when the US forms were too divergent for use in the
town. The influence of paradigmatic sets in noun and verb
classes blocked the shift /ai/ → /aʊ/, and, finally, reduced
stress and morphological juncture act as constraints on the
same rule. As a result in all types of US speech /ai/ and /aʊ/
have a complex but specific distribution and function as
separate phonological entities, although in each language type
it seems best to regard /ai/ as the underlying form and /aʊ/ as
its development.
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Robert J. Gregg

The development of generative phonology to deal with the phonological component of transformational grammars has in recent years led to many fruitful insights in the analysis and description of synchronic states of languages. It was inevitable, however, that generativists should eventually turn their attention to historical linguistics and seek to re-interpret the older laws of sound change in terms of modern rules, recognizing specifically the effects of the addition of new rules, the extension of rules by the removal of constraints, and the deletion or re-ordering of rules.

If now to the historical dimension we add the geographical, we may finally be able to break out of the post-Saussurean synchronic-diachronic dilemma and emerge with the concept of a four-dimensional, time-space language continuum in closer accord with linguistic reality than earlier scholarly abstractions were. Linguists now also generally accept the idea that their domain should include a – frequently vertical – sociological dimension and recognize that linguistic change may initially have a social motivation and momentum, spreading with variable dynamism through time and space, each change applying separately to each form concerned, each form thus ending up with its own history and its own geography. Finally, psycholinguists, in their study of language acquisition, have claimed that children make generalizations and internalize rules to keep pace with the language as they acquire it, and that these rules are subject to change as the language-learning process develops from phase to phase.

It would seem advisable, therefore, to bear in mind all of these contemporary developments: changes in scope and attitude, expansion of explanatory power, and especially attempts at developing a unified theory to explain the phenomena of linguistic change, if we are to lay the foundations for an explanation of such striking phenomena as the English Vowel Shift or any aspect of it, with all its variabilities through time and space, through social and regional dialects, and across generation gaps.

If, for example, out of the complex set of changes that constitute the English Vowel Shift, we focus our attention on one item, namely:

\[ \text{ME } \text{i} \rightarrow \text{æi} \]

we find much enlightenment in a systematic study of the different reflexes still to be observed in the various regional forms of English currently spoken. To begin with, it is clear that the diphthongizations of ME \( \text{t} \) and \( \text{u} \) are separate phenomena, though parallel and related. This is demonstrated by the persistence of undiphthongized \( \text{u} \) (or some fronted and perhaps shortened reflex thereof) in local dialects north of the river Humber. Clearly diphthongization of \( \text{t} \) occurred first in time, beginning in the southern parts of England, and spreading northwards till it covered the whole territory and all dialects, as no undiphthongized ME \( \text{t} \)’s remain anywhere.

If, further, we were to judge the situation by the current Standard English of England and the U.S.A. there would be no way of guessing that there had been any transitional stage between ME \( \text{t} \) as starting point and the modern \( \text{æ} \) reflex. It is thus perhaps not surprising that many American and other phonologists, encountering the phenomenon of the general Canadian (and occasional American) diphthongal alternants \( \text{æ} \) and \( \text{a} \) and observing the strictly limited and conditioned distribution of the latter, wish to explain \( \text{a} \) as an idiosyncratic, regional ‘raising’ of an underlying \( \text{æ} \).

To avoid this limiting viewpoint it is necessary to take a wider overview of the regional types of English, dialectal or standard, especially the more conservative forms that persist in Britain, such as the Scottish and Irish, in which many obviously Elizabethan or earlier features survive.

Many dialects, notably the Anglo-Irish – in Ulster as well as in the South – throw light on the earliest stages of development, in that they have diphthongs of the type \( \text{æt} \) or \( \text{æi} \) (the latter frequently with some degree of lip-rounding: \( \text{æi} \), especially in the South) universally, in all positions, with no environmentally conditioned variants. This situation could be covered by a rule stated as follows:

\[ \text{Rule (1) ME } \text{I} \rightarrow \text{æi}, \text{etc.} \]

A backward time limit is put on these reflexes, as settlement history establishes that these dialects were introduced around 1600 by Elizabethan and early Jacobean

planters from England. Living side by side with the 17th century Ulster Anglo-Irish, however, contemporary Jacobean planters from southwest Scotland must have already been of present day Ulster-Scots described in terms of environment as follows:

\[ \alpha \text{ occurs in hiatus, in final open syllables, and before voiced fricatives and } \gamma; \\alpha \text{ occurs in all other environments.} \]

In other terms, the older diphthong \( \varepsilon i \) could here still be regarded as the underlying form, but a new rule has been added, namely:

\[
\text{Rule (2) } \varepsilon i \rightarrow a i
\]

This rule applies nowadays not only to the rural Scottish and US dialects, but to Standard English as spoken in Scotland and the Scottish-settled parts of Ulster (Ulster-Scots Standard), although there have been some sub-regional developments that complicate the relatively simple picture presented above.

In the rural Scottish and US dialects, for example, ME diphthongs of the type \( \varepsilon i \) and \( \alpha i \) occasionally survive as diphthongs, in which case they have invariably coalesced phonetically with the \( \alpha i \) from ME \( i \), thus giving rise to contrasts such as:

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{always (< ON } \varepsilon i \text{)} \quad \text{versus} \quad /\alpha i/ \quad i
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{bay} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{buy}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{very (lit. gay)} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{gay}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{May} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{my}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{pay} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{pie}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{stay/stEEP} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{stay} \quad \text{(for pigs)}
\]

Other dialectal forms with \( \alpha i \) in open syllables include /klai/ 'clay', /bai/ 'hay', /hai/ 'whey', etc. In the Scottish Standard and Ulster-Scots Standard, of course, these contrasts will not arise, since /\varepsilon i/ 'always', /\varepsilon i/ 'very' and /\varepsilon i/ 'steep' would be marked as dialectal and therefore excluded, and all the other forms would have e: be:, me:, pe:, etc; st: 'stay'.

It will be noted that the application of Rule (2) regularly produces alternations such as:

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{fly} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{live (adj.)}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{price} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{prize, etc.}
\]

marked as not subject to Rule (2). This constraint applies, for example, to the subset of noun class words which in Standard English elsewhere undergo the voicing rule before adding the plural marker, but which have the following Scottish and US forms:

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{life} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{plural}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{knife} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{plur.}
\]

\[
/\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{knife} \quad /\varepsilon i/ \quad \text{knife}
\]

The same constraint applies to the set of strong verbs, so we find that the weak verbs apply Rule (2): /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive', /\varepsilon i/ 'drive', /\varepsilon i/ 'revise', /\varepsilon i/ 'raise', /\varepsilon i/ 'strive', /\varepsilon i/ 'drive', /\varepsilon i/ 'strive', /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive', /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive'. This constraint seems to have been lost in some Scottish dialects, but the differential patterning is so strongly established in US that the last verb cited above, namely /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive', will always retain \( \alpha i \) when the past tense is /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive', but with speakers who have moved this verb into the weak class, /\varepsilon i/ at the same time shifts to /\varepsilon i/ 'arrive' (past tense /\varepsilon i/ 'arrived').

In all types of US speech the pronominal forms /\varepsilon i/ 'my' and /\varepsilon i/ 'thy' represent a normal application of Rule (2), but the vocalic nucleus in the derivatives /\varepsilon i/ 'mine' and /\varepsilon i/ 'thine' remains \( \alpha i \) in spite of its being in a closed syllable whose final consonant is not a voiced fricative. Thus /\varepsilon i/ 'mine' (< my) with derivational \(-\alpha i \) is in contrast with the solid morpheme /\varepsilon i/ 'mine' (as in coal mine), where Rule (2) naturally does not apply.

With speakers whose variants \( \alpha i \) and \( \varepsilon i \) are triggered entirely by the phonological environment it is not surprising if they are unaware of this alternation in their speech pattern. With the Scottish and US rural dialect speaker, however, for whom the actual word forms \( \alpha i \) and \( \varepsilon i \) invariably convey different meanings, the first being 'always' and the second 'I' or 'yes', and so on for \( \beta i \) and \( \beta i \) etc., the situation is different. These two diphthongs represent two different 'points in the pattern'.

For speakers of the Ulster-Scots Standard the contrast has become even more highly functional as a result of dialect borrowings from the neighbouring Anglo-Irish dialects, especially in the urban setting where the two dialects are in intimate contact and where the prestige attached to Anglo-Irish has had many important sociolinguistic consequences. Thus, it is to be observed that US rural dialect speakers who have moved into an urban area within their own dialect zone have been forced, for the sake of intelligibility, to drop markedly dialectal items or dialectal pronunciations from their speech and replace them with forms borrowed directly from Anglo-Irish.

This affects the incidence and the contrastive possibilities of \( \alpha i \) and \( \varepsilon i \) very considerably. For example, in spite of Rule (2), which calls for \( \alpha i \) in open syllables, many monosyllables in Ulster-Scots Standard have \( \varepsilon i \) because, for rural dialectal forms that were unacceptable in urban speech, forms with \( \alpha i \) were simply borrowed from Anglo-Irish to replace them. In this way, and entirely for sociolinguistic reasons, we find the
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follows a replacement pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rural US</th>
<th>USS (from AI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/di:/ ‘die’</td>
<td>/dai:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/fi:/ ‘fly’</td>
<td>/fai:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/hix:/ ‘high’</td>
<td>/hai:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/ ‘eye’</td>
<td>/ai:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/li:/ ‘lie’</td>
<td>/a:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sai:/ ‘sigh’</td>
<td>/sai:/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ti:/ ‘thigh’</td>
<td>/bai:/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even etymologically unrelated replacements may occur in Ulster-Scots Standard:

/blec/: ‘shy’ replaced by /ai:/
/hwit fi:x/: ‘why’ replaced by /hwoi:/

although the latter form is obviously affected by the minor constraint (not mentioned above) on Rule (2) whereby ai does not go to ai in any type of US if the preceding segment is w. Thus letter ‘y’ is called /wai/, and ‘wise’ is /waiz/, even in spite of the final voiced fricative z. The forms /waiz/ ‘wire’, /kwai:/ ‘knight’, /chowr/ ‘chowr’, /onkwai:/ ‘ inquire’, /ronkwai:/ ‘require’, /magwai:/ ‘thigh’ (in both senses, i.e., including British ‘thigh’).


A detailed examination of the incidence of ai and at in Canadian as compared with Scottish or US would thus show it to be unlikely that the Canadian ai was evidence for linguistic influence exerted by the large numbers of Scottish and Ulster-Scots immigrants to Canada over the years. What might be claimed at most would be a reinforcement, encouraging the retention of the Canadian ai at dichotomy, as it would have been relatively easy for the Scottish and US incomers to extend and simplify their rule to cover the same scope as the Canadian with its innovation, that is, to remove constraints so that the whole class of voiced consonants trigger ai rather than at.

As the case of the constraint affecting Scottish or US /laivz/ /naivz/ etc., discussed above, so the occurrence of Canadian forms such as /raido/ ‘writer’ and /waibor/ ‘whiter’, arising from the application of the medial voicing rule to the regular, underlying /raido/ and /waibor/, may best be explained by appeal to the theory of rule ordering. If we assume that there are two rules, one involving voicing and the other the selection of diphthongal variants, then clearly in the Scottish or US output /laivz/ the choice of diphthong, ai, is determined on the basis of /laivz/ as the underlying form, and the voicing rule applies after the choice of the diphthong. In this instance the Canadian forms /laib/ plural /laiz/ shows the opposite ordering. With the Canadian derivatives of /raib/ ‘write’ and /waib/ ‘white’ on the other hand, the choice of diphthong is made first, with /raib/ and /waib/ as the underlying forms. The voicing rule is applied second, so that
the output is in contrast with the regular forms /ðaʊdər/ 'rider' and /wændər/ 'wider'. In these examples rule ordering is clearly crucial, and, as is shown by the differing surface forms in Canadian as compared with Scottish and US, the ordering is not predictable and may vary from region to region and also, we presume, from period to period.

In conclusion, then, if our aim is to produce phonological theories and explanations that will embrace all types of English or at least all the major varieties of spoken Standard English, we should not in the instance of the diphthongal theories and explanations that will embrace all types of forms discussed above start from a standard American or Canadian as compared with Scottish and US varieties are somehow deviant, late derivatives. A simpler explanation is reached by postulating that these latter dichotomous forms are historically older and that the other standard forms represent a simplification by the complete deletion of all contraints on the basic rule that əi → ət, the historical stages being represented in the current geographical distributions as follows:

Rule (1) ME i → /əi/ in all environments

Rule (2) /aɪ/ → /au/

Rule (3) /aɪ/ → /au/

Rule (4) /aɪ/ → /au/ in all environments,

where Rule (1) is represented by Anglo-Irish, Rule (2) by Scottish and Ulster-Scots, Rule (3) by Canadian, and Rule (4) by Standard Southern British and Standard American. In this perspective then, the occurrence of əi does not represent a 'raising', but rather the occurrence of ət represents a 'lowering' which ultimately takes over the whole territory.

It would undoubtedly be best to leave for another article any discussion of the following relevant matters:

- whether əi would be better than the t" (suggested by Chomsky & Halle) as the underlying representation of the stressed vowel in 'divine' and 'divinity', the rule əi → ət giving the normal output in dovin, and downi being the output of a trisyllabic laxing rule which involves prior schwa deletion instead of shortening.
- the promising possibility of tying in the diphthongs əi and ət with a feature [=length]'.
- the question of whether ME i and a were first lowered and then centralized, or vice versa, or lowered to mid height before being centralized'.
- the parallel but somewhat different case of ME u → au in Scottish and US, but au as well as au in Canadian.

Notes

2. Malkiel, Yakov, 'Each Word has a History of Its Own', Glossa 1 (1967), 137-149.
5. It should be noted that əi in a final open syllable does not shift to ət when an inflectional morpheme -s is added, e.g., twain 'two', prent 'pren', and tied, with which latter form compare the solid morpheme said 'tide'.
6. The class specified in this rule as [+cons +cont +voice] includes all the voiced fricatives as well as r, but not ə, the latter being considered as a noncontinuant. (See Chomsky, Noam, and Morris Hall, The Sound Pattern of English [New York, 1968], 317-318; and Wells, op. cit.).
7. In these rural dialects ə+i frequently goes to ət, and max 'my' to max', but this levelling occurs only in the two forms cited.
8. Ibid.
9. See below for comment on rule ordering.
10. The verb dive is always weak in these dialects.
12. This particular phenomenon of rule simplification I have observed in the speech of myself and my family. The shift to the Canadian pattern took place spontaneously and naturally on the part of the children, soon after our move to Canada almost twenty years ago from Northern Ireland, and was therefore established from the beginning in the speech of the grandchildren.
13. This explanation is valid, even historically, as many Scottish and US dialects (especially the rural ones) still have the forms: naf 'knife', plural nafs 'knives', etc. The voicing rule for them has really nothing to do with the ME medial, intervocalic voicing. It is simply a straight replacive change, triggered by the standard language, when the plural form shifts to naves, etc. Compare also the aberrant forms mentioned as occurring in Buchan (Dieth, Eugen, A Grammar of the Buchan Dialect [Zurich, 1932], 53), sat6 for sad 'scythe', twice for twice 'twice', where a voiceless fricative has replaced a voiced and vice versa without altering the previously established diphthong.
16. Wolfe, Patricia M., Linguistic Change and the Great Vowel Shift in English (Berkeley, 1972), especially Chapter VI.
Dialect Mixture in Ulster-Scots Urban Speech

Robert J. Gregg

Because of the uneven spread of linguistic changes in Great Britain throughout some fifteen centuries, present-day dialect boundaries over there tend to be somewhat fuzzy. On the other hand, in my survey of Ulster dialects some fifteen years ago I found it relatively easy to establish clear-cut boundaries by concentrating on the polarized contrasts arising from the widely divergent phonological history of the two main types of English, one modelled mainly on southwest Scottish, and the other on north and west midland English dialects.

During my survey, however, it was impossible to ignore the fact that dialect speakers in the Ulster-Scots areas (with which I was mainly concerned) were for the most part bilingual, the younger ones almost entirely so. Further, their 'other language' was essentially the same as the educated speech of the small towns that have grown up in the midst of the solidly Ulster-Scots regions.

This similarity is not surprising. The present forms of US urban speech would suggest that its origins can be traced to the need felt by the rural dialect speaker to modify his speech in the direction of the standard language so that he would be intelligible to strangers unfamiliar with his dialect, and more especially when he left the country for good in order to settle in the town. In the past, however, his target was not the standard language as spoken in England but rather the more accessible Ulster Hiberno-English which he assumed to be standard, even adopting occasionally forms which he failed to recognize as midland dialect.

As far as phonology is concerned, the rural US speaker simply retained his dialectal vowels and consonants, discarding redundant items, and relocated these elements to produce the nearest approximation to standard that he could manage. He dropped his extremely open vowel in bit [baɪt], for example, in favour of his vowel in boot [bʊt], which is much closer to the standard pronunciation [bʌt]. He deleted the voiceless velar fricative in words like bought [bɔːt], leaving [bɒt]. He eliminated the 'denticity' feature affecting [t, d, n, l] in the neighbourhood of [r]. But above all, he had to learn the entirely different incidence of his new nine-vowel system, a task comparable to the learning of a new language, as no reliable rules could be acquired for converting the rural to the urban forms. There were, of course, small sets of lexical items where regularity could be counted on, but mostly the changes were unpredictable.

The most interesting examples of dialect mixture arise in the case of lexical borrowings that have to be made for the sake of intelligibility, especially H-E forms with the diphthong [ai] where the rural US rules would require [ae]. Thus rural US [di:] die is replaced by H-E [dai] rather than [dai], [hɪx] high becomes [hɔɪ], [e:m] iron becomes [ɛ:ən], etc. This process actually sets up minimal contrasts such as [dai] die vs. [dae] dye, a feature probably unique in any type of standard English.

Notes


* Originally published in *Northern Ireland Speech and Language Forum* 2 (1976).
The Ulster-Scots Dialect Boundaries in the Province of Ulster*

Robert J. Gregg

Introduction: General Background to the Research Project

A comprehensive and systematic survey of any aspect of the Ulster-Scots (US) dialects in Ulster would be a linguistic study interesting and valuable in itself. The survey, whose results are presented here and for which the culminating fieldwork was completed between 1960 and 1963, becomes much more meaningful, however, when related to the wider background of research in English dialectology in different parts of the British Isles and North America prior to 1963.

In Ulster itself, a programme of dialectal research had been initiated in 1951 - almost ten years before the present study was begun - by the Folklore and Dialect Section of the Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club, which in addition to its own efforts undertook in 1953 to work in close co-operation with the Linguistic Survey of Scotland (LSS), in particular by circulating the Scottish postal questionnaires to suitable Ulster informants and excerpting the information they provided before returning them to the Edinburgh headquarters. From this activity much valuable material was collected, not only in Edinburgh, but in Belfast where files were established, maps drawn, articles written, talks given, and seminars and exhibitions held.

For Ireland as a whole, a carefully planned preliminary linguistic survey had been carried out by Dr. Patrick L. Henry during the years 1953-55 and the results published in Lochlann¹.

The LSS, mentioned above, from its beginnings in 1949 had accumulated an impressive archive in Edinburgh, resulting from two widely plied lexical questionnaires compiled by Angus McIntosh, H. J. Uldall, and Kenneth Jackson and circulated by mail. The resultant information had been tabulated and some items tentatively mapped. The data provided by a later phonological questionnaire devised by J. C. Caftord for the Lowland Scots dialects were also being analysed linguistically. The Scottish surveys, incidentally, were planned to include the two northernmost counties of England and the whole province of Ulster.

From Leeds as centre, an extensive survey of the dialects of England had been in progress since 1950, organized by the late Harold Orton and Eugen Dieth and using a questionnaire which included phonological, morphological and syntactic, as well as purely lexical, items. A preliminary explanatory volume - including the questionnaire - had been published in 1952, and ten years later a series of detailed reports began to appear, the first volume of which was entitled The Six Northern Counties and the Isle of Man (1962)².

The fieldwork for the Ulster survey, whose ultimate object was the mapping of the distribution and boundaries of the US dialects throughout the province, was started early in 1960 and completed during the summer of 1963.

It was obvious that the delineation of boundaries between the two major varieties of dialectal English spoken in Ireland would be of importance internally to any Ulster or general Irish linguistic survey and would be equally the concern of the Edinburgh investigation, which had always been intent on tracing the external expansion of Lowland Scots speech. The dialects of US, of course, march - on almost all their limits - with Ulster Hiberno-English (UHE). The latter proved to have characteristic features that tied in with - frequently archaic - North and West Midland English dialectal forms, thus creating a natural link with the Leeds survey.

These bonds with British dialectology seemed easy enough to establish, but important also - although rather less obvious - were the links with North American linguistic geography. Dr. Hans Kurath and his fellow dialectologists in the United States had found traces of the Ulster-Scots in parts of New England, in Pennsylvania, the Ohio Valley, the Southern Highlands and, at a later stage, points west of these areas. In fact, the Scotch-Irish (so styled) immigration to North America was so intense in the early 18th century that, just after the War of Independence, estimates show that out of a total population of three millions, between half a million and a million were of Ulster descent³.

Later, in the 19th and 20th centuries, eastern Canada had received (and is still receiving) a large influx of immigrants from Ulster, who had left their linguistic mark in various parts of Ontario: in particular, the Ottawa Valley, Essex County, and the area around Peterborough and Parry Sound⁴.

² Ph.D. thesis presented to University of Edinburgh (1963); published (Ottawa: Canadian Federation for the Humanities, 1985), 1-59.
It must be borne in mind, however, that when North American historians or linguists use the term 'Scotch-Irish' it is in a rather wide sense, covering things or persons of Ulster origin in general and, with reference to speech in particular, covering all types of Ulster dialect, which are perceived as clearly distinct from the typical and well-known southern Irish 'brogue'.

When we use the term Ulster-Scots (US) with reference to Ulster itself, it is necessary to define it more closely. We must distinguish two types:

(i) rural US dialects - the subject of the present study - still spoken in the areas that were most intensively peopled by Lowland Scottish settlers during the 17th century.

(ii) urban US speech, which is a regional version of the standard English language, heard in towns situated within the above mentioned areas, and also used by educated rural US bilinguals as their 'other' language. With the extension of education and the development of modern communications, the spread of this second variety of US at the expense of the first is everywhere apparent and in time seems likely to supplant it.

Apart from complementing current surveys in other parts of the English-speaking world, the study of rural US has another aspect which is of particular interest to dialectologists, philologists, lexicographers, etc., namely its preservation of certain apparent archaisms in contrast with the dialects of Ayrshire and SW Scotland in general, from which source it springs. Thus in the phonological changes affecting the vocalic nucleus of words with Ö-ald, the Early Scottish transitional diphthongal stage, au, has been preserved in all the Ulster-Scots districts - the US reflex being centered to [au] - whereas in most Scots dialects the early diphong was levelled to [e] or [ə]. This diphthongal reflex survived in Scotland in only a few very marginal places, e.g., in Campbeltown (Argyllshire), Caithness, on Black Isle and Easter Ross, and in parts of Ayrshire. Its very existence in Ulster is evidence of its persistence and widespread - if not universal - use in SW Scotland in the early 17th century and perhaps even later. The competing forms with [ə:] crop up in only a few words in a few places in Ulster and always in addition to the [au]-forms. Mostly there is a semantic difference between the two forms, so that they are not actually in competition with one another.

The [ə:]-form of old suggests familiarity and affection, as in

- [əl ˈfɒk] old folk
- [əl ˈtɒmz] old times
- [ˈbəl ˈsɪ:] the old sow
- [ˈbəl ˈmɪr] the old mare

On the other hand, the [au]-form may be used in a derogatory sense:

- [ən ˈau ˈgærn] [ə ˈgærn əʊl ˈɑtʃɪkəp]

both expressions being used of a person who is continually complaining. Similar semantic oppositions are valid for [ka:l] versus [kə:l], meaning cold.

There is the further series of archaisms in the vowel of such words as above, done, good (i.e., the reflex of ME ə), which still have [i] in many parts of Ulster (generally remote from the ports of entry of the 17th-century Scots settlers). These [i]-forms were thought to be paralleled only in the NE Scots dialects, but recently the LSS has come upon a SW area at Wanlockhead and Leadhills on the borders of Dumfries and Lanarkshire where the same [i]-forms have survived. Their distribution in Ulster would argue that here again we are dealing with a pronunciation that was widely current, if not universal, in SW Scotland during at least the early 17th century. The forms now current in SW Scotland with [i] or [e] instead of [i] are found in Ulster but are restricted to the N Ards and county Antrim, i.e., places close to the Scottish source of diffusion for these innovations.

In the same way archaic or obsolete pronunciations stemming from N and W Midland English sources are still currently widespread in the UHE areas and are in fact considered so 'normal' that the US speakers who wish to use what they think of as 'standard' have actually adopted these English dialectal archaisms, assuming them to be 'correct' English over against their 'broken Scotch'. Thus, they reply to queries about the local name for a female sheep by saying: 'We ca' her a [jai], but it should be a [jo]', should it no'? Similarly with straw [strə] and straw [strɔ].

From the point of view of general linguistics, US dialectology reveals several interesting phenomena worthy of discussion.

Many linguists are concerned with the general study of what happens when a new language makes a massive incursion into the domain of a language of a very different type. The resultant mutual adjustments which inevitably take place during the period of bilingualism preceding the ultimate and perhaps inevitable disappearance of one of the two languages can be studied at all linguistic levels - phonological, morphological, syntactic, lexical and semantic. For the purposes of the present study the phonological aspect of these adjustments is of the utmost importance, and a detailed investigation of the relationship between the phonology of US urban and rural on the one hand and that of county Antrim Gaelic on the other has shown that there must have been a considerable carry-over from the latter to the former.
Historical and Geographical Factors affecting Dialect Distribution: Historical background

Much has been written and many are the controversies involved in the history of the Ulster plantation. For our present purposes, however, an outline including only the salient features of this modern Volksbewegung is sufficient.

Up to the end of the reign of Elizabeth I the province of Ulster was overwhelmingly Gaelic-speaking, whatever Anglo-Norman settlers remained having become 'more Irish than the Irish themselves'. Even the Scottish Highlanders under the Macdonnells of the Isles, who had acquired and been confirmed in the possession of large parts of county Antrim, spoke a type of Gaelic which must have been very similar to the local Ulster Gaelic, because of the unbroken contacts and the population movements back and forth across the North Channel since the Roman withdrawal from Britain in the 5th century. Only the walled town of Carrickfergus and the town of Newry with its immediate surroundings were English-speaking.

The 300,000 acres of Antrim territory in the Route and the Glynnes (stretching from Larne to Coleraine) which King James granted to Randal Macdonnell by patent deed in 1603 was largely uninhabited at that time. Macdonnell, although a Roman Catholic himself, found it expedient and profitable to people his vast estate with Protestant Lowland Scots. The Scots penetrated beyond the bounds of the Macdonnell territory into lands in S Antrim that had been granted to the English undertakers and occupied the county approximately as far south as the upper reaches of the Six Mile Water.

County Down had a somewhat different settlement history. There, by an unfortunate twist of fate Con O'Neill lost a great portion of his huge Clannaboy estate to two enterprising Scots: Hugh Montgomery, Laird of Braidstone, and James Hamilton of Dunlop, both Ayrshire men, who brought in thousands of settlers through the ports of Downagadee and Bangor respectively. O'Neill finally lost what was left of his land to Sir Moyses Hill, an English undertaker who peopled his territory with English planters.

Apart from these three grants, the Barony of Lecale (which had come under the control of an Englishman, Sir Nicholas Bagenal), and the southern end of the Ards Peninsula (which remained under the sway of the Savages, a Norman family that had 'gone Irish'), the rest of the county remained under native Irish control.

Unlike Antrim and Down, which were settled by private enterprise, Derry was included in the official Plantation plans. Its settlement was the prerogative of the London companies, which had little luck in the enterprise2. The Lowland Scots, because of their closer bases, were able to take over a good portion of the NE corner of the county and penetrate loosely the rest of Derry and Tyrone.

It was also as part of the official Plantation plans that Scots settlers were brought over to Donegal from 1610 onwards by the Ayrshire families of Cunningham and Stewart. They were settled in the northern parts of the low-lying east Donegal region known as the Laggan. The southern parts of the Laggan were English-settled and most of the remainder of the county was left in the hands of the native Irish.

Thus, the Scottish settlers came to occupy solidly a wide band of coastal territory extending from the Ards in NE Down northwards, taking in most of county Antrim, the NE corner of Derry and the northern portion of the Laggan district in E Donegal.

As for their place of origin, it is well established now through denizenship papers and other historical sources that most of the Scots settlers came from Ayrshire and the adjacent counties of Renfrew and Dumbarton and from Galloway in general3. The relatively small group of English settlers brought over by Chichester came mainly from Devon, but the predominant English group hailed from S Lancashire, Cheshire and the general hinterland of the N and W Midlands.

One common misconception about the plantation of Ulster is that it consisted of one rapidly executed transfer of population. In effect, there was a continuous but fluctuating movement of settlers across the North Channel and the Irish Sea throughout the 17th century and beyond, with an occasional reflux following civil disturbances such as the uprising of 1641. From about 1720, however, as a result of legislation oppressive to non-conformists, a new migratory movement began - this time mainly of the Ulster-Scots across the Atlantic to N. America4. It is noteworthy that, in spite of this mass exodus, the US districts of Ulster were never depopulated and in fact have maintained their own particular character down to the present day.

Geographical background

Apart from these historical population movements, certain geographical factors played an important role in the actual location of settlers. Mountainous areas in general remained in the hands of the native Irish. According to Canon Hume5, the best arable lands were allocated to English settlers and other cultivable lands to the Scots, who often had to clear forest and scrub-land before farming operations could begin. Boggy areas were either uninhabited or peopled sparsely by the native Irish for centuries. These bogs posed - like the mountains - natural barriers which were at the same time linguistic boundaries, and only in recent times with the progress of land drainage schemes have these areas been opened up to settlement. Thus the US-UHE boundary in the S Ards Peninsula coincides with the limits of the former boggy tract cutting off the Portaferry end of the Ards. The Magilligan area in NE Derry likewise was opened up just a century ago by a drainage scheme and settled by Lagganeers from E Donegal, a fact still apparent in the current dialectal subdivisions. The SW corner of Antrim, N of Lough Neagh, suffered also in earlier times from flooding and bad drainage. In the last century with the help of a reclamation scheme this area, which must formerly have set limits to the westward expansion of the Scots, was once more opened.

...
to settlement. This time, people moved in from different directions with the result that we have nowadays a somewhat mixed dialect zone.

**A Sketch of the Present Distribution of Dialects in Ulster.**

The present distribution of dialects in Ulster reflects to a large extent the settlement patterns laid down in the 17th century.

Regions occupied predominantly by English planters at that time still exhibit many characteristics of the dialects of the N and W Midlands, the original home of most of these settlers. The modern dialects spoken by their descendants may be referred to in general terms as Ulster Hiberno-English (UHE) in contact with Hiberno-English proper, which is generally used as a designation for the Dublin or southern Irish type of English. UHE of one type or another may, then, be assumed to be the dialect in all areas outside the US- and Gaelic-speaking districts, although it would be easy (and wiser) to recognise a sub-variety which we might call Gaelic-English in which the Gaelic polarity is predominant. Gaelic-English arises in all bilingual areas where the acquired tongue, English, is heavily coloured phonologically (\text{8}>\text{t}, \text{5}>\text{o}, \text{r}>\text{e} etc.) as well as syntactically and semantically by the native Gaelic speech. This creolized type of English may be self-perpetuating in a few areas after the disappearance of Gaelic, although its ultimate fate would seem to be a levelling under the pressure of UHE. The English spoken in Glenvar, in the Fanad Peninsula further north, in the mountainous zone around Churchill (and in fact all points west of the Laggan) and in N. Inishowen could, in most cases, be classified as Gaelic English. A similar type of Gaelic English crops up in the Sperrins (county Derry) at Magheraneany. The Devon-type of English which must have been spoken earlier by Chichester's planters around Carrickfergus seems to have been submerged by the more generalized UHE, but in the barony of Lecale a very distinctive Hiberno-English dialect has survived (probably from the time of Bagenal's settlement) which is in marked contrast with the neighbouring UHE. Speakers of the latter from the Portaferry end of the Ards as well as from the Killyleagh area are very conscious of the distinctiveness of this Strangford-Downpatrick speech, especially in its handling of the diphthongal reflex of ME \text{T}. The UHE speakers along the fringes of the US area all have two reflexes, a broad [oe] and a narrow [ai], distributed partly on an allophonic, partly on a contrastive basis, as in the US dialects themselves, but with a different incidence. The Lecale dialect, on the other hand, has only one reflex, viz., [oe], which stands out in sharp dialectal opposition to Portaferry or Killyleagh [ai] in such words as eye, die, why, etc.

The Lowland Scots dialects have likewise been preserved in the areas of intensive Scottish settlement. That typically Scots lexical items (as distinct from the full-blown historical-phonological system) are found everywhere in Ulster reflects the fact that many small groups of Lowlanders pushed far beyond the limits of the homogeneously Scots-settled areas and in time assimilated to the surrounding UHE speech, but not before bequeathing many expressive items to the vocabulary of their neighbours.

The US dialects have a distribution that is largely coastal. They dominate the whole of the NE corner of county Down, i.e., the Ards Peninsula (excluding the southern end, around Portaferry) and the area west of Strangford Lough from a point north of Killyleagh, sweeping west almost to Hillsborough, and north, skirting the boundaries of Belfast itself.

Antrim, however, is the heartland of the US dialects. Apart from the English-settled parishes in the southern part, the formerly boggy corner between the Bann River and the north shores of Lough Neagh and the mountainous Glens in the NE, the whole county is dominated by various forms of US, among which it is possible to distinguish a northern sub-dialect with /e/ instead of /i/ as reflex of Early Scots/Middle Scots â. Within the latter it is possible to distinguish a distinctive coastal dialect in which /æ/ has largely replaced /a/ in a wide range of words.

NE Derry US is really an overspill of the northern sub-dialect of Antrim which straddles the Bann almost as far upstream as the Rasharkin-Kilrea crossing. The Magilligan area as mentioned above was settled as late as the last century by Lagganers from E Donegal who brought with them their distinctive version of US with its typical forms such as [o'bin] above, [din] done, [gid] good, etc.

The US of Donegal is centred in the Laggan district extending northwards to the foothills of the mountain zone of the Inishowen Peninsula and to the Knockalla range, which cuts across the Fanad Peninsula. The mountains of central Donegal form the western limits of US, the watershed between the rivers Finn and Deele the southern limits, and the Foyle itself the eastern bounds of the dialect.

As far as the linguistic nature of the dialectal borders is concerned, US marches for the most part with various forms of UHE, but in Fanad (along the southern boundary of Glenvar) and to the west of the Laggan the boundary is formed by Gaelic.

The US dialect boundary stretching E-W across the S Ards is with a variety of standard English which in many ways resembles US urban, in other words, the type of English used by educated bilingual speakers of US rural or used in the towns of the US areas. On the west side of Strangford Lough US borders on the typical county Down version of UHE, all the way west from Killyleagh to near Hillsborough and then northward touching upon the outskirts of Belfast, which has, of course, its own particular urban version of UHE, nowadays reaching out eastwards all the way along Belfast Lough's southern shore to Bangor and Groomsport.

All these county Down US boundaries are quite sharply defined over against UHE, although the division at the eastern Cloughhey - end of the S Ards border is less clearly marked than at the Ardkavan end. The typical Scots forms have
strayed much further south on the east coast than on the west, which may be explained partly by the poor communications on the west at an earlier date, before the drainage scheme had opened up the Ardkeen area.

Belfast UHE also stretches along the northern shores of the Lough as far as Whitehead and forms a sharp boundary with E Antrim and, partly, with Mid Antrim US. Further west, a more rural type of UHE provides an equally clear-cut border running towards Lough Neagh and passing north of Antrim town. The rather mixed dialect of the area north of Lough Neagh and west to the Bann forms a vaguer boundary for the Ulster-Scots of the Glens in the NE corner of the county stands out in sharp contrast to the N Antrim and Braid versions of US. On the Derry side of the Bann the local UHE, S and W of the US area, is again sharply contrastive, and the same holds good for the situation in Inishowen and the S Laggan in Donegal. The border with Gaelic to the W and N of the Laggan is, of course, the sharpest possible contrast, as it is part of one of the major European linguistic boundaries — that between Germanic and Celtic. Yet in spite of this apparently sudden transition, the US dialect of the Laggan has actually intruded across the line as the second language of most of the Gaelic speakers living near the border.

A Brief Analysis of Heartland US Rural Dialect: The US dialect of Glenoe, East Antrim

A lifetime’s collection of materials for a detailed study of the East Antrim dialect of Glenoe was the basis for the research project on the US dialect boundaries in Ulster. With the help of data from this bulky corpus, two articles were written for Orbis, the first being a brief analysis of the synchronic phonology of Glenoe with a phonetic description followed by a phonemic analysis, and the second dealing with the diachronic phonology, starting, however, not with ME or OE, but working back from the current dialectal sounds to the older forms of which they are the reflexes. The whole approach was thus dialect-centred.

Phonology

For the purposes of this study a brief summary of the relevant features of the Glenoe phonological system is presented at this point:

Vowels

Glenoe has a range of fourteen vocalic phonemes:

No 1 /i/ (close, front) is best regarded as basically short with a long allophone in final open syllables, in hiatus, and before voiced fricatives, including [r]:

| [gin] | ‘gave, given’ | BUT | [gi:] | ‘give’ |
| [dif] | ‘deaf’ | BUT | [div] | ‘deafen’ |
| [brior] | ‘briar’ | BUT | [mi:] | ‘mare’ |

No 2 /e/ (half-close, front) is realized as a long vowel in syllables with primary or secondary stress but has a short variant in weakly stressed positions:

[œ] ‘a better day’
[œ] ‘a Saturday’
[œ] ‘some day’
[œ] ‘Sunday’
[œ] ‘sunny’

Some speakers use a diphthongal variant with a schwa-glide in pre-consonantal positions:

[œæ] ‘child’  [hœæ] ‘home’
[œ] ‘sail’  [gœ] ‘gate’

A diphthong with an even closer starting point, [iæ], may crop up in such words.

No 3 /e/ (half-open, front) is generally realized as a long vowel:

[œ] ‘aftermath’  [hœ] ‘hasp’
[œ] ‘harvest’  [dœ] ‘dinner’

No 4 /u/ has four positional variants. The main member (close, front-central, rounded) occurs in open syllables, in hiatus, and before the voiced fricatives [v] and [z]. It is always long:

[kœ] ‘cow’  [kœ] ‘shower’
[θœ] ‘thousand’

A short, opener allophone [œ] occurs in closed syllables generally, and in dissyllables with at least one medial consonant other than [v], [z] and [r], and with strongly stressed first syllable:

[kœ] ‘house’  [kœ] ‘houses’
[kœ] ‘coulter’; ‘nose’  [pœ] ‘powder’

The third allophone is long and rounded, but is lowered to the half close position and occurs only before [r]:

[kœ] ‘our’  [pœ] ‘pour’
[kœ] ‘coarse’; ‘course’  [kœ] ‘court’

Fourthly, an advanced allophone, [œ], occurs following a yod, a palatalized consonant or an affricate, which is often the result of an earlier palatalization:

[œ] ‘blue’ (earlier [bœ]:)
[œ] ‘plough’ (earlier [pœ]:)
[œ] ‘ lukewarm’

It must be noted that morphology plays a part in the distribution of these allophones. For example, monosyllables such as [œ] ‘smooth’ keep [œ] in inflected or derivative forms: [œ] ‘smooths’, [œ] ‘smoother’. In these forms [œ] points to a morphological juncture following [œ], whereas in non-derivative forms such as [pœ] ‘powder’ and [sœ] ‘shoulder’ [œ] points to a solid morpheme. The
occurrence of \([\ddot{y}]\) in \([\dddot{b}\dddot{y}:te]\) 'beauty' and \([\dddot{dz}\dddot{y}:te]\) 'duty' over against \([\ddot{u}]\) in \([\dot{b}\dot{u}:te]\) 'booty', \([\dddot{f}\dot{u}:te]\) 'small, trifling', etc., seems to be due to the preceding palatal elements (the yod in \([\dddot{b}\dddot{y}:te]\) and \([\ddot{dz}\ddot{y}:te]\), coupled with another, following, yod element, for \([\ddot{e}]\) is undoubtedly from earlier \([\dot{y}]\)."

No 5 /i/ (between close and half-close, between front and central) has one slightly lowered variant \([\ddot{e}]\), which occurs before \([r]\) in:

\[\text{fær} 'floor' \quad \text{pær} 'poor'\]

The main member occurs in:

\[\text{ær} 'above' \quad \text{dør} 'done'\]
\[\text{går} 'goose' \quad \text{gló} 'good'\]
\[\text{pít} 'put' \quad \text{skít} 'school'\]

No 6 /æ/ (open, between front and central) occurs with primary stress in most cases:

\[\text{breít} 'blind' \quad \text{tæp} 'ram'\]
\[\text{bræg} 'bridge' \quad \text{ræd} 'red'\]

but also with secondary stress in:

\[\text{breitæk} 'bed tick' \quad \text{bræð mónæk} 'arithmetic'\]

No 7 /o/ (between close and half-close, back, overrounded) is realized mostly as a long vowel:

\[\text{bo:k} 'retch' \quad \text{go:pan} 'double handful'\]
\[\text{lomán} 'lane' \quad \text{mormón} 'morning'\]

but a short variant occurs marginally in a few words, including:

\[\text{spok} 'spoke' (sb.) \quad \text{pok} 'small bag'\]
which are thus in phonological contrast with:

\[\text{spok} 'spoke' (vb.) \quad \text{pok} 'poke' (vb)\]

No 8 /æ/ (half-open, fully back, i.e., further back than SSB \([\ddot{a}]\) is always short and occurs in:

\[\text{wantèr} 'winter' \quad \text{manè} 'many'\]
\[\text{dag} 'dog' \quad \text{gar} 'ground'\]
\[\text{brakl} 'bristle' \quad \text{staðe} 'steady'\]

No 9 /æ/ (half-open, back, rounded) is always long and occurs in:

\[\text{strøm} 'strong' \quad \text{brømán} 'obstinate'\]
\[\text{fæ} 'fall' \quad \text{tæw} 'two'\]
\[\text{bæ} 'blow' \quad \text{bæræ} 'barrow'\]

No 10 /æ/ (open, back) is always long and occurs in:

\[\text{a:tækk:p} 'peevish person' \quad \text{tæp} 'stop'\]
\[\text{hæ:b} 'bob' \quad \text{sæfl} 'soft'\]
\[\text{bætl} 'bottle (of straw, etc.)' \quad \text{la:ng} 'long' \quad \text{wa:t} 'wet' (adj.)\]

Diphthongs

For comparative and historical purposes it is convenient to treat the four diphthongal vocalic nuclei of Glenoe as distinct phonological units:

No 11 /ai/ as in:

\[\text{fai} 'five' \quad \text{main} 'mine' (sb) \quad \text{pái} 'pay'\]
\[\text{va:r} 'wire'\]

No 12 /æe/ as in:

\[\text{fæev} 'five' \quad \text{moen} 'mine' (adj.) \quad \text{pe} 'pie'\]
\[\text{taeər} 'tire'; 'tyre'\]

No 13 /oe/ as in:

\[\text{boe} 'boy' \quad \text{moele} 'hornless' \quad \text{staex} 'stench'\]

No 14 /oː/ as in:

\[\text{nəʊl} 'knoll' \quad \text{rɒl} 'roll' \quad \text{fəʊər} 'four'\]

These diphthongs are all of the descending type, with a relatively strong stress on the first element and various glides making up the second; thus, the glide in No 11 reaches the close front position, in Nos 12 and 13, the half-close front position only, and in No 14, the close position, between front and central, rounded. The schwa as first element is quite short, especially in closed syllables ending with an unvoiced consonant:

\[\text{raith} 'rice' \quad \text{bait} 'bite' \quad \text{lais} 'loose'\]

Both elements of this diphthong may be slightly longer before voiced consonants or in open syllables and may be closely transcribed thus:

\[\text{raiz} 'rise' \quad \text{boid} 'bide' \quad \text{fʊi} 'ewe'\]
\[\text{bɔi} 'hay' \quad \text{fʊt} 'loosen'\]

The [a] and [e] as first elements are, however, long and may even be over-long, which gives the impression of two syllables instead of one:

\[\text{koe} or [koːe] 'cows' \quad \text{toe} or [təːe] 'toy'\]

The distribution of /ai/ and /æe/ in Glenoe is typical of the US dialects. In this respect the latter are in contrast with UHE dialects, which have only one diphthong of this type. Traces of an allophonic distribution are clearly marked in Glenoe, in that [æe] occurs before voiced fricatives (including [r]), in hiatus, and in most final open syllables, whereas [ai] occurs in other situations, thus:

\[\text{pruze} 'prize' \quad \text{praiz} 'price'\]
\[\text{foəl} 'phial' \quad \text{foil} 'file'\]
\[\text{tue} 'tie' \quad \text{rai} 'tide'\]

This simple picture has been disturbed, however, by various factors: the historical development of certain ME diphthongs, e.g. [ai] (<ME ei/ai>, which in final open
syllables is in contrast with the regular [oe] (< ME /i/) and gives rise to many meaningful contrasts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; ME ei/ai</th>
<th>&lt; ME i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ai]</td>
<td>'always'</td>
<td>[œ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[boi]</td>
<td>'bay'</td>
<td>[boe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[goi]</td>
<td>'very'</td>
<td>[goe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[noi]</td>
<td>'May'</td>
<td>[noe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[poi]</td>
<td>'pay'</td>
<td>[poe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[stoi]</td>
<td>'stay'</td>
<td>[stoe]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These US urban forms are thus phonemically opposed to

[dae] 'dye'
[œ] 'I'
[lu:œ] 'lie' (assume a recumbent position)

Note: Apart from the fourteen vocalic phonemes listed above (all of which occur with primary or secondary stress) there is a vowel quality, [i], (between close and half-close, front) which, in syllables with relatively strong stress, is found only at morphological junctures, and which arises from a contextual shortening of [e:]. Examples are to be found in the fused form of verb plus negative particle, preposition or pronoun; preposition plus pronoun, etc., thus:

[de:] 'do' BUT [dme] 'don't'
[he:] 'have' BUT [hte] 'have to'
[fe:] 'from' BUT [fme] 'from me'
[ne:] 'no' (adj.) BUT [nfon] 'nothing'

The same vowel quality also occurs in weakly stressed syllables:

[ge:lirk] 'earwig' [fnɔsldz] 'acknowledge'
[pontis] 'porridge' [tόnik] 'toothache'

A half-close, central vowel, [a] — the schwa — is, of course, heard also in weakly-stressed syllables:

[wanda] 'window' [hόsæz] 'houses'
[wantod] 'wanted' [əb'ðn] 'above'

Consonants
As mentioned elsewhere, most of the Glenoe range of consonants correspond to those of SSB, but at the phonetic level Glenoe has (in addition to the various phones of the standard language) a series of breathed ejective or glottalized plosives, a full range of interdental and of alveolar-palatalized consonants and a breathed velar fricative.

This range of consonants is not, however, confined to Glenoe and the US dialects, but is found in UHE as well. Hence in seeking among the consonants differential criteria that would separate the two groups of Ulster English dialects we are thrown back on distributional contrasts. It is, for example, not the velar fricative /x/ in itself that distinguishes US from UHE but its incidence. This sound may even be common to all or most of the dialects of whatever origin in certain words of clearly Scottish provenance such as [pɛ:k] 'pant', [sprɔ:k] 'sprawl', etc., where the Scottish phonology was not in obvious conflict with that of a corresponding standard word. In many words with orthographic -gh()-, however, US (like Scots) has preserved [x], which in UHE (as in SSB) has become [f] or zero. This feature was found to be by far the most valuable consonantal criterion for separating US from the other dialects and provided the basis for the first part of List 1 of the phonological questionnaire.
Morphology
At the morphological level, Glenoe has a few features of Scottish type which mark it off from the standard language and from UHE in particular. The plural allomorph /-u/ survives in the words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eye</td>
<td>[i:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shoe</td>
<td>[ʃe:] or [ʃu:]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as well as the Umlaut plural [koe] 'cows'.

The morphology of some of the verbs also shows typical Scottish developments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>give</td>
<td>[gi:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take</td>
<td>[tak]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntax
An analysis of Glenoe at the syntactical level provides some interesting material, but none of it offers possibilities of contrastive opposition with non-Scottish dialects. In fact the syntactical peculiarities of the Ulster dialects are frequently common to all of them and are of particular interest to the Celtists, as they very often exhibit structural patterns calqued on Gaelic originals, which are mostly the same whether it is a question of Ulster Gaelic or Scots Gaelic, for example:

"I have a thirst on me" may be compared with
"Tá taoth orm" (Irish) or "Tha tart arm" (Scots Gaelic)

Influence of the US urban speech of Larne on Glenoe
Although the phonetic repertoire of Larne is almost identical with that of Glenoe the two are, in effect, different languages phonologically by virtue of the wide range of discrepancies in the incidence of the sounds in question, particularly as regards the vowels.

The importance of Larne is, of course, that it is the 'other' language of bilingual dialect speakers and that, as a local version of the standard language, it enjoys special prestige and exercises considerable influence over Glenoe; when a markedly Scots element in Glenoe has fallen into disuse, it has usually been replaced by the corresponding Larne form.

Other varieties of US compared with Glenoe
A general comparison of Glenoe with the other forms of US reveals a very close parallelism throughout all these dialects. They form, in fact, a dialectal unity which is still very close to the speech of SW Scotland although generally more archaic in character than the latter.

The similarities are naturally most marked between Glenoe and the dialects of Mid-Antrim although those of N Antrim, which extend into NE Derry (at points L1, L2 and L3) are still very close. The speech of Magilligan, county Derry (L4) represents a 19th century expansion of the US dialect of the Laggan in E Donegal. Laggan itself diverges most widely from the Glenoe norm, especially in preserving some apparent archaisms and in certain peculiarities related undoubtedly to the local Gaelic substratum, which must have differed in a few details from that of NE Ulster. Laggan links up in some typical features with the Mid Ards and a large part of the W Strangford US dialect, not, obviously, because of geographical contiguity but because county Down US has also in many areas preserved the same archaisms as Donegal.

It must be emphasised that there are an overwhelming number of points of agreement among the US dialects with regard to their reflexes of ME sounds. The main criteria by which they may be separated are the various developments of ME /ø/, which gave the subdivisions adumbrated above thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflexes of ME /ø/ or Early Scots</th>
<th>Middle Scots /u/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laggan</td>
<td>Mid Antrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Ards</td>
<td>North Ards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East Derry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Strangford</td>
<td>Northeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magilligan</td>
<td>Strangford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reflexes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[æb]</td>
<td>[æb]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[sin]</td>
<td>[sin]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ste]</td>
<td>[ste]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

North Antrim and Northeast Derry have also a special treatment for the plural "houses", which appears in these areas with medial [z] and the long close variant of /u/, thus: [huzazo], over against Glenoe-type [huzoz] and the intermediate form [huzoz], found in various places to the south of the [huzoz] area.

The Questionnaires – Lexical and Phonological
The Lexical Questionnaire
In the early summer of 1960 a lexical questionnaire was drawn up with the purpose in mind of determining the geographical limits of the US dialect of the Laggan district in E Donegal. It was hoped that a number of the items would yield a bundle of isoglosses that would delineate the boundary between US and the UHE areas.

In compiling the list, recourse was had to the literature relating to Donegal dialects:

(i) H. C. Hart's "Notes on Ulster Dialect, chiefly Donegal".
(ii) H. Swan's glossary in "Twixt Foyle and Swilly".
(iii) M. Traynor's "The English Dialect of Donegal".

The latter was particularly useful. It includes not only Hart's items but hundreds of others – with etymologies – culled from a very full bibliography of Donegal dialect literature of all types.

In the final draft of this questionnaire many other sources were consulted, including the two lexical books circulated by the Linguistic Survey of Scotland, Orton and Dieth's questionnaire for the English Survey, Kurath's items for the American Survey and Henry's for the Irish Survey.
It soon became apparent, however, that many of the Scottish words had spread far beyond the original settlement area as described by the historians of the Laggan plantation, and that their rather haphazard distribution would clearly not give a satisfactory linguistic demarcation line. In other words, for the very particular objective of this investigation, this questionnaire would not serve and something much more specific had to be devised. For purposes of comparison this first questionnaire is added here in full:

**The Experimental Lexical Questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSECTS</th>
<th>WILD ANIMALS</th>
<th>BIRDS</th>
<th>PLANTS</th>
<th>FARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ANT</td>
<td>6. CENTIPEDE</td>
<td>11. WOODLOUSE</td>
<td>50. FIR CONE</td>
<td>77. FARM(ER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. EARWIG</td>
<td>7. DADDY-LONG-LEGGS</td>
<td>12. WILD BEES’ NEST</td>
<td>51. BILBERRY</td>
<td>78. YARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. FLEA</td>
<td>8. HORSE-FLY</td>
<td></td>
<td>52. VETCHES</td>
<td>79. TOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. FLY</td>
<td>9. LOUSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>53. HAW</td>
<td>80. HOME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. BEETLE</td>
<td>10. SPIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td>54. ROSEHIP</td>
<td>81. AWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55. POISONOUS</td>
<td>82. HOUSE(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56. BRACKEN</td>
<td>83. DOOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57. TOADSTOOL</td>
<td>84. OPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58. CHARLOCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59. NUTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60. DOCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>61. FOXGLOVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62. RAGWORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63. SORREL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64. THISTLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>65. GORSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66. ELDER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>67. WILLOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>68. APPLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>69. scobe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70. PEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71. BRANCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>72. ROOT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73. CLIMB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>74. speel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75. ROWAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>76. lith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. SHREW MOUSE</td>
<td>20. FOX</td>
<td>26. GROPE</td>
<td>77. FARM(ER)</td>
<td>101. GUTTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. MOUSE</td>
<td>21. FROG</td>
<td>27. leister</td>
<td>102. scobe (thatch)</td>
<td>124. LANE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. BADGER</td>
<td>22. NEWT</td>
<td>28. POACH(ER)</td>
<td>125. vennel</td>
<td>125. venne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. HEDGEHOG</td>
<td>23. WORM</td>
<td>29. SALMON LEAP</td>
<td>126. STREET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. STOAT</td>
<td>24. MINNOW</td>
<td></td>
<td>127. MEAL-BIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. RABBIT</td>
<td>25. TROUT</td>
<td></td>
<td>128. CHEST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FARM**

| 77. FARM(ER)     | 101. GUTTER           | 124. LANE         |
| 78. YARD         | 102. scobe (thatch)   | 125. vennel       |
| 79. TOWN         | 103. SHARPN           | 126. STREET       |
| 80. HOME         | 104. FIRE             | 127. MEAL-BIN     |
| 81. AWAY         | 105. BLAZE            | 128. CHEST        |
| 82. HOUSE(S)     | 106. POKER            | 129. HASP         |
| 83. DOOR         | 107. TONGS            | 130. DOG          |
| 84. OPEN         | 108. SHOVEL           | 131. CAT          |
| 85.   | LATCH   | 109. | KINDLING | 132. | KITTEN  |
| 86.   | BOLT    | 110. | EMBERS   | 133. | BYRE    |
| 87.   | KNOB    | 111. | CINDERS  | 134. | PIGSTY  |
| 88.   | BRASS   | 112. | ASHES    | 135. | HENHOUSE|
| 89.   | WINDOW  | 113. | ashipet  | 136. | STACK-YARD |
| 90.   | PANE    | 114. | coldrife | 137. | BUILD    |
| 91.   | GLASS   | 115. | stoor    | 138. | PROP     |
| 92.   | CATCH   | 116. | RUBBISH  | 139. | stale    |
| 93.   | FLOOR   | 117. | SMOKE    | 140. | PRIME    |
| 94.   | GABLE   | 118. | CHAIR    | 141. | FLIT     |
| 95.   | WALL    | 119. | COUCH    | 142. | RUSHES   |
| 96.   | PLASTER | 120. | CRADLE   | 143. | UP/DOWN (to Belfast) |
| 97.   | LADDER  | 121. | UPSTAIRS | 144. | UP/DOWN (to Dublin) |
| 98.   | ROOF    | 122. | QUILT    | 145. | SHED     |
| 99.   | RIDGE   | 123. | BOLSTER  | 146. | SHELTER  |

**POULTRY**

| 147. | BROODY HEN | 152. | CROP     |
| 148. | NARROW     | 153. | MOULT    |
| 149. | BROOD      | 154. | DUCK     |
| 150. | PULLET     | 155. | GOOSE    |
| 151. | GIZZARD    | 156. | GANDER   |

**NUMERALS**

| 161. | DOZEN      | 172. | SEVEN    |
| 162. | ONE        | 173. | EIGHT    |
| 163. | TWO        | 174. | ELEVEN   |
| 164. | WHO        | 175. | TWELVE   |
| 165. | WHERE      | 176. | TWENTY   |
| 166. | TWO POUNDS (stg.) | 177. | HUNDRED |
| 167. | TWO POUNDS (wt.) | 178. | THOUSAND |
| 168. | BOTH       | 179. | MILLION  |
| 169. | THREE      | 180. | ENOUGH   |
| 170. | FOUR       | 181. | TOO (MUCH) |
| 171. | FIVE       | 182. | NO MORE  |

**FIELDS**

| 193. | FIELD      | 200. | broo     |
| 194. | BOUNDARY   | 201. | TO TRIM HEDGE |
| 195. | STONE      | 202. | MUD      |
| 296. | STONE DYKE | 203. | CLAY     |
| 197. | sheugh     | 204. | RIVER    |
| 198. | slap       | 205. | RIVER BANK |
| 199. | bunker     | 206. | BRIDGE   |

**FARM ANIMALS**

| 214. | CATTLE     | 227. | STRIPPING |
| 215. | COW        | 228. | BEESTINGS |
| 216. | COWS       | 229. | COW-CALL  |
| 217. | BULL       | 230. | QUIET(EN) |
| 218. | HEIFER     | 231. | CALF-CALL |
| 219. | stirk      | 232. | BUTT      |
| 220. | mincher    | 233. | MOO       |

<p>| 240. | groop      |
| 241. | DUNG       |
| 242. | DUNG FORK  |
| 243. | MANURE HEAP|
| 244. | CHEWING CUD|
| 245. | SOW (n.)   |
| 246. | SMALLEST PIG|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>HORNLESS</td>
<td>boorach</td>
<td>247.</td>
<td>TROUGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>UDDER</td>
<td>EWE</td>
<td>248.</td>
<td>SNOUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>MILKINGSTOOL</td>
<td>LOOSE</td>
<td>249.</td>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>CREAM</td>
<td>boorach</td>
<td>250.</td>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>CURDS</td>
<td>HALTER</td>
<td>251.</td>
<td>DEAL(ER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>226</td>
<td>WHEY</td>
<td>COWMAN</td>
<td>252.</td>
<td>SOLD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Horse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>STALLION</td>
<td>Harness</td>
<td>267.</td>
<td>cowp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>MARE</td>
<td>straddle</td>
<td>268.</td>
<td>CHOCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255</td>
<td>COLT</td>
<td>SADDLE</td>
<td>269.</td>
<td>SMITHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>PONY</td>
<td>reins</td>
<td>270.</td>
<td>gazen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>FODDER</td>
<td>WHIP</td>
<td>271.</td>
<td>WHEEL-BARROW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>NEIGH</td>
<td>COMB</td>
<td>272.</td>
<td>shire (water)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259</td>
<td>BRAY</td>
<td>CART</td>
<td>273.</td>
<td>QUENCH (water)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ploughing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>PLOUGH</td>
<td>GO ON!</td>
<td>300.</td>
<td>HOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>COULTER</td>
<td>BACK!</td>
<td>301.</td>
<td>OLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>MOULD-BOARD</td>
<td>SOW (vb.)</td>
<td>302.</td>
<td>SOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>277</td>
<td>FEWEROW</td>
<td>SCARECROW</td>
<td>303.</td>
<td>TOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>RIDGE</td>
<td>CROP</td>
<td>304.</td>
<td>FOLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279</td>
<td>TOP STRIP</td>
<td>GROW</td>
<td>305.</td>
<td>WILDERNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>BOTTOM STRIP</td>
<td>HARVEST</td>
<td>306.</td>
<td>SHELTER FROM RAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>281</td>
<td>FERROW HORSE</td>
<td>SUMMER</td>
<td>307.</td>
<td>smur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>LAND HORSE</td>
<td>WINTER</td>
<td>308.</td>
<td>SUDDEN FRIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>283</td>
<td>TURN LEFT!</td>
<td>THAW</td>
<td>309.</td>
<td>ICICLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>TURN RIGHT!</td>
<td>COLD</td>
<td>310.</td>
<td>WIND (n.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>TURN ROUND!</td>
<td>BOLD</td>
<td>311.</td>
<td>coldrife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>STOP!</td>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>312.</td>
<td>TWILIGHT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hay**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>313</td>
<td>HAY</td>
<td>HANDLE</td>
<td>329.</td>
<td>SQUARE STACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>SWATH</td>
<td>330.</td>
<td>STACK YARD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>FLAT</td>
<td>WINDROW</td>
<td>331.</td>
<td>PITCH FORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>AFTER</td>
<td>332.</td>
<td>SHAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>HOOK</td>
<td>AFTERMATH</td>
<td>333.</td>
<td>GRASS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>NOOK</td>
<td>COLE</td>
<td>334.</td>
<td>MEADOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319</td>
<td>STEAL</td>
<td>RICK</td>
<td>335.</td>
<td>MOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>SCYTHE</td>
<td>ROUND STACK</td>
<td>336.</td>
<td>BOTTLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Corn**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>CORN</td>
<td>CELEBRATION</td>
<td>349.</td>
<td>ROPE-TWISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>FIRST SHOOTS</td>
<td>HARVEST HOME</td>
<td>350.</td>
<td>FLAIL-JOINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>339</td>
<td>abraid</td>
<td>STUBBLE</td>
<td>351.</td>
<td>CHAFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>SHEAF</td>
<td>CORNSTACK</td>
<td>352.</td>
<td>POLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341</td>
<td>LAST SHEAF</td>
<td>STRAW</td>
<td>353.</td>
<td>SUPERSTITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>WITCH</td>
<td>STRAW ROPE</td>
<td>354.</td>
<td>slomed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Family**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Ulster-Scots Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>355</td>
<td>CHILD(REN)</td>
<td>SOMERSAULT</td>
<td>373.</td>
<td>MOTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>BOY</td>
<td>YOUNG MAN</td>
<td>374.</td>
<td>BROTHER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357</td>
<td>GIRL</td>
<td>YOUNG WOMAN</td>
<td>375.</td>
<td>SISTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>TWINS</td>
<td>MARRIED ON</td>
<td>376.</td>
<td>SON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>359. SCHOOL</td>
<td>368. swither</td>
<td>377. SUN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360. MASTER</td>
<td>369. tae her ain name</td>
<td>378. DAUGHTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361. PLAY TRUANT</td>
<td>370. WIDOW</td>
<td>379. BROKEN PIECES OF CHINA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362. tawse</td>
<td>371. nae freen</td>
<td>380. EASTER EGGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363. SEE-SAW</td>
<td>372. FATHER</td>
<td>381. LEAD PENCIL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BODY, etc.**

| 382. HEAD | 402. CORNERS |
| 383. birse | 403. TOOTH (pl.) |
| 384. PULL (HAIR) | 404. GUMS |
| 385. FOOT | 405. TOOTHACHE |
| 386. SPLAY-FOOTED | 406. ARM |
| 387. TOE | 407. SHOULDER |
| 388. CALF | 408. armpit |
| 389. THIGH | 409. WRIST |
| 390. EYE(S) | 410. HAND |
| 391. BLIND | 411. TWO HANDS FULL |
| 392. FIND | 412. LEFT-HANDED |
| 393. SQUINT | 413. DEVIL |
| 394. PEEP | 414. FIST |
| 395. LASH | 415. FINGER STALL |
| 396. BROW | 416. PALM |
| 397. EAR | 417. THUMB |
| 398. DEAF | 418. FINGER |
| 399. deave | 419. RAGNAIL |
| 400. hear your ears | 420. BLOOD |
| 401. MOUTH | 421. BONE |

**FOOD**

| 442. BREAD | 454. CLAMP |
| 443. bap | 455. POTATO BREAD |
| 444. barm brack | 456. farl |
| 445. PORRIDGE | 457. CABBAGE |
| 446. BOIL POINT | 458. meal a crushie |
| 447. sowans | 459. CHAMP |
| 448. EASTER EGGS | 460. CHIVES |
| 449. POTATOES | 461. SCALLIONS |
| 450. TEEM | 462. hum (food for baby) |
| 451. SMALL POTATOES | 463. DINNTER (TIME) |
| 452. DISCARD SEED | 464. HUNGRY |
| 453. wale | 465. STARVING |

**ABUSIVE DIALECT WORDS**

| 478. attercap | 485. spulpén |
| 479. ballion | 486. ashipet |
| 480. baghal | 487. tory-rogue |
| 481. gaam | 488. coldrife cratur |
| 482. gaam(¢)erel | 489. taapie |
| 483. gomie | 490. gulpin |
| 484. hurchin | 491. glype |
| 492. lig |
| 493. slooter |
| 494. amadan |
| 495. footer |
| 496. foozhonless |
| 497. threw |
| 498. snool |
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WORDS PROBABLY OF GAELIC ORIGIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Words</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>barn brack</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>latrachan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>geelog</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>ablagh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>moily</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>fear gortach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502</td>
<td>droily</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>giolar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503</td>
<td>kittagh</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>ben-shee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>504</td>
<td>greeshha</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>meskin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>505</td>
<td>sowers</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>baghal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>506</td>
<td>jelger</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>claaber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507</td>
<td>spulpin</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>bonny claaber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>508</td>
<td>gatha</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>brishney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>509</td>
<td>barnyagh</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>cashan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>bouragh</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>gulpin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>511</td>
<td>(pig) craw</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>amadan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>bocan-bohan</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>arcan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527</td>
<td>bardugh</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>caileach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>529</td>
<td>broghan</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>brock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>531</td>
<td>chay!</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>eilach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>elib</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>loy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535</td>
<td>aillian (brood)</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>amsha (ill-luck)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>537</td>
<td>dul (snare)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Phonological Questionnaire

An alternative questionnaire was then put into operation, based on some of the historical phonological differences that separate Scots from English dialects in general. These lists proved to be very successful, for it was quickly established that the typical Scottish phonological patterns had remained entrenched in the areas of intensive 17th century Scots settlement.

Far from encroaching on English-settled territory, however, these Scottish speech forms were now markedly recessive vis-a-vis the UHE dialects. In any case, the opposition between the Lowland Scots forms and those of English provenance provided almost everywhere a sharply-defined border.

As stated above, this phonological questionnaire was based on an analysis resulting from over thirty years of research on the US dialect of Glenoe in E Antrim. The starting point for this analysis was a detailed phonetic study, leading to a synchronic phonological description, upon which firm foundation was based a retrospective diachronic phonological analysis. The latter yielded lists of words whose phonology diverged from and contrasted with that of UHE in general.

In compiling the Questionnaire these words were grouped mostly on the basis of the identity of the stressed vowel reflexes in the present-day dialect. Thus, it was hoped incidentally to elicit a spread of words sufficient to exemplify for each informant his full range of vocalic phonemes along with important variants.

The questionnaire based on the Glenoe materials was first plied in the Laggan, but was progressively modified and reduced to its essential core. It was then adopted for the rest of the investigations and gave equally good results in NE Down, throughout county Antrim in NE Derry and once again during a final visit to Donegal (to follow the chronological sequence of the various aspects of the fieldwork).

The Final Phonological Questionnaire as used throughout the survey

List 1

1. BOUGHT
2. BRIGHT
3. BROUGHT
4. COUGH
5. DAUGHTER
6. DOUGH
7. DRAUGHT
8. EIGHT
9. ENOUGH
10. FIGHT
11. FUGHT
12. HEIGHT
13. HIGH
14. NIGHT
15. OUGHT (pronom)
16. RIGHT
17. ROUGH
18. SIGH
19. SIGHT
20. SOUGH
21. STRAIGHT
22. THOUGHT
23. THOUGHT (pronom)
24. TOUGH
25. TROUGH
26. WEIGHT
27. WEIGHT (pronom)
28. weight
29. THOUGHT
30. THOUGHT (pronom)
31. THOUGHT
32. THOUGHT (pronom)
33. THOUGHT
34. THOUGHT
35. THOUGHT (pronom)
36. THOUGHT
37. THOUGHT (pronom)
38. THOUGHT
39. THOUGHT (pronom)
40. THOUGHT
41. THOUGHT (pronom)
42. THOUGHT
43. THOUGHT (pronom)
44. THOUGHT
45. THOUGHT (pronom)
| 14. LAUGH | 30. WRIGHT | 46. styaghie |
| 15. LIGHT | 31. WROUGHT | 47. weight |
| 16. MIGHT | 32. baghle |
| 17. NEIGH | 33. brugh |

List 2

| 48. ABOVE | 65. groop | 81a. SHOE (horse) |
| 49. AFTERNOON | 66. GUM | 82. *SHOES |
| 50. BEHOVE | 67. HOOD | 83. SHOOT |
| 51. BLOOD | 68. JUST (adv.) | 84. SOON |
| 52. BOARD | 69. loof | 85. SOOT |
| 53. BOOT | 70. MOON | 86. SPOON |
| 54. BROTHER | 71. MOORS | 87. STOOL |
| 55. cloot | 72. MOTHER | 88. TO |
| 56. COOL | 73. MOVE | 89. TOO |
| 57. CUD | 74. OTHER | 90. TOOTH |
| 58. DONE | 75. POOR | 91. ENOUGH |
| 59. FLOOR | 76. PUT | 92. HOOK |
| 60. (DOOR) | 77. ROOD | 92a. flyuggy |
| 61. FOOL | 78. ROOST | 93. NOOK |
| 62. FOOT | 79. ROOTS | 94. PLough |
| 63. GOOD | 80. SCHOOL | 95. sheugh |
| 64. GOOSE | 81. SHOE | 96. TOUGH |

List 3

| 97. BEHIND | 106. STUBBLE | 115. BUILD |
| 98. BLIND | 107. SUMMER | 116. BRIDGE |
| 99. CLIMB | 108. SUN | 117. RIDGE TILES |
| 100. FIND | 109. TUP (ram) | 118. trig (neat) |
| 101. BULL | 110. ASUNDER | 119. CHEST |
| 102. DOZEN | 111. TRUNDLE | 120. RED |
| 103. DUN (colour) | 112. RUN | 121. TOGETHER |
| 104. NUT | 113. *SUCH a | 122. TREMBLE |
| 105. SON | 114. BRIDGE | 123. VETCH |

List 4

| 124. AFTER | 144. JACKDAW | 162. HARM |
| 125. AFTERGRASS | 144a. LADDER | 163. HARVEST |
| 126. APPLE | 145. MAGPIE | 164. MARBLES |
| 127. AXLE | 146. MANNER | 165. MARCH (DYKE) |
| 128. BLADDER | 147. MASTER | 166. *MARRIED TO |
| 129. BLADE | 148. MATTER | 167. NARrow |
| 130. BRASS | 149. PANe | 168. PART |
| 131. CRADLE | 150. PLASTER | 169. PARTRIDGE |
| 132. FAMILY | 151. RATHER | 170. SHARP |
| 133. FATHER | 152. SACK | 171. STARVING |
| 134. FLAT | 153. SATURDAY | 172. TART (adj.) |
| 135. GANDER | 154. SHAFT | 173. YARD |
| 136. GATHER | 155. TRAVEL | 174. BRANCH |
| 137. GLAD | 156. WASH | 175. HAUNCH |
| 138. GLASS | 157. ARM | 176. STANCHION |
| 139. GRASS | 158. CARRY | 177. DINNER |
| 140. HALTER | 159. CART | 178. KINDLING |
| 141. HAMMER | 160. FARM | 179. EITHER |
| 142. HAMES | 161. GARDEN | 180. NEITHER |

List 5

| 181. ALLOW | 208. COARSE | 234a. OUT |
| 182. BOW (v.) | 209. COUNCIL | 235. OWL |
| 183. BROW | 210. COUNT | 236. PLUM |
| 184. (RIVERBANK) | 211. COUNTY | 237. POACHER |
| 185. COW | 212. COURSE | 238. POISON |
| 186. *COWS | 213. COURT | 239. POUCH |
| 187. FLOUR | 214. CROWN | 241. POUR |
| 188. FLOWER | 215. DISCOURSE | 242. POWDER |
| 189. HOUR | 216. DOUBT | 243. PROUD |
| 190. HOW | 217. DOWN | 244. ROUND |
| 191. NOW | 218. DROUGHT | 245. RUST |
| 192. POWER | 219. DROWN | 246. SCO威尔 |
| 193. SHOWER | 220. drook | 247. SHROUD |
| 194. SOUR | 221. DUCK¹ (dodge) | 248. SNOULT |
| 195. SOW (n.) | 222. DUCK² (drench) | 249. SOUND (n.) |
| 196. THOUSAND | 223. DUCK (n.) | 249a. SORREL |
| 197. BLUE | 224. foißenless | 250. SOUTH |
| 198. LUKEWARM | 225. footer | 251. SPOUT |
| 199. PLOUGH | 226. GOWN | 252. SPROUT |
| 200. FULL | 227. HOUSE | 253. stoon |
| 201. PULL | 228. *HOUSES | 254. STOUT |
| 202. COULTER | 229. LOUD | 255. SUCK |
| 203. SHOULDER | 230. LOUSE | 256. SUPPLE |
| 204. (POWDER) | 231. MOUSE | 257. TOWN |
| 205. ABOUT | 232. MOUTH | 258. THUMB |
| 206. ACCOUNT | 233. OUR (stressed) | 259. TROUT |
| 207. BROWN | 234. OUR (weak) | 260. GOLD |

List 6

| 261. QUILT | 277. WILL | 292. (ANY) |
| 262. SWITCH | 278. WIND | 293. burn (stream) |
| 263. SWITHER | 279. WINDOW | 294. FOUND |
| 264. TWENTY | 280. WINNOW | 295. GROUND |
| 265. TWINS | 281. WINTER | 296. MOUNTAIN |
| 266. TWISTER | 282. WISH | 297. MOURN |
| 267. WHIN | 283. WISP | 298. POUND (stg.) |
| 268. SHIP | 284. WIT | 299. POUND (lb.) |
| 269. WHISKEY | 285. WITCH | 299a. POUND (animal) |
| 270. WHISKERS | 286. WITHER | 300. BRITTLェ |
| 271. WHISPER | 287. WITHEY | 301. chullers |
| 272. WHISTLE | 288. WIZARD | 302. CINDERS |
273. WHITLOW 289. WRINKLE 303. lum
274. WHITTLE 290. WRIST 304. STEADY
275. whittret (stoat) 291. MANY 305. STITHY
276. WILDERNESS

List 7

306. attercap 325. KNOB 344. TONGS
307. caup 326. LOBSTER 345. WRONG
308. CHOP 327. LOFT 346. QUIT
309. CROP (harvest) 328. OFF 347. SWELL
310. CROP (of bird) 329. OFTEN 348. TWELVE
311. DROP 330. SOFT 349. WEATHER
312. HOP 331. TOM 350. WEB
313. LOPSIDED 332. BOTTLE (hay, etc.) 351. WEDDING
314. PROP 333. FOND 352. WELL (n.)
315. SHOP 334. MUST 353. WET (adj.)
316. slap 335. PORRIDGE 354. (WETTING)
317. SOB 336. ALONG 355. WHELM
318. STOP 337. AMONG 356. WHelp
319. TOP 338. BELONG 357. WREN
320. OPEN 339. LONG 358. WRESTLE
321. BOB 340. SONG 359. WADE
322. HOB 341. STRONG 360. wale
323. HOBBLE 342. THONGS 361. RUSHES
324. JOB 343. THRONG

List 8

362. ALL 378. TALK 394. CLAW
363. *AT ALL 379. WALK 395. DRAW
364. BALL 380. BLOW 396. HAW
365. CALL 381. CROW (n.) 397. HAWK
366. FALL 382. CROW (v.) 398. JACKDAW
367. HALL 383. MOW 399. JAW
368. miscall 384. ROW (series) 400. LAW
369. SMALL 385. SNOW 401. SAW (v.)
370. WALL 386. SOW 402. SAW (n.)
371. BALK 387. tawse 403. BARROW
372. BEHOLDEN 388. throwen 403a. logg
373. dwalm 389. throw hook 403b. moghy
374. SALT 390. AWAY 404. TASSLE
375. SCALD 391. TWO
376. scald 392. WHERE
377. STALK 393. WHO

List 9

405. BEEESTINGS 421. keek 436. DEAD
406. BLAZE 422. KING 437. (DIED)
407. BREAST 423. LIE (n.) 438. DEAF
408. BRIAR 424. LIE (v.) 439. *DEAFEN
### List 10

| 451. ALONE | 471. NONE | 491. DEATH |
| 452. blate (bashful) | 472. NOTHING | 492. EASTER |
| 453. BONE | 473. ONE | 492a. ELEVEN |
| 454. BOTH | 474. OWN (adj.) | 493. FLEA |
| 455. blae | 475. ROPE | 494. NEAT |
| 456. brae | 476. SLOE | 495. QUIET |
| 457. BROAD | 477. SO | 496. REAPER |
| 458. CLOTH | 478. SORE | 497. REASON |
| 459. *CLOTHES | 479. spae | 498. SCHEME |
| 460. COMB | 480. STONE | 499. SEASON |
| 461. FROM | 481. STRAW | 500. SEAT |
| 462. GABLE | 482. TOE | 500a. SEVEN |
| 463. graip | 483. WHOLE | 501. SHEAF |
| 464. HOME | 484. BEAK | 502. SHED |
| 465. KALE | 485. BEAST | 503. SPECIAL |
| 466. LOAD | 486. BEAT | 504. TREAT |
| 467. LOAN | 487. CHEAP | 505. weans |
| 468. MORE | 488. CHEAT | 506. hain |
| 469. MOST(LY) | 489. CREAM | 507. WEAK |
| 470. NO (adj.) | 490. CREATURE | |

### List 11

| 508. beke | 514. glomin | 519. ROCK |
| 509. bole | 515. open | 519a. scobe |
| 510. CORD | 516. hoke | 520. SHORT |
| 511. CORN | 517. lonin | 521. snoke |
| 512. DOG | 518. MORNING | 522. SORT |
| 513. FROTH | 518a. NOT | 523. thole |

### List 12

| 524. AY (always) | 547. WHEY | 557. PIE |
| 525. BAY | 548. BOIL (n.) | 558. STAY |
| 526. BRAY | 549. AY (always) | 559. STY (for pigs) |
| 527. CLAY | 550. AYE (yes) | 560. DIE |
| 528. gey | 550a. BAY | 561. DYE |
529. HAY    550b. BUY    562. EYE
530. MAY    550c. gey    563. I
531. PAY    550d. GUY    564. LIE (fib)
532. quey   551. MINE (n.) 565. LIE (recline)
543. REINS  552. MINE (adj.) 566. FIFE
544. STAY   553. MAY (month) 567. FIVE
544a. STEEP 554. MY    568. PRICE
545. WAY    555. NEIGHBOUR 569. PRIZE
546. WEIGH  556. PAY

List 13

570. BOLD    590. KNOLL    602. goup
571. COLD    591. MOULD (BOARD)  603. GROW
572. FOLD    592. POLE    604. LOOSE
573. HOLD    593. ROLL    605. LOOSEN
574. OLD    594. SHOULDER    606. lown
575. SCOLD    595. SOUL    607. loup
576. SOLD    596. BESTOW    608. OVER
577. TOLD    597. CHEW    609. PONY
578. BOLSTER    598. coup    610. THAW
579. BOLT    599. EWE    611. TOW
580. BOWL    600. FOUR    612. moily
581. COLT    601. gowl    613. stoigh
582. JOLT

List 14

614. DO    632. CAN'T    649. TAKE
615. DON'T    633. COULDN'T    650. TOOK
616. I DON'T    634. MIGHTN'T    651. TAKEN
617. DOES    635. SHOULDN'T    652. BEGAN
618. DOESN'T    636. WON'T    653. BEGUN
619. DIDN'T    637. WOULDN'T    654. HIT (pt.)
620. HE MADE ME DO IT    638. AMN'T    655. LET (pt.)
621. HAVE    639. ISN'T    656. SIT (pt.)
622. HAVEN'T    640. AREN'T    657. SET (pt.)
623. HAVE TO    641. WASN'T    658. IS/ARE THERE?
624. HAS    642. WEREN'T    659. WAS/WERE THERE?
625. HASN'T    643. BREAK    660. I'll have to go
626. HAS TO    644. BROKE    661. Where are you going to?
627. HADN'T    645. BROKEN    662. I'll not be able to get
628. HAD HAD    646. GIVE    663. It doesn't matter about it.
629. BEHOVE TO    647. GAVE    664. Is there any more bread?
630. DAREN'T    648. GIVEN    665. He made me cry
631. MUSTN'T
A detailed discussion of the lists that make up this Phonological Questionnaire now follows:

**List 1**
For the purpose of discriminating between the US and UHE dialects, the most important consonant by far is /x/, the reflex of the velar fricative in OE and ME. It is well preserved in all the US areas, not only in dialect words of a Scottish type such as sheugh, pegh, spraghlé, etc, but - characteristically - in a large number of Standard English words that have a UHE equivalent in which [x] → [f] or zero:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US</th>
<th>UHE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>daughter</td>
<td>[dɔːtə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>[hiː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tough</td>
<td>[tʌf]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**List 2**
The words in this list had /i/ in ME, but evidently had /ɪ/ in Early Scots and Middle Scots. This Middle Scots vowel has a number of different US reflexes which have a more or less clearly defined regional distribution. In some cases where we find them grouped geographically with other peculiarities we might be tempted to think in terms of the four or five different US reflexes found in words such as:

- above, afternoon, done, good, school, shoes:

(i) /ɪ/ occurs in the mid-Ards along the boundary with S Ards HE, and in two out of every three of the places investigated to the W of Strangford Lough.

The same reflex is found in all parts of the Laggan and also in the Magilligan area, settled in the 19th century by Lagganecers. This present-day distribution interpreted in the light of our knowledge of settlement history and of the dialectal situation in Scotland would suggest that this reflex represents the most archaic form. The Laggan district, in W Ulster and further removed from Scottish ports of disembearcation, was definitively planted in the early years of the 17th century, and chiefly from Ayrshire and the SW Scottish hinterland. The areas concerned in county Down were likewise planted from the same parts of Scotland and at the same period; and they are farthest removed from Donaghadee (Montgomery’s port) and Bangor (Hamilton’s port) through which the Scots settlers entered and through which contact with Scotland was maintained.

The characteristic forms for these areas are:

- [ɔbɪn] [dɪn] [skɪl]
- [ɛːfɾəɾɪn] [ɡɪd] [sɪn]

The absence of a [w]-glide with preceding velars is a good reason for dismissing any direct connection with NE Scots (Buchan), which has [ɡwɪd], [skwɪl].

(ii) /ɪ/ occurs in the N Ards, on the fringes of the UHE boundary W of Strangford Lough and throughout most of county Antrim. Its similarity to current SW Scots, and its distribution close to the ports of entry through which contact was kept with Scotland, would suggest that this was an innovation which came in from SW Scotland some time after the original settlement but never reached the perimeter of the Scots-settled areas.

Typical forms with /ɪ/ are:

- [ɔbɪn] [dɪn] [skɪl]
- [ɛːfɾəɾɪn] [ɡɪd] [sɪn]

(iii) /ɛ/ occurs in N Antrim and the adjacent parts of NE Derry. This seems to represent a development of /ɪ/, for in the same dialects we find /ɛ/ as the vowel in the morpheme -ing, e.g., fishing [fɪʃɪŋ]. Sometimes /ɛ/ is realized as [ɛː]. Characteristic forms from these areas are:

- [ɔbɛn] [dɛn] [skɛl]
- [ɛːfɾəɾɪn] [ɛːn]

(iv) /ɪ/ occurs in alternation with /i/ and /ɪ/ in a few localities in the Mid Ards and W of Strangford Lough. These forms may represent a hyperurbanism on the part of a few dialect speakers who, knowing that dialectal [nɪn] or [nɪn] corresponds to standard [nɪn], by analogy make [ɔbɪn] to correspond with [ɔbɪn] or [ɔbɪn].

(v) /æ/ or its equivalent occurs sporadically for certain items in the list throughout the US areas, but at least with one speaker (D4) it is the normal reflex in the whole of List 2, thus being identical with this reflex for ME /a/, which is also /æ/.

The US dialect spoken by D4 illustrates clearly the kind of substitution that takes place among bilingual speakers, leading to the loss of a characteristic dialect vowel, viz. /ɪ/. Dialect speakers hear educated Standard English speakers consistently using [ɪ] and never [æ] as a reflex of ME /a/, whereas they themselves use [æ] and never [ɪ] in the same circumstances in their 'broad' version of SE. This may lead to the idea that [ɪ] versus [æ] is a class dialect marker and that these two vowels are functionally equivalent, which in turn...
leads to the loss of distinction within the dialect itself between /i/ and /æ/ and, in effect, to the substitution of /æ/ for /i/ in many instances.

This result of bilingualism had already made itself felt in MSc, especially in certain words such as foot, pronounced — as shown by the poets’ rhymes — [fæt] (or something like it), alongside the traditional [fət] etc.

Characteristics of D4’s forms are:

- /æ/ in [bæn] [dæn] [skæl]
- /e/ in [gæd] [sæn]

Almost everywhere, of course, before /v/ and in open syllables the reflex is /e/:


although do is [dəv] in many parts of the Laggan. At the same time [dəv] ‘die’, the usual homonymic clash.

Examples occur in:

- [mə:v] ‘moors’ [pə:v] ‘poor’

An outsider in this List, door, was included immediately following floor, because although the traditional US pronunciation [də:v] is frequently in contrast with [fə:v], [fə:v], [fə:v], [fə:v], etc. sometimes, perhaps, as a result of semantic association, the vowels in these words are assimilated, e.g., in D4’s [fə:v] and [də:v] and in the widespread Ulster reflexes of early SE forms: [fə:v] and [də:v].

Apart from the general developments of this vowel as described above there were special, complicated changes in ESc and MSc when it occurred before a velar consonant. The final stages of these processes are evident in the various UHE reflexes of the types /ʃə/ or /ʃə/ in words (including #91 through #96) such as:

- /u/ in [ə:ʃə] or [ə:ʃə] or [ə:ʃə]
- left-handed [tʃəgə] [ʃəgə] [ʃəgə]
- escarpment [hʃək] [ʃək] [ʃək]
- hook [hʃək] [hʃək] [hʃək]
- nook [nɑːk] [nɑːk] [nɑːk]
- plough [pɭə] [pɭə] [pɭə]
- sheugh [ʃək] [ʃək] [ʃək]
- tough [ʃər] [tsək] [tsək]

The forms [dək] ‘dodge’ and [dək] ‘dodge’ / dək/ /dək/ /dək/ /dək/ ‘duck’ n. seem to fit in with this series.

- /ɪ/ in /ɪ/

- /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/ /si/

- /æ/ in /æ/

- /i/ in /i/

- /u/ in /u/

It will be noted that the yod frequently coalesces with the preceding consonant to produce a palatalized version, and that occasionally this may disappear in the case of /i/, leaving a simple yod, or it may pass on to an affricate, or the yod may disappear (as with tough, enough), perhaps by analogy with SE /ɪ/ and /i/. The yod fronts /i/ to /i:/ in open syllables.

In all the US dialects [bɪt] behave to has the archaic /i/ realized in a short, clipped form, and singular tooth has /i/, just like the plural teeth, in fact perhaps by analogy with the plural, which would also explain sporadic [gɪs] (D15) for goose in areas where [gɪs] would be expected.

Summing up List 2, then, we have archaism /i/, innovations /i/ and /e/, bilinguals’ substitution /æ/ all from ESc/MSc /i/ (ME ə). In addition, we have conditional developments such as /e/ before /i/ and in open syllables, and the same vowel or a retracted version /e/ before /i/. The /i/ in behave and tooth is anomalous or analogous. A yod followed by /i/ or /e/ has developed before velars.

List 3

The typical broad US vowel [æ] is characteristic of all the words in this list and corresponds to UHE [a] or [o] in most cases but to [e] in #129, 131, 142, 149; to [o] or [s] in #140, 156, 175; to [t] in #177, 178; to [i] or [ai] in #179, 180.

The medial consonant of #128 and #144a is /o/ in US, in contrast with UHE [d], nonstandard [o]; in #153, the /r/ tends to drop out, being ‘implied’ by the interdental /t/; in #157, 160, 162, the Laggan dialect of E Donegal has an intrusive schwa or else /ə/, thus /tʃəm/, /ʃəm/, /ʃəm/, or /ʃəm/, etc. In Gaelic-speaking areas, or those till recently Gaelic-speaking, these items have /ə/ (with a single flap); /tʃəm/, etc., in #139 and #161, palatalized velars, [k], [g'], occur for the most part in Donegal; #163 frequently ends with /s-ə/.

#164 contrasts with UHE dialect [ɔrələ]. #166 generally has terminal morpheme -t/. #169 mostly has loss of the first /r/ by dissimilation.

Some speakers have a distinct schwa-glise between [æ] and a following consonant, thus D12, D13, D14, D33 and D39 all have [grəs] for grass.

The /e/, which is mostly near cardinal, is realized as a
closer vowel [e] with D20 and as an opener one [e] with D24, the latter being probably due to the influence of Belfast speech.

The word farm crops up sporadically as [fɔrm] instead of, or in competition with, the usual US [fərm].

List 5
Here we have words with ME/MSc û, which generally becomes [u] in open syllables, in hiatus, and before voiced fricatives.

Following a yod or a palatalized consonant, a fronted variant, [yː], occurs.

In complementary distribution with [uː], in closed syllables, or, generally, in situations other than those defined above is a short, more open short variant, [u], and before [r] in all positions a long, even opener allophone, [uː].

Morphological additions to a word form do not alter this patterning, thus [snaːðər] < [snaði] smooth; but #203 and #204 are frequently [səðər] and [pəðər], as they are solid morphemes.

The US vowels are in contrast for the most part with UHE /aʊ/ but for #202, 203, 208, 212, 213, 215, 237, 241, 260 with UHE /aʊ/ and for #221, 222, 223, 236, 245, 255, 256, 258 with UHE /aː/.

List 6
ME/MSc I following [w] generally gives [a] or its rounded equivalent [o] in US, as in Scots over against UHE [y], [v], [e], etc. In the case of twenty we must suppose a preliminary raising of e to i to explain the form [twante]. Some of the US dialects have [a] in words with initial orthographic wr, in which the w is now silent. Hence the change I > [a] must antedate the loss of the initial [w]. In Donegal [рост] wris is particularly common, as is [t̚ajk] elsewhere.

This change may represent the end result of the stages [i] > [y] > [u] > [a]. As a dialect marker it is not too effective in Donegal, where the local Gaelic seems often to have a similar conditional change, e.g., bhifth (is) is not [wif] but [wif] in many places.

The words any and many, or rather Scots any and mony, have the forms [æːne] and [マン] in US, the stressed vowel of the latter having probably developed from [ə] through [o] to [a].

Items #294 through #299 represent words in which ME/MSc u → after lengthening – gives UHE [uː] (or [o]) in the word mouthed) but US [a].

List 7
Items #306 through #335 exemplify the characteristic Scots change by which ME o > a before or after labials. This change, which does not affect UHE, is well represented in US, not only in words which form part of the general vocabulary, such as:

\[\text{[dəkəp]} \quad \text{'drop'} \quad \text{[pɑːrits]} \quad \text{'porridge'}\]

but also in dialect words, such as:

\[\text{[kəp]} \quad \text{'caup'} \quad \text{[skəp]} \quad \text{'an opening into a field'}\]

In items #338 through #345, US, like Scots, has kept unrounded /æ/, in contrast with UHE /œ/ before the velar nasal /ŋ/. One general exception in US is #341, which is [stræŋ] and not [strän]. The variant [meːŋ] often occurs for #342 in US.

The ME sequence wê > US /wa/, as in Scots, in #346 through #348, though we must assume gult to have gone through the stage [kwet] before emerging as [kwət]. UHE is not affected by this change.

List 8
Items #362 through #370 bring out the contrast between the reflexes of ME -al, which gives UHE [oːl] over against US [ɔːl], with ostensibly more archaic variants such as the Laggan [a] or the widespread NE Ulster [oːl] and [aw], all with loss of -l. Some speakers who use [wəl] have [ɔː] as a special development after /w/ and /s/ in words like:

\[\text{[wəː]} \quad \text{wall} \quad \text{[əwɔː]} \quad \text{away} \quad \text{[twɔː]} \quad \text{two}\]

\[\text{[wəːr]} \quad \text{where} \quad \text{[wɔː]} \quad \text{who}\]

In #371 to 379, ME -al + Consonant gives mostly US [oː], which in some of the dialects is in contrast with a shorter vowel [o] or fronter vowel [a] in pairs such as:

\[\text{[bək]} \quad \text{balk} \quad \text{versus} \quad \text{[bək, bək]} \quad \text{back}\]

although in the Laggan occasionally this opposition may be marked mainly by a contrast in the consonants:

\[\text{[bək]} \quad \text{balk} \quad \text{versus} \quad \text{[bək]} \quad \text{back}\]

List 9
These are words in which Scots and US have /i/ in contrast with UHE /ɛ/, /ɛ/, /ɔɪ/, /ɪ/. The Scots and US shortening of this originally long vowel is conditioned by the phonetic environment, [i] being now the main member, and the long variant [i] being preserved only in stressed open syllables, in hiatus, before voiced fricatives and before /r/. Compare [dɪʃ] deaf with [dɪv] deafen.

Occasionally in words which may have a strong emotional connotation we find that the long quantity has been retained, perhaps for affective reasons, in spite of the following unvoiced plosives, e.g.:

\[\text{[kriːp]} \quad \text{‘a type of low stool’}\]

\[\text{[kɪk]} \quad \text{‘peep’}\]

The long vowel has also been retained as a morphological marker or oristic signal which distinguishes pairs such as:
List 10
The older forms of these words (#451 - 483) had d as stressed vowel, down to ME/MSc. The UHE reflex is /o/ or /i/ over against the US /ei/ (or /e/ before /r/). In some versions of US a schwa-glide develops before final consonants in stressed monosyllables, as in:

[hei:m] home  [sti:vn] stone

Contextual shortening or clipping of [ei] leads to [i] in morphologically fused forms such as:

[heit] < [heit;ei] have to
[dim] < [dei;ne] do not
[ni:θan] < [neθon] nothing

Although own (adj.) is generally [ɔn] in US, the numeral one (< OE ən) is represented by [en] only in parts of Donegal. The usual US version elsewhere is [jn] or [jɪn], which is in contrast with UHE dialectal [wɔn].

Before /r/ the open vowel /e/ occurs to the general exclusion of /ei/:

[mi:tr] more  [se:r] sore

The form [stræ:] for straw seems to point back to an earlier stra; a -- probably archaic -- form [stær] actually occurs in some US areas. The contrasting UHE dialectal form is [stræ], probably from older N or W Midland English dialect sources.

List 11
These words show typically [o:] in certain dialectal words and in a few words with UHE /s/, especially before /r/.

List 12
Here are listed a number of words (#524 - 547) that had one of the diphthongs ei or ai in ME/MSc, and that still have (representing both sources) a diphthong, /ai/, in US in contrast with /ei/ in UHE. This narrow diphthong is always found to be in significant contrast with a broader diphthong of the type [æi], [ai], [ei], etc., in another range of words (#549 - 559).

This type of opposition does not belong to the UHE dialects proper, which usually have only one diphthong, of the type [ai], [ei], [æi], etc. USU and some versions of UHE on the fringe of the US districts, however, have a phonemically contrastive pair of diphthongs identical with the US pair but mostly with a different incidence (#560 - 565), thus:

US  [æi] always  [oe] yes
USU [æi] eye  [oe] I

In US eye is [i:] and / is usually [ɔ:].

In US and the other dialects which have two diphthongs, the phonetic environment may determine the choice of variant, final voiced fricatives calling for a preceding /æi/, thus (#566 - 569):

[fai]  fife  [fæiv] five
[præis] price  [præuz] prize

List 13
Items #570 - 577 represent OE forms in -ald. In these US has consistently the reflex [-a:ld] (with loss of -a), although an additional form [-ald] crops up occasionally in old and cold.

Apart from the forms with /æi/, these items do not give a sharp contrast with UHE, which may have /o/ but can also have a non-standard /aʊ/, ostensibly derived from Elizabethan or Jacobean English developments.

An /aʊ/ diphthong is characteristic of US in #578 - 611 (omitting #594). The post-vocalic /e/ may be lost in #578, 579, 581, 582, 593. It is always missing in #590, a word which is very common in place-names and not equated with the SE word knoll. The usual UHE equivalent of these items has /ol/.

Items #596 - 611 have typically /aʊ/ in US but /o/, /i/, /æ/, etc., in UHE, if parallel forms exist.

List 14
Peculiarities in the US verb system include the special morphological fusions of verb plus, e.g., the enclitic negative particle /-ne/, often with altered base vowel:

[he: + -ne] > [hne] haven't
[he: + -z] > [huz] has
[he: + -z + -ne] > [hzn] hasn't
[he: + te] > [hte] have to
[he: + -n] > [hun] had (pp)
[de: + -t] > [dit] do it
[mən + ne:] > [me:n] mustn't
[kən + ne] > [kon] can't

These are in contrast with UHE forms, similar to those of SE.

The forms of some strong verbs have special US developments:

give  [gi: / gin] (pt & pp)
take  [te:k / ten] (pt & pp)
begin  [be'gii:d / be'gii:d] (almost obsolete)

The idiomatic is/are there? was/were there? in US are typically [is/əre]?: and [was/əre]?
Notes


4 A survey of this Ottawa Valley dialect was begun in 1975 under the direction of Dr. Ian Pringle and Dr. Enoch Podolsky, both of Carleton University, Ottawa. The present writer is acting as a consultant, with the specific purpose of identifying features of Ulster origin in the speech of the informants.


7 Grant, William, 'Introduction', *Scottish National Dictionary*, volume 1 (1931), xxxvi, xxxviii.

8 As pointed out by Mr. Trevor Hill, a member of the LSS at the time in question (1961), the opposite holds good for Ayrshire.

9 [See endnote 7.]


14 Marshall, op. cit.


16 Does be here reflects the Irish Gaelic *bionn* the consonantal present tense of the verb *bheith* 'to be'.

17 The interference of Gaelic in the English of informant Mrs. Gaynor (originally of Magheracarmack) was very apparent. The interview with her was unfortunately incomplete.

18 For a full account of these diphthongs, see Gregg, Robert J., op. cit. (1964); Gregg, Robert J., 'The Distribution of Raised and Lowered Diphthongs as Reflexes of ME *i* in two Scotch-Irish Dialects', *Phonologica* (1975); Gregg, Robert J., 'The Diphthongs [ai] and [e] in Scottish, Scotch-Irish, and Canadian English', *Canadian Journal of Linguistics* 18 (1973), 136-145.

19 Maps in the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, compiled by G. Brendan Adams and based on the 1911 census figures for Gaelic speech, show a Gaelic-speaking 'corridor' linking the Glens of Antrim Gaeltacht with the Sperrins Gaeltacht. Such a corridor, stronger in earlier times, must have acted as a barrier between the Scots settlers in N. Antrim and those in central and S. Antrim.

20 A sample of this dialect — often quoted locally — is as follows: 'Gi’er har bain’s a rib in the tib an’ come in for a kip o’ tae'.

The Feature ‘Dentality’ in Ulster-Scots Dialects and its Role as a Sociolinguistic Marker*

Robert J. Gregg

It is part of our normal basis of articulation that, in spoken versions of Standard English, we have a large set of coronal consonants — phonetically specified as alveolars, viz., /t, d, n, s, z, l/ — which corresponds to the set of dentals found in many other languages (See Table I, Set A). We have in fact only two coronal consonants — /θ/ and /ð/ — that can accurately be labelled dental or interdental (See Table I, Set B). These two dental consonants are phonologically contrastive with the corresponding alveolar continuants, /s/ and /z/, and it should be observed that, when either of the latter occurs with one of the dentals, assimilation does not take place. On the other hand, this small dental set seems to have some kind of hierarchical priority over the other alveolars in the matter of assimilation. Members of the alveolar set — apart from /s/ and /z/ — adjust their articulatory position to a following /θ/ or /ð/, in other words, by a kind of anticipatory coarticulation they acquire a feature that might be called ‘dentality’, marked in Table I, Set B, by the conventional I.P.A. subscript symbol /₃/.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set A</th>
<th>Alveolars</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set B</td>
<td>Dentals</td>
<td>θ</td>
<td>δ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ȹ</td>
<td>ι</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The assimilation works regressively across morpheme boundaries, within a word form, e.g.

ett    eight     eŋθ     eighth
ward   wide       wɨdθ     width
ten    ten         tɛŋθ     tenth
wel    well        weɬθ     wealth

This assimilatory rule also operates regressively (as far back as two segments, if the first is /n/ or /l/) across word boundaries as in:

kæj ɪθs    cut this    ʰʌnd ɬæt    hɪd ɬæt
bɨɡɪŋ ɪθs    begin this    ɾɪɬæt    fɪl ɬæt
rɛnt ɪθs    rent this    ɮɪŋ ɬæt    bɪld ɬæt

It should further be noted that, for many speakers, the flapped r [r] — surviving from an earlier phase of English — belongs in Set B, as it is maintained in the environment of a preceding /θ/, whereas preceding alveolars call for the now generalized approximant r [ɹ] thus:

θæst ɪθstrast ɹθæst ɪθstræst

In addition to these dental assimilations in contact with /θ/ and /ð/ which are general among native speakers of English, there are several types of dialectal English that have a further domain in which the dentality feature crops up, namely in the environment of a following /r/. The latter dialects include those spoken in

1) northwestern England
2) southwestern Scotland
3) the whole of Ireland

Since the dialects of English spoken in Ireland derived mainly from (1) and (2), the latter regions may be the source of this extension of the dentality phenomenon. The actual phonetic realization of the dentals (or more accurately the interdentals), however, is identical with the corresponding set of substratum or adstratum Irish Gaelic ‘broad’ (i.e., non-palatalized) dental consonants, frequently transcribed by Celticists as /T, D, N, L/. These Irish sounds, of course, do not arise from the assimilatory process. They are independent functional units, in phonological contrast with corresponding ‘slender’ (i.e., palatalized) consonants: /t’, d’, etc./. It is noteworthy, however, that in loan words from English, Irish Gaelic speakers (e.g., in Donegal) use an alveolar /t/ initially in words like /tɪkə/ (from English ticket), although alveolar /t/ is foreign to the Irish consonant system. On the other hand, they use their ‘broad’ /T/ (i.e., /j/) in contact with /r/ as in the loanword /jroisɪktəl/, which is thus identical with the neighbouring Hiberno-English and Ulster-Scots forms.

Apart from links with the northern English dialects which may have provided the dentality pattern, it thus looks as if there is a very strong connection with the indigenous Irish Gaelic, whose preference for the ‘broad’ dentals in the proximity of /r/ seems to have influenced all the incoming English and Scottish dialects.

* Paper delivered at the Linguistic Association of Great Britain Spring Meeting at The Queen’s University of Belfast, 10-12 April 1989.
The occurrence of the dentality feature in the northwest of England was noted almost a century ago by Alexander J. Ellis. It was observed also by many other writers in their descriptions of individual dialects in the northwest region, as well as by Joseph Wright in his *English Dialect Grammar* (1905). Eduard Kolb's *Phonological Atlas of the Northern Region* (1966), based on Harold Orton's dialect survey material, shows that this dentality still persists in NW England down to the present time.

In the earlier dialects of this region that spread to Ireland in the 16th and 17th centuries the occurrence of dentality was probably much more widespread if not universal, for it crops up still in all Hiberno-English dialects, including the Ulster-Scots in the province of Ulster. Thus we find everywhere in Ireland—in the environment of a following /r/—forms such as:

\[ \text{tree} \rightarrow \text{la} \text{dr} \text{ ladder} \]

For many speakers in the southern Irish provinces, however, the situation is complicated by the fact that the English continuant /θ/ → /j/ (i.e., loses the continuant feature) and /ð/ → /d/, which means that the two words quoted above are phonologically identical with three /j/ and latter /la\text{dr}/. In contexts other than that of a following /r/ the dental stops, /\text{th}/ & /\text{dh}/, however, as in /\text{thin}/ and /\text{den}/, are in general phonologically opposed to the simple alveolars as in /\text{tin}/ and /\text{den}/.

In the dialects of Ulster, whether they originated in England or in Scotland, the dentalized consonants have the same distribution as those of NW England, while /\text{th}/ and /\text{dh}/ are generally given their normal articulation as fricatives.

The main purpose of this present study is, first, to explicate linguistically the phonological rules that govern dentalization in two Ulster dialects, viz., Ulster-Scots Rural (U-S R) and Ulster-Scots Urban Non-standard (U-S UN), and to discuss the sociolinguistic implications of its use in these dialects vis-à-vis Ulster-Scots Urban Standard (U-S U S) speech, in which this type of dentality never occurs.

The most general rule can be simply stated as follows:

\[ \text{Rule 1. } + \text{ cons} + \text{ cont} + \text{ cor} - \text{ dental} \rightarrow + \text{ cons} - \text{ cont} + \text{ cor} + \text{ dental} \]

i.e., immediately before /r/ (or /\text{th} + r/), the alveolars /t, d, n/ become /j, d, n/ respectively.

At this point a corollary needs to be stated thus:

\[ \text{Rule 2. } r \rightarrow r / \quad \begin{array}{cc} + \text{ cont} & + \text{ cor} \\ - \text{ dental} & - \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad (\alpha) \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} + \text{ cont} \\ - \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} + \text{ cor} \\ - \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad (\alpha) \rightarrow (\alpha) \quad (\alpha) \quad \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \]

i.e., the unspecified underlying form of /r/ is realized at the surface level as a flap — [r] — when preceded by a dentalized consonant and followed by a vowel, whether or not a schwa intervenes between the dentalized consonant and the /r/. In other environments, namely when final or before a consonant, the /r/ is realized as a continuant — [j], for example:

**Exx 1**

\[ \text{tri: tree} \rightarrow \text{dru: dry} \rightarrow \text{gren: Henry} \]

**Exx 2**

\[ \text{bass: battery} \rightarrow \text{sarr: shuddering} \rightarrow \text{sark: sicken} \]

**Exx 3**

\[ \text{bass: butter} \rightarrow \text{sarr: shuddered} \rightarrow \text{sark: sicken} \]

A special rule is needed to cover the case of the lateral:

\[ \text{Rule 4. } + \text{ cons} + \text{ voc} + \text{ cor} - \text{ cont} + \text{ cor} - \text{ dental} \\
\]

\[ \rightarrow \quad \begin{array}{c} + \text{ cons} \\ + \text{ cor} \\ - \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \]

i.e., alveolar /l/ becomes /j/ immediately before another dentalized consonant (j or d) as in:

**Exx 4**

\[ \text{shel: shelter} \rightarrow \text{bol: boulder} \]

Note in relation to Rule 3 that there is an optional rule as follows:

\[ \text{Rule 3a. } r \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} + \text{ cont} \\ - \text{ cont} \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} + \text{ cont} \\ - \text{ cont} \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c} C \\ + \text{ dental} \end{array} \]

i.e., /\text{shuddered}/ is in free variation with /\text{sarr}/.
Unlike the general rules for assimilation in standard English outlined at the beginning of this discussion, the special Ulster dialect rules for dentalization do not operate across a perceived morpheme boundary. This difference leads to internal and external dialectal contrasts such as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U-S Urban (standard)</th>
<th>U-S Urban (non-standard)</th>
<th>U-S Rural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flatter</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flatter (vb.)</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better (vb.)</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assist 'er</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a sister</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>starter</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barter</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quilter</td>
<td>lt</td>
<td>lt</td>
<td>lt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>filter</td>
<td>lt</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sprinter</td>
<td>nt</td>
<td>nt</td>
<td>nt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitter</td>
<td>nt</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redder</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rudder</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rider</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spider</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recorder</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>builder</td>
<td>ld</td>
<td>ld</td>
<td>ld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bewilder</td>
<td>ld</td>
<td>jd</td>
<td>jd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spender</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fonder</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, an attempt will be made to summarize the social distribution within the Ulster dialect system, and the sociolinguistic implications of the dentality feature described and analysed above. All forms of the standard language and all dialects share the general assimilatory processes in contact with /θ/ and /ð/ outlined at the beginning of this study. No contrasts emerge in this area, and thus speakers are in general quite unaware of the dentalization involved. On the other hand, only the rural and non-standard urban dialects share the dentality feature Rules 1-4 above, which consequently form a contrast with the standard urban speech.

As a result of this distribution, speakers of all these Ulster dialects tend to be – consciously or subconsciously – aware of the dentality involved with these rules. For educated urban speakers it is a clear-cut marker of non-standard or rural dialect and hence stigmatized. It belongs to what they would call ‘talking broad’. With non-standard urban speakers, conflict may arise, for, as part of the normal education process, they are under pressure – among other things – to give up their dentality. If they are interested in upward social mobility it is mandatory. For girls this seems easier to accept than for boys, who may feel that the non-dental forms sound affected or snobbish.

The country dweller who speaks a broad rural dialect has a different problem. As part of his education he has to become bidialectal by learning the standard language which, of course, has the non-dental forms that he will be expected to acquire. To him it is perhaps clearest that each style of speech has its proper place. What he scorns is the pretentious rural speaker who mincingly tries to imitate standard urban speech but keeps mixing it up with his broad dialect. This is called speaking ‘silk and drugget’. Equally to be scorned – he thinks – is the urban speaker who mixes styles when he attempts to use dialect words, pronouncing [skænə] instead of [skeɪnə] ‘sicken’, [gældə] instead of [ɡældə] ‘an incoherent shout’ or [tɹɔɡ] instead of [tɹəɡ] ‘trough’. Only the skilled and sensitive bidialectal speaker will know how to switch the dentality rules so that his speech is suitable to all social environments, and he avoids the opprobrious possibility that every time he opens his mouth some other Ulsterman will despise him.
Notes

1 The term basis of articulation is a translation of the German term Artikulationsbasis, used in the late 19th century to refer to the concept (elaborated by phoneticians such as Eduard Sievers, Otto Jespersen, Henry Sweet, etc.) that for each language variety there is a characteristic articulatory configuration of the speech organs:
   - For English, styled as cacuminal, i.e., with the tip of the tongue raised towards the alveoli and with the upper tongue surface concave
   - For French and German, dorsal, with the tongue tip in contact with the lower front teeth and the upper surface of the tongue convex
   - For Irish Gaelic, rim articulation, with the tongue flat and spread laterally.
   Nowadays, with the improved facilities provided by the modern electronic equipment of our phonetics laboratories, this concept has been refined and extended, and the currently preferred term is articulatory setting. [See Beatrice Honikman (1964) and John Laver (1984)].

2 The advancement of alveolars to a dental or interdental articulation in the environment of a following /l/ or /r/ is not so well documented for Scotland as it is for Ireland and NW England. It is, however, said to be characteristic of some southwestern Scottish dialects (the main source of Ulster-Scots speech). See T. Wright (1929). The dentality phenomenon is also described by William Grant (1914), who attributes it to Gaelic speakers (Note that Ayrshire and Galloway still had remnants of Gaelic speech in the 17th century or later). The main purpose of Grant's book is to 'correct the faults' of Scottish teachers in training who were expected to acquire a 'standard' pronunciation.

3 The Donegal Irish examples were given to the writer by Dónall Ó Baoill in a personal communication. See also D. Ó Baoill (1975), 19 ff, for contrastive examples in Gaelic. A detailed description of the articulation and distribution of the Irish dentals in an Inishowen (NE Donegal) dialect may be found in Emrys Evans (1970).


5 CUMBERLAND: Penrith (P. H. Reaney, 1927); Lorton (B. Brilioth, 1913)
   WESTMORLAND: Kendal (T. O. Hirst, 1906)
   LANCASHIRE: Adlington (A. Hargreaves, 1904)
   YORKSHIRE: Harrogate (G. C. Cowling, 1915); Nidderdale (M. L. Annakin, 1922)
   Note that the county boundaries have recently been re-drawn to create the new entity named Cumbria.

6 Kolb, Eduard, Phonological Atlas of the Northern Region (Bern, 1966). A review article on Kolb's Atlas (G. B. Adams, 1967) draws attention to the dentality feature common to Ulster dialects and these, particularly of the western part of the region, mapped by Kolb.


8 The feature 'continuant' is questionable for the lateral [see Chomsky, Noam, & Morris Halle, Sound Pattern of English (1968), 318]. See also Wells, J. C., 'A Scots Diphthong and the Feature "Continuant"' in JIPA 1:1 (1971).

9 In this case the form better, being irregularly derived from good, is perceived by rural and non-standard urban speakers as a solid morpheme.

10 The word dragger (pronounced /dragər/, of course, by the rural US speaker) refers to a coarse, woolen material.
Origin and History

Scots is the northerly form of Northumbrian English which became differentiated from the dialects of northern England and even more from those of other parts of England following the stabilization of the Scottish border in the 13th century. Its original core area lay between the River Tweed and the Firth of Forth, whence it spread in two directions: (1) westwards to Strathclyde, where it replaced Cumbro-Welsh, then to Galloway, where it replaced Gaelic and Norse and finally to Ulster, where it replaced Irish and blended with other types of English; and (2) northwards to Fife and Angus, where it replaced Cumbro-Welsh and Pictish, then to Buchan, where it replaced Gaelic, and finally to Caithness, Orkney and Shetland where it replaced Norse. Slowly since the 18th century and then more rapidly since the end of the 19th century it has faced competition on its home ground from standard English spoken with a Scots accent. It reached Ulster in the 17th century and has survived as the rural speech of three areas while influencing the development of Ulster English over a much wider area. These three areas were delineated by Professor R. J. Gregg in 1960 as follows:

1. Most of Antrim and the adjacent north-east quarter of Londonderry, with a short north-eastern boundary running in a circle from Ballycastle to Carrickfergus against a small area where English replaced Irish roughly between 1830 and 1930, and a long south-western boundary running from just north of Whitehead through Strad, Parkgate, Carran, Portglenone, Ringsend to Myroe on Lough Foyle;
2. The north-eastern quarter of Down bounded by a line running from Groovensport past Conlig, Ballymiscaw, Gilnahirk, Drumbo, Annahilt, Derryboy, and across Strangford to Aradeon and Cloughy;
3. The north-eastern quarter of Donegal bounded by a line running from Muff to Inch and across Lough Swilly through Milford, Kilmacrennan, Churchhill and Ballindrait to the Foyle, bounding on Irish or the English which has replaced it during the last sixty years on the north and west, and on other forms of English to the east and south.

Throughout this area, but especially in the towns, it is in competition with various forms of Ulster English, on the development of which, however, it has exercised some influence. The total rural population of these three areas is about 170,000, not all of whom would be speakers of Ulster-Scots, though some of the latter would be resident in towns within the area. Almost all speakers of Ulster-Scots are now bidialectal, using the regional form of standard English, or a close approximation to it, as an alternative to their native dialect under certain circumstances. Some are more conscious of the difference between dialect and standard usage than others and are better able to switch from one to the other according to their audience.

Literary Use of Ulster-Scots

In the 18th and 19th centuries there was a limited degree of literary cultivation of Ulster-Scots, particularly by local poets, parallel to that of Scots in Scotland and mainly in north-east Down, east Antrim and mid-Antrim. Local poets who flourished, mainly between 1770 and 1870, were Samuel Thompson of Carnmoney, Francis Boyle of Gransha, Andrew McKenzie of Dunover, Hugh Porter of Moneymore, Peter Burns of Kilwinlin, William Bleakley of Ballinafskeagh, Joseph Carson of Kilpik, Robert Haddleton of Moneyreagh, Hugh Tyman of Donaghadee, Henry Fletcher of Moneyreagh, James Orr of Ballycarry, Thomas Beggs of Ballyclare, David Herbison of Dunblane, James Campbell of Ballymena, John McKinley of Dunseverick, Thomas Givan of Callybank, and Sarah Leech – the only woman among them and the only vernacular writer from east Donegal. Prose is more scantily represented by The McLellam Letters, written from Rathfriland to James McKnight, editor of the Belfast News-Letter, and Robin's Readings by W. G. Lyttle of north Down. In the present century this local vernacular literary tradition has become much thinner, but is represented by John Clifford of Larnem.

Spelling

There is no established orthographic system for the spelling of Ulster-Scots in literary use, and indeed one object of this paper is to make some tentative suggestions for a system of Ulster-Scots spelling. Two aspects need to be considered:

* Unpublished typescript on deposit at Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, c.1967.
(a) The Scottish Background

Scots and English developed their standard literary forms from the 14th century onwards. There were minor phonetic differences – which increased with the passage of time in some cases – in the pronunciation of individual single letters, but in principle they each represented the same phonemes and differed only where English and Scots used different phonemes in a given phonological situation, e.g. English stone versus Scots stane. The main difference was in the use of digraphs and trigraphs for sounds not distinguished by the traditional alphabet. Scots used the trigraphs sch, tch, quh for the English digraphs sh, ch, wh, and ch in place of gh, which later became silent or came to be pronounced like f in English but retained its original velar fricative sound in Scots. Among the vowels Scots used u or in certain cases eu where English used oe; ae was used for English oe, particularly when final; Scots distinguished between et or ou, which were long vowels like modern English ee and oo, and the diphthongs ey or ow, whereas in English ey and ow had the same sounds as ei and ou, being merely positional variants as in the case of at/av and aw/aw and ol/oy; Scots did not use ea and oo to distinguish what were originally more open long vowels than ee and oo.

During the 17th century when the use of Scots as a separate literary language was declining, English spelling conventions increasingly invaded the spelling of Scots written records. When Alan Ramsay began the Scots literary revival early in the 18th century by republishing the works of older Scots poets, he adopted most of these features as modernizations of their older spelling, and in the course of the 18th and 19th centuries these innovations became general among writers of Scots. The English sh, ch, wh were adopted instead of older Scots sch, tch, quh, though ch generally survived to indicate what had become a different pronunciation from English gh. Among the vowel digraphs English spellings were generally adopted where Scots and English pronunciation were alike, though Scots spellings were generally retained where pronunciations differed, but there was variation from one writer to another.

In the present century writers have broadly followed the precedents established in the 18th and 19th centuries, but there have been two sources of dissent from this practice. Firstly, some writers have reverted to the distinctive practices of older Scots, even when they do not necessarily indicate distinctive Scots pronunciations. Secondly, writers of the more divergent Scots dialects, especially north-eastern and north-insular Scots, have frequently diverged from more traditional spellings to indicate distinctive local pronunciations in much the same manner that English dialect writers do in writing in the local dialects of northern England.

(b) The Ulster Situation

The regional form of standard English which is in competition with Scots in Scotland and which has almost replaced it in certain sections of Scottish society is pronounced with a Scottish accent whose phonetic features are derived from Scots. In working out an orthography for any form of Scots, even those dialects that differ more than most from the general norm, many distinctive features do not need to be specially represented since all Scots, whether Scots dialect speakers or speakers of Scottish English, would pronounce them alike.

The situation of Ulster-Scots is different. Within its own immediate local area, indeed, there are people who speak the regional form of standard English with an Ulster-Scots accent, so that their standard and dialect pronunciations have exactly the same phonetic basis. In general, however, the regional form of standard English is spoken with the generalized type of northern Hiberno-English accent whose phonetics derive from western forms of early modern English adjusted to the original speech habits of those who acquired it over the last couple of centuries or more, whether their original language was Irish or Scots as spoken beyond the present limits of the Ulster-Scots dialect area. It follows that the phonetic basis of the majority of speakers of the regional form of standard English is rather different from that of Ulster-Scots and that certain spelling differences between Scots and English in Ulster are desirable which are not necessary between the two in Scotland.

The point may be illustrated by considering the two words rat and rot. In English, including standard English and many local dialects in Ulster, they are both pronounced with short vowels, an open front-spread vowel [rat] in rat and an open back vowel with very little or no lip-rounding [rut] in rot. In Ulster-Scots, Scottish Scots and standard English in Scotland they are pronounced respectively as fairly long vowels, open back unrounded [rat] in the case of rat and half-open back rounded [rat] in the case of rot. In Scottish Scots these words simply retain their traditional spelling since there is no difference between Scots and standard English in Scotland in their pronunciation, and it is accepted that the Scottish and Anglo-English pronunciation of standard English differ somewhat phonetically. In Ulster the Ulster-Scots pronunciation of each word differs from the regional form of standard English and from other forms of dialect English spoken in the region, so it seems logical to change the spelling even though this imposes a seemingly unnecessary spelling difference between Ulster-Scots and Scottish Scots. Otherwise the proper pronunciation of Ulster-Scots would not be clear to the majority of people in Ulster. There are two ways in which this can be done:

1. Retain the traditional spelling but place a circumflex accent over the vowel-letter, rât, rot, to warn the general reader that the dialect pronunciation is different, which may have some advantage in retaining the general appearance of words but gives no clue as to what the difference in pronunciation is since such accents do not form part of English orthographic tradition.

2. Change the spelling to raat and raut, which express the differences in pronunciation in terms that are intelligible to the general reader. In this work we follow this second practice, with the reservation that we confine this orthographic device to words of one or two syllables and do not extend it to the long polysyllabic words of Latin and Greek origin which do not form part of the every-day dialect vocabulary but where of course such pronunciation-spellings would be equally valid.

The operation of this rule adds to the number of distinctive Ulster-Scots word-forms as compared with standard English
and also — on paper at least if not in pronunciation — as compared with traditional Scots, but there is another source of difference from traditional Scots, namely new phonetic developments of certain Scots sounds in Ulster. For example, Scots *ui* — corresponding to English *oo* — has become unrounded either to the sound of *ae* when remaining long or to a short *i* sound when shortened, as it usually is in Scots, thus *shae* ‘shoe’, but *shin* ‘shoes’, from *shuin*. To retain the latter traditional Scots spelling would hardly convey the pronunciation (despite words like *build, guile*), so *shae, shin* must be established as the Ulster-Scots forms irrespective of what is written in Scotland. There are of course some local Scots dialects in Scotland where exactly the same sound-change has taken place. The short unrounded *ui* then usually falls together with original short *i*, which is a lower and more retracted sound than in England. In Ulster-Scots, however, this is not the case because original short *i* has become so much lowered and retracted that it is pronounced like Ulster English short *a*, thus original Scots *shuin* and *shin* become *shin* and *shann* respectively in Ulster-Scots. In the latter case it is generally desirable to double the consonant after *a* to emphasize that this vowel is short, partly to distinguish Ulster-Scots words from standard English words of like sound but different meaning, e.g. *faat* ‘fit’ versus standard English ‘fat’, which would be *faat* in Ulster-Scots, and partly because traditional short *a*, while short in some words, has become lengthened in others in Ulster English pronunciation, whereas this new Ulster-Scots short *a*, arising from historical short *i* by lowering and backing, is always short. Thus in Ulster-Scots we write: *batt* ‘bit’, *badd* ‘bid’, *buat* ‘bat’, *baad* ‘bad’, with single *a* standing for a short front, or fairly front, vowel and *aa* standing for a longish back vowel. The Scots phrase *a guid bit* has become *a gid batt* in Ulster-Scots. In this matter Ulster-Scots resembles some of the more marginal Scots dialects in Scotland itself which have undergone special local developments in pronunciation differentiating them from traditional standard literary Scots.

To summarise the spelling of vowel sounds, there are four possible relationships between Ulster-Scots and English:

1. Both may have the same vowel sound, as pronounced in the regional standard English of Ulster, or at least a sound of the same quality though there may be slight variation in length depending on the nature of the following consonant or on the presence or absence of a following syllable. In such cases the standard English spelling of the vowel is retained except where a traditional Scots spelling would not be ambiguous for the general reader.

2. They may have different vowel sounds, with Ulster-Scots retaining an old traditional difference between Scots and English. In such cases traditional Scots spelling should be used, providing it is not ambiguous for the general reader; if it is, then the form should be respelt in standard English spelling conventions, e.g. *toun* may be allowed to stand for *town* (instead of writing *toon*, though the latter is valid if desired), but *hoose* must be written for *house*. Otherwise the sound would not be clear, though it could be argued that *hous* might pass, since it is visually different from *house*.

3. They may have different vowel sounds, with Ulster-Scots retaining the traditional Scots vowel-sound which, however, differs from the vowel-sound of English origin used in other types of Ulster speech, e.g. *raat* for ‘rat’, *raut* for ‘rot’. Such words are respelt according to English spelling conventions to indicate their Ulster-Scots pronunciation even though no such respelling is considered necessary for Scots in Scotland.

4. They may have different vowel sounds, with Ulster-Scots differing also from Scottish Scots because of new local sound-changes. Such words are respelt according to the spelling conventions of standard English as pronounced in Ulster, e.g. *batt* ‘bit’, *badd* ‘bid’.

It should be noted that there are some words which are not respelt even though their Ulster-Scots pronunciation may differ slightly from their pronunciation in the standard English of Ulster, either because the phonetic difference is very slight or because there is no satisfactory way of representing it in ordinary spelling. This may be illustrated by words containing the blocked, i.e. traditionally short vowels, such as *rat, ret, writ, rot, rut*. Three of these are respelt as *raat* ‘rat’, *wratt* ‘writ’, *raut* ‘rot’, but the other two remain unchanged.

In the case of *rei*, the vowel is of the same quality in Ulster-Scots and most forms (except certain broad urban varieties) of English in Ulster, being however always long in Ulster-Scots, but either variable in length according to the nature of the following consonant or always short in some areas in other types of Ulster English. Since there is no simple way of expressing differences in length that do not also involve differences in quality, the spelling of words containing historical short *e* when it is common to English and Ulster-Scots is not affected. In the case of *rut* the vowel is always short everywhere in Ulster, but its quality varies. In Ulster-Scots it has the same half-open back-central unrounded sound as in Scottish Scots. In other forms of English in Ulster it is rounded and is either half-open (as in east Ulster) or has the tongue raised to the half-close position (as in central and west Ulster), but these distinctions of quality cannot be represented in ordinary spelling so they are ignored and the spelling of such words remains unchanged.

It should be noted that certain little words which are always stressed in pronunciation retain their traditional spelling unchanged, and likewise the unstressed syllables of longer words. Some monosyllables vary in pronunciation according as they are stressed or unstressed. In such cases the Ulster-Scots stressed pronunciation may differ enough for respelling of the stressed form to be desirable, though the traditional form may be retained when the word is unstressed.

One last point must be mentioned with regard to the spelling of vowel sounds. Scots, whether in Scotland or in Ulster, makes a distinction in the pronunciation of diphthongal ‘long’ *i* which is not made in English. Finally and before voiced fricative consonants and *r*, and also before the suffix *d*, it is a wide diphthong, phonetically [*ai*] or [*ae*], whereas in other positions it is a narrow diphthong, phonetically [*ai*] or [*ei*]. This distinction is normally ignored in traditional Scots spelling, though the narrow diphthong can also occur finally and before all consonants where it has a different origin, e.g.
corresponding to the English vowel usually written \textit{ai} or \textit{ay}. There is thus a distinction between \textit{tide} [\textit{tыйд}] and \textit{tied} [\textit{тайд}], the latter having the wide diphthong because the \textit{d} is a suffix, which should be represented in spelling, especially in the Ulster context where in other forms of Ulster English only the narrow diphthong occurs. It seems best to retain standard English spelling with \textit{i}, \textit{y}, \textit{ie}, \textit{ye} for the narrow sound [\textit{ei}] and to devise a new means of writing the wide sound [\textit{ai}], for which \textit{ait}, \textit{aay}, \textit{aaie}, \textit{aaye} appear feasible, thus we write \textit{taaied} for the Ulster-Scots form of ‘tied’, but \textit{tide} does not need to be changed.

Much less need be said about the spelling of the consonants. Ulster-Scots has 32 different consonantal phonemes as against the 24 of standard Anglo-English, but some of the other English dialects of Ulster have as many as 36 and even the regional form of standard English in Ulster has 28. The extra sounds are the following: (1) the voiceless bilabial resonant and the voiceless velar fricative, represented respectively by the digraphs \textit{wh} and \textit{gh} in standard English orthography, but both lost in Anglo-English pronunciation though both preserved in Scots; in the regional standard variety of Ulster English \textit{wh} is preserved, though in some local dialects, e.g. Belfast working-class speech, it has been lost by falling together with \textit{f} in pronunciation; (2) palatalized \textit{l} and \textit{n} (like Spanish \textit{l} and \textit{n} or Italian \textit{gli} and \textit{gn} or Irish \textit{ill} and \textit{inn}), which replace English \textit{l} and \textit{n} plus ‘yod’ (the semi-vowel \textit{y} or \textit{i} before another vowel); (3) the emphatic dentals, i.e. \textit{t}, \textit{d}, \textit{l}, \textit{n} pronounced interdentally (tip of tongue between teeth) or ambidentally (tip of tongue behind lower teeth and blade of tongue against upper teeth) instead of with the light alveolar tap of the tongue-tip against the upper teeth-ridge. In Ulster-Scots the emphatics occur only before \textit{r}, either immediately or with an intervening unstressed vowel, but the plain alveolar dentals may also occur in this position distinguishing words of different meaning, so they should be distinguished in spelling as separate phonemes. Emphatic \textit{t} and \textit{d} do not, however, replace fricative \textit{th} in Ulster-Scots as happens in southern Hiberno-English, as in Ulster English generally historical \textit{th} retains its voiceless and voiced fricative sounds. In the regional standard form of Ulster English emphatic \textit{t}, \textit{d}, \textit{l}, \textit{n} are normally lost, and replaced by the normal alveolar sounds, though most speakers can reproduce them in using dialect words or imitating dialect speech.
Overt and Covert Scots Features in Ulster Speech*

G. Brendan Adams

Scots and English are historically two dialects of one original language. At a certain point in their history, however, between the 15th and 17th centuries, they had diverged so far and were each so well established in their respective domains that they could be regarded as two languages, rather like Danish and Norwegian. Thereafter convergence set in again owing to the changed relationships between the two countries and the geographical expansion of English.

In the 17th century, towards the end of the period of greatest divergence, both were brought to Ulster by considerable numbers of native-speakers of each. Both in due time expanded at the expense of Irish, itself considerably influenced by Scottish Gaelic in the northern and eastern parts of Ulster. Then English began to encroach on Scots within Ulster, but the manner in which this happened differed from the position in Scotland.

In Scotland, English in the narrower sense was an imported prestige language which filtered very slowly down the social scale and from the printed word outwards to the spoken word as a language that one might read but would not normally speak, so that eventually what displaced Scots – in so far as it was displaced – was a regional variety of standard English spoken with a Scots accent. Scots remained at first the spoken language of government from the local level upwards, though not the written language of government, which during the 17th century was progressively anglicized, except in so far as those involved allowed the written style gradually to creep into their formal speech. From the 18th century onwards there was a limited revival of Scots for certain types of literary composition alongside the more general use of English as the written language. Until very recently Scots continued only very slowly to encroach on Gaelic round the margins of the Gaelic-speaking area. The recent rapid language-shift, however, has produced the phenomenon of Highland English, that is, near-standard English spoken with a Highland – originally Gaelic-based – accent in most of that area. Above all, however, there was no mass immigration of English-speakers into Scotland.

In Ulster the position was rather different. At first Scots and English both encroached on Irish, though in different areas. The Scots were originally more numerous than the English, perhaps as much as five or six times as numerous. The relative distribution of the two elements varied considerably, and in east Ulster at least the Scots continued to keep up a close connection with Scotland. In some areas the Scots formed the great bulk of the immigrants and in due time their language came to prevail in such areas. Basic examples are those areas delineated by Prof. R. J. Gregg where an Ulster-Scots dialect is still spoken. Elsewhere the Scots and the English were more mixed, with one group or the other predominating and their combined speech encroaching on the Irish-speaking population, who might acquire a mixture of Scots and English features which they then passed on to the next generation. English was not only the language of the printed word. It was also the language of government from the local level upwards since this was confined on denominational grounds to the Anglo-Irish, who were either of English origin or people of the most varied origins who conformed to their standards as far as possible in language, religion and much else. There was indeed some literary use of Scots in the 18th and 19th centuries but it was confined to the central part of east Ulster and to a narrower social milieu than in Scotland. Though this has continued to a very limited extent at dialect level down to the present, there was no conscious association in Ulster with the Scots or Lallans literary revival that took place in Scotland in the first half of this century. The role of Scots in Ulster has thus been less prominent than in Scotland, but it has been widely diffused in the total spread of the English language (in the wider sense) in Ulster.

The principal contribution to the study of Ulster-Scots has been made by Prof. R. J. Gregg in his various works defining the area in which a Scots-type dialect is now spoken in Ulster. Yet from the nature of his work he has been concerned with recording Scots in its purest surviving form, with the result that he has not really examined features of Scots origin that are more widely diffused into areas which on his definition could hardly now be described as Scots-speaking. This is the type of problem that we are concerned to touch on here rather briefly by defining some of the Scots features that one is likely to find in areas no longer reckoned by Gregg as basically Scots-speaking. These features are almost entirely phonological. Scots words exist in plenty, but many have spread far beyond areas where Scots was normally spoken. Others have shrunk in use even within the Ulster-Scots dialect areas. Each word tends to have its own geography. In looking at the phonology, however, no attempt will be made to define the wider Scots areas exactly. This must await transcription, which has already begun, of the results of our Tape-recorded Survey of Hiberno-English Dialects.

* Unpublished typescript on deposit at Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, c. 1967.
As the argument in this paper depends on matters of pronunciation, it will be helpful to begin by stating how we propose to indicate the different vowel-sounds under discussion. The consonants are hardly involved. Vowels are described by the positions which the tongue takes up in the mouth-space when uttering them. Nine terms are used to explain this: 'front', 'central' and 'back' to denote the placing of the tongue in characteristic positions from near the teeth towards the back of the mouth; 'close', 'half-close', 'half-open' and 'open' to denote relative tongue-height from when the mouth is almost closed with the tongue near the palate to when it is wide open with the tongue lowered and 'spread' and 'rounded' to denote the contour of the lips when they are not neutral. Two more terms, of Hebrew origin, are used for special purposes: the Hebrew letter-name 'yod' denotes the consonantal sound found in e.g. feud, which has the same vowel as food but with 'yod' before it and might be written fyood. The Hebrew vowel-name 'shwa' denotes the indefinite vowel-sound we make when hesitating and not sure what to say next. It is also a common sound in English for all the written vowel-letters when they occur in unstressed syllables.

The mouth-space in which vowel-sounds are formed is of irregular quadrilateral shape, and the relative tongue-positions for each vowel differ from one region to another. In Ulster they are approximately as in chart I. The code-words used on the chart to denote the vowels we are talking about are of two kinds, with different consonantal frame-works: p-t and f-l. The first group contains vowels that were historically always short, though in Ulster some of them are now often long. There are six of them and they distinguish e.g. the words pat, pet, pit, pot, putt, put. Any two of these words are called minimal pairs because their different vowels are the minimal phonetic features used to denote different meanings. Sounds that denote distinctive meanings in a minimal pair are called phonemes. The second group contains vowels that were originally always long or diphthongal. A diphthong is a sound in which the tongue shifts from one position to another. There are eight of these phonemes and they distinguish e.g. the words feel, fail, fall, foal, fool, file, fowl, foil. In all the vowel phonemes on the chart the tongue has a fixed position except those with an arrow leading from their starting-point towards the end-point in the movement of the tongue. These are the diphthongs. Some varieties of English have more diphthongs and fewer simple vowels than we have in Ulster.

---

**CHART 1: Ulster Vowels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRONT-SPREAD</th>
<th>CENTRAL</th>
<th>BACK-ROUNDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>fool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>pit/pot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fowl</td>
<td>putt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>foal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat</td>
<td>[five] pot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHART 2: English (RP) Vowels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feel</td>
<td>[feud] fool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pit</td>
<td>foal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fail</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>fowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pat</td>
<td>fa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putt</td>
<td>pot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When different people have a slightly different pronunciation of a phoneme, these are said to be its diaphonic variants. Some people of course use completely different phonemes in a given word, but that is another matter. An important diaphonic variant of the *file*-vowel which occurs in certain words only as a covert Scots feature with some speakers in certain areas is shown in square brackets on the chart as the *five*-vowel. This is a wide diphthong with a much lower and more retracted starting-point than the *file*-vowel. It is not used by most people in Ulster. In my own pronunciation *five* has the same phoneme as *file*. Where the wider retracted sound occurs as a diaphonic variant of this, we might write it as *fiaive*. But for the people who have this sound it is an extra phoneme, because they use the ordinary Ulster *file*-vowel in other words and minimal pairs can be found which prove that for them the two sounds are separate phonemes. To speakers who have only the one sound, this extra one is a allophonic variant where it occurs.

When a phoneme has slightly different pronunciations owing to the influence of adjacent sounds, especially certain consonants, these variants are said to be its allophones. One important allophone is shown on the chart, in square brackets, in the word *fend*. This has the *fool*-vowel, as in *food*, but because it is preceded by the *yod* sound, as if written *fyood*, its tongue-position is more advanced than usual. In fact, it is almost identical with that of the *feel*-vowel, but has lip-rounding instead of lip-spreading. In the same way the *pit*- and *put*-vowels have the same tongue-position, but the latter has lip-rounding whereas the former has not. These are, however, separate phonemes.

With one exception the phonemes in *p-t* words must be followed by a consonant whereas the phonemes in *f-l* words can stand finally or before another vowel when another syllable is added. For example, the traditional names of the vowel-letters of the ordinary alphabet all end in a phoneme of the latter type. The exception is the *pat*-vowel, which now stands, lengthened in pronunciation, at the end of a few words of fairly recent origin, such as children's words like *pa*, *ma*, *da*, *ba*, exclamations and imitations like *ah*, *bab*, *blaah*, *ha*, *yah*; musical note-names like *fa*, *fa*; contractions like *bet*; and loanwords like *feadh* 'musical competition' (from Irish), which rhymes with the foregoing. In Ulster these have the *pat*-vowel, whereas some other forms of English use an extra different phoneme, pronounced further back in the mouth, shown on chart II as the *fa*-vowel from the name of the musical note.

Chart II shows, for comparison with the Ulster vowels on Chart I, the vowel-system of present-day southern English Received Pronunciation (RP). By comparing the two charts one can see how much Ulster English and RP have diverged [from a common ancestor] since the 17th century. The vowels in *foil* and *feel* are the only two vowel-phonemes that are virtually the same (not counting frequent shortening of the latter in Ulster), but as it happens these two words are not identical in English and Ulster pronunciation because the Ulster *l* is a 'clearer' sound than the English *l*. Among the thousand most frequently used words in the English language 7.5 per cent have the *feel*-vowel, not counting those where it is modified by a following *r*, and 0.9 per cent have the *foil*-vowel. If this group of words is typical of the vocabulary as a whole, it follows that English and Ulster speech have identical vowel sounds in approximately only one-twelfth of all words uttered. In eleven-twelfths of everything uttered the texture of southern English and of Ulster speech differs phonetically, whether the latter is of English or Scots origin.

In defining the Ulster-Scots dialect area, Gregg took fourteen linguistic features as criteria for demarcating Scots from English. These were: one grammatical feature, the use of the Scots negative suffix *-nae* in auxiliary verbs in place of the colloquial English *-n*t; one consonantal feature, the preservation of the voiceless velar fricative, the so-called egh-sound, which is lost in standard English; and a dozen situations in which the Scots distribution of vowel-phonemes prevails over the English distribution. These may be briefly summarised as follows:

1. use of the *feel*-vowel, written *ei* in traditional Scots orthography or with English *ee* where *ei* would be confusing,
   (a) for the *file*-vowel in words like *dee* ‘die’, *ee* ‘eye’, *heegh* (with audible gh) ‘high’, *breek* ‘briar’
   (b) for the *fail*-vowel in words like *bleize* ‘blaze’, *mere* ‘mare’
   (c) for the *pet*-vowel in words like *heid* ‘head’, *seive* ‘save’, *frein* ‘friend’, *delt* ‘deed’, *weel* ‘well’ (adverb)
   (d) for the *pit*-vowel in words like *siek* ‘sick’, *leive* ‘live’, *gee* ‘give’
   (e) for the *fool*, *put*, and *put*-vowels in certain areas only (east Donegal, mid Ards, east-central Down) in words like *braid* ‘broud’, *shein* ‘shoes’, *A hae loo stae* *geed* *beets* *abeen* *the* *sheel* ‘I have lost my good boots above the school’, as the small boy reported to his mother after taking off his rather too tight new boots to play in the long grass where he then could not find them.

2. use of the *fail*-vowel, variously written orthographically,
   (a) for the *fool*-vowel in words like *home* ‘home’, *stane* ‘stone’, *baith* ‘both’, *raip* ‘rope’, *taw* ‘toe’, *mair* ‘more’, *maist* ‘most’, *nae* ‘no’ (adjective), *baine* ‘bone’, *alone* ‘alone’
   (b) for the *feel*-vowel in words like *baeast* ‘beast’, *raisan* ‘reason’
   (c) for the *fall*-vowel in words like *braid* ‘broad’, *strae* ‘straw’
   (d) for the *pet*-vowel in words like *sainv* ‘seven’, *shait* ‘shed’
   (e) for the *pat-* and *pit*-vowels in *hæ* ‘have’ and *wæ* ‘with’

3. use of the *pet*-vowel
   (a) for the *pat*-vowel before *ck*, *g* and *ng* in many words like *flex* ‘flax’, *leek* ‘lack’, *beg* ‘bag’, *cleng* ‘clang’; and in a number of other words such as *kemp* ‘camp’, *kesk* ‘cask’, this, however, being an east Antrim feature which is not universal throughout the Ulster-Scots-speaking area in many of these words
   (b) for the *pith*-vowel in words such as *denner* ‘dinner’, *kennelm* ‘kindling’
   (c) for the *file*-vowel in words like *feght* (with audible gh) ‘fight’, *ether* ‘either’, *neither* ‘neither’

4. use of a somewhat centralized variety of the *pat*-vowel, which is always short no matter what consonant follows (unlike some other types of Ulster English, where it may
he long before certain consonants); for which reason we designate it specifically as the pat-vowel
(a) for the pit-vowel in words like batt 'bit', badd 'bid'
(b) for the pet-vowel in words like kass 'chest', radd 'red', watch 'veitch', transnel 'tremble'
(c) for the pit-vowel in bat 'bull' and for the pat-vowel in words like dazzen 'dozen', watt 'nut', sann 'son/sun', summer 'summer', stabbie 'stubble', rann 'run'
(d) for the file-vowel before nd in words like blann 'blind', faunn 'find', and before mb in clann 'climb'

5. use of an unrounded and lengthened variety of the pot-vowel, for which reason we designate it specifically as the paat-vowel
(a) for the pot-vowel in words like paat 'pat', paad 'pad'
(b) for the pot-vowel before labial consonants and ng in words like taaq 'top', raab 'rob', aaf 'off', laang 'long', wraang 'wrong'
(c) for the pet-vowel after w and wr in words like waal 'well' (noun), waart 'wet' (adjective) – but weert for the verb 'wet' – waapth 'welp', wraan 'wren', wraaste 'wrestle'
(d) for the fall-vowel in many Ulster-Scots areas in words like waa 'wall', faa 'fall', aat 'all', satt 'salt', seaa 'tea' (scald), and likewise for the foal-vowel in words like blaa 'blow', raaw 'row', craa 'crow', and for the foal-vowel in words like twaa 'two', whaa 'who', but this is not universal as some areas have the fall-vowel in all such words, though not the l that sometimes follows it in the English form, and other areas have a long diphthong consisting of the pat-vowel moving towards the fall-vowel, e.g., faaw 'fall', blaan 'blow'
(e) for the fall-vowel in words like maak 'make', waaad 'wade', awaa 'away'

6. use of the fall-vowel, without the lowering and unrounding tendency found in some areas, for which reason we designate it specifically as the pat-vowel
(a) for the pot-vowel in words like paat 'pot', paad 'pod', blan 'block'
(b) for the pot-vowel in words like tassel 'tassel', bauar 'barrow', and for the pet-vowel in auny 'any'

7. use of the foal-vowel
(a) for the foal-vowel (written o before r) in words like shore 'short', coor 'cord'
(b) for the pot-vowel in words like roak 'rock', no 'not' (emphatic), doag 'dog' (in some areas only)

8. use of the foal-vowel or the pat-vowel, usually according to the nature of the following consonant
(a) for the foal-vowel in words like loot 'loot', looj 'loof', loom 'loom', rook 'root', etc.
(b) for the foal-vowel in words like roost 'rust', thoom 'thumb', seek 'suck'
(c) for the foal-vowel in some words like shooger 'shoulder', cooter 'couller', heard in the saying he hes a neb on him like a cooter (neb is 'nose')
(d) for the foal-vowel in poution or pouzhoon 'poison' and in foozhoonless 'tasteless' from the archaic word fooson 'pouzzent'
(e) for the pot-vowel with lengthening and loss of final l in words like foaw 'full', pou 'pull'

9. use of the pit-vowel
(a) for the foal-, put- and pat-vowels, except in certain marginal areas (see section 1(e) above), in words like gid 'good', bid 'blood', lim 'loom', giss 'goose', shyn 'shoes', A hae lost ma gid biis abin the skil 'I have lost my good books above the school' (cf. section 1(e), riff 'roof'
(b) for various vowels in negative forms of verbs and contractions of prepositions with pronouns such as dinnae 'don't', disnae 'doesn't', hinnae 'haven't', hitte 'have to', wit 'with it', fit 'from it') (from fae it)

10. use of the putt-vowel
(a) for the put-vowel in words like pitt 'put', cud 'could', wud 'would'; sometimes also for the pot-vowel in doug 'dog'
(b) for the pit-vowel, especially after w, wh, wr, qu in words like twast 'twist', whop 'whip', wrast 'wrist', quait (or kvait, to avoid the unusual letter-combination qu) 'quilt', wamer 'winter', brauckle 'brittle'
(c) for the pit-vowel in words like twenty 'twenty', munny 'many', studdy 'steady'
(d) for the foal-, put- or pat-vowels before k, gh and g, in which case it is preceded by 'yod' and written eu in Scots traditional orthography, in words like beak 'book', beak 'hook', enougn (with gh pronounced as the egh-sound) 'enough', likewise tough 'tough', but when the gh is lost as in peer 'plough' (where the l is also lost) the eu is pronounced with the second element long as in feed. Another word with the same phonology is feuggy 'left-handed'.

11. use of the file-vowel
(a) for the fail-vowel, spelt with ey in traditional Scots orthography or with English ie where this is less ambiguous than ey, mainly when final in words like hey or tie 'hay', pery or pie 'pay', cley or elie 'clay', reyns or rines 'reins', gee 'very', ay 'always'
(b) for the fail-vowel in bile 'boil' (noun)
(c) with the back open starting point of the five (faive) vowel replacing the ordinary file-vowel pronunciation when final or before a, e, i, u and the verbal ending d in words like puy 'pie', faive 'five', saithie 'saiety', praize 'praise', taayie 'tie', taaid 'tied' (as opposed to tide with the ordinary file-vowel)

12. use of the foal-vowel
(a) for the foal-vowel in words like oul 'old', cood 'cold', boul 'bowl', sowl 'soul', hoult 'hold', poul 'pole', pownie 'pony', bestou 'bestow', grow 'grow', tou 'tow' (noun) – or growe and tow for the last two on the analogy of knowe 'small hill, knoll', ower 'over', too'. To represent this sound orthographically one can reverse the roles of ou and ow of standard spelling. Sometimes for the pot-vowel in doug 'dog'.
(b) for the fail-vowel in thaw 'thaw'
The factors working for the anglicization of Scots in respect of these features are not quite the same in every case, particularly where the effect of written English on Scots pronunciation is taken into account. English *nae*, and its older Scots equivalent *na*, do not in either case represent exactly the normal colloquial forms, respectively *–nt* and *–na* in some parts of Scotland. One could therefore go on using the Scots reduction without regard to the written form even when one had abandoned other Scots features, and this is exactly what one finds in many parts of Ulster except in very formal speech. The loss of the *egh* sound in standard words, which is in any case preserved throughout Ulster in dialect words of Scots or northern English origin like *sheugh* 'ditch' and loanwords from Irish like *lough* would not be induced by the literary spelling, which preserves the *gh*, though *ch* is more commonly used in traditional Scots spelling. One could read a Scots pronunciation out of forms like *taught*, *weight*, *right* even better than an English pronunciation, particularly if one felt a native urge to distinguish them from their English homonyms *taut*, *wait*, *rite*, by retaining the original *egh*-sound. In the case of these two Scots features the force of the most familiar written forms would not count in the process of anglicization by way of producing spelling- pronunciations. This process would depend entirely on the adoption of a different spoken standard in a given grammatical situation or for a given set of words.

With the words in which Scots and English vowel phonemes differed the case was rather different because here there were old established differences in spelling. The use of literary English by persons who spoke Scots, especially the use of the Authorized Version of the Bible from the early 17th century onwards, made Scots-speakers familiar with English forms as reading pronunciations even if they never used them in natural speech. The Scots forms of such words may be called overt Scots forms, and it is precisely these that have in the main been lost in the process of anglicization.

Considered diachronically the Scots forms cited above with different vowel phonemes from their English equivalents can of course be explained historically in terms of the multifarious origins of each standard English vowel phoneme.

Considered synchronically, however, these differences, which affect small word-sets and even individual words in different ways, seem to be largely random and unpredictable, apart from the special case of Ulster-Scots *paat*, *patt*, *paut* respectively for Ulster English *pat*, *pit*, *pot*—see sections 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) in the list above—which will be discussed below. The Scots-speaker, wishing to make himself more widely understood, has learnt to make the appropriate English substitution, a process known as code-switching. There has been a long tradition of doing this, supported in part by the written word but also by the close proximity of traditional spoken Ulster English. Sometimes this has led to code-switchings that produce results at variance with standard English, because Ulster English uses dialect forms, mainly of English West Midland origin, that the speaker of Ulster-Scots has falsly assumed to be standard English. An interesting case is provided by the word *ewe*, which has the *feudal*-allophone of the *foul*-vowel in standard English. The commonest Scots form is *yow* (which has the *fowl* vowel), but the traditional Ulster English dialect form is *yoe* and there is a long-established convention that when speakers of Ulster-Scots switch to English with outsiders, they use the Ulster English dialect form *yoe* for this word and not its standard English form.

Again, it sometimes happens that Ulster English and Ulster-Scots occasionally share common features of dialect origin that are atypical of their standard forms. Thus words of the type *old, cold* have the *foul*-vowel in both (though usually with loss of the final *d* in the Ulster-Scots forms). In the case of Ulster English this is a pronunciation of West Midland origin at variance with the more general modern standard *old*-vowel of the standard language. In the case of Ulster-Scots it is an old type of pronunciation, surviving also in some marginal areas of Scotland, at variance with the more general modern Scots form with the *faul*-vowel. In such a case there was no need for code-switching on the part of Scots-speakers because speakers of Ulster English used the same phoneme anyway.

Behind the loss of these distinctive Scots forms then—a process not yet completed in many areas—lies a long period of semi-bilingualism with Scots as the spoken language but English as the written and formal reading language. So far as the vowel phonemes are concerned, the process of code-switching almost invariably takes place when one of the vowel phonemes involved, either on the Scots side or the English but more particularly on both, belongs to the *f-l* series of long phonemes. Where different Scots and English vowels both belong to the *p-t* series, there may be hesitation and sometimes even neglect of code-switching. This is most prevalent in the special cases we are about to consider below involving Scots *paat*, *patt*, *paut* for English *pat*, *pit*, *pot* respectively. Indeed this confrontation of disparate sounds is specifically an Ulster matter, because of the juxtaposition here of Scots and English, and it does not arise in Scotland, where the linguistic situation is different.

Of the thousand most frequently used words in the language roughly 30 per cent differ in their Scots and English forms, not counting the special differences involving Ulster-Scots *paat/patt/paut* for Ulster English *pat/pit/pot* that we have just mentioned. This includes words with consonantal differences such as the dropping of final *d* after *f* and *n* and the reduction of medial *nd* and *mb* to *nn* and *mm* where vowel differences are not involved. Words in which Scots and English differ in their use of vowel phonemes of the *f-l* series, though not counting the Scots use of the back-open *five*-variant of the *file*-vowel, that is, the group where code-switching is most likely to occur, amount to only 13 per cent of the thousand most frequently used words in the language. To these may be added words containing the *egh*-sound in Scots, where code-switching to the English form almost always entails a change in the vowel phoneme as well as the loss of *gh*. These amount to 2.1 per cent of the thousand most frequently used words. It follows that Gregg's criteria for distinguishing Scots from English in Ulster amount to a rather slender proportion of the most used vocabulary. We may suspect that as the total vocabulary increases the proportion of words with distinctive features where code-switching always occurs will diminish.

Scots features in the vowel system, however, are not confined to those that have long found expression in the spelling of standard English and of traditional literary Scots, which provides one motivation for code-switching. There are many phonetic differences between the vowel sounds of each
which were not felt to be sufficiently great to merit different spellings. In any case such small differences would have been hard to express through the ordinary five-vowel alphabet. In Scotland, where English when it eventually became established is spoken with a Scots accent, this has been of no significance because there are no large blocks of English-speakers interspersed among Scots-speakers, at least in rural areas. But in Ulster the case is different. Here Scots is in geographical and often social confrontation with English, deriving either from primary English sources or from English as a secondary language acquired historically by Irish-speakers. Consequently phonetic differences that do not occur within Scotland between speakers of Scots and speakers of Scotticized English can occur side by side and survive as well-marked features in Ulster. Unlike the older overt differences which form the basis of Scots/English bilingualism, they are accepted as differences of accent which do not prevent comprehension. People do not switch from one to the other, as happens when Scots-speakers switch from the overt Scots forms they would use when talking among themselves to the English forms they would use when talking to outsiders. The variants of these pronunciations which are of Scots origin are what we may call covert Scots forms, and they have persisted even when the overt Scots forms have been lost because they are not subject to code-switching in bilingual situations.

Before discussing these features we must look for a moment at the overall distribution of vowel phonemes within the standard language and then at the variety of English, as distinct from Scots, established in Ulster. Among the thousand most frequently used words in the language some 15 per cent contain vowels modified by syllable-closing r, which we have decided to ignore as not being strictly relevant to the differences between Scots and English in Ulster. Unlike their parent languages in Britain, where r operates quite differently on the preceding vowel, Ulster-Scots and Ulster English both have a reverted resonant r which modifies and usually lengthens the preceding vowel. In Scotland on the other hand a rolled r leaves the preceding vowel completely unmodified. In England, apart from Wessex, Kent, and the West Midlands, Lancashire and Durham-Northumberland, r is lost; preceding original short vowels have been lengthened and shifted in quality; preceding original long vowels and diphthongs have developed a shwa-glide after them to produce what are called centering diphthongs, that is, those in which the tongue moves from one of the clear vowel positions towards shwa, and in certain cases the latter then alters the quality of the vowel and is itself lost. The Ulster equivalents of all these developments need not concern us here.

In a very small number of words, about 0.5 per cent, the original vowel has normally been reduced to shwa because these little words are of the kind that almost always occur unstressed in the sentence. The distribution of vowel phonemes over the remainder of the most frequently used words — which can probably be taken as fairly representative of the vocabulary as a whole — is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel Phoneme</th>
<th>p-t Series</th>
<th>f-l Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pat-vowel</td>
<td>7.8 per cent</td>
<td>7.5 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pet-vowel</td>
<td>11.7 per cent</td>
<td>7.9 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pit-vowel</td>
<td>11.2 per cent</td>
<td>6.2 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pot-vowel</td>
<td>5.9 per cent</td>
<td>4.7 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putt-vowel</td>
<td>6.8 per cent</td>
<td>7.1 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>punt-vowel</td>
<td>1.4 per cent</td>
<td>3.0 per cent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putt-vowel</td>
<td>0.9 per cent</td>
<td>0.9 per cent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noticeable that the front-spread vowels and diphthongs, the sounds heard in pet, pit, fail, feel, file, though only five in number, are more heavily weighted than the remaining nine vowel phonemes. The least frequent vowel, the sound heard in fail, does not occur in native Germanic words of Old English and Old Norse origin. It is confined to words of Old French and, much less frequently, Dutch origin. The next most infrequent phoneme, the pat-vowel, derives in equal proportion from what were originally allophonic variants of the putt- and fool-vowels. Though it exists as a separate phoneme in some types of Ulster speech (my own, for example), there are others in which its words are divided between these two other larger groups. Of the words containing the pat-vowel in Ulster, exactly one third of those most frequently used have the fa-vowel in RP. Of the 7.1 per cent of file-vowels, only 5.2 per cent have this vowel (or another substitute) in Ulster-Scots, while the other 1.9 per cent have the extra back-open five-diphthong in its place.

It has already been stated above that the largest group of features used by Gregg to distinguish Scots from English are those involving vowel differences where at least one of the vowels concerned belongs to the f-l series of phonemes, and that these amount to 13 per cent of the most frequently used words. It will now be seen that this is just about one third of the most frequently used words with phonemes from this group. Apart from the special case of the extra five-diphthong, still to be further discussed, and some diphthong variants of the fall-vowel, which are, however, not universal in Ulster-Scots, there are no phonetic variations between the Ulster-Scots and Ulster English versions of phonemes in the f-l series, at least so far as vowel quality is concerned. Whether there are variations in respect of length is a point we have not yet investigated.

Among the thousand most frequently used words in the language those that have code-switching between a Scots and an English vowel where both belong to the p-t series are decidedly less numerous and number only 5.5 per cent or about one eighth of the most frequently used words with phonemes in this group. Moreover, in such words code-switching sometimes fails to take place at all. The writer once knew a north Antrim man who consistently retained the Scots putt-vowel for the English pit-vowel when it occurred after w, wh, wr, qu, though he made the other Scots-to-English code-switches. One often hears other departures from the English-type vowel distribution with vowels from the p-t series in particular words which turn out on closer examination to belong to the Scots-type vowel distribution. Is it the case that people readily enough make code-switches involving vowels from the f-l series because fundamentally these phonemes have the same sound in both the Scots and the English systems.
in Ulster, so that it is simply a case of reshuffling phonemes that are already native and familiar over a particular set of words? Conversely, is there a certain resistance to doing this with phonemes from the p-t series because the Scots set and the English set are slightly different phonetically and are felt to be not entirely native to the speaker’s sound-system? This is a point of linguistic psychology that has not yet been sufficiently investigated. If the Scots and English versions of the p-t series of vowel phonemes persist as separate entities that broadly speaking are not affected by code-switching, then the Scots material in Ulster speech is much more widespread than was envisaged by Gregg and merits further investigation.

On the showing of the thousand most frequently used words in the language this element affects just over 43 per cent of the vocabulary, omitting the small group of words that can have the put-vowel, since their status is questionable. On this scale the scope for tracing Scots elements surviving in Ulster speech becomes very much wider.

To turn now to Ulster speech of English origin, as well as being less numerous than the Scots, its speakers came from a greater variety of dialect areas, though one result of their mingling in Ulster has been that many of the more distinctive English dialect features, such as initial s, v and dr in place of s, f and th among speakers from Wessex, have been obliterated. On the other hand most of them came from areas other than the East Midland dialect area, where standard English arose. A few did indeed come from the London area, from parts of East Anglia and from the Nottingham-Leicester areas, but they were greatly outnumbered by those from western England, mainly from the West Midland dialect area, with a lesser number of speakers of Wessex English from Devon, Somerset and Gloucester. The West Midland people came partly from its northern Lancashire-Cheshire-Derbyshire and south-Yorkshire portion and partly from its southern Warwickshire-Staffordshire-Shropshire portion.

 Speakers from the area north of the Humber-Wharfe-Ribble line, that is, from the Northern English dialect area, were less numerous, but as their Northern English dialect would have agreed phonologically, if not always phonetically, with Scots, they hardly affect the issue of Scots/English linguistic relationships.

The mainly western origin of Ulster English, however, means that it differed in many points from the East Midland variety out of which standard English has developed. In addition to that there is a chronological factor involved, in that many of the features that now characterize the RP pronunciation of English date only from the 19th century and had not yet developed when western English was transplanted to Ulster. Examples of this are: (1) the loss of r when not followed by a vowel; (2) the falling together of all originally short vowels except a and o as a long neutral shwa-vowel when followed by syllable-closing r; (3) the separation of the long back fa-phoneme as in aunt and calm from the short front pat-phoneme as in ant and cam. In Ulster English these four words all have the pat-vowel, though it is short in both aunt and ant and long in both calm and cam because of the nature of the following consonant. In addition to these points Ulster English is a type in which: (1) the file- and fowl-vowels are narrow diphthongs with a central or half-open starting-point instead of wide diphthongs with an open starting-point as in RP; (2) the fall- and foal-vowels are half-close long vowels (the latter shortened before certain consonants) and not narrow diphthongs as in RP; (3) the fall-vowel has not normally fallen together with the for-vowel (with loss of r in the latter case), but is either somewhat centralized in its tongue-position or else much more open and often unrounded; (4) the fool-vowel is much advanced to the close central position, especially when preceded by the yod-sound as in feud, and is often shortened but not necessarily distinguished from the put-vowel; and (5) the velar consonants k and g have a distinctly palatal pronunciation, like ky and gy, before and after the put-vowel. All of these features except the last bring Ulster English nearer to Scots than is the case with most types of speech in present-day England. They are not necessarily of Scots origin, but may be due to independent evolution – or more often lack of evolution – since the 17th century. Yet the two sound systems remain distinct, even apart from those Scots features which we have described as overt. It is mainly in respect of the historical short vowels that this is so.

Notes

3 For a collection of papers on the Tape Recorded Survey of Hiberno-English, see Barry, Michael (ed.), Aspects of English Dialects in Ireland Vol. 1; Papers Arising from the Tape-Recorded Survey of Hiberno-English Speech (Belfast, 1981).
4 Sometimes pronounced [æi] in Ulster.
The Ulster ‘egh’ Sound

G. Brendan Adams

The word *lough* occurs in many Ulster placenames and in general conversation. There are sea-loughs round the coast and many inland loughs ranging from Lough Neagh to quite small stretches of water. The term therefore covers the meaning of two words, *firth* and *lake*, that occur in Britain. It is the same word as that which is spelt *loch* in Scotland.

The difference in spelling between *lough* and *loch*, which are pronounced alike, is due to the difference between English and Lowland Scots spelling traditions. It is a loanword of Gaelic origin and the Scots have simply kept the Gaelic spelling. The English in Ireland, however, developed a tradition of anglicizing the spelling of Irish words. When this happened, probably in the 16th century, such English words as *cough* and *rough* would have rhymed with *lough*, so it was quite logical to spell it in this way, but in its own native words English has changed the sound of *gh* to that of *f* in some cases and lost it in most words. Since the word *lough* was not part of the general English vocabulary, it retained its original Irish pronunciation. The same is true of some northern English dialect words, like *sheugh* meaning ‘ditch’, that survive in Ulster, but are not part of standard English.

Of course, in the Ulster-Scots dialect of north-east Ulster the *gh* sound survives, pronounced like the written *gh* of German, Dutch, Welsh and Gaelic, even in words where it has become silent or changed to the *f* sound in standard English and most other dialects. In some areas, such as Ballymena, there is even a name for the old sound. The story goes that a school-inspector, hearing a county Antrim boy using the word *pegh ‘grunt’*, asked him to spell it. ‘Fee-ce-egh-egh’ came the answer, as quick as a flash. Between vowels the sound is often softened to *h*, even in Irish, as shown by anglicized spellings like *Doherty* and *Gallagher* for *Dougherty* and *Gallagher*.

One curious fact is that the Ulster-Scots dialect pronunciation of the word *rough*, rhyming with *lough*, has spread and is widely used by east Ulster speakers of regional standard English who would not dream of using the corresponding dialect pronunciations of words like *cough, rough, laugh, night, fight, eight.*

In a few areas some people are losing the ability to pronounce this sound. Most English people are unable to do so unless they have learnt to pronounce the German *ch*. Dublin people also commonly replace the *gh* sound by the *k* sound and carry this over to the Irish *ch* when speaking Irish as a second language. The sound-change of *gh* to *k* or *g* has now begun to spread in the Belfast area, mainly among industrial workers with no rural connections. They say *lock* or *lawk* for the word *lough* and in proper names, where the sound is more common than in ordinary words, one will hear *Gallacker* for *Gallagher*, and *Donackadee* or *Donagadee* for *Donagheadee*. Occasionally one even hears the pronunciation *troff* for the word *trough*, where the Ulster-Scots dialect pronunciation referred to above has undergone the local Belfast development to produce something quite different from the standard English pronunciation *trough*.

One final point may be mentioned. Apart from proper names where the *gh* sound is traditional among all speakers except those who now turn it into the *k* sound, how do we spell words that contain the original *gh* sound in Ulster-Scots dialect, but have lost *f* or changed it to the *f* sound in standard English? If we retain the *gh* spelling it may not be clear that it represents the *gh* sound, while if we change the spelling to *ch* as the Scots often do it may be mispronounced as the *ich* sound. Luckily there is a neat way out of this problem. Standard English silent *gh* is always preceded by one of six vowel-spellings: *i, e, a, u, au, ou*. In the spelling of Ulster-Scots words this need never be the case because the vowel sounds are such that their spelling is better written in other ways. Thus we get the simple rule that the spelling *gh* is silent or pronounced as *f* after these six standard English vowel spellings, but has the old *gh* sound after all other vowel-spellings, e.g. *laugh ‘laugh’, roagh ‘high’, roacht ‘night’, feugh ‘fight’, eight ‘eight’, laagh ‘low’, doagh ‘dough’, thought ‘thought’, doghier ‘daughter’, eough ‘enough’, rough ‘rough’, laough ‘shout’, blowgher ‘cough’, stough ‘stench‘. In *rough, roogh*, the *e* has become silent, but should perhaps be retained in the spelling since the spelling *ragh* might be misunderstood as rhyming with the name *Hugh*. Logically one should then write *logh* for the word *lough*, but logic is not a strong point in English spelling and the traditional spelling is perhaps best retained, unless like the Scots we revert to the original Gaelic spelling of this word.

*Originally published in the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum Yearbook (1974-75), 10-11.*
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